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Preface
Dear Friends,
Banking/Financial sector in our country is witnessing a sea change & banker’s business has
become more complex & difficult in this driven era of knowledge & technology. There are mass
retirements happening due to super annuation & many new recruits are joining the Bank. More
than 40% staff strength is newly recruited in last three to four years. An official working in the
Banking sector has to keep pace with Updated knowledge, skills & attitude, as the same is
required everywhere. There is need to issue a comprehensive book covering all the aspects so
that new recruits get updated very fast without referring many voluminous books.
This book titled “ JAIIB MADE SIMPLE ” has many unique features to its credit & consists of
all topics/syllabus required for JAIIB examination with clear concept & simple language with
latest changes during 2015-16 ( upto 31.12.2015 as per IIBF/ JAIIB exams. requirement ) also
included. This Book is divided into four Modules namely A,B,C & D & Practice Teat Papers /
Teat Yourself based on latest IIBF syllabus for JAIIB examination.
The Book also covers the full syllabus ( latest ) of JAIIB examination and also recalled
questions ( one line approach & MCQ ( based on IIBF examination Pattern ) will be helpful to
all aspirants who are taking up JAIIB examination
During preparation of this book, I have received tremendous support from Team RSTC,
Mumbai, many friends & colleagues especially my wife Mrs Renu, who is also a banker, my son
Master Ritwiz Aryan & our clerk Mr Sanjeev V Karamchandani. Special thanks to Sri B P Desai
Sir ( Our Ex. AGM & now Faculty on Contract at RSTC, Mumbai ) for vetting & compilation of
this book.
As any work will have scope for some improvement, I shall be grateful if any feedback is
provided for improvement in contents of the book.
I wish you all the best for the written test & hope the study material will help in achieving the
goal.

Place : Mumbai
Date : 12.05.2016

SANJAY KUMAR TRIVEDY
Divisional Manager, Government Link Cell, Nagpur
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ABOUT JAIIB EXAMINATION
OBJECTIVE: JAIIB aims at providing required level of basic knowledge in banking and financial services,
banking technology, customer relations, basic accountancy and legal aspects necessary for carrying out day to
day banking operations.
MEDIUM OF EXAMINATION : Either in Hindi or English

Cut-off Date of Guidelines / Important Developments for Examinations
In respect of the exams to be conducted by the Institute during May / June of a calendar year, instructions /
guidelines issued by the regulator(s) and important developments in banking and finance up to 31st
December of the previous year will only be considered for the purpose of inclusion in the question papers. In
respect of the exams to be conducted by the Institute during November / December of a calendar year,
instructions / guidelines issued by the regulator(s) and important developments in banking and finance up to
30 June of that year will only be the considered for the purpose of inclusion in the question papers.
Reference: IIBF Monthly Magazine : VISION.
PATTERN OF EXAMINATION : Each Question Paper will contain approximately 120 objective type multiple
choice questions, carrying 100 marks including questions based on case study / case lets. The Institute may,
however, vary the number of questions to be asked for a subject. There will NOT be negative marking for
wrong answers.

TYPES OF QUESTIONS

120 Objective Type Multiple Choice Questions - carrying 100 marks – 120 minutes and question will be based
on Knowledge Testing, Conceptual Grasp, Analytical / Logical Exposition, Problem Solving & Case Analysis.
Type of Questions – Basically four types of Multiple Choice Questions asked in Exam of
Which Type – A : Concept based Straight Questions ( 70-71 QUES - 0.5 MARKS EACH ) ;
Type – B : Problems & Solutions (20-25 QUES - 1.0 MARKS EACH); Type – C : Applied
theory based Questions (10-15 QUES - 2.0 MARKS EACH) ; Type – D : Case Study & Caselets based Questions ( 10-15 QUES - 2.0 MARKS EACH )

QUESTIONS MODELS : TYPES OF QUESTIONS
Type – A : MULTIPLE CHOICE – QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
The Best Method for assessing working capital limit used by the bank for seasonal Industries is :
1.
Operating Cycle Method, 2. Projected Networking Method, 3. Projected Turn over Method & 4. Cash
Budget Method
Type – B : MULTIPLE CHOICE – PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS
Mr. Ram Kumar is having overdraft account with Canara bank upto Rs.100,000. The present Debit Balance
in the account was Rs. 80550.00. The bank has received attachment order from Income tax deptt. For Rs.
16,200.00. What can the bank do in this situation ?
Unless the bank is a debtor, there can be no attachment and an unutilized overdraft account does not
render the bank a debtor ( but creditor ) & hence can not attach.
Type – C : MULTIPLE CHOICE – APPLIED THEORY – QUES. & ANS
Financial Institution wish to have the money lent by them repaid in time. Secured advances sanctioned by
banks possess what kind of security ?
Secured Advances have impersonal security i.e. Tangible Security
Type –D : MULTIPLE CHOICE – CASE STUDIES & CASE LETS (PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS )
Economic development of a country to a large extent depends upon Agril. & Industrial sectors. Development
of agril. Depends upon irrigation facilities while industrial development on availability of power,good
transport and fast communication facilities. All these are called infrastructure. Read the caselet & explain
which industries constitute infrastructure ?
a.
Energy, Transport & Communication
b.
Irrigation, construction of bridges & dams over Rivers & stable govt. at Centre.
c.
Availability of Funds for PMEGP , SJSRY & Indira Awas Yojana
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DURATION OF EXAMINATION: The duration of the examination will be of 2 hours.
JAIIB EXAMINATION – May 2016
(Last date for applying for examination : 15.03.2016 )
ONLINE MODE
Examination DATE

TIME

SUBJECTS

15.05.2016 Sunday

ONLINE - Will be given in the admit Letter

Principles & Practices of Banking

22.05.2016 Sunday

ONLINE - Will be given in the admit Letter

Accounting & Finance for Bankers

29.05.2016 Sunday

ONLINE - Will be given in the admit Letter

Legal & Regulatory Aspects of Banking

Last Date for receipt of Change of Centre Requests at the respective Zonal Offices for the JAIIB Examination scheduled for
May 2016 : 31.03.2016
( Examination fee Inclusive Service Tax @14.50% wef 15.11.2015 - Eligible for Members Only )
Sr. No.

Name of the Exam

Attempts

Fee (Rs)

1

JAIIB

First Block of 2 attempts

2748

Second Block of 2 attempts

2748

PERIODICITY AND EXAMINATION CENTRES ; The examination will be conducted normally twice a year
in May / June and November / December on Sundays.
Pass : Minimum marks for pass in every subject - 50 out of 100 marks.
Candidate securing at least 45 marks in each subject with an aggregate of 50% marks in all
subjects of JAIIB examination in a single attempt will also be declared as having passed JAIIB
Examination.
Candidates will be allowed to retain credits for the subject/s they have passed in one attempt till the expiry of
the time limit for passing the examination as mentioned bellow:
TIME LIMIT FOR PASSING THE EXAMINATION
Candidates will be required to pass JAIIB examination within a time limit of 2 years (i.e. 4 consecutive
attempts). Initially a candidate will have to pay examination fee for a block of one year i.e. for two attempts. In
case a candidate is not able to pass JAIIB examination within 1st block of 2 attempts, he / she can appear for a
further period of 1 year (2nd block) i.e. 2 attempts on payment of requisite fee. Candidates who have
exhausted the first block of 2 attempts, should necessarily submit the examination application form for the
next attempt, without any gap. If they do not submit the examination form immediately after exhausting the
first block, the examination conducted will be counted as attempts of the second block for the purpose of time
limit for passing.
Candidates not able to pass JAIIB examination within the stipulated time period of two years are required to reenroll themselves afresh by submitting fresh Examination Application Form. Such candidates will not be
granted credit/s for subject/s passed, if any, earlier. Attempts will be counted from the date of application
irrespective of whether a candidate appears at any examination or otherwise.
“CLASS OF PASS” CRITERIA
The Institute will consider the FIRST PHYSICAL ATTEMPT of the candidate at the examination as first attempt
for awarding class. In other words, the candidate should not have attempted any of the subject/s pertaining to
the concerned examination any time in the past and has to pass all the subjects as per the passing criteria and
secure prescribed marks for awarding class. Candidate re-enrolling for the examination after exhausting all
permissible attempts as per the time limit rule will not be considered for awarding class.
First Class : 60% or more marks in aggregate and pass in all the subjects in the FIRST PHYSICAL
ATTEMPT.
First Class with Distinction : 70% or more marks in aggregate and 60 or more marks in each subject in
the FIRST PHYSICAL ATTEMPT.
Candidate who have been granted exemption in the subject/s will be given "Pass Class" only.
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Module: A
Indian Financial System
Syllabus

- Indian Financial System : An Overview - Role of RBI, Commercial Banks, NBFCs, PDs, FIs,

Cooperative Banks, CRR, SLR; Equity & Debt Market; IRDA
-Banking Regulation - Constitution, Objectives, Functions of RBI ,Tools of Monetary
Control; Regulatory, Restrictions on Lending
-Retail Banking, Wholesale and International Banking - Retail Banking- Products,
Opportunities; Wholesale Banking, Products; International Banking, Requirements of
Importers & Exporters, Remittance Services; Universal Banking; ADRs; GDRs;
Participatory Notes
-Role Of Money Markets, Debt Markets & Forex Market - Types of Money & Debt
Market Instruments incl. G-Secs; ADs, FEMA, LIBOR, MIBOR, etc.
-Role and Functions of Capital Markets, SEBI - Overview of Capital Market; Stock
Exchange; Commonly used Terms; Types of Capital Issues; Financial Products /
Instruments including ASBA, QIP; SEBI; Registration of Stock Brokers, Sub-brokers, Share
Transfer Agents, etc; QIBs;
-Mutual Funds & Insurance Companies, Bancassurance & IRDA - Types of Mutual
Funds, its Management & its Role; Role & Functions of Insurance Companies;
Bancassurance; IRDA
-Factoring, Forfaiting Services and Off-Balance Sheet items - Types & advantages of
Factoring & forfeiting services; Types of off balance sheet items
-Risk Management, Basel Accords - Introduction to Risk Management; Basel I, II & III
Accords
-Alliances / Mergers /Consolidation
-CIBIL, Fair Practices Code for Debt Collection, BCSBI - Role and Functions of CIBIL; Fair
Practices Code for Debt Collection; Codes of BCSBI
-Recent Developments in the Financial System - Structure, Reforms in the Indian
Financial System; recent developments in Money, Debt, Forex Markets; Regulatory
Framework; Payments and Settlement System
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MODULE – A : INDIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM
HISTORY OF INDIAN BANKING
The first bank of limited liability managed by Indians was Oudh Commercial Bank founded in 1881. Punjab
National Bank was established in 1894 .
Swadeshi movement, which began in 1906, encouraged the formation of a number of commercial banks.
Banking crisis during 1913 -1917 and failure of 588 banks in various States during the decade ended 1949
underlined the need for regulating and controlling commercial banks.
The Banking Companies Act was passed in February1949, which was subsequently amended to read as
Banking Regulation Act, 1949.This Act provided the legal framework for regulation of the banking system by
RBI. The largest bank - Imperial Bank of India - was taken over by the RBI in 1955 and rechristened as State
Bank of India, followed by inclusion of its 7 Associate Banks in1959. At present SBI has five associate banks.
With a view to bring commercial banks into the mainstream of economic development with definite social
obligations and objectives, the Government issued an ordinance on 19 July 1969 acquiring ownership and
control of 14 major banks in the country. Six more commercial banks were nationalised from 15 April 1980.
Meaning of Bank
Bank is a lawful organisation, which accepts deposits that can be withdrawn on demand. It also lends
money to individuals and business houses that need it.
Role of Banking
Banks provide funds for business as well as personal needs of individuals. They play a significant role in
the economy of a nation. Let us know about the role of banking.

It encourages savings habit amongst people and thereby makes funds available for productive use.

It acts as an intermediary between people having surplus money and those requiring money for various
business activities.

It facilitates business transactions through receipts and payments by cheques instead of currency.

It provides loans and advances to businessmen for short term and long-term purposes.

It also facilitates import-export transactions.

It helps in national development by providing credit to farmers, small-scale industries and self-employed
people as well as to large business houses which lead to balanced economic development in the
country.

It helps in raising the standard of living of people in general by providing loans for purchase of consumer
durable goods, houses, automobiles, etc.
TYPES OF BANKS
There are various types of banks which operate in our country to meet the financial requirements of
different categories of people engaged in agriculture, business, profession, etc. On the basis of
functions, the banking institutions in India may be divided into the following types:
1.
Central Bank (RBI, in India)
Commercial Banks Public Sector Banks
Private Sector Banks
3.
Foreign Banks, Development Banks (IFCI, SFCs)
4.
Co-operative Banks
Primary Credit Societies Central Co-operative Banks, State Co-operative Banks
5. Specialised Banks (EXIM Bank, SIDBI, NABARD)
6.
Central ank
A bank which is entrusted with the functions of guiding and regulating the banking system of a country is
known as its Central bank. Such a bank does not deal with the general public. It acts essentially as
Government's banker, maintain deposit accounts of all other banks and advances money to other
banks, when needed. The Central Bank provides guidance to other banks whenever they face any
problem. It is therefore known as the banker's bank. The Reserve Bank of India is the central bank of
our country. The Central Bank maintains record of Government revenue and expenditure under various
heads. It also advises the Government on monetary and credit policies and decides on the interest rates
for bank deposits and bank loans. In addition, foreign exchange rates are also determined by the central
bank. Another important function of the Central Bank is the issuance of currency notes, regulating their
circulation in the country by different methods. No other bank than the Central Bank can issue currency.
COMMERCIAL BANKS
Commercial Banks are banking institutions that accept deposits and grant short-term loans and advances to
their customers. In addition to giving short-term loans, commercial banks also give medium-term and longCompiled by Sanjay Kumar Trivedy, , Divisional Manager, Canara Bank, Govt. Link Cell, Nagpur
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term loan to business enterprises. Now-a-days some of the commercial banks are also providing housing
loan on a long-term basis to individuals. There are also many other functions of commercial banks, which are
discussed later in this lesson.
Types of Commercial banks:
Commercial banks are of three types i.e., Public sector banks, Private sector banks and Foreign banks.
Public Sector Banks:
These are banks where majority stake is held by the Government of India or Reserve Bank of India.
Examples of public sector banks are: State Bank of India, Corporation Bank, Bank of Baroda and Dena
Bank, etc.
Private Sectors Banks:
In case of private sector banks majority of share capital of the bank is held by private individuals. These
banks are registered as companies with limited liability. For example: The ICICI Bank, Axis Bank,
Federal Bank etc.
Foreign : These banks are registered and have their headquarters in a foreign country but operate their
branches in our country. Some of the foreign banks operating in our country are Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation (HSBC), Citibank, American Express Bank, Standard & Chartered Bank, Grindlay ‟s
Bank, etc. The number of foreign banks operating in our country has increased since the financial sector
reforms of 1991. According to a report by RBI there are 47 Foreign Banks branches in India as on March 31,
2013.
Development Banks
Business often requires medium and long-term capital for purchase of machinery and equipment, for
using latest technology, or for expansion and modernization. Such financial assistance is provided by
Development Banks. They also undertake other development measures like subscribing to the shares
and debentures issued by companies, in case of under subscription of the issue by the public. Industrial
Finance Corporation of India (IFCI) and State Financial Corporations (SFCs) are examples of
development banks in India.
Co- oper at i ve B ank s
People who come together to jointly serve their common interest often form a co-operative society under
the Co-operative Societies Act. When a co-operative society engages itself in banking business it is
called a Co-operative Bank. The society has to obtain a licence from the Reserve Bank of India before
starting banking business. Any co-operative bank as a society has to function under the overall
supervision of the Registrar, Co-operative Societies of the State. As regards banking business, the
society must follow the guidelines set issued by the ReserveBank of India.
NATIONAL BANK FOR AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT (NABARD )
NABARD is set up as an apex Development Bank with a mandate for facilitating credit flow for promotion
and development of agriculture, small-scale industries, cottage and village industries, handicrafts and other
rural crafts. It also has the mandate to support all other allied economic activities in rural areas, promote
integrated and sustainable rural development and secure prosperity of rural areas. In discharging its role as
a facilitator for rural prosperity NABARD is entrusted with Providing refinance to lending institutions in rural
areas Bringing about or promoting institutional development and Evaluating, monitoring and inspecting the
client banks Besides this pivotal role, NABARD also Acts as a coordinator in the operations of rural credit
institutions Extends assistance to the government, the Reserve Bank of India and other organizations in
matters relating to rural development Offers training and research facilities for banks, cooperatives and
organizations working in the field of rural development Helps the state governments in reaching their targets
of providing assistance to eligible institutions in agriculture and rural development Acts as regulator for
cooperative banks and RRBs
Some of the milestones in NABARD's activities are: District Rural Industries Project (DRIP) has generated
employment for 23.34 lakh persons with 10.95 lakh units in 105 districts. It was setup with an initial capital of
Rs. 100 crore, which is in henced to 4,000 crore in 2013 fully subscribed by the Government of India and
RBI.
FUNCTIONS OF COMMERCIAL BANKS
The functions of commercial banks are of two types.
A) Primary functions; and(B) Secondary functions. Primary functions : The primary functions of a
commercial bank includes: Accepting deposits; and Granting loans and advances.
ACCEPTING DEPOSITS : The most important activity of a commercial bank is to mobilise deposits from the
public. People who have surplus income and savings find it convenient to deposit the amounts with banks.
Depending upon the nature of deposits, funds deposited with bank also earn interest. Thus, deposits with the
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bank grow alongwith the interest earned. If the rate of interest is higher, public feels motivated to deposit more
funds with the bank. There is also safety of funds deposited with the bank.
Grant of loans and advances : The second important function of a commercial bank is to grant loans and
advances. Such loans and advances are given to members of the public and to the business community at a
higher rate of interest than allowed by banks on various deposit accounts. The rate of interest charged on
loans and advances varies according to the purpose and period of loan and also the mode of repayment.
Loans
A loan is granted for a specific time period. Generally commercial banks provide short-term loans. But
term loans, i.e., loans for more than a year may also be granted. The borrower may be given the entire
amount in lump sum or in instalments. Loans are generally granted against the security of certain assets.
A loan is normally repaid in instalments. However, it may also be repaid in lump sum.
Advances
An advance is a credit facility provided by the bank to its customers. It differs from loan in the sense that
loans may be granted for longer period, but advances are normally granted for a short period of time.
Further the purpose of granting advances is to meet the day-to-day requirements of business. The rate
of interest charged on advances varies from bank to bank. Interest is charged only on the amount
withdrawn and not on the sanctioned amount.
Cash Credit
Cash credit is an arrangement whereby the bank allows the borrower to draw amount upto a specified
limit. The amount is credited to the account of the customer. The customer can withdraw this amount as
and when he requires. Interest is charged on the amount actually withdrawn. Cash Credit is granted as
per terms and conditions agreed with the customers.
Overdraft
Overdraft is also a credit facility granted by bank. A customer who has a current account with the bank is
allowed to withdraw more than the amount of credit balance in his account. It is a temporary arrangement.
Overdraft facility with a specified limit may be allowed either on the security of assets, or on personal
security, or both.
Discounting of Bills : Banks provide short-term finance by discounting bills, that is, making payment of the
amount before the due date of the bills after deducting a certain rate of discount. The party gets the funds
without waiting for the date of maturity of the bills. In case any bill is dishonoured on the due date, the bank
can recover the amount from the customer.
Secondary functions
In addition to the primary functions of accepting deposits and lending money, banks perform a number of
other functions, which are called secondary functions. These are as follows:
-Issuing letters of credit, travellers cheque, etc.
-Undertaking safe custody of valuables, important documents and securities by providing safe deposit vaults
or lockers.
-Providing customers with facilities of foreign exchange dealings.
-Transferring money from one account to another; and from one branch to another branch of the
bank through cheque, pay order and demand draft.
-Standing guarantee on behalf of its customers, for making payment for purchase of goods,
machinery, vehicles etc.
-Collecting and supplying business information.
Providing reports on the credit worthiness of customers.
NON BANKING FINANCIAL COMPANIES (NBFC)
A Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC) is a company a) registered under the Companies Act. 1956, b)
its principal business is lending, investments in various types of shares/stocks/bonds/debentures/securities,
leasing, hire-purchase, insurance business, chit business, and c) its principal business is receiving deposits
under any scheme or arrangement in one lump sum or in installments. However, a Non-Banking Financial
Company does not include any institution whose principal business is agricultural activity, industrial activity,
trading activity or sale/purchase/construction of immovable property. (Section 45 I (c) of the RBI Act, 1934) .
One key aspect to be kept in view is that the financial activity of loans/advances as stated in 45 I ( c) ,
should be for activity other than its own. In the absence of this provision, all companies would have been
NBFCs. NBFCs whose asset size is of Rs.100 cr or more as per last audited balance sheet are considered
as systemically important NBFCs. The rationale for such classification is that the activities of such NBFCs will
have a bearing on the financial stability in our country.
The Reserve Bank of India regulates and supervises Non-Banking Financial Companies which are into the
business of (i) lending (ii) acquisition of shares, stocks, bonds, etc., or (iii) financial leasing or hire purchase.
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The Reserve Bank also regulates companies whose principal business is to accept deposits. (Section 45I (c)
of the RBI Act, 1934)

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA
The Reserve Bank has been given the powers under the RBI Act 1934 to register, lay down policy, issue
directions, inspect, regulate, supervise and exercise surveillance over NBFCs that meet the 50-50 criteria of
principal business. The Reserve Bank can penalize NBFCs for violating the provisions of the RBI Act or the
directions or orders issued by RBI under RBI Act. The penal action can also result in RBI cancelling the
Certificate of Registration issued to the NBFC, or prohibiting them from accepting deposits and alienating
their assets or filing a winding up petition.
Rationale behind the regulation: - The financial system deals with the people's money and it is necessary
to generate, maintain and promote the confidence and the trust of the people in the banking system at all
times. It is also necessary to prevent and curb all possibilities of misuse and even the imprudence by any of
the players of the financial system. Therefore the rationales are:
-To generate, maintain and promote confidence and trust of the people in the financial / banking system.
-To protect the investor's interests by adequate/timely disclosure by the institutions and access to information
by the investors.
-To ensure that the financial markets are both fair and efficient.
-To ensure that the participants measure up to the rules of the marketplace.
Constitution of RBI: - The RBI was constituted under Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. It is a state owned
institution under the Reserve Bank (Transfer of Public Ownership) of India Act, 1948. The Act empowers the
Union Govt., in consultation with the Governor of RBI, to issue such directions to RBI as considered
necessary in the public interest. The RBI has a Governor and four Dy. Governors appointed by the Union
Govt. The control of RBI is vested in the Central Board of Directors consisting of Governor, Dy. Governors
and 15 Directors nominated by Union Govt.
Banking system is regulated by the Central Banking Authority in all countries. In United Kingdom, where
banking is not defined in any statute, the banking system is regulated by the Bank of England, which is the
central banking authority there. In India the banking system is regulated by RBI in terms of the Reserve Bank
of India Act, 1934 and Banking Regulation Act, 1949. In India, banking is defined in the Banking Regulation
Act, 1949.
Main Objectives of RBI
To maintain monetary stability such that the business and economic life of the country can deliver the welfare
gains of a mixed economy.
To maintain the financial stability and ensure sound financial institutions so that economic units can conduct their business
with confidence.
To maintain stable payment systems, so that financial transactions can be safely and efficiently executed.
To ensure that credit allocation by the financial system broadly reflects the national economic priorities and
social concerns.
To regulate the overall volume of money and credit in the economy to ensure a reasonable degree of price
stability.
To promote the development of financial mdrkets and systems to enable itself to operate/regulate efficiently.

Main functions of RBI
1.Notes Issuance:-The RBI has the sole authority for the issuance of currency' notes (as per Sec 22 of RBI
Act), putting them in to circulation withdrawing them or exchanging them. _RBI issues currency notes of
denomination from Rs. 5 to Rs.1000 (can issue notes of Rs 5000 and RS.10000). The Rs.1 note and coins
are issued by the Government of India and put into circulation by RBI. As a ,cover for the notes issue, RBI
keeps a minimum value of gold Coin, bullion and foreign securities as a part of the total approved assets.
Government's Banker: - RBI acts, as the banker Central and. state Govts. i.e. It provides them
services of deposits'; withdrawal of funds,_ making, payments and transfer of funds
and management of public debt. Govt. deposits-are received free of interest and RBI does not receive any
remuneration for-the routine banking business 'of the Govt. RBI :makes ways & means advances to central
and state .Govts. Subject to certain & limits on the amount overdrafts with a view to contain the fiscal deficit
as decided by Central Govt. RBI charges commission for managing public debt and interest on overdrafts.
Bankers' Bank: - RBI acts as,the Bankers' Bank:The scheduled banks (the commercial banks and State Co-op
Banks) are required to keep stipulated reserves in cash and in approved securities as a certain percentage of
their ID & ;II with RBI. The scheduled banks are banks which are listed in the second schedule of the RBI Act,
1934:RBI also changes-its 'Bank rate to regulate the cost of bank credit and its volume
indirectly. It also acts as the lender of the- last resort for banks by rediscounting bills and refinance
mechanism.
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Bank's Supervision: - From Nov 1993, RBI's banking supervision function has been separated from its traditional
functions. The Board of Financial Supervision (BFS) was set up to oversee the Indian financial system (commercial
banks, State Coop banks, All India Financial institutions (AIFIs) and NBFCs. The RBI Governor is its chairman and has a
full time vice-chairman and six members. To develop a sound banking system, RBI's supervisory powers
To issue licenses for new banks and new branches for the existing banks.
To prescribe the minimum requirements for the paid-up capital and reserves, maintenance of cash reserves and other
liquid reserves.
-To inspect the working of the scheduled banks in India and abroad from all relevant angles and ensure their
sound working.
-To conduct adhoc investigations into complaints, irregularities and frauds pertaining to the banks.
-To control appointments, reappointments, termination of Chairmen and CEOS of private banks.
-To approve or force amalgamation or merger of two banks.
5. Development of the Financial System: - In addition to the regulatory and supervisory roles, RBI has
development role also. RBI has created the following specialized financial institutions for development.
Industrial Finance:- IDBI- Industrial Development Bank of India-1964 &
SIDBI- Small Industrial
Development Bank of India-1989.
Agricultural Credit: - NABARD- National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development-1981.
Export-Import finance: - Export-Import Bank of India-EXIM Bank-1981. Deposit and Credit Insurance: DICGC-Deposit Insurance & Credit Guarantee Corporation of India-1961.
6. Exchange Control:-It is the duty of RBI to maintain the stability of the external value of Indian Rupee.
RBI performs the following tasks:
RBI exercises the foreign exchange 'control through its Exchange-Control departments. It authorizes the
bank's specked branches and other dealers called Authorized Dealers (ADs) to deal in foreign exchange
transaction.It regulates the foreign exchange market in terms of Foreign Exchange Management Act,
1999(FEMA).
RBI manages the exchange rate between the Indian Rupee and the foreign currencies, by selling and buying
FE to / from ADs. RBI manages the Foreign exchange reserves of the country and maintains the reserves in
gold and foreign securities issued by foreign Govts. and International Financial Institutions.
7. Monetary Control: - The RBI:controls the money supply, volume of bank credit and the cost of bank
credit (via Bank Rate). Moneys Supply change mechanism iauged to control inflationary or deflationary
situations. The important macroeconomic policies are Mdnatary Control by RBI; Fiscal Policy by Ministry of Finance and
EXIM policy by Minitry of commerce. RBI:issues the monetary policy annually.
TOOLS OF MONETARY CONTROL
CRR-Cash Reserve Ratio: - CRR is the mandatory deposit (in Cash) held by the (schedule and
unscheduled) banks with RBI. It is a certain/Percentage of their demand and Time Liabilities (DTL).
At present it is 4%. Demand liabilities are the deposits payable on demand (CA & SB) and time liabilities are
time (fixed) deposits payable on the specified maturities. Non- maintenance of CRR will result in levy of penal
interest by RBI. The decrease of CRR will result in pumping more liquidity in the banking system and
increasing will squeeze the liquidity. A cut in CRR enhances loanable funds with the banks and reduces their
dependence on the call and term money markets. This will bring down the call rates. Likewise an increase in
CRR reduces the lending operations and the call rate will tend to increase.
Statutory Liquidity Ratio-SLR: - It is a supplementary liquid reserve to be maintained by banks in addition to
CRR. It is a certain percentage of
Demand and Time liabilities of banks to be held in cash(exclusive of CRR requirements), Current Account
balances with SBI & other PSBs, unencumbered approved securities mostly Govt. securities and gold. The
present SLR is 21.25%. ( RBI can prescribe the SLR from 0 to 40%).
SLR has three objectives
to restrict expansion of banks' credit .to increase banks' investment in approved securities.
 to ensure the solvency of banks. Increasing SLR will have the effect of reduction in the lending capacity of banks by preempting a certain portion of DTL for Govt. and other securities. It has therefore a deflationary impact on the economy, not
only by reducing the loanable funds but also by increasing the lending rates in the face of increasing demand for bank
credit. and vice-versa when SLR is reduced.
Bank Rate: - is the standard rate at which RBI rediscount BE or other eligible commercial papers from
banks. Bank Rate is tool used by the RBI to affect the cost-and availability of refinance and to change the
loanable funds of banks. Change in Bank Rate will affect •theinterest rates on loans and deposits in the
banking
Open Market Operations (OMO):- are the sales or purchase of Govt. securities by RBI in open market with a view to
increase or decrease the liquidity in the banking system and thereby affect the loanable funds of banks. The pricing policy
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under OMO can 'also alter the interest rate" "structure.
Selective Credit Control (SCC):-RBI stipulates certain restrictions on bank` advandes against specified sensitive commodities
with the, objective of preventing speculative holding of essential commodities.
Regulatory Restrictions on Lending:- as per RBI directives or the Banking Regulation Act are:
No loans and advances can be granted against the security of pank's own shares.
No bank shall hold shares in a company
As pledgee or mortgagee in excess' of the limit of 30% of the paid-up capital that company or 30 % of the Bank's pait-up
bapital + reserves whicheVer is less.
In the management of which MD or Manager the Bank is interested.
Banks' aggregate investment in shares, CDs, bonds etc. Should not exceed the limit of 40% of bank's net owned funds as on
the previous year

Interest Rates
The policy is issued in April- Bi Monthly reviews is undertaken by RBI.
RBI has deregulated interest rate on term deposits of banks except FCNR (B) deposits.
Interest rate on Domestic Saving deposits has been deregulated. It is decided by banks.
In respect of advances, RBI has deregulated interest except DRI where it is 4% p.a.
Interest rate on deposits and advances are decided by Board of Directors of Banks or by Asset Liability
Management Committee of the respective banks if powers delegated by Board.
6. Interest rates on advances are linked to Base of the Bank which varies from bank to bank.
7. RBI has asked banks to adopt concept of Base Rate instead of BPLR w.e.f. 1.7.2010.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BASE RATE
On recommendations of working grup ( Chairman : Deepak Mohanty ) RBI decided that banks should
switch over to Base Rate system w.e.f. 1.7.2010,
The base rate system aimed at enhancing transparency in lending rates and enables better assessment
of transmission of monetary policy.
i.
Base Rate includes all elements of the lending rates. Banks could use any methodology, to
fix the base rate which is consistent and is made available for supervisory review/scrutiny.
ii. Banks may determine their actual lending rates w.r.t. Base Rate.
iii. No loan can be sanctioned below base rate.
Exempted accounts: The following loans could be priced without reference to Base Rate: (a) DRI loans (b)
loans to banks' own employees (c) loans to banks' depositors against their own deposits. [RBI advised (Feb 21,
2011) that for loans under the scheme on finandng of Off-Grid and Decentralised Solar (Photovoltaic and
Thermal) applications as part of the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM), at interest rates not
exceeding 5% p.a. would not be considered to be a violation of Base Rate Guidelines].
iv. Changes in the Base Rate shall be applicable to all existing loans linked to the Base Rate.
v. Banks are to review the Base Rate at least once in a quarter with the approval of the Board or
the Asset Liability Management Committees (ALCOs). Banks are required to exhibit the
information on their Base Rate at all branches and also on their websites. Banks are to provide
information on the actual minimum and maximum lending rates to RBI on a quarterly basis, as
hitherto.
vi : Banks can review the base rate methodology after 3 years (earlier 5 years).
viii : Banks can calculated cost of funds on the basis of average cost or marginal cost.

Marginal Cost Based Lending Rate
RBI introduced MCLR w.e.f. 1.4.2016 to determine Base Rate by banks to improve the efficiency of monetary
policy transmission. Summary is given as under:
a) Internal Benchmark : i. All rupee loans sanctioned and credit limits renewed w.e.f. 01.04.16 to be
priced w.r.t. MCLR. It will be internal benchmark.
ii.
The MCLR comprises of (a) Marginal cost of funds; (b) Negative carry on account of CRR; (c)
Operating costs; (d) Tenor premium.
iii. Marginal Cost of funds (MCF): It has 2 components (a) Marginal cost of borrowings (b) return on
networth,
Negative Carry on CRR: It arises due to nil return.= CRR balances. By using MCF, it will be calculated as:
Required CRR x (marginal cost) / (1- CRR)
iv. Operating Costs: All operating costs associated with providing the loan product.
v. Tenor premium: It is charged to cover loan commitments with longer tenor. The change in tenor premium
should be uniform for all types of loans.
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Banks arrive at MCLR of a particular maturity by adding the corresponding tenor premium to sum of
Marginal cost of funds, Negative carry on account of CRR and Operating costs.
vii. Banks are to publish the internal benchmark for the following maturities: (a) overnight MCLR, (b) 1month MCLR, (c) 3-month MCLR, (d) 6-month MCLR, (e) 1-year MCLR or of any other longer maturity.
b) Spread : Banks should have policy delineating the components 9f spread which indude (a) Business
strategy and (b) Credit risk premium.
The spread charged to an existing borrower should not be increased except on account of deterioration
In the credit risk profile of the customer.
c) Interest Rates on Loans : Actual lending rates will be determined by adding components of spread
to MCLR. There will be no lending below the MCLR of a particular maturity.
d) Exemptions from MCLR
i. Loans under schemes of Govt. of India wherein banks have to charge interest rates as per the scheme.
ii. Working Capital Term Loan, Funded Interest Term Loan etc. as part of rectification/restructuring package.
iii. Loans under various refinance schemes of Govt. of India or any Govt. Undertakings wherein banks charge
interest at the rates prescribed under the schemes. Interest rate charged on the part not covered under
refinance should adhere to the MCLR guidelines.
iv.The following loans can be priced without being linked to MCLR :
(a) Loan to depositors against their own deposits.
(b) Loan to banks' employees and Chief Executive Officer / Whole Time Directors.
(d) Loans linked to a market determined external benchmark.
(e) Fixed rate loans. In case of hybrid loans where the interest rates are partly fixed and partly floating,
interest rate on the floating portion should adhere to the MCLR guidelines.
e) Review of MCLR : Banks shall review and publish their MCLR of different maturities every month.
f) Reset of interest rates
i. Banks can offer loans with reset dates linked either to the date of sanction of the loan/credit limits or to the
date of review of MCLR.
ii. MCLR prevailing on the day the loan is sanctioned, will be applicable till the next reset date, irrespective of
the changes in the benchmark during the interim.
iii.The periodicity of reset shall be one year or lower.
Methodology for computing MCF
Marginal cost of funds = (Rates offered on deposits on date of review / rate at which fund raised) x Balance
outstanding as on previous day of review as a percentage of total funds other than equity.
Marginal cost of borrowings : The marginal cost of borrowings shall have a weightage of 92% of
Marginal Cost of Funds while return on networth will have the balance weightage of 8%.
Methodology for computing Return on networth Amount of common equity Tier 1 capital required to be
maintained for Risk Weighted Assets as per extant capital adequacy norms shall be included for computing
marginal cost of funds. Since currently, the common equity Tier 1 capital is (5.5% +2.5%) 8% of RWA,
weightage given for this component in the marginal cost of funds will be 8%.
In case of newly set up banks (either domestic or foreign banks operating as branches in India) where
lending operations are mainly financed by capital, the weightage for this component may be higher ie in
proportion to the extent of capital deployed for lending. This dispensation will be available for a period of
three years from the date of commenting operations.
The cost of equity will be the minimum desired rate of return on equity computed as a mark-up over the
risk free rate. Banks could follow any pridng model such as Capital Asset Pridng Model (CAPM) to arrive at
the cost of capital. This rate can be reviewed annually.
Marginal cost of funds = 92% x Marginal cost of borrowings + 8% x Return on networth.
vi.

Zero percent Interest Finance Schemes Banks cannot offer low / zero percent interest rates on consumer durable
loans to borrowers through adjustment of discount available from manufacturers / dealers of consumer goods, since
such loan schemes lack transparency in operations and distort pricing mechanism of loan products. Banks should also
not promote such schemes by releasing advertisement.
They should also refrain from linking their names with any incentive-based advertisement.
GENERAL ISSUES IN INTEREST RATES
1. Banks are to charge interest on loans in accordance with RBI directives.
2. The interest at the specified rates should be charged at monthly rests (wef April 01, 2002) and rounded off to the nearest

rupee. While debiting the interest on a monthly basis, the banks are to ensure that the effective rate does not go up due
to switch-over to the system of charging / compounding interest at monthly rests and increase the burden on the
borrowers.
3. Banks should club all fund based loans for determining the size of the loan and the applicable rate of
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interest.
Levying of penal rates of interest
Wef from 10 Oct 2000, banks may formulate transparent policy for charging penal interest with Board approval. Penal
interest may be levied for reasons such as default in repayment, non-submission of financial statements, etc.
Loans under consortium arrangement : Each member bank should charge rate of interest on the portion of the
credit limits extended by it to the borrower subject to its own PLR.
Compounding in Agriculture Loans Banks cannot charge compounded interest with' quarterly rests in
agricultural advances [Supreme Court judgement in Bank of India vs Karnam Ranga Rao And Others (27
Nou,1985)].
Levy of foreclosure charges/pre-payment
penalty on Floating Rate Term Loans RBI decided on May 7, 2014, that banks will not charge foreclosure charges/ pre1
payment penalties on all floating rate Home loans sanctioned to individual borrowers, with immediate effect.
Floating Interest Rates
Banks are permitted to apply floating as well as fixed interest rates. In case of fixed rates, the interest
rate remains same, throughout the currency of the loan. In case of floating interest, the rate is
modified periodically (quarterly or half-yearly) on the basis of changes in the bench mark (called anchor
rate) interest rate. Benchmark rate is the underlying interest rate (may be on govt. security or money
market rate etc.) with which the floating rate is linked. Any change in this anchor rate would bring
change in the floating rate.

MCQs : TEST YOUR SELF
1 Review of monetary and credit policy is conducted by RBI on a : a bi-monthly basis,
b quarterly
basis c) half-yearly basis d yearly basis.
02 A banking company can acquire shares in a company as a pledge, mortgagee, assignee etc. subject to which of
the following ceiling:
a not exceeding 30% of the capital of the bank or 30% of the capital of the company, whichever higher
b not exceeding 30% of the reserves of the bank or 30% of the capital of the company whichever is lower
c not exceeding 30% of the paid up capital and reserves of the bank or 30% of the capital of the company
whichever is lower
d 30% of the capital of the company
e 30% of the authorised capital of the bank or 30% of the capital of the company
03 Which of the following interest rates is fixed by RBI and not left to the discretion of the banks
concerned? :
a saving bank deposits, b export credit facilities, c NRE deposit accounts, d DRI advances.
04 Banks can allow loans against specially minted gold coins up to
per borrower:
a 200 gm
b
150 gm,
c 100 gm
d
50 gm
05 The rates of interest on loans and advances given by banks w.e.f. 01.04.2016 are to be determined
with reference to:a bench mark prime lending rate,
b marginal cost of funds based lending rate,
c base rate,
d bank rate
06 Loan to value ratio for a home loan up to Rs.30 lac can be maximum:
a 90%
b
80%,
c 75%
d
70%
07 Interest rates when charged by banks in terms of RBI directives, cannot be questioned, being excessive, in a
court of law, under the provisions of: a Sec 20 of RBI Act, b Sec 21-A of Banking Regulation Act,
c
Sec 21 of NI Act,
d Sec 35 of RBI Act
e. Sec 35 A of Banking Regulation Act.
08 Statutory Liquidity Ratio is maintained by banks on which of the following:
a Demand and Time deposit,
b Net demand and time deposits (i.e. excluding inter-bank
transactions), c Net Demand and time liabilities,
d Demand and time liabilities,
e Demand and
time liabilities and net worth of the bank
09 RBI's open market operation transactions are carried with a view to regulate which of the following: a
liquidity with the banking system, b prices of essential commodities, c control the inflation by purchase
of goods and services,
d affect the borrowing capacity of the banks
10 Bank-X received 3 proposals for working capital sanction that include renewal of limit of Rs. 60 cr for a
sugar mill, a fresh proposal of Rs. 1 cr for financing software development and proposal of an MSE for Rs.7
cr. Which of the following methods would be used:
a cash budget method for sugar mill and Turnover method for other proposals
b cash budget method for sugar mill and software development and Turnover method for other proposal
c cash budget method for sugar mill and software development and traditional method for other proposal
d cash budget method for SSI and software development and Turnover method for sugar mill
e cash budget method for sugar mill and SSI and Turnover method for software development
11 Cost relating to registration charges, stamp duty payment etc. can in included in cost of house for
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loan to value ratio calculation purpose, when the loan is up to :
a Rs.5 lac
b
Rs.10 lac,
c Rs.20 lac
d
in all cases
12 Following liability is not taken as part of time and demand liabilities for the purpose of CRR:
a fixed deposits,
b saving bank accounts,
c recurring deposits,
d paid-up capital
13 Banks need to obtain valuation reports from two-independent valuers, when the value of immovable
property is or more: a Rs.5 cr, b Rs.25 cr, c Rs.50 cr, d Bank discretion
14 Which of the following is not included as part of SLR assets: a cash in hand, b gold owned by the
bank, c investment in un-encumbered approved govt. securities,d investment in quoted shares
15 The following section of the respective Act is related to maintenance of CRR by banks:
a Section 42 of RBI Act 1934,
b Section 42 of BR Act 1949,
c Section 42(1) of RBI Act
1934,
d Section 42 of Negotiable Instruments Act
16 The maximum level up to which SLR can be fixed by RBI, is of NDTLs :
a 25%
b
30%,
c 35% d
40%
17 When RBI wants to reduce liquidity in the banking system : a it increases the CRR, b it increases
the MSF rate, c it increases the Repo Rate, d it increases the reverse repo rate
18 Interest in crop related agriculture advances is to be charged on: a monthly basis, b quarterly
basis, c half-yearly basis, d yearly basis, e any of the above as per discretion of the bank
19 What is the margin on advance against shares in physical form, that banks are to retain:
a 25% of
the market value,
b 50% of the market value,
c 50% of the face value,
d 25% of the
face value, e at discretion of the bank.
20 Legal audit of documents is required when the amount of loan is or above: a Rs.10 cr
b
Rs.5 cr,
c Rs.2 cr d
Bank discretion
21.he policies of RBI to influence the quantity of money in circulation are called:
a) Credit policies,
b) Monetary policies c) Fiscal policies,
d) any of the above
22. If a loan against the security of gold jewellery is allowed for non-agriculture activity, the period of
such loan can be maximum:
a) 3 months
b
6 months,
c) 12 months d)
2 years
23. What is the-minimum and maximum extent of CRR -that RBI can prescribe:
a) 3% and 20%,
b) 5% and 15%,
c) 5% and 20%,
d) discretion of RBI
24. What rate of interest is allowed by RBI on CRR balances wef 1.4.2007: a) bank rate,b) no interest is
allowed, c) equal to saving bank rate, d) equal to Repo rate, e) equal to reverse repo rate.
25. RBI can issue directives to banks in respect of their loans/advances, under section 21 of
a) Banking Regulation Act, b) Negotiable Instrument Act, c) SBI Act, d) RBI Act 1934, e) a & d
26. The banks can sanction up toof project cost, to cover the over-run cost of a project:
a) 2%
b:
5%, c) 7.5%
d:
10%,
e) such advances cannot be permitted
27) Up to what extent loan against demat shares can be allowed by banks to individuals:
a) Rs.5 lac
b
Rs.10 lac,
c) Rs.I 5 lac
d
Rs.20 lac,
e) Rs.25 lac
28) Negative carry on the mandatory CRR which arises due to return on CRR balances being nil, is calculated
as under for the purpose of marginal cost of funds based lending rate (MCLR):
required CRR x marginal cost / (1 — CRR) required CRR / marginal cost / (1 — CRR) required CRR +
marginal cost / (1 CRR) required CRR x marginal cost / (1 + CRR)
29 What is the maximum extent up to which loan against paper shares can be allowed to an individual:
a) Rs.2 lacb
Rs.4 lac,
c Rs.5 lac
d
Rs.10 lac
30 A bank's direct exposure to capital markets should not exceed
of the net worth of the bank on
a solo and consolidated basis: a 40% b. 30%,
c 20% d
10%
31 Under the marginal cost of funds based lending rate (MCLR), the banks are required to publish the
internal benchmark for the following maturities (1) overnight MCLR (2) one-month MCLR (3) three
month MCLR (4) six month MCLR : a. 1 only, b 1 and 3 only, c 1, 3 and 4 only, d
1to 4 all
32 The SLR cannot be less than% of net demand and time liabilities of a bank:
a 25%
b
RBI discretion,
c 30% d
35%
33 Which section of the respective Act covers the SLR: a Section 24(2A) of BRA 1949
b Section 23 of BRA 1949, c Section 27 of RBI Act, d Section 24(2) of RBI Act
34 Loan to value ratio for a home loan above Rs.30 lac up to Rs.75 lac can be maximum:
a 90%
b
80%,
c 75%
d
70%
35 Unsecured exposure in the context of bank loans means where the quantum of security is , compared
to amount of loan at the time of sanction of the loan:
a less than 50%,
b 25% or less,
c 10% or less,
d no security taken
36 Which of the following is correct in connection with loan sanctioned to directors of other banks, or
their relatives or relatives of directors of own bank:
a loan below Rs.25 lac can be sanctioned to directors of other banks by an authority approved by the
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yr-

board of the bank. b.loan can be written off with permission of RBI
c. loan against deposit or NSCs or Life Insurance Policy, can be sanctioned to the director of the same
bank also, d.all the above
37.A bank's aggregate exposure to capital markets should not exceed
of
the
net
worth of the bank on a solo and consolidated basis: a.40% b 10%, c.5% d
2%
38.In case of loans to the Directors of other banks or their relatives, the authorities at various levels
cannot sanction loans aggregating Rs.
And
above
unless
sanctioned by the board of directors: a. 25 lac
b.50 lac c. 100 lac
d
500 lac
39.If a loan against the security of gold jewellery is allowed for non-agriculture activity, the maximum loan
to value ratio in such cases can be: a.75% b 80% , c. 85%
d
90%
40.Loans against the deposits of other banks: a. are sanctioned after getting lien noted with other
banks, b.are not sanctioned by banks because lien is not possible but right of set off is available
c. are
not sanctioned by banks because there could be possibility of frauds
d. are not sanctioned by banks because these are not allowed by SEBI
41.A bank cannot grant any loans and advances on the security of its own shares under the provisions
of: a. Section 19(B) of Banking Regulation Act Section, b. 21(3) of Banking Regulation Act c. Section 20(1)
of Banking Regulation Act Section , d. 21(B) of Reserve Bank of India Act
42.Banks cannot grant loan to its own director, against which of the following security: a.loans against
govt. securities, b.life insurance policies, c. bank deposits, d. none of the above
43.U/s 20A of Banking Regulation Act, the loan in the name of a bank director, can be remitted (written
off) with the permission of: a Bank board only, b RBI only, c Ministry of Finance
d Ministry of Finance and RBI only
44 Bank finance for buy-back of its own shares cannot be allowed to a company because u/s
77 A (1) of Companies Act, the company can buy-back, out of: a its free reserves , b security premium
account ,c proceeds of any shares or other specified securities, d all the above
45 The following categories of loans can be priced without being linked to MCLR as the benchmark for
determining interest rate: (1) Advances to banks' depositors against their own deposits. (2) Advances to
banks' own employees including retired employees. (3) Advances granted to the Chief Executive Officer /
Whole Time Directors. (4) Loans linked to a market determined external benchmark. - a I on l y, b I
and 3 only, c I, 3 and 4 only d I to 4 all
46 Loans to senior officers or their relatives are required to be reported to Board of the bank. For this
purpose, the senior officer means an officer
in : a scale IV or above, b scale V or above
c scale VI or above, d Scale VII
47 To extend loan against gold ornaments, the valuation is to be done on the basis of:
a closing price of gold on that day, b average closing price for 30 days of 22 carat gold
c closing price of 24 carat gold on that day, d at bank discretion
48 Which of the following commodities are covered under the RBI's restrictions,,under selective credit
control: a wheat and pulses, b buffer stocks of sugar with sugar mills
c imported oil and oil seeds, d course grains
49 As per RBI regulatory guidelines (a) no loan can be allowed against partly paid shares (b) no loan can
be granted to a partnership or proprietary firm against primary security of shares/debentures (c) these
loans can be granted with prior approval of Board of Banks.
a a to c all correct, b a and b only correct, c a and c are correct , d b and c are correct
50 Banks are to review and publish their Marginal Cost of Funds based Lending Rate (MCLR) of
different maturities every on a pre-announced date with the approval of the Board or any other
committee to which powers have been delegated.
a fortnight,
b month,
c quarter,
d six months
51 Banks can issue guarantees favouring other lending institutions in respect of infrastructure projects,
where the bank takes a funded share in the project at least to the extent of_ % of the project cost : a
5%
b
10%, c 15%
d
20%
52 Banks can issue guarantees favouring other lending institutions in normal projects, where the bank
takes a funded share in the project at least to the extent of
% of the project cost
a 5%
b
10%,
c 15%
d
20%
53 Banks can grant loans to which of the following (a) against bullion and primary gold (b), silver bullion
dealers (c) hall-marked golden jewellery:
a a to c all
b
a and b only,
c b and c only d
c only
54 The loan system of credit delivery applicable for advances of Rs.10 cr and above is not applicable on :
(a) cyclical activities (b) seasonal activities (c) activities having inherent volatility.
a a to c all
b
a and b only,
c b and c only d
a and c only
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55 In case of information technology and software development industry, the loans up to Rs.2 cr can be
sanctioned as per: a MPBF method of Tandon Committee,
b Turnover method of Nayak
Committee,
c Cash budget method d any of the above
56 At the time of granting fresh facilities, banks are required to :a obtain declaration from the borrowers about the credit facilities already enjoyed by them from other
branches of the same bank
b obtain declaration from the borrowers about the credit facilities already enjoyed by them from
branches of other banks
c obtain declaration from the borrowers about the credit facilities already enjoyed by them from outside India
,d all the above
57 Banks can reset the interest rates under Marginal Cost of Funds based Lending Rate (MCLR) system, for
which the periodicity can be: a one year or lower, b 6 months or lower, c 3 months or lower
d 1 month or lower
58 Minimum balance in CRR account which banks are required to maintain at all times is
of
the
average
daily
required
reserve
for a reporting Friday: a 70% b
85%,
c 95%
d
80%
59 Post disbursement supervision by lenders, particularly in respect of loans up to should be
constructive with a view to taking care of any" lender-related" genuine difficulty that the borrower
may face.: a Rs.25000 b
Rs.50000,
c Rs. 1 lac d
Rs. 2 lac
60 For transfer of borrowal account to another bank/financial institution, the consent or otherwise
i.e., objection of the lender, if any, should be conveyed
within days from the date of receipt of request. a. 7, b.
15, c. 21, d. 30
Answers:
1:a
5:b
9:a
13:c
17:a
21:b
25:a
29:d
33:a
37:a
41:c
45:d
49:b
53:d
57:a

2:c
6:a
10:
14:
18:
22:
26:
30:
34:
38:
42:
46:
50:
54:
58:
c

3:d
7:b
11:b
15:c
19:b
23:d
27:d
31:d
35:c
39:a
43:b
47:b
51:a
55:b
59:d

4:d
8:c
12:d
16:d
20:b
24:b
28:a
32:b
36:d
40:c
44:d
48:b
52:b
56:b
60:c

Cash Reserve Ratio
1. Scheduled Commercial Banks are required to maintain CRR as per section 42(1) of RBI Act.
2. Banks are required to maintain certain percentage of Net Demand & Time Liabilities as cash with RBI.
5t
3. As per amendment to sub-section (1) of Section 42 of the RBI Act 1934, with effect from 1 April 2007,
RBI can prescribe the Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) for Scheduled Commercial Banks without any floor
rate or ceiling rate. Accordingly, there is no minimum or maximum CRR as per RBI Act and RBI will fix
CRR.
4. Banks are required to maintain the prescribed CRR based on their NDTL as on the last Friday of the
second preceding fortnight.
5. Banks are required to maintain daily average balance as fixed percentage of NDTL with RBI. The
actual balance on any day of the fortnight (14 days) may be more or less than the required balance.
However, cash balance with RBI on any day of the fortnight should not fall below 95% of the required
average daily cash balance.
t
6. RBI will not pay any interest on the CRR balances with effect from 31" March 2007.
7. If a bank fails to maintain 95% of required balance with RBI on any day of the fortnight, RBI will charge
penal interest for that day at the rate of three per cent per annum above the bank rate on the amount of
shortfall. If the shortfall continues on the next succeeding day/s, penal interest will be recovered at a
rate of five per cent per annum above the bank rate.
8. Reserve Bank of India has prescribed statutory returns i.e. Form A return (for CRR) under Section 42
(2) of the RBI, Act, 1934 to be sent fortnightly.

Statutory Liquidity Ratio
1. Statutory Liquidity Ratio is maintained as per section 24 of Banking Regulation Act.
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2. As per amendment to section 24 of the. Banking Regulation Act, the provision relating to maintenance

of minimum SLR of 25% of NDTL has been withdrawn. Thus, RBI is free to fix minimum SLR. However,
it can be increased to maximum of 40% of NDTL.
3. SLR can be kept in the form of (a) cash (b) gold valued at a price not exceeding the current market
price, (c) unencumbered approved securities valued at a price as specified by the RBI from time to time
(d) cash balance with other banks (e) excess cash balance with RBI. Cash management bill issued by
Government of India will be treated as Government of India T Bills and accordingly shall be treated as
SLR securities
4. For calculation of SLR, banks are required to send monthly statement on Form VIII under Section 24
of the B R Act.
5. If a bank fails to maintain SLR on any day of the fortnight, RBI will charge penal interest for that day at
the rate of three per cent per annum above the bank rate on the amount of shortfall. If the shortfall
continues on the next succeeding day/s, penal interest will be recovered at a rate of five per cent per
annum above the bank rate.
Exposure Ceilings
1. The basic objective of exposure norms are better risk management and avoidance of credit risk.
2. In case of single borrowers, the exposure ceiling is 15% of capital funds of the bank and for borrower
group, the exposure ceiling is 40% of capital funds of the bank. For oil marketing companies, the
exposure ceiling for single borrower is 25% of capital funds of the bank.
3. In case of infrastructure projects, the exposure ceiling in case of single borrowers is 20% of capital funds
and in case of borrower group it is 50% of capital funds provided additional exposure of 5% or 10% is in
respect of infrastructure project.
4. In all of these cases, bank can take extra exposure of 5% with the approval of its Board of Directors.
However, such cases have to be reported in the Balance Sheet of the Bank as part of Notes to
Accounts.
5. Bank may fix exposure ceiling at lower levels but not at higher levels.
6. For the purpose of capital exposure norms,..bapital fund means Tier I & Tier II capital of the bank.
7. Group means when there is Commonality of Management and effective control in various companies
with the same persons.
8. Exposure would include 100% of fund based as well as non fund based limits and investment in shares,
debentures, commercial papers or any type of facility given to the company. In case of fully drawn term
loans, the exposure will be outstanding and not the limit sanctioned.
9. Exposure norms are not applicable to (a) Credit facilities to weak/sick industrial units under rehabilitation
packages (b) Food credit (c) Loans guaranteed by Government of India (d) Advance against Bank's
own deposit
10. Infrastructure would also include (a) construction of cold storage for fruits, vegetables (b) laying down of
gas pipeline (c) construction of educational institutions and hospitals.

Capital Market Exposure
1. A bank can have exposure in capital market in two forms i.e. direct exposure and indirect exposure.
2. Direct exposure means when bank invests in equity shares or convertible bonds and convertible

debentures issued by company and units of equity oriented mutual funds. Indirect exposure would
include loans against these instruments or issuing guarantee favouring stock exchange or
commodity exchange on behalf of brokers.
3. Exposure norms on capital markets have been prescribed because it is a sensitive sector.
4. The bank's direct investment in shares, convertible bonds, convertible debentures, units of equityoriented mutual funds and all exposures to Venture Capital Funds (VCFs) should not exceed 20% of its
net worth.
5. The aggregate exposure of a bank to the capital markets in all forms (both fund based and non-fund
based) on solo basis as well as consolidated basis should not exceed 40% of its net worth as on March
31 of the previous year
As per Section 19(2) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, a banking company can not hold shares in any
company, whether as pledgee, mortgagee or absolute owner more than 30% of the paid-up'share
capital of that company or 30% of paid-up share capital and reserves of the bank whichever is less.
As per Section 20(1) of Banking Regulation Act, banks can not allow advance against their own shares.
As per RBI guidelines, banks can not grant advance to their employees for purchase of the bank's own
shares.
Advance against shares: Maximum advance from the banking system that can be allowed to an
individual against shares, convertible bonds, convertible debentures and units of equity oriented mutual
funds is restricted to Rs 10 lakh in case of physical shares and to Rs 20 lakh in case of demat shares.
Banks should maintain a minimum margin of 50% for finance against physical shares and 25% against
demat shares. Banks can not grant loan against partly paid shares.
1. Banks will not grant loan to partnership/proprietorship concerns against the primary security of shares
and debentures.
2. Banks may grant advances to individuals for subscribing to IPOs maximum up to Rs 10 lakh
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Banks can grant loans to employees of companies for purchasing shares of their own companies under
Employees Stock Option Plan(ESOP). Maximum amount of adVance can be up to Rs 20 lakh and
minimum margin will be 10%.
4. RBI has not prescribed any limit on loan that can be granted to Stock Brokers & Market Makers against
shares. It will be as per policy decided by Board of Directors of the respective bank.
5. Banks should maintain minimum margin of 50% while issuing guarantees in favour of stock exchange
or commodity exchange on behalf of brokers. Within 50% margin, cash margin should be minimum'
25% and balance 25% may be in the form of other securities.
Loans to Directors of Banks
As per Section 20 (1) of Banking Regulation Act, banks can not grant any loans or advances to any of
its directors except as permitted by RBI. This rule is also applicable to spouse & dependent children
of Director.
RBI has permitted banks to allow following types of loans to its directors (a) Loan against Government
Securities, Life Insurance policies and bank deposit (b) Loans to employee directors of the bank as are
applicable to him as an employee of that bank (c) Facilities like bilis purchased/discounted and
purchase of cheques (d) credit card facility as per the same criteria as applied to other persons for card
business. As per Section 20A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, bank can not remit a loan due to the
bank by any of its directors without RBI permission.
Bank can grant loan to directors of other banks or relatives of its own director or directors of other banks
subject to the following conditions:
(a) if loan is less than Rs 25 lac, it can be granted by competent authority but it will be reported to Board of
Directors of the sanctioning bank.
(b) If loan is of Rs 25 lac and above it can be granted only with the prior approval of Board of Directors.
No officer shall sanction any loan to his relative and should be sanctioned by next higher authority. Credit
facilities sanctioned to senior officers of the bank i.e. officers of scale IV and above should be reported
to the Board. Credit facility for this purpose does not include .advance against Government securities, LI
P, fixed or other deposits, temporary overdrafts. upto Rs. 25,000.and purchase of cheques up to Rs.
5,000.
Miscellaneous Instructions
1. Selective Credit Control: RBI can issue directives for restrictions on bank advances against specified
sensitive commodities as per provisions of Section 21 & 35A of Banking Regulation Act. Presently
Buffer stock of sugar with sugar mills, unreleased stocks of sugar with sugar mills is still covered under
stipulations of Selective Credit Control. Banks are free to sanction limits for commodities under the
purview of SCC. Banks have freedom to fix interest rate for commodities coming under the purview of
SCC.
2. Banks cannot grant loans against CDs'or buy-back their own CDs before maturity except in respect of
CDs held by mutual funds.
3. In case of Housing Loans, for loans up to Rs 20 lac covered under PS, Loan to Value Ratio should
not be more than 90%. For loans more than Rs 20 lac up to Rs 75 lac, Loan to Value Ratio should
not be more than 80%. For loans more than Rs 75 lac, Loan to Value Ratio should not be more than
75%.
4. In case of loan against Gold jewellery, Loan to value ratio should not be more than 75%.
5. Banks should desist from sanctioning advances against FDRs, of other banks.
6. Banks should not grant any advance against bullion/ Primary gold.
3.

Banking Regulation Act, 1949
 Statutory Reserve: As per section 17 of B R Act, a bank should transfer to Reserve Fund 20% of its

net profits before declaring dividend or
bonus. As per current guidelines of RBI, a scheduled bank is required to transfer 25% of the profit before
providing for bonus and declaring dividend.
 As per Section 19 (2), a bank can not hold shares in a company either as owner or as pledge more than
30% of the paid up share capital of that company or 30% of its own paid up share capital and reserves,
whichever is less. RBI has reduced this to 10%.
 As per section 20, a bank can not grant loans or advances on the security of its own shares.
 As per section 24, banks are required to maintain SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio)
 Banks should submit a return of all deposit accounts which have not been operated for the last 10
years. The return is submitted as on 31st December and within one month (Section 26).
 Section 45 Y: Power granted to Central Govt. to make rules for preservation of records.
 Section 45Z: Return of paid instruments to customers after keeping a true copy of such instruments.
Customers receiving cheques have to preserve same as per Govt. Guidelines
 Section 45ZA to 45 ZF relate to Nomination in deposits, safe custody and locker accounts
 47A RBI can impose penalty for various kinds of violations.
 49A Other than a banking company/RBI/SBI, no person can accept deposits of money withdrawable by
cheque .
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52 Central Govt. can make rules for all matter.

SCHEDULED BANK
 As per Sec 2(e) of RBI Act, a scheduled bank means a bank whose name is included in the 2nd schedule

of RBI Act 1934. A scheduled bank should satisfy the conditions laid down in Sec 42(6), which include
paid-up capital and reserves requirement of not less than Rs.5 lac, satisfaction of RBI that the affairs will
not be conducted by the bank in a way to jeopardise the interests of the depositors. It may be a State Cooperative bank, a company defined in Companies Act 1956, an institution notified by Central Govt. and a
corporation or a company incorporated by or under any law in force. (commercial, rural and many State
Coop Banks are classified as Scheduled Banks). A bank that is not included in the 2nd Schedule of RBI is
called Non-scheduled Bank.
 Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 : Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 came into force on 01.04.1935.,RBI
was established on the recommendations of the Hilton Young Commission,Section 24: RBI can issue bank
notes of the denomination of 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000,10000.,Section 31: No person other
than RB1/Central Govt. can draw, accept, make/issue Bill of Exchange, Hundi or promissory note payable
to bearer on demand,Section 42(1) deals with cash reserves ratio to be maintained by scheduled
commercial banks.Section 49 requires RBI to publish bank rate from time to time.
Banking Law Amendment Act 2012
The Banking Law (Amendment) Act, 2012 was notified on Jan 18, 2013 to amend the Banking Regulation
Act, 1949 (Act), the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1970 and the
Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1980.
Salient features : 1. Enhanced Regulatory Power to supersede Board of Directors: in consultation with the
Central Government, RBI can order to supersede the Board of directors up to 6 months. (can be extericfei
to a maximum of 12 months).
2. Inspection of associate enterprise: section 29 A confers power upon the RBI to call for information and
records relating to business of the company and/or its associate enterprises.
3. Investment limits: As per amended Section 3
of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1970 & 1980 Nationalized Banks
can issue bonus shares and rights issue and increase the authorized capital with the approval from Central
Govt. and RBI, without being limited by the ceiling of a maximum of Rs.3000 cr.
4. Depositor Education and Awareness Fund: Section 26 A provides to establish the Depositor Education
and Awareness Fund to create awareness among the customers.
5. Acquisition of Shares and Voting Rights: Prior approval of RBI is mandatory to hold 5% or
more of share capital or voting rights in a banking company. The RBI shall take a decision on the
application within 90 days.
6. Cooperative Societies: The cooperative societies should mandatorily obtain license from RBI to carry on
the banking business.
7. Penalties: It increases the penalty for contravening the provisions of the ActFor providing false Information to RBI, the penalty would be INR 10 million; or failure to provide account
books or any requested information to RBI, the penalty would be INR 200,000 and if the default continues
then an additional fine of INR 50,000 shall be imposed; Defaults in complying with any of the
requirement/obligation under the Act, a penalty up to INR 10 million or twice the amount involved in such
contravention whichever is more; and
(iv) failure to furnish account books or any requested information, up to INR 2 million.
8. Voting rights : Private Sector Banks: It increases shareholders' voting rights from 10% to 26% in private
sector banks, making investment attractive for foreign players. Public Sector Banks: It enables the
government to raise voting rights in Public Sector Banks to 10% from the current 1%.
Call money rate is a weekly weighted average of call money market during the week. Week stands for
Saturday to Friday.
10-Year Government Securities Yield: 10-Year benchmark Government Securities Yield calculated by
Fixed Income Money Market and Derivatives Association of India (FIMMDA). Identification of
benchmarks security is being done by FIMMDA.
RBI Reference Rate: The Reserve Bank of India compiles on a daily basis and publishes reference rates
for four major currencies i.e. USD, GBP, YEN and EUR. The rates are arrived at by averaging the mean of
the bid/offer rates polled from a few select banks around 12 noon every week day (excluding Saturdays).
The contributing banks are selected on the basis of their standing, market-share in the domestic foreign
exchange market and representative character. The Reserve Bank periodically reviews the procedure for
selecting the banks and the methodology of polling so as to ensure that the reference rate is a true
reflection of the market activity.
Forward Premia: An important aspect of functioning of the foreign exchange market relates to the behavior
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of forward premia in terms of its linkages with economic fundamentals such as interest rates and its ability to
predict future spot rates. Forward premia reflects whether a currency is at a premium/discount with respect to
other reserve currencies. Forward premia is particularly important for importers and exporters who need to
hedge their risks to foreign currency. The forward market in India is active up to one year where two-way
quotes are available.
COMPANIES AMENDMENT BILL, 2014 Passed by the Lok Sabha on 17.12.2014.
Key features of this bill:
(i)
Removal of restriction of the minimum paid up share capital requirements for companies;
(ii)
Empowering Central Government to prescribe threshold beyond which the auditor is required to
make a report to Central Government;
(iii)
Permitting clearances of Related Party Transactions by ordinary resolution;
(iv)
Special courts to only try offences carrying a punishment of two years or more, and
(v)
Removal of restrictions on grant of bail except in cases of fraud.
(vi)
Revised Road Map for Implementation of Ind AS: India is committed to the convergence of
Indian Accounting Standards with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and this will be
accomplished in phases. Adoption of the converged Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) is voluntary in
Financial Year 2015-16.

Companies, other than Banking Companies, Insurance Companies, Non-Banking Finance
Companies (NBFC’s) etc. and having a net worth of Rs. 500 Crore and above are mandated to adopt Ind
AS from 2016-17 onwards.

From the year 2017-18 and onwards, companies with a net worth of Rs. 250 Crore and above, and
those that are listed or in the process of listing, would also adopt Ind AS.
(vii) Cost Records and Audit Rules Amended: Various professional bodies have expressed concerns
over applicability of certain provisions of the Companies (Cost Records and Audit) Rules, 2014. After
examining the recommendations dated02.12.2014of the Expert Committee constituted in this regard by the
Ministry, the Companies (Cost Records and Audit) Rules, 2014, has been amended with effect from
31.12.2014. The salient features of the amended rules are:
1.revision of coverage of sectors to enhance the scope of maintenance of cost accounting records and cost
audit;
2.rationalization of threshold limits for maintenance of cost accounting records and cost audit;
3.adoption of Central Excise Tariff Headings for products; and (iv) exemption of Small and Medium
Enterprises
 MONETARY POLICY FRAMEWORK:
On February 20, 2015, the Government of India and the RBI signed an agreement on the
Monetary Policy Framework. The agreement makes price stability the primary objective of monetary
policy; defines price stability numerically - below 6 per cent CPI inflation for 2015-16 (to be achieved
by January 2016) and 4 +/- 2 per cent for all subsequent years; sets out what will constitute a failure
in achieving the target.


The framework specifies that the Reserve Bank in the event of failure will report to the
government on:


a) Reasons for deviation of inflation from the target over three consecutive quarters;
b) Remedial measures, and
c) An estimated time frame over which inflation will be brought back to the target.

CASH RESERVE RATIO: RBI reduced the Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) of scheduled banks by 25 basis
points from 4.25 per cent to 4.00 per cent of their net demand and time liabilities (NDTL) effective the
fortnight beginning February 9, 2013. RBI has further reduced the minimum daily maintenance of the
Cash Reserve Ratio from 99 per cent of the requirement to 95 per cent effective from the fortnight
beginning Sept. 21, 2013.


SLR: The Statutory Liquidity Ratio of scheduled commercial banks reduced by 50 basis points from
22% to 21.50% of their NDTL with effect from the fortnight beginning Feb. 7, 2015.


Further, the RBI has announced a reduction in the Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR), in four equal phases
starting from next fiscal year to reduce the same to 20.5% by Jan 2017. As per the new time table, SLR
would be reduced by 25 basis points to 21.25% as on 2nd April 2016, 25 basis points on 9th July 2016,
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25 basis points on 1st Oct 2016, and another 25 basis points on 1st Jan 2017 to reach to 20.5%.
REPO RATE: The policy Repo rate under the liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) reduced by 50 basis
points from 7.25% to 6.75% w.e.f. 29th Sept, 2015.


REVERSE REPO RATE: The Reverse repo rate determined with a spread of 100 bps points below the
repo rate, stands at 5.75 % w.e.f. 29th Sept, 2015.


MARGINAL STANDING FACILITY (MSF): The MSF rate (an emergency funding window) stands at
7.75 % w.e.f. 29th Sept, 2015.


BANK RATE: The Bank Rate stands at 7.75% w.e.f. 29th Sept, 2015. With these changes, the MSF
rate and the Bank Rate are recalibrated to 100 basis points above the repo rate.


VARIOUS RATES AT GLANCE
Bank Rate
CRR

7.75%
4.0%

29.09.2015

SLR
Repo Rate

21.5%
6.75%

09.02.2013
07.02.2015
29.09.2015

Reverse Repo Rate

5.75%

29.09.2015

MSF Rate

7.75%

29.09.2015

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
 The global economic activity has recovered modestly. The US economy rebounded on stronger
consumption growth and steadily improving labour market conditions.
 The Euro area has grown at a moderate pace through the first half of 2015, supported by consumer
spending, easing financing conditions and a modest downturn in still-high unemployment.
 In Japan, growth slowed in Q2. Domestic consumption is still weak, but manufacturing activity picked up
strengthening exports and corporate profitability which could stimulate capital spending.
 In the emerging market economies (EMEs), activity decelerated due to headwinds from weak external
demand, tightening external financing conditions, deteriorating structural bottlenecks and spill overs from
unsettled conditions in financial markets.
 Despite aggressive policy Chinese economy is slowing on macroeconomic rebalancing, sizable stock
market corrections, a cooling property market and excess capacity in several mfg industries. Recessionary
conditions persist in both Russia and Brazil, with downside risks from commodity prices and geopolitical
developments casting a shadow on the outlook, including for other EMEs.
 In recent months, financial markets have experienced high turbulence due to the Greek crisis, the Chinese
stock market slump and shifts between risk-on and risk-off sentiments based on changes in beliefs about
when the Federal Reserve will start raising rates. Bond market sell-offs originating in Germany lifted bond
yields across the world tightened financing conditions. Equity markets were buoyed by the search for yields
which stretched asset valuations until end-June, when sharp stock market corrections in China pulled down
share prices globally.
DOMESTIC ENVIRONMENT:
 In India, the economic recovery is still work in progress. The monsoon is near normal. Consequently,
kharif sowing has expanded significantly relative to a year ago, especially in respect of oilseeds, pulses,
rice and coarse cereals. If prospects of a good harvest strengthen, currently weak rural demand will
improve to provide an important boost to activity.
Shrinking exports in some industries, in part a result of weak global demand and global overcapacity in
those industries and in part a result of the significant depreciation of currencies of some major trading
partners against the rupee, also contributed to weak aggregate demand.
 Although overall business confidence is positive, the level of optimism was a shade lower in April-June
than in the preceding quarter. Investment, as measured by new projects, is still weak, primarily because of
still-low capacity utilization. In the critically important power sector, where final demand is strong, the recent
step-up in generation in response to the commendable easing of bottlenecks in coal supply is being partly
negated by structural problems relating to clogging of transmission grids and the dire financial state of
electricity distribution companies.
 There are signs that consumption demand, especially in urban areas, is picking up. Car sales were
strong. Nominal bank credit growth is lower than previous years, but adjusted for lower inflation as well as
for lower borrowing by oil marketing companies and increased borrowing from commercial paper markets,
credit availability seems to be adequate for most sectors.
 The services sector continues to emit mixed signals. The pick-up in heavy commercial vehicle sales and
rising port and domestic air freight suggest strengthening transportation activity.
 Headline consumer price index (CPI) inflation rose for the second successive month in June 2015 to a
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nine-month high on the back of a broad based increase in upside pressures, belying consensus
expectations. The sharp month-on-month increase in food and non-food items overwhelmed the sizable
‘base effect’ in that month. Food inflation rose 60 basis points over the preceding month, driven by a spike
in prices of vegetables, protein items. Near-term inflation expectations of households returned to double
digits after two quarters, although those of professional forecasters remained anchored.
 The Liquidity conditions have been very easy. A seasonal reduction in demand for currency and
increased spending by Govt. coupled with structural factors such as low credit deployment relative to the
volume of deposit mobilisation contributed to surplus conditions in the money markets. This resulted in a
significantly lower average daily net liquidity injection under the fixed rate repos under LAF, and
variable rate term repo/reverse repo and MSF.

BASEL COMMITTEE : The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision provides a forum for
regular cooperation on banking supervisory matters. Its objective is to enhance
understanding of key supervisory issues and improve the quality of banking supervision
worldwide. It seeks to do so by exchanging information on national supervisory issues,
approaches and techniques, with a view to promoting common understanding. The
Committee's Secretariat is located at the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basel,
Switzerland.
NEED FOR SUCH NORMS
The first accord by the name .Basel Accord I. was established in 1988 and was implemented by
1992. It was the very first attempt to introduce the concept of minimum standards of capital
adequacy. Then the second accord by the name Basel Accord II was established in 1999 with a final
directive in 2003 for implementation by 2006 as Basel II Norms. Unfortunately, India could not fully
implement this but, is now gearing up under the guidance from the Reserve Bank of India to
implement it from 1 April, 2009.
Basel II Norms have been introduced to overcome the drawbacks of Basel I Accord. For Indian
Banks, its the need of the hour to buckle-up and practice banking business at par with global
standards and make the banking system in India more reliable, transparent and safe. These Norms
are necessary since India is and will witness increased capital flows from foreign countries and there
is increasing cross-border economic & financial transactions.
FEATURES OF BASEL II NORMS
Basel II Norms are considered as the reformed & refined form of Basel I Accord. The Basel II Norms
primarily stress on 3 factors, viz. Capital Adequacy, Supervisory Review and Market discipline. The
Basel Committee calls these factors as the Three Pillars to manage risks.
Pillar I: Capital Adequacy Requirements
Under the Basel II Norms, banks should maintain a minimum capital adequacy requirement of 8% of
risk assets. For India, the Reserve Bank of India has mandated maintaining of 9% minimum capital
adequacy requirement. This requirement is popularly called as Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) or
Capital to Risk Weighted Assets Ratio (CRAR).
Pillar II: Supervisory Review
Banks majorly encounter with 3 Risks, viz. Credit, Operational & Market Risks. Basel II Norms under
this Pillar wants to ensure that not only banks have adequate capital to support all the risks, but also
to encourage them to develop and use better risk management techniques in monitoring and
managing their risks. The process has four key principles:

Banks should have a process for assessing their overall capital adequacy in relation to their
risk profile and a strategy for monitoring their capital levels.

Supervisors should review and evaluate bank's internal capital adequacy assessment
and strategies, as well as their ability to monitor and ensure their compliance with regulatory capital
ratios.
Supervisors should expect banks to operate above the minimum regulatory capital ratios and should have
the ability to require banks to hold capital in excess of the minimum.  Supervisors should seek to intervene
at an early stage to prevent capital from falling below minimum level and should require rapid remedial action
if capital is not mentioned or restored.
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Pillar III: Market Discipline:
Market discipline imposes banks to conduct their banking business in a safe, sound and effective manner.
Mandatory disclosure requirements on capital, risk exposure (semiannually or more frequently, if appropriate)
are required to be made so that market participants can assess a bank's capital adequacy. Qualitative
disclosures such as risk management objectives and policies, definitions etc. may be also published.
BASEL III
The Reserve Bank released, guidelines outlining proposed implementation of Basel III capital regulation
in India. These guidelines are in response to the comprehensive reform package entitled “Basel III: A
global regulatory framework for more resilient banks and banking systems” of the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (BCBS) issued in December 2010.The major highlights of the draft guidelines are:
Minimum Capital Requirements
 Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital must be at least 5.5% of risk-weighted assets (RWAs);
 Tier 1 capital must be at least 7% of RWAs; and
 Total capital must be at least 9% of RWAs.
Capital Conservation Buffer
 The capital conservation buffer in the form of Common Equity of 2.5% of RWAs. A such minimum
Capital Adequacy ratio for banks will be 11.5% after full application of the capital conservation buffer by
31 March 2019.
Transitional Arrangements
 It is proposed that the implementation period of minimum capital requirements and deductions from
Common Equity will begin from January 1, 2013 and be fully implemented as on March 31, 2019.
 Capital conservation buffer requirement is proposed to be implemented between March 31, 2014
and March 31, 2019.
 The implementation schedule indicated above will be finalized taking into account the feedback
received on these guidelines.
 Instruments which no longer qualify as regulatory capital instruments will be phased-out during the
period beginning from January 1, 2013 to March 31, 2022. Enhancing Risk Coverage
 For OTC derivatives, in addition to the capital charge for counterparty default risk under Current
Exposure Method, banks will be required to compute an additional credit value adjustments (CVA) risk
capital charge.
Leverage Ratio
 The parallel run for the leverage ratio will be from January 1, 2013 to January 1, 2017, during which
banks would be expected to strive to operate at a minimum Tier 1 leverage ratio of 5%. The leverage
ratio requirement will be finalized taking into account the final proposal of the Basel Committee.
(excluding National Savings Certificates)
where, CU is currency (notes plus coins) held by the public and DD is net demand deposits held by
commercial banks. The word 'net' implies that only deposits of the public held by the banks are to be
included in money supply.
The interbank deposits, which a commercial bank holds in other commercial banks, are not to be regarded
as part of money supply.
M1 and M2 are known as narrow money. M3 and M4 are known as broad money.These gradations are
in decreasing order of liquidity. M1 is most liquid and easiest for transactions whereas M4 is least liquid of all.
M3 is the most commonly used measure of money supply. It is also known as aggregate monetary resources

RISK MANAGEMENT
Banks mobilize and deploy funds and in this process, they get exposed to different kinds of risks. Risk can be
defined as the potential loss from a banking t-ansaction (in the form of a loan, or investment in securities or
any other kind of transaction undertaken by the bank for itself or for customers), which a bank can suffer due
to variety of reasons.
Process of credit risk management : The process of risk management, a broadly comprise the following
functions: Risk identification,Risk measurement or quantification,Risk control or risk mitigation,
Monitoring and reviewing.
Risk in Banking Business
Banks undertake different types of business that involves a large no. of activities which can be subgrouped in 8 categories as per Basel II guidelines. To understand the risk associated with these, the
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business lines can be regrouped as (1) Banking Book (2) Trading book (trading portfolio) and (3) Off
balance sheet exposures.
Risk to the Banking book: The banking book, for the purpose of risk management, includes all types of
loans, deposits & borrowings due to commercial and retail banking transactions.
The banking book is exposed to (a) liquidity risk, (b) interest rate risk, (c) operational risk and
(d)credit risk. Risk to the Trading book: The trading book, for the purpose of risk management,
includes marketable assets i.e. investments both for SLR and non-SLR purpose in govt. securities
and other securities. These are generally held as fixed income securities, equities, foreign exchange
assets etc.
The trading book is exposed to market risk including liquidation risk, credit risk and default risk.
Different Types of Banking Risk
The banks are exposed to (1) Liquidity risk (2) Interest rate risk (3) Market risk (4) Credit risk (default risk)
and (5) Operational risk. These risks can be further broken up in various other types of risk as under:
1. Liquidity risk
This is the risk arising from funding of long term assets by short term liabilities or funding short term assets by
long term liabilities.
(a) Funding liquidity risk: It is the inability to obtain funds to meet cash flow obligation when these
arise.(Payment of a term deposit which was used to fund a term loan and a TL which has not matured as yet,
fully).
(b) Funding risk : The risk arises from need to replace net outflows due to unanticipated withdrawal or nonrenewal of deposits.
(c)Time risk : This risk arises from need to compensate for non-receipts of expected inflows of funds i.e.
performing assets turning into nonperforming assets due to which recovery has not come and deposit that
funded that loan is to be returned.
(d) Call risk : This risk arises due to crystallization of contingent liabilities.
2. Interest rate risk
This is the risk arising from adverse movement of interest rates during the period when the asset or liability
was held by the bank. This risk affects the net interest margin or market value of equity.
(a) Gap or mismatch risk: It arises from mismatch from holding assets and liabilities and off balance sheet
items with different maturities. For example, an asset maturing in 4 years; funded from a liabilities maturing in
2 years' period.
(b) Yield curve risk : In a floating interest rate situation, banks may adopt two or more benchmark rates for
different instruments. Different assets based on these different benchmark rates, may not yield a parallel
return (as there may be variations in the yield of the benchmark).
Hence their yield curve would be different. For example, if a deposit is raised on a floating rate linked to 91
days treasury bill and another deposit is raised on a floating rate linked to 382 days, the cost to the bank may
be different for these two deposits.
(a) Basis risk : The interest rates on different assets or liabilities may change in different magnitude which is
called basis risk. For example in a declining interest rate scenario, the rate of interest on assets may be
declining in a different magnitude than the interest rate on the corresponding liability, which may create
variation in net interest income.
(b) Embedded option risk : When a liability or asset is contracted (i.e. a deposit is obtained or a loan is
given) with a call option for a customer (i.e. option to obtain payment of deposit before maturity or make
payment of the loan before becoming due), it may give rise to embedded option risk. It may affect the net
interest margin.
(c) Reinvestment risk: When bank gets back the repayment of a loan or an investment, there is
uncertainty about the interest rate at which the cash inflow can be reinvested. Hence, any mismatch in cash
flows exposes the bank to variation in net interest income.
(a) Net interest position risk: When market interest declines and a bank has more earning assets than
paying liabilities, the bank is exposed to reduction in NII, which is called net interest position risk.
3. Market risk or price risk : It is the risk that arises due to adverse movement of value of the investments
/ trading portfolio, during the period when the securities are held by a bank. The price risk arises when an
investment is sold before maturity.
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(a) Foreign Exchange risk : When rate of different currencies fluctuate and lead to possible loss to the
bank, this is called a forex risk.
(b) Market liquidity risk: When bank is not able to conclude a large transaction in a particular instrument
around the current market price (say bank could not sell a share at a higher price which could have been
done but for poor market liquidity this could not be done), this is called, market liquidity risk.
4. Default risk or credit risk : The risk to a bank when there is possibility of default by the counter party
(say a borrower) to meet its obligation. Credit risk is prevalent in case of loans.
(a) Counter-party rkk : Counter party risk is a variant of credit risk. It arises due to non-performance of the
trading partners due to their counterparty's refusal or inability to perform. It is basically related to trading
activity rather than credit activity.
(b) Country risk: When non-performance by a counter party is due to restrictions imposed by the
country of the counter party (non-performance due to extemal factors).
5. Operational risk : It is the risk that arises due to failed internal processes, people or systems or from
external events. It includes a no. of risk such as fraud risk, communication risk, documentation risk,
competence risk, model risk, cultural risk, external events risk, legal risk, regulatory risk, compliance risk,
system risk etc. It does not include strategic risk or reputation risk.
(a) Transaction risk : It arises from fraud or failed business processes or inability to maintain business
continuity and manage information.
(b) Compliance risk: It is the risk of legal or regulatory sanction or financial loss or reputation loss that a
bank may suffer as a result of bank's failure to comply with applicable laws or regulations.
6. Other risks : These may include strategic risk or reputation risk.
(a) Strategic risk : Arises due to adverse business decision, improper implementation of decisions etc.
Reputation risk: It is the risk that arises from negative public opinion. It can expose an institution to litigation,
financial loss or decline in customer base
INSURANCE BUSINESS BY BANKS : On the recommendations of R N Malhotra Committee, the
banks in India can undertake insurance business either on risk participation basis (called
underwriting) by setting up insurance joint ventures OR undertake insurance business as agents
of insurance companies on fee basis, without any risk participation by banks themselves or their
subsidiaries (called bancassurance).
Benefits : It offers an opportunity for banks to increase fee based business for improving their
profits and make utilisation of their branch net work and customer base optimally, to increase the
fee-based income. Insurance is an appropriate option since banks fulfill three major
requirements for a successful insurance business i.e. asset management and investment skills,
distribution and capital adequacy.
RBI Parameters for under-writing insurance business by banks
As per RBI guidelines (March 16, 2000), the banks can undertake underwriting insurance business if:
 net worth is not less than Rs.500 crores
 capital to risk weighted asset adequacy ratio of is not below 10 %
 there is a 3 year track record of continuous profits
 non-performing assets are at reasonable level.
 there is a satisfactory track record of existing subsidiaries of the bank, if any
Other requirements : The underwriting business can be undertaken by forming a subsidiary.
Bank's equity stake can be 50% of the insurance venture.
BANCASSURANCEBancassurance stands for distribution of insurance products (both the life and
non-life policies), as corporate agents, through their branches.
Licence for bancassurance Banks are required to obtain prior approval of IRDA for acting as
'composite corporate agent' or referral arrangement with insurance companies. Banks need not
obtain prior approval of RBI to undertake bancassurance. Benefits of bancassurance:
Bancassurance helps the banks to build synergies between the insurance business and bank
branch network to sell insurance products through banking channels, as the bank branches have a
ready customer in need of financial products/services. RBI guidelines on bancassurance (Sept
22, 2003)
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Banks to comply with IRDA regulations for acting as 'composite corporate agent' or referral
arrangement with insurance companies.
 Banks not to adopt any restrictive practice of forcing its customers to go in only for a particular
insurance company in respect of assets financed by the bank.
B a n k s s h o u l d a l s o e n t e r i n t o a n a g r e e m e n t wi t h t h e i n s u r a n c e c o m p a n y.
UNIVERSAL BAN KING
R H Khan Committee had recommended the concept of Universal Banking.
Universal banking means allowing FIs & banks to undertake all types of banking or development
financing activity or activity associated with that, subject to compliance of statutory and other
requirements of RBI, Govt. and related legal Acts.
Activities in Universal Banking: These activities include accepting deposits, granting loans,
investing in securities, credit cards, project finance, remittances, payment systems, project
counseling, merchant banking, foreign exchange operations, insurance etc.
Objective — To offer world class financial services to the clients by using information technology
and cross selling, reduce per customer cost and increase per customer revenue, take benefit of
economies of scale and compete with international banks by expanding business abroad.
RBI guidelines on Universal Banking
As per RBI guidelines of April 2001, FIs have an option to transform into a bank provided they
ensure compliance with the following:
Reserve requirements - Compliance with the cash reserve ratio and statutory liquidity ratio
requirements would be mandatory for an FI after its conversion into a universal bank.
Permissible activities - Any activity of an Fl currently undertaken but not permissible for a bank
under Section 6(1) of the B. R. Act, 1949, may have to be stopped or divested after its conversion
into a universal bank.
Composition of the Board - Composition of the 3oard of Directors to ensure compliance with the
provisions of Section 10(A) of the B. R. Act, which requires at least 51% ofkthe total number of
directors to have special knowledge and experience.
NARROW BANKING
In India, the concept of narrow banking came into discussion after submission of the report by the
Committee on Capital Account Convertibility (Tarapore Committee). It was suggested as a solution
to the problem of high NPAs and related matters. The Committee proposed that incremental
resources of the narrow banks should be restricted only to investments in low risk assets like govt.
securities.
A 'Narrow Bank' in its narrow sense, is the system of banking under which a bank places its
funds in risk-free assets with maturity period matching its liability maturity profile, so that there is
no problem relating to asset liability mismatch and the quality of assets remains intact without
leading to emergence of sub-standard assets.
Advantages : Such an approach can ensure the regular deployment of funds in low risk liquid
assets. With such pattern of deployment of funds, these banks are expected to remove the
problems of bank failures and the consequent systemic risks and loss to depositors.
RETAIL BANKING : Retail banking sector is characterized by 3 basic characteristics:
a) multiple products (deposits, credit cards, insurance, investments etc.);
b) multiple delivery channels (call centre, branch, Internet and kiosk); and
c) multiple customer groups (consumer, small business, and corporate).
Retail banking objectives
The objective of retail banking is to increase penetration by providing increasing level of services
and increased access, by offering value added services to customers by packing them with 'retail
banking products and services. The retail banking offers considerably better spread of 3-4 %
compared to very thin spread available to banks in case of corporate clients.
Various segments in retail banking
Basically there are 3 important segments in retail banking which include deposit products
(convenient deposit schemes such as flexideposits), loan prodUcts (such as housing loans,
education loans, conveyance loans, personal loans for diverse purposes such as medical
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expenses, travel abroad) and other products.
Delivery channels of retail banking
The delivery of these products and services can be through branch banking, intemet banking or
automated teller machines. These can be called home banking, internet banking, mobile banking,
credit cards, etc.
Other advantages
Banks have excellent opportunity to cross sell various retail products like credit cards, insurance
policies, funds investment services (including mutual funds), ancillary services like
dematerialization, portfolio management etc.
CROSS SELLING :Cross-selling stands for offering to the existing and new customers, some
additional banking products, with a view to expand banking business, reduce the per customer cost
of operations and provide more satisfaction and value to the customer. For instance, when a bank
is in a position to sell to a deposit customer (say saving bank or term deposit), a loan product such
as housing loan, credit card. personal loan or vice-versa, this would result into additional
business and lead to low per customer cost and higher per customer earning.
Cross-selling is not a transaction based activity, it is primarily, a relationship building exercise. Scope of
cross selling : The crossing selling can take place on the liability side (i.e. different kinds of deposit accounts)
or on the asset side (i.e. loans for different requirements) or between the two. It could be at the initiative of the
customers or a bank can implement it as a well prepared strategy. Benefits from cross selling : The major
benefit is in terms of cost reduction as for a bank, the cost of contracting a new customer is much higher than
to serve an existing customer (may be up to 3-4 times). Further, through cross selling the benefits of
economies of scale are available to the bank, which reduce the cost furthe, and increase the profits. Another
additional advantage is that the cross selling helps in building brand value if the loyalty of the customer could
be ensured for the brand, as in that case the likelihood of shifting the business dealings to another
organisation/ bank by the customer, is much less.
CREDIT CARD BUSINESS
RBI issued the following guidelines (on Nov 21, 2005) on the recommendations of its Working
Group on Regulatory Mechanism:
Issue of cards
a) Banks having net worth of Rs.100 cr or above only can undertake the credit card business.
b) RBI permission is not required to undertake credit card issue business.
c) Credit limit for a credit card issued by other banks should be taken into account on the basis of
self declaration/ credit information.
d) The card issuing banks would be solely responsible for fulfillment of all KYC requirements,
even where DSAs / DMAs or other agents solicit business on their behalf.
Interest rates and other charges : Card issuers should quote annualized %age rata* (APR) on
card products (separately for retail purchase and for cash advance, if different). The late payment
charges and the number of days, should be prominently indicated. Changes in charges (other than
interest) may be made only with prospective effect with notice of one month.
Wrongful billing : Wrong bills should not be raised and issued to customers. In case, a customer
protests, he should be provided explanation/documentary evidence within 60 days.
Right to privacy : a: If an unsolicited card is issued and activated without the consent of the
recipient and the latter is billed for the same, the bank shall reverse the charges forthwith and also
pay a penalty without demur to the recipient amounting to twice the value of the charges reversed.
Redressal of Grievances : A time limit of 60 days may be given to the customers for preferring
their complaints.
a) If a complainant does not get satisfactory response within a maximum period of 30 days from
the date of his lodging the complaint, he will have the option to approach concerned Banking
Ombudsman for redressal of his grievance/s.
DERIVATIVES : As per RBI, derivative means a financial instrument to be settled at a future date,
whose value is derived from change in some other variable such as interest rate, foreign exchange
rate, stock market index, credit index, price' of securities or goods, index of prices etc. (also called
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"underlying"). Derivative instruments may include (a) interest rate swaps, (b) forward _rate
agreements, (c) foreign currency swaps, (d) foreign currency-rupee swaps, (e) foreign currency
options, (f) foreign currency-rupee options etc.
Purpose/objective served by derivatives It enables transfer of various financial risks to entities
who are more willing or better suited to take or manage them. Users can undertake derivative
transactions (a) to reduce or extinguish an existing identified risk or (b) for transformation of risk
exposure. Market-makers undertakes transactions to act as counterparties in derivative transactions
with users and also amongst themselves.
Derivatives Markets/contract :There are two distinct groups of contracts: Over-the-counter (OTC)
derivatives: Traded directly between 2 eligible parties, with/without use of an intermediary &
without going through an exchange. Exchange-traded derivatives: Derivative products that are
traded on an exchange.
Permissible derivative instruments Presently, the following types of derivative instruments are permitted by
RBI:
a)Interest rate derivatives — Interest Rate Swap (IRS), Forward Rate Agreement (FRA), and Interest Rate
Future (IRF).
Foreign Currency derivatives — Foreign Currency Forward, Currency Swap and
Currency Option
FACTORING : The arrangement in which short term domestic receivables on sale of goods or services are
sold to a company (known as a FACTOR), is called, factoring which was introduced during 1991 on the
Report of Kalyanasundrama Committee.
Funcions : The FACTOR performs the functions such as (1) purchase of receivables, (2) maintaining the
sales or receivables ledgers, (3) submitting sales account to the creditors, (4) collection of debt on due dates,
(5) after collection, to return the reserve money to seller and . provide consultancy services to the customer.

Advantages of factoring are:
a:
Sales practically become cash sales
b:
Money blocked with debtors becomes available for business.
c:
The seller also gets rid of collection of the receivables
d:
His working capital management becomes efficient which also reduce his cost and in turn improve the
possibility of better profits.

Process of Factoring
1.
Seller sells goods to buyer on short term credit basis.
2.
Buyer accepts the bills raised by seller.
3.
Seller discounts these receivables with a FACTOR by assigning the receivables.
4.
FACTOR purchases the receivable on with or without recourse basis.
5.
FACTOR recovers the amount from buyer on due date.
With or without recource : If non payment loss is borne by the factor it is called without
recourse factoring. If risk can be transferred back to seller, it is called with recourse
factoring.
FORFAITING :Forfaiting represents the purchase of obligations, which fall due at some
future date and arise from delivery of goods (or services) in export transactions, without
recourse to the previous holder of the obligation. Under forfaiting, the forfaiter deducts
interest in advance for the whole period of credit and disburses the net proceeds to the
exporter. The sole responsibilities of the exporter is to manufacture and deliver the goods to
the importer, which creates a valid payment obligation of the importer.
Forfaiting and Factoring: Factoring is suitable for financing smaller and short term
receivables with credit period between 90 to 180 days, whereas forfaiting is used to finance
capital goods' exports with credit terms between a few months to 10 years. Factoring covers
the commercial risk, whereas forfaiting additionally covers the political and transfer risk.
Process of forfeiting:
 one exporter approaches the forfaitor, willing to undertake forfaiting.
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The transaction covers the export, the price of which is receivable over a medium term
and it is covered by a bank guarantee or aval.
 The forfaitor stipulates an expiry date during which the exporter will make the shipment, prepare
the documents and present the documents.
 The exporter gets payment immediately on presentation of documents.
 The forfaitor recovers the interest for the money, the charges for political, commercial and country risk
and other incidental costs.
 The importer becomes liable for the cost of contract and receives the credit from forfaitor for a given no. of
years, at a given interest rate.
 The importer's obligation is guaranteed by a bank guarantee or aval (guarantor).
Security for forfeiting: The drafts (in the form of promissory notes or accepted bills of exchange) covering
the transaction, are guaranteed by a bank aval (co-acceptance of bills of exchange or of promissory notes by
the bank) or a bank guarantee (as a separate guarantee bond), promising to pay the amount on the given
date, in the event of nonpayment by the original debtor (i.e. importer). The guarantor is usually an
internationally active bank, resident in the importer's country wiiich can ascertain the importer's
creditworthiness first-hand.
Repayments: The repayments are by periodic instalments, usually on 6 months intervals. The total period
may range up to 7-10 years.
Advantages of Forfeiting: 1.100 % risk cover as the forfaiter covers the (a) country risk (b) currency risk (c)
commercial risk (d) interest rate risk. 2. Instant Cash: The forfaitor generates instant cash for the exporter that
relieves his balance sheet and improves liquidity.
LEASING : A lease is a contract where the owner of the assets transfers the right to another person to use the
assets against, payment of fixed lease rentals. There are two parties in a lease contract i.e. lessor or the owner
and the lessee or user. The lesser remains owner and the leased property remains in the possession of the
lessee. Leasing activity by banks : During March 1994, RBI permitted banks to undertake business of leasing
and hire-purchase but not beyond 10% of their total advances.
SECURITIES & EXCHANGE BOARD OF INDIA (SEBI) : SEBI was constituted by Govt. of India
during 1988 and accorded statutory powers under SEBI Act 1992, with the objectives (a) to protect
interest of investors, (b) to promote the development of security market and (c) to regulate the
security market. The SEBI Act was amended on Jan 25, 1995 to give additional powers for
ensuring orderly development of the capital market and to enhance SEBI ability to protect the
interests of the investors. SEBI can file complaints in courts and notify its regulations without the
prior approval of Central Govt. Management - SEBI is managed by its Chairman and 5 members
and has departments such as Primary Market Deptt, Issue Management Deptt., Secondary Market
Deptt, Institutional Investment Deptt. It has 2 advisory committees, one each for primary and
secondary market to provide advisory guidance in framing policies and regulations.
Actions - SEBI has been able to introduce certain measure such as: allotment of shares only if
minimum 90% subscription is received from the public.
 to refund the application money in case of non-allotment within 90 days.
 payment of interest on refund amount after 30 days from date of closure of issue.
 adequate disclosure of all material and specific risk factors associated with project in the
prospectus and the same to be attached with share application form.
 Publication of quarterly results
 Introduction of stock-invests for subscription
 Free pricing of equity issues by companies
 Completion of allotment within 30 days.
CAPITAL MARKETS IN INDIA : Capital market is the market for long term funds unlike the money
market, which is market for short term funds. Capital market refers to all the facilities and
institutional arrangements for borrowing and lending medium and long term funds. The demand for
long term capital comes predominantly from private sector manufacturing industries and from govt.
for economic development. The supply of funds comes largely from individual savers, corporate
savings, banks, insurance companies, specialised financing agencies and the govt.
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Segments of Capital market : It is segregated into (a) gilt edged market and (b) the industrial
securities market. The gilt edgedtmarket refers to the market for govt. and semi-govt. securities
which are traded in the market in stable value and are sought after by banks and other institutions.
The industrial securities market refers to the market for shares and debentures of old as well as
new companies. This market is further divided as primary market and secondary market.
The primary market refers to the set up which helps the industry to raise funds by issuing different
types of securities, which are issued directly to the investors, both individual and institutions. It
discharges the important function of transfer of savings, especially of the individuals. The new
issues of securities are placed in the form of public issues, rights issues or private placement. The
financial intermediaries such merchant bankers, issue houses, registrars etc. help in efficient
operations of this market.
The secondary market refers to the network for subsequent sale and purchase of securities, after
these are issued. On allotment, the securities can be sold and purchased in the secondary market.
The secondary market is represented by stock exchanges in the capital market. The SEs provide an
organised market place for the investor to trade in securities.
Role of capital market : mobilisation of savings to accelerate capital formation, Promotion of
industrial growth,Raising long term capital
 Ready and continuous market
 Proper channelisation of funds
 Provision of variety of services
INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING (IPO) :There are two types of public issues i.e. one where the
company and lead manager fix a price (called a fixed price) and other where the company and the lead
manager stipulate a floor price or a price band and leave it to market forces, to determine the final prices
(price discovery through book-building process).
Reservation : A company can reserve some shares for allotment on firm basis for some
categories.
SECONDARY MARKET AND ITS MAIN PRODUCTS
Secondary market refers to a market where securities are traded after being initially offered to the
public in the primary market and/or listed on the Stock Exchange. Secondary market comprises of
equity markets and the debt markets. The secondary market provides an efficient platform for
trading of securities by the investors. For a company also, the secondary equity markets serve as a
monitoring and control mechanism through price information that guides management decisions.
Equity Market : Equity is the common ownership interest of shareholders in a company with
various kinds of equity shares as under:
Equity Shares: An equity share, commonly referred to as ordinary share also represents the form
of fractional ownership in which a shareholder, as a fractional owner, undertakes the maximum
entrepreneurial risk associated with a business venture. The holders of such shares are members
of the company and have voting rights. A company may issue such shares with differential rights as
to voting, payment of dividend, etc.
Rights Shares: The issue of new securities to existing shareholders in the ratio of their existing
holding of shares.
Bonus Shares: Shares issued by the companies to their shareholders free of cost by capitalization
of accumulated reserves from the profits earned in the earlier years.
Preferred Stock/ Preference shares: Owners of these kinds of shares are entitled to a fixed
dividend or dividend calculated at a fixed rate to be paid regularly before dividend can be paid in
respect of equity share. They also enjoy priority over the equity shareholders in payment of surplus.
But in the event of liquidation, their claims rank below the claims of the company's creditors,
bondholders / debenture holders.
Cumulative Preference Shares. A type of preference shares on which dividend accumulates if
remains unpaid. All arrears of preference dividend have to be paid out before paying dividend on
equity shares.
Cumulative Convertible Preference Shares: A type of preference share whera the dividend
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payable on the same accumulates, if not paid. After a specified date, these shares will be converted
into equity capital of the company.
Participating Preference Share: The right of certain preference shareholders to participate in
profits after a specified fixed dividend contracted for is paid. Participation right is linked with the
quantum of dividend paid on the equity shares over and above a particular specified level.
Debt Market
Debentures: An instrument issued by a company bearing a fixed interest rate payable half yearly
on specific dates and principal amount repayable on particular date on redemption. Debentures are
normally secured/ charged against the asset of the company in favour of debenture holder.
Bond: A negotiable certificate evidencing indebtedness. It is normally unsecured issued by a
company, municipality or government agency. A bond investor lends money to the issuer and in
exchange, the issuer promises to repay the loan amount on a specified maturity date. The issuer
usually pays the bond holder periodic interest payments over the life of the loan. The various types
of Bonds are as follows :
Zero Coupon Bond: Bond issued at a discount and repaid at the face value. No periodic interest is
paid. The difference between the issue price and redemption price represents the return to the
holder. The buyer of these bonds receives only one payment, at the maturity of the bond.
Convertible Bond: A bond giving the investor the option to convert the bond into equity at a fixed
conversion price.
Security Receipts: Security receipt means a receipt or other security, issued by a securitisation company or
reconstruction company to any qualified institutional buyer pursuant to a scheme, evidencing the purchase or
acquisition by the holder thereof, of an undivided right, title or interest in the fmancial asset involved in
securitisation.
INDIAN DEPOSITORY RECEIPTS (IDRs) As per the definition given in the Companies (Issue of Indian
Depository Receipts) Rules, 2004, IDR is an instrument in the form of a Depository Receipt created by the
Indian depository in India against the underlying equity ' shares of the issuing company. In an IDR, foreign
companies would issue shares, to an Indian Depository (say National Security Depository Limited — NSDL),
which would in turn issue depository receipts to investors in India. The actual shares underlying the IDRs
would be held by an Overseas Custodian, which shall authorise the Indian Depository to issue the IDRsil.
Overseas Custodian : It is a foreign bank having branches in India requiring approval from Govt. and
registration with SEBI.
Approvals for issue: It requires approval from SEBI and application can be made 90 days before
the issue opening date.
Listing : IDRs can be listed on Indian stock exchanges and would be freely transferable.
Eligibility conditions for overseas companies to issue IDRs: Capital : The overseas company
intending to issue IDRs should have paid up capital and free reserve of atleast $ 100 million.
Sales turnover : Average turnover of $ 500 million during the last three years. Profits/dividend :
Profits in the last 5 years and should have declared dividend of at least 10% each year during this
period. Debt equity ratio : The pre-issue debt equity ratio should not be more than 2:1. Size:
During a year should not exceed 15% of the paid up capital plus free reserves. Redemption :
IDRs would not be redeemable into underlying equity shares before one year from date of issue.
Denomination : IDRs would be denominated in Indian rupees, irrespective of the denomination of
underlying shares.
SEBI GUIDELINES ON IDRs : Overseas Companies should be listed in their home countries to
become eligible for issuing IDRs. Minimum size should be Rs.50 cr and minimum application
amount Rs.2 lac. Minimum subscription level should be 90%, otherwise amount has to be
refunded. Interest for delay beyond 8 days 15% p.a. Issue prices should be based on (a) earnings
per share pre-issue for last 3 years, (b) price by earnings ratio, (c) average return on net worth in
last 3 years and (d) net assets value per shares based on last balance sheet.
QUALIFYING INSTITUTIONAL BUYERS QFI is defined by RBI, to mean the non-resident investors, other
than SEBI registered FlIs and SEBI registered FVCIs, who meet the KYC requirements of SEBI. Only QFIs
from countries which are FATF compliant and with which SEBI has signed MOUs under the TOSCO
framework, are eligible to invest in equity shares under this scheme.
Eligible instruments and transactions — QFIs can invest through SEBI registered Depository
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Participants (DPs) only, in (a) equity shares of listed Indian companies through recognized brokers on
stock exchanges in India and (b) in equity shares of Indian companies which are offered to public in India
in terms, of the relevant and applicable SEBI guidelines/regulations (c) QFIs can also acquire equity
shares by way of rights shares, bonus shares or equity shares on account of stock split / consolidation or
equity shares on account of amalgamation, demerger or such corporate actions.
Limits - The individual and aggregate investment limits for QFIs shall be 5% and 10% respectively of paid up
capital of the Indian company (It is over and above FII and NRI investment ceilings under the Portfolio
Investment Scheme for' foreign investment in India. These limits for QFI investment shall be within such
overall FDI sectoral caps. The onus of monitoring and compliance of these limits shall remain jointly and
severally with respective QFIs, DPs and the respective Indian companies (receiving such investment).
Reporting — In addition to reporting to SEBI, DPs will also ensure reporting to RBI in a manner and format as
prescribed by RBI from time to time.
GLOBAL DEPOSITORY RECEIPTS & AMERICAN DEPOSITORY RECEIPTs
1. A GDR or ADR means any instrument in the form of a Depository receipt or certificate by
whatever name it is called, created by the Overseas Depository Bank (ODB) outside India and
issued to non-resident investors against the issue of ordinary shares or foreign currency convertible
bonds of issuing company.
2 These are negotiable instruments denominated in US $ representing a non-US company's
publicly traded, local currency equity shares.
3 The issue of such instruments involves the delivery of ordinary shares of an Indian company to a
domestic custodian bank in India, which in turn instructs an overseas depository bank to issue
Grig/ADR on a predetermined ratio.
4 The GDR/ADR can be sold outside India in their existing form. The underlying shares (arising
after redemption of GDR/ADR) can also be sold in India.
5 While ADRs are listed on the US stock exchanges, the GDRs are usually listed on a European
stock exchange.
6 A GDR/ADR may evidence one or more GDS/ADS. Each GDS/ADS represent underlying share of
Issuing company.
PARTICIPATORY NOTE : A Participatory note (also called Off-shore Derivative Instrument) is a
financial derivative instrument issued against an underlying security (shares). It allows its holder, to
get dividend or capital gains, earned from the underlying security, although some of the holders may
not be eligible to trade in stock markets in India. Other such instruments are equity-linked notes,
capped return note, participatory return notes and investment notes. The PNs are of two types i.e.
spot-based and future-based (i.e. off-shore derivative instruments).
Users of participatory notes : Participatory note is used by investors or hedge funds (risk taking
investment companies using high risk techniques to make huge profits and not eligible for
registration with SEBI as FlIs), which are not registered in India with SEBI, to invest in securites or
for trading on a stock exchange (say BSE or NSE). The hedge funds include the funds from US or
European countries.
MUTUAL FUNDS : Mutual funds are associations or trusts of members of public who wish to make
investments in the financial instruments or assets of the business sector or corporate sector for the
mutual benefit of its members.
The fund collects the money of these members from their savings and invests them in a diversified
portfolio of financial assets with a view to reduce the risks and to maximise their income and capital
appreciation for distribution to its members on a pro-rata basis.
They enjoy collectively the benefit of expertise in investment by specialists in the trust which single
individual himself could not. Mutual fund is thus a concept of mutual help of subscribers for
portfolio investment and management of these investments by experts in the field.
These funds are close ended with contributions collected during and for a definite time frame or
open ended under which the units are purchased and sold throughout the year and a member can
enter the scheme or walk out of it, any time. Funds can also be income funds, growth funds or tax
saving scheme funds. They can also be classified from deployment/investment aspect.
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MUTUAL FUND TERMS :
Asset Management Company: A company formed and registered under the Companies Act 1956
and approved as such by the SEBI to manage the funds of a mutual fund. Under an agreement
(with the trustees of the Mutual Fund), an AMC undertakes to formulate mutual fund schemes,
distribute units, invest the funds in capital / money markets and distribute income as per
agreement.
Balanced fund: This fund invests in bonds and blue chip stocks to conserve capital. It pays
reasonable income capital appreciation.
Back-end load: A fee charged by a mutual fund from unit holders at the time of redemption of
units.
Close-ended scheme: A scheme where funds are raised for a fixed period. The scheme is wound
up after that period and funds are returned
with capital appreciation to unit holders. Normally, a
close-ended scheme is listed on a stock exchange.
Discount/premium: The difference between the unit price and the net asset value expressed in
percentage terms. If the price is high than the NAV, the units stand at a premium and if the price is
lower than the NAV, the units are sold or purchased at a discount.
Expense ratio: The annual expenses of a fund, including the management fee, administrative
costs, divided by net assets.
Equity income fund: A portfolio whose focus is on stocks with high-dividend yields. Similar to
growth and income portfolios except that these funds usually place more emphasis on dividend
yield.
Fixed income funds: A mutual fund which primarily invests in fixed income securities like bonds
and debentures. The objective is to provide monthly or yearly income to investors.
Front end load : A sales fee charged at the time of purchase.
Growth and Income fund: A fund holding large, established companies offering the potential for
both appreciation and dividend income.
Growth fund: A growth fund aims at rapid capital appreciation of funds by making investments in
those securities
which are expected to show
large appreciation quickly.
Income fund: An income oriented fund aims at giving regular income to its investors so long as the
scheme is in operation.
Index fund: A mutual fund which mirrors
the performance of a particular index. Such a fund
invests all or nearly all its funds in stocks listed on a particular exchange and included in the index
of that exchange (such as BSE sensex or National).
Management fees: The percentage
charge for, portfolio management. This expense, which is
stated in the fund's prospectus, may decline proportionately as the fund's asset base increases.
Market capitalisation: The total market value of a firm used as a measure of size. It is determined
by multiplying the current price by the number of shares outstanding.
.
Net asset value: The price or value of one share of a fund. It is calculated by summing the quoted
values of all the securities held by the fund, adding in cash and any accrued income and
subtracting liabilities and dividing the result by the number of shares outstanding. Fund companies
compute the NAV once a day based on closing market prices.
Net assets: The total value of fund's cash and securities less its liabilities or obligations.
Offshore fund: A fund established outside the country.
Open ended scheme: A scheme is the one which continuously offers its units and buys them back
from investors.
Portfolio manager: A professional investment manager who conducts securities business
according to stated objectives and
by using sophisticated investment management
approach.
Pure no-load fund: A mutual fund that has neither front nor back load.
Rollover risk: A danger faced by holders of short term debt including money market funds. If
interest rates are falling, these investors must roll-over any maturing obligations into successively
lower-yielding instruments.
Tax saving schemes: A mutual fund scheme formulated under the Govt of India guidelines on
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equity-linked savings schemes. Investors under this scheme are entitled for certain tax exemptions.
DEPOSITORY SYSTEM
Depository : A depository is an organisation which holds securities of investors in electronic form at the
request of the investors through a registered
Depository Participant: At present there are 2 Depositories viz. National Securities Depository
Limited (NSDL) and Central Depository Services (I) Limited (CDSL) are registered with SEBI. The
minimum net worth stipulated by SEBI for a
 Depository is Rs. 100 crore. Depositories provide services related to transactions in securities.It
can be compared with a bank, which holds the funds for depositors. Benefits of depository services:
 A safe and convenient way to hold securities;Immediate transfer of securities;No stamp duty on
transfer of securities;Elimination of risks associated with physical certificates such as bad delivery,
fake securities, delays, thefts etc.;Reduction in paperwork involved in transfer of securities;
Reduction in transaction cost;No odd lot problem, even one share can be sold;Nomination facility; i
 Change in address recorded with DP gets
registered with all companies in which investor holds securities electronically eliminating the need to
correspond with each of them separately;
 Transmission of securities is done by DP eliminating correspondence with companies;
 Automatic credit into demat account of shares, arising out of bonus/split/consolidation/merger
etc.

DEMATERIALISATION (DEMAT)
An investor's portfolio of paper securities is subject to problems such as mutilation of share
certificates, loss of certificates, forged certificates, bad delivery etc. These problems can be taken
care of through the medium of `Depository' by providing paperless electronic or dematerialised
security transactions:What is dematerialization: Dematerialisation is a process by which the paper
certificates of an investor are taken back by the company/registrar and actually destroyed and an
equivalent number of securities are credited in electronic holdings of that investor.
Depository and its role: Depository is like a bank, where securities are held in electronic form,
scrips are collected and receipts and record of the account are given, to the investor.
Depository participants (DPs): DP are shareholders' representative (like brokers on SEs) and
provide a link between the depository and the client. The transactions for demat stock, with a
depository are carried by opening an account with and through the depository participant.
Rematerialisation: When the electronic holdings are converted back into paper certificates by
printing new certificates with a new certificate numbers, the process is called rernaterialisation.
Benefit : The system takes care of problems of bad deliveries, lost share certificates, postal delays
and transfer related problems, reduction in the incidence of fake certificates and forged transfer
deeds. It facilitates speedier settlements and increased efficiency at lower costs.

MISC. BANKING COCEPT
CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO / CAR / CRAR
The objective is to strengthen the capital base of banks with reference to their risk weighted assets,
expressed
as a ratio as under:
Capital Fund / Risk Weighted Assets x 100
Minimum CAR as per Basel II recommendations

08 %

Minimum CAR in India as per RBI •uidelines

09%

Out of this 6% should be Tier I by 31.3.2010, if already not so. Tier II cannot be more than 50% of the total capital as per Basel
1

Tier 1

Capital fund

paid-up capital
statutory reserves
other disclosed free reserves
capital reserves representing surplus arising
out of

Tier II
Un-disclosed
reserves and
preference
cumulativeshares:
perpetual
Revaluation Reserves (at a discount of 55
while determining their value for inclusion
percent
in Tier II
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sale proceeds of assets.
capital)
General Provisions and
Loss
Investment Fluctuation Reserve.
Reserves
,upto
a
maximum
of
1.25%
of
weighted
risk
Innovative Perpetual Debt Instruments
assets:
Perpetual Non-Cumulative
Preference
Subordinated debt (long term unsecured
shares.
loans
(PNCPS)
Hybrid debt capital Instruments' (say bonds):
Both riot to be more than 40% of Tier I (1PDI
Debt capital instruments min maturity 15
alone15%). There is no maturity period. There years
max
Redeemable cumulative preference shares.
option
is call after 10 years.
Redeemable non-cumulative preference
.>
Minus
Perpetual cumulative preference shares.
shares.
equity investments in subsidiaries,
intangible assets, and
 losses in the current period and
those brought
forward from previous periods
Risk weighted assets — Fund Based
Risk weighted assets mean fund based assets such as cash, loans, investments and other assets.
Degrees of credit risk expressed as percentage weights have been assigned by RBI to each such
assets.
Cash, balance with RBI,
Balances with other banks with CRAR of 9% & above
Secured loans to Staff
MembersOther loans to
staff
members
Housing
Loan up to Rs.75 lac to individual secured by
Mortgage Housing Loan more than Rs.75 lac to individual
secured by Mortgage

00%
20%a
2 0%
75%
50%
75%

Forex and gold open position
Exposure to Central/State Govt
Central Govt guaranteed advance
State Govt guaranteed advances
Loans to PSUs (not guaranteed by Govt)
Claims on unrated corporates
Exposure to DICGC/CGFT
Exposure to ECGC
Loans against FDR, LIC policy, NSCs with margin
Education loan (under Basel I — 100%) But under Basel-II
Loans against gold/silver jewellery up to Rs.1 lac
Consumer credit / credit cards/Personal Loan
Exposure to capital market

1 0 0%
00/u
0%
20%
1 0 0%
1 0 0%
0%
20%
0%
75%
50%
125°/%
1 2 5%

Commercial real estate
Venture Capital invstmt as part of Capital market exposure
Loans to non-deposit taking NBFCs for on-lending
Retail Loan & Loan to SME (Retail Loan means limits up to Rs 5 crore and sale
in
FYprevious
less than Rs 50 crore) ....

100%
150%
1 0 0%
75%

NPA

1 5 0%
100 %
150%

if specific provision is Less than 20%
If specific provision is 20% and above but less than 50%
If specific provision is 50% and above
Bills purchased under LC issued by another
bank

20%

Risk Weights for Important Assets
BASEL 11 : Three Pillars
1st Pillar — Minimum Capital Standard (to be complied with by bank)
2nd Pillar — Supervisory Review (to be carried by RBI based on
1CAAP &SREP) 3rd Pillar — Market Discipline.
Aooroaches for risk calculation
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CreditRisk

Standard Approach, Internal
approac

rating Based approach (comprise foundation approach & advance

MarketRisk

Standard Approach (comprising maturity method & duration method), Internal risk based approach
Basic Indicator Approach, Standard Approach, Advance Measurement Approach

Operational Risk
Immediate implementation. Other approaches to be implemented later on.

BASEL III
Basel III: A Global Regulatory Framework for more Resilient Banks & Banking Systems issued
in Dec 2010, is comprehensive reform package of Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS)
Objective - (a) improve ability to absorb shocks from financial & economic stress (b) to reduce
risk of spillover frorrit financial sector to real economy.
3 Pillars
Framework based on 3 pillars. Pillar-1 : Minimum capital standards, Pillar : 2 Supervisory review
and Pillar:3 Market discipline.
Pillar-1 Minimum Capital Standards
The total regulatory capital consist of the following :
(i) Tier 1 Capital (going-concern capital) comprising (a) Common Equity Tier 1 and
(b) Additional Tier 1
(ii) Tier 2 Capital (gone-concern capital).
In addition, the banks will also have to build capital conservation buffer (CCB), comprised of common equity.
Basel III implementation in India
It began w.e.f. Apr 1, 2013. It will be fully implemented by 31.03.2019. Certain provisions of Basel
II will continue tilt 31.03.2017 (parallel run).
Capital Ratios in Basel III
1. Common equity Tier I capital ratio = Common Equity Tier I Capital / RWA for (Credit risk +
Market risk Operational risk)
2. Tier I capital ratio = Tier I Capital / RWA for (Credit risk + Market risk + Operational risk)
3. Total capital ratio (CRAB) = Eligible Total Capital / RWA for (Credit risk + Market risk + Operational risk)
Overall capital (% to Risk Weighted
6 Capital conservation buffer (CCB)
assets)
(comprised of Common Equity)
2.5
7 Minimum CET1 ratio + CCB (1+6) 8.0
1. Minimum Common Equity Tier 1
(CETI) ratio
8 Minimum Total Capital Ratio plus CCB [5+6]
5. 5
2. Additional Tier 1 Capital ratio
11.5
1.5
3 Minimum Tier 1 capital ratio [1+2]
7. 0
(Ratios are w.r.t. RWA for credit
4 Tier 2 capital ratio
2.0
risk + market risk -1- operational
5 Minimum Total Capital Ratio (MTC) 9.0
risk)
[3+4)

UNIVERSAL BANKING
Universal banking (Khan Committee) means allowing undertaking all kinds of activity of banking
or development financing activity, subject to compliance of Statutory and other requirements
prescribed by RBI, Govt. and related legal Acts. 'Activities include -low risk activities like.
acceptance of deposits, investing in securities, medium risk activities like granting of loans, high
risk activities like credit cards, forex and insurance, project financing.
NARROW BANKING
Banking in low risk products such as collecting low cost deposits, lending to low risk loans,
investment in govt. securities. (recommended by SS Tarapore CoMmittee)
CROSS SELLING
Cross selling is a marketing tool which means to make effort to sell to customers, more than one
product. It leads to per customer (a) reduction in operational cost and (b) increase in business and
profits.
SECURITISATION
Securitisation is the process by which the selected pool of loans of a Bank is sold to a trust called
Special Purpose Vehicle. (say SBI sells a part of its housing finance loans to the SPV). The SPV•in
turn, issues marketable paper securities (called Pass Through Certificates and similar to
debentures) against the backing of such assets and sells the same to prospective investors.
.
FACTORING.
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Factoring is an arrangement under which a factoring company purChases and administers the
doMestic receivables of short term period of a firm after purchasing the receivables from the seller
of goods. The responsibility to recover is that of the factor which recovers discount and collection
charges from the seller.
FORFAITING

It is on the pattern of factoring and deals with long term and medium export receivables (deferred payment- exports) while
factoring deals with short.term receivables.

WAYS & MEANS ADVANCES (WMA)
It is temporary overdraft that RBI allows to Govt. to cover the mismatch between Govt. receipt and
payment. For Central Govt. it is for max. 10 days and for State govt. for 14 days. interest is Repo
Rate.
LIQUIDITY ADJUSTMENT FACILITY .,
It is short term loan that RBI allows to a commercial bank to cover the short term liquidity problem.
It is through repo-reverse repo mechanism at Repo rate (i.e. RBI purchases govt. securities from the
bank with the condition of re-purchase by the bank at the end of loan period).
MARGINAL STANDING FACILITY
It is overnight loan that RBI allows to a commercial bank against collateral of govt. securities. Max
amount is restricted to 2% of net demand and time liabilities. Rate of Interest = Repo.rate + 1%
REPO / REVERSE REPO
Repo : When RBI purchase govt. securities from bank to inject liquidity. It increases the liquidity
with banks. It is done at Repo Rate.
Reverse Repo : When RBI sells govt. securities to bank to absorb liquidity. It reduces liquidity with
banks and done at reverse Repo Rate.
FINANCIAL INCLUSION
Financial inclusion means the delivery •of banking services at an affordable cost to the vast sections
of disadvantaged and low income groups. Opening of no-frill accounts or granting loans under govt.
sponsored schemes etc. is part of the financial inclusion. Financial inclusion can be expanded
through state-driven intervention (by way of statutory enactments) and through voluntary effort of
banking community itself for evolving various strategies to bring within the ambit of the banking
sector, the large strata of society.
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT & COMMERCIAL PAPER
Commercial Paper
Certificate of Deposit.
Who
can Scheduled commercial banks (except
-Financial
Institutions,
issue
.RRBs), and All India Financial Institutions
Primary
dealers &
within their 'Umbrella limit'.
reputed companies
CRR/SLR
Investors
Maturity
Amount

Applicable on the issue price in case of
banks
' Individuals
(other thanminors),
corporations,
companies, trusts, .funds, associations etc
Min: 7 daysMax : 12 Months'. (in case of Fls
minimum 1 year and maximum 3 years).
Min: Rs.1 lac, beyond which in multiple of
"Rs.1lac
'

Not applicable
.
individuals- (other than . minors),
corporations, companies, trusts,
funds,
associations
etc •: 12 Months
Min:
7 days Max
.
Min: Rs.5 lac, beyond which in multiple
of Rs.5 lac

Issue of commercial paper by a company : 4 conditions are to be satisfied (1) Net worth Rs.4 cr,
sanctioned working capital, their loan accounts in standard category and credit rating of P2 from
CRISIL or equivalent from others.
Features Common to CD & CP
Premature cancellation not allowed

Transfer: Endorsement & delivery. Any time
Instrument: Usance Promissory note. Can be issued in Dematerialisation form only
Loan : No loan can be given on security of these documents
 if payment day is holiday, paid' on next preceding business day
 Issued at a discount to face value
PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION
It relates to taking corrective action promptly, where a bank faces weakness in respect of CAR,
net NPA o rofits. The action becomes necessary when the following situation arises (called
Trigger Points)
_
Trigger level
Parameter
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less than 9%
Net NPAs over 10%
Below 0.25%
DIVIDEND PAYMENT PARAMETERS
Banks can declare dividend without RBI permission, if they fulfill the undernoted criteria.
Normal cases
Special Cases
9% for the year for which
9% for the year for which
Capital adequacy
to be paid
dividend to be paid & previous 2 dividend
.
,
yrs
Net NPAs
Less than 5% Less than-7%
Thereisceilingondividendpayoutintheformofaratiowhichcanbe40%.Itcanbepaidfromcurrentyear's
profitsonly.TheratioisworkedoutasDividendpayoutratio=Amountofdividend/amountofprofitsafter
provisionsx100).
INSURANCE BUSINESS
Insurance business can be (a)'Bancassurance (selling policies of other companies for commission as
corporals agent — called without risk) (b) underwriting-(risk based). Licence from IRDA required for both.
Underwriting business: (with risk insurance business). Business can be. done through a separate
subsidiary company as a joint venture. Maximum investment of the bank can be 50% of the capital of
the company. Permission to be obtained from RBI, if following Parameters are complied with.
Net worth
500 cr
'
Profits
. 3 years
Net NPAs
Reasonable
Capital adequacy ratio
10%
Capital Adequacy Ratio
Non-performing assets
Return on assets

Indian Banks
F or e i n B a n ks
.
C
Capital adequacy ratio
C
Capital adequacy ratio
A.
A
Asset qualityAsset quality C
M
Management Effectiveness
Compliance
E
S
System and controls
Earning (i.e. profitability)
.
L
Liquidity (asset-liability
management)
S
System and controls
Satisfactory .
Performance of subsidiaries
SMALL BANK & PAYMENT BANKS

Small Finance Banks in Private Sector
Objective : Furtherance of Financial
inclusion. Can accept deposit and give loans.
Promoters : NBFC, Companies, Societies, LAB,
MFI, Individual / professionals with 10 years'
experience.
Capital : Min Rs.100. cr (Promoters min 40%,
to reduced to 26% -in 12 years)
Prudent norms : As applicable to commercial
banks including CRR / SLR.
Priority sector : 75% of ANBC. 50% of total loans
to including individual loans up to Rs.25 lac.

Payment Banks
Objective : Furtherance of Financial
inclusion. Can accept only demand deposits
and cannot give loans.
Promoters : PPI issuers, NBFC, Individual /
professionals, Mobile phone co.
Capital : Min Rs.100 cr (Promoters min 40% for
first 5 years). Leverage ratio : 3% (i.e. (Vs liabilities
can be 33.33 times of net worth)
Priority sector : 75% of demand deposits to
be invested in Govt. Securities (max one year
maturity). Max 25% can be deposited M
commercial banks.

BANKING SUPERVISION & CAMLES RATING CRITERIA
Banking supervision is carried by RBI on on--site basis (as per Sec 35 of B R Act) and off-site
supervision (through •DSB returns). Based on that, rating of bank is carried by RBI on CAMELS
criteria. The rating parameters for Indian Banks and Foreign Banks are given below:
ASSET - LIABILITY MANAGEMENT IN BANKS
It has been implemented wef April 01, 1999.
What is ALM : ALM is the management of structure of balance sheet (liabilities and assets) in such a
way that the net earning from interest is maximised within the overall risk-preference (present and
future) of the institutions.
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Notice Money
Call Money
Term Money
Held till maturity
Held for trading
Available for sale
Yield to maturity
Coupon Rate

Money lent for a period of 2-14 days
Money lent for one day
Money lend for 15 days or more in Inter-bank market
Govt. securities which are not meant for sale and shall be kept till maturity by the
banks.securities acquired by the banks with the intention to trade by taking
Govt.
advantage of the short-term price/ interest rate movements.
Govt. securities which do not fall within the above two categories i.e. HTM or HFT.
Expected rate of return on a security during the period, it is held by an
investor which may include capital gains and losses also.
Specified interest rate on a fixed maturity security, fixed at the time of issue.

Gilt Edged security

Government security.
Govt. security instruments which have tenure over one year.
Dated securities
Borrowing
: On a fortnightly basis, maximum 100% of capital fund of
Prudential limitsFor call
latest
audited
balance sheet. It can go up to 125% on any particular day.
money
Lending: On a fortnightly basis, maximum 25% of capital fund of latest
audited balance sheet. It can go up to 50% on any particular day.
Max 200% of its net-worth as on 31st March of the previous year. Banks with
Inter-bank liability
CRAR is at least 25% more than the minimum CRAR (9%) i.e. 11.25% up to
ceilings
300% of the net worth for IBL.
Maturity buckets are different time intervals (10 for the time being, namely next day, 2-7 days, 8-14
days, 15- 28, 29-90, 91-180, 18'1-365 days, 1-3 years, 3-5 and above 5 years), in which value of an
asset or liability is placed desending upon its residual maturity
Mismatch position : When in a particular maturity bucket, the amount of maturing liabilities or assets
does not match, such position is called a mismatch position, which creates liquidity surplus or liquidity
crunch position and depending upon the interest rate movement, such. situation may turnout to be risky
for the bank.
Ceiling on mismatch position : Mismatches for cash flows for next day to 15-28 days' buckets to be
kept to minimum (not to exceed 5% for next day, 10% for 2-7 days, 15% for 8-14 days and 20% for
15-28 days, each of cash outflows for those buckets).
Role of ALCO : Asset-Liability Committee is the top most committee to oversee implementation of ALM
system, to be headed by CMD or ED. ALCO would consider product pricing for both deposits and
advances, the desired maturity profile of the incremental assets and liabilities in addition to monitoring
the risk levels of the bank. It will have to articulate current interest rates view of the bank and base its
decisions for future business strategy on this view.
TERMS RELATING TO MONEY MARKET
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
Derivatives: A derivative is a financial contract that derives its value from another financial
product/commodity (say spot rate) called underlying (that may be a stock, stock index, a foreign
currency, a commodity). Forward contract in forex, a simple form of a derivative.
Option : It is contract that provides a right but does not impose any obligation to buy or sell a
financial instrument, say a share or security. It can be exercised by the owner. Options offer the
buyers, profits from favourable movement of prices say of shares or foreign exchanqe.
Variants of option: There are two variants of options i.e. European (where the holder can exercise his
right on the expiry date) and American (where the holder can exercise the right, anytime between
purchase
date
and the
expiryhas
date).
Call
option
: Owner
(buyer),
the right to purchase and the seller has the obligation to sell, a specified
no. of instruments(sayshares)ataspecifiedratedurin
thetimefriortoexpi
date.
Put Option : Owner or the buyer has the right to sell and the seller has the obligation to buy during
aFutures:
particular
Theperiod
futures are the contracts between sellers and buyers under which the sellers (termed
'short') have to deliver, a pre-fixed quantity, at a pre-fixed time in future, at a pre-fixed price, to the
buyers (known as long'). The main features of a futures contract are that these are traded in organised
exchanges, regulated by institutions such as SEBI, they need only margin payment on a daily basis.
Futures contract are made primarily for hedging, speculation, price determination and allocation of
resources.
Forwards: The forward on the other hand is a contract that is traded off-the-stock exchange, is self
regulatory and has certain flexibility unlike future which are traded at stock exchange only, do not
have flexibility of quantity and quality of commodity to be delivered and these are regulated by
SEBI, RBI or other agencies.
RISK TERMS
Credit Risk

Risk on account of possible default by the borrower in meeting his commitments

Market Risk

Risk on account of trading in securities
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Legal Risk
Liquidity risk







Risk on account of deficiency in loan documentation
Risk of inability of a bank to meet its liabilities due to mismatch in inflows frog-6 assets and
liabilities

Settlement risk

Risk of default by a bank in meeting its obligations due to its capacity to repay

Interest rate risk

Risk due to changes in interest rates leading to effect on profit and loss of the bank

Operational risk
Forex Risk

Risk on account of failure of internal processes, procedures etc.
Risk on account of fluctuation in forex rates

Systemic Risk
Reputation risk

Risk to a system on account of failure of other related systems.
Risk to reputation of a bank on account of engaging services of 3rd parties for certain banking
jobs.

RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT
Information can be obtained by Indian Citizen only from any public authority without giving any
reason.
Information is available with Public Information Officer, appointed by each organization for that
purpose.
Time for providing information : 30 days; If information pertains to life and liberty, the period is 48
hours
Fine for delay in providing information: Per day Rs.250 and total Maximum fine Rs.25000
Record preservation time: 5 to 8 years as fixed by Central Govt.

QUESTION ON GENERAL BANKING
01 RBI implemented the Basel-III recommendations in India, w.e.f: a) 01.01.2013,
b. 31.03.2013, c. 01.04.2013,
d. 30.09.2013
02 Basel III recommendations shall be
completely implemented in India by:
31.03.2020,
b. 31.03.2019
c. 31.03.2618
d. 31.03.2017
03 Basel III capital regulations were released by Basel Committee on Bank ing Supervision (BCBS)
during as a Global Regulator y Fram ework for more resilient banks and bank ing system s:
December 2010,
b. March 2011,
c. December 2011,
d. December 2012
04 Basel III capital regulations are based on 3 mutually reinforcing pillar. These pillars are (1) Pillar-1 minimum capital
standards (2) supervisory review of capital adequacy (3) risk management.
all the 3 are correct,
b. only 1 and 2 are correct,
c. only 1 and 3 are correct, d. only 2 and 3 are correct
Under Basel II,
05.Under Basel II the option available to compute capital for credit risk are:standardized approach, b. risk management approach, c. advance measurement approach, d. standardized
approach,
06. Under Basel III, the options available to compute capital for operational risk are :
standardized approach,
b) risk management approach,
c) advance measurement, approach, d) basic
indicator approach,
07.Under Basel III, the options available to compute capital for market risk are :
standardized approach,
b) risk management approach, c) advance, measurement approach, d) basic indicator
approach
08.Certain specific prescription of Basel II capital adequacy framework will continue to apply along with Basel III (parallel
run), till:
31.03.2019,
b) 31.03.2018, c) 31.03.2017, d) 31.03.2016
09. A bank in India is to comply with capital adequacy ratio requirements at
(1) consolidated (group) level after
consolidating the assets liabilities of its subsidiaries / joint ventures (2) solo level (3) overseas operations of the bank
under (I) and (2).
a)1 and 2 only correct, b) 1 and 3 only correct,
c) 2 and 3 only correct,
d) 1 to 3 all correct.
10. In India, the banks are required to maintain a minimum Pillar 1 capital to risk weighted assets ratio (or
minimum total capital to risk weighted assets ratio) of
as on
a) 8%, 31' Mar each year,
b) 9%, 31" Mar each year,
c) 8%, ongoing basis,
d) 9%, ongoing basis.
11. The banks in India are required to compute Basel III capital ratios in the following manner (1) Common equity Tier I
capital ratio (2) Tier I capital ratio (3) Tier 2 capital ratio (4) Total capital to risk weighted asset ratio a) I to 4 all,
b)
1,2 and 4 only,
c) 1, 3 and 4 only,
d) 1 and 4 only
12. To calculate
capital adequacy ratio, the banks are to take into account, which of the following risk:
credit risk and operational risk only,
b) credit risk and market risk only,
c) market risk and operational risk
only, d) credit risk, market risk and operational risk.
13.Which of the following statement regarding the Total regulatory capital under Basel III is correct:
total regulatory capital is sum total of Tier I capital and Tier 2 capital, b) Tier I capital is called `aning-concern' capital
and Tier 2 capital is called 'gone-concern' capital,
c) Tier I capital comprises common equity Tier I and additional
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Tier I, d) all the above.
14 As per
Basel III implementation in India, Common Equity Tier 1 capital must be
% of
risk weighted assets on ongoing basis: a: 5.5% b:
7%,
c: 9% d:
11%
15. As per
Basel III implementation in India, minimum Tier 1 capital must be
% of risk weighted assets on
ongoing basis:
a: 5.5% .
b:
7%,
c: 9% d:
11%
16. As per
Basel III implementation in India, within the minimum Tier 1 capital, the additional Tier capital can be:
a: min 5.5% of risk weighted assets (RWA),
b: max 5.5% of RWA,
c: min 1.5% of RWA,
d:

max 1.5% of RWA
17. As
per Basel
III implementation in India, within total capital of 9% of risk weighted assets,
the Tier 2 capital can be:
a: max equal to Tier I capital, b) min equal to Tier I capital
c) max equal to 2% of risk weighted
assets, d) min equal to 2% of risk weighted assets
18. Which of the following statements is not correct regarding
Basel III implementation in India:
a) minimum common equity Tier I ratio should be 5.5% of RWAs, b) capital conservation buffer, c) (CCB)
consisting
of common equity, should be 2.5% of RWAs, d) maximum additional tier 1 capital should be
1.5% of RWAs,
e) minimum common equity Tier I ratio plus capital conservation buffer should be 7%
19. Which of the following statements is not correct regarding
Basel III implementation in India:
a) minimum Tier I capital ratio should be 8%,
b) Tier 2 capital should be max 2%, c) minimum total capital ratio
should be 9%, d) minimum total capital ratio plus capital conservation buffer should be 11.5%
20. As per Basel III, which of the following is an element of Common Equity component of Tier I (1) common
shares i.e. paid up equity capital (2) stock surplus i.e. share premium (3) statutory reserves (4) capital reserves
representing surplus arising out of sale proceeds of assets (5) balance in profit and loss account at the end of the
previous year.
a) 1 to 5 all,
b) I to 4 only,
c) 1,4 and 5 only,
d) 1, 2 and 3 only
21. As per Basel III, which of the following can be included in Additional Tier I capital (1) Perpetual Noncumulative
Preference shares — PNCPS (2) stock surplus or share premium resulting from issue of Additional Tier I instruments
(3) Debit capital instruments eligible to be included in additional Tier I.
a) 1 to 3 all,
b) 1 and 2 only,
c) 1 and 3 only,
d) 2 and 3 only
22. As per Basel III, Tier 2 capital comprises which. of the following (1) general provisions and loss reserves (2) debt
capital instruments issued by bank (3) preference share capital instruments with redeemable or cumulative feature (4)
revaluation reserve (5) stock surplus i.e. share premium resulting from issue of Tier 2 eligible instruments.
a) 1 to 5 all,
b) 1 to 4 only,
c) 1, 4 and 5 only,
d) 1, 2 and 3 only.
23. As per Basel III, general provisions and loss reserves are included in Tier-2 capital maximum to the extent of: 1.25%
of total risk weighted assets under standardized approach and 0.6% of total risk weighted assets under IRB approach
a) 0.6% of total risk weighted assets under standardized approach and 0.6% of total risk weighted assets under IRB
approach
b) 0.6% of total risk weighted assets under standardized approach and 1.25% of total risk weighted assets under IRB
approach
c) 1.25% of total risk weighted assets under standardized approach and 1.25% of total risk weighted assets under IRB
approach.
24 As per Basel III, the value of revaluation reserve is to be taken at
% discount to include in Tier 2 capital:a: 60% b:
55%,
c: 50%
d:
45%
25 As per Basel III, adjustments / deductions are required to be made from Tier I and Tier 2 capital, relating to which of
the following (1) goodwill and other intangible assets (2) deferred tax assets (3) Investment in own shares (treasury
stock) (4) investment in capital of banking, financial
or insurance entities :
1 to 4 all,
b) 1 and 2 only,
c) 1 and 3 only,
d) 1 only
26 As per Basel III, the investment of a bank in the capital of a banking or financial or insurance entity is restricted to
which of the following:
a)
10% of capital funds (after deductions) of the investing bank,
b) 5% of the investee bank's equity capital,
c 30% of paid up capital and reserves of the bank or 30%, of paid up capital of the company, whichever is lower. d
all the above
27 The net stable funding ratio (NSFR) under Basel-III will be implemented in India from:
a 01.01.2017,
b 01.04.2017,
c 01.01.2018,
d 01.04.2018
28. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach, does not
match in respect of which of the following:
a. Fund & non-fund based claims on Central Govt. 0%, b Fund and non-fund based Central Govt. guaranteed
claims — 0%, c Fund and non-fund based State Govt. guaranteed claims — 0%
D Fund and non-fund based claims on State Govt. — 0%.
29 Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach, does not
match in respect of which of the following:
a)
Claims on RBI or DICGC 0%,
b) Claims on Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for MSE — 0%, c) Claims on
Credit Risk Guarantee Fund Trust for Low Income Housing — 0%, d) Claims on ECGC — 0%.
30. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach, does not
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match for claims on foreign governments (based on rating of international rating agencies such as S & P, Fitch, Moody's
Rating), in respect of which of the following:
AAA to AA rating — 0%, b: BBB rating — 20%,
c: Below B rating — 150%, d: unrated — 100%
31. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach, does not
match for claims on foreign
public sector enterprises (based on rating of S & P, Fitch, Moody's Rating), in respect
of which of the following:
a:

AAA to AA rating — 20%,
b: A rating — 20%,
c: BBB to BB rating — 100%,
d: unrated —
100%.
32. Under Basel III, what is the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized
approach, for claims on Bank for International Settlements, International Monetary Fund, Multi lateral
Development Banks:
a: 0%
b:
10%,
c: 20% d:
50%.
33. Under Basel III, the risk weight is % for capital
charge for credit risk on the basis of
standardized approach, for claims on banks incorporated in India and foreign bank branches in India,
where they meet the level of common equity Tier I capital and applicable CCB:
a: 0%
b:
10%,
c: 20% d:
50%
34.Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach,
does not match for claims on foreign banks (based on rating of international rating agencies such as S & P,
Fitch, Moody's Rating), in respect of which of the following:
a) AAA to AA rating — 20%
b) BBB rating — 50%,
c) Below B rating — 150%
d) unrated —
150%,
35. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach
for long term loans, does not match for claims on domestic corporates, AFC and NBFC-IFC (based on
rating of internal rating agencies such as CRISIL, CARE, ICRA etc.), in respect of which of the following:
a) AAA rating — 20%,
b) A rating — 50%,
c) BBB —100%,
d) unrated — 150%
36. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized
approach for short term loans, does not match for claims on domestic corporates, AFC and NBFCIFC (based on rating of internal rating agencies such as CRISIL, CARE, ICRA etc.), in respect of
which of the following: a) Al+ - 20%,
b) A2 — 50%,
c) A3 — 75%,
d) A4 —150%
37. Under Basel III, the risk weight is
% for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized
approach, for claims included in regulatory retail portfolio: a 20%
b:
50%,
c 75%
d:
100%
38. Under Basel III, which of the following is part of the regulatory retail portfolio (1) mortgage loans
which qualify as claim secured by residential property or commercial real estate (2) consumer credit or
personal loans or credit card receivables (3) capital market exposure (4) venture capital exposure.
a) I and 3 only, b) 2 and 4 only, c) 1 to 4 all,
d) none of the above
39. Under Basel III, to consider a claim as part of regulatory retail portfolio, which of the following condition
is stated correctly: (1) orientation criteria i.e. the exposure to individual person or to small business, where
total average annual turnover in small business is less than Rs.50 or (2) granularity criteria i.e. no
aggregate exposure to one counterpart is more than 02% of overall regulatory retail portfolio (3) maximum
retail exposure to one counterpart does not exceed the threshold limit of Rs. I cr.
a) 1 to 3 all,
b) 1 and 2 only
c) I and 3 only,
d) 2 and 3 only
40. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach for
home loan up to Rs.20 lac where loan to value (LTV) ratio is 90% is :
a) 20% b) 50%, c) 75%
d)
100%.
41. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach
for home loan of above Rs.20 lac up to Rs.75 lac, where loan to value (LTV) ratio is 80% is : a) 20% b:
50%,
c 75% d:
100%
42. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit
risk
as
per standardized approach
for home loan of above Rs.75 lac, where loan to value (LTV) ratio is 75% is :- a) 20% b:
50%,
c
75%
d:
100%
43. Under Basel III, the risk weight is
for capital charge for credit risk on the basis
of
standardized approach for commercial real estate — residential housing: a) 20%
b:
50%,
c)
75%
d:
100%.
44. Under Basel III, the risk weight is for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach
for exposure to commercial real estate:- 20%
b:
50%,
c: 75%
d: 100%.
45. Under Basel III, for home loan purpose, the loan to value ratio (LTV) ratio is calculated as :
a) (principal + other charges) / (realizable value of mortgage property),
b) (principal + accrued interest +
other charges) / (realizable value of mortgage property) c) (principal + accrued interest) / (realizable value
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of mortgage property), d) (principal + accrued interest + other charges) / (cost of mortgage property)
46. Bank's exposure for
dwelling unit to an individual shall be treated as exposure to
commercial real estate, as per Basel III:- a: 2n d b:
3 rd ,
c 4 th d:
5 th
47. As
per Basel
III implementation, the risk weight for unsecured portion of NPA for credit risk
as per standardized approach is
% if the specific provision is less than 20% of the outstanding in NPA
account:- 150%
b:
100%,
c: 75% d:
50%
48. As
per Basel
III implementation, the risk weight for unsecured portion of NPA for credit risk
as per standardized approach is
% if the specific provision is at least 20% of the outstanding in
NPA account:- a 150%
b:
100%,
c: 75% d:
50%
49. As
per Basel
III implementation, the risk weight for unsecured portion of NPA for credit risk
as per standardized approach is
% if the specific provision is at least 50% of the outstanding in
NPA account:- a 150%
b:
100%,
c: 75% d:
50%
50. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach for
which of the following exposure, does not match: a) venture capital — 150%
b) consumer credit or
personal loans— 125%,
c) credit card -125%,
d) capital market exposure 100%
51. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach is
% for staff loans secured by superannuation benefits or mortgage of flat / house:
20%
b:50%,
c 75% d:
100%
52. Under Basel III, the risk weight for capital charge for credit risk on the basis of standardized approach is
% for staff loans other than secured by superannuation benefits or mortgage of flat / house, being eligible
under regulatory retail portfolio:
a: 20% b:
50%,
c 75%
d:
100%
53. Under Basel III,under standardized approach, the total risk weighted off-balance sheet credit exposure is
calculated by taking into account,
the
credit conversion factor (CCF). In which of the following, the
CCF is not correctly stated: - a) direct credit substitutes such as financial guarantee or standby LC — 100%,
b) performance guarantees 50%, c) self liquidating short term LC covering trading in goods — 50%,
d) note issuance facilities and revolving
underwriting facilities -50%
54. Credit enhancements under Securitization exposure, that are first loss positions, is to be risk weighted at
_% under Basel III requirements:- A:
125%
b:
375%,
c:
625%,
d: 1111%
55. Out of the following, which are domestic credit rating agencies, approved by RBI for the purpose of credit
rating to determine risk weight for rated exposures (1) Brickwork (2) CARE (3) Fitch (4) CRISIL (5) Moody's
(6) SMERA (7) Standard & Poor:- a 1, 2, 4, 7,
b: 1, 2, 4, 6,
c: 1,2 3,4,
d: 1, 2, 4, 5
56 To be eligible for risk weighting purposes under Basel Ill, the rating from a credit
rating agency
approved by RBI, should be in force and confirmed from the monthly bulletin of the concerned rating
agency. The rating agency should have reviewed the rating at least once during the previous months. A 6
months,
b: 9 months,
c: 12 months,
d: 15 months
57. Under Basel III, which of the following are eligible as collateral for credit risk mitigation purpose: (1) cash
(2) gold (3) Central or State Govt. securities (4) Kissan Vikas Tatra or National Saving Certificates (5) Life
insurance policies and units of mutual funds (6) debt securities rated or unrated.
a: 1 to 6 all,
_ b:A 2 to 6 only,
cz
to
5
only,
dt 3 to 5 only
58. As per
Basel HI requirements, modified by RBI, call option on Additional Tier 1 instrument
(PNCPS and PDI) will be permissible at the initiative of the issuer after the instrument has run for at least
years.
a) two years b) three years c) five years d) ten years
5 9 . A s p e r B a s e l I I I , t h e r i s k o f l o s s e s i n o n - b a l a n c e s h e e and
offbalance
sheet positions arising from movements in market prices is called :- a) credit risk,
b)
market risk,
c) pricing risk,
d) liquidity risk
60. The market risk positions, that are subject to capital charge requirement, includes which of the following
positions, under Basel III: a) risk pertaining to interest rate related instruments in the trading book, b) risk
pertaining to equities in the trading book, c) forex risk including open positions in precious metal
d) all
the above.
61. The trading book of a bank is subject to market risk. As per Basel III, which of the following is not
included in the trading book for capital adequacy purpose:- securities under HFT and AFS,
b) open
gold positions and forex positions,
c) trading positions
in derivatives,
d) securities
under HTM
62. If a security has matured and remains unpaid, it attract capital for
risk on
completion of 90 days
delinquency period:- credit risk,
b: market risk,
c: operational risk,
d: at discretion of the
bank
63. F o r m a r k e t r i s k , t h e minimum
capital requirement is expressed in terms of two separately
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calculated charges which are:a) specific risk and general market risk,
b: special risk and general
risk,
c: liquidity risk and liquidation risk, d) counterparty credit risk and trading partner's risk.
64. The capital requirement for general market risk is designed under Basel III to capture the risk of loss
arising from change in :- a prices of securities,
b: market value securities,
c: interest rate
on securities,
d: all the above
65. The capital charge for specific risk under market risk will be
% or capital charge in accordance
with the risk warranted by external rating of the counterparty, whichever is higher, under Basel HI.
A:
9.00%,
b: 9.75%,
c: 10.50%,
d: 11.25%
66 The capital charge for general market risk under the market risk will be
% on gross equity position,
under Basel HI.
a: 9.00%,
b: 9.75%,
c: 10.50%,
d: 11.25%
67. Under Basel III, the risk weight for open foreign currency and open gold position is:a: 50%
b:75%,
c: 100%
d:
125%
68. The capital charge (CAR) for open foreign exchange positions and open gold positions, under Basel HI,
for market risk is:- a 6% b:
7%,
c: 8% d:
9%
69. The aggregate capital charge for market risk is the sum total of capital charge for (1) interest rate (2)
equity investment (3) forex and gold open positions:- a) 1 to 3 all,
b) 1 and 3 only,
c) 1 and 2 only,
d) 2 and 3 only
70. Under Basel Ill, the risk of loss resulting
from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and
systems or from external events is called :a) credit risk,
b) operational risk,
c) market risk,
d) reputation risk
71. As per Basel III, which of the following is part of operational risk :- a) legal risk,
b) reputational
risk,
c) strategic risk,
d) all the above.
72. Under Basel HI, by using the Basic Indicator Approach, banks must hold capital for operational risk equal
to the average over the previous years of a fixed percentage (denoted as alpha) of positive annual gross
income. a) 2 years,
b) 3 years,
c) 5 years,
d) at bank discretion
73. Under Basel III, by using the Basic Indicator Approach, banks must hold capital for operational risk equal
to the average over the prescribed no. of previous years, at
% (denoted as alpha) of
positive
annual gross income. a: 8% b:
9%,
c: 12%
d:
15%
74. For the
purposeof
calculation of capital charge for • operational risk under basic indicator
approach, the gross income means:a net interest income,
b: net non-interest income,
c: net interest income + net non-interest income,
d: net interest income minus net non-interest income.
75. For the purposeof
calculation of capital charge for operational risk under basic indicator
approach, the gross income means:- a net profit + provisions and contingencies,
b: net profit +
provisions and contingencies + operating expenses,
c net profit + operating-expenses,
d:
provisions and contingencies + operating expenses.
76 The risks that the banks are generally exposed to and are not captured or not fully captured in regulatory CRAR
include which of the following:- a settlement risk, liquidity risk,
b: reputational risk, strategic risk,
c: risk
of under-estimation of credit risk under standardized approach,
d: all the above.

77. Under Pillar-2 of Basel III, the banks are required to have a Board approved ICAAP and assess capital
accordingly. ICAAP stands for:
a: Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Procedure, b) Internal Capital Approval Assessment Process
a) Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process, d) Internal Capital Assessment Approved Process
78. As per Basel III
requirements, modified by RBI during Sept 2014, banks can issue Tier 2
capital instruments with a minimum original maturity of at least years.
a two years,
b three years, c five years,
d ten years
79 Which of the 'following better explains the meaning of risk :- a loss arising on happening of some
event,
b loss arising on non-happening of some event,
c probability of loss that could arise
due to uncertainty,
d probability of risk that could arise due to uncertainty,
e risk due to loss
as a result of uncertainty
80 Market risk is the risk of loss in (a) on-balance sheet positions (b) off balance sheet positions (c) arising
from movement in market prices:- a a to c all are correct,
b only a and c correct,
c only b
and c correct,
d only a and b correct
81 Risk that is associated with inability/failure of banks in payment of amount representing
clearing
cheques presented by different banks:a liquidity risk,
b settlement risk, c
credit risk, d legal risk e clearing process risk.
82. Risk that could arise due to legal actions or uncertainty of interpretations of contracts and agreements is
called:- a) legal risk, b) contract risk,
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party risk
83. A bank finds it difficult to repay the short term deposits on maturity to its deposits because the funds of
the bank are locked in long term loans or investments. The risk arising from this situation is called:
a Interest rate risk,
b Liquidity risk,
c Operational risk,
d Market risk,
e
Credit risk.
84. When failure of the financial system affects other systems such as insurance market or forex market,
such risk is:- a liquidity risk,
b settlement risk systemic risk,
d systematic risk,
e
clearing process risk
85 Market risk takes the form of (which one is not correct):- a commodity price risk,
b interest rate
risk
c loan default risk
d liquidity risk.
86 The risk that loss may arise on account of trading in SLR and other securities by a bank is classified as:
a credit risk,
b investment fluctuation risk
c trading risk,
d operational risk,
e market
risk
87. The risk that the interest rate of different assets and liabilities may change in dif f erent
magnitude iscalled? A) Embedded Risk,
b) Maturity Risk,
c) Basis Risk,
d) Price Risk
88. Exposure to uncertainty in ec on om ic va l ue of an investment that could not be marked to market is
called:- a) trading risk, b) business risk,
c) market risk,
d) liquidity risk, e) investment risk,
89. A foreign exchange dealer forgets to square the over bought position in a foreign currency. It is a..
a) foreign exchange risk, b) settlement risk, c) liquidity risk,
d) operational risk
90. Risk that is associated with failure of internal processes o f a b a n k o r b u s i n e s s organization:
a) settlement risk,
b) procedural risk, c) operational risk, d) credit risk
91. A bank has failed to meet its obligation on account of a payment on due date due to its incapacity to pay. What kind
of risk it is:
a) credit risk, b) liquidity risk,
c) settlement risk,
d) payment risk,
e) all the above
92. Risk associated with changes in the credit profile of the bor r ower s and c o unter parties, is called:
a) credit risk, b) market risk,
c) counter-party risk,
d) liquidity risk,
e) a and b –above
93. The customer service in a bank branch, has been disrupted for 2 hours, due to failure of the central server. What
type of risk it is:

a reputation risk,
b systemic risk,
c operational risk,
d settlement risk
94. When the bank is selling 3rd party products, which type of risk is involved:a reputation risk,
b
operational risk,
c credit risk,
d liquidity risk e Financial Sector Terms
95 When the objective is to follow the best practices to conduct the affairs of a company or bank in a
transparent manner for giving fair deal to all the stake holders, this is called:
a implementation of prudential guidelines,
b organisational restructuring,
c corporate
governance,
d corporate restructuring,
e autonomy
96 Replacement of relatively high -cost debt with that of lower cost borrowing to take advantage of falling
interest rates is called:
a debt replacement,
b derivative,
c credit enhancement,
d credit risk management,
e debt swap
97 In capital market, the term 'Market cap' is the product of
a market price x authorised capital, b
market price x paid up capital,
c market price x outstanding no. of shares,
d market price
x shares e b and d
9 8 . A banking system under which the banks are to raise low cost funds and invest such funds in low risk
assets such as govt. securities, is known as:
a) narrow banking,
b) universal banking,
c) rural banking,
d) risk management banking asset
liability management banking
99. An entity established or incorporated outside India which proposes to make investment in India and which
is registered as such, in accordance with the SEBI Regulations is called:
a) Indian Depository Receipt
b) Foreign Institutional Investor
c) Foreign Direct Investment, d)
Foreign
Currency
Convertible Bond
100. market provides a platform for trading of existing securities and price discovery thereof:
a) primary market, b) secondary market,
c) money market, d) insurance market
101. Red Herring Prospectus is issued by a
for
a) company,
to raise funds through
commercial paper, b) company, to raise funds from bank for a long term project,
c) company, to raise
capital from market under book building process in which the price of the share is not disclosed., d) bank,
to raise funds from the overseas lenders.
102. An investment by non-resident entity/person resident outside India in the capital of an Indian company
on a long term basis, is called :a
Indian Depository Receipt,
b
Foreign
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Institutional Investment,
c Foreign. Direct Investment
D ForeignCurrency Convertible Bond
103.What is an Indian Depository Receipt?
a) deposit account with a public sector bank,
b) A depository account with any of Depositories in India c) An
instrument in the form of depository receipt created by an Indian depository against underlying equity shares of the
issuing company, d
An instrument in the form
of deposit receipt issued by Indian depositories

104. When Reserve Bank injects liquidity in the monetary economy of the country, this is done through
which of
the
following mechanisms?
a)
increase in CRR,
b) repo,
c) increase in SLR,
d) change in bank rate, e) liquidity
adjustment facility
105. The receivables of various loans and obligations are put together and distributed amongst investors
through marketable securities, in which of the following:
a) leasing,
b) factoring,
c)
securitization,
d) venture capital,
e) forfeiting
106. The process in which the electronic holding of share replaces
the
paper securities:
a)
demutualisation
b) rematerialisation,
c) electronic shares
d) dematerialsation,
107. The term 'Green-shoe option' is used in relation to:- a) environment audit,
b) 2d green
revolution,
c) capital mobilized by plantation companies d) option to retain that portion of the equity that
has been subscribed by the public over and above the issued amount e) option to return the amount of
capital that has been received in excess of the issued amount
108. Which of the following instruments represent the share in Indian companies in India being traded in
America/Europe? a) GDR/ADR, b) IDR/ADR,
c) GDR/IDR, d) Zero Coupon Bonds Debentures
109. The stock-index futures contracts are the contracts relating to:- a) stocks of commodities
b) stocks
of industrial products stocks/shares being traded at stock exchanges,
c)
stocks of d)
infotech
companies
110) ESOP stands for:- a) efficient
servicing
of promises,
b) employees' service option
projects,
c) employees stock option plan, d) effective system of projects
111) The term CBLO in connection with short term market related borrowing, stands for:- a) collateralized
banking and lenders' obligation,
b) common borrowing and lending obligation
c) collateralized
borrowing and lending obligation d) collateralized borrowing and lending organization
112) The demat shares of a public sector undertaking can be converted in to physical shares. This process is
called:- a) re-issue of shares,
b) dematerialisation of shares c) re-materialisation of shares
d)
demutualisation of shares, e) forfeiture of shares
113) Interest rate on a debt security (say Govt. bonds) which issuer pays to holder till maturity:a) interest,
b) yield,
c) floating rate,
d) coupon rate
114) When buying or selling of securities is done by a person having access to privileged information, it is
known as? a) Secular trading,
b) Insider trading,
c) Over trading,
d) Unauthorized trading,
e) Any of the above
115) The term 'round tripping' in case of Foreign Direct investment relates to: a) coming back of domestic
money as FDI b) use of FDI funds out of country, c) sending back foreign money as export, d) a and
c above.
116) In order to obtain cash for its credit sales, the duly accepted domestic sale invoices are assigned by the
seller in favour of a 3rdparty. Such purchase of receivables by the 3rd party with or without recourse is called:
a securitization,
b factoring,
c bills discounting,
d
forfeiting,
e any of
above
117 Branches of banks distribute to their customers as corporate
agents,
insurance products of
other insurance companies, which is called:
a underwriting business,
b
bancassurance,
c referral business,
dany of the
above
118 Ais a contract where the purchaser of the option has the right but not the obligati on to
either
purchase or sell and the seller of the option agrees to sell or purchase an agreed amount of a specified
currency at a price agreed in advance and denominated in another currency :
a interest rate swap,
b
forward rate agreement,
c currency option,
dforeign
exchange forward
119 When a company instead of fixing the price of new share, invites bids and allows the market to fix the
price of the share, the process is called:
a private placement,
b
price search,
c book-building,
d initial public Offering,
e
market price fixation
120 The temporary loans that are allowed by RBI to Govt. from time to time to meet the mismatch position
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are called: a) treasury bills
b dated securities, b ways and means advances,
c) ad hoc treasury bills
121 In the capital market, the term arbitrage is used with reference to which of the following?
A Purchase of securities to cover the sale,
B Sale of securities to reduce the loss on purchase,
c Simultaneous
purchase and sale of securities to make profits from price variation in different markets,
d
Any of the above

122 The contract notes that are issued
by
Foreign Institutional Investors (FIls) to their clients (not
registered with SEBI), investing in Indian stock market:
a depository receipt,
b derivative,
c option,
.d participatory notes
123 A is a type of transferable
financial instrument traded on a local stock exchange of a country but
represents a security issued by a foreign publicly listed company:
a depository receipt,
b
derivative,
coption,
d
participatory notes
124 All the sales practically become cash sale to the seller in respect of :
a Leasing,
b Acceptance credit,
c Factoring,
d Buyer's credit
125 In order to obtain cash for its credit sales, the duly accepted domestic sale invoices are assigned by the
seller in favour of a 3rd
party. Such purchase of receivables by the said 3rd party with or without recourse is called:
a securitization,
b factoring,
c bills discounting,
d
forfeiting
126 Which of the following methods
can
be
conveniently used for providing finance to
infrastructure projects:
a securitization,
b factoring,
c credit syndication,
d consortium
financing,
e take out financing
127 Narrow money is the term in monetary aggegates which is represented by:- a M 1
b
M2,
c M3
d
M4
128 In banking, the banks offer all types of financial services to expand their business that include high risk
products and medium risk products also:a
retail banking,
b universal banking,
c wholesale banking,
d
narrow banking
129 When an existing non-profit organisation is converted into a for-profit company, the process is called :
a Dematerialization,
b
Demutualization,
c Re-materialization,
d
Rernutualization
130 A is a financial contract between two parties to exchange interest payments for a 'notional principal' amount on
settlement date, for a specified period from start date to maturity date.
a) nterest rate swap,
b) forward rate
agreement, c) interest rate future, d) foreign exchange forward.
131.What is meant by the term reverse REPO out of the following:
a) injecting liquidity by the Central Bank of a country through purchase of govt. securities, b) absorption of
liquidity from the market by sale of govt. securities, c) Balancing liquidity with a view to enhance economic
growth rate, d)
Improving
the
position
of
availability of the securities in the market.
132 A
is a financial contract between two parties exchanging or swapping a stream of interest
payments for a `notional principal' amount on multiple occasions during a specified period.
a interest rate swap,
bforward rate agreement,
c
interest rate future,
d
foreign exchange forward
133 Transformation of certain processes and procedures with a view to empower the bank with
contemporary technologies,
business solutions and innovations that
enhances
the
competitive advantages is called:
a business process modifications,
b business process re-engineering,
cbest practices code,
dbusiness re-modeling
134 A - is an over-the- counter contract under which a purchaser agrees to buy from the seller, and the
seller agrees to sell to the purchaser, a specified amount of a specified currency on a specified date in the
future at a known price denominated in another currency:
a) interest rate swap,
b) forward rate agreement
c) interest rate future,
d) foreign exchange
forward
135. When an unlisted company issues fresh securities for the first time, it is called:
a) initial public
offering,
b) rights issue, c) follow-on public offering
d) bonus shares
136. A negotiable security issued outside India by a Depository bank, on behalf of an Indian company, which
represents the local Rupee denominated equity shares of the company held as deposit by a Custodian bank
in India, is called :
a) Derivative, b) Depository receipt,
c) FDI, d) Indian Depository receipt.
137. The depository receipts listed and traded in the US markets are known as :a) Global Depository
Receipts b) Indian Depository Receipts,
c) American Depository Receipts,
d) Derivative
Instruments A
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138. bond giving the investor the option to get the value of bond equal to an equity share, at a predetermined exchange price, is called: a) coupon bonds, b) convertible bonds
c) commercial paper
d) zero coupon bonds
139. The depository receipts listed
and
traded anywhere/elsewhere other than in United States,
are known as:a ) Global Depository Receipts
b) Indian Depository Receipts
c)
American Depository Receipts, d) Foreign
Currency convertible bond
140. In which of the following kinds of financing the banks can take up financing for medium term (5-7
years) out of the very long term nature of the projects (1520 years):- a) Securitization,
b) Take out
financing,
c) Project participation
d) Consortium
141. Process of artificially increasing or decreasing prices of a security:- a) insider trading,
b)
circular trading,
c) price rigging,
d) any of the above
142. Interest spread refers to:
a) surplus of interest earned over interest expended b) interest earned
on loans less the provisions
d) interest earned on loans and investments less provision
e) none of the above
143. The market based approach aimed at neutralizing part or whole of• the monetary impact of foreign
exchange inflows is termed: a) sterilization,
b) neutralization,
c) globalization,
d) liquidity
adjustment
144. The term broad money is known as:a) M1
b) M2,
c) M3 d ) M4
145. What is an American Depository Receipt? a) An instrument denominated in US dollars,
b) An
instrument issued to non-resident c) investors, aaainst ordinary shares, d)
An
instrument
fulfilling the features given in A and B,
d A or B
1 4 6 . There are certain financial instruments whose prices are derived from the price of the underlying
currency or interest rate or stocks etc. These are known as:a Securitisation,
b Derivatives,
C Leasing,
d Factoring e
Venture Capital Funding
147 Which of the following is not an instrument of derivatives:a
forwards,
b
options,
c futures a to c,
e
none of these
148 An option that provides to the option holder, a right to sell, without an obligation to sell , is called:
a put option,
bcall option,
c American option,
d
European option
149 An option that provides to the option holder, a right to purchase, without an obligation to purchase, is
called:
a put option,
b call option,
c American option,
d European option
150 An option that can be exercised any time during its validity period, is called:- a
put option,
b
call option,
c American option,
d European option
151 An option that can be exercised on a specified day,. during its validity period, is called:a put option,
b
call option,
c American option,
d European option
152 What is an option ?
a
a right to sell only without obligation to sell,
b a right to
purchase
only
without obligation to purchase,
c a right to sell or purchase,
d without obligation to sell or
purchase, d obligation to purchase or sell without any right to sell or purchase
153 Where exercising the option provides gain to the buyer, it is called
a at the money,
b in the money,
c
out of money,
d above the money
154 Where exercising the option results in loss to the buyer, it is called:a at the money,
b in the money,
c out of money
d above the money
155 Where exercising an option provides gain or loss to the
buyer, it is called
a at the money,
b
in the money,
c
out of money
d above the
money,
e) Govt. Securities
156: Gilt-edged market deals in: a:. Worn currency notes, b) Bullion and gold,
c) Govt. securities,
d)
Corporate bonds, e) all kinds of capital market securities
157 In respect of investment in securities, the process under which the value of the securities is taken into
account at their current market price is called:a
pricing of securities,
b
marking to market,
C valuation of d securities any of the above
158 The securities that are purchased by banks with the intention to take advantage of
price
movement or interest movement, are classified as:
a held till maturity,
b
available for sale,
c held for trading,
d
fluctuating securities
159 A govt. security that has been authorised to be issued but has not been issued actually, as yet called:
a gilt-edged security,
b
approved security, when, as and if issued,
d ways and means
advance,
e
treasury bill
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160 What is the maturity period of treasury bills issued by Govt. of India:a 14 and 91 days,
b 91 & 182 days, c 14 & 182 days,
d
91,182 & 364 days,
e) none of the
above
161 Ways and means advances of the Central Govt. are payable within a period of?
a 10 days b 18 days,
b: 15 days d
c) 20 days,
d) 14 days
162 The maturity period of a cash management bill can be:a less than 364 days,
b
less than 182 days, C less than 91 days,
d any period at discretion of the Govt.
163 Under WMA RBI has allow the States to run overdrafts for
consecutive working days from Feb 01,
2001 instead of the then 10 Days:a 09 days
b I 1 days,
c
14days
d 15 days,
e Call and Notice Money
164 The market for short term financial assets instruments, that are close substitutes of money, is
called:- money market
b) capital market
c) forex market
d) financial market
165. Under
market, the funds are transacted by banks on an overnight basis:
a) money market,
b) call money market,
c) notice money market
d) term money market
166. Under notice money market, the funds are transacted by banks for:a) one day,
b)
overnight,
c) 2 to 14 days
d) 15 days and above
167. On a fortnightly average basis, the prudent limit fixed by RBI in respect of outstandingborrowing
transactions in call and notice money for the participating banks is:
a) 100% of capital of bank
b) 100% of capital + reserves of the bank,
c) 100% of capital fund of the
bank, d) 100% of net worth of the bank.
168. As per the prudent limit fixed by RBI in respect of outstanding
borrowing transactions in call and
notice money for the participating banks, the banks can borrow a maximum of
on any day, during
the fortnight:a 110% of their capital fund,
b
120% of their capital fund,
c
150%
of
their
capital fund,
d
125% of their capital fund
169. On a fortnightly average basis, the prudent limit fixed by RBI in respect of outstanding lending
transactions in call and notice money for the participating banks is:a 10% of capital of bank,
b
15% of capital + reserves of the bank,
c
25%
of
capital
fund
of
the
bank,
d 30% of net worth of the bank
170 As per the prudent limit fixed by RBI in respect of outstanding
lending transactions in call and
notice money for the participating banks,
the banks can borrow a maximum of
on
any
day, during the fortnight:
a 20% of their capital fund,
b 30% of their capital fund,
c
50% of their capital fund, d 50%
of their net worth
171 Which of the following features of certificate of deposit is correct (1) CD is a negotiable market
instrument (2) CD is issued in demat form or as a usance promissory note (3) CD is issued at a
discount to face value:- a
1 to 3 all,
b
1 and 2 only,
c 2 and 3 only,
d1
and 3 only
172. Which of the following statement regarding amount of certificate of deposit is correct:
a) minimum amount is Rs.1 lac and maximum Rs. I cr
b) minimum amount is Rs 1 lac without any
maximum but multiple should be of Rs.5 lac, c) minimum amount is Rs.1 lac without any maximum but
multiple should be of Rs.2 lac, d) minimum amount is Rs.1 lac without any maximum but multiple should
be of Rs.1 lac
173. Certificate of deposit issued by banks can have a maturity period of:- a) 15 days to 12 months,
b)
15 days to 6 months,
c) 15 days to 3 months, d) 7 days to 12 months
174. Which of the following statement
regarding certificate of deposit is correct (1) banks can grant
loan on security of CD (2) banks can buy back the CDs before maturity (3) CD can be freely transferred any
time after issue (4) CRR and SLR is applicable on CD:a) I to 4 all,
b) 2 and 4 only,
c) 3 and 4
only,
d) 1 and 4 only
175. Commercial Paper (CP) is an unsecured money market instrument issued in the form of:- a) a
debenture certificate, b) a share certificate,
c) a usance promissory note,
d) a bill of exchange.
176. For a company to issue commercial paper which of the following conditions to be fulfilled are correctly
stated (1) the net worth should be at least Rs.4 cr (2) the company should have
been sanctioned
working capital limits of Rs.10 cr (3) the loan accounts the company should be classified as Standard loan
by its banks (4) it should have a credit rating of at least A3 by an approved credit rating agency.:- a 1 to
4 all,
b 1,2 and 4,
c I, 3 and 4,
d
1 to 3
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178. The maturity period of Commercial paper falls within the following range:- a 7 days to 3 months,
b
7 days to 6 months,
c7 days to 9 months,
d
7 days to 12 months
179. The minimum amount of and multiple of commercial paper should be:- a
Rs.1 lac, Rs.1 lac,
b
Rs.1 lac, Rs.5 lac,
c
Rs.5 lac, Rs.5 lac,
d Rs.5 lac and no multiple.
Credit Card Operations
180. The term plastic money relates to which of the following:a
credit card,
b
prepaid phone card, c
plastic sheet notes,
d all the above
180 Credit card business can be conducted by banks only if their net worth is at least Rs.
a Rs.100 cr,
b Rs.200 cr,
c Rs .300 cr,
d Rs.500 cr
181 In case of credit card, the customers can lodge a complaint with the banks within a period of :
a 15 days,
b
30 days,
c 45 days,
d
60 days
182 Revolving credit is made available in which of the following:a
a debit card,
b
a pre-paid card, C a credit card,
d all the above
183. In case of a credit card, if a customer protests any bill, the bank should provide explanation or
documentary
evidence withina maximum period of days to amicably redress the grievances.
a 10 days,
b
15 days,
c 30 days,
d 60 days
184. In case of a credit card if a complainant does not get satisfactory response from the bank within a
maximum period of
days from the date of his lodging the complaint, he will have the option to
approach the Office of the concerned Banking Ombudsman for redressal of his grievance/s.
a 10 days b 15 days,
c 30 days
d 60 days
185. In case of acard, the customer can make payment to the extent of balance lying in his account.
a debit card,
b
smart card,
c credit card,
d any of the above
186 In case of bank having higher CRAR of 25% over the regulatory CRAR of 9%, the maximum amount
of inter-bank liabilities of a bank can beof net worth of the bank as on March 31 of the previous year:
a 100% ,
b 150%,
c 200%,
d 300%
187 The maximum amount of inter-bank liabilities of a bank can be
of net worth of the bank as on
March 31 of the previous year:
a 1 0 0 % b 1 5 0% ,
c 200%
d 300%
e Marginal Standing Facility
188 What is the amount for which
the
marginal standing facility (MSF) can be availed by banks
from RBI:
a minimum Rs. 1 cr and multiple of Rs.50 lac,
b minimum Rs 1 cr and multiple of Rs.1 cr,
c
minimum Rs.5 or and multiple of Rs.1 cr,
d minimum Rs.5 cr and multiple of Rs.5 cr
189 Under the marginal standing facility (MSF), the eligible entities can avail the facility, up to per cent of
their respective Net Demand and Time Liabilities
(NDTL) outstanding at the end of the second
preceding a) 3% b) 1% c) 2%, d) 0.5%
190. Under the marginal standing facility, what is the time period for which the facility can be generally availed
from RBI:
a) 10 days and 12 days on Friday, b) 7 days and 9 days on Friday, c 1 day and 3 days on Friday, d RBI
discretion
191. What is the maximum ceiling on Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) for investment in the equity of private
banks in India:
25%
b 26%,
c 49%
d
51%,
e 74%
192. What is the maximum ceiling on Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) for investment in the equity of public
sector banks in India:
20%
b26%,
c 49% d
51%,
e 74%
193. An infrastructure finance company can deploy _% of its total assets in infrastructure loans:
50%_
b51%,
c 74% d
75%
194. Under takeout financing (refinancing) of project loans, the banks can takeover the standard loan from
other banks; provided the aggregate exposure of all institutional lenders to such project should be
minimum:- a) Rs. R s . 1 0 0 c r
b) Rs.250 cr c) Rs.500 cr
d) Rs.1000 cr
1 9 5 . R B I t r e a t s C o r e I n v e s t m e n t C o m p a n i e s h a v i n g a n a s s e t size of
as
systemically important core investment companies:- a) Rs.10 crore and above
b) Rs.50 crore and
above c) Rs.100 crore and above d) Rs.200 crore and above
196. A non-banking financial company which carries on the business of acquisition of shares and securities
and satisfies certain conditions, is called:- a) Investment company b) financial company,
c) non-bank
finance company d) core investment company
197. Core investment companies will be treated as systemically important core investment company, if its
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assets size is a) Rs. Rs.50 cr and above,
b) Rs.100 cr and above,
c) Rs.200 cr and above,
d) Rs.500 cr and above
198. A core investment company must hold not less than of its net assets in the form of investment in equity
shares, preference shares, bonds, debentures, debt or loans in group companies
a) 100% b) 90%,
c) 74% d)
60%
SEBI Rules
199. The time gap between closure date of a public issue and its listing on stock exchange, has been
reduced by SEBI from to
a) 42 days to 30 days
b) 30 days to 22 days,
c) 22 days to 12 days
d) 30 days to 15
days
200. Listed companies
are required to disclose their quarterly financial results within
from close of
the quarter:
a) 15 days
b ) 30 days,
c) 45 days
d ) 60 days
201. Listed companies are required to disclose their annual audited results within
from close
of the financial year:
a 15 days b 30 days,
c 45 days
d 60 days
202 As per SEBI directives, what is the minimum public shareholding in case of listed companies:
a 10% b 24%, c 25% d 26%, e 49%

203 Under which kind of following mechanisms, the D SB returns being submitted by banks to RBI, fall:
a early alert system,
b
on-site surveillance,
c
off-site supervision,
d risk
based supervision system e prevention of money laundering
204 Negotiated Dealing System relates to:a trading at stock markets,
b Settlement of security
dealings
c trading in Govt. securities,
d Settlement of share payments,
e aandb
205 Which of the following extension of abbreviation does not match:
a BCSBI — Banking Codes and Standards Board of India,
b BCBS — Banking Codes and
Banking Standards
c BFS — Board for Financial supervision,
d
BIFR — Board for Industrial and
Financial
Reconstruction
206 Banks are required to ensure that while preparing their Annual Branch Expansion Plan (ABEP), they
should allocate at least of the total number of branches proposed to be opened during a year in unbanked
rural (Tier 5 and Tier 6) centres.
20%
b
25%,
c 33%
d
40%
207. To promote a joint venture or a subsidiary for with risk insurance business of underwriting, the minimum
net worth of the bank should be: a) Rs.200 cr,
b) Rs.500 cr,
c) Rs.1000 cr,
d) Rs.2000 cr
208. Operating profits in bank's profit and loss ° account refer to:
a) net profits,
b) profits before contingencies
c) profits before provisions and contingencies,
d)
profits after provisions and contingencies
209. For banks to enter into insurance sector for underwriting
with-risk business, among others, the
CRAR should not be less than:- a) 8%
b
9%, c) 10%
d
11%,
e) 12%
210. As per Exchange Traded Currency Options (RBI) Directions 2010, the underlying for the currency option
shall be
spot rate;
a) Euro-Indian Rupee spot rate
b) USD-Indian Rupee spot rate,
c) USD & Euro -Indian Rupee spot
rate, d) Pound -Indian Rupee spot rate
211. To promote a joint venture or a subsidiary for with risk insurance business of underwriting, the
minimum net worth of the bank should be:a
Rs.200 cr,
b
Rs.500 cr,
c Rs.1000 cr,
d Rs.2000 cr
212 The term TReDS, in the context of financing of working capital of MSME, means:
a TradeReceivables Discounting System,
b Time Receivables Discounting System,
c
Trade Related Discounting System,
d Trade
Receivables Distribution System
213 Under the rating system called CAMELS, the term `M' stands for which of the following:
a management of assets and liabilities,
b management of nonperforming assets
c management
of human resources
d management effectiveness,
e management policies
214 The letter C in the rating model CAMELS being used by RBI for rating Public Sector Banks
represents:
a Capital fund,
b Capital adequacy,
c Capital contributed to subsidiaries,
d b & c
215 RBI's Model for Rating of Indian Banks is known as:- a C A M E L S ,
b CAMEL,
c RATING, d e - C A M E L
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216 What is Net Interest Income (Nu)? a Difference of interest, earned on assets and non-interest income,
b Difference
of
assets
and
liabilities, c Difference of interest earned on assets and interest paid on liabilities,
d None
of the above.
217 What is RBI's objective in asking banks to move from quarterly to monthly system of interest charging ?
A as part of 90 days norms for identification of non- performing advances,
B introduction of international standard
C early recovery of interest to increase income of banks,
d introduction of simple interest rates

218 What is true with regard to payment of dividend by a commercial bank:
a maximum dividend that can be paid is 33.33%,
b maximum dividend
payment
c maximum dividend that can be paid is 40%, d maximum dividend payout ratio is 40%,
is no restriction on dividend payment if bank is in profit and CAR is 9%

is 25%,
e there

219 Non-Convertible Debentures may be issued in denominations with a minimum of (face value) and in multiples
of
A Rs.l lac, Rs.1 lac, b Rs.5 lac. Rs.1 lac,
c Rs.5 lac, Rs.5 lac,
d Rs.5 lac, Rs.10 lac

220 Which of the following terms represent 'one basis point':
a one percent,
b
one tenth of one percent,
c
one hundredth of a percent, d
one hundred percent, e
one thousandth of a percent
221 Bombay stock exchange index `Sensex' is based on the value of top blue chip shares of:
a 10
b 20,
c 25
d 30,
e 50
222 Which of the following category of securities are not required to be marked to market by banks:
a held till maturity,
b available for sale,
c held for trading,
d none of the above
223 The held for trading securities are required to be sold within
a 360 days,
b 180 days,
c 90 days,
d there is no such time constraint.
224 All credit institutions are required to become members of a credit information company under provisions
of Credit Information Companies (Regulation) Act 2005. A bank can become member of which of the
following:A Credit Information Bureau (India) Limited,
c
Equifax
Services Pvt Ltd,
d any of these

b Experian
Credit

Credit Information Company of India Pvt Ltd,
Information

225 The credit institutions are required to update the credit information on a regular basis at least on
basis, to provide the information to Credit Information Companies:
a) Monthly, b) quarterly,
c) Half-yearly,
d) Yearly
226. The SLR and non-SLR securities of the banks are classified into 3 categories. Which of these is not part
of those 3 categories:- a) held till maturity
b) available for sale c) held for trading
d) none of
the above
227. RBI changes the CRR. Which of the following is correct in this connection:- a) reduction in CRR
increases the liquidity position within Indian banks,
b) increase in CRR increases the liquidity position
within Indian banks,
c) increase in CRR does not affect the liquidity position, d) decrease in CRR
does not affect the liquidity position
228. When Repo rate is reduced by RBI, it leads to :- a)_ reduction of cost to borrowers on bank loans,
b) increase in cost of loans to borrowers from banks,
c) reduced cost of borrowing by banks from RBI
d) increased cost of borrowing by banks from RBI
229. When RBI offers liquidity adjustment facility to banks this
leads to
(a)
improvement in the
liquidity position of banks (b) increase in their capacity to lend (c) increase in their deposits (d) improvement
in income of banks by more lending a) a to d all, b) b and c, c) b and d, d) c and d
230. What is the objective of securitisation of financial assets?
a) to enable the banks in speedy recovery of bad loans,
b) to sell the securities without intervention of
the court, only if loan gots bad
c) to acquire assets and then sell the same at profit, d) recycling of
funds and reduce concentration risk e) a to d all
231. The minimum paid-up equity capital for small finance banks shall be Rs.
crore.
a) Rs.100 cr, b) Rs.200 cr
c) Rs.300 cr
d) Rs.500 cr
232. As per 5E131 guidelines, the mandatory minimum shares buy-back has
been increased to % of
the amount earmarked for the buy-back, as
against
existing %,
a) 25% from 10%
b) 35% from 25%
c) 50% from 25%
d) 50% from 30%
233. As per SEBI guidelines, the maximum shares buy-back period has been reduced to months from
months. a) 6 months to 3 months b) 9 months to 6 months c) 12 months to 6 months d) 12 months to
9 months.
234. Minimum paid up capital shall be Rs
crore to set up and operate TReDS:
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a Rs.10 cr,
b Rs.25 cr,
c Rs.50 cr
235 Payment Banks are allowed to accept which of the following type of deposits:
a recurring deposits,
b fixed deposits,
c
demand deposits,
d
all the above
Rs.100 cr
236 The small finance banks will extend per cent of its Adjusted Net Bank Credit to the sectors eligible for
classification as priority sector lending by RBI. a 3 2 % b 4 0 % ,
c 6 0 % d 7 5 %
237 At least 50% of loan portfolio of a Small Financing Bank should constitute loans and advances of
upto Rs.
lakh. a
Rs. 5 lac,
b
Rs.10 lac,
c Rs.25 lac,
d
Rs.50 lac
238 Payments Bankswill initially be restricted to holding a maximum balance of Rs.
Per
individual
customer.
a Rs.10000,
b Rs.50000,
c Rs.100000,
d Rs.200000
239 Apart from amounts maintained as Cash Reserve Ratio with the Reserve Bank on its,outside demand and
time liabilities, a Payment Bank\ will be required to invest minimum per cent of its "demand deposit balances"
in Statutory Liquidity
Ratio eligible Government securities/treasury bills with maturity up to
one year. 25%b
50%, 60%
d
75%
240. The
minimum
paid-up equity capital for Payments Banks shall be Rs. crore.
a) Rs.100 cr
b) Rs.200 cr, c) Rs.300 cr
d) Rs.500 cr
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Module B
Functions of Banks
Syllabus
-Banker

Customer Relationship - Types; Different Deposit Products & Services; Services to
Customers & Investors
-KYC / AML / CFT norms - PMLA Act; KYC Norms
-Bankers' Special Relationship - Mandate; POA; Garnishee Orders; Banker's Lien; Right of Set
off
-Consumer Protection - COPRA, Banking Ombudsman Scheme - Operational Aspects of COPRA
Act & -Banking Ombudsman Scheme
-Payment and Collection of Cheques and Other Negotiable Instruments - NI Act; Role &
Duties of Paying & Collecting Banks; Endorsements; Forged Instruments; Bouncing of Cheques; Its
Implications; Return of Cheques; Cheque Truncation System
-Opening accounts of various types of customers - Operational Aspects of opening and
Maintaining Accounts of Different Types of Customers including Aadhar, SB Rate Deregulation
-Ancillary Services - Remittances; Safe Deposit Lockers; Govt. Business; EBT
-Cash Operations - Cash Management Services and its Importance
-Principles of lending, Working Capital Assessment and Credit Monitoring - Cardinal Principles;
Non-fund Based Limits; WC; Term Loans; Credit Appraisal Techniques; Sources of WC Funds & its
Estimation; Operating Cycle; Projected Net WC; Turnover Method; Cash Budget; Credit Monitoring
& Its Management; Base Rate
-Priority Sector Advances - Targets; Sub-Targets; Recent Developments
-Agricultural Finance - Types of Agricultural Loans; Risk Mitigation in agriculture (NAIS, MSP etc)
-Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises - MSMED Act, 2006 Policy Package for MSMEs;
Performance and Credit Rating Scheme; Latest Developments
-Government Sponsored Schemes - SGSY; SJSRY; PMRY; SLRS
-Self Help Groups - Need for & Functions of SHGs; Role of NGOs in Indirect Finance to SHGs;
SHGs & SGSY Scheme; Capacity Building
-Credit Cards, Home Loans, Personal Loans, Consumer Loans - Operational Aspects,
Advantages, Disadvantages & Guidelines of Credit Cards; Procedure and Practices for Home
Loans, Personal Loans and Consumer Loans
-Documentation - Types of Documents; Procedure; Stamping; Securitisation
Different Modes of Charging Securities - Assignment; Lien; Set-off; Hypothecation; Pledge;
Mortgage
-Types of collaterals and their characteristics - Land & Buildings; Goods; Documents of Title to
Goods; Advances against Insurance Policies, Shares, Book Debts, Term Deposits, Gold, etc;
Supply Bills
-Non Performing Assets - Definition; Income Recognition; Asset Classification; Provisioning
Norms; CDR
-Financial Inclusion - BC; BF; Role of ICT in Financial Inclusion, Mobile based transactions, R
SETI
-Financial Literacy - Importance of financial literacy, customer awareness
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BANKING LAW ( NI, RBI & BR ACT )
The Act deals with instruments that can be endorsed . Definition of NI: U/s 13, NI means and includes
promissory note (PN), bill of exchange (BOE) and cheque. Information Technology act. Has also been made
applicable to NI act and thus electronic Cheques & digital signatures statutory recognition. IT act will not apply
to bill of exchange & promissory note & thus these two can not be electronic means. It came into force w.e.f.
Mar 01, 1882 Last amendment in Dec 2002 ( implemented in Feb. 2003 ). Total sections 147 Applicable
throughout India including J & K.
1. The Negotiable Instruments Act is applicable in whole of India including Jammu & Kashmir.
2. As per Section 13 of the Act, promissory notes, bills of exchange and cheques are the negotiable
instruments.
3. As per practice and usage and as per court decisions, certain instruments' such as Treasury Bills,
Certificate of Deposit, Commercial Paper, Govt. Promissory Note are also Negotiable instruments.
4. Some instruments like Railway Receipt, Bill of Lading, Warehouse Receipt etc are also treated as
Negotiable instruments as per Section 137 of Transfer of Property Act.
5. The main feature of a negotiable instrument is that it is freely transferable and the title of the
transferee will be better than the transferor.
6. Promissory note: As per Sec 4, PN is in writing, containing unconditional undertaking or promise, signed by
the maker, to pay a certain sum of money to or to the order of a certain person or to the bearer thereof. It
requires payment of stamp duty and can be demand PN or usance PN. There are 2 parties (maker &
payee). Currency/bank notes are excluded from the definition of promissory notes. Writing the words "I
owe you Rs 1000' does not constitute PN bull owe you Rs 1000 payable on demand constitute PN.
7. Bill of exchange: As per Sec 5, BoE is an instrument in writing, containing an unconditional order, signed by
maker, directing a certain person to pay a certain sum of money only or to the order of a certain person or to
the bearer of the instrument In a Bill of Exchange, the person ordering for payment is called Drawer and the
person directed to pay is called Drawee. The beneficiary is called payee.
8. Cheque is defined in Sec 6 of NI Act.
9. Cheque is a bill of exchange but always payable on demand and drawee is always a banker. It also
includes truncated cheque and electronic cheque.
10. A cheque is similar to a bill of exchange.
11. Any bill of exchange which is payable on demand and in which drawee is a banker will be called cheque.
12. The promissory note or bill of exchange can be payable on demand or after some time. If no time is
mentioned then the same will be treated as Demand promissory note or Demand Bill of Exchange.
13. A negotiable instrument can be payable to bearer or order. If neither bearer nor order is written it is
treated as payable to order. if both bearer or order are written it is treated as payable to bearer.
14. As per Section 31 of RBI Act, no person other than Central Government or Reserve Bank of India or any
other person authorized in this behalf can issue bearer promissory notes and demand bills of exchange
payable to bearer.
15. Inchoate Instruments: As per section 20 of the NI Act, an instrument on which date, payee or amount is
not mentioned is called as inchoate or incomplete instrument. Incomplete cheque can be completed by
the Holder and the completion so made will not be treated as material alteration.
16. An instrument without signatures is not treated as an instrument at all.
17. Ambiguous instruments: As per section 17 of the NI Act, an instrument which can be bill of exchange
or promissory note. Holder can treat it either of these.
18. Presumption: U/s 118 Nis are presumed to be (a) made for consideration, (b) bear date on which they
are made. (c) Every holder is a holder in due course.
19. Holder: defined in section 8 of the NI Act. Holder of a promissory note, bill of exchange or cheque means
any person entitled in his own name to the possession thereof and to receive the amount due thereon
from parties thereto.
20. Holder in Due Course: defined in Section 9 pf the NI Act. Holder in due course is a person who became
possessor of a NI for valuable consideration, in good faith, before becoming due, and without having any
reason to believe that the person transferring the instrument was not entitled thereto.
Transfer of a Negotiable Instrument and Endorsement
a. Transfer of a Negotiable instrument: by assignment (under Transfer of Property Act) or by Negotiation
(under NI Act).
b. Negotiation of a Bearer instruments: A bearer instrument is negotiated by mere delivery and no
endorsement is required.
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c.

d.

e.

f.
g.

h.
i.

j.

k.

l.
m.

n.

Negotiation of an order instrument: An order instrument can be negotiated by endorsement followed
by delivery. It may be noted that legal heirs cannot complete the negotiation of a negotiable instrument
with endorsement by the deceased merely by delivery.
Endorsement: Signing of an instrument on the back or face thereof or on a slip of paper annexed
thereto for the purpose of negotiation is called endorsement (Section 15). The person who transfers the
instrument is called endorser and the person to whom it is transferred is called endorsee.
Blank Endorsement: In a blank endorsement the endorser just signs his name without indicating endorsee. It
can be converted into full by writing name of a person above signatures. The effect of an endorsement in
blank is that it makes an instrument dawn originally payable to order to bearer instrument for the purpose
of negotiation which can be further negotiated by mere delivery.
Endorsement in Full: When, the endorser indicates the name of the endorsee it is called full endorsement.
Sans Recourse Endorsement: An endorsement in which endorser excludes his liability is termed 'sans
recourse' or without recourse endorsement. In case of dishonour of instrument, the amount cannot be
recovered from such endorser.
Facultative: An endorsement in which endorser waives the notice of dishonour is called Facultative
endorsement But this is not applicable to other parties to the instrument.
Restrictive endorsement: An endorsement which restricts further right of negotiation is called as
restrictive endorsement. For example if it is written in the endorsement as "Pay to Hari for my use" it is
restrictive endorsement.
Conditional Endorsement: When along with endorsement, condition is imposed by endorser. For
example, pay to C on completion of studies. Paying bank not to ensure compliance of condition.
Condition binds endorser and endorsee only.
Back to Back Endorsement: An endorsement in which the endorser himself becomes endorsee is
called as back to back endorsement and in such a case, the endorsee can recover the amount only from
parties prior to his own endorsement.
Negotiation Back: When the drawer of a cheque himself becomes endorsee, it is called "Negotiation
Back" and this cheque is treated as satisfied.
Partial Endorsement: The endorsement can be made only for full amount but in case part payment has
been received and a note to that effect is made on the instrument, then the same can be endorsed for
the balance amount.
Forged Endorsement: When endorsement is made by a person other than Holder by forging

signatures of Holder Title does not pass to any person on the basis of such endorsement. A person
getting instrument after such endorsement does not become holder.
o. Regularity of endorsement: Paying bank gets protection u/s 85(1) only when endorsement is regular
(may not be genuine).
Payment of cheques
a) A paying banker gets protection under Section 85 of the NI Act.
b) In the case of order cheques, protection is available under section 85(1) and for bearer cheques it is
available under section 85(2) of NI Act. In the case of drafts it is available under section 85A.
c) As per section 85(1) of the Act a paying banker has two duties i.e.. the endorsement should be regular
and payment should be in due course. Paying banker is not concerned about genuineness or forgery of
endorsement.
d) As per section 85(2) of the NI Act, in case of a bearer cheque the responsibility of paying banker is to
ensure that payment is in due course. If a bearer cheque is endorsed, the bank is not required to take
note of any such endorsement. Thus as per section 85(2), 'Once a bearer always a bearer'
e) Payment in Due Course: As per Sec 10, a payment would be considered in due course if: (a) Payment as
per apparent tenor of instrument; (b) Payment in good faith and without negligence; (c) Payment to person in
possession of instrument; (d) Payment under circumstances which do not afford a reasonable ground for
believing that he is not entitled to receive payment of the amount mentioned therein
f) Form of the cheque has not been given in the Act. It is simply as per practice. However, RBI has
prescribed format at centres where cheque truncation has started. RBI has prescribed the new cheque
standards "CTS-2010° and all banks providing cheque facility to their customers, will issue only 'CTS2010' standard cheques across the country by March 31, 2013.
g) Different ink: A cheque can be drawn in different inks, handwritings or different scripts. Thus, a cheque
presented with different ink, handwriting or script can be paid.
h)
Language: The cheque should be written in Hindi, English or Regional language. Bank is within its
powers to return a cheque written in a language other than the language of that region.Signatures on Back:
When a cheque is presented for payment signatures of the presenter are taken on the back as a witness of
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payment. If the presenter refuses to sign, the bank can take receipt on a separate paper.
Date on Cheque
i) Ante dated cheque: A cheque dated prior to its date of presentation is called ante dated cheque. It is valid
and can be paid.
j) Post dated cheque means a cheque which is dated subsequently to the date of presentation. It is valid
but can be paid only on date mentioned on cheque . If it is paid before date on cheque, it is not a
payment in due course.
k) Stale cheque: As per RBI guidelines issued under section 35A of B R Act, a cheque becomes stale
after 3 months of its issue. These guidelines are effective for cheques issued on or after 1.4.12. The
validity can be reduced by the drawer but it cannot be extended. On a cheque becoming stale, the
cheque can be revalidated up to 3 months at a time.
l) Impossible Date: A cheque with impossible date like 31.11.12 should be paid on the last day of the
month or within six months of the last day of the month.
m) Cheque dated prior to opening the account: A cheque dated prior to the date of opening
the account or issue of cheque book can be paid if otherwise in order.
n) Amount of Cheque : The amount should be written both in words and figures.
p.
q.
r.
s.

t.

u.

v.

As per Sec 18 of the NI Act, if the amount written in words and figures differ, the amount written in
words should be paid.
The amount written in words is called legal amount and amount written in figures is called courtesy
amount.
If the balance in the account is just equal to the amount of the cheque, the cheque will be paid.
If the balance in the account is insufficient to pay the cheque, it should not be paid relying on the
balance in some other account or transferring the amount from other account unless there is an
arrangement to that effect.
If the number of cheques are presented at the same time and the balance is not sufficient to pay all the
cheques, but normally priority is given to cheques favouring revenue authorities, then to cheques
favouring public authorities. If balance is left, maximum number of cheques should be passed taking
care that cheque of very small amount is not dishonoured.
Banking Hours: The payment of a cheque should be made only during banking hours otherwise it will
not be a payment in due course. However, the payment of a reasonable amount can be made to drawer
even after banking hours.
Mutilation: if there is any mutilation of cheque, it should be confirmed by drawer or by collecting banker.

Alteration in Cheque
w. Material alteration: Any change in date, amount or name of payee is called material alteration.
x.
The change from order to bearer, or cancellation of crossing or converting special crossing to general
crossing is also material alteration.
y.
However, bearer to order or crossing a cheque or converting general crossing to special crossing or
completing an incomplete cheque is not material alteration.
z.
If there is any material alteration on a cheque it can be paid only after confirmation from drawer under
his full signatures.
aa. In the case of joint accounts with "either or survivor" clause any of the account holders can confirm
material alteration but in jointly operated accounts signatures of all are required.
bb. Under Section 89 of the NI Act, 1881 paying banker gets protection in case of payment of materially altered
cheques if the alteration is not apparent at the time of payment and payment has been made in due course.
cc. W.e.f. 31.12.10, CTS cheques with material alteration except in date will not be collected even if
confirmed by drawer.
dd. Payee: if the payee is fictitious person then the cheque can be paid to bearer if it is payable to bearer
but if the cheque is payable to order, it can be paid only to the drawer.
ee. Bearer or Order: if a cheque is payable to bearer or order, it can be paid to bearer. However, if neither
bearer nor order is written it is payable to order.
ff.
Forged signatures: If there is a forgery in the signatures, such an instrument is null and void. Paying banker
will not get protection if it pays such a cheque even though the drawer might have been careless in custody
of the cheque book or bank might have sent statement of accounts and the customer did not point out the
mistake. However, if the cheque has been signed by the drawer himself but in a different fashion, the
banker will not be liable.
Crossing of a cheque or demand draft :
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General Crossing: Crossing is of two types — General or special crossing. If there are two parallel
transverse lines on the face of cheque it is called General Crossing. The parallel lines can be with words
and company or & co or not contain any word. (Sec 123)
For General crossing parallel lines are must. Any other thing is not so material.
 A cheque on which name of some station like Indore is written between two parallel lines will be called
Generally crossed cheque.
 Crossing is direction of drawer to paying banker. According crossed cheque can be paid to or through a
bank only (in cash or through clearing) and not across the counter, to payee or holder. A cheque with
General Crossing should be paid only to a bank.
 Even if the name of a city is written between two parallel lines like "Indore", it will continue to be a general
crossing and the cheque can be paid to any bank. Such cheque dan be paid at any station to a bank and
not necessarily at Indore.
 A general crossing can be converted into a special crossing.
 Special Crossing: If name of a bank is written on the face of a cheque' with or without two parallel
transverse lines it is called special crossing (Section 124). Parallel line is not necessary. The name of a bank
can be written anywhere on the face of a cheque.
 Specailly crossed cheque can be paid only to the bank whose name is mentioned on the cheque or his
authorized agent for collection.
 A cheque crossed to two banks has to be returned unpaid unless crossed by one bank to another as his
agent for collection. Two branches of a bank for this purpose, are only one bank
 The special crossing is in favour of a bank and not in favour of a particular branch. Therefore, if a cheque is
favouring Canara Bank Patna, it can be paid to Canara Bank at any place.
 For special crossing it is not necessary that the cheque should bear two parallel lines.
 A generally or specially crossed cheque can be paid to a banker in cash also.
 If a crossed cheque is paid in violation of guidelines, it will not be a payment in due course and bank will be
liable to true owner of cheque i.e. payee or holder in due course.
 Provisions relating to crossing are applicable to cheques and drafts only and not to Promissory Notes or Bill of
Exchange. Therefore, if any Bill or Promissory note is having addition of two parallel lines or name of a banker, it
does not have any effect.
 Who can cross a cheque: The Crossing can be done by drawer, payee or holder or a banker.
 'Account Payee' crossing is not recognised by law but is a long standing practice amongst bankers.
 Account payee crossing is a direction to the collecting banker.
 Account payee cheque can be collected for credit of the named payee only and cannot be endorsed or
transferred.
 RBI has directed banks not to collect/ credit “Account payee “ cheques for any person other than the payee as it
is established practice.
 RBI has clarified that the practice of collecting third party account payee cheques on behalf of co-operative
credit societies who are their constituents can be allowed if the amount is up to Rs 50,000.
 Not Negotiable Crossing: It is defined in Section 130 of N I Act.
 Not negotiable crossing does not restrict transferability but it takes away the important element of negotiation i.e.
passing on better title to the transferee (transferee cannot become holder in due course). It is direction to
collecting bank Paying bank has to pay such cheques in normal course.
 if words 'Not negotiable' are written between two parallel lines or with the name of a bank, this cheque will
continue to be transferable. It can be endorsed. But the title of transferee will not be better than the title of
transferor.Cancellation of crossing can be done by drawer only under his full signatures by writing the words
crossing cancelled. In such cases, the payment is made in cash to a person known to the bank
 Paying bank gets protection on payment of crossed cheques U/S 128 by ensuring that the payment is made in
due course
When payment should not be made : Payment cannot be made in case of (a) death, insolvency, insanity of
customer or insolvency of partner or firm or liquidation of company (b) stop payment (c) receipt of
garnishee/attachment order (d) post dated cheque and (e) stale cheque. However, payment can be made in case
of death of agent (authorized signatory of a company, agent appointed by a customer, trustee, office bearer of
society or club etc.) where cheque is not dated prior to date of authority to the agent and subsequent to date of
death.
Protection to Collecting Banker
 Protection to collecting banker is available under Section 131 of the N I Act. For collection of
demand drafts/cheques,
 The protection is against risk of conversion i.e. dealing with others property without his consent
 Protection will be available only if (i) the cheque/draft is crossed (ii) the bank receives the payment for its
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customer (iii) the bank acts as agent for collection and not holder for value (iv) it receives the payment in
good faith and without negligence.
 To get protection as a collecting banker the bank must ensure that there is no negligence involved.
Examples of negligence could be opening of accounts without proper, ignoring not negotiable
or 'account payee' crossing, collecting cheques payable to firm, Ltd Co, Trust, Institutions in the personal
accounts of partner, director, trustee or the office bearer.
PROTECTION TO BANKERS
85-1 Paying banker protected by payment in due course of order cheque that bears regular
endorsement. Genuineness of endorsement is not to be ensured by.the paying bank.
85-2 Protection to paying banker in case of a bearer cheque. Endorsement on a bearer cheque to be ignored.
85-A Protection to paying banker in case of Bank drafts.
89 Protection to paying bank for materially altered instrument.
128 Protection for payment in due course of crossed cheques
131 Protection to collecting bank for crossed cheques subject to compliance of conditions
131-A Protection to collecting bank for crossed bank drafts.
Dishonour of Cheques due to Insufficient balance
As per Section 138 of the Act, if any cheque drawn by a person is returned by the bank unpaid,
either with the reason funds insufficient or exceeds arrangement or similar reason such person shall be
deemed to have committed an offence.

As per judgements of the Supreme Court, the cheques which are dishonoured on account of stop
payment by the drawer or Account being closed will attract penalty prescribed under Sec 138 of the Act.
 Penalty as per section 138: in case of dishonour of cheque due to reasons stated above,
punishment can be imprisonment up to two year, or maximum fine up to twice the amount of the cheque, or
both.
 Conditions for invoking section 138: (a) the cheque has been presented to the bank within a
period of threemonths from the date on which it is drawn or within the period of its validity, whichever is
earlier. (b) the cheque had been received for consideration i.e. to discharge a liability or debt.
 Notice to Drawer: should be sent by the payee or the holder in due course within thirty days of the
receipt of information regarding dishonor of cheque
 When cause of action arise: If drawer of cheque fails to make the payment, to the holder in due
course, within fifteen days of the receipt of the said notice.
 Limitation period for making complaint: The complaint in such cases should be made in the court
of a metropolitan magistrate or a judicial magistrate of the first class or above within one month of the date
of the cause-of-action (i.e. if payment is not made within 15 days)


Bill of Exchange
Demand Bill: A bill Of exchange payable on demand or at sight or on presentment is called Demand Bill.
Usance Bill: A bill of exchange payable after some time is called Usance Bill.
Documentary bill: which is accompanied by document of title to goods like railway receipt, bill of lading, etc.
Clean bill: is one which is not accompanied by any document of title to goods.
Inland bill: which is drawn or made in India and is either payable in India or on a person resident in India.
Foreign bill: is one which is not an Inland Bill i.e. it is drawn outside India or if drawn in India is payable outside
India on a person resident outside India. Foreign Bills are issued in more than one part.
Accomodation Bill: means a bill issued without consideration and dealing in such bills is called kite flying.
Interest Rate: If in a bill of exchange or promissory note, interest rate is not mentioned, it will be 18% p.a.
Calculation of Due Date
o Usance bills should be presented for acceptance within a reasonable time.
o The reasonable time is given under section 105 of NI Act. As per section 105, reasonable time means as
per usage and practice of the area.
o The drawee is allowed 48 hours excluding public holiday to accept the bill.
o If a Usance bill is payable after date, its due date is calculated from date of the bill and if it is payable
after sight, its due date is calculated from the date of acceptance.
o As per section 22 of the N l Act, three days of grace are allowed in the case of Usance bills and Usance
promissory notes. But if the due date is fixed on a particular day or days of grace are specifically
prohibited, the same need not be given.
o Days of grace are allowed only in case of Usance Promissory Note or Usance Billof Exchange and not in
the case of demand bill or demand promissory note.
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o As per Section 25 of the Act, if a bill or promissory note matures for payment on public holiday under NI Act,

1881 (Sunday or any day declared to be public holiday by the Central Government) it falls due on
immediate next preceding business day. Since 26th Jan, 15th August and 2nd October are national holidays
and if the bill falls due on any of these dates, then preceding business day will be the due date.
o If the period of usance is given in days, then the day from which due date is to be calculated is excluded.
Due consideration should be given to leap year in which February has 29 days.
•
o If the period of usance is given in months and there is no corresponding day in the month in which bill
matures, last day of the month is taken into account. For example, a bill dated 31stDec payable two
months after date will fall due on 31st Feb without grace period. But since February has only 28 days,
28th February will be considered and after 3 days of grace, 3td March will be due date.
Dishonour of a Bill, Noting and Protesting and Liability of Parties
 If the drawee does not accept the bill within stipulated period it is treated as dishonoured by non
acceptance.
 If a bill after being accepted is not paid on due date, it is said to have been dishonoured due to non
payment.
 When a promissory note or bill of exchange has been dishonoured by non-acceptance or non-payment,
it may be got noted or protested with Notary Public.
 Provisions relating to noting and protesting applicable only in case of dishonor of promissory note or bill
of exchange whether payable on demand or usance bill or usance promissory note.
 Noting and protest is optional in case of Inland bills.
 If a bill is dishonoured by non acceptance, then the drawer will be primarily liable on the bill.
 If a bill is dishonoured due to non-payment (it means it was accepted), acceptor (drawee) will be
primarily liable on the bill and drawer's liability will be secondary.

Customers & Their Accounts
The Banking Regulation Act 1949 (Section 5-c) defines a banker as a person, undertaking business of
banking. Banking means (Section 6) accepting deposits from public, for the purpose of lending, repayable
on demand or otherwise, withdrawable by cheque, draft, order or otherwise.
Definition of Bank & Banking: Bank is one which conducts business of banking. Banking has been
defined in Section 5 of Banking Regulation Act.
CUSTOMER : There is no legal definition of a bank customer. When customer tenders an account opening
form to open the a/c and banker accepts it, a contractual relationship is established. KYC definition of
customer: As per RBI, for KYC policy purpose, a 'Customer may be defined as
a person or entity that maintains an account with the bank and/or has a business relationship with the bank;
Various types of relationships
Customer
Bank
Type of Transaction
_
Creditor
Deposit in the bank (CR balance in account)
Debtor
Loan from Bank (Debit balance in account)
Creditor
Debtor
Safe Deposit Vault
Lessor (Licensor)
Lessee (Licensee)
Safe custody
Bailee
Bailor
issue of draft (after issue of draft)
Debtor
Creditor
Payee of draft
Trustee
Beneficiary
Collection of cheque & Standing instruction
Agent
Principal
Goods left negligently by customer
Trustee
Beneficiary
Purchase of cheque from customer
Holder for value
Endorser
Purchase/sale of securities on behalf of customer
Agent
Principal
Currency Chest on behalf of RBI
Agent
RBI is principal
Money deposited. No instructions for its disposal
Trustee
Beneficiary
Banker's Obligations - Duty to maintain secrecy:
 A bank has duty to maintain secrecy of customer's account as per implied Contract.
 The duty to maintain secrecy continues even after closure of account.
 Balance in the account of an employee should not be disclosed to employer. Similarly balance in the
account of wife not to be disclosed to husband and vice versa.
 If bank discloses customer's affair (e.g. in case of insufficient balance in the account advising the
presenter of cheque to deposit deficit amount), bank will be liable to customer for resultant loss.
Exceptions to rule of secrecy: When information sought by Court for evidence or by In-charge of a
Police Station, or by revenue authorities like Income Tax Authority, or RBI as per general practice (without
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any liability) or as per consent of customer (based only on records).
Duty to honour cheques
As per section 31of N I Act, a bank is under obligation to pay cheques issued by customer provided (i)
there is a sufficient balance in the account (ii) the cheque is otherwise in order (iii) the funds are properly
applicable i.e. not attached by Garnishee order or attachment order. If a bank dishonour a cheque drawn
by a customer despite satisfaction of aforesaid conditions, bank will be liable to Drawer (and not to payee
or true owner) for damages suffered by him.
Banker's Rights: Bank has three rights namely (i) Right of Lien (ii) Right of Set Off (iii) Right of
Appropriation.
Right of Lien: Lien is the right of creditor to retain possession of goods and securities belonging to the
debtor till the debts due to him (creditor) are paid_
o
This right is available only on goods and securities and not on balances in the accounts.
o
Lien can be Particular lien (Sec 170 of the Indian Contract Act) or General Lien (Section 171 of the Indian
Contract Act). In the case of General Lien, creditor has right to retain the goods and securities belonging to the
debtor for all dues payable by him_ This right is available only to bankers, factors, wharfingers, attorneys.
o
Banker's Lien is also a general lien but it is an implied pledge because the banker has right to
retain as well as sell goods of the borrower after giving him reasonable notice.
o
For exercising right of lien, (a) the goods or securities and debt should be in the same right and
same capacity (b) Loan should be due or overdue and lawful (iii) Reasonable notice is given. Further, Right
of Lien is available on the goods and securities received in the ordinary course of business.
o It is not available when the goods or securities have been deposited for a specific purpose; goods
o received for safe custody or lying in safe deposit vault or goods left by the debtor negligently. However,
in the case of loans against pledge of jewellery, bank can exercise right of general lien on the
ornaments left in the possession of the bank after adjustment of the jewellery loan in case some other
advance is outstanding.Law of limitation does not apply to Lien.
o . Negative lien is a declaration from the borrower to the effect that securities/goods offered as
security are not encumbered and that the borrower will not create any charge over them without
bank's permission. This undertaking does not create any charge in favour of the bank and
therefore advance against negative lien are treated as clean advance.
Right of Set Off

Set off is the right to combine two or more accounts having debit and credit balance.
 It is not defined in any Act. It is available due to implied contract.
 This right arises when two parties are debtor as well as creditor to each other i.e. one
account should be in debit and another account should be in credit. For banks, this
right arises when wants to combine its loan due from a borrower with his deposit
accounts.
 For exercising right of set off following conditions should be satisfied (i) Both accounts should be in
same right and same capacity (ii) The debt should be due and not accruing due (iii) Reasonable notice
should be sent to the depositor before exercising set off.
 Law of limitation does not apply and set off can be exercised even in case of loans which are time
barred.
 It cannot be applied on fixed deposit which is not due as yet but can be exercised when FDR matures.
Similarly it cannot be applied for adjusting term loan or CC or overdraft which are regular and not
overdue.
 8. If a loan is in the name of an individual, set off can be exercised on credit balance in his individual
account and sole proprietorship account. Set off cannot be exercised on deposit accounts which are held
jointly with other individuals, or partnership in which the borrower is partner, or client account maintained by a
solicitor or account of minor under guardianship where borrower is the guardian or on the credit balance of a
trust in which borrower is trustee.
 If loan is in joint names, set off can be exercised on credit balance in joint account as well as credit
balance in individual accounts of joint borrowers.
 lf loan is in the name of a partnership firm then set off can be exercised on credit balance in the name of
firm, partners and any other partnership firm which has just same partners as are in the borrowing firm.

Available for the deposit of guarantor (after serving a recall notice on him).

For exercising right of set off, all branches of a bank are considered as one.
Position of Availability of Right of Sef Off
Deposit in the name of
Loan in the name of
Status of availability of right
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Single person
Partner in a firm
_
Single name
Proprietor
Joint Account
Partnership Firm
Trust
Trustee
Dividend a/c of Co.
Minor (ulg.ship a/c)

Jointly with others
Partnership Firm
Same name
Proprietorship firm
One of joint holder
One of partners
Trustee
Trust
Loan a/c of co.
Guardian

.

Available
Available
Available
Available
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available

Right of Appropriation : Section 59,60,61 of Indian Contract Act, deal with appropriation of payments. If a
customer maintains more than one account with a bank and he deposits some amount then he has the first
right to indicate to which account the amount should be credited. If he does not exercise this right, then bank
can credit the amount to any of his accounts including an account which is time barred by limitation.
Clayton's rule is related to appropriation of payments and is applicable in case of running borrowal
accounts like cash credit or overdraft. This rule is applicable in case of death, insolvency, insanity of a joint
borrower or partner or guarantor or retirement of a partner or revocation of guarantee by guarantor.
As per Clayton's rule, credit entry will set off debits in the chronological order of time. This means that
first item on the debit side will be discharged first by a credit and so on. For example in a firm's cash
credit account, there was a debit balance of Rs 5 lac when one of the partners died. The bank
continued operations in the account. Rs 4 lac were deposited and Rs 3 lac were withdrawn. The estate
of deceased partner is liable only for one lac i.e 5 lac minus Rs 4 lac.
Garnishee Order
 A Garnishee Order is an order issued by court under provisions of Order 21, Rule 46 of the Code
of Civil Procedure, 1908. The bank upon whom the order is served is called Garnishee. The
depositor who owes money to another person is called judgement debtor.
 Garnishee Order applies to existing debts as also debts accruing due i.e. SB/CA RD/FD.
 Garnishee Order applies only to those accounts of Judgement Debtor which have credit balance.
 The relationship between bank and judgement debtor is of debtor and creditor. Bank is the debtor
of Judgement Debtor who is a creditor of the bank.
 Garnishee order does not apply to money deposited subsequent to receipt of Garnishee order. It
also does not apply to cheques sent for collection but yet to be realized. But if credit was allowed
in the account before realization with power to withdraw to customer, GO will be applicable on this
amount.
 Garnishee order does not apply to unutilized portion of overdraft or cash credit account of the
borrower as no debt is due to judgement debtor. For example, if limit is Rs 4 crore and outstanding
is Debit Rs 3 crore, Garnishee order is not applicable on the balance Rs 1 crore.
 Bank can exercise right of set off before applying Garnishee Order.
 Garnishee order is applicable only if both debts are in same right and same capacity. Garnishee
order issued in a single name does not apply to accounts in the joint names of judgement debtor
with other person(s). But if Garnishee order is issued in joint names, it will apply to individual
accounts also of the same debtors. When Garnishee Order is in the name of a partner it will not
apply to partnership account but when Garnishee order is in the name of firm, accounts of
individual partners are covered.
 If amount is not specified in the order, then it will be applicable on the entire balance in the
account. However, if it is for specific amount, the cheques can be paid from the balance available
after setting aside the amount as mentioned in the Garnishee order.
 Not applicable on fixed deposits taken as security for some loan.
 if loan given against FD, applicable on the amount after adjusting the loan.
Income Tax Attachment Orders
o Income Tax Authorities issue Attachment Orders in terms of Section 226(3) of Income Tax Act,
1961. On receipt of this order, banker is required to remit the desired amount to income tax
authorities.
o A order without mentioning the amount is not a valid order.
o Attachment Order is different from Garnishee order in following respects (a) Attachment order
applies to money deposited in the account after receipt of order also till it is fully satisfied
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whereas Garnishee order does not apply to subsequent deposits. (ii) Attachment Order in
single name applies to joint accounts also proportionately unless the contrary is proved
whereas Garnishee order in single name does not apply to joint accounts.
o However, right of set off is available to bank before applying the order.
o In case banker fails to comply with Attachment Order, it will be liable for the amount of order
and deemed as an assessee in default.
o When both Garnishee order and Attachment Order are received simultaneously, priority should
be given to attachment order.

TYPES OF CUSTOMERS
Accounts of Minors
 A minor is a person who has not attained the age of 18 years. A person will become major at
the age of 18 whether guardian is natural or appointed by a court of law.
 Guardians: There can be three types of guardians.
 Natural guardians like father, mother.
 Testamentary Guardian: A Guardian appointed by Will (Vasiyat). Natural guardian may appoint
somebody to act as guardian after his or her death through will. But such guardian will come into
picture only on the death of natural guardian (in case of Hindus on the death of father as well as
mother). Legal guardians: A Guardian appointed by Court. If neither natural or testamentary
guardian then appointed by court.













Minor
Guardian
Hindu son, unmarried daughter
Father and after father's death mother
Husband. If husband is minor or has died, father in law and after his
Hindu Married daughter
death of fathers will. If no will, father's
Mohammdan minor
Father After death of father, executor
Christian or Parsi
Father After death mother.
 When guardian of a Hindu minor ceases to be a Hindu or he becomes a hermit or sanyasi he ceases
to be natural guardian.
 As per section 11 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 a minor is not competent to enter into a contract
and the contract entered into by him is void ab-initio.
 Loan to minor. Banks do not grant overdraft / loan to a minor, even if security is provided because a
contract with minor is void, and the
bank will not be able to recover the loan.
Loan against FD: No loan if account self operated. If under guardianship, loan can be granted to guardian
for benefit of minor.

Premature payment of FD: If account self operated, it is allowed as minor can give valid discharge.
Addition of name: Even when loan has been raised on a term deposit in the name of a major person, the
request for addition of the name of the minor cannot be entertained till loan is adjusted.
 Ratification of agreement by minor: A minor cannot ratify an agreement after attaining majority.
Loan for education: A contract for the supply of necessities of life like food, clothes, education to a minor
is a valid contract.
 Loan to minor against Guarantee: Cannot be recovered even from guarantor.
 Minor as Agent Minor cannot appoint an agent. However, a minor can be appointed as an agent and he
can make principal liable by his actions. A minor cannot delegate authority in his self operated account.
Issue of cheques etc: According to Section 26 of NI Act, a minor can draw or endorse or negotiate a
cheque or a bill. He can make everybody liable except himself.
 Appointment of Nominee: A minor cannot appoint nominee. However, minor can be a ppointed
nominee.
 Minor as a partner: A minor cannot be full fledged partner in a partnership concern as he can not
enter into a valid contract and partnership is created by agreement.
 A minor may be admitted to benefits of partnership with the consent of all partners. However, the liability of
the partner will be limited to his share in the business of the firm and he will not liable personally for the
acts of the firm.
On attaining majority, a minor has to give public notice within six months of attaining majority or when it comes
to his knowledge after becoming major which ever is later, whether he wants to continue as a partner. if he
remains silent, it amounts to his implied consent. If he chooses to become a partner, he will be held liable as a
partner from the date he has been admitted to the benefit of the partnership firm.
As minor is not partner, he cannot give stop payment instructions on a cheque issued by partnership.
 Accounts of a minor: A minor can have account under guardianship as well as self operated account.
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Accounts under guardianship: The account will be operated by the guardian during minority of the
child and once the minor becomes major, the debit in the account will be allowed only with the consent
of minor who has become major even though the cheques might have been issued prior to his
attaining majority. in case of death of minor; next guardian to operate the account.
 Minor's Account with Mother as Guardian: RBI has allowed mother to open and operate all types of
deposit accounts even though the father is alive and no consent of father is required for such accounts.
 Self operated account of minor: A minor can open self-operated deposit account provided he has
completed the age of 10 years and is literate. He cannot appoint nominee in this account. On his behalf
nomination will be done by a person legally competent to act on his behalf. Joint account is also allowed in
the name of two minors provided both are of 10 years of age, are
belong to the same family and
operation is jointly. In case of death of minor, payment to legal heirs of minor.

A bearer cheque presented for cash payment by a minor may be paid as a minor can
give a valid discharge in the capacity of the payee.
Accounts of Visually Challenged (Blind) Persons
1 A visually challenged person is competent to the contract like any other person.
2 Signature or thumb impression of the blind person should be attested by an independent witness to the
effect that all terms and conditions were properly explained to the blind person in his presence.
3 Cash deposit and withdrawal by blind person should be handled by the officer of the bank.
4 RBI has advised banks to ensure that all the banking facilities such as cheque book facility including third
party cheques, ATM facility, Net banking facility, locker facility, retail loans, credit cards etc. are
invariably offered to the visually challenged without any discrimination.
Accounts of Illiterate Persons
 An illiterate person is competent to contract like any other person.
 Cheque book is not issued to illiterate depositor for cash payments.
 Cheque book can be issued for making statutory payments, post dated cheques for repayment of
instalments of loan. In such cases, the cheques will be crossed account payee and thumb impression of
the illiterate depositor will be verified on such cheques at the time of issue of cheque book by competent
authority of the bank.

Joint accounts
 Either or Survivor (E or S): It means anyone can operate the account till both are alive. After the
death of either of them, the bank can pay the balance to the survivor without any formality.
 To be operated jointly: Account will be operated by both jointly till both are alive and, if one of the two
expires, the bank would pay the final balance to the survivor, along with all the legal heirs of the
deceased.
 Jointly or by Survivors: Account can be operated by both / all the person jointly during their lifetime
and, in the event of death of any one, the balance is payable to the surviving persons jointly.
 Former or Survivor: in such accounts, till the first named person is alive, the second named person
has no right to withdraw/operate the account. After the death of the first named person, the payment
will be made to second named person_
 In case of "either or "either or survivor or 'joint" operation any one of the account holders can stop
payment of the cheque. The revocation in case of either or either or survivor can be done by either
but in case of joint operation, revocation has to be done by all jointly.
 In case of former or survivor cheque can be stopped by former and revocation of stop payment can
also be done by former only.
 In case of either of survivor alteration on the cheque can be confirmed by any of the account holders.
In - case of former or survivor it can be confirmed only by former and in case of joint operation by
both.
 If in a joint account any one becomes insane (Pagel), operation in the account will be suspended and
balance will be payable to the other account holders alongwith guardian of insane appointed by court.
 Any authority to a third party has to be with the consent of all joint account holders_
 Premature payment of FDR: in all cases it will be consent of all account holders unless mandate has
already been taken that any one take premature payment_
 Loan against FDR: In all cases it will be consent of all account holders unless mandate has already
been taken that any one take raise loan singly.
 Joint accounts are joint property. Therefore, unless there is clear mandate in the account opening
form that any one can undertake the following functions, these should be done by all joint account
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holders jointly under signatures of all (a) opening the account (b) closure of account (c) making or
altering nomination (d) raising loan against term deposit (e) premature payment of term deposit

JOINT ACCOUNTS
Transaction
Stop payment
Request for loan
Premature payment of
FDR
Payment on death SB/CA
Death - FDR Premature
Closure of account
Nomination
Payment in case of
Attachment order
Garnishee order

Either or survivor
Former or survivor
Any one
Former
All jointly
All jointly
All jointly
All jointly
Survivor
Survivor
Survivor with legal heirs Survivor with legal heirs
All jointly
All jointly
All to sign
All to sign
Survivor till any of them
Survivor, till any of them
Each liable proportion- Each liable proportionOrder in joint names only-\ Order in joint names

Joint operations
Any one
All jointly
All jointly
Survivor with legal heirs
Survivor with legal heirs
All have to sign
All to sign
Survivor & legal heirs till a
Each of them liable
Order in joint names

Partnership Firms
1. As per section 4 of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932 partnership is the relation between persons who

have agreed to share the profits of a business carried on by all or any of them acting for all.
Minimum & Maximum Partners: A partnership firm should have minimum 2 partners.
As per Companies Act 2013, an association of more than 100 persons which is not registered as Company or
Society will be an illegal association. Therefore, maximum number of partners can be 100. (As per Companies. Act
1956, maximum number of partners could be 20 for any business other than banking and 10 for banking business).
3.
In case of Limited Liability Partnerships, there is no limit on maximum number of partners.
4.
Who can become a partner?:. Only a person competent to contract can become partner. Minor,
insolvent, insane cannot become partners A company and a firm can become partner in another firm.
5.
Who can not become a partner?: HUF can not become partner as per judgement of the Supreme Court
because HUF is neither a legal person nor a natural person and can not be liable for action of others.
6.
Partnership Deed: Partnership can be oral or in writing. Therefore, banks do not insist on
partnership deed while opening accounts of a partnership eencern.
7.
Registration of Partnership: A partnership firm is registered with registrar of firms. Though, it is not
necessary that the firm be registered yet registration is ,preferred because an unregistered firm can not sue
others in its own name for recovery of its dues while others can sue it in its name. Therefore, while granting
loans banks prefer that the firm should be registered one.
8.
Implied authority of partner: As per section 19 of the Partnership Act, 1932, a partner of a firm has implied
authority to act on behalf of the firm for the normal business of the firm and bind the firm. All actions of the partner
in the ordinary course of business are actions of all partners. However, in the absence of any usage or custom of
the trade to the contrary, a partner's implied authority does not cover '(a) admission of any liability in a suit against the
firm (b) withdrawal of any suit filed on behalf of the firm (c) acquire/transfer any immovable property on behalf of the
firm (d) submitting a dispute relating to the business of the firm to arbitration (e) opening a bank account on behalf
of the firm in his own name (f) compromising on behalf of a firm (g) entering into partnership on behalf of the firm.
But if all partners agree for these issues—and authorize any one in this regard, these jobs can be undertaken by
the said partner.
10.Liability of partner: As per section 25 of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932 every partner is liable, jointly with all other
partners and also severally, for all acts of the firm while he is a partner. Thus, liability of a partner is unlimited. In case
of Limited Liability Partnership, the liability of partner is limited up to the amount agreed to be contributed by him.
11.Account of Partnership firm: For opening account of a partnership firm, all partners are required to sign
Account opening form except minor who is admitted for benefits of firm.
12.00erational Authority: In Partnership accounts operation authority is given by all partners. Any change in the
operational authority is also with the consent of all partners including those who were earlier not authorized to
operate. Every partner including a sleeping partner has authority to stop payment of a cheque issued by another
partner of the firm. The revocation of stop payment of cheque will be as per operational authority._
13.As per section 18, a partner is the agent of the firm for the purpose of business-of the firm. Being an agent, he can't
delegate his authority to an outsider without the written consent of all other partners.
14.Death, insolvency, insanity of partner: On the death, insolvency or insanity of a partner, the partnership is dissolved
and operations are stopped. The cheques signed by the deceased, insane or insolvent partner will not be paid. If
the account is in credit, operations are allowed for winding up of the firm. In such case operations are
allowed on the basis of a fresh mandate. It the account is in debit, operations in the account should be
stopped to retain liability of the deceased /insolvent partner or his/her estate and to avoid operations of the
Clayton's rule.
2.

Limited Liability Partnership :

1. Limited Liability Partnership is governed by Limited Liability Partnership Act 2008.
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2. It is registered with Registrar of Companies.
3. Minimum number of partners is 2 but there is no limit on number of partners. An individual or a body
coporate can be a member of an LLP.
4. Liability of partner is limited to the extent of his contribution in the firm. A partner shall not be personally
liable.
Accounts of Limited Companies
1.
A limited company is an artificial person with perpetual succession incorporated under the Companies
Act.
2.
Number of members: As per Companies Act 2013, in the case of a private limited company,
minimum number of members should be 2 and maximum number of members excluding employees can be
200. For public limited company minimum number of shareholders should be 7 and there is no ceiling on
maximum number
3.
Number of Directors: Minimum Directors in a public limited company should be three, in a private limited
company 2 and in One Person Company one. Maximum directors in all types of companies can be 15. However,
company may appoint more than 15 directors by passing a special resolution. An individual can not be director of
more than 20 companies at one time out of which public co should not be more than 10.
4.
Shareholders are owners of the company, directors are agents of the company and debenture
holders are creditors of the company.
5. Documents for opening_ account: For opening account of a limited company bank should obtain the
following:
(a)
Memorandum of Association: It contains name of the Company, its authorised capital, registered
office and liability of shareholders, objects of the company etc. Anything done by the directors beyond the
objects stated in the memorandum of association is called ultra-vices the company and can't be ratified even in
a general body meeting. Directors can borrow only for the objects mentioned in the MOA. if any loan is given
for objects other than those mentioned in Memorandum of Association, company will not be liable for such
loans.
(b)
Articles of Association: lays down the internal working of the company like rights and powers
of the directors, rules of conducting meetings, borrowing power of directors etc.
(c)
Certificate of incorporation : It is equivalent to birth registration certificate of the company.
This is the most important document. A company does not exist without it.
(d)
Certificate of commencement of business: used to be issued by Registrar of companies.
Earlier it was required by public limited companies only. Now it is not required by either public limited
company or private limited company.
(e)
Resolution of Board of Directors which is passed by the Board of Directors authorising opening and
operation of the account by named officials of the company. A copy of the resolution should be attested by its
Company Secretary and / or Chairman of the meeting at which resolution was passed.
(f)
While opening account of a limited company, no introduction is required as Certificate of
incorporation is sufficient for that purpose. However, KYC norms are required to be applied on all persons
authorized to operate the account of company.
6. As per doctrine of 'Constructive Notice' anybody dealing with company is assumed to have knowledge
of Memorandum and Articles of Association.
7. Operational Authority: The operational authority is decided by Board Resolution. Any change in operational
authority is also as per Board Resolution. Stop payment of a cheque and revocation of stop payment will be as
per operational authority. The directors can not delegate their authority to any other person.
8. In case a director dies, the cheques signed by him presented for payment can be paid if these are
otherwise in order and are dated prior to his death.
9. Common Seal of the Company is to be affixed on documents as per Articles of Association or Board
Resolution.
10.Borrowing powers of Directors: The borrowing powers of company arise from Memorandum of Association. The
Borrowing powers of directors are given in the Articles of Association. If it is not mentioned in Articles of
Association, it is equal to paid up capital and reserves of the company. The Board of Directors of a public limited
company or a private limited company which is a subsidiary of public limited company can't borrow in excess of
its paid-up capital and free reserves. If the directors want to borrow more than the paid up capital and reserves of
the company, consent of the shareholders is required in the General Body meeting.
11.Winding up of company: Winding up can be (a) voluntary (b) Compulsory by court (c) through court
supervision.
Registration of Charge
1. When to be registered: Under section 77 of the Companies Act, 2013, a charge other than created by
way of pledge or lien, by a company is required to be registered with Registrar of Companies (ROC).
2. Modification: Whenever, there is a change in terms and conditions of the loan, then the particulars of
Modification of charge should be filed with the ROC.
3. Satisfaction: When loan is repaid, particulars of satisfaction of charge should be filed with ROC , within 30
days of the satisfaction of charge.
4. ROC with whom particulars to be filed: The particulars of the charge should be filed with the Registrar of
companies in whose jurisdiction the Registered Office of the Company is located.
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5. Forms: For filing particulars of fresh charge, Form No. CHG 1 is required. Form used for modification of the

charge is same as that for fresh registration. For satisfaction of charge, Form No. CHG 4 is to be submitted.

6. Period for filing particulars: Particulars of charge are required to be filed within 30 days of creation of charge.
7. Extension of Period of Registration: ROC can grant extension of 270 days in filing particulars of charge.

The company will be required to pay additional fees not exceeding 10 times the specified fees. Beyond
this period permission is required from the Central Government.
8. Duty to file particulars of charge: It is the primary duty of the company to get the charge / modification of charge /
satisfaction of the charge registered with ROC. However, if the company does not get the charge registered,
bank in its own interest can file particulars of charge.
9. Consequence of non filing the particulars: In case the particulars of charge are not filed, the bank
becomes the unsecured creditor against the official liquidator.
10.Priority of charge: The priority of the charge is reckoned from the date of creation of charge (i.e. date of
documents) and not from the date of registration if the charge is registered within the stipulated period.































Hindu Undivided Family (HUF) : HUF is neither a legal person nor a natural person. It is not created by
agreement_ It is not incorporated under any Act. It is from a common ancestor and membership is by birth
or adoption.
The eldest member of family is the Karta and others are co parceners. Daughter can also be karta.
Seniormost member continues to be Karta even when he/she lives outside India.
Operational authority to operate the account is with Karta
Karts can appoint any other coparcener or third party to conduct business of HUF and/or operate the
account.
Co parcener can not stop payment of the cheque unless he is authorized to operate the account.
Karta is personally liable.
The liability of a co parcener is limited up to his share in the firm. He is not liable personally.
HUF can not be partner as per Supreme Court Judgement.
Tr ust s :
Trusts can be of two types - private trusts where beneficiaries are certain specified individuals or groups and
public trusts where beneficiary is public at large.
Private trusts are governed by Indian Trust Act, 1882, public trusts are governed by Public Trusts Act of the
concerned state.
The docuinent creating a trust is called 'trust deed'. Public Trusts are registered with the Charity
Commissioner.
The operation and other aspects of the bank account are to be conducted as per the Trust Deed. If trust deed
is silent about operational authority, all trustees have to operate the account jointly.
Stop- payment will be as per operational authority. Revocation of stop payment as per operational authority.
Trustees can't delegate their powers to an outsider even by mutual consent.
Loan to a trust Loan can be allowed provided it is permitted by Trust Deed and it is for the purposes of Trust.
In case of Public Trusts, Permission from Charity Commissioner is required.
On the death of a trustee, the trust property is passed on to the next trustee while in the event of death of
sole trustee or last surviving trustee, the court can appoint a trustee.
Death or insolvency of a trustee does not affect the trust property and the bank can pay cheques issued by
the deceased trustee prior to his death.
Clubs and Societies
For opening account of Clubs and Societies bank will require Certificate of Registration, Bye laws of the
Society, and resolution of Managing Committee or Executive Committee.
Operational Authority will be as per resolution of Managing Committee.
Change in Operational authority as per resolution of Managing Committee.
Stop payment and revocation of stop payment as per Operational Authority.
Cheque signed by the secretary or treasurer or president of society and presented after his death can be
paid if otherwise in order.
Account of Executors and Administrators
An executor is a person named by the deceased in his will to mange his estate whereas an administrator is
appointed by the court of law for the same purpose where the deceased dies without leaving behind a will
(intestate).
In the eyes of law, executors and administrators, unlike trustees are treated as one person. On opening a
bank account, therefore, executors/administrators can authorise any .one or more of them to operate the
account.
On the death of an executor or administrator, the surviving executor(s) or administrator(s) can continue to
operate the account unless otherwise provided for in the will or letter of administration.
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 While opening the account of an executor, bank should obtain letter of probate, which is an official










confirmation of the will of the deceased by a court of law. For opening account in the name of
administrator(s), letter of administration is required which is issued by the court of law.
Mandate and Power of Attorney
When an account holder authorises another person through a simple letter of authority, it is called mandate. On
the other hand, power of attorney is executed on stamped paper and may cover any other transactions besides
opening/operation of an account. Bank generally accept mandates.
The account holder can revoke mandate or power of attorney any time even if it is stated to be irrevocable.
Any cheque signed by the agent and presented after cancellation of authority shall not be paid.
Power of attorney or mandate is revoked by death, insanity, insolvency of the Principal. Any cheque signed by the
principal or agent presented after the death, insanity or insolvency of the principal will not be paid.
In case Cheque issued by the agent is presented for payment after his death, insanity or insolvency, the
same can be paid so long as the principal is alive provided the cheque is otherwise in order and is dated
prior to the date of death or insanity of the agent.
Agent cannot delegate authority to a third party.
Death of a Customer and Settlement of Claims
In the case of death of individual customer, operation in the account should be stopped. Any cheque
presented after the death of individual account holder should not be paid as bank's authority to pay the
cheque is terminated in case of death, insanity or insolvency of individual customer.
The payment should be made to nominee if there is nomination. If there is no nominee but will has been written by
the account holder, then the person named in the will be required to bring Probate from competent court. The
person named in the will or probate is called Executor. In this case payment should be made to executor.
When a person dies without writing will, he is said as having dies intestate. In this case, payment will be
made to legal heirs.
RBI has advised that for making payment of balance in the account of deceased customer to legal heirs of the
deceased, Succession certificate is not mandatory for any amount. Bank has to satisfy about legal heirs. For
delivering contents of locker or safe custody. Letter of Administration is required.
While delivering contents of locker or safe custody, inventory should be prepared. If some sealed packet is
found in the locker of safe custody, it should be delivered as it is without opening the same.
The claim should be settled and payment should be made within 15 days from the date of receipt of
completed papers.
If any credit is received in the account after death of customer, it should be credited to a separate account in
the name of customer with the permission of legal heir or nominee. Otherwise it should be returned to
remitter under intimation to the legal heir or nominee.
Pre-mature payment of term deposit can be allowed but no loan can be allowed.
Interest in case of current account should be paid at Saving rate from date of death till date of payment.
In case of term deposits, up to due date interest should be paid at contracted rate. For overdue period,
interest should be paid at applicable rate on date of maturity if the death was before maturity and at saving
rate if the depositor died after maturity.

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER (KYC) GUIDELINES
KYC guidelines have been issued by RBI under Section 35A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (and Rule
7 of Prevention of Money Laundering Rules) keeping in view the recommendations of Financial Action Task
Force
 Obiective: The objective of KYC guidelines is to ensure Anti Money Laundering (AML) and Combating
Terrorism Finance (CTF) and risk management
 Banks should frame their KYC policies incorporating the following four key elements: Customer Acceptance Policy;
Customer Identification Procedures; Monitoring of Transactions; and Risk management.
 Banks to obtain identity and address of the customer and do proper verification at the time of opening the
account Proof of address not required if address in AOF is same as in proof of identity.
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 Customers should be categorised into low, medium and high risk customers.
 High risk customers include Politically Exposed persons, High Net worth individuals, NGO, Trust etc.
 Low risk customers include salaried persons, pensioners, no frill accounts and Government departments.


Risk review of customers: Bank should review the risk profile of the customer at least once in six months.

 Introduction is not necessary for opening accounts.
 Narega card and Aadhar card can be accepted as proof of identity.
 While opening the account, bank should obtain photograph for the purpose of identification, proof of identity























and proof of address. If address on proof of identity is same as on Account opening form then separate
proof of address is not required.
Periodical updation of customer identification data: Full KYC exercise will be required to be done at least every two
years for high risk individuals and entities, at least every eight years for medium risk individuals and entities and
at least every ten years for low risk individuals. Positive confirmation (obtaining KYC related updates through email/letter/telephonic conversation/forms/interviews/visits, etc.), will be required to be completed at least every
two years for medium risk and at least every three years for low risk individuals and entities. Fresh photographs
will be required to be obtained from minor customer on becoming major
Small accounts: As per PMLA guidelines, a small account is one in which balance will not be more than Its
50,000; credits in a Financial year not more than Its 1 lac; withdrawals or transfers in a month not more than Its
10,000. These accounts can be opened with self attested photo and self attested address.
Simple saving bank account: No min balance but max withdrawal in a month 4 times.
Documents for identity of the customer: (i) Passport (ii) PAN card (iii) Voter Identity card (iv) Driving Licence (v)
MNREGA Card (vi) Aadhar card. ( Cir 306/2015 )
Documents for proof of address: ( Only for Simplified Measures Low Risk account ) (i) Telephone Bill (ii) Bank
account statement (iii) Letter from any recognized public authority (iv) Electricity Bill (v) Letter from employer
subject to bank satisfaction (vi) Rent Deed registered with state authority.
Transfer of account: Proof of new address not to be insisted for 6 months.
Monitoring of Transactions & Reporting to FIU(Financial Intelligence Unit)'
Any remittance of funds by way of demand draft, MT/TT or any other mode and issue of travelers' cheques for
value of Rupees fifty thousand and above should be only by debit to the customer's account or against cheques
and not against cash payment.
Record of transactions: Branches should maintain proper record of all cash transactions (deposits and
withdrawals) of more than Rs.I0 lakh.
Banks should send report of all cash transactions (deposit or withdrawal) of more than Rs 10 lakh (Cash
transaction report -CTR) to Financial Intelligence Unit — India within 15 days from the dose of the month to which
it pertains.
If transactions are integrally connected then the same should be reported to FIU if the cash receipt or cash
payment in a month is more than Rs 10 lakh. However, while filing CIA, details of individual cash transactions
below rupees fifty thousand may not be indicated_
In respect of suspicious transactions involving any amount, report called as Suspicious Transaction Report (STR)
should be sent within 7 days from the date of transaction
Preservation Period of Records : The record of transactions reported to FIU should be kept for years from the
date of transaction between the bank and the client. Banks should also maintain records pertaining to the
identification of the customer and his address (e.g. copies of documents like passports, identity cards, driving
licenses, PAN card, utility bills etc.) for at least
10 years after closure of account. .
Banks are to appoint a Sr. Mgmt. Officer, to be designated as Principal Officer responsible for monitoring and
reportin.
Officially valid documents for Customer Identity & Address Proof as per AML Act: Passport, PAN card, Voter ICard, driving license, UIDAI letter (including e-KYC process), MGNAREGA job card.
For low risk customers under simplified procedure, the documents can be (i) Identity Card issued by Govt., Bank,
PSU (ii) Letter issued by Gazetted Officer. (RBI July 17, 2014). If identity document contains address, separate
document not to be taken for address proof. For low risk customers, if a/c is opened without appropriate KYC,
complete verification of identity, must be done within 6 months. Address can be current or permanent. If address
changes fresh proof to be given within 6 months. If change is due to relocation, customer to inform within 2 weeks.
N O M I N A T I O N F AC I L I T I E S I N C U S T O M E R S ' AC C O U N T S

 Provisiont relating to nomination are contained Section 45ZA to 45ZF of the BR Act.
 Nomination facilities are available in deposit accounts (Sec 45 ZA & 45ZB), in respect of articles deposited for safe

custody with the bank (Sec 45ZC & 45ZD) and in locker accounts (45ZE & 45ZF)
 Where facility is available: Nomination facility is available in all types of deposit accounts like SB, CA, FD, RD,

foreign currency accounts of individuals and accounts of NRI like NRE, FCNR(B) and NRO.
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 Who can nominate: Account should be in individual capacity or joint account of individuals or a sole proprietorship

firm.
 Who can not nominate:The facility of nomination is not available in partnership accounts, HUF, deposit accounts

of clubsfsocieties/limited companies/trusts. A minor can not appoint a nominee. On his behalf, nomination facility
can be exercised by the person legally competent to act on behalf of the minor.
 Who can be nominee: Only an individual can be appointed nominee. He can be Resident or Non-residenL He or
She can be minor, very old
person or even an insolvent person. If nominee is a minor, the depositor has to appoint a major person to receive
deposit amount / articles in the safe custody / locker etc. on behalf of the minor nominee in the event of death of
the depositor_
 Who can not be nominee: Trust, HUF, Ltd Co, Partnership, Society.
 Number of nominess:In the case of deposit accounts there can be only one nominee irrespective of the fact
whether deposit account is in single name or joint names and also irrespective of operating instructions in the
joint accounts.
 In the case of articles deposited for safe custody only one nominee is permitted if account is in the name of a
single person. In case articles are deposited by more than one person, nomination facility is not available.
Nomination not allowed in joint Safe Custody account.
 In the case of locker accounts in single names or in joint names where under contract of hire, operation is allowed
to any one or more of locker holder(s)/survivor(s), nominee can be only one. However, in locker accounts in joint
names where operations are 'jointly', by 2 or more of such hirers, more than one nominee can be appointed_•
 Nomination can be made any time from opening of account to closure of account. Nomination once exercised can
be changed, cancelled or modified by the depositor(s) at any time and any number of times_ In case of more
than one depositors, all such acts require their joint consent_
 When does the right of nominee start?: Right of a nominee starts only after death of all depositors/locker
holders/safe custody article lodger. In case of either or survivor accounts payment should be made to survivor
and in case of jointly operated accounts, if one dies, payment to survivor alongwith legal heirs of deceased. The
only exception is the nominee(s) in case of jointly operated lockers. In that case; right of nominee(s) starts
immediately after the death of any of the hirers_
 Witnessing of nomination: In the case of illiterate account holder nomination is required to be witnessed by two
persons but in case of account in the name of a literate person no witness required.
 Status of nominee: The status of nominee is just like trustee of legal heirs. He does not become absolute owner of
the amount or items lying in safe custody or in safe deposit vault. Nominee can not get his name added or get his
name substituted or renew FDR. He can not raise any loan against FDR. However, Nominee is entitled to
prernture payment of deposit and no penalty is levied in effecting premature payment to nominee.
 Legal Heir versus nominee: When both nominee and legal heirs approach the bank for getting payment after the
death of depositor or locker holder, bank will make payment to the nominee and not to legal heirs unless there is
a court order to make payment to legal heirs. Bank gets a valid discharge by payment to nominee.
 Formalities for making payment to nominee: In case of death of depositor, nominee has to submit following
documents (a) Copy of death certificate (b) claim form (c) Identification which can be done by 1st class
Magistrate or Gentled officer or by a bank officer or any two persons known to bank. While delivering contents of
locker or safe custody, if any sealed packet is found, the same should be delivered without opening the same.
 In case of term deposits, there is no need of fresh nomination in the case of renewal of FDR.
 In the case of accounts in the name of single persons, nomination must be obtained. If the depositor does not
want to nominate any body, a written letter should be obtained from him in this regard. In case the person
opening the account declines to give such a letter, the bank should record the fact on the account opening form
open the account.
 Banks should acknowledge the receipt of the duly completed form of nomination, cancellation and / or variation of
the nomination. Such acknowledgement should be given to all the customers irrespective of whether the same is
demanded by the customers.
 Banks should incorporate the legend 'Nomination Registered' on every pass book or deposit receipt so as to
enable the relatives to know that the nomination facility was availed of by the deceased depositor.
 In addition to the legend 'Nomination Registered", banks should also indicate the name of the Nominee in the
Pass Books I Statement of Accounts I FDRs, in case the customer is agreeable to the same.
 In case of joint deposit account, all persons to sign the nomination.
 Nomination forms: For nomination — Deposit accounts DA1, Safe Custody SC1, Locker SL1; For cancellation of
nomination - Deposit accounts DA2, Safe Custody SC2, Locker 5L2; For change in nomination - Deposit
accounts DA3, Safe Custody SC3, Locker SL3.
BANK OMBUDSMAN SCHEME 2006
 The Ombudsman Scheme has been started by RBI under section 35 A of B R Act.
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 Applicable all Scheduled Commercial Banks including Private sector banks and foreign banks, RRB/Coop Banks

(incdg AK State)
Ombudsman is appointed by RBI. The appointment will be for 3 years at a time.
Who can be Ombudsman? : The Chief General Manager / General Manager of RBI
The expenses of the Ombudsman will be borne by RBI.
Scope — Complaints relating to deficiency in service in deposit, ancillary services, non adherence of RBI
guidelines on advances, delay in sanction or disbursement, time schedules, credit card and direct selling agents.
The scope of scheme has been extended to intemet banking , violation of code of banking services.
 Before making a complaint to the Ombudsman, the complaint will be made to the bank. The complainant can file
the complaint with the Ombudsman if no reply is received within one month of lodging the complaint with bank or
reply received is not satisfactory.
 Maximum period within which complaint can be filed is 1 year from the date of receiving the reply from the bank. In
case reply is not received from the bank, complaint can be lodged within 13 months from the date of making the
complaint to the bank.
 Ombudsman will not entertain a complaint where (a) case is pending in the court (ii) case has already been
decided by the court (iii) similar case has already been decided Ombudsman.
 Procedure: On receipt of complaint views of bank called to promote settlement by agreement If not settled within 1
month, Ombudsman shall announce award. Role of the Ombudsman is that of Arbitrator with mutual consent.
 Maximum amount of award: Rs 10 lakh. In case of credit card maximum claim is Rs 1 lac

The complainant should accept the award within 30 days of receipt of the-copy of the award. The award
shall not be binding on a bank unless the complainant gives acceptance within 30 days from the date of receipt of
copy of award.

If complainant accepts the award, the bank should implement the award within 1 month of receipt of
acceptance from the complainant and intimate compliance to the Banking Ombudsman.

If Ombudsman rejects the complaint or award is not acceptable to the complainant, he can can file an
appeal to the Appellate authority (Deputy Governor, RBI) within 30 days of the of the date of receipt of
communication regarding award or rejection of the complaint

Bank may also file appeal with Deputy Governor, RBI within thirty days from the date on which the bank
receives letter of acceptance of Award by complainant.

In the case of bank, appeal may be filed by a bank only with the previous sanction of the CMD or ED or
CEO of the bank.
 Non-implementation: II award is not implemented, report to Customer service committee of the Board and make
disclosure in balance sheet of the bank.





OTHER ISSUES RELATING TO CUSTOMER SERVICE
Delays In Cheque Clearing: (I) For local cheques credit and debit shall be given on the same day or at the most the
next day of their presentation in clearing. (ii) Timeframe for collection of cheques drawn on state capitals / major
cities / other locations to be 7/10/14 days respectively.
Customer Committees: Branch level committees include their customers too. Further a senior citizen may
preferably be included therein. The Branch Level Customer Service Committee may meet at least once a month.
Both the drop box facility and the facility for acknowledgement of the cheques at the regular collection counters
should be available to customers and no branch should refuse to give an acknowledgement if the customer
tenders the cheque at the counters. On the cheque drop box it should be indicated that customer can deposit the
cheque at collection counter and obtain acknowledgement.
Banks should invariably offer pass book facility to all its savings bank account holders (individuals) and in case the
bank offers the facility of sending statement of account and the customer chooses to get statement of account,
the banks must issue monthly statement of accounts. The cost of providing such Pass Book or Statements
should not be charged to the customer.
Banks should mention the address / telephone number of the branch on the Pass Books / Statement of accounts
issued to account holders.
Unique Customer Identification Code (UCIC) for banks' customers in India: Banks should initiate steps for allotting
UCIC to all their customers while entering into any new relationships for individual customers to begin with, and to
existing individual customers by end-March 2014.
Intersol charges: Banks should follow a uniform, fair and transparent pricing policy and not discriminate between
their customers at home branch and non-home branches. If a particular service is provided free at home branch
the same should be available free at non home branches also. There should be no discrimination as regards
intersol charges between similar transactions done by customers at home branch and those done at non-home
branches.
Banks shbuld give an acknowledgment to customer at the time of receipt of Form 15-G/15-H.
CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT : The Act is not applicable in J&K
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A complaint can be filed by the consumer, voluntary consumer association, Central or State Government.
The objective is to address consumer's grievances against deficiency in the quality of goods or service's for
consideration.
Limitation period for lodging the complaint is 2 years from the date of cause of action.
Pecuniary jurisdiction: The Forum operates at three levels i.e. District, State or National. For claims up to Rs 20 lac,
complaint will be lodged with Distt. Forum, for claims over Rs 20 lac up to Rs 100 lac with State Commission and
for claims more than Rs 100 lac with the National Commission.
Time limit - admissibility of complaint 21 days. Decision 3 months without analysis and 5 months with analysis.
Frivilous complaint- Imprisonment 1 month to 3 years and fine Rs.2000 to Rs.10000.
Appeal - Appeal from one forum to another can be made within 30 days of the order. Against Distt Forum to State
Commn deposit of 50% of amount or Rs.25000, whichever less, against State Commn to National Commission
Rs.35000 and against National Commn to Supreme Court Rs.50000.

Settlement of claims in respect of missing persons :
As per the provisions of Section 108 of the Indian Evidence Act, presumption of death can be raised only after a
lapse of seven years from the date of his/her being reported missing. As such, the nominee / legal heirs have to
raise an express presumption of death of the subscriber under Section 107/108 of the Indian Evidence Act before
a competent court. If the court presumes that he/she is dead, then the claim in respect of a missing person can be
settled on the basis of the same.
SAVING ACCOUNT : Interest rate on Saving accounts has been deregulated and decided by banks themselves.
 With effect from 1.4.2010, interest rate on saving bank is payable on daily product basis. It can be credited at
half yearly intervals.
INOPERATIVE ACCOUNTS : A savings as well as current account should be treated as inoperative / dormant if
there are no transactions in the account for over a period of two years.
Both debit and credit transactions induced at the instance of customer or third party treated as operation.
Bank should review where no operation for more than one year.
Interest on FD credited to account due to standing instruction treated as Operation.
If an account is not operated for 10 years it is called unclaimed deposit and reported to RBI yearly as on 31st Dec of
every year.
TERM DEPOSITS : Minimum period as per RBI is 7 days. Maximum period as per IBA is 10 years.
Interest rate on term deposits is decided by Asset Liability Management Committee of the bank.
If due date of term deposit is on a holiday, banks will make payment on next working day or thereafter and will pay
the interest for the holiday to depositor at contracted rate irrespective of when the payment is taken.
In case of renewal of overdue term deposits, only SB rate will be paid from date of maturity till renewal . However, if
the payment of a overdue term deposit is sought, interest for overdue period will be paid at saving rate.
Depositor can request for addition or deletion of names in the deposit but at least one of the original depositors must
remain. if loan has been raised against term deposit, name of a minor can be added only when loan has been
adjusted
As per Section 269 T of income Tax Act, if the principal plus interest of term deposit is Rs 20,000 or above, the
payment should be made through credit to account or issuing account payee cheque or DD. It should not be paid in
cash. In case, bank pays such term deposit in cash, penalty will be equal to amount paid. Similarly, payment of
interest of Rs 10,000 and above should not be made in cash.
In case of premature payment of FDR, penalty will be decided by the bank. However, penalty can not be charged in
case of premature payment in case of death of depositor.
In case of death of depositor, interest for overdue period will be paid at saving rate if depositor died after maturity
date. if depositor dies before maturity of FDR, interest for overdue period will be paid at FD rate as on date of
maturity for the period overdue amount remained with the bank.
Payment of interest on accounts frozen by banks: If term deposit account has been frozen by revenue authorities,
FDR can be renewed on due date even in the absence of FDR. It will be renewed for the period indicated by
customer. If no period is indicated, it will be renewed for a term equal to the original term. No new receipt is required
to be issued. Renewal of deposit may be advised by registered letter / speed post I courier service to the
concerned Government department under advice to the depositor.
COUNTERFEIT NOTES
Detection of counterfeit notes: Detection of counterfeit notes should be at the back office / currency chest only.
Banknotes when tendered over the counters may be checked for arithmetical accuracy and other deficiencies like
whether there are mutilated notes, and appropriate credit passed on to the account or value in exchange given.
Thereafter the notes should be passed over to the back office / currency chest, as the case may be, for detailed
verification and authentication through machines. The notes identified as counterfeit should be kept separately
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with proper impounding stamp. In no case, the counterfeit notes should be returned to the tenderer or destroyed
by the bank branches / treasuries. Failure of the banks to impound counterfeit notes detected at their end will be
construed as willful involvement of the bank concerned, in circulating counterfeit notes and penalty will be imposed
by RBI.
Issue of Receipt to Tenderer. There is no requirement to issue acknowledgement to the tenderer. Notice to this
effect should be displayed prominently at the offices / branches for the information of the public.
Reporting to Police and other bodies: (i) For cases of detection of counterfeit notes upto 4 pieces, in a singletransaction, a consolidated report should be sent by the Nodal Bank Officer to the police or the Nodal Police
Station, along with the suspect counterfeit notes, at the end of the month; (ii) For cases of detection of counterfeit
notes of 5 or more pieces, in a single transaction, the counterfeit notes should be forwarded by the Nodal Bank
Officer to the local police or the Nodal Police Station for investigation by filing FIR.
The banks should ensure that cash receipts in the denominations of Rs 100 and above are not put into recirculation
without the notes being machine processed for authenticity. The said instructions shall be applicable to all bank
branches, irrespective of the volume of daily cash receipt.
Dispensation of counterfeit notes through the ATMs would be construed as an attempt to circulate the counterfeit
notes by the bank concerned.
Detection of counterfeits in chest remittances is also liable to be construed as wilful involvement of the chest
branches concerned in circulating Counterfeit Notes.
Compensation: The banks will be compensated by RBI to the extent of 25 % of the notional value of the counterfeit
notes of Rs 100 denomination and above, detected and reported to RBI and Police authorities.
Preservation of Counterfeit Notes Received from Police Authorities: All Counterfeit Notes received back from the
police authorities/courts may be preserved in the safe custody of the bank for a period of three years from the date
of receipt from the police authorities. They may thereafter be sent to the concerned issue Office of Reserve Bank
of India.
OTHER TYPES OF NOTES/ CURRENCY CHEST
Soiled Notes: Notes which have become unusable due to constant use. The notes which are complete and
only torn in two pieces are also treated as Soiled notes.
Mutilated Notes: Notes which are torn in more than two pieces or where part of the note is missing is called
mutilated notes.
Star series notes: These notes are just like other bank notes and are issued by RBI for replacing wrongly
printed notes. Presently, these notes are issued in the denomination of Rs 10. Rs 20, Rs 50, Rs 100.
Clean Note Policy: issued by RBI under section 35 A of B R Act_ Banks should not staple any note packets
and instead secure them with paper bands.
Currency Management: Banks should assign the responsibility of currency management to a nodal official,
who shall be a senior functionary at a level not less than that of a General Manager.
The cash kept in the current chest is the property of RBI and bank is an agent of RBI for the same. Minimum
withdrawal or deposit in currency chest can be for Rs 1,00,000 and in multiples of Rs 50,000.
REMITTANCES /CHEQUE COLLECTION
DD/TT/MT etc. are modes of remittances. DD is valid for 3 months and it requires revalidation thereafter. if
DD is for Rs 20,000 or above it should be crossed account payee only.
Duplicate DO has to be issued to the purchaser within 14 days (fortnight) of the request subject to
completion of formalities.
Duplicate DO up to Rs 5000 should be issued without awaiting non-payment advice from the drawee
branch.
In case duplicate DDs are not issued within the stipulated period, banks are required to pay interest for the
period of delay at rates applicable to term deposits of corresponding maturities.
When a duplicate DD has been issued at the request of purchaser/beneficiary, the original should not be
paid but returned with the remarks. "Duplicate since issued".
In case both original as well as duplicate DDs are presented to the drawee branch for payment it should pay
duplicate DD and return original wit the reason 'DD reported lost and duplicate since issued and paid'
The payment of a demand draft can not be stopped
Demand draft or Pay order of Rs 50,000 & above should be issued to the debit of an account or cheque and
not against cash.
RBI has prescribed far following charges for Collection of Outstation cheques for saving bank customers: (i)
Up to Rs. 5,000; not exceeding Rs. 25 per instrument (ii) Rs 5000 to Rs 10,000: not exceeding Rs 50 (iii)
Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 1,00,000 : not exceeding Rs. 100 per instrument: (iv) Rs.1,00,001 and above: Bank
discretion.(iv) The above charges will be all inclusive. No additional charges such as courier charges, out of
pocket expenses, etc., should be levied from the customers. For current account customers: Bank
discretion irrespective of amount.
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SAFE DEPOSIT LOCKERS
The relationship between bank and customer in case of Safe Deposit Vault is Lessor and Lessee.
The relationship between bank and customer in case of safe custody of articles, is Bailee and Bailor.
Safe Deposit Vault is governed by provisions of Transfer of Property Act
Safe Custody is governed by provisions of Indian Contract Act_
Banks to maintain wait list for locker allotment.
Bank should not insist for any deposit at the time of hiring the locker. Bank may obtain a Fixed Deposit
which would cover 3 years rent and the charges for breaking open the locker in case of an eventuality.
identification Code of the bank / branch should be embossed on all the locker keys with a view to facilitate
Authorities in identifying the ownership of the locker keys. (Latest instruction)
If a locker is in joint names with operating instructions as either or survivor, and one of them reports loss of
key, the operation of the locker should be allowed to both on joint basis.
Where the lockers have remained unoperated for more than three years for medium risk category or one
year for a higher risk category, banks should immediately contact the locker-hirer and advise him to either
operate the locker or surrender it. In case the locker-hirer does not respond nor operate the locker, banks
should consider opening the lockers after due notice to him even if the rent is paid regularly.
Banks should not open sealed/closed packets left with them for safe custody or found in locker while
releasing them to the nominee(s) and surviving locker hirers / depositor of safe custody article.
PENSION PAYMENTS & GOVERNMENT BUSINESS
Pension Payment Order is the basic document sanctioning pension to a retired employee.
Life certificate is obtained in November every year.
Pension for the month of March is credited in the month of April. Thus, in the month of April, pension is
credited twice in the account of the pensioner.
Pension account is opened in the name of pensioner. It can be opened jointly with the spouse either as
'either or survivor or "former or survivor provided the pensioner gives an undertaking that the pension
disbursing authority will be discharged by credit pension to the joint account.
Commission rates for government Business including PPF and Senior Citizen Saving Scheme: Receipts:
Physical: Rs 50 per transaction: Electronic: Rs 12 per transaction; Pension payments: Rs 65 per
transaction; Other payments: 5.5 paise per Rs 100 turnover.
Time period for remittance of Govt. receipts to Govt. account (CAS Nag pur): (i) Remittance through e
payments: T+1 day; (ii) T + 3 (i.e. date of Transaction + 3 days) in case of local transactions; (iii) T + 5 in
case of outstation transactions.
Delayed period interest : Bank rate + 2% for remittance of Rs.1 lac and above; For transaction of less than
Rs.1 lac - Bank rate, when delay is up to 5 days. Delay above 5 days, bank rate + 2% for full period of
delay.
PUBLIC PROVIDENT FUND (1968)
 Account can be opened only in the name of individuals. Joint accounts and HUF account not allowed. Account in
the name of minor can be opened either by father or mother.
 Contribution: Minimum Rs 500 & maximum Rs 150000 p.a. (Max 12 instalments in a year)
 Period: 15 years. Can be extended by blocks of 5 years each.
th
 Interest Rate for 2013-14:8.7% p.a. paid on min balance between 5 and last day of month.
 Nomination: Allowed. Nominees can be one or more than one.
DEPOSIT INSURANCE
 Deposit Insurance is provided by Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation.
 Deposit Insurance is compulsory -for all banks in India including private, foreign and co-operative banks
except Primary Agricultural societies.
 Each depositor in a bank insured to max extent of Rs.1 lac for principal and interest held in same right same
capacity (account of A& B are separate from account of B & A) on date of liquidation/cancellation of bank's
licence or date of amalgamation /merger I reconstruction.
 If a customer has more than one account in a bank, all his accounts will be clubbed and maximum claim will
be Rs 1 lakh in case of liquidation or amalgamation of a bank.
 Separate insurance cover for separate banks.
 Premium is Rs 10 paise per Rs 100 per annum payable on half yearly basis as on 31st March (For Apr to
Sept) and 30th Sept ( Oct to Mar).
Thus, effectively insurance premium is 5 paise per half year. Insurance premium is payable in advance
within 2 months of beginning of the half year.
 Deposits in the name of Central or State Govt. Banks and Foreign Govt not covered. However, deposits in
the name of quasi Govt bodies, local authorities like Municipal Corporation, Statutory bodies, Govt owned
corporations are covered.
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 Banks should submit return on DI-01 while paying premium.

USE OF HINDI IN PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS
Use of Hindi in Public Sector Banks is governed by the Official Languages Act (OLA), 1963 (as amended in
1967) and the Official Language Rules (OLR). 1976 – Official Languages Implementation Committees:
At Head Office and branches. The Committee should meet at least once in a quarter.
As per Official Language Act, all circulars, resolutions, orders should be issued bilingually in Hindi & English
and it is the duty of the signing official to ensure this.
All letters received in Hindi should be replied in Hindi and it is the duty of the signing official to ensure this.
Hindi Divas is celebrated on 14th September. On 14th September 1949, it was accepted that Hindi will be the
Official language of India.
Classification of Regions:
Region 'A': Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal,
Jharkhand, Chattisgarh and the Union Territories of Delhi and Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
Region 'B' Maharashtra, Gujarat and Punjab and the Union Territory of Chandigarh.
Region 'C': All other remaining States and Union Territories.
Under Rule 5, Letters received in Hindi to be replied in Hindi All Regions A,B&C uniformly - 100% Preparation
of bilingual training material All Regions A,B&C uniformly - 100%
Original correspondence in Hindi:
Region "A"
Region "B"
Region "C"
From
From
From
"A" to "A" - 100%
"B" to "A" - 90%
"C" to "A" - 55%
"B" to "B" - 90%
"C" to "B" - 55%
"A" to "B" - 100%
"B" to "C" - 55%
"C" to "C" - 55%
"A" to "C" - 65%
REPORTING OF FRAUDS
Frauds are to be reported to RBI and police/CBI and for non-reporting, RBI can impose penalty uts 47-A
of Banking Regulation Act. Definition of fraud is same as in Criminal Procedure Code.
Reporting to RBI
Frauds of Rs 1 lac & above should be reported to Regional Office of RBI on form FMR 1 within 3 weeks of
the fraud.
Frauds of Rs 1 crore and above should be reported to Central Office of RBl on DO letter within one week of
the fraud and also to Regional Office of RBI on form FMR 1 within 3 weeks of the fraud.
Reporting to Police
Frauds less than Rs 3 crore should be reported to local police.
Frauds of Rs 3 crore and above should be reported to CBI.
If fraud is for Rs 3 crore and above but up to Rs 25 crore, then if there is staff involvement it should be reported to Anti
Corruption Cell of CBI and if there is no staff involvement then it should be reported to Economic Offence Wing of
CBI.
I f f r a u d i s f or m o r e t h a n R s 2 5 c r or e , t he n i t s h o u l d b e r e p or t e d t o B a nk i n g S e cu r i t y a n d
F r a u d C e l l of C B I wh e t h e r t h er e i s s t af f i n vo l ve m e n t o r n o t .
O t h er As p e c t s
In case a forged draft is paid reporting to RBI and Police will be done by paying bank.
Cash shortage up to Rs 5000 is not treated as fraud. Cash shortage of more than Rs 5000 but up to
Rs 10,000 is treated as fraud only if it is not reported by cashier but detected during checking. Cash
shortage of more than Rs 10,000 is treated as fraud.
TAX DEDUCTED AT SOURCE
Interest on deposits with banks:
No tax is deducted at source on interest payable on saving bank deposits and recurring deposits.
TDS on interest on deposits will be deducted only if the interest paid or payable credited or to be
credited in a financial year exceeds Rs 10,000.
Rate of TDS : 10%; if PAN No not submitted then 20%
Interest paid on NRE, FCNR accounts is exempt from income tax and therefore no deduction of tax at source. On
NRO, deduction to be made for all accounts and on all interest payments.
Submission of Form No.15G/15H : No deduction shall be made in the case of individual who is resident in India who
furnishes a declaration in writing on form 15G (in the case of other than senior citizens) or on 15H in the case of
senior citizens. However, if the depositor furnishes Form No. 15G or 15H but does not provide PAN, TDS will be
deductible © 20% w.e.f 01.04.2010.
Senior Citizen means who is of 60 years or above.
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One copy of form 15G/15H is to be delivered by the branch/office to the Income Tax Office on or
before the seventh day of the succeeding month.
Quarterly Return: The quarterly return u/s 206A shall have to be furnished if the payment of interest to a
resident does not exceed Rs. 10,000/-.
Payment to Resident Contractors:
When applicable: If bill amount is more than Rs 30,000 or more than Rs 75.000 in the aggregate during the
financial year.
Rate of TDS: 1% if the payment is to an individual or a HUF and 2% for payment to others.
Brokerage/Commission other than Insurance Commission
 If the amount credited or paid or likely to be credited or paid exceeds Rs.5,000/- in a financial year.
Rate of TDS: 10%
 R e n t : If the amount of rent credited/paid during the financial year exceeds Rs.180000.
Rate of TDS:(i) Plant or machinery or equipment: 2%; (ii) Land, building furniture or fittings: 10%
Fees for professional or technical services or Royalty:
if the payment in a Financial year is more than Rs 30.000; Rate of Tax: 10%
Time Limit For Depositing of TDS, Issuing TDS Cert. and Filing of Quarterly Return:
Tax deducted should be deposited within one week from the last day of the month in which tax is
deducted. If there is delay then interest will be charged at the rate of 16% p.a., penalty may be equal to
amount of tax and there is a provision for imprisonment from 3 months to 7 years.
The statement of TDS should be sent on form 24 Q in the case of salaries, on form 26 Q in all other payments
to residents and on form 27Q for all payments to non residents. The statement of TDS should be sent within
15 days from the end of quarter i.e. 151h July. 15th October, 15th January. If there is delay penalty is Rs 200 per
day. If information in TDS statement is wrong, fine may be Rs 10.000 to Rs 1 lac.
TDS certificate — On deduction, TDS certificate to be issued on Form No.16-A within 15 days from the
due date for furnishing the quarterly statement of TDS
No surcharge or Educational Cess on TDS.
If PAN is not submitted TDS rate is 20% wef 1.4.2010.
Advance tax is payable if the tax liability is Rs.10000 or more from 2009-10.
SERVICE TAX
Not applicable in J&K.
Being indirect tax, administered by Central Board of Excise & Customs. Applicable on all services except
39 in negative list.
Applicable on all banking services except interest received on advances.
Rate of tax is 14.50% wef 15.11.2015
Tax to be paid on quarterly basis by individuals, proprietors, partnerships and on monthly basis by others.
To be deposited by 5th (6th in case of electronic payments) of the next month. Compulsory electronic payment
if tax amount is Rs.50 lac or more.
Return HY on Form ST 3 to be sent by 25th of the next month after close of HY.
VARIOUS PENALTIES IN TAX NON-COMPLIANCE
 If "a person makes payment of FDR of Rs.20000 or above in cash: penalty equal to amount paid. No penalty
of imprisonment.
.
 Penalty for non-deduction of TDS on interest on deposits, by a bank: Bank shall be assessee in default in
respect of that amount, pay simple interest at 1.5% per month on the amount of that tax before furnishing
quarterly statement of each quarter (Sec 200 IT Act); Imprisonment : 3 months to 7 years.
 Delay in filing TDS return — Rs.200 per day
 Non compliance of provision of PAN = Rs.10000
 Wrong reporting in TDS statement: Rs 10.000 to Rs 100,000
 Delay in deposit of service tax — Intt 13% pa + penalty @ 200 per day or 2% per month of tax liability,
whichever higher. Maximum it could be up to amount of service tax.
Cash & Other Ceilings for important Transactions
Transaction
Ceiling
Payment of FOR including interest in cash
Less than Rs 20,000
Issue of Demand Drafts and TTs/MTs against
Less than Rs 50,000
Issue of Foreign Currency in cash
Up to Rs 50,000
Deduction of TDS on Term Deposits
Above Rs 10,000
Payment of interest in cash
Less than Rs 10000
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Quoting PAN for term deposit
Quoting PAN for deposit of cash with bank
Account paying crossing on DD

Above Rs 50,000
Rs 50,000 or above
Rs 20000 or above

LOANS & ADVANCES
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF LENDING
The business of lending carry certain inherent risks and banks cannot take more than calculated risk
whenever they want to lend. Banks have to follow a cautious approach based on certain principles which
include: a Principle of safety of funds, b Principle of profitability, c Principle of liquidity.
d Principle of purpose, e Principle of risk spread,f Principle of security.
CLASSIFICATION OF SECURITIES
The banks provide loans and advances against securities, 'so that in case of non-payment, these can be
enforced to recover their dues. These securities can be classified into following different categories based
on the nature and individual characteristics:
a Primary security and collateral security : Primary securities are those securities or assets which are
created with the help of finance made available by the bank. For instance, the machinery purchased out
of loan made available for purchase of machinery by the bank is a form of primary security. On the other
hand the collateral security is the security against which the finance is not made available. It is rather
additional security. The banks need such securities in the event of the value of primary security being
insufficient/inadequate at the time of realisation. For example, in addition to the machinery in the above
case, if the borrower also mortgages his house, the house would be considered as collateral security.
b Personal security and tangible security Personal security provides legal remedy to the bank against
the borrower by providing a right of action against the borrower personally. Security such as of a
promissory note or bill of exchange or a security bond are such securities. On the other hand, tangible
securities such as land, buildings, machinery etc. are the forms of impersonal security. To recover the
loans given, the banks have to get such securities enforced or sold through the intervention of court.
The other classification of securities can be liquid security (easily convertible to cash), government
securities (bonds, promissory notes. Treasury bills issued by govt., also called, gilt-edged securities), stock
exchange securities (shares debentures), blue chip security (shares of good companies), trustee securities
(u/s 20 of Indian Trust Act).
FEATURES OF GOOD SECURITIES
The basic objective of obtaining securities is to recover the loan dues, in case of need, from sale of
securities. It is important that such securities can be realised in case of need without any problem. Hence,
the securities should meet the principle of MAST as under:
Marketability: The security should have a ready market where regular transactions of sale and purchase
are taking place.
Ascertainability: The security should be ascertainable in its physical form as well as in value terms.
Stability: Those securities are certainly better ones, the market price of which continues to be stable over a
time period.
Transferability: The title of the security should be easily transferable, so that it does not pose any problem
in transferring the title in favour of the buyer thereof.

MARGINS OF SAFETY
Margins are the contributions of the borrowers in financing a security. The bankers insist on margin against
securities due to following reasons:
a to provide cushion against the price fluctuations, debit of interest and other charges in the loan accounts;
b to ensure that the borrowers contribute their stake in the financed assets which ensures their continuity
with the activity so financed;
c regulation of level of finance, say in the case of selective credit control items, where RBI insists upon
some minimum margins;
d to provide a cover against the deterioration in the quality and resultant value of the security.
DRAWING POWER
Drawing power indicates the extent of finance which a borrower can avail, at any given point of time. The
banks while fixing up repayment schedules in term loans, also work out drawing power in addition to the
working capital limits.
Working capital'
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For working capital limits, the drawing power is restricted notionally to the amount of limit sanctioned. This is
calculated as value of security reduced by the margin, stipulated by the bank. DP in 3 different cases is worked
out as under:
Item
Case 1
Case against
2 Case 3
against stocks only
stocks with sundry
against stocks
and Book debts with

Sanctioned Limit
Value of stocks
Less Sundry
Creditor
Paid for stocks
Less Margin

creditor

sundry creditors

10
16
Nil

10
16
6

10
18
6

16
4 (25%)

10
2.50 (25%)

10
2.50 (25%

_

DP for stocks
10+
7.50
7.50
Book Debts
Na
Na
5
Less margin
Na
Na
2 (40%)
DP
for
Book
Na
Na
3
debts
Total DP
10+
7.50
10
+DP cannot be more than sanctioned limit
Term Loans
For term loans, the DP is restricted to the amount of loan sanctioned/availed. With the passage of time, DP is
reduced on a regular basis as the payment of due instalments falls due. For instance a term loan of Rs.I 0 lac,
payable over five years on yearly basis will show availability of drawing power of Rs.8 lac at the end of one year
and Rs.6 lac at the end of 2nd year and so on.
INSURANCE OF SECURITIES
The securities charged to the bank should be insured for full value to cover the possible risk of loss/damage.
Kinds of risk
These risks can be or from lire, theft/burglary, natural calamities, rioting etc. Non-availability of insurance cover
would jeopardize the interest of the bank as in case of need, the bank will not be able to fall back upon the
security, if damaged. The insurance cover provides an assurance that in the event of loss of security, the
insurance company will compensate the loss.
Agreed clause
Whenever the securities are created, these should be got insured and banker's name should be added by way
of description in the policy which is also known as 'agreed clause or bank clause'. All policies must have this
clause which provides that in all matters relating to the insurance and the securities covered, the bank shall be
given a notice by the insurance company and all claims relating there to shall be paid to the bank which will be
accepted by the insurance company, as a valid and complete discharge of the claim. This clause also helps
the bank, to compromise the claim without intervention of the borrower. It also protects a bank from any
wrong doing by the borrower to the prejudice of bank's right.
Amount of insurance
As regards the value of insurance, it is important that the cover should have the value to cover the value of
security in full or something more, say 10%, to provide a cushion.
Average clause
Under-insurance i.e. understatement of the value, will invite application of 'average clause' which means that
the claim will be entertained in the ratio of value of insured goods and the amount of insurance cover
obtained. For instance, if value of goods is Rs.5 lac but the cover obtained is for Rs.4 lac. In the event of
50% loss, the insurance company shall be liable to pay Rs.2 lac only instead of Rs.2.50 lac.
PRE-SANCTION CREDIT APPRAISAL
For a prudent credit decision, with the objective of keeping the sanctioned loan in performing category it is
essential that the banker should know his borrower well. For this purpose the bankers collects/ processes
information and evaluate the following aspects:
 Purpose of the loan; Background of the borrower or his work experience background ; Operations in the
current or any other account, if any, maintained by the party; Products to be manufactured to deal in
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Position of availability of various inputs like raw material to be used, stores to be consumed, labour, power
and fuel and other utilities ;Competitors and competition;Estimated turnover and whether achievable
taking into account competition, buyers' requirements, place of selling, arrangements for selling,
production of the products required for selling, industry outlook;Amount of current assets required for
achieving the given level of sales; Financial standing in terms of owners' contribution. Level of liquidity
reflected by current ratio and net working capital as worked at by doing ratio analysis in respect of old
units and projections for the new units; Whether facilities asked for in line with the estimated sales and
estimated amount of current assets; Nature and quantum of facilities asked for;
Collateral security offered and its value;Market report on the party obtained ;Conditions on which the loan
can be sanctioned
WORKING CAPITAL FINANCE
For an uninterrupted functioning at a given capacity (to achieve a particular turnover level to remain viable
and operate above the break-even level to earn required amount of profits), a firm requires a some minimum
level of current assets. Working capital means the total amount of the circulatinir current assets.

Working capital comprises
a:
Value of raw material
in
store or in-transportation;
b:Amount of
consumable
stores and other material
required
for
production
purposes;
c: Value of stock in process;
d Value of all finished goods
including in transit;
eAmount
of
outstanding
receivables or
sundry
debtors;
f Monthly expenses generally reflected through
the
current assets
other than those at (a) to (e) such as
cash, advances allowed, prepaid expenses etc.

Means to finance
a. Credit available
from suppliers
on purchases;
b Other current
liabilities
c Surplus of long
term funds over
the
long term
uses
(i.e.
net
working capital)
d: Short term bank
' borrowing.

Working capital & Net working Capital Working capital (or gross working capital) refers to the amount
of total current assets.
Liquid surplus or net working capital refers to the surplus of long term sources over long term uses as
per RBI prescription (also calculated by banks as difference between current assets and current
liabilities). It is desirable, that the net working capital should be positive which would signify liquidity and
availability of. Adequate working funds. If in a particular case, the net working capital is negative, the
difference will be called the working capital deficit.
The working capital can also be classified as:
a Permanent working capital which is minimum amount of current assets necessary for carrying out
operations for a period.
b Fluctuating working capital : Additional assets required at different times during an operating period
due to cyclic factors.
c Seasonal working capital means requirement for additional current assets due to seasonal nature
of the industry.
d Adhoc working capital : Additional funds for meeting the needs arising out of special circumstances e.g.
execution of special order, delay in receipt of payment of receivables.
e Working capital term loan : A long term loan given to meet the working capital margin needs of a borrower.
The concept was introduced by. Tandon Committee.
f Working capital gap = total current assets less other current liabilities. It is financed by net working capital
and bank finance for working capital (called MPBF).
SUMMARY - WORKING CAPITAL TERMS
Particulars
Classification
Working capital
Current
assets such as
cash, stocks, book-debts,
other current assets
Net capital
working
Current assets — current liabilities OR Long term sources — long
term uses
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Working gap

capital

Working limits

capital

Current assets — current
liabilities
(other than bank borrowing — i.e. OCL)
Bank facilities needed to purchase current assets. These facilities
are cash
credit, overdraft,
bills
purchase/discounting, pre-shipment or post-shipment loans etc.

Factors which determine the working capital The following factors determine the overall working
capital levels of the industrial units: Policies for production, Manufacturing process, Credit Policy of the
unit, Pace of turnover , Seasonality
Process for assessment of working capital requirements Generally there are three methods followed by
banks for assessing working capital of a firm i.e. (i) traditional method suggested under Tandon Committee,
(ii) turnover method suggested by Nayak Committee and (iii) cash budget method followed in case of
seasonal industries.
Turnover Method (Nayak Committee) It is used where the aggregate fund-based working capital
credit limits are upto Rs. 500 lac from the banking system.
Working capital : Minimum 25% of the projected turnover (or 3 months's sale).
Working capital limits : Minimum of 20% of projected annual turnover after satisfying about
reasonableness of the projected annual turnover. Borrowers' margin : 5% of projected turnover. If it is
higher than 5%, the bank limits can be fixed at a lower level than 20%.
The margin proportionately increases with increase in period of operating cycle (ratio of margin to bank
finance should be 1:4.
Calculation of working capital
Estimated sale turnover (projected sale)
Rs.80 lac
Rs.20 lac
Minimum Working Capital @ 25% estimated sales (which represents 03

months' sales)
Contribution of borrower @ 5%

Rs.4 lac

Minimum Bank credit for working capital @ 20% of projected sales

Rs.16 lac

Traditional method
As per traditional method (Tandon Committee), the level of working capital is determined both by
the length of the operating cycle and the size of the sales.
The method is applicable to working capital limits above Rs.5 lac. In a circular dated 04.11.97, RBI
withdrew the mandatory application of this method and allowed banks to use their own method.
The total of anticipated level of current assets calculated on the basis of estimated sales and by applying the
norms for inventory and receivables, is the level of working capital. The amount of bank limit, can be
determined as under :
a: Assess the level of net working capital
(surplus of long term sources over long term uses) available, which normally should not be less than 25% of
total current assets.
Work out bank finance to be sanctioned being gap of total current assets less NWC and other current
liabilities.
Calculation of limit
Method of lending
1st Method 2"d method
1.Total current assets
2000
2000
2.Less other current liabilities
200
200
capital gap (1-3)
1800
1800
Minimum stipulated NWC
450+
500++
1350
1300
Maximum Permissible Bank Finance
d
+ Under 1st method it is 25% of working capital gap. ++ Under 2n method it is 25% of total current assets
Cash Budget method
Under this method, monthly cash inflow and outflow statement is prepared and the highest gap between the
two becomes the basis for sanction of credit limit. Banks make use of cash budget method in case of
seasonal industries, software development, services sector activities including construction activity,film
production etc.


TANDON COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS The group (headed by Sh. Prakash Tandon) submitted its report in 1975 with recommendations covering borrowers availing fund based working
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capital limits of Rs. 10 lac or more. The group had recommended the Norms for inventory and
receivables 15 major industries. Later on banks were given discretion for deviations in norms.


The committee had suggested 3 methods of lending. RBI had accepted 2 methods. According to
First Method, the borrower can be allowed maximum bank finance up to 75% of the working capital
gap (balance 25% to be brought as surplus of long term funds over the long term outlay). As per
Second Method of lending, borrower's contribution is 25% of the total current assets.



CHORE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS The Committee (1979) studied the system of
cash credit and suggested that:
I. There should be annual review of the working capital limits of the borrowers invariably. 2. The
borrowers availing fund based working capital limits of Rs. 50 lac or more (raised to Rs.100 lac wef
Jan 1994) to furnish Form I (estimates of ensuing quarter), Form II (actual of previous quarter and
Form III (half yearly performance).

PROJECT APPRAISAL AND TERM LOAN SANCTIONS
Project appraisal :The project appraisal is a comprehensive and systematic review of all the related
aspects of a given project by a bank or financial institution with a view to ascertain as to what extent the
project can be run viably in the long run.
Viability :Viability is ability to generate adequate cash to pay principal and interest of all long liabilities
including term loans as per pre-determined time schedule, in addition to providing appropriate return on
owned funds (dividend or drawings) so as to keep entrepreneur's interest intact in continuation of the
enterprise.
Components of appraisal : For a appropriate appraisal of a project, the study is undertaken in 4 areas,
namely,
1 Technical appraisal: it - determines the feasibility of setting up a project to achieve particular level of
operations (in terms quantity, quality and timely delivery) and takes into account all technical details.
2 Financial appraisal takes into account the aspects such as the profitability and the cash generation based
on which the project will be able to reward the entrepreneur and also service its financial commitments.
3 Market appraisal looks into the availability or creation of the market to achieve the sales targets. It takes
into consideration the demand forecasting based on overall demand and supply position, product
promotion measures, selling strategies, pricing, competition, export potential, product life cycle etc.
4 Management appraisal studies the adequacy and suitability of management structure for the successful
implementation and running of the project and achieve the objectives for which the project has been
promoted. Cost of project
The cost included the cost of land, its development, construction of required buildings etc., acquisition of
plant, machinery, equipment, other misc. and fixed assets, preliminary, preoperative expenses, technical
fee, contingencies, margin for working capital etc. The cost differs from project to project.
Means to finance a project
Contribution from promoters in the form of equity or subordinated loans, secured loans raised from financial
institutions or banks, lease finance, debentures, grants and subsidies, cash accruals (in respect of existing
projects), suppliers' credit etc. are various forms of means to finance projects.
Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) :The relationship between the repaying capacity and the
repayment commitment is expressed in the form of Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) which indicates
the coverage of liability of the concern. The following formula for working out DSCR, is followed: " (Net
profit + interest on TL + depreciation) / (Interest on term loan + instalment of term loan)"
Term loan and Deferred Payment Guarantee (DPG)
Term Loan
DPG
It Is fund based.
It Is non-fund based
Funds outlay instant
Funds outlay contingent
It is shown as part of balance sheet
It is shown as footnotes of the balance sheet
This loan is allowed by bank or financial Institution

Long term credit is allowed by seller against
guarantee
Common features : Purpose is purchase of capital assets. Detailed appraisal required. Repayment is
from future profits
Financial Appraisal Techniques for Project
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DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW (DCF) METHODS
DCF takes into account the actual timing of cash outgo and cash inflow. It is based on total cash flow over
the life of the project. There are two principal measures of DCF, i.e. NPV & IRR.
Net present value (NPV)
NPV is the difference between cash outflows at base period and present value of future cash inflows. It
helps the bank to ascertain, whether a oroject should be taken up for financing or not
Project A
Year Discount rate Cash inflow NPV
(DCF) 10%
0
(-)5000
5000
1
0.91
1100
2
0.83
1210
3
0.75
1330
4
0.68
1460
5
0.62
1500
Total
6600

-5000

(-) 5000

1000
1000
999
997
931
4927

1125
1235
1355
1485
1525
6725

1024
2025
1016
1010
945
5020

Net present value

= (-) 73

5020-5000

= 20

4927 - 5000

Project B
Cash inflow

NPV

This is initial investment in the project is an outflow.
In project A while the cash outflow is 5000 (original investment), the future cash inflow is 6600 and its net
present value at 10% discount rate is 4927. Hence the NPV is less than Zero (i.e. — 73). On the other hand, for
project B, against cash outflow of 5000, the net present value of the inflow of 6725 is 5020 which is more than
Zero.
Hence, the project B can be taken up for financing.
Internal rate of return (IRR)
IRR is the rate of discount at which the net present value is ZERO. In the following example it is 34.62%. At this
discount rate the discounted value of the net cash flow from a project is equal to the amount which has been
invested to obtain that net cash flow (in the following case, the investment is 1500. At 30% discount, the NPV of
cash inflow is 1633 and at 35% it is — 11, but at 34.62%, it will be 1500, making the net value as Zero).
Illustration:
The exact IRR would be 34.62% which can be worked out as under, at which the net present value of the
cash Inflow would be Zero which is (-) 11 at 35% and 133 at 30% discount rate.
(Lower discount rate + difference between two discount rates) X Net present value of the cash flow at lower
discount rate / absolute difference between the NPV of cash flow stream at two discount rates.
= 30 + 5 (133/144) i.e. = 30 + 5 (.924) = 34.62%
Year Cash flow DCF-30% Discounted DCF-35%

0
1
2
3
4
5

500
750
1000
1000
3250

0.769
0.592
0.455
0.350

Cash flow
(-)1500
384
444
455
350
1633

Discounted

cash flow
(-)1500
0.741
0.549
0.406
0.301
1489

370
412
406
301

Net position 1633-1500 = 133
1489-1500=(-)11
This is initial investment. Hence an outflow.

CHARGES ON SECURITIES
PLEDGE
Pledge is defined in section 172 of Indian Contract Act
Pledge is the bailment of goods as a security for payment of a debt or performance of a promise.
Bailment is defined in Indian Contract Act.
Bailment means delivery of goods with some purpose and with the condition that when the purpose
is accomplished the goods will be delivered back to the.bailor.
Pledge can be only in respect of movable goods like stocks. On Railway receipt also charge is
created by pledge.
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In the case of pledge, ownership remains with the borrower; only possession is transferred to the banker.
The bank as a pledgee must take care of the goods pledged as a person of ordinary prudence would
take of his own goods of the same value.
Bank can sell the goods without intervention of the court in case the pledgor fails to repay the bank
loan. But the sale can be done only after giving reasonable notice to the pledgor.
Bank as a pledgee has priority in right over the goods and Bank's right of sale under pledge cannot
be extinguished even by lawful seizure of goods pledged to it.
HYPOTHECATION
Hypothecation is defined in Section 2 of Sarfaesi Act.
Hypothecation is also done on moveable property like stocks.
In case of hypothecation both ownership as well as possession remains with the borrower i.e. neither
ownership nor possession is transferred to the bank.
The charge created in Hypothecation is equitable charge.
When stocks are hypothecated to the bank, the charge is floating charge.
Basic difference between pledge and hypothecation is on account of possession.
ASSIGNMENT
Provisions relating to Assignment in section 130 of Transfer of Property Act.
Assignment is transfer of right or interest to recover the debt.
The transferor of claim is called as the assignor and the transferee is called the assignee.
Assignment is done on Book Debts, Supply Bills, L1C policy, fixed deposit etc.
Assignment is possible through writing only.
Acknowledgment required to be acknowledged by original debtor uis 131.
Assignor cannot give better title to the assignee than what assignor has.
In case of default, the assignee can recover the actionable claim amount from the original debtor without reference to
assignor.
M O R TG AG E
Mortgage is defined in Section 58 of the Transfer of Property Act.
Mortgage is the transfer of interest in a specific immovable property, for the purpose of securing an
existing or future debt
The person creating the mortgage is called as the mortgagor and the person in whose favour mortgage
is created (bank) is called as the mortgagee.
Mortgage is created on immovable property like land and building.
Types of Mortgage: There are six types of mortgages namely (i) Simple Mortgage (ii) Mortgage by Conditional Sale
(iii) Usufructuary Mortgage (iv) English Mortgage (v) Mortgage by Deposit of title Deeds (Equitable Mortgage) and
(vi) Anamalous Mortgage. Of these, all mortgages except Equitable Mortgage require registration with the Registrar
of Assurances.
Registered Mortgage: In the case of registered mortgage (also called legal mortgage) first a mortgage deed is written
which is stamped as per Stamp Act of the concerned state. The deed is then executed in the presence of two
witnesses. Thereafter, in terms of the Indian Registration Act 1908, it is to be registered with the Registrar of
Assurances (Sub Registrar) within 4 months of the execution.
Equitable Mortgage:
 Equitable Mortgage is created by mere deposit of title deeds of property with intention to borrow.
 Title deeds may be deposited by the mortgagor himself or his agent.
 Title deeds should be deposited with the bank at Mumbai, Kolkatta and Chennai or any other town
notified by the State Government in this regard.
 Property may be situated anywhere in India. For property located in Lucknow, title deeds can be
deposited at Chennai.
 It is not necessary that the title deeds should be deposited with the branch or at the place where the loan is being
raised. These can be deposited anywhere in India at a notified place.
 The bank should not part with the title deeds even for a short duration at the request of the mortgagor because if
some other creditor is induced to finance on the basis of title deeds, the bank may lose priority over the
mortgaged property.
 Equitable Mortgage does not require registration with Registrar of Assurances. But in case of a limited
company charge in respect of equitable mortgage under Section 125 of the Companies Act. 1956 must be
registered with Registrar of Companies.
 All mortgages in favour of bank require registration with CERSAI (established under SARFAES1
Act) within 30 days.
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Right of Foreclosure

Available for Mortgage by Conditional Sale only

Personal liability of mortgager

Not available for Mortgage by conditional sale
and usufructuary mortgage

Right to sale without court intervention

English Mortgage.

Registration of
mortgage
with
Registrar
of
Assurances not required in
There is absolute transfer of property
Loan is repaid out of income from the
mortgaged property

Equitable Mortgage.

possession of property is with mortgagee

English Mortgage
Usufructory mortgage
Usufructory mortgage

VARIOUS KINDS OF CHARGES OVER SECURITIES

Charge
Mortgage
Assignment
Pledge or hypothecation
Lien

immovable Property like land and building
Actionable claims like Book debts, FDR. NSC, Life Policies
Movable property/_goods like Plant & machinery, stocks, vehicle, RIR
Paper securities like Shares, debentures, MF units, bonds
Advance against Shares
 Bank should not grant advance against security of partly paid shares because these represent
contingent liability. Moreover, it is prohibited by RBI.
 Amount of advance: Loans against the security of shares, should not be more than Rs 10 lakh per borrower
if the shares etc are held in physical form and not more than Rs 20 lakh per borrower if these are in
dematerialised form.
 Margin: Minimum margin of 50 percent of the market value of equity shares/convertible debentures held in
physical form and 25% for demat shares. In case advance is granted to an employee for purchase of shares
of his own company, then the amount of advance can be up to 90% of the value.
Advance against Life Insurance Policy:
 The amount of loan is linked to the surrender value of the policy. Surrender value means
amount payable by the insurance company, upon surrendering the policy.
 Life insurance Policy is charged to bank by way of assignment
There is no role of nominee while granting advance against LIP.
GUARANTEE & BANK GUARANTEE
Guarantee is defined in section 126 of Indian Contract Act.
There are three parties to a contract of guarantee namely principal debtor, creditor and surety.
The liability under guarantee is a contingent liability and surety is liable on default by the principal debtor.
Once there is a default, the liability of the surety is co extensive with the principal debtor. That is he is
equally liable as principal debtor.
When a guarantor makes payment on being called by the creditor, he becomes entitled to all rights and
remedies which creditor had against the principal debtor. This right of the surety is called Right of
Subrogation.
When guarantee is issued for a single transaction it is called specific guarantee and when it is issued
for series of transactions it is called continuing guarantee.
Deferred payment guarantee is issued when the applicant purchases machine etc on instalment basis.
Deferred payment Guarantee is just like financial guarantee.
The difference between Deferred payment guarantee and term loan is due to outlay of funds.
STAMPING OF LOAN DOCUMENTS
Indian Stamp Act extends to whole of India except Jammu & Kashmir.
There are certain documents on which stamp duty is prescribed by Central Government and is uniform throughout
India. These documents are Promissory Note, Bill of Exchange, Receipt etc. Duty on these documents will be same
throughout India except J&K. On all oilier documents, the stamp duty rates are prescribed by the State Govt. Such
documents are Power of Attorney, Agreements, Guarantee Bond, Indemnity Bond etc.
Stamp Duty on Different Instruments:
a) Demand Promissory Notes:
DPN Amount
Stamp value
Not exceeding Rs. 250
Five paise
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Exceeding Rs. 250 but not exceeding Rs. 1000
Ten paise
Exceeding Rs. 1000/Fifteen paise
Demand Bill of Exchange:
No stamp duty is payable
b) Usance Promissory Notes/Usance Bills: The amount of stamp duty depends on period of usance and the amount of
the bill. However, Bills of exchange with usance not exceeding three months drawn on/drawn by/made in favour of a
commercial bank/cooperative bank and representing a genuine transaction are completely exempted from stamp
duty. Usance export bills exempt from stamp duty,
c) Receipts: For money or property with value above Rs. 5000 — Rs One.
4. If a document is unstamped or under stamped, it will not be admissible in a court of law. Such
documents can be validated by payment of deficit stamp duty and penalty. The amount of penalty
can be up to 10 times the deficiency subject to a minimum of Rs 5.
5. Document executed in different states: Where a document is to be executed by persons in different
States, it must bear the stamp duty as applicable in the State where the first person signs the
document In case the stamp duty is more in the second State then the difference is to be paid
before it is signed by the person in the second State_ Where one of the States is Jammu & Kashmir,
full stamp duty applicable to both the States are payable.
6. Documents executed outside India: If a document other than a promissory note or bill of exchange is
executed outside India, it should be stamped as per Indian Law within three months after their first
receipt in India. In the case of A promissory note or a usance bill of exchange is executed outside
India, it should be stamped by its first holder in India before presenting the same for acceptance,
payment, or negotiation.
LIMITATION OF LOAN DOCUMENTS
1. Period of Limitation:Time limit within which legal remedy can be sought in a court of law to enforce the right.
2. There is no limitation period in case of pledge or lien or set off.
3. Date of execution of a document is excluded for the purpose of ascertaining limitation period of a document.
Thus, a suit based on a DPN dated 5.4.2010 can be filed latest by 5.4.2013.
4. If courts are closed on the day the limitation period expires, case can be filed on the day the court reopens.
5. In case documents are signed by various partners on different dates, limitation will start from last
date of signing the documents.
6. Extension of Period of Limitation:
a. Period of limitation can be extended by Acknowledgement of debt or part payment In both
cases, limitation period will start from the date of acknowledgement or part payment
b. The acknowledgment or part payment should be by the borrower himself or his agent specifically
authorized for this purpose.
c. Acknowledgement or part payment should be before the expiry of limitation period. Once the
limitation expires it can not be extended by part payment or acknowledgement of debt.
d. An admission of debt in the balance sheet, acknowledgement to third party, credits on account
of standing instruction also extends the period of limitation.
e. In case limitation expires in a particular case, the liability can be revived by obtaining fresh promise to pay the
outstanding debt. Limitation period of various documents is given below :
Description
Temporary Overdraft without DPN
Demand Loan
Demand Promissory Note
Bill of exchange_payable on demand
Usance bill of exchange or promissory note
-Suit for Money_ Decree
Term Loans payable by instalments
Mortgage
Right of foreclosure by the mortgagee
Right of redemption
Cash credit against hypothecation or overdraft
Cash Credit Pledge
Any suit by State/Central Government
Deposit like SB, CA, FD with a bank
Execution of Decree
Recovery of loss caused by fraud

Period of Limitation
3 years from date of loan
3 years from the date of loan
3 years from date of DPN
3 years from date of Bill.
3 years from the due date of the bill or PN
3 years from the date right is due
3 years from due date of each instalment . .
12 years from the due date of the loan
30 years
30 years
3 years from the date of document.
Not applicable
30 years from the date when limitation would start
3 years from date of demand
12 years from the date of decree
3 years from the date of detection of fraud
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Claim under Consumer Protection Act
2 year from the date light accrues
Dishonour of cheque under sec 138 of NI Act
1 month from the date right accrues
Appeal to High Court against Lower court
90 days from date of decree
Appeal to other courts on the decree at Lower court 30 days from date of decree

PRIORITY SECTOR LENDING
History : At a meeting of the National Credit Council held in July 1968, it was emphasised that commercial banks
should increase their involvement in the financing of priority sectors, viz., agriculture and small scale industries. The
description of the priority sectors was later formalised in 1972 on the basis of the report submitted by an RBI's Informal
Study Group. Initially no specific target were fixed but in Nov.1974, the banks were advised to raise the share of priority
sector in their aggregate advances to the level of 33 1/3 % by March 1979. Subsequently, on the basis, of the
recommendations of the Working Group on the Modalities of Implementation of Priority Sector Lending and the Twenty
Point Economic Programme by Banks (Chairman: Dr. K. S. Krishnaswamy), all commercial banks were advised to
achieve the target of priority sector lending at 40 %. of aggregate bank advances by 1985. Sub-targets were also
specified for lending to agriculture and the weaker sections within the priority sector. The guidelines on Priority sector
were revised in the year 2007 based on the recommendations of the Working Group headed by Shri C. S. Murthy. The
Sub-Committee headed by Shri Y. H. Malegam constituted to study issues and concerns in the Micro Finance
institutions (MFI) sector, also recommended review of the guidelines on priority sector lending. In August 2011, RBI set
up a Committee headed by Shri M V Nair, to suggest revised guidelines with regard to Priority Sector lending
classification and related issues. Based on the recommendations of the Committee, RBI has issued following guidelines
which will be operational with effect from July 20, 2012. The priority sector loans sanctioned under the guidelines issued
prior to these guidelines will continue to be classified under priority sector till maturity / renewal. RBI revised the priority
sector lending guidelines with effect from April 23, 2015 on the basis of recommendations of an Internal Working
Group (IWG) headed by Ms Lily Vadera. The salient features of the guidelines are as under:(i)
Categories of the priority sector: Medium Enterprises, Social Infrastructure and Renewable Energy will form part of
priority sector, in addition to the existing categories.
(ii) Agriculture: The distinction between direct and indirect agriculture is dispensed with.
(iii) Small and Marginal Farmers: A target of 8 percent of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher, has been prescribed
for Small and Marginal Farmers within agriculture.
(iv) Micro Enterprises: A target of 7.5% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher, has been prescribed for Micro
Enterprises.
(v) Weaker Section: There is no change in the target of 10% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher.
(vi) Target for Foreign Banks: Foreign Banks with 20 branches and above already have priority sector targets and subtargets for Agriculture and Weaker Sections, which are to be achieved by March 31, 2018. Foreign banks with less than
20 branches will move to Total Priority Sector Target of 40% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher, on par with other
banks by 2019-20.
(vii) Bank loans to food and agro processing units will form part of Agriculture.
(viii) Export credit: Export credit upto 32% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher, will be eligible as part of priority
sector for foreign banks with less than 20 branches. For other banks, the incremental export credit over corresponding
date of the preceding year will be reckoned upto 2 percent of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher.
(ix) The loan limits for housing loans and MFI loans qualifying under priority sector have been revised.
(x) The priority sector non-achievement will be assessed on quarterly average basis at the end of the respective year
from 2016-17 onwards, instead of annual basis as at present.
(xi) The revised guidelines are operational with effect from 23 April 2015.
Categories under priority sector
1.
Agriculture
2.
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
3.
Export Credit
4.
Education
5.
Housing
6.
Social Infrastructure
7.
Renewable Energy
8.
Others
Targets /Sub-targets for Priority sector Domestic scheduled commercial banks and Foreign banks with 20
branches and above
Total Priority Sector: 40% of Adjusted Net Bank Credit (ANBC) or Credit Equivalent Amount of Off-Balance Sheet
Exposure (CEOBE), whichever is higher.
Agriculture: 18% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher. Small and Marginal Farmers: Within the 18% target for
agriculture, target for Small and Marginal Farmers will be 8% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher. This target to be
achieved in a phased manner i.e., 7% by March 2016 and 8% by March 2017.
Micro Enterprises: 7.5% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher to be achieved in a phased manner i.e. 7% by March
2016 and 7.5% by March 2017.
Advances to Weaker Sections: 10% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher.
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Achievement of Targets by foreign banks: Foreign banks with 20 branches and above have to achieve the Total Priority
Sector Target, Agriculture Target, Weaker Section Target within a maximum period of five years starting from April 1,
2013 and ending on March 31, 2018. The sub-target for Small and Marginal farmers and for Micro enterprises would be
made applicable post 2018 after a review in 2017.
Foreign banks with less than 20 branches
Total Priority Sector: 40% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher to be achieved in a phased manner by March 2012
– (32% by 2015-16, 34% by 2016-17, 36% by 2017-18, 38% by 2018-19, 40% by 2019-20. The additional priority sector
lending target of 2% of ANBC each year from 2016-17 to 2019-20 to be achieved by lending to sectors other than
exports. The sub targets, if to be made applicable post 2020, would be decided in due course.
Computation of Adjusted Net Bank Credit (ANBC )
Bank Credit in India [Item No.VI of Form ‘A’ under Section 42 (2) of the RBI Act, 1934].
I
Bills Rediscounted with RBI and other approved Financial Institutions
II
Net Bank Credit (NBC) - For the purpose of priority sector computation only

III (I-II)

Bonds/debentures in Non-SLR categories under HTM category+ other investments eligible
to be treated as priority sector +Outstanding Deposits under RIDF and other eligible funds
with NABARD, NHB and SIDBI on account of priority sector shortfall + outstanding PSLCs IV
Eligible amount for exemptions on issuance of long-term bonds for infrastructure and
affordable housing
Eligible advances extended in India against the incremental FCNR (B)/NRE deposits,
qualifying for exemption from CRR/SLR requirements.
ANBC

V
VI
III+IV-VVI

For calculation of Credit Equivalent Amount of Off-Balance Sheet Exposures, banks to follow Master Circular on
Exposure Norms.
Description of the eligible categories under PS : 1. Agriculture
There will not be any distinction between direct and indirect agriculture. Lending to agriculture sector has been redefined
to include (i) Farm Credit (which will include short-term crop loans and medium/long-term credit to farmers) (ii)
Agriculture Infrastructure and (iii) Ancillary Activities.
1.1 Farm credit
A. Loans to individual farmers [including Self Help Groups (SHGs) or Joint Liability Groups (JLGs), i.e. groups of
individual farmers, provided banks maintain disaggregated data of such loans], directly engaged in Agriculture and Allied
Activities, viz., dairy, fishery, animal husbandry, poultry, bee-keeping and sericulture. This will include:
2.
1. Crop loans to farmers, including traditional/ nontraditional plantations and horticulture, and allied activities.
Medium and long-term loans to farmers for agriculture and allied activities (e.g. purchase of agricultural implements and
machinery, loans for irrigation and other developmental activities undertaken in the farm, and developmental loans for
allied activities.)
3.
Loans to farmers for pre and post-harvest activities, viz., spraying, weeding, harvesting, sorting, grading and
transporting of their own farm produce.
4.
Loans to farmers up to Rs 50 lakh against pledge/hypothecation of agricultural produce (including warehouse
receipts) for a period not exceeding 12 months.
5.
Loans to distressed farmers indebted to non-institutional lenders.
6.
Loans to farmers under the Kisan Credit Card Scheme.
7.
Loans to small and marginal farmers for purchase of land for agricultural purposes.
B. Loans to corporate farmers, farmers' producer organizations/companies of individual farmers, partnership firms and
co-operatives of farmers directly engaged in Agriculture and Allied Activities, viz., dairy, fishery, animal husbandry,
poultry, bee-keeping and sericulture up to an aggregate limit of Rs 2 crore per borrower. This will include loans as per
categories listed at A(i, ii, iii and iv)
1.2. Agriculture infrastructure
1. Loans for construction of storage facilities (warehouses, market yards, godowns and silos) including cold storage
units/ cold storage chains designed to store agriculture produce/products, irrespective of their location.
2. Soil conservation and watershed development.
3. Plant tissue culture and agri-biotechnology, seed production, production of bio-pesticides, bio-fertilizer, and vermi
composting.
For the above loans, an aggregate sanctioned limit of Rs 100 crore per borrower from the banking system, will apply.
1.3.Ancillary activities
1. Loans up to Rs 5 crore to co-operative societies of farmers for disposing of the produce of members.
2. Loans for setting up of Agriclinics and Agribusiness Centres.
3. Loans for Food and Agro-processing up to an aggregate sanctioned limit of Rs 100 crore per borrower from the
banking system.
4. Bank loans to Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS), Farmers’ Service Societies (FSS) and Large-sized
Adivasi Multi-Purpose Societies (LAMPS) for on-lending to agriculture.
5. Loans sanctioned by banks to MFIs for on-lending to agriculture sector as per the conditions specified in paragraph
IX of this circular
6. Outstanding deposits under RIDF and other eligible funds with NABARD on account of priority sector shortfall.
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For computing 7% / 8% target, Small and Marginal Farmers will include the following:1. Farmers with landholding of up to 1 hectare are considered as Marginal Farmers. Farmers with a landholding of more
than 1 hectare and upto 2 hectares are considered as Small Farmers.
2. Landless agricultural labourers, tenant farmers, oral lessees and share-croppers.
3. Loans to Self Help Groups (SHGs) or Joint Liability Groups (JLGs), i.e. groups of individual Small and Marginal
farmers directly engaged in Agriculture and Allied Activities, provided banks maintain disaggregated data of such loans.
4. Loans to farmers' producer companies of individual farmers, and co-operatives of farmers directly engaged in
Agriculture and Allied Activities, where the membership of Small and Marginal Farmers is not less than 75 per cent by
number and whose land-holding share is also not less than 75 per cent of the total landholding.
2. Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)
2.1. The limits for investment in plant and machinery/equipment for manufacturing / service enterprise, as notified by
Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, vide S.O.1642(E) dated September 9, 2006 are as under:Manufacturing Sector
Enterprises

Investment in plant and machinery

Micro Enterprises

Does not exceed twenty five lakh rupees

Small Enterprises

More than twenty five lakh rupees but does not exceed five crore
rupees

Medium Enterprises

More than five crore rupees but does not exceed ten crore
rupees

Service Sector
Enterprises
Micro Enterprises
Small Enterprises

Investment in equipment
Does not exceed ten lakh rupees
More than ten lakh rupees but does not exceed two crore rupees

More than two crore rupees but does not exceed five crore
rupees
Eligibility of enterprises for PS classification:
Manufacturing Enterprises: Bank loan to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises irrespective of amount of loan.
Service Enterprises: Bank loans up to Rs 5 crore per unit to Micro and Small Enterprises and Rs 10 crore to Medium
Enterprises engaged in providing or rendering of services.
Khadi and Village Industries Sector (KVI): All loans to units in the KVI sector will be eligible for classification as Micro
enterprise under the sub-target of 7 percent /7.5 percent prescribed for Micro Enterprises under priority sector.
Other Finance to MSMEs
1. Loans to entities involved in assisting the decentralized sector in the supply of inputs to and marketing of outputs of
artisans, village and cottage industries.
2. Loans to co-operatives of producers in the decentralized sector viz. artisans, village and cottage industries.
3. Loans sanctioned by banks to MFIs for on-lending to MSME sector
4. Credit outstanding under General Credit Cards (including Artisan Credit Card, Laghu Udyami Card, Swarojgar
Credit Card, and Weaver’s Card etc. catering to the non-farm entrepreneurial credit needs of individuals).
5. Outstanding deposits with SIDBI on account of priority sector shortfall.
Sub categorization of Micro enterprises: The earlier sub-categorization within the definition of micro enterprises (i.e.
investment up to Rs 10 lac in plant and machinery and up to Rs 4 lakh in equipment) has been dispensed with.
Continuation of MSME status: The MSME units will continue to enjoy the priority sector lending status up to three years
after they grow out of the MSME category concerned.
3. Export Credit
Domestic banks: Incremental export credit over corresponding date of the preceding year, up to 2% of ANBC or
CEOBE, whichever is higher, effective from April 1, 2015 subject to a sanctioned limit of ₹ 25 crore per borrower to units
having turnover of up to ₹ 100 crore. For foreign banks with 20 or more branches in India, this will be effective from April
1, 2017.
Foreign banks with less than 20 branches: Export credit will be allowed up to 32 percent of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever
is higher.
4.
Education
Loans to individuals for educational purposes including vocational courses upto Rs 10 lakh irrespective of the
sanctioned amount will be considered as eligible for priority sector. Now even for education abroad loans up to Rs 10
lakh will be eligible for coverage under priority sector.
5.
Housing
1. Loan for purchase/construction of a dwelling unit per family: up to Rs 28 lakh in metropolitan centres (with population
of ten lakh and above) and loans up to Rs 20 lakh in other centres provided the overall cost of the dwelling unit in the
metropolitan centre and at other centres should not exceed Rs 35 lakh and Rs 25 lakh respectively. The housing loans
to banks’ own employees will be excluded. Housing loans backed by long term bonds which are exempt from ANBC
should either be included as loans to individuals up to Rs 28 lakh in metropolitan centres and Rs 20 lakh in other centres
under priority sector or take benefit of exemption from ANBC, but not both.
Medium Enterprises
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2.

Loans for repairs to damaged dwelling units: up to Rs 5 lakh in metropolitan centres and up to Rs 2 lakh in other
centres.
3. Bank loans to any governmental agency for construction of dwelling units or for slum clearance and rehabilitation of
slum dwellers subject to a ceiling of Rs 10 lakh per dwelling unit.
4. Housing projects for EWS or LIG: Loans for housing projects exclusively for the purpose of construction of houses
for economically weaker sections and low income groups, the total cost of which does not exceed Rs 10 lakh per
dwelling unit. For the purpose of identifying the economically weaker sections and low income groups, the family income
limit of Rs 2 lakh per annum, irrespective of the location, is prescribed.
Bank loans to Housing Finance Companies (HFCs), approved by NHB for their refinance, for on-lending for the
purpose of purchase/construction/reconstruction of individual dwelling units or for slum clearance and rehabilitation of
slum dwellers, subject to an aggregate loan limit of Rs 10 lakh per borrower. The eligibility under priority sector loans to
HFCs is restricted to 5% of the individual bank’s total priority sector lending. The maturity of bank loans should be coterminus with average maturity of loans extended by HFCs.
5. Outstanding deposits with NHB on account of priority sector shortfall.
6.
Social infrastructure
Bank loans up to a limit of Rs 5 crore per borrower for building social infrastructure for activities namely schools, health
care facilities, drinking water facilities and sanitation facilities in Tier II to Tier VI centres.
7.
Renewable Energy
Bank loans up to a limit of Rs 15 crore to borrowers for purposes like solar based power generators, biomass based
power generators, wind mills, micro-hydel plants and for non-conventional energy based public utilities viz. street lighting
systems, and remote village electrification. For individual households, the loan limit will be Rs 10 lakh per borrower.
8.
Others
1. Loans not exceeding Rs 50,000/- per borrower provided directly by banks to individuals and their SHG/JLG,
provided the individual borrower’s household annual income in rural areas does not exceed Rs 100,000/- and for nonrural areas it does not exceed Rs 1,60,000/-.
2. Loans to distressed persons [other than farmers) not exceeding Rs 100,000/- per borrower to prepay their debt to
non-institutional lenders.
3. Overdrafts extended by banks upto Rs 5,000/- under Pradhan Mantri Jan-DhanYojana (PMJDY) accounts provided
the borrowers household annual income does not exceed Rs 100,000/- for rural areas and Rs 1,60,000/- for non-rural
areas.
4. Loans sanctioned to State Sponsored Organisations for Scheduled Castes/ Scheduled Tribes for the specific
purpose of purchase and supply of inputs and/or the marketing of the outputs of the beneficiaries of these organisations.
IV. Weaker Sections
1. Small and Marginal Farmers
2. Artisans, village and cottage industries where individual credit limits do not exceed Rs 1 lakh
3. Beneficiaries under Government Sponsored Schemes such as National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM),
National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM) and Self Employment Scheme for Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers
(SRMS)
4. Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
5. Beneficiaries of Differential Rate of Interest (DRI) scheme
6. Self Help Groups
7. Distressed farmers indebted to non-institutional lenders
8. Distressed persons other than farmers, with loan amount not exceeding Rs 1 lakh per borrower to prepay their debt
to non-institutional lenders
9. Individual women beneficiaries up to Rs 1 lakh per borrower
10. Persons with disabilities
11. Overdrafts upto Rs 5,000/- under Pradhan Mantri JanDhanYojana (PMJDY) accounts, provided the borrowers’
household annual income does not exceed Rs 100,000/- for rural areas and Rs 1,60,000/- for non-rural areas
12. Minority communities as may be notified by Government of India from time to time
Investments eligible for classification as PS
1. Investments by banks in securitised assets: (i) Investments by banks in securitised assets, representing loans to
various categories of priority sector, except 'others' category, provided (a) the securitised assets are originated by banks
and financial institutions and are eligible to be classified as priority sector advances prior to securitization; (b) the all
inclusive interest charged to the ultimate borrower by the originating entity should not exceed the Base Rate of the
investing bank plus 8% p.a.
(ii) Investments by banks in securitised assets originated by NBFCs, where the underlying assets are loans against gold
jewellery, are not eligible for priority sector status.
2. Transfer of Assets through Direct Assignment /Outright purchases:
(i)
Assignments/Outright purchases of pool of assets by banks representing loans under various categories of
priority sector, except the 'others' category, provided: (a) the assets are originated by banks and financial institutions
which are eligible to be classified as priority sector advances; (b) the eligible loan assets so purchased should not be
disposed of other than by way of repayment; (c) the all inclusive interest charged to the ultimate borrower by the
originating entity should not exceed the Base Rate of the purchasing bank plus 8% p.a.
(ii)
When the banks undertake outright purchase of loan assets from banks/ financial institutions to be classified
under priority sector, they must report the nominal amount actually disbursed to end priority sector borrowers and not the
premium embedded amount paid to the sellers.
(iii)
Purchase/ assignment/investment transactions undertaken by banks with NBFCs, where the underlying assets
are loans against gold jewellery, are not eligible for priority sector status.
3. Inter Bank Participation Certificates: (IBPCs) bought by banks, on a risk sharing basis,
4. Priority Sector Lending Certificates: The outstanding priority sector lending certificates bought by the banks.
Monitoring of Priority Sector Lending targets
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To ensure continuous flow of credit to priority sector, the monitoring will be on ‘quarterly’ basis instead of annual basis.
The data on priority sector advances have to be furnished by banks at quarterly and annual intervals.
Non-achievement of Priority Sector targets
Scheduled Commercial Banks having any shortfall in lending to priority sector shall be allocated amounts for contribution
to the Rural Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF) established with NABARD and other Funds with
NABARD/NHB/SIDBI, as decided by RBI from time to time. For the year 2015-16, the shortfall in achieving priority
sector target/sub-targets will be assessed based on the position as on March 31, 2016. From financial year 2016-17
onwards, the achievement will be arrived at the end of financial year based on the average of priority sector target /subtarget achievement as at the end of each quarter. The interest rates on banks’ contribution to RIDF or any other Funds,
tenure of deposits, etc. shall be fixed by RBI. The misclassifications reported by the Reserve Bank’s Department of
Banking Supervision would be adjusted/ reduced from the achievement of that year, to which the amount of
declassification/ misclassification pertains, for allocation to various funds in subsequent years. Non-achievement of
priority sector targets and sub-targets will be taken into account while granting regulatory clearances/approvals for
various purposes
1.
2.

Common guidelines for priority sector loans

Rate of interest: As per directives issued by RBI.
Service charges: No loan related and adhoc service charges/inspection charges on priority sector loans
up to Rs 25,000.
3. Receipt, Sanction/Rejection/Disbursement Register: A register/ electronic record should be maintained by
the
bank, wherein the
date of receipt,
sanction/rejection/disbursement with reasons thereof, etc., should be recorded.
4. Issue of Acknowledgement of Loan Applications: Banks should provide acknowledgement for loan
applications received under priority sector loans. Bank Boards should prescribe a time limit within which the
bank communicates its decision in writing to the applicants.
Bank loans to MFIs for on-lending
(a) Bank credit to MFIs extended for on-lending to individuals and also to members of SHGs / JLGs will be
eligible for categorisation as priority sector advance under respective categories viz., Agriculture, Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises, and 'Others', as indirect finance, provided not less than 85% of total assets of
MFI (other than cash, balances with banks and financial institutions, government securities and money
market instruments) are in the nature of “qualifying assets”. Aggregate amount of loan, extended for income
generating activity, should be not less than 50% of the total loans given by MFIs.
(b) A “qualifying asset” shall mean a loan disbursed by MFI, which satisfies the following criteria:
(i) The loan is to be extended to a borrower whose household annual income in rural areas does not exceed
Rs 1,00,000/- while for non-rural areas it should not exceed Rs 1,60,000/-.
(ii) Loan does not exceed Rs 60,000/- in the first cycle and Rs 100,000/- in the subsequent cycles.
(iii) Total indebtedness of the borrower does not exceed Rs 1,00,000/-.
(iv) Tenure of loan is not less than 24 months when loan amount exceeds Rs 15,000/- with right to borrower
of prepayment without penalty.
(v) The loan is without collateral.
(vi) Loan is repayable by weekly, fortnightly or monthly installments at the choice of the borrower.
(c) Caps on margin and interest rate
(i) Margin cap: The margin cap should not exceed 10% for MFIs having loan portfolio exceeding Rs 100
crore and 12% for others. The interest cost is to be calculated on average fortnightly balances of outstanding
borrowings and interest income is to be calculated on average fortnightly balances of outstanding loan
portfolio of qualifying assets.
(ii) Interest cap on individual loans: Interest rate on individual loans will be the average Base Rate of five
largest commercial banks by assets multiplied by 2.75% or cost of funds plus margin cap, whichever is less.
The average of the Base Rate shall be advised by Reserve Bank of India.
(iii) Components are to be included in pricing of loans viz., (a) a processing fee not exceeding 1% of the
gross loan amount, (b) interest charge and (c) the insurance premium.
The processing fee is not to be included in the margin cap or the interest cap. Only the actual cost of
insurance i.e. actual cost of group insurance for life, health and livestock for borrower and spouse can be
recovered; administrative charges may be recovered as per IRDA guidelines. There should not be any
penalty for delayed payment. No Security Deposit/ Margin are to be taken.
Terms and Conditions for Priority Sector Advances
1.
Loans up to Rs 25,000 in PS there is no margin, no collateral security, no penal interest on
advance, no processing fees and no inspection charge.
2.
Loan more than Rs 25,000, the margin will be from 15% to 25%. For Loans beyond Rs 25,000, bank
can ask for TPG/collateral security or both.
3.
Loan application disposal norms : As decided by Bank's Board of Directors
4.
COLLATERAL SECURITY :
For agriculture: NIL In case of:
Up to R.5.100000.
Up to Rs.3 lac in case of recovery tie-up
Other priority sector

Up to Rs.25000 nil
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Micro & Small Enterprises:
-normal accounts -good track record a/c -accounts
guaranteed under CGF guarantee

Not to be insisted upon: Up to Rs.10 lac
Up to Rs.25 lac
up to Rs.100 lac Up to Rs.5 lac — nil

Agro clinics & business centres
SGSY:
-Individual up to Rs.100000
-Group up to Rs. 10 lac

Not to be obtained up to this amount

SISRY

Not to be obtained

Education loan up to Rs.7.50 lac

Not to be obtained up to this amount.

5.

PROCESSING/INSPECTION FEE, SERVICE CHARGE, PENAL INIT IN PRIORITY SECTOR ADVANCES

1.For loans up to Rs.25000
2.For loans above Rs.25000

No charges
Bank discretion

AGRICULTURAL ADVANCES
1.
No Margin and No Collateral security for agricultural advances up to Rs 100,000
2.
No no dues certificate for loans up to Rs 50,000.
3.
Committee on flow of credit to agriculture was headed by: Prof Vyas
4.
Crops divided into short duration and long duration. Short duration crop where crop season upto: 12
months. Long Duration crop where crop season more than 12 months. 5_ The decision regarding duration
of crop by SLBC_
6.
Service Area approach discontinued except for Government sponsored schemes.
7.
Rashtriya Krishi Birna Yojna (RKBY) is operated by : Agri Insurance company Limited.
8.
Risks covered by RKBY: damage to crops by natural calamities like flood, draught, pest attack etc
9.
Risks not covered under RKBY : War and Nuclear risk
10.
Members of Joint Liability Group can be: 4 to 10
11.
Maximum advance to Joint Liability Group: Rs 50,000 per member and Rs 5 lac for the group.
12.
The scale of finance per acre for crop loans is to be decided by District Technical Committee.
13.
If crop is damaged, crop loan has to be converted to medium term loan repayable in 3 to 5 years.
14.
Annewari refers to damage to crop due to natural calamities like draught, flood, hailstorm etc.
There are mainly two types of crops Le. Rabi and Khalif. Rabi is generally sown in Oct/Nov and harvested in April and
Kharif is generally sown in July and harvested in Sept/Oct. Main Rabi crops are wheat and gram and main Kharif crops
are paddy, jwar, bajra.
Various types of cultures and revolutions :
1. Sericulture: Silk production.
2. Apiculture: Honey Bee keeping
3. Aquaculture: Shrimp farming, fishes 4. Pisciculture: Breeding of fishes in pond
5. Floriculture: Flower production
6. Apriculture: Mushroom production
7. Silviculture: Forestry
8. Horticulture: Fruits production
9. White revolution: milk production
10_ Green revolution: increase in foodgrain production
11. Blue revolution: fish production
12_ Yellow revolution: increase in oilseeds and pulses
13. Olericulture : Vegetable Cultivation
14. Tissue culture: Improvement of plant varieties
15. Vermiculture - Rearing of earth worm 16. Mulberry Associated with - Sericulture
17. Rainbow revolution- connected with flowers
Interest Subvention for Agricultural Loans
1. Available for short term production loans in agriculture up to : Rs 3 lakh
2. Available only to public sector banks
3. Subvention provided by Central Govt
4. Rate of subvention: 2% p.a.
5. Interest charged by banks: 7% per annum.
6. Submission of claims: Half-yearly as at September 30, and March 31,
7. Additional subvention for prompt repayment: 3% if repayment within one year.
8. Effective rate to farmer: 4%
Kisan Credit Card
1.
Scheme prepared by Nabard and changes also by Nabard.
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Revised on recommendations of Committee headed by Shri T.M.Bhasin.
Kisan Credit Card Scheme can be used for (a) meeting the short term credit requirements for
cultivation of crops (b) Post harvest expenses (c) Produce Marketing loan (d) Consumption requirements
of farmer household (e) Working capital for maintenance of farm assets and activities allied to agriculture,
like dairy animals, inland fishery etc. (f) Investment credit requirement for agriculture and allied activities
like pump sets, sprayers, dairy animals etc
4.
Fixation of limits: The short credit limit for farmers other than marginal farmers for first year will be
calculated as under - Scale of finance for the crop (as decided by District Level Technical Committee) x
Extent of area cultivated + 10% of limit towards post-harvest / household / consumption requirements +
20% of limit towards repairs and maintenance expenses of farm assets + crop insurance, PAIS & asset
insurance_ For subsequent years, limit will be increased each year by 10% towards cost escalation
increase in scale of finance for every successive year and estimated Term loan component for the tenure
of Kisan Credit Card, i.e., five years
5.
Validity Period of KCC: Banks may determine the validity period of KCC and its periodic review.
6.
If there is a credit balance in the account it will earn interest at Saving Fund rate as per rules
applicable in SF account.
7.
Personal Accident Insurance for KCC holders: KCC holders are covered against death or
permanent disability due to accident for Rs 50,000. For partial disability due to accident the cover is
available for Rs 25,000. The cover is available only to KCC holders up to 70 years of age at the time of
entry to the Scheme. The insurance premium is competitive but not more than Rs 15 per annum to be
shared by the bank and the borrower in the ratio of 2:1.
2.
3.

Farmers' Club Programme (FCP)
1. Features of the Club:

Size of the Club:No restriction on the upper limit but the minimum size should be 10 members
Membership: Both farmers as well as non farmers can become the members of the club.

Office bearers: Each Club will have two office bearers, viz, Chief Co-ordinator and Associate
Coordinator.

Operational area: Preferably one village or a group of 2-3 villages on contiguous basis.

Registration: Not required.

Bank Linkage: All the Clubs should have savings bank accounts with the bank in the joint name
of the office bearers.
2.
NABARD assistance: Rs.10000/- per club per annum for a period of three years as per following
details: Formation and maintenance expenses:Rs.2000; Awareness / orientation meet at base
level:Rs.5000; Meet with experts programme (2 programmes in a year) : Rs.3000
3.
Assistance exceeding Rs.10,000/- may be met by the bank with maximum of Rs 50001- per annum
during the first three years and
Rs.10000/- per year during 4th & 5th year of formation of the club.
AGRI CLINIC & AGRI BUSINESS CENTRE
1. Eligibility: (i) The applicant should be Agricultural Graduates/Graduates in subjects allied to agriculture.
(ii)Diploma in agriculture and allied subjects from State Agricultural Universities. (iii)Science graduates with post
graduation in agriculture and allied subjects (iv) Individuals or in group of not exceeding 5 persons; of which
one could be a Management Graduate with qualification or experience in business development and
management.
2. Maximum Project cost: (a) Project by individual: Rs 20 lakh; (b) Project by a Group: Rs 100 lakh.
Margin: (a) Upto Rs 5 Lakh: Nil; (b) Above Rs 5 lakh: 25%.
4.
Security: (i)Upto Rs. 5 Lakh: No collateral security (ii) Above Rs.5 Lakh: Hypothecation of assets
created out of bank loan and Collateral security or Third Party Guarantee.
5.
NABARD Refinance: 100 per cent of bank loan.
6.
Automatic Refinance Scheme of NABARD: Maximum loan - Rs.30 lakh, and the ceiling for refinance would be
Rs.20 lakh. Projects with outlay over Rs 30 lakh require NABARD approval.
7.
Depending on the type of venture, the loan can be repaid within 5-10 years (with moratorium upto 2
years), in easy installment.
8.
Credit linked capital subsidy by Govt of India: (a) 36% of the capital cost of the project. It would be 44% for SC,
ST, Women and other disadvantaged sections and those from North-Eastern and Hilly States. Lock in period for
subsidy is 3 years
Self Help Groups
1.
Objectives: Self Help Group is a homogeneous group of persons below poverty line who have joined for savings,
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mutual help, developing management skills and not for speculative profit and raising finance is not main objective.
2.
SHGs may be an informal group or registered under Societies Act, State Co-operative Act or a
partnership firm.
3.
Number of members: 10 to 20; Difficult areas like deserts, hills: 5 to 20
4.
Maximum percentage of above poverty line: 30% but they are not eligible for subsidy
Joint Liability Group
1. Number of members: 4 to 10
2. Max finance per member - Rs 50,000; Max finance per Group - Rs 5,00,000
3. Main objective: raising credit from bank
MINORITY COMMUNITIES
1.
Sikhs, Muslims, Christians, Zoroastrians , Buddhists and Jains ( Jan. 2014 ) are part of Minority
community.
2.
Margin money scheme of National Minorities Development and Finance Corporation: Loan by bank:
60% of the project cost. Balance 40% shared by Minorities Corporation, state channeling agency and the
beneficiary in the ratio of 25%, 10% and 5% respectively.
3.
As per Govt and RBI guidelines, credit flow to minorities to be monitored in 121 districts having
minimum 25% minority population
Laghu Udyami Credit Card (LUCC)
1. Eligibility: Existing customers with a satisfactory track record (standard account for 3 years)
2. Maximum amount:' Working capital limits up to Rs 10 lac.
3. For whom: For small business, retail trade, Small manufacturing enterprise, professional/ self employed
4. Amount of Limit Artisans, businessmen, traders and small entrepreneurs: 20% of the annual turnover
declared for tax purposes; professional and self employed: 50% of the gross annual fees received.
5. Validity of the Card: 3 years subject to annual review.
Targets for finance to Micro Enterprise & T K A Nair Committee Recommendations
1.
Minimum 60% of advance to micro and small enterprises should be made to micro enterprises.
2.
Minimum 40% of advance to micro and small enterprises should be made to units with investment in
Plant and Machinery up to Rs 10 lac and in equipments up to Rs 4 lac.
3.
Minimum 20% of advance to micro and small enterprises should be made to units with investment in
plant and machinery more than Rs 10 lac up to Rs 25 lac and in equipments more than Rs 4 lac up to Rs
10 lac.
4.
Task Force on Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) was headed by: Shri T K A Nair.
5.
Yearly Growth in credit to MSE should be: 20%
6.
Annual growth in number of micro enterprise accounts: 10%
7.
The allocation of 60% of the MSE advances to the micro enterprises is to be achieved in stages viz.
50% in the year 2010-11, 55% in the year 2011-12 and 60% in the year 2012-13.
8.
Cluster approach should be adopted for financing MSE
CREDIT GUARANTEE FUND TRUST FOR MICRO & SMALL ENTERPRISES (CGTMSE)
The Fund has been established by Central government and SIDBI on the recommendations of S L Kapoor
Committee. The scheme run by the trust is known as 'Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme for Micro and Small
Enterprises.Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro & Small Enterprises was set up by Govt. of India and
SIDBI in August 2000 to make collateral free credit facilities, available to MSEs.
Eligible institutions: All scheduled commercial banks and specified RRBs, NS1C, NEDFI, SIDBI (called
Member Lending Institutions (MLIs). Eligible borrowers: New & existing MSE units as per MSME Dev Act
2006 (except Retail Trade) OR in IT and software industry services or credit facilities to select activities
under Agri-Clinics and Agri-Business Centres Rehabilitation cases : For the unit covered under CGTSI and
becoming sick due to factors beyond the control of management, assistance for rehabilitation extended by
the lender could also be covered within the overall cap of Rs.100 lac.
Extent of guarantee cover: wef Dec 08 2008):
Women enterprises & North Eastern States
Loan up to Rs.5 lac : 85%*
4.25
Loan up to Rs.50 lac: 80%*
40.00
Loan above Rs.50 lac to Rs.100 lac: 50%*
25.00
Total amount restricted to
50.00
Micro Enterprises
Loan up to Rs.5 lac : 85%*
Loan up to Rs.50 lac: 75%*
Loan above Rs.50 lac to Rs.100 lac : 50%*
Total amount restricted to

4.25
37.50
25.00
50.00
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Other loans
Loan up to Rs.50 lac : 75%*
Loan above Rs.50 lac to Rs.100 lac: 50%*
Total amount restricted to

37.50
25.00
50.00

*as %age of principal outstanding on date of NPA or on date of filing the claim, whichever is lower.
Exclusion from risk cover :Other charges such as penal interest, commitment charge, service charge, or any
other levies/ expenses shall not quay for the guarantee cover.
Conditions for Guarantee Cover
Credit facilities extended by more than one bank and/or financial institution jointly and/or separately to eligible
borrower upto a maximum of Rs.100 lakh per borrower subject to ceiling amount of individual ML1.
Amount of loans : Rs. 100 lac including fund and non-fund based limits (for RRBs and select financial
institutions, the amount is Rs.50 lac). Collateral security: The credit facility has to be given without collateral
and/or third party guarantee. Loans against guarantee of Govt. or DICOC, not eligible.
Time limit for obtaining guarantee cover: Within the quarter, next to the quarter, during which the credit
facilities are sanctioned.
Composite
Fee as % of
sanctioned
w.e.f. 1.1.13



Women,
NE
States, MSEs

Others

For loan up to Rs.5 lac

0.75% p.a.

1% p.a.

Above Rs.5 lac up to Rs.100 lac

0.85% p.a.

1% p.a.

loan

If fee is not paid on time, CGTMSE may allow payment interest at bank rate + 4%
Invocation of guarantee
If (a) account has been classified as NPA as per RBI guidelines (b) suit has been filed and (c) guarantee (a)
within 2 years from date of NPA NPA is after lock in period or (b) within 2 yeilr from date of completion of 18
month lock period. (lock-in period of 18 months from tIL: date of last disbursement of the loan or the date of
payment of the guarantee fee whichever is later) Payment of the claim amount : The trust shall pay 75 % of
the guaranteed amount on preferrin, of eligible claim by the lending institution, within 30 days. For delay
beyond 30 days, trust shall interest on the eligible claim amount at the prevailing bank rate. The balance 25
% will be paid on conclusion of recovery proceedings 'b:,; the lending institution or within 3 years from date of
decree, whichever is earlier.
Sharing of recovery: Recovery shall be first appropriated towards cost of recovery, balance amount for
recovery of fee and other charges of CGTMSE and balance amount on prorate basi1/4 i.e. 85:15, 80:20, or
75:25.
Delay in sharing recovery : Every amount recovered and due to be paid to the trust shall be paid without
delay, and if any amount due to the trust remains unpaid beyond a period of 30 days from the date on which
it was first recovered, interest shall be payable to the trust by the lending institution at the rate which is 4%
above bank rate for the period for which payment remains outstanding after the expiry of the said period of
30 days.
Misc. aspects
Promoters' Personal guarantee can be obtained. Commencement of guarantee cover : The guarantee
cover will commence from the date of payment of guarantee fee by the lender. Date of payment will be the
date on which the fee is credited to the Trust's A/c.
DRI for MSEs with guarantee cover of CGTMSE As per RBI guidelines dated Apr 15, 2014, banks can
provide differential interest rate for MSE borrowers, having guarantee cover from CGTMSE. But such rate of
interest should not be below the Base Rate.
National Equity Fund of SIDBI
6. It is a soft loan window of SIDBI to provide margin money assistance to Small Manufacturing enterprises.
7. Maximum project cost: Rs 50 lakh.
8. Margin money assistance: 25% of the project cost with a maximum of Rs 10 lakh.
9. Promoter's contribution: minimum 10% of the project cost and Debt equity ratio should be 2:1.
10. Repayment period: 7 years including moratorium of 3 years.
11.

Differential Rate of Interest Scheme (DRI)
1.
Family in-come of borrower should not exceed Rs. 24,000/- p.a. in Metro/urban/semi-urban areas and Rs.
18,000/- p.a. in rural areas.
2.
For Rousing, loan can be granted up to Rs 20,000 to SC/ST
3.
Other than housing loan to SC/ST, maximum loan amount is Rs. 15,000/- Besides production credit, loan
can be sanctioned to physically handicapped for purchase of artificial limbs, hearing aids, wheel-chair etc to the
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extent of Rs 5000.
4.
Rate of interest is only 4% p.a. simple
5.
Maximum repayment period is 5 years including initial moratorium of 2 years
Education Loan Scheme
1. Maximum loan: Rs.10 lakh for studies in India and Rs 20 lakh for studies abroad
2. Margin:
Upto Rs.4 lakh: No margin; More than 4 lakh: Studies in India: 5%; Studies abroad: 15%
3. Security: Upto Rs.4 lakh: Co obligation of parent; No security or Third party Guarantee. Loan more than Rs 4
latch but up to Rs 7.5 lakh: Co obligation of parent and third party guarantee. Loan above Rs.7.5 lakh: Co
obligation of parent and collateral security of suitable value and/or third party along with the assignment of future
income of the student for payment of instalments.
4. Rate of Interest: Linked to base rate. Simple interest during moratorium period.
5. Repayments: Moratorium: Course period + 1 year ( 2 year as economic slowdown) from completion of studies
or 6 months after getting job, whichever is earlier. The loan to be repaid in 10 to 15 years after commencement of
repayment. The accrued interest during the repayment holiday period should be added to the principal and
repayment in EMI fixed.
6. Interest subvention provided by Govt for entire interest charged during moratorium period if annual
income of parents up to Rs 450,000.
IBA MODEL LOAN SCHEME FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
12. Quantum of Finance: Need based with a maximum of: (a) For courses of duration upto 3 months: Rs
20,000; (b) For courses of duration 3 to 6 months: Rs 50,000 (c) For courses of duration 6 months to 1 year.
Rs 75,000; (d) For courses of duration above 1 year: Rs 1,50,000.
13. Margin: Nil
14. Repayment Period: Moratorium period plus (a) Courses upto 1 year: 2 to 5 years (b) above 1 year 3 to 7
years.
15. Moratorium Period: For courses of duration upto 1 year: 6 months from the completion of the course. For
courses of duration above 1 year: 12 months from the completion of the course
General Credit Card (GCC) Scheme (Dec 2013): General Credit Scheme was introduced in December 2005.
RBI revised the same in Dec 2013. Salient features of the scheme are given below:
1. Objectives: To increase flow of credit to individuals for entrepreneurial activity in the non-farm sector.
2. Eligibility: All non-farm entrepreneurial credit extended to individuals, eligible for classification as PS.
3. Nature of financial accommodation: Any credit facility extended under the Scheme would include both working
capital and term loan requirements of entrepreneurs. The GCC, preferably, may be issued as a Smart card / Debit
card (Biometric smart card compatible for use in the ATMs / Hand held Swipe Machines and capable of storing
adequate information on entrepreneur's identity, assets and credit profile etc.).
4. Quantum of credit limit: No ceiling on the loan amount. The limits should be fixed on the basis of risk assessment
on a case to case basis.
5. Security: As per RBI guidelines on collateral free lending for micro and small units.
6. Reporting: Any other Credit Card (e.g. Artisan Credit Card, Laghu Udyami Card, Swarojgar Credit Card, and
Weaver's Card etc.) in existence and catering to the non-farm entrepreneurial credit needs of individuals should be
included for reporting of credit extended through the GCC under the Financial Inclusion Plans (FIPs).
7. Card for Consumption Credit: The issuance of GCC does not preclude the banks from issuing any other credit
card to their customers for their consumption needs. As the GCC is intended to cover all entrepreneurial credit,
consumption credit extended to individuals should not be reported under GCC.
8. Priority sector lending status: 100% of credit outstanding under GCC will be eligible for being treated as Micro
and Small enterprise.
NATIONAL RURAL LIVELIHOOD MISSION (NRLM) – AAJEEVIKA :
1. The Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India has launched National Rural Livelihood Mission
(NRLM) by replacing the existing SGSY scheme, effective from April 1, 2013.
2. Objectives: Promoting poverty reduction through building strong institutions of the poor, particularly
women, and enabling these institutions to access a range of financial services and livelihoods services; to
mobilize the poor into functionally effective community owned institutions, promote their financial inclusion
and strengthen their livelihoods.
3. Under NRLM generally, there would be women self help groups. In case of groups of persons with
disabilities, and other special categories like elders, transgenders, NRLM will have both men and women in
the self-help groups.
4. Women SHGs under NRLM consist of 10-15 persons. In case of groups in the difficult areas, groups with
disabled persons, and groups formed in remote tribal areas, this number may be a minimum of 5 persons.
5. - SHG is an informal group and registration under any Societies Act, State cooperative Act is not
mandatory. Federations of SHGs formed at village level, cluster level, are to be registered under appropriate
acts.
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6. The mission will provide a hand-holding support to the institutions of poor for a period of 5 — 7 years till

they come out of abject poverty.
7. Revolving Fund (RF): NRLM would provide a Revolving Fund (RF) support to SHGs in existence for a
minimum period of 3/6 months and follow the norms of good SHGs, i.e they follow 'Panchasutra' — regular
meetings, regular savings, regular internal lending, regular recoveries and maintenance of proper books of
accounts. Only such SHGs that have not received any RF earlier will be provided with RE, as corpus, with a
minimum of Rs. 10,000 and up to a maximum of Rs. 15,000 per SHG.
8. Capital Subsidy: No Capital Subsidy be sanctioned to any SHG from the date of implementation of
NRLM.
9. Interest subvention: NRLM will provide interest subvention, to cover the difference between the Lending
Rate of the banks and 7%, on all credit from the banks/ financial institutions availed by women SHGs, for a
maximum of Rs 3,00,000 per SHG. This will be available across the country
in two ways: (a)150 identified districts, banks will lend to all the women SHGs @7% upto an aggregated loan
amount of Rs 3,00,000/- . The SHGs will also get additional interest subvention of 3% on prompt payment,
reducing the effective rate of interest to 4%; (b) In the remaining districts also, NRLM compliant women
SHGs will be registered with SRLMs. These SHGs are eligible for interest subvention to the extent of
difference between the lending rates and 7% for the loan upto Rs. 3 lakhs, subjected to the norms prescribed
by the respective SRLMs.
10. Opening of Savings accounts: Banks will open accounts for all the Women SHGs, SHGs with members
of Disability and the Federations of the SHGs after observing KYC norms.
11. Eligibility criteria for the SHGs to avail loans: SHG should be in active existence at least since the last 6
months as per the books of account of SHGs and not from the date of opening of S/B account. SHG should
be practicing 'Panchasutrae. The existing defunct SHGs are also eligible for credit if they are revived and
continue to be active for a minimum period of 3 months.
12. Loan amount: Loan will be provided in multiple doses as given below: (a) First dose: 4-6 times to the
proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 50, 000 whichever is higher; (b) Second dose: 5-10 times of existing
corpus and proposed saving during the next twelve months or Rs. 1 Iakhs, whichever is higher; (c) Third
dose: Minimum of Rs. 2 Iakhs, (d) Fourth dose onwards: Loan amount can be between Rs. 5-10 lakhs for
fourth dose and/or higher in subsequent doses. The loan amount will be based on the Micro Credit Plans of
the SHGs and their members. The loans may be used for meeting social needs, high cost debt swapping
and taking up sustainable livelihoods by the individual members within the SHGs or to finance any viable
common activity started by the SHGs. Corpus is inclusive of revolving funds, if any, received by that SHG,
its own savings and funds from other sources in case of promotion by other institutes/NGOs.
13. Type of facility and repayment: SHGs can avail either Term loan or a CCL loan or both based on the
need. Repayment schedule could be as follows: (a) The first dose of loan will be repaid in 6-12 instalments;
(b) Second dose of loan will be repaid in 12-24 months; (c) Third dose will be sanctioned based on the micro
credit plans, the repayment has to be either monthly/quarterly /half yearly based on the cash flow and it has
to be between 2 to 5 Years: (d) Fourth dose onwards: repayment has to be either monthly/quarterly /half
yearly based on the cash flow and it has to be between 3 to 6 Years
14. Security and Margin: No collateral and no margin upto Rs. 10.00 lakhs limit to the SHGs. No lien should
be marked against savings bank account of SHGs. and no deposits should be insisted while sanctioning
loans.
NATIONAL URBAN LIVELIHOODS MISSION (NULM)
1. Implemented by: Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (MoHUPA). Started by restructuring
SJSRY. The NULM is under implementation w.e.f. September 24, 2013 in all districts headquarters
(irrespective of population) and all the cities with population of 1 lakh or more.
2. Objective: To reduce poverty of the urban poor households by enabling them to access gainful self
employment and skilled wage employment opportunities, resulting in an appreciable improvement in their
livelihoods on a sustainable basis.
3. Type of Subsidy: Capital Subsidy available under SJSRY has been replaced by interest subsidy for
loans to Individual enterprise (SEP- I), Group enterprise (SEP- G) and Self Help Groups (SHGs).
4. Type of enterprises: small enterprises relating to manufacturing, servicing and petty business for which there
is considerable local demand. Local skills and local crafts should be particularly encouraged.
5. Reservation: (i) Women beneficiaries under SEP: 30 percent; (ii) SCs and STs: at least to the extent of the
proportion of their strength in the city/town population of poor; (iii) differently-abled: .3 percent; (iv) Minority
Community: 15 percent of the physical and financial targets.
6. Selection of Beneficiary: will be done by any of the following (i) Community Organisers (COs) and
professionals from Urban Local Body (ULB); (ii) Self Help Groups (SHGs) and Area Level Federations
(ALFs) may also refer prospective entrepreneurs to ULB; (iii) The beneficiaries may directly approach ULB
or its representatives for assistance; (iv) Banks may also identify prospective beneficiaries at their end and
send such cases directly to ULB.
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7. Educational pualifications and Training Requirement: No minimum educational qualification is required.

Entrepreneurship Development Programme (EDP): In addition to skill training of the beneficiaries, the ULB will
also arrange to conduct Entrepreneurship Development Programme for 3-7 days for individual and group
entrepreneurs.
8. Financial Assistance & subsidy: The beneficiaries will be provided finance at 7% p.a. for loans up to Rs 3 lac.
The difference between 7% p.a. and the prevailing rate of interest will be provided to banks under NULM which will
be interest subsidy. Interest subsidy will be given only in case of timely repayment of loan. Suitable certification from
banks will be obtained in this regard.
9. Procedure for interest subsidy: All scheduled commercial banks(SCBs), Regional Rural Banks(RRBs) and
cooperative banks, which are on the Core Banking Solution (CBS) platform would be eligible for getting interest
subvention under the scheme. After disbursement of loan to the beneficiaries, the concerned branch of the bank
will send details of disbursed loan cases to ULB along with details of interest subsidy amount. The settlement of
claims made by banks would be done on quarterly basis by the ULBs. However, the submission of claims should
be monthly. The pending claims should not be more than a quarter. In case the claims of the banks are not settled
for a period of 6 months, SLBC is empowered to stop the scheme temporarily in selected cities subject to clearance
of claims by such ULBs. In such eventualities, the claims settlement should prospectively be given to the Lead
District Bank.
10. Individual Enterprises (SEP-l)-Loan & Subsidy: The prospective beneficiary should have attained the age
of 18 Years at the time of applying for loan. The Maximum unit Project Cost for individual micro-enterprises
cases is Rs 200,000
Group Enterprises {SEP-G) -Loan & Subsidy: (i) Eligibility: The group enterprise should have minimum 5 members
with a minimum of 70% members from urban poor families. The application/ intent to set up a group enterprise by
beneficiaries/ group members should preferably be referred by the community structures viz: SHG/ ALF formed
under SJSRY/NULM; (ii) Age: All members of the group enterprise shou Id have attained an age of 18 years at the
time of applying for bank loan; (iii). Project Cost (PC): The Maximum unit Project Cost for a group enterprise is Rs
10,00,000 (Rs Ten Lakhs); (iv) Loan: Project Cost less the beneficiary contribution as specified by bank.
12. Collateral Guarantee on Bank Loan: No collateral guarantee required. Only the assets created
would be hypothecated/ mortgaged/pledged to banks for advancing loans.
13. Repayment: Repayment schedule ranges from 5 to7 Years after initial moratorium of 6- 18 months
as decided by banks.
14. SHG-Bank Linkage: SHG Bank Linkage includes Opening of Savings Bank Account of Self Help
Groups (whether registered or unregistered), which are engaged in promoting habit of savings among
their members. Thereafter the SHGs may be sanctioned Savings Linked Loans (varying from a saving
to loan ratio of 1:1 to 1:4) after due assessment or grading by banks. However, in case of matured
SHGs, loans may be given beyond the limit of four times the savings as per the discretion of the bank.
15. Interest Subsidy on SHG Loans: The interest subsidy will be the difference between the prevailing
rate of interest charged by the bank and 7% p.a. on all loans to SHGs of urban poor. An additional 3%
interest subvention will be provided to all Women SHGs (WSHGs) who repay their loan in time. The
Interest subsidy will be subject to timely repayment of the loan (as per the loan repayment schedule)
and suitable certification obtained from banks by the ULB. The additional 3% interest subvention
amount will be reimbursed to the eligible WSHGs. The identification, selection, formation and monitoring
of SHGs who are to get interest subvention would be the responsibility of State/ ULBs and banks would
not be liable for wrong identification of SHGs who get interest subvention_
16. Funding Pattern: Funding under this component will be shared between the Centre and the States in
the ratio of 75:25. In case of special category States (Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya,
Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, Tripura, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand) this ratio
will be 90:10 between the Centre and States.
Self Employment Scheme for Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers (SRMS)
1. Project cost: Maximum project cost upto Rs. 5.00 lakh.
2. Margin: No margin money/ promoter's contribution is required to be provided under the scheme.
3. Interest rate: (a) For projects upto Rs. 25,000: 5% per annum; ( for women beneficiaries): 4% per annum;
(b) For projects above Rs. 25,000: 6% per annum.
4. Repayment: The period of repayment loan will be three years for projects upto Rs. 25,000 and 5 years for
projects above Rs. 25,000.
5. Subsidy: (a) For projects costing upto Rs. 25,000 : 50% of the project cost. (b) For projects costing more
than Rs. 25,000/-: 25% of the project cost, with a minimum of Rs. 12,500 and maximum of Rs. 20,000/-.
Subsidy is front ended and given in the beginning.
Prime Minister's Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)
1. Created by: merger of Rural Employment Generation Programme ( REGP) with Prime Minister Rozgar
Yoj a n a (PM RY).
2. Applicability: Throughout India.
3. Objectives: To generate employment opportunities in rural as well as urban areas of the country through
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setting up of new micro enterprises.
4. Eligibility: (a) Age: Any individual, above 18 years of age (b) Income: No income ceiling
5. Educational Qualification: No minimum or maximum qualification for projects up to Rs 10 lakh in the case of
industry and up to Rs 5 lakh for business or service sector. In case project cost is more than Rs 10 lakh in the
manufacturing sector and above Rs. 5 lakh in the business or service sector, the beneficiaries should be at least
VII! standard pass.
6. Assistance under the Scheme is available only for new _projects.
7. Only one person from one family is eligible for obtaining financial assistance for setting up of projects
under PMEGP. The 'family' includes self and spouse.
8. Project cost: (a) Maximum cost of the project under manufacturing sector is Rs. 25 lakh and under
business/service sector is Rs. 10 lakh.
9. Subsidy (Margin Money):
a.
General category borrowers: 15% of project cost in urban areas and 25% in rural areas;
b.
Special category: 25% in urban areas and 35% in rural areas. (Special category means including SC /
ST, OBC, Minorities, Women, Ex servicemen, Physically handicapped, NER, Hill and Border areas etc.
c.
Subsidy provided by KVIC
d.
Subsidy should be kept in the Term Deposit Receipt of three years at branch level
e.
No interest will be paid on the TDR and no interest will be charged on loan to the corresponding
amount of TDR.
f.
Margin money (subsidy) will be credited to the Borrowers loan account after three years from the date
of first disbursement to the borrower/institution, by the Bank.
g.
In case the Bank's advance goes 'bad' before the three year period, due to reasons, beyond the
control of the beneficiary, the Margin Money (subsidy) will be adjusted by the Bank to liquidate the loan
liability of the borrower either in part or full.
h.
Margin Money (subsidy) will be 'one time assistance', from Government. For any enhancement of credit
limit or for expansion/modernization of the project, margin money (subsidy) assistance is not available.
i.
Margin Money (subsidy) assistance is available only for new projects sanctioned specifically under
the PMEGP. 10_ Borrower's Margin: 10% in general category and 5% in special category.
11. Collateral Security: No collateral security for projects involving loan upto Rs. 10 lakh.
12. Repayment schedule may range between 3 to 7 years after an initial moratorium as may be prescribed
by the concerned bank/financial institution.
13. Implementing Agencies: PMEGP will be a central sector scheme to be administered by the Ministry of
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MoMSME). The Scheme will be implemented by Khadi and Village
Industries Commission (KVIC) which will be the single nodal agency at the national level.
14. Identification of beneficiaries: The identification of beneficiaries will be done at the district level by a Task
Force consisting of representatives from KVIC/State KVIB and State DICs and Banks
FINANCIAL INCLUSION
Financial inclusion or inclusive financing is the delivery of financial products, at affordable costs to sections
of disadvantaged and low-income segments of society.
As per United Nations, the goal of financial inclusion is, to ensure access to a full range of fmancial
services, at a reasonable cost, to ensure continuity and certainty of investment.
India : RBI set up the Rangarajan Committee in 2004 to look into financial inclusion. Financial inclusion first
featured in 2005 & Mangalam became the first village in India where all households were provided banking
facilities. RBI initiatives for financial inclusion:
1. Opening of basic saving bank deposit accounts;
2. Relaxation in KYC norms for small deposit accounts;
3. Allowing engaging business correspondents;
4. Effective use of information and communications technology (ICT), to provide doorstep banking
services
5. Implementation of electronic benefit transfer (EBT) by leveraging ICT-based banking
6. Issue of general credit cards
7. Simplified branch authorization for tier III to tier VI centres (population of less than 50,000) under
general permission
RBI Roadmap for Financial Inclusion Under RBI's earlier roadmap (Sep 2010) banks opened
banking outlets in 74,199 (99.7%) villages by March 2012.
New roadmap : To take financial inclusion to the next stage of providing universal coverage and facilitating
Electronic Benefit Transfer, banks were advised to draw up FIP for 2013-16 and disaggregate the Flips to
the controlling office and branch level. On RBI advice State Level Bankers' Committees prepared a
roadmap covering all unbanked villages of population less than 2000 and notionally allot these villages to
banks for providing banking services, in a time-bound manner (Aug 15, 2015) to provide with at least one
banking outlet.
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2.

4.

Sampoorn Vitteeya Samaveshan (SVS) in Mission
Mode (Comprehensive Financial Inclusion) SVS was launched by Govt. of India, on Aug 15, 2014. SVS
comprises 6 pillars:
1. Universal access to banking facilities — To be achieved by adopting sub-service area approach (i.e. each bank to
have min one fixed point banking outlet to cater to 1000-1500 households). Places without brick and mortar
branches to be covered by deployment of fully enabled business correspondents. Suggested remuneration
for last mile BC agent to be Rs.5000.
Financial literacy program : Preparing the people for financial planning and availing credit by revamping
the Financial Literacy & Credit Counseling (FLCC).
3. Providing basic banking account: Such accounts to be opened with zero balance and ATM / Debit /
Rupay card and linked to Aadhaar number. Overdraft of Rs.5000 to be provided on. completion of financial
literacy training. OD will be secured by guarantee of Credit Guarantee Fund. Rate of interest will be base
rate + 3%. Out of this, 1% will be fee for Guarantee cover and 1% towards, BC fee.
Micro credit availability and creation of Credit Guarantee Fund for coverage of defaults in such
accounts : CGF will have initial corpus of Rs.1000 cr to be funded by Financial Inclusion Fund with
NABARD.
S. Micro insurance: IRDA has created a special insurance policies (micro-insurance policy) for weaker
section with a life insurance cover of Rs.50000.
6. Unorganised sector pension scheme on the pattern of Swaviamban by March 2017.
Phased implementation
: In the first phase (201415) focus will be on providing universal access to
banking facilities. The 2nd phase (2015-18) will include financial literacy, micro credit availability, creation of
credit guarantee fund and micro Insurance.
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna (PMJDY) PMJDY was launched on Aug 28, 2014. The implementation
has two phases.
1. Aug 15, 2014 to Aug 14, 2015
2. Aug 15, 2015 to Aug 14, 2018
The major shift is that the households in rural as well as urban area, are being targeted instead of village
only targeted in earlier program.
Features of Phase-1 :
(i)
Universal access to banking facilities for all households across the country through a bank branch or a
fixed point business correspondent (BC) within a reasonable distance.
(ii) To cover all households with at least one Basic Saving Account.
Account will get Ru Pay Debit Card with inbuilt accident insurance cover of Rs.1 lac. A/c opened up to Jan
26, 2015 will get life insurance of Rs.30000. Other accounts will get life cover in 2nd phase. A fee of 50p for
each transaction would be charged for the debit card.
Further, an overdraft facility up to Rs.5000 will be permitted to Aadhaar enabled accounts after satisfactory
operation for 6 months.
(iii) Financial literacy program which aims to take financial literary up to village level.
The Mission also envisages expansion of direct benefit transfer (DBT) under various govt. schemes
through bank a/cof beneficiaries,
(iv) The Issuance of Kissan Credit Card as Ru Pay Kissan Card Is also proposed to be covered under the
scheme. Features of Phase 11:
(I)
Providing micro-Insurance to the people.
(II) Unorganised sector pension schemes like Swavalamban through the Business Correspondents.
The mission is expected to be Mera Khata Bhagya Vidhaata (My Account - the Creator of Good Fortune),
BUSINESS FACILITATOR/ BUSINESS CORRESPONDENT MODEL
For greater financial inclusion and Increasing the outreach of the banking sector, scheduled commercial
banks Including RRBs and Local Area Banks (LABs) can use the services of intermediaries in providing
financial and banking services through the use of Business Facilitator/ Business Correspondent Model.
Business Facilitator
Under this model, banks may use the services of intermediaries such as: a) NGOs/SHGs b) Farmers
Clubs c) Cooperatives d) Community based organizations e) IT enabled rural outlets of corporate entities
f) Post Offices g) Insurance agents h) Well functioning Panchayats i) Village Knowledge Centres j) Agri
Clinics k) Agri Business Centres I) Krishi Vigyan Kendras m) KVIC/KVIB units.
Services may include (I) identification of borrowers and fitment of activities; (ii) collection and preliminary
processing of loan applications including verification of primary information/data; (iii) creating awareness
about savings and other products and education and advice on managing money and debt counselling; (iv)
processing and submission of applications to banks; (v) promotion and nurturing Self Help Groups/Joint
Liability Groups; (vi) post-sanction monitoring; (vii) monitoring and handholding of Self Help Groups/Joint
Liability Groups/Credit Groups/others; (viii) recovery follow-up.
Business Correspondents (BCs)
The scheduled commercial banks including RRBs and Local Area Banks (LABS) may engage Business
Correspondents (BCs) with the approval of their Board of Directors and appropriate due diligence.
The due diligence should cover aspects such as (i) reputation/market standing, (ii) financial soundness, (iii)
management and corporate governance, (iv) cash handling ability and (v) ability to implement technology
solutions in rendering financial services.
Eligible individuals/entities: The banks may engage the following individuals/entities as BC:
i) Individuals like retired bank employees, retired teachers, retired government employees and exservicemen, individual owners of kirana/medical / Fair
Price shops, individual Public Call Office (PCO) operators, agents of Small Savings schemes of Government
of India/Insurance Companies, individuals who own Petrol Pumps, authorized functionaries of well run Self
Help Groups (SHGs) which are linked to banks, any other Individual including those operating Common
Service Centres (CSCs);
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ii)
iii)

NG0s/ MFIs set up under Societies/ Trust Acts and Section 25 Companies ;
Cooperative Societies registered under Mutually Aided Cooperative Societies Acts/ Cooperative Societies
Acts of States/Multi State Cooperative Societies Act;
iv) Post Offices; and
v) Companies registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956 with large and widespread retail outlets,
and non-deposit taking NBFCs (other NBFCs cannot).
Interoperability under BC Model
A BC can be a BC for more than one bank. At the point of customer interface, a retail outlet or a sub-agent
of a BC shall represent the bank which has appointed the BC. .RBI has permitted interoperability at the retail
outlets or sub-agents of BCs (i.e. at the point of customer interface), provided : the technology with the
bank, supports interoperability,
il) The transactions and authentications at such retail outlets or sub-agents of BCs are carried out on-line; iii)
The transactions are carried out on Core Banking Solution (CBS) platform; and
Responsibility for actions of BCs
The banks will be fully responsible for the actions of the BCs and their retail outlets/sub agents.
Scope of activities
The activities to be undertaken by the BCs would be within the normal course of banking business that may
include (i) identification of borrowers; (ii) collection and preliminary processing of loan applications including
verification of primary information/data; (iii) creating awareness about savings and other products and
education and advice on managing money and debt counselling; (iv) processing and submission of
applications to banks; (v) promoting, nurturing and monitoring of Self Help Groups/ Joint Liability
Groups/Credit Groups/others; (vi) post-sanction monitoring; (vii) follow-up for recovery, (viii) disbursal of
small value credit; (ix) recovery of principal/collection of interest; (x) collection of small value deposits; (xi)
sale of micro insurance/ mutual fund products/ pension products/ other third party products and (xii) receipt
and delivery of small value remittances/ other payment instruments.
KYC Norms : Ensuring compliance with KYC and AML norms continues to be the responsibility of banks.
Distance Criterion: Every retail outlet/sub-agent of BC is required to be attached to a specific bank branch.
The distance between the place of business of a retail outlet/sub-agent of BC and the base branch, can be
decided by banks themselves (earlier 5 kms in
metropolitan centres and 30 kms in other areas).
Payment of commission/fee
The banks, may pay reasonable commission/fee to the BC, which may be reviewed periodically. The banks
(and not BCs) can collect reasonable service charges from the customers.
Mode of transactions through BC
Services through Business Facilitators/ Correspondents involves significant reputational, legal and
operational risks. The banks should provide services through ICT devices (handheld device/mobile phone
integrated to the Core Banking Solution (CBS) of the bank.
The arrangements with the BC shall specify:
i) suitable limits on cash holding by intermediaries and limits on individual customer payments and receipts;
ii) cash collected from customer to be acknowledged by issuing a receipt on behalf of the bank;
iii) all off-line transactions are accounted for and reflected in bank books by the end of the day.
Cash management of BCs : RBI advised (20.4.14), banks to review the cash pre-funding operations of
BCs at least once every six months. In normal cases, instead of full pre-funding, the pre-funding should be
15% of the limits fixed for each BC in case of deposits and 30% in case of Bank Guarantees. Where it is
more, it should be brought within these levels within 2 years from the time a BC starts operations.
Internal Control & Monitoring
The banks should carry out a detailed review of the performance of various BCs at least once in a year.
Redressal of Grievances
If a complainant does not get satisfactory response from the bank within 60 days from the date of his lodging
the compliant, the customer will have the option to approach the Office of the Banking Ombudsman
concerned for redressal of his grievance/s.
ULTRA SMALL BRANCHES
It is necessary to have an intermediate brick and mortar structure (Ultra Small Branch) between the present
base branch and BC locations, to provide support to a cluster of BC units at a reasonable distance. These
Branches may be set up between the base branch and BC locations for about 8-10 BC Units at a reasonable
distance of 3-4 kilometres. These could be either newly set up or by conversion of the BC outlets. These
Branches should have minimum infrastructure such as a Core Banking Solution (CBS) terminal linked to a
pass book printer and a safe for cash retention for operating large customer transactions and would have to be
managed full time by bank officers/ employees.
BCs can operate from such Branches as their association with the branch will increase their legitimacy and
credibility in the area and give people increased confidence to use their services. Banks should ensure that
such an arrangement does not result in BCs limiting operations to serving customers at such branches only.
DIRECT BENEFIT TRANSFER (DBT) SCHEME DBT is being rolled out in a phased manner (43 districts
in the first phase frOm Jan I, 2013 and extended to 78 more districts from July 1, 2013). Eventually, all
districts in the country are to be covered under the DBT scheme.
To facilitate DBT for delivery of social welfare benefits by direct credit to the bank accounts of beneficiaries,
banks were advised by RBI (May 10, 2013) to:
 open accounts for all eligible individuals in camp mode with the support of local government
authorities,
 seed the existing accounts or the new accounts opened with Aadhaar numbers and
 put in place a mechanism to monitor and
review the progress in implementation of DBT. SLBC Convenor Banks and Lead Banks should institute a
monitoring and review mechanism to periodically assess and evaluate the progress
made in the implementation. The SLBC Convenor banks shall submit a monthly statement of district wise
progress made in implementing DBT from the month ended April 30, 2013 by the 10th of the succeeding
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month to respective RBI Regional Office
FINANCIAL LITERACY
The financial literacy or financial education stands for ability to know and effectively use financial resources to
enhance the well-being and economic security of oneself, one's family and business. It enables individuals to
take effective action to improve overall wellbeing & avoid financial distress.
Benefits: it promotes financial inclusion and ultimately financial stability.
RBI initiatives : (1) RBI has undertaken a project titled 'Project Financial Literacy' to disseminate information
regarding banking concepts to various target groups, such as, school and college going children, women, rural and
urban poor, defence personnel and senior citizens.
(2) RBI launched a financial education website on November 14, 2007.
(3) RBI circulated a comprehensive Financial Literacy Guide for conduct of Financial Literacy Camps & Financial
Literacy Material as also a Financial Diary and a set of 16 posters.
In terms of RBI circular dated Jun 06, 2012, all the Financial Literacy Centres and rural branches are required
to prepare an annual calendar of locations for conduct of outdoor Financial Literacy Camps.
At every location, the program should be conducted in 3 stages (spread over 3 months), comprising of 3
sessions of minimum 2 hours each plus a visit to ensure timely delivery of cards. 2dd session is to be
conducted a fortnight after first session. After 15 days of the second session, branch officials should visit the
village to ensure delivery of cards to the villagers. They will also make sure that the BC has started
operations and villagers are able to make transactions. 3rd Session is to be conducted, 2 months after holding
of second session.
RBI monitoring : Rural branches are to conduct a minimum of one financial literacy camp in a month, & RBI (Jul
07, 2014) monitors their activities on quarterly basis. SLBC/UTLBCs are to submit quarterly reports to the
respective Regional Offices of RBI within 20 days after the end of each quarter.
COMMITTEES ON ADVANCES & PRIORITY SECTOR

a. Committee on Wilful Default
2002
S S Kohli
b. Committee on Corporate Debt restructuring
2005 S Gopinath ( Dec. 2005 )
c. Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
2010
T K A Nair
d. Rehabilitation of Sick SMEs
2008
Dr. K. C. Chakrabarty
e. Flow of Credit to Agriculture
2004
V S Vyas
f. Service Area Approach (rural & urban area)
1988
PD Ojha
g. Financial Inclusion
2006
C Rangarajan
h. Procedure and Processes of Agricultural Loan
2007
C P Swarnkar
i. Rural Credit and Microfinance
2005
H R Khan
j. Flow of Credit to SSI Sector
2004
A S Ganguly
k. Micro finance
2003
Vepa Kamesam
l. Agricultural Credit Delivery (no Dues Certificate) 1998
R V Gupta
m.Lead Bank Scheme
2009
Usha Thorat
n. Micro Finance Institutions
2011
Y H Malegam
o. Institutional Credit to SSIs
1998
S L Kapoor
p. Institutional Credit to SSIs
1974
PR Nayak
q. Committee on to assist Distressed Farmers :
S S Johl
r. SHG Credit Linkage
Kalia Committee
s. PRIORITY SECTOR ( SUB TARGET UNDER PRIORITY SECTOR ) - 40% OF ANBC -BY
MARCH 1985 – MR. K. S. KRISHNASWAMI COMMITTEE – 1980, PRIORITY SECTOR & DRI
SCHEME - 1972
t. WEAKER SECTION - MR. K. S. KRISHNASWAMI COMMITTEE - 1980
u. PRIORITY SECTOR CLASSIFICATION – C S MURTHY COMMITTEE – 2007 & M V NAIR
COMMITTEE – 20.7.12
v. CREDIT GUARANTEE FUND TRUST FOR MSE (CGTMSE ) : MR. V K SHARMA COMMITTEE
w. KISAN CREDIT CARD (1994 ) – MR. R V GUPTA COMMITTEE – effected 1998 & MR. T M
BHASIN COMMITTEE – 2012
x. LEAD BANK SCHEME – DEC. 1969 PROF. GADGIL COMMITTEE & MR. F K P NARIMAN
COMMITTEE, High level committee on Lead bank (2010 ) – Usha Throat ( spl. Thrust on Financial
inclusion & all distt. Including Metropolitan cities as well as bank & state Govt. to work together for
Inclusive growth wef may. 2013 )
y. NRLM – AAJEEVIKA – MR. RADHA KRISHANAN COMMITTEE
z. R J KAMAT COMMITTEE : EDUCATION LOAN IBA MODEL (2001 )
A. Bhartiya mahila Bank : M B N Rao Committee
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B. Benchmark Prime Lending Rate (BPLR) & Base Rate : Deepak Mohanty
C. To Review Business Correspondent Model: P Vijaya Bhaskar Rao
D. Technical Advisory Group on Development of Housing Start-Up Index in India: Prof. Amitabh
Kundu
E. Cost of ICT Solutions for RRBs: Shri G. Padmanabhan
F. To Review Business Correspondent Model: P Vijaya Bhaskar Rao
G. Task Force on Empowering RRB Boards for Operational Efficiency : Dr. K.G. Karmakar
H. Internal Working Group on RRBs: Shri A V Sardesai
I. Working Group on Warehouse Receipts and Commodity Futures: Shri Prashant Saran
J. Working Group on Regulatory Mechanism for Cards Shri R.Gandhi
K. Task Force on Revival of Cooperative Credit' Institutions: Prof.A.Vaidyanathan
L. Special Group for Formulation of Debt Restructuring Mechanism for Medium Enterprises: Shri
G.Srinivasan
M. A Technical Committee comprising various stakeholders was constituted to examine the feasibility of a
uniform routing code and uniform a/c number across banks. The committee is headed by _______: Shri Vijay
Chugh.
N. A Working Group headed by _____ has been constituted in March 2013 to study the feasibility of Aadhaar
as an additional factor for authentication of card present transactions and other related issues. Shri Pulak
Kumar Sinha.
O. A Working Group was set up to review the existing prudential guidelines on restructuring of advances by
banks/financial institutions. The committee is headed by : ( Shri B. Mahapatra.)
P. The Committee to assess the feasibility of introduction of long-term fixed interest rate loan products by
banks is headed by : Shri K.K. Vohra.

Q. The Reserve Bank constituted an Expert Committee to undertake an in-depth analysis of the
Short-Term Cooperative Credit Structure (STCCS). The committee is headed by : Dr. Prakash
Bakshi
R. Legal Aspects of Bank Frauds: Dr. N .L. Mitra
S. Committee, to make a vision for financial inclusion: Nachiket Mor Committee (Committee on
Comprehensive Financial Services for Small Businesses and Low-Income Households).

T. Review Group on Working of the Local Area Bank Scheme : Shri G.Ramachandran
U. Working Group to Examine the Role of Credit Information Bureaus in Collection and
Dissemination of Information on Suit-filed Accounts and Defaulters: Shri S.R. Iyer
V. Working Group for setting up Credit Information Bureau in India: Shri N.H.Siddiqui

W.

Free copy of Credit Report ( CIBIL ) & Use of common Data : Aditya Puri ( Chairman –
HDFC )

NON PERFORMING ASSETS
The prudent guidelines were first issued by RBI in the year 1991 implemented wef 01.04.1992 on
recommendations of Narasimham committee covering, income recognition, asset classification and
provisioning. Prudential norms prescribed by RBI include norms relating to Accounting, Exposure, and
Capital Adequacy. Prudential accounting norms are income recognition, asset classification and
provisioning.
CLASSIFICATION AS NPA
If Interest and/ or instalment of principal remain overdue for aperiod of more than
Term Loan
90 days
CC/
if the account remains 'out of order or the limit is not renewed/reviewed within180
Credit/overdraft
days from the due date of renewal. Out of order means an account where (i) the
balance is continuously more than the sanctioned limit or drawing power OR (ii)
where as on the date of Balance Sheet, there is no credit in the account
continuously for 90 days or credit is less than interest debited OR (iii) where stock
statement not received for 3 months or more. if the bill remains overdue for a
Bills
period of more than 90 days from due date .
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Agricultural
accounts

(I) if loan has been granted for short duration crop: interest and/or instalment of
principal remains overdue for two crop seasons beyond the due date.
(ii) if loan has been granted for long duration crop: interest and/or instalment of
principal remains overdue for one crop season beyond due date.
1. Decision about crop duration to be taken by SLBC.

Loan against FD,
NSC, KVP, LIP

Advances against term deposits, NSCs eligible for surrender, IVPs, KVPs and life
policies not treated as NPAs provided sufficient margin is available. Advances
against gold

Loan guaranteed
by Government

Consortium
advances

ornaments, govt securities and all other securities are not covered by this
exemption
Loan guaranteed by Central Govt not treated as NPA for asset classification and
provisioning till the Government repudiates its guarantee when invoked. Treated
as NPA for income recognition.
Advances guaranteed by the State Government classified as NPA as in other
cases
Asset classification of accounts under consortium should be based on the record
of recovery of the individual member banks.

·

DISTRESSED ASSETS:
 Identify incipient stress by creating a sub-category viz., Special mention accounts (SMA) before
a loan Account turns into an NPA.
 Early formation of lender’s committee with timeline to agree a plan of resolution.
 Incentives for lenders to agree collectively and quickly to plan.
 Improvement in current restructuring process.
 More expensive future borrowing for borrowers who do not co-operate with lenders.
 More liberal regulatory treatment of asset sales.
SPECIAL MENTION ACCOUNTS:
SMA SUB
BASIS FOR CLASSIFICATION
CATEGORY
SMA 0
Principal or interest payment not overdue for more than 30 days but
account showing signs of incipient stress.
SMA 1
Principal or interest payment overdue between 31 – 60 days.
SMA 2
Principal or interest payment overdue between 61 – 90 days.
SMA-0: IDENTIFIED AREAS
 Delay of 90 days or more in
 Submission of stock statement/ other statements such as QOS, HOS and ABS.
 Credit monitoring or financial statements or
 Non renewal of facilities based on audited financials.
 Actual sales/operating profits falling short of projections accepted by 40% or more.
 A single event of non co-operation /prevention from conduct of stock audits.
 Reduction of Drawing Power (DP) by 20% or more after a stock audit.
 Evidence of diversion of funds for unapproved purpose.
 Drop in internal risk rating by 2 or more notches in a single review.
 Return of 3 or more cheques (or electronic debit instructions ) issued by borrowers in 30 days,
on grounds of non availability of balance / DP.
 Return of 3 or more bills/cheques discounted or sent under collection.
 Devolvement of Deferred Payment Guarantee (DPG) installments or LCs or invocation of BGs
and its non payment within 30 days.
 Third request for extension of time either for creation or perfection of securities or for compliance
with any other terms and conditions of sanction.
 Increase in frequency of overdrafts in current accounts.
 The borrower reporting stress in the business and financials.
Promoter(s) pledging/ selling their shares in the borrower Company due to financial stress.
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ASSET CLASSIFICATION
1. Asset Classification to be borrower-wise and not facility-wise
2. Assets classified into Standard, Sub standard, Doubtful, Loss. Except standard all others are NPAs.
3. When an account becomes NPA it is called Sub standard asset.
4. An account remains sub standard up to 12 months from the date of becoming NPA
5. Doubtful Assets : An asset is to be classified as doubtful, if it has remained NPA or sub standard for a
period exceeding 12 months.
6. Loss Assets : A loss asset is one where loss has been identified by the bank or internal or external
auditors or the RBI inspection but the amount has not been written off wholly.
7. When an account is classified as Doubtful or Loss without waiting for 12 months: If in an account which
was secured in the beginning, the realizable value of tangible security falls below 10% of the
outstanding, it should be.classified loss asset without waiting for 12 months
8. If the realizable value of security is 10% or above but below 50% of the outstanding, it should be classified
as doubtful irrespective of the period for which it has remained, NPA.
PROVISIONING NORMS
1. Provisioning is made on all types of assets i.e. Standard, Sub standard, Doubtful and loss assets.
2, Standard Assets :
a. Direct advance to agriculture or Micro and Small Enterprise (Not medium): 0.25% of outstanding;
Commercial Real Estate: 1% of outstanding and CRE – Housing – 0.75%
b. Housing Loans with teaser interest rates: 2% of outstanding; All others: 0.4% of outstandinj.
c. The provisions on Standard Assets is shown as 'Contingent Provisions against Standard Assets'
under 'Other Liabilities and Provisions Others' in Schedule 5 of the balance sheet.
3. Sub Standard Assets:
a. Secured sub standard: 15% of outstanding balance without considering securities available.
b. Unsecured sub standard: if the loan was unsecured from the beginning: 25% of outstanding balance.
c. If unsecured sub standard for infrastructure: 20% of outstanding balance.
d. Unsecured exposure means exposure where the realisable value of the security, as assessed by the
bank/approved valuers/Reserve Bank's inspecting officers, is not more than 10 percent, ab-initio, of
the outstanding exposure.
4. Doubtful Assets:
1. Unsecured portion:100 %
2. Secured ortion: 20% to 100% depending on the period for which account is doubtful
Age of Doubtful Asset
_ Doubtful up to 1 year D1
Doubtful for more than 1 year to 3 years; D2
Doubtful for more than 3 years; D3

Provision as % of secured portion
25% of RVS (Realisable value of security)
40% of RVS
100% of RVS

5.
6.
7.
8.

Loss Assets: 100% of the outstanding amount.
If loan is guaranteed by ECGC, CGFT or CGFLHS, provision not on guaranteed portion
Provision on advance against FD, NSC, LIP, KVP as per their asset classification.
Overall provisions: Provisioning coverage ratio, including floating provisions, should not be less than 70 per cent.
Banks should achieve this norm not later than end-September 2010.
9. Provisioning coverage ratio is the ratio of provisioning to gross NPAs.
10. Provision on Standard account to be kept as part of Other Liabilities in Schedule-5 of bank's balance sheet
11. Provision on Standard accounts to be done on Global balance and for NPA accounts on Gross Balance
12. For Doubtful accounts, provision to be done separately for secured portion and unsecured portion of
total balance in the account.
13. In case of standard and sub standard assets, provision is on outstanding balance without bifurcating the
balance into secured or unsecured.
14. Floating provisions can be deducted from Gross NPAs or treated as part of Tier Il capital but not both
SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS PERCENTAGE
Standard - General accounts – 0.40 %
Direct Agriculture & SME – 0.25 %
Commercial Real Estate – 1.00%
Teaser Home Loans (provision will be 0.4% after one year of increase in interest rate)
2.00%
New restructured a/c w.e.f 01.06.2013 : 5%
Existing a/c Restructured upto 31.03.2013
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wef 31.03.14 ( spread over four quarters ) : 3.5%
wef 31.03.15 ( spread over four quarters ) : 4.25%
wef 31.03.16 ( spread over four quarters ) : 5.0%
Sub-standard Secured
15%
Sub-standard Unsecured
25%
Sub-standard unsecured (infrastructure accounts)
20%
Doubtful - up to 12 months
25%
Doubtful - more than 12 months but up to 3 years
40%
Doubtful - more than 3 years (secured/unsecured):
100%
Loss account
100%
Provisioning coverage ratio is to be calculated w.r.t. gross NPAs as on Sept 2010 (ratio of
70%
provisions / gross NPAs). Excess amount (over and above account-wise provision) to be
kept in Cyclical Provision Buffer Account -70%
Important issues relating to provisions : Provision on Standard account to be kept as part of other
Liabilities in Schedule-5 of bank's balance sheet (it will be part of tier 2 capital fund for CAR purpose)
Provision on Standard accounts to be done on Global Balance and for NPA accounts on Gross Balance For
Doubtful accounts provision to be done Separately for secured portion and unsecured portion of total balance
in the account.For sub-standard accounts, provision to be done by treating the account secured sub-standard
or unsecured sub-standard without bifurcating the balance into secured or unsecured.
Sub-standard unsecured account means an account where at the time of sanction no security obtained or
security value was 10% or less
Gross NPAs: It is the principal dues of NPAs plus Funded Interest Term Loan where the
corresponding contra credit is parked in sundry account (Interest Capitalization – Restructured
Accounts), in respect of NPAs
NET NPAs: Net NPAs is the amount of Gross NPAs minus
Provisions held in the case of NPA Accounts as per asset classification (including additional
provisions for NPAs at higher than prescribed rates)
 DICGC/ ECGC claims received and held pending adjustment
 Part payment received and kept in Suspense A/c or any other similar accounts
 Balance in Sundry Accounts (Interest Capitalization – Restructured Accounts), in respect of NPAs
 Floating provisions : Provisions in lieu of diminution in the fair value of restructured accounts classified as NPAs
 Provisions in lieu of diminution in the fair value of restructured accounts classified as standard assets
UPGRADATION OF LOAN ACCOUNTS CLASSIFIED AS NPAs
1. if arrears of interest and principal are paid by the borrower in the case of loan accounts classified as NPAs, the
account may be classified as 'standard' accounts immediately.
2. Restructured accounts: After one year after the date when first payment of interest or of principal,
whichever is earlier, falls due, subject to satisfactory performance during 12 months period from the date of starting
payment after moratorium period. For example, an account was restructured on 5th Jan 2014, moratorium period 6
months, 1st instalment due on 5th July 2014 which was paid on 1s4 July 2014 and thereafter account was regular for 12
months. This account will be upgraded on 5th July 2015 and not on 1st July 2015.
Sale and Purchase of NPAs by banks
1. The sale and purchase of NPAs can be made by banks, financial institutions and NBFCs
2. A bank can sell NPA provided it is held in its books as NPA for at least 2 years
3. The sale will be on cash basis and without recourse basis. Purchasing bank can not resell the same to
the selling bank.
4. The asset will be classified as Standard Asset in the books of the purchasing bank for 90 days and
thereafter on the basis of its record of recovery.
5. Purchasing bank can resell the same other than to the original bank after keeping the same in its books
for 15 months
6. The purchasing bank should realize the assets within 3 years. Minimum 10% should be recovered in the first year and
5% in the each following half year.
7. I n the books of the purchasing bank, this asset will carry a risk weight of 100% for capital adequacy purpose
Asset Reconstruction Companies
1. ARCs have been set up for taking over NPAs from bankslFls and reconstruct or re pack these for sale
2. First ARC is Asset Reconstruction Company of India Ltd (ARCIL)
3. ARC will be set up as a joint stock company. Registration with RBI is must before commencement of business
as ARC.
4. ARC should start business within 6 months of registration with RBI. REll can extend it by another six months.
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5. Net owned funds of ARC should be 15% of the acquired assets or Rs 100 crore whichever is less.
6. Capital Adequacy Ratio at all times should be at least 15%
7. ARC should invest at least 5% in security receipts created out of each securitization.

Wilful Defaulters
1. Wilful defaulters of Rs 25 lac & above to be reported to RBI
2. Reporting to RBI will be quarterly
3. Where suits have been filed, banks should submit the list of suit-filed accounts of wilful defaulters of Rs.25 lakh
and above as at end-March, June, September and December every year to Credit Information agency like CIBIL
and not to RBI.
LOK ADALAT : Created under Legal Services Authority, Act 1983.Decisions are consent decrees. There is no appeal
against such decree. Civil Procedure Code is applicable. These Adalats are similar to civil courts.Banks can call Lok
Adalat with application to High-court.Amount: General Lok Adalat: Up to Rs 20 lacs (wef Aug 03, 2004) and above Rs
20 lacs DRT Lok Adalat.Eligible accounts: NPA (Loss and doubtful accounts).After full payment discharge should be
given.Repayment: Preferably down payment. Max in 1-3 years.
Central Registry of Securitization Assets Reconstruction and Security Interest of India (CERSAI) : Central Registry of
Securitization Assets Reconstruction and Security Interest of India (CERSAI) established as a Sec 25 Company to
perform functions of Central Registry wef 31.03.2011.Objective: To prevent loan frauds relating to multiple mortgage
of same property.Transaction of securitization and reconstruction of financial assets and equitable mortgages to be
registered.Time period for registration is 30 days, which can be increased by 30 days by Central Registrar.Form I to
IV for different transactions.
Asset Reconstruction Companies : Objective: For taking over distressed assets from banks/FIs at discount and
reconstruct or re-pack for sale. Recovery period maximum of 5 years (8 years with Board Approval).To be set up as a
joint stock company. RBI registration must before commencement for business as ARC.Business to be commenced
within 6 months of registration with RBI. RBI can extend it by another 1 year in aggregate.Net worth: not less Rs.100
cr or 15% of acquired assets, whichever lower. Capital adequacy ratio min 15% of Risk Weighted Assets.ARC to
invest at least 5% in security receipts created out of each securitization.
Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR):
1. The borrower should be a corporate borrower i.e. Companies, Co-operative societies etc.
2. The loan should have been raised from more than one bank or financial institution. The scheme will not
apply to accounts involving only one financial institution or one bank
3. The outstanding fund based and non-fund based exposure should be Rs.10 crore and above by banks
and institutions.
4. The CDR Mechanism is available to the corporates engaged in industrial as well as non-industrial
activities. The account should be standard, sub standard or Doubtful.
5. The account should be Standard, Sub Standarad or Doubtful. Loss accounts are not covered.
6. There would be no requirement of the account / company being sick, NPA or being in default for a
specified period before reference to the CDR system.
7. Corporates indulging in frauds and malfeasance even in a single bank will be ineligible for restructuring
under CDR mechanism.
8. The accounts where recovery suits have been filed by the creditors against the company, may be eligible
for consideration under the CDR system provided, the initiative to resolve the case under the CDR
system is taken by at least 75% of the creditors (by value) and 60% of creditors (by number).
Types of CDR: CDR is of two types namely CDR I & CDR II. CDR I is applicable to Standard and Sub
Standard accounts if at least 90% of creditors by value have treated the account as standard/sub standard.
It means that if in the books of creditors with exposure up to 10% by value, the account is classified as
Doubtful, it can be still covered under CDR 1. CDR Ii is applicable to Doubtful accounts.
Category I and Category II restructuring: For making reference under CDR I, consent of 20% of lenders
by value is required whereas for making reference of doubtful accounts under CDR II and suit filed accounts,
consent of 75% lenders by value and 60% by number is required.
Stand still clause: Debtors and creditors agree through an agreement called Debtor Creditor agreement
that no party shall take legal action during the standstill period i.e. 90 days (can be extended to 180 days).
Inter Creditor Agreement: The Inter-Creditor Agreement would be a legally binding agreement amongst
the creditors, wherein they will agree that if 75 per cent of creditors by value and 60 per cent of the creditors
by number, agree to a restructuring package of an existing debt (i.e., debt outstanding), the same would be
binding on the remaining creditors. ICA will be initially valid for a period of 3 years and subject to renewal for
further periods of 3 years thereafter.
Debt Restructuring Mechanism for SMEs
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2.
3.
4.
5.

corporate SMEs irrespective of the level of dues to banks. (ii) All corporate SMEs which are enjoying
banking facilities from a single bank, irrespective of the level of dues to the bank. (iii) All corporate SMEs
which have funded and non-funded outstanding up to Rs.10 crore under multiple/ consortium banking
arrangement.
Accounts involving wilful default, fraud and malfeasance would not be eligible for restructuring.
Accounts classified by banks as Standard, Sub Standad and Doubtful only are covered. 'Loss assets'
would not be eligible for restructuring.
Viability: Banks should decide on the acceptable viability benchmark. it should be ensured that the unit
becomes viable in 7 years and the repayment period for restructured debt does not exceed 10 years.
Time period for restructuring: Restructuring package should be implemented within a maximum period of
60 days from the date of receipt of request.

LATEST IN BANKING BANKING( JAN –DEC 2015)
PRE-2005 SERIES OF BANKNOTES: RBI has been following a policy of phasing out of certain series
of banknotes from time to time. The RBI has urged public to deposit the Mahatma Gandhi series, (Pre2005) currency notes in their bank accounts or exchange them at a bank branch by June 30, 2016.


EQUITY INVESTMENT BY BANKS: The Reserve Bank of India has advised that banks which have
capital to risk weighted assets ratio (CRAR) of 10 per cent or more and have also made net profit as of
March 31 of the previous year need not approach the Reserve Bank for prior approval for equity
investments in cases where after such investment, the holding of the bank remains less than 10 per cent
of the investee company’s paid up capital, and the holding of the bank, along with its subsidiaries or
joint ventures or entities continues to remain less than 20 per cent of the investee company’s paid up
capital. The rationale behind the decision was to give more operational freedom and flexibility in decision
making. The investment will continue to be subject to extant prudential limits as well as extant
prudential norms.
 BANKNOTES WITH ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
The Reserve Bank is issuing Banknotes in Mahatma Gandhi Series 2005 with a new numbering pattern
and special features for the visually impaired in 1 100, 500 and 1000 denominations.
 In the new numbering pattern, the numerals in both the number panels of these denominations ascend in size from
left to right, while the first three alphanumeric characters (prefix) remain constant in size. Printing the
numerals in ascending size is a visible security feature in the banknotes so that the general public can easily
distinguish a counterfeit note from a genuine one.
 Special features for the visually impaired have been introduced in order to make it easier for them to
identify banknotes, the size of the identification mark in 1 100, 500 & 1000 denominations has been
increased by 50%.
 Angular bleed lines - 4 lines in 2 blocks in 1 100, 5 lines in 3 blocks in 1 500 & 6 lines in 4 blocks in 1 1000
denominations, have also been introduced.
 The design of banknotes of 1 100, 500 and 1000 denomination is similar in all other respects to the
current design of banknotes in Mahatma Gandhi Series 2005.
 LIMITS FOR CASH WITHDRAWAL RAISED FOR TIER III TO VI CENTRES: The Reserve Bank of India has
reviewed and enhanced the limit for cash withdrawal at Point of Sale (POS - for debit cards and open
system prepaid cards issued by banks in India) from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 2000 per day in Tier III to VI
centres. Customer charges, if any, levied on cash withdrawals shall not exceed 1 per cent of the
transaction amount at all centres irrespective of the limit of Rs. 1000 / Rs. 2000. The facility is available
irrespective of whether the card holder makes a purchase or not.
 PAYMENTS BANKS:
The Reserve Bank, on August 19, 2015 granted “in-principle” approval to 11 applicants to set up
payments banks under the Guidelines for Licensing of Payments Banks.
 SECO ND AND T HE FO URT H SAT URDAY AS
PUBLIC HOLIDAY:
The Central Government on August 20, 2015, declared the second and the fourth Saturday of every
month as public holiday for banks in India, whether or not such banks are included in the Second
Schedule to the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 (2 of 1934), with effect from September 1, 2015.
Banks will, however, function full time as on any working day on first, third and fifth Saturday of every
month.
 DOMESTIC SYSTEMICALLY IMPORTANT BANKS:


The Reserve Bank announced the designation of State Bank of India and ICICI Bank Ltd. as Domestic
Systemically Important Banks on Aug. 31, 2015.
 GOLD MONETISATION SCHEME, 2015:
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The Reserve Bank, on October 22, 2015 directed all scheduled commercial banks (excluding regional
rural banks) on implementation of the Gold Monetisation Scheme, 2015 (GMS) notified by the Central
Government.
 PRIVATE PLACEMENT OF NCDs BY NBFCs:
The RBI has issued the revised guidelines on Private Placement of NCDs (maturity more than
1 year) by NBFCs:
a) The minimum subscription per investor shall be Rs. 20,000/-;
b) The issuance of private placement of NCDs shall be in two separate categories, those with a maximum
subscription of less than Rs. 1 crore and those with a minimum subscription of Rs. 1 crore and above
per investor;
c) There shall be a limit of 200 subscribers for every financial year, for issuance of NCDs with a
maximum subscription of less than Rs. 1 crore, and such subscription shall be fully secured;
d) There shall be no limit on the number of subscribers in respect of issuances with a minimum subscription of
Rs. 1 cr and above; the option to create security in favour of subscribers will be with the issuers.
Such unsecured debentures shall not be treated as public deposits.
e) An NBFC shall not extend loans against the security of its own debentures (issued either by way of
private placement or public issue).
 DISPLAY COMPANY NAME WITH BRAND NAMES:
To ensure transparency in the promotional material and to build an enduring relationship with the
customers, the RBI has advised all authorised entities operating a payment system within the country,
to comply with the following:
a) All the information available to the public regarding the product, whether as advertisements, on website, application
form, should prominently carry the name of the entity/co authorised by the RBI under Payment &
Settlement Act.
b) The authorised entities / companies should also regularly keep the RBI informed regarding the brand
names employed / to be employed for their products.
DEAF SCHEME – 2014: As per the extant guidelines, banks were advised to display the list of unclaimed deposits /
inoperative accounts which are inactive/ inoperative for ten years or more on their respective websites by June 30,
2012 & March 31, 2015, respectively. RBI has advised that list displayed on the websites must contain only the names
of the a/c holder(s) & their address in respect of unclaimed deposits/inoperative accounts. In case such accounts are not
in the name of individuals, the names of individuals authorized to operate the accounts should also be indicated.
However, the account number, its type and the name of the branch shall not be disclosed on
the bank’s website.
 REFUND OF OVERPAYMENT OF PENSION:
 The RBI has advised that whenever any excess payment of government pension is detected, the entire amount
should be credited to the govt. account immediately, presuming an act of omission on the part of the
agency bank.
 On the other hand, if the agency bank is of the view that the excess/wrong payment to the pensioner is due to
errors committed by the Govt., they may take up the matter with full particulars of the cases with
respective Government Department for a quick resolution of the matter.
 In all other cases, where the excess payment has arisen on account of mistakes committed by the bank, the
amount paid in excess should be credited back to Govt. account in lump sum immediately.
 THIRD GENDER IN BANK FORMS / APPLICATIONS:
Reserve Bank of India has directed scheduled commercial banks (excluding regional rural banks) to
include ‘third gender’ in all their forms/applications, as prescribed by the RBI or the banks themselves,
wherein any gender classification is envisaged.

MANDATO RY LE AVE FO R EMPLOYEES IN
SENSITIVE POSITIONS:
RBI has advised all scheduled commercial banks, that employees posted in sensitive positions or areas
of operations (namely, treasury, currency chests, risk modelling, model validation, etc.) are covered
under a ‘Mandatory Leave’ policy.
 As per the policy, these employees are required to compulsorily avail of leave for a few days (say 10
working days) in a single spell every year, during their posting in such areas.
 The bank should also identify such highly sensitive positions where the bank will, without any prior
intimation, advise the employee to be away from his desk for a specified number of working days
each year.
 While the employee is on ‘mandatory leave’ or asked to be away from his desk, it should be ensured that he
does not have access to any physical or virtual resources related to his work responsibilities, with the
possible exception of corporate email.
 An exhaustive list of sensitive positions or areas of operations to be covered under ‘mandatory leave’ and under
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‘away from desk’ requirement, may be decided as per the bank’s own policy duly approved by the BoD or
committee of the Board.
 Implementation of such policy would be covered under the Pillar II review of banks’ risk management
system by the RBI.
 BIFURCATION OF TOP POSTS IN PSBs: Govt. approved the proposal to separate the posts of Chairman and
Managing Directors in Public Sector Banks. While the Chairman would be non-executive, Managing
Director and Chief Executive Officer would be the executive head.
 OPENING OF CURRENCY CHESTS SIMPLIFIED:
The Reserve Bank of India has reviewed extant instructions for ‘Construction of Currency Chests Strong
Rooms / Vaults’ and advised all Scheduled Commercial Banks as under:
a) Locations that are close to the International Border/ Insurgency affected areas: In case
the place of the proposed location of a currency chest is within 80 kms from the international border and
it is not a State Capital or a cantonment area, banks may approach Regional Offices (ROs) of the RBI for
obtaining security clearance. Under no circumstance, construction can be commenced before receipt of
the required clearance.
b) All other Locations: Banks may construct new Currency Chests at any place after informing the
Regional Office concerned of the Reserve Bank, under whose jurisdiction it is to be established.
 PROVISIONING PERTAINING TO FRAUD A/Cs:
On a review, RBI has decided to prescribe a uniform provisioning norm in respect of all cases of fraud, as
under:
a)The entire amount due to the bank (irrespective of the quantum of security held against such assets),
or for which the bank is liable (including in case of deposit accounts), is to be provided for over a
period not exceeding four quarters commencing with the quarter in which the fraud has been
detected;
b)However, where there has been delay, beyond the prescribed period, in reporting the fraud to the
RBI, the entire provisioning is required to be made
at once.
 BANKS TO APPOINT INTERNAL OMBUDSMAN:
The RBI has advised all public sector banks and select private sector and foreign banks to appoint an
internal Ombudsman who would be designated as Chief Customer Service Officer (CCSO).

While all public sector banks will have to appoint a Chief Customer Service Officer, the private
sector and foreign banks which have been asked to appoint the Chief Customer Service Officers
(Internal Ombudsman) are ICICI Bank Ltd., HDFC Bank Ltd., Axis Bank Ltd., Kotak Mahindra Bank
Ltd., IndusInd Bank Ltd., Standard Chartered Bank, Citi Bank N.A. and HSBC Ltd. These banks have
been selected on the basis of their asset size, business mix, etc.
 Among some requirements for internal ombudsman are:
The CCSO should not have worked in the bank in which he is appointed as CCSO, and the bank’s internal
ombudsman should be a forum available to bank customers for grievance redressal before they could
even approach the Banking Ombudsman.
OPENING OF BOs / EXTENSION COUNTERS

The Reserve Bank has revised the criteria and the procedure for making application to open
branches/extension counters by State Co-operative banks (StCBs) subject to the following:
a) Capital to Risk (Weighted) Assets Ratio (CRAR) not being less than 9%;
b) No default in maintenance of Cash Reserve Ratio / Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) during the
preceding financial year;
c) Net Non Performing Assets (NPA) being less than 5 per cent;
d) A track record of regulatory compliance and no monetary penalty imposed for violation of RBI
directives/guidelines during last two financial years. .
 SLOT SLR / MSF SECURITIES IN DAY 1 BUCKET:

The Reserve Bank has now allowed commercial banks to slot their excess statutory liquidity ratio
(SLR) securities and marginal standing facility (MSF) eligible securities under the Day-1 bucket.

As per the extant instructions, approved securities are required to be slotted under respective
maturity buckets, excluding the amount required to be reinvested to maintain SLR corresponding to
the Demand and Time Liability (DTL) profile in various time buckets. Securities in excess of mandatory
SLR as well as securities eligible for MSF were also required to be slotted as per the above instructions
while these securities, in fact, exhibit the liquidity characteristics required for slotting in day-1 bucket
in view of their ready access to liquidity by way of repo and MSF presently upto two percent of NDTL.
KYC POLICY- OVDs UNDER SIMPLIFIED MEASURES:
To simplify the Know Your Customer (KYC) Policy for the ‘low risk’ customers for the limited purpose of
proof of address where customers are unable to produce any officially valid document (OVD), the RBI,
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has advised that the following additional documents are deemed to be OVDs under ‘simplified
measures’.
a) Utility bill which is not more than two months old of any service provider (electricity, telephone,
postpaid mobile phone, piped gas, water bill);
b) Property or Municipal Tax receipt;
c) Bank account or Post Office savings bank account statement;
d) Pension or family pension payment orders (PPOs) issued to retired employees by Government
Departments or Public Sector Undertakings, if they contain the address;
e) Letter of allotment of accommodation from employer issued by State or Central Government
departments, statutory or regulatory bodies, public sector undertakings, scheduled commercial banks,
financial institutions and listed companies. Similarly, leave and license agreements with such
employers allotting official accommodation; and

Documents issued by Government departments of foreign jurisdictions and letter issued by
Foreign Embassy or Mission in India.
COMPENSATION FOR NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS: In order to enable private sector banks to
attract and retain professional directors, the Reserve Bank has issued guidelines on compensation for
non-executive Directors for implementation by Private sector banks.
Broad Guidelines:
a) The Board of Directors at its discretion, provide for in the policy, payment of compensation in the form
of profit related commission to the non-executive directors (other than the Part-time Chairman), subject
to the bank making profits. Such compensation, however, shall not exceed 11 million per annum for
each director. In addition to the directors’ compensation, the bank may pay sitting fees to the nonexecutive directors and reimburse their expenses for participation in the Board and other meetings.
b) Banks in private sector would be required to obtain prior approval of the Reserve Bank for granting
remuneration to the part-time non-executive Chairman. The compensation policies of banks would be
subject to supervisory oversight including review under the Supervisory Review and Evaluation
Process (SREP) under Pillar 2 of Basel II framework. Banks are required to make disclosure on
remuneration paid to the directors on an annual basis at the minimum, in their Annual Financial
Statements.
 RBI INTRODUCES STP OF FIXED RATE LAF & MSF:

As part of the endeavour to smoothen the liquidity management operations, the Reserve Bank,
has introduced Straight Through Processing (STP) in fixed rate Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF)
Repo, fixed rate LAF Reverse Repo and Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) operations. The STP will be
introduced with effect from August 3, 2015.

Eligible participants can place multiple bids/offers in the respective liquidity facilities. Settlement
of the transaction will be automatic and immediate after the placement of the bid/offer. The
transactions undertaken by a participant will be final and request for cancellation of bids or offers will
not be entertained.

The time window for availability of the respective facility of fixed rate LAF Repo, fixed rate LAF
Reverse Repo and MSF, after the introduction of STP will be same. The timings for the LAF and MSF
windows will be extended for a longer duration in near future to give eligible participants more
flexibility to operate these windows.
 MIBID / MIBOR REPLACED BY NEW BENCHMARK:
The existing overnight benchmark interbank rate in India is replaced from July 22, 2015 by a new
benchmark called the FBIL Overnight Mumbai Interbank Outright Rate (Financial Benchmarks India
Private Ltd-Overnight MIBOR). The FBIL-Overnight MIBOR will be based on actual traded rates and will
be administered by a new company called the Financial Benchmarks India Private Ltd (FBIL). The
existing rate called the Overnight MIBID/MIBOR based on polled rates is set by FIMMDA-NSE.
 BRANCH AUTHORISATION POLICY RELAXED:
The Reserve Bank dispensed with the existing instructions permitting domestic scheduled commercial banks
(excluding regional rural banks) to undertake merger, closure, shifting, part shifting, opening of
extension counters and reporting in accordance with the instructions given below:
 Merger / Closure / Shifting of Branches:
i) Banks may shift, merge or close all branches except rural branches and sole semi-urban branches at
their discretion.
ii) Shifting, merger, or closure of any rural branch as well as a sole semi urban branch would require approval of
the District Consultative Committee (DCC) and District Level Review Committee (DLRC). Further, while
shifting / merging / closing sole rural or semi urban branches, banks may ensure that the banking
needs of the centre continue to be met through either satellite offices / mobile vans or through Business
Correspondents.
 Part-shifting of Branches: Banks may shift /part shift some activities of a branch in any centre without seeking
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prior approval of Reserve Bank. However, the banking activity, i.e., deposit or loan business cannot be
maintained at both places and the new location for part shifting would have to be within one Kilometer of
the existing location. They may also spin off certain activities, such as, Government business into
separate branches at their discretion.
 Extension Counters: Banks can open Extension Counters in the premises of institutions even if they
are not the principal bankers of the institution.
 DETECTION OF COUNTERFEIT NOTES:
The Reserve Bank has reviewed the procedure for detection of counterfeit notes in consultation with the
Government and advised as under:
 Banknotes tendered over the counter or received directly at the back office / currency chest through bulk
tenders should be examined for authenticity through machines and such of these determined as a
counterfeit one, shall be stamped as “COUNTERFEIT NOTE” and impounded.
 When a banknote tendered at the counter of a bank branch or treasury is found to be counterfeit, an
acknowledgement receipt in the prescribed format must be issued to the tenderer, after stamping the
note. No credit to customer’s account is to be given for counterfeit notes, if any, in the tender received
over the counter or at the back-office / currency chest.
The instructions on compensation to banks of the notional value of counterfeit notes detected and reported and
the system of lodging claims for compensation by Forged Note Vigilance Cell of banks stand
withdrawn.
 Penalty at 100 per cent of the notional value of counterfeit notes, in addition to the recovery of loss to the
extent of the notional value of such notes, will be
imposed.(For details Pl Refer to Oct. 2015 Magazine).
 RISK WEIGHTS-CLAIMS ON FOREIGN CENTRAL BKS:
 The Reserve Bank of India has amended the guidelines on Claims on Foreign Sovereigns and Foreign Central
Banks under Basel III Capital Regulations prescribing risk weights for claims on Foreign Sovereigns.
 The claims on foreign sovereigns and their central banks will attract risk weights as per the rating assigned to

those sovereigns and central banks / sovereign and central bank claims, by international rating
agencies as follows:
CLAIMS ON FOREIGN SOVEREIGNS/CENTRAL BANKS – RISK WEIGHTS
S&P*/Fitch Ratings
Moody’s Ratings
Risk Weight (%)
*Standard & Poor’s

AAA to AA
Aaa to Aa
0

A
A
20

BBB
Baa
50

BB to B
Ba to B
100

Below B
Below B
150

Unrated
Unrated
100

 Claims on the foreign sovereign or foreign central bank in their jurisdiction, denominated in the domestic currency of

that jurisdiction, met out of resources of the same currency will attract a risk weight of zero percent.
However, in case a Host Supervisor requires a more conservative treatment to such claims in the books of
the foreign branches of the Indian Banks, they should adopt the requirements prescribed by the Host
Country supervisors for computing capital adequacy.
 CHANGE IN NAME ON ACCOUNT OF MARRIAGE:

The Reserve Bank has been receiving references / representations from banks and individuals

regarding the problems faced by persons who change their name due to marriage or otherwise, in
submitting an ‘Officially Valid Document’ (OVD) while opening a new bank account or during periodic
updation exercise or incorporating the name change in the existing accounts. The OVD issued in the
original name, which is not updated due to various reasons, still show the maiden / previous name of
such persons.

The Govt. in consultation with the RBI has since amended the Prevention of Money Laundering
(Maintenance of Records) Rules, 2005 and as per the amended guidelines, for the purpose of this
clause, a document shall be deemed to an ‘officially valid document’ even if there is a change in the
name subsequent to its issuance, provided it is supported by a marriage certificate issued by the
State Government or a Gazette notification, indicating such a change of name.

RBI has advised all regulated entities that they may accept a copy of marriage certificate issued
by the State Government or Gazette notification indicating change in name together with a certified
copy of the ‘officially valid document’ in the existing name of the person while establishing an account
based relationship or while undergoing periodic updation exercise.
˜ ACQUISITION OF SHARES / VOTING RIGHTS IN PRIVATE BANKS: The provisions of these
Directions shall apply to the existing and proposed “major shareholders” of the private sector banks and
all private sector banks including local area banks, licensed to operate in India. Every person who
intends to make an acquisition / make an agreement for acquisition which will / is likely to take the
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aggregate holding of such person together with shares / voting rights / compulsorily convertible
debentures / bonds held by him, his relatives, associate enterprises and persons acting in concert with
him, to 5% or more of the paid-up share capital of the concerned bank or entitles him to exercise 5% or
more of the total voting rights of the concerned bank, shall seek prior approval of the RBI.
An existing major shareholder, who already has the approval of the RBI to have a major shareholding
in a bank, will not be required to obtain prior approval from the RBI for fresh incremental acquisition of
shares or voting rights of the concerned bank if the proposed aggregate holding is up to 10%. However,
if the fresh incremental acquisition is likely to result in enhancing the aggregate shareholding of the
existing major shareholder in the bank beyond 10 per cent, the major shareholder will have to obtain a
fresh prior approval from the Reserve Bank for the proposed incremental shareholding.
The major shareholders that is, shareholders having 5 per cent or more of the paid-up share capital of
the bank, would have to give an annual declaration to the concerned bank on their ‘fit and proper’ status
and if in the bank’s assessment any major shareholder is not ‘fit and proper’, it will have to immediately
furnish the requisite information to the Reserve Bank.
The Directions also lay down a process for ensuring continuing compliance with the ‘fit and proper’
criteria for the major shareholders of private sector banks. They should furnish an annual declaration
within one month of the close of financial year in prescribed format, to the concerned bank for review of
their ‘fit and proper’ status. The permission granted for acquisition of major shareholding will not
automatically increase the voting rights unless otherwise
specified by the RBI.
˜ PLACEMENT OF DEPOSITS WITH OTHER BANKS BY UCBs: The RBI has permitted scheduled
primary (Urban) Co-operative Banks (UCBs) fulfilling the prescribed criteria, to accept deposits from
other scheduled UCBs. The primary UCBs accepting deposits from other UCBs should, however, have an
arrangement between them for providing specific services to the latter bank. These specific services
include, acting as the sponsor bank for clearing purposes, DD arrangement, CSGL facility, currency chest
facility, foreign exchange transactions, remittance facility and non-fund based facilities like bank
guarantee, letter of credit. However, acceptance of deposits by scheduled UCBs from scheduled UCBs in
the nature of placement of deposits for investment purposes is not permitted.
RATIONALISATION OF RWs & LTV RATIOS:
The RBI has rationalized the Loan to Value (LTV) ratios and risk weights for individual housing loans as
under:
CATEGORY OF LOAN
LTV ratio (%)
Risk Weight (%)
Upto 1 30 lakh
<— 80
35
> 80 and <— 90
50
Above 1 30 lakh and upto 1 75 lakh
<— 75
35
> 75 and <— 80
50
<— 75
75
Above 1 75 lakh
FOREX
˜ LRS-USD 2,50,000: RBI has permitted ADs category – I banks to allow remittances up to USD
2,50,000 per financial year, under the Liberalized Remittance Scheme (LRS), for any permitted current
or capital account transaction or a combination of both. Further, to facilitate ease of transactions, all the
facilities (including private / business visits) for release of exchange / remittances for current account
transactions available to resident individuals, shall now be subsumed under the overall limit of USD
250,000 under the LRS w.e.f. May 26, 2015.
A) PRIVATE VISITS: For Private Visits abroad, other than to Nepal and Bhutan, any resident individual
can obtain foreign exchange up to an aggregate amount of USD 2,50,000.
B) GIFT / DONATION: Any Resident Individual / entity (trust; company; partnership firm, etc.), may
remit up-to USD 2,50,000 in one financial year as gift to a person residing outside India or as donation
to an organization outside India.
C) GOING ABROAD ON EMPLOYMENT: A person going abroad for employment can draw foreign
exchange up to USD 2,50,000 per financial year.
D) EMIGRATION: A person going abroad on emigration can draw foreign exchange up to the amount
prescribed by the country of emigration or USD 250,000.
E) MAINTENANCE OF CLOSE RELATIVES ABROAD: A resident individual can remit up-to USD
250,000 per financial year towards maintenance of close relatives abroad.
F) BUSINESS TRIP: For Business trips to foreign countries, resident individuals / individuals having
proprietorship firms can avail of foreign exchange up to USD 2,50,000 in a financial year irrespective of
the number of visits undertaken during the year.
G) MEDICAL TREATMENT ABROAD: ADs may release foreign exchange up to an amount of USD
2,50,000 or its equivalent, on the basis of self-declaration in Form A2.
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STUDENTS FOR PURSUING STUDIES ABROAD: ADs may release foreign exchange up to USD
2,50,000 or its equivalent to resident individuals for studies abroad on self-declaration basis in Form
A2.
I)
SMALL VALUE REMITTANCES: ADs may release foreign exchange not exceeding USD 25,000 or
its equivalent, for all permissible current account transactions.
˜HEDGING OF FOREIGN CURRENCY BORROWINGS
With a view to facilitating hedging of long term foreign currency borrowings by residents, the RBI has
permitted residents to enter into foreign currency (FCY) INR swaps with Multilateral or International
Financial Institutions (MFI/IFI) in which the Government of India is a shareholding member subject to
the following terms and conditions:
 Such swap transactions shall be undertaken by the MFI / IFI concerned on a back-to-back basis with
an authorised dealer (AD) category-I bank in India;
 AD category-I banks shall face, for the purpose of the swap, only those MFIs and IFIs in which
Government of India is a shareholding member;
 In the event of a default by the resident borrower on its swap obligations, the MFI / IFI concerned
shall bring in foreign currency funds to meet its corresponding liabilities to the counterparty AD
Category-I bank in India;
 The FCY-INR swaps shall have a minimum tenor of 3 years;
 AD Category-I bank shall report the FCY-INR swaps transactions entered into with the MFIs / IFIs on a
back-to-back basis to CCIL reporting platform, including details of the foreign currency borrower.
H)

FILING OF BULK SOFTEX
 The Reserve Bank of India has allowed all software exporters to file single as well as bulk SOFTEX form in excel
format to the competent authority for certification. Since the SOFTEX data from Software Technology
Parks of India (STPI)/ Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is being transmitted in electronic format to the
Reserve Bank, the exporters are required to submit the SOFTEX form in duplicate as per the revised
procedure. STPI/SEZ will retain one copy and handover the duplicate copy to the exporters after due
certification.
 The software exporters can generate SOFTEX form number (single as well as bulk) for use in off-site
software exports from the RBIs website.
˜BARTER TO NORMAL TRADE WITH MYANMAR: The RBI has decided to do away with the barter
system of trade at the IndoMyanmar border and switch over completely to normal trade with effect
from December 1, 2015. Accordingly, all trade transactions with Myanmar would be settled in any
permitted currency in addition to the Asian Clearing Union mechanism.
˜ INTEREST EQUALISATION SCHEME: In a bid to arrest the decline in exports, the Central
government has announced an interest equalisation scheme on pre and post shipment rupee export
credit with effect from 1st April, 2015 for five years. The rate of interest equalisation would be 3 per
cent. The scheme would be available to all exports made by small and medium scale enterprises across
416 tariff lines. Merchant exporters will not be eligible for the sop.
˜ CHIT FUNDS SUBSCRIPTION BY NRI: The RBI has permitted Non-Resident Indians to subscribe to
the chit funds, without limit, on non-repatriation basis subject to the following conditions:
a) The Registrar of Chits or an officer authorised by the State Government in accordance with the provisions of
the Chit Fund Act in consultation with the State Government concerned, may permit any chit fund to
accept subscription from Non-Resident Indians on non-repatriation basis;
b) The subscription to the chit funds shall be brought in through normal banking channel, including through an
account maintained with a bank in India.
c) ˜ BANKS PERMITTED TO UNDERTAKE INSURANCE BUSINESS: The Reserve Bank, on January
15, 2015, permitted banks to undertake insurance business by setting up a subsidiary/joint
venture, as well as undertake insurance broking/ insurance agency/either departmentally or
through a subsidiary subject to certain conditions.
˜ EXPORT AND IMPORT OF INDIAN CURRENCY: With a view to mitigating the hardship of
individuals visiting from India to Nepal or Bhutan, RBI has decided that, an individual may carry to Nepal
or Bhutan, currency notes of RBI denominations above Rs.100/-, i.e. currency notes of Rs.500/- and/or
Rs.1000/- denominations, subject to a limit of Rs.25000/-.
˜ FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN INDIA BY FPIs
 The Reserve Bank has instructed all authorised persons that all future investments by Foreign Portfolio
Investors (FPI) within the limit for investment in corporate bonds are required to be made in
corporate bonds with a min. residual maturity of 3 years.
 Further, all future investments against the limits vacated when the current investment runs off either through
sale or redemption, shall be required to be made in corporate bonds with a minimum residual maturity
of three years. FPIs shall not be allowed to make any further investment in liquid and money market
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mutual fund schemes.
 There will, however, be no lock-in period and FPIs shall be free to sell the securities (including those

that are presently held with less than 3 years residual maturity) to domestic investors.
˜ EXPORT OF GOODS AND SERVICES: With a view to further liberalising the procedure, RBI has
decided to withdraw the limit of USD 20 million for Buyer’s credit which may be extended to foreign
buyers in connection with export of goods on deferred payment terms and turn key
projects from India.
EXPORT CREDIT REFINANCE FACILITIES: RBI has decided to merge the Export Credit Refinance
(ECR) facility with the system level liquidity provision with effect from the fortnight beginning on
February 7, 2015. Accordingly, no new refinancing under the ECR will be available after
Feb. 6, 2015.
˜ IMPORT OF GOODS INTO INDIA
As per the extant guidelines, applications by persons, firms & companies for making payments, exceeding USD
5,000 or its equivalent towards imports into India must be made in Form A-1.
To further liberalise and simplify the procedure, RBI has decided to dispense with the requirement of submitting
request in Form A-1 to the AD Category – I Banks for making payments towards imports into India. AD
Category –I may however, need to obtain all the requisite details from the importers & satisfy itself about
bonafides of transactions before effecting the remittance.
˜INVESTMENT BY FOREIGN PORTFOLIO
INVESTORS: FPIs permitted to invest in Govt.
securities, the coupons received on their existing investments in government securities. These
investments shall be kept outside the applicable limit (currently USD 30 billion) for investments by
FPIs in government securities.
˜ DISCONTINUATION OF STAT 5 AND STAT 8: The Reserve Bank has discontinued the submission of
Stat 5 and Stat 8 Returns (both hard and soft copies) from March 2015 for Non Resident Deposits to the
RBI as banks’ submission of NRD-CSR data in XBRL platform has stabilised.
˜ ACQUISITION OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY: As per the extant regulations, no person being a citizen
of Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, China, Iran, Nepal or Bhutan could acquire or transfer
immovable property in India, other than lease, not exceeding five years, without prior permission of the
Reserve Bank. The RBI has now included citizens of Macau and Hong Kong in the list of countries.
˜ FDI IN INSURANCE SECTOR
 The RBI has advised AD Category- I banks that with effect from April 8, 2015, Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) in insurance sector shall be permitted up to 49 percent subject to the revised conditions.
 The salient changes over the existing regime include:
a) Foreign investment in Indian insurance company shall be limited up to forty-nine percent of the paid
up equity capital;
b) Foreign direct investment up to 26 percent shall be under automatic route and beyond 26 percent & up to 49
percent shall be with Government approval;
c ) An Indian insurance company shall ensure that its ownership & control remains at all times in hands

of resident Indian entities;
d) ˜ ACCOMMO DAT ION O N LE ASE / RENT AL BASIS
The Reserve Bank advised all commercial banks (including RRBs) the revised norms and procedures for
acquisition of accommodation on lease/rental basis for their use. These will now be determined by the
banks themselves. However, banks have to ensure that their branches do not function from premises
which are unauthorised as per the prevailing law.
Further, banks have been advised that legitimate grievances of owners of property leased to the bank
should be examined at appropriately senior level in the bank and expeditious action should be taken to
redress such grievances.
The Reserve Bank has also decided to do away with the periodic statements
on disputed premises.
˜ CROSS HOLDING OF LONG TERM BONDS: The Reserve Bank allowed all scheduled commercial
banks (excluding RRBs) to invest in the long term bonds issued by other banks for financing of
infrastructure and affordable housing. In order to prevent double counting of regulatory exemptions
allowed, such investments will be subject to prescribed
conditions. ˜TRADE-RELATED REMITTANCE LIMIT TREBLED
On a review of the permitted transactions under the Rupee Drawing Arrangements (RDAs), the
Reserve Bank has increased the limit of trade transactions from the existing ?5,00,000/- (Rupees Five
Lakh only) per transaction to ?15,00,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Lakh only) per transaction. Further,
Authorised Dealer Category - I Banks are permitted to regularise payments exceeding the prescribed
limit under RDA subject to conditions prescribed.
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˜ ISSUANCE OF RUPEE LINKED BONDS OVERSEAS
a) INDIAN CORPORATES:
è Indian corporates eligible to raise ECB are permitted to issue Rupee linked bonds overseas. The
corporates which, at present, are permitted to access ECB under the approval route will require prior
permission of the Reserve Bank to issue such bonds and those coming under the automatic route can do
so without prior permission of the Reserve Bank.
è The bonds may be floated in any jurisdiction that is Financial Action Task Force (FATF) compliant. The
subscription, coupon payments and redemption may be settled in foreign currency. The proceeds of the
bonds can be parked as per the extant provisions on parking of ECB proceeds.
è Amount and average maturity period of such bonds should be as per the extant ECB guidelines. The
call & put option, if any, shall not be exercisable prior to completion of applicable minimum average
maturity period.
è The coupon on the bonds should not be more than 500 basis points above the sovereign yield of the
Government of India security of corresponding maturity as per the FIMMDA yield curve prevailing on the
date of issue.
è End use restrictions will be as applicable under the extant ECB guidelines. For USD-INR conversion,
the Reserve Bank's reference rate on date of issue will be applicable.
b) INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: International Financial Institutions of which India
is a shareholding member intending to deploy the entire proceeds of the issuance in India shall not
require prior permission for the issuance of Rupee bonds overseas irrespective of amount of issuance. In
other cases, where an International Financial Institution (of which India is a member) wishes to retain
the freedom to deploy the issue proceeds in any member country shall require prior permission from the
RBI / Govt. of India.
˜ INTEREST RATE FUTURES (IRF): 6 YEAR & 13
YEAR: The Reserve Bank of India has released the final guidelines for introduction of 6-year and 13-year
cash settled Interest Rate Futures (IRF) on Government of India Securities with residual maturity of 4-8
years and 11-15 years, respectively. It also expanded the residual maturity for the existing 10 year cash
settled IRF from 9-11 years to 8-11 years. This would provide market participants greater choice and
flexibility to hedge their interest rate risk across different tenors.
The 6-Year, existing 10-Year and 13-year cash settled Interest Rate Futures contracts shall
have two options as under:
OPTION A: The underlying shall be a coupon bearing Govt. of India security of face value ?100 and
residual maturity –
 Between 4 and 8 years for 6-year cash settled IRF;
 Between 8 & 11 years for the existing 10-year cash settled IRF; and
 Between 11 and 15 years for the 13-year cash settled IRF, on the expiry of futures contract.
OPTION B: The underlying shall be coupon bearing notional 10-year Govt. of India security with a face
value of 100. For each contract, there shall be basket of Govt. of India securities, with residual maturitybetween 4 and 8 years for 6-year cash settled IRF; between 8 and 11 years for the existing 10-year
cash settled IRF and between 11 and 15 years for the 13-year cash settled IRF, on the day of expiry of
futures contract, with appropriate weight assigned to each security in the basket.
˜ RE-EXPORT OF UNSOLD ROUGH DIAMONDS
 In order to facilitate re-export of unsold rough diamonds imported on free of cost basis at Special
Notified Zone (SNZ), the RBI has clarified to authorised dealers that the unsold rough diamonds, when
re-exported from the SNZ (being an area within the Customs) without entering the Domestic Tariff Area
(DTA), do not require any Export Declaration Form (EDF) formality.
 Entry of consignment containing different lots of rough diamonds into the SNZ should be accompanied

by a declaration of notional value by way of an invoice and a packing list indicating the free cost
nature of the consignment.
 RUPEE (INR) DENOMINATED TRADE CREDIT
 Reserve Bank of India has decided that the resident importer can raise trade credit in Rupees (INR)
within the following framework after entering into a loan agreement with the overseas lender:
a) Trade credit can be raised for import of all items (except gold) permissible under the extant Foreign
Trade Policy.
b) Trade credit period for import of non-capital goods can be upto one year from the date of shipment or
upto the operating cycle whichever is lower.
c) Trade credit period for import of capital goods can be upto five years from the date of shipment. No
roll-over / extension can be permitted by the AD Category - I bank beyond the permissible period.
d) AD Category - I banks can permit trade credit upto USD 20 million equivalent per import transaction.
e) AD Cat - I banks are permitted to give guarantee, Letter of Undertaking or Letter of Comfort in respect
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of trade credit for a maximum period of three years from the date of shipment.
f) The all-in-cost of such Rupee (INR) denominated trade credit should be commensurate with prevailing

market conditions.
 Overseas lenders of Rupee (INR) denominated trade credits will be eligible to hedge their exposure in

Rupees through permitted derivative products in the on-shore market with an AD Category - I bank in
India.
 ISSUANCE OF RUPEE DENOMINATED BONDS OVERSEAS: The Reserve Bank of India has
placed a framework for issuance of Rupee denominated bonds overseas within the overarching ECB
policy. The broad contours of the framework are as follows:
a) Eligible Borrowers: Any corporate or body corporate as well as Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
and Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvITs).
b) Recognised Investors: Any investor from a Financial Action Task Force (FATF) compliant jurisdiction.
c) Maturity: Minimum maturity period of 5 years.
d) All-in-cost: All in cost should be commensurate with prevailing market conditions.
e) Amount: As per extant ECB policy.
f) End-uses: No end-use restrictions except for a negative list.
˜ REVISED FRAMEWORK FOR ECB POLICY
The overarching principles of the revised framework are:
a) A more liberal approach, with fewer restrictions on end uses, higher all-incost ceiling, etc., for long
term foreign currency borrowings as the extended term makes repayments more sustainable and
minimises roll-over risks for the borrower;
b) Similarly, a more liberal approach for Indian Rupee (INR) denominated ECBs where the currency risk
is borne by the lender;
c) Expansion of the list of overseas lenders to include long term lenders like Sovereign Wealth Funds,
Pension Funds, insurance companies;
d) Only a small negative list of end-use requirements applicable to long-term ECBs & INR denominated
ECBs;
e) Raising of limit for small value ECBs with Minimum Average Maturity (MAM) of 3 years to USD 50
million from the existing USD 20 million; and
f) Alignment of the list of infrastructure entities eligible for ECB with the Harmonised List of the
Government of India. The revised ECB framework will comprise the following three
tracks:
Medium term foreign currency denominated ECB with MAM of 3/5 years.
Track I
Track II

Long term foreign currency denominated ECB with MAM of 10 years.

Track III
Indian Rupee denominated ECB with MAM of 3/5 years.
A transitional period upto March 31, 2016 has been allowed to ECBs contracted till commencement of
revised framework and in respect of special schemes which are to end by March 31, 2016.
NATIONAL PENSION SYSTEM BY NRIs: NRIs may subscribe to the NPS governed and administered
by the Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority (PFRDA), provided such subscriptions are
made through normal banking channels and the person is eligible to invest as per the provisions of the
PFRDA Act.
The subscription amounts shall be paid by the NRIs either by inward remittance through normal
banking channels or out of funds held in their Non-Resident (External) Rupee A/c Scheme (NRE) /
Foreign Currency (Non-Resident) A/c (Banks) Scheme (FCNR) / Non-Resident Ordinary Rupee A/c
Scheme (NRO). There shall be no restriction on repatriation of the annuity / accumulated savings.
LOAN & ADVANCES - ˜ LOANS TO CEO / WHOLE TIME DIRECTORS:
The RBI has permitted commercial banks to grant loans and advances to the Chief Executive Officer/
Whole Time Directors, without seeking prior approval of RBI, subject to the following:
 Only loans, such as, loan for purchasing of car, loan for purchasing of personal computer, loan for
purchasing of furniture, loan for constructing / acquiring a house for personal use, festival advance and
credit limit under credit card facility, may be granted.
 The loans and advances should form part of the compensation / remuneration policy approved by the
Board of Directors or any committee of the Board to which powers have been delegated or the
Appointments Committee, as the case may be.
 Guidelines on Base Rate will not be applicable on the interest charged on such loans. However, the
interest rate charged on such loans cannot be lower than the rate charged on loans to the bank’s own
employees.
 No other loan can be sanctioned to Directors.

B A N K I N G S E R V I C E S I N V I L L A G E S W I T H POPULATION BELOW 2000:
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 As per the extant guidelines, SLBCs were advised to prepare a roadmap and cover all unbanked

villages with population less than 2000 for providing banking services in a time-bound manner (latest by
March 2016).
Keeping in view the ongoing implementation of Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY), SLBC
Convenors banks and lead banks are advised to complete the process of providing banking services in
unbanked villages with population below 2000 by August 14, 2015 in line with the PMJDY instead of
March 2016 prescribed earlier.
˜CREDIT INFORMATION COMPANIES
 Presently, four CICs, viz. Credit Information Bureau (India) Limited, Equifax Credit Information
Services Private Limited, Experian Credit Information Company of India Private Limited and CRIF High
Mark Credit Information Services Private Limited have been granted Certificate of Registration by RBI.
To overcome this problem of incomplete / inaccurate credit information, RBI has decided that all Credit
Institutions should become members of all CICs.
 The one-time membership fee charged by the CICs, for CIs to become their members, shall not
exceed Rs.10,000 each. The annual fees charged by the CICs to CIs shall not exceed Rs.5,000 each.
˜ ‘NO DUE CERTIFICATE’: In order to ensure hassle free credit to all borrowers, especially in rural and
semi-urban areas and keeping in view the technological developments and the different ways available
with banks to avoid multiple financing, banks advised to dispense with obtaining ‘No Due Certificate’
from the individual borrowers (including SHGs & JLGs) in rural and semi-urban areas for all types of
loans including loans under Government Sponsored Schemes, irrespective of the amount involved unless
the Government Sponsored Scheme itself provides for obtention of ‘No Dues
Certificate’.
˜SARFAESI ACT, 2002-CHANGE IN SHAREHOLDING:
In order to smoothen the functioning of SC/RC companies, RBI has decided that, only the following
changes in the share holding pattern of the SC/RC will require RBI prior approval:
a) Any transfer of shares by which the transferee becomes a sponsor.
b) Any transfer of shares by which the transferor ceases to be a sponsor.
c) An aggregate transfer of ten percent or more of the total paid up share capital of the SC/RC by a
sponsor during the period of five years commencing from the date of certificate of registration.
˜ CREDIT FACILITIES TO MINORITY COMMUNITIES
Ministry of Minority Affairs, Government of India, have notified the Jain Community as a minority
community. This is in addition to five communities already notified as minority communities, viz. Sikhs,
Muslims, Christians, Zoroastrians and Buddhists.
˜ HOUSING LOANS TO EWS AND LIG BORROWERS
 Inclusion of Stamp Duty and other charges in LTV ratio: With a view to encourage availability of
affordable housing to economically weaker sections (EWS) and low income groups (LIG) borrowers, RBI
has decided that in cases where the cost of the house/dwelling unit does not exceed Rs.10 lakh, banks
may add stamp duty, registration and other documentation charges to the cost of the house/dwelling
unit for the purpose of calculating LTV ratio.
 Construction linked disbursal of Housing loan: RBI has advised that in cases of projects
sponsored by Govt./ Statutory Authorities, they may disburse the loans as per the payment stages
prescribed by such authorities, even where payments sought from house buyers are not linked to the
stages of construction, provided such authorities have no past history of non-completion
of projects.
˜ SALE OF ASSETS TO SC/RC: RBI has advised that banks can reverse excess provision arising out of
sale of NPAs only when the cash received (by way of initial consideration and/or redemption of security
receipts / pass through certificates) is higher than the NBV of the NPAs sold to SCs/RCs. The quantum of
excess provision reversed to the profit & loss a/c on a/c of sale of NPAs shall be disclosed in the financial
statements of the bank under ‘Notes
to Accounts’.
˜ PRIORITY SECTOR LENDING
 The Reserve Bank has decided that priority sector loans to persons with disabilities will be eligible for
classification under weaker sections category, effective from March 13, 2015.
 Further, overdrafts extended by banks upto Rs. 5,000/- in Pradhan Mantri Jan-DhanYojana (PMJDY)
accounts will be eligible for classification under priority sector advances (‘others’ category) as also
weaker sections, provided the borrowers household annual income does not exceed Rs. 60,000/- for
rural areas and Rs. 1,20,000/- for non-rural areas.
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˜ NBFC-MFIs DIRECTIONS MODIFIED
 The Reserve Bank of India has directed that loan disbursed by a non-banking financial company-micro
finance institutions (NBFC-MFIs) to a borrower with a rural household annual income not exceeding Rs.
1,00,000 or urban and semi-urban household income not exceeding Rs.1,60,000, would be eligible to
be defined as a qualifying asset.
 NBFCs-MFI while disbursing loans are required to ensure that the total indebtedness of the borrower
does not exceed Rs.1,00,000. Education and medical expenses will be excluded while arriving at the
total indebtedness of a borrower.
 As per the revised limit, the loan amount should not exceed Rs.60,000 in the first cycle and
Rs.1,00,000 in subsequent cycles.
 Aggregate amount of loans given for income generation should constitute at least 50 per cent of the
total loans of the NBFC-MFI and the remaining 50 per cent can be for other purposes.
 REVISED GUIDELINES FOR PRIORITY SECTOR LENDING: The Reserve Bank, on April 10, 2015,
issued revised guidelines for Priority Sector Lending after deliberating on the comments / suggestions
received from Government of India, banks, and other stakeholders.
 DIFFERENTIAL INTEREST RATES ON DEPOSITS:
RBI has permitted all Scheduled Commercial Banks (excluding RRBs) to offer differential interest rates
based on whether the term deposits are with or without-premature-withdrawal-facility, subject to
certain guidelines:
a) All term deposits of individuals (held singly or jointly) of Rs. 15 lakh and below should, necessarily,
have premature withdrawal facility.

For all term deposits other than referred above, the customers can be given the option to choose
between term deposits either with or without premature withdrawal facility. Banks should disclose in
advance the schedule of interest rates payable on deposits.
 USE INFO ON CRILC
è The RBI has advised scheduled commercial banks (excluding regional rural banks) to make use of the
information available in Central Repository of Information on Large Credits (CRILC) and not limit their
due diligence to seeking no-objection certificate (NOC) from the bank with whom the customer is
supposed to be enjoying the credit facilities as per the declaration.
è Further banks may also seek ‘No Objection Certificate’ from the drawee bank where the initial deposit
to current account is made by way of a cheque.
DIRECT LENDING TO NON-CORPORATE FARMERS
è In an effort to increase direct lending to agriculture, the target for direct lending to small and marginal
farmers under the recently revised Priority Sector Norms has been increased to 7 percent for 2015-16
and to 8% for 2016-17.
è The RBI has therefore directed banks to ensure that their overall direct lending to non-corporate
farmers does not fall below the system-wide average of the last three years achievement ( to be notified
shortly, and henceforth at the beginning of each year), failing which they will attract the usual penalties
for shortfall. They should also continue to maintain all efforts to reach the level of 13.5 percent direct
lending to the beneficiaries who earlier constituted the
direct agriculture sector.
LOANS TO CEO / WHOLE TIME DIRECTORS: In order to streamline the existing processes and to
obviate the need to approach the RBI on case-to-case basis, the RBI has permitted commercial banks to
grant loans & advances to the Chief Executive Officer / Whole Time Directors, without seeking prior
approval of the RBI, subject to the following conditions:
a) Only loans, such as, loan for purchasing of car, loan for purchasing of personal computer, loan for
purchasing of furniture, loan for constructing / acquiring a house for personal use, festival advance and
credit limit under credit card facility, may be granted.
b) The loans and advances should form part of the compensation / remuneration policy approved by
the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board to which powers have been delegated or the
Appointments Committee, as the case may be.
c) Guidelines on Base Rate will not be applicable on the interest charged on such loans. However, the
interest rate charged on such loans cannot be lower than the rate charged on loans to the bank’s own
employees.
d) No other loan can be sanctioned to Directors. .
(For details Pl Refer to Oct. 2015 Magazine).
 TIMELY & ADEQUATE CREDIT FLOW TO MSEs
è The Reserve Bank of India has advised scheduled commercial banks (excluding regional rural banks)
to put in place Board approved policy on lending to micro and small entrepreneurs (MSEs), adopting an
appropriate system of timely and adequate credit delivery to borrowers in the MSE segment within the
broad prudential regulations of the Reserve Bank. The guidelines include:
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a) Standby Credit Facility: Banks may, as part of their lending policy to MSEs, consider providing a
‘standby credit facility’, while funding capital expenditure, to fund unforeseen increases in capital
expenditure.
b) Working Capital Limits: Banks may also incorporate, in their lending policy to MSEs, a policy for

fixing a separate additional limit, at the time of sanction / renewal of working capital limits, specifically
for meeting the temporary rise in working capital requirements arising mainly due to unforeseen /
seasonal increase in demand for products produced by them.
c) Review of Regular Working Capital Limits: Where banks are convinced that changes in the
demand pattern of MSE borrowers require a mid-term review, they may do so. Such mid-term reviews
may be based on an assessment of sales performance of the MSEs since last review without waiting for
audited financial statements.
d) Timelines for Credit Decisions: Banks to have a Credit Proposal Tracking System (CPTS) with a
view to closely:
è Tracking the applications and ensuring speedy disposal;
è The time frame within which loan applications upto Rs.2 lakh will be disposed of and the same should
be indicated at the time of acceptance of loan applications; to make suitable disclosures on the timelines
for conveying credit decisions through their websites, notice-boards, product literature.
 FRAMEWORK FOR REVITALISING DISTRESSED ASSETS: As a part of continuous assessment of
the effectiveness of the Framework for Revitalising Distressed Assets in the Economy and review of its
guidelines on Joint Lenders’ Forum (JLF) and Corrective Action Plan (CAP), as also based on the
feedbacks received from banks, the Reserve Bank on September 24, 2015 introduced certain
changes/additions in the framework pertaining to Joint Lenders’ Forum Empowered Group (JLF – EG);
Restructuring of Doubtful Accounts under JLF; Disagreement on Restructuring as CAP and Exit Option;
Duration of Application of Extant Penal Provisions and Strategic Debt Restructuring Scheme, to make it
more effective.
 CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP OUTSIDE SDR SCHEME:
è The Reserve Bank of India has allowed scheduled commercial banks (excluding RRBs), to upgrade the
credit facilities extended to borrowing entities whose ownership has been changed outside Strategic
Debt Restructuring Scheme (SDR), to ‘Standard’ category upon such change in ownership, subject to
the certain conditions laid down in the Guidelines, including change in ownership of the borrowing
entities.
è The quantum of provision held by the bank against the said account as on the date of change in
ownership of the borrowing entities shall not be reversed except when all the outstanding loan/ facilities
of the borrowing entities perform satisfactorily during the ‘specified period’ (as defined in the extant
norms on restructuring of advances), i.e., principal and interest on all facilities in the account are
serviced as per terms of payment during that period. In case satisfactory performance during the
specified period is not evidenced, the asset classification of the restructured account would be governed
by the extant asset classification norms with reference to the repayment schedule that existed before the
change in ownership and assuming that upgrade in asset
classification had not been given.
FUNDING BY NSFDC FOR ON-LENDING:
èAs per the extant instructions on pricing of credit by Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs), the maximum
variance between the minimum and maximum interest rate on loans cannot exceed 4 per cent.
è In order to enable NBFC-MFIs to act as channelizing agents of NSFDC, the RBI has decided that the
condition relating to the maximum variance permitted shall not be applicable to loans extended by NBFCMFIs against funding by NSFDC. The on-lending to individuals by NBFC-MFIs out of funds of NSFDC shall
only be through direct credit to their accounts with banks. Further, NBFCMFIs shall exclude borrowing
from NSFDC in arriving at the average cost of funds of the company for the purpose of pricing of credit,
other than to the beneficiaries targeted by NSFDC. For this, NBFC-MFIs shall maintain proper record of
funds received from NSFDC and the lending out of those funds.
è Appropriate disclosures in this regard shall be made in the balance sheet of such NBFC-MFIs. The
minimum disclosures should include quantum of funds received from NSFDC, cost of such funds, loans
disbursed there from, rate of interest on such loans and the number of beneficiaries.
˜ REVIEW OF ACCOUNTS:

The Reserve Bank has clarified to public sector banks that Concurrent Auditors should submit
their Non-Performing Asset review reports to the banks and not to Statutory Central Auditors
undertaking the half yearly/quarterly review who for audit purpose would treat the branches covered
by CAs as unaudited branches. SCAs, as in the past, would continue to review top 20 branches for half
yearly/quarterly reviews and take into account review reports of overseas branches of public sector
banks audited by the respective statutory auditor. SCAs need to necessarily cover advances adversely
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commented upon in the latest inspection report of the Reserve Bank, special audit/ special scrutiny, if
any carried out by the bank, RBI or any other agency, so that all problem accounts are taken care of
during half yearly / quarterly review.
 The balance portion of stipulated 50 percent of advances and NPAs, to be covered for half
yearly/quarterly review, would be reviewed by SCAs through Core Banking System of the banks and
management inputs viz. internal inspection reports, review reports by concurrent auditors made
available to them by banks.
˜ REVISED PS LENDING NORMS FOR RRBs:
The RBI has revised Priority Sector Lending (PSL) norms for Regional Rural Banks. As per new
notification, priority sector lending target has been increased to 75% of the total outstanding from the
existing 60% which will be effective from 1st Jan 2016. PSL would include which also includes loans to
micro and small enterprises, weaker sections, housing and education.

Among significant revisions in the PSL norms are: upping of the limit on loans to individual
farmers to ?50 lakh from ?10 lakh against pledging/hypothecation of agricultural produce (including
warehouse receipts) for a period not exceeding 12 months, and doubling the aggregate limit to ?2
crore per borrower in the case of loans to, among others, corporate farmers, producer
organisations/companies of individual farmers, and partnership firms/co-operatives engaged in
agriculture and allied activities.

In the case of housing loans, the RBI has lowered the quantum of loans that will qualify as PSL.
Loans of up to Rs.20 lakh (Rs.25 lakh now) will be made available to individuals on PSL for the
purchase/construction of a dwelling unit per family, provided the overall cost of the dwelling unit does
not exceed ?25 lakh. Housing loans to banks’ own employees will be excluded.
As of end-March 2015, there were 56 RRBs operating in the country, with a network of 20,059 branches
covering 644 notified districts across 26 States and the Union Territory of Puducherry

ONE LINE APPROACH : FUNCTION OF BANKS
( BASED ON RECALLED QUESTIONS )- 3
BANKING LAWS INCLUDING NI,BR & RBI ACT AND PRACTICES
1.
Provisions relating to Nomination are given in : Banking Regulation Act (Sec 45 ZA to 45 ZF)
2.
As per section 26 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, a Minor can draw, endorse, accept a negotiable
instrument but he can not : bind himself
3.
A has granted Irrevocable Power of Attorney in favour of B for one year. After 3 months, A
revokes the Power of Attorney. A cheque signed by B is presented for payment_ What will you do?
The cheque will not be paid because POA can be withdrawn before maturity and once it is revoked,
no cheque signed by agent can be debited to account of Principal
4.
What is the Doctrine of Ultra Vires in the context of a limited company?: Any act by the directors
beyond the object of the company is considered ultra vires the company and company is not bound by such
act.
5.
A minor who was admitted to the benefits of partnership has become major. Within how much period,
he has to decide to remain partner in the firm or not?: within 6 months of attaining majority or 6 months of
knowing that he is the partner in the firm whichever is later.
6.
If on a cheque words "Account Payee" is written between two parallel lines or with the name of a
bank, then: the cheque can not be endorsed.
7.
Which type of crossing is required to be done if the drawer wants that in case of endorsement, the
title of transferee of the cheque should not be better than the title of the transferor: Not Negotiable Crossing
8.
In the case of dishonour of a cheque due to insufficient funds, for enforcing rights under section 138
of the Negotiable Instruments Act 1881, the holder should send a notice to the drawer within: 30 days from
the date of receipt of notice regarding dishonour of the instrument.
9.
The iimitation period for filing case in case of dishonour of cheque due to insufficient funds is: 1 month
from the date of cause of action.
10.
Objectives for which a company has been formed are given in: Memorandum of Association
Full form of BCBS is Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.
11.
Direct Impact of increase in CRR is : Controlling Liquidity
12.
Banks can not issue Demand Draft payable to Bearer as per provisions of : Section 31 of the RBI Act
13.
Grace Period is allowed in the case of : Usance Bills and Usance Promissory Notes
14.
Indian Banks are required to maintain minimum Capital Adequacy Ratio of : 9%
15.
In the case of individuals and HUF, tax will be deducted at source if the interest on term deposit in a
financial year is : more than Rs 10,000
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16.
If Power of Attorney is executed outside India it should be stamped within:90 days of its first arrival in India
17.
For its implementation, the complainant should accept the award given by Ombudsman within: 30
days of the receipt of the copy of the award.
18.
When proceeds of cheque are given before clearance of the cheque the banker will be called: Holder
for Value
19.
What do we 'mean by Surrender Value of Life Insurance Policy?: Minimum amount payable by the
insurance company in case of foreclosure of the policy before maturity.
20.
In the case of Wrongful dishonour of cheque, to whom the bank is liable?: Drawer
21.
If date on a cheque is prior to the date of its presentation, it is called: Ante Dated cheque
22.
What is minor's liability in HUF Account: Minor is not liable
23.
When does the right of nominee starts in respect of a deposit account?: After death of all depositors
24.
For injecting money in the market which type of transaction is undertaken?: (a) Repo (b) Reverse Repo
25.
Garnishee order is not applicable to: Unutilised portion of the Cash credit limit
26.
Which of the following is not added in the demand and time liabilities for calculation of SLR?: Capital and
reserves, inter bank deposits for maturity up to 14 days, borrowings from RBI and refinance from NABARD, SIDBI.
27.
RBI controls money supply through: change in CRR
28.
Loan given to a director can be waived: after permission of RBI.
29.
Under the Ombudsmen scheme, the Bank has to reply to the objection of the complainant within: one month
30.
Locker should be broken open if it is not operated for _ year in case medium risk and _ year
in case of high risk customers: (3,1).
31.
A post dated cheque is passed in the account of a customer. But another cheque which was in order was
dishonoured due to insufficient funds. What is the liability of the Banker?: Bank is liable to the drawer for paying post
dated cheque as bank is not justified in paying post dated cheque. The bank will be liable to drawer for damages on
account of wrongful dishonour of cheque.
32.
Which type of preferential shares are treated as part of Tier I capital of the Bank?: Perpetual Non
Cumulative Preference Shares.
33.
As per RBI guidelines, all banks are required classify business in various business segments with effect from
31-03-2008. The segments are: (a) Treasury (b) Corporate / Wholesale Banking, (c) Retail Banking, (d) Other Banking
Business. The geographical segments are 'domestic' and 'international'.
34.
Customer of your bank asks for cash payment of crossed DD. What would you do? Generally payment only
through bank account. However, bank can pay after duly satisfying the genuineness of the draft and payee but bank will
continue to be liable to true owner if recipient is not true owner.
35.
A cheque is presented for payment in which the amount in words and figures is different. Bank
should pay which amount?: amount written in words will be paid.
36.
Whether a Private Limited company can be a partner with Public Limited company to form a Partnership? Yes
37.
In the context of Nomination, which is correct statement?:Signatures of nominee not required on
nomination form. Nominee's name should be mentioned on FDR if agreed by the customer.
38.
A bearer cheque of Rs.7,000/- was presented. The cashier informed that the cheque can not be passed
as the balance is less by Rs.700/-. The tenderer credited the amount of shortfall and the cheque was paid.
Customer disputed the transaction. Whether bank is liable?: Yes. For disclosing balance to third party, bank is
liable to account holder.
39. _____________ As per KYC guidelines, the periodicity of obtention of photograph and latest
address proof for Low Risk. Customers is Medium Risk years and High Risk Customers is
: 10
years, 8 years 2 years.
40.
When an order passed by Banking Ombudsman is accepted by the complainant, the same
should be complied within: 1 month from the date of receipt of acceptance from the complainant.
41.
Penalty for delay is
per day if information is not furnished within prescribed time under Right to Information
Act:
42.
A crossed DD was paid by cash. What risk is there for the Bank: Bank will be liable to true owner of
the DD if payment made to a person other than true owner (Section 129 of N I Act).
43.
A cheque is written in English and Regional Language. Whether it can be paid?: Yes. A cheque
written in different language can be paid if otherwise in order.
44.
Who cannot become a partner in a firm as per supreme court judgment HUF
45.
Introducers liability / responsibility in case of an account holder defrauding Bank is : To assist the
Bank in locating the a/c holder - does not have legal liability
46.
Nomination - Minor can be a nominee.
47.
Inoperative accounts: 2 Years & above not operated.
48.
RTI Act - party seeking information need not disclose the reasons for which the information sought for.
49.
Counterfeit notes returned after police verification, the same has to be preserved for 3 years
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subject to half yearly verification.
50.
Validity period of cheque reduced to 3 months from 1.4.12 as per : RBI Guidelines under sec 35A of B R Act
51.
Crossed cheque payment across the counter to the authorized Officer of collecting Bank - can be
made and there are no violation as per NI Act. 255.
52.
The consequence of non registration of Partnership - firm cannot sue others for its dues.
53.
Banks are required to implement the award of Ombudsman unless a decision is taken to appeal
against the same within one month from the date of receipt of acceptance of the award by the
complainant.
54.
Account holder A & B want to substitute their name with the name of their sons C & D in the
account. What should the bank do?: Substitution of all names is not allowed. At least one of the original
account holder should be retained in the account.
55.
When only image of cheque is sent to the paying bank while sending cheque for collection instead
of sending the physical cheque, the process is called: Cheque Truncation
56.
A Cheque partly written in English & partly in regional language is presented for-payment What should
the bank do?: May be paid, if otherwise in order and the language other
than.English is the regional language of the area where the cheque is presented.
57.
An authority has been granted in an account You have received information about the death of the
Principal. Today, you receive a cheque signed by the agent which is dated prior to the death of the Principal. What
should the bank do? : Cheque can not be paid as authority of agent comes to end with the death of the Principal.
58.
You are maintaining current account in the name of the Trust. You receive notice of death of one of the
trustees. After this notice, a cheque signed by the deceased trustee is presented for payment. What should the bank
do?: Cheque may be paid, if otherwise in order.
59.
As per Consumer Protection Act, the period for filing appeal to State Commission against decision
of the District Forum is: maximum 30 days
60.
Who can not be full fledged partner: Minor
61.
Can Karta of HUF appoint Agent or delegate the powers to other co-parcener: Yes, he can do so.
62.
Money deposited after receiving order may be attached in the case of: attachment order
63.
Original & duplicate draft presented simultaneously for payment: Duplicate should be paid &
original should be returned.
64.
Company has registered office at Delhi, factory at Kolkata & loan taken at Mumbai. For creating
equitable mortgage title deeds can be deposited at: any notified city.
65.
Reasons for avoiding advance to Un-Registered Partnership Firm: Firm can not sue against anyone
for recovery of its debts but anyone can sue against the firm.
66.
What is the effect of 'Not Negotiable Crossing'?: Transferee does not get better title than the transferor.
67.
Payment of cheque can be stopped by: only Drawer of the cheque
68.
Account payee crossing defined in:-Not defined any where
69.
What is the current rate of interest paid on CRR?: NIL
70.
How can be the transferability of Bill of exchange can be restricted? By making restrictive endorsement
71.
If on a Bill-of Exchange, two parallel lines are drawn and not negotiable is written between the lines, what
kind of the crossing will be there: Provisions relating to crossing are not applicable to Bill of Exchange.
72.
Within priority sector, what is the allocation to weaker section?: 25%
73.
Maximum time within which reply must be given under Right to information act? 30 days
74.
What is the status of Nominee? Trustee of Legal heirs
75.
Safe deposit vault is governed by provisions of: Transfer of Property act
76.
A cheque signed by agent has been presented after his death for payment. What should the bank do?: The
cheque will be paid if otherwise in order.
77.
Purpose of star series notes: To replace defectively printed notes
78.
Customer-bank relationship in locker account: Lessee-Lessor
79.
Upto what amount District forum can be approached under Consumer Protection Act?: Rs.20 Lacs
80.
Appeal against the award of Ombudsman can be made by the bank within: 30 days of receiving the
acceptance from the complainant.
81.
Cheque issued by director of a company and presented after his death will be: Passed if in order
82.
What would be the action of central bank in recession?: create liquidity by decreasing CRR and lower
the repo rate.
83.
Ante dated cheque like cheque dated 15.12.07 is presented for payment on 1.1.08 whereas_ the account was
opened on 20.12.07 : Cheque should be passed
84.
If amount in words and figures differ on a cheque and amount written in words is higher than the
amount written in figures, then as per sec.18 of NI Act, which amount should be paid?: amount written in
words
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85.
Nomination facility is not available in the case of : Trust A/c.
86.
customer service Committee meeting held on : Monthly basis
87.
A person wants to open a joint account with his wife in such a way that the account can be operated
by him only during his lifetime and she should be able to operate the account only after his death. The
account has to be opened with the instructions: 'Former or survivor'.
88.
For wrongful dishonour of the cheque the bank is liable to: the drawer of the cheque
89.
Banks print cheque books having similar particulars. The format of cheque is prescribed by which Act
: Not defined in any Act. It is as per practice. CTS 2010 advised by RBI
90.
Which crossing takes away the feature of assumption of defective free title available to the transferee
: Not negotiable crossing
91.
Who is appointed to tackle public complaints against the public authorities : Ombudsman
92.
The facility of nomination is not available to Trust account because it is account : Non-individual
(facility of nomination is available only in the case of individual(s).
93.
The true owner of a cheque has been deprived of his right by collection of the cheque for a different
person. This is called Conversion
94.
As per recent RBI/Govt. guidelines, pensioners can open account jointly with: spouse, to be operated
as either or survivor or former or survivor.
95.
While paying a bearer cheque, signatures are obtained on the back side of the cheque. Why ? : As
evidence of payment
96.
Whether Minor can nominate ? no. On his behalf nomination will be done by a person legally
competent to act on his behalf.
97.
Cheque is dated before date of its presentation is called: Antedated cheque
98.
An endorsement in which endorser excludes his liability is called : sans recourse
99.
When a company is financed against the security of hypothecation or mortgage of its movable property, the
company is required to file particulars of charge with: Registrar of Companies (no registration of charge required for
pledge).
100. Who is called as Holder as per N I Act?: Who is entitled to possession of the instrument in his own
name (actual possession is not necessary).
101. If a cheque is dishonoured due to insufficient funds, then as per section 138 of N I Act, court may
award imprisonment up to: 2years
102. On the face of a cheque, the name of a bank is written without two parallel lines. This will amount to : special
crossing
103. A/c payee crossing is defined in : it is not defined in any Act. It is as per practice
104. Nomination facility for deposit accounts is available under: 45ZA & 45 ZB of the BR act
105. Maximum amount of deposit which a bank may ask while allowing locker facility to a customer:
Advance rent for 3 years and locker breaking charges
106. A solicitor has account in his name and in the name of his client. Garnishee order is received in the name of the
solicitor. Whether the same will be applicable in the name of client also: No because two accounts are not in the same
right and same capacity.
107.
Which of the following is not a material alteration? Changing bearer to order
108.
109.
A bill issued without consideration is called: Accomodation Bill
110.
There is a joint account in the name of A &B. A cheque is drawn by A but the alteration in the amount is
authenticated by B. Whether bank can pay the cheque: Yes provided the operation is either or survivor.
111.
The term used for conversion or transfer of property derived from a criminal offense for the purpose
of concealing, or disguising, the illicit origin of the property is called: Money laundering
112.
In which of the following situations bank will not be a holder in due course?: When bank credits the
account of the customer after receipt of funds on account of cheque sent for collection
113.
The rate at which RBI rediscounts the usance bills of banks is called: Bank Rate
114.
Which of the following is not true about RBI (a) RBI announces credit and monetary policy (b) RBI
maintains forex reserves (c) RBI allows ways and means advance to central Govt (d) Banking Secretary of
Union Govt is the Governor of RBI Ans is (d)
115.
In the case of IPO, the company is required to allot shares or make refund within: 30 days of the closure of
the issue in case of fixed price public issues; 15 days in case of book built issues and 15 days in case of right issues
112. Bankcanchargecollectionchargesofnotmorethanfor_outstationchequesofRs10000toRs1lacinsavingbank:Rs.100
113.
Which of the following cheques can not be paid by the bank? : A cheque on which signatures of drawer have
been forged irrespective of the cleverness in forgery and though these appear to be same as that of the drawer.
114. FIU stands for : Financial Intelligence Unit (India)
115. Two cheques have been presented to you as paying banker. One is dated prior to opening the account and
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other is dated prior to issue of cheque book. What will you do as paying banker?: Both cheques will be paid.
116. KYC and FIU in India are associated with: preventing money laundering
117. Articles of Association mentions: directors' powers
118. Garnishee order is not applicable on: (a)cash received after two hours of receipt of Garnishee order
(b) amount received for safe custody (c) undrawn balances in cash credit accounts
119. A person having locker has expired. The nominee comes. A sealed cover is found. What will you do ?
: It will be delivered to him as part of locker contents without opening the packet.
120. A bill was presented on 10.5.2005 and accepted on 12.5.2005. The bill was due for payment on
29.07.2005 and was returned. The last date for filing suit in this case is : 29.07.2008
121. A listed bank has to prepare and publish balance sheet on quarterly basis as per: SEBI guidelines
122. There are certain instruments defined as negotiable instruments under law and certain instruments used as
negotiable instruments as per practice. Which of the following is not a negotiable instrument as per NI Act: Dividend
warrant
123. On repayment of_debt of a company, satisfaction of charge shbuld be filed with ROC within: 30 days
124. A Trust Deed is silent about loans by the trust. The trustee approaches for a loan. Under these
circumstances what should the bank do?: No loan can be raised
125. Which of the following un/under-stamped document can not be revalidated by paying penalty: None of
these as all documents can be revalidated. (However, as per question Demand Promisory note cannot be
revalidated).
126. A person of 65 years of age can not nominate which of the following persons: Trust
127. The aggregate limit for capital market exposure of a Bank is: 40 0/0 of net worth at the end of previous year
128. The aggregate limit for capital market exposure of a Bank is: 40 0/0 of net worth at the end of previous year
129. A minor approaches for a loan. Which type of loan can be given to him: loan can not be sanctioned
other than for necessities.
130.
A public limited company can start business after receiving
from Registrar of
Companies.
Certificate of commencement of business.
131. Which of the following does not match in banker/customer relation : Locker facility - Bailee/Bailor
132. Committee on Procedures and Performance Audit of Public Services (CPPAPS) was headed by:
S.S. Tarapore
133. Customer service code has been mentioned in : Banking Codes and Standards Board of India.
134. Cheque received in clearing signed by whom will not be passed out of the following: signed by a
person who has ' been declared insolvent.
135. Whether a customer can approach Ombudsman without first approaching the Bank : Approaching the
bank first is a pre-condition.
136. In case a forged note is detected in the cash tendered at bank counter, what should the bank do?:
The Note should be impounded and not returned to the tenderer.
137. If a guardian is appointed by court, minor will become major at the age of: 18years
138. A Cheque with forged signatures is presented for payment and is paid. Bank will be liable to:
Customer (Drawer of the cheque)
139. Protection is available to the collecting banker in case of : Crossed cheques
140. Which is not a General Crossing: Name of a bank written between two parallel lines
141. If time is not mentioned on a Bill of Exchange, it will be payable: on demand
142. Format of Cheque has been prescribed in which Act?: None because it is as per Practice and Usage
143. In an account of Club with you, cheque has been been presented for payment signed by the secretary
who has died. What should the bank do?: It will be paid if it not dated subsequent to date of death.
144. Garnishee order is applicable for: credit balance in OD and not for cheque sent for collection.
145. Bank Guarantees are issued as per provisions of : Indian Contract Act
146. cheque truncation means: converting physical cheque to electronic image and stopping physical flow
of a paper cheque. 660_ Foreign currency paid to taxi driver, shop keeper, can be accepted by: Authorised
persons.
147. A bank cannot acquire either as owner or as pledgee shares in a company more than:. 10 % of paid
capital of the company or 10% of the•paid up capital and reserves of the bank, whichever is lower.
148. For formation of a company, Registrar of Companies will issue : certificate of incorporation
149. There is a joint account in the name of A & B payable to either or survivor. On the death of A, the
amount will be payable to (a) nominee (b) B, the survivor.
150. Co is in liquidation, funds are at the disposal of : Liquidator
151. Guardian appointed by will of the father is called: testamentary guardian
152. The bill is dated 15/03/04, the date of acceptance: 20/03/04. The bill returned unpaid on
25/03/04. The limitation period will be available up to : 25/03/07
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153. Which of the following documents does not constitute document of title to goods:Airway bill
154. DD can be revalidated within: any time (practice may differ In different banks)
155. Which crossing is a Special Crossing : Name of Bank is written in the cheque with or without parallel lines
156. Supervision of banks is done by RBI under which act: RBI Act / BR Act / Jilani Committee Report / NI
Act: Banking
Regulation Act
157. A minor is aged 15 years, who is illiterate. Which type of self operated a/c can be opened -SB/ RD / FD
none
158. Which of the following can open SB a/c? State Electricity Board/ Indian Bank Association/ Municipal
corporation: Indian Bank Association.
159. During death claim settlement for a locker with nomination, you find one sealed packed. What you will
do: Deliver the sealed packet without opening it.
160. In a Flying club, the Secretary & Treasurer are authorized to sign. A Cheque is presented for payment across the
counter. In between it has been informed that Secretary has died, what you will do? : Will be paid, if otherwise in order
161. Revival of limitation for recovery of a time barred loan is possible by: obtaining fresh promise to pay
under provisions of Indian Contract Act.
As per Supreme court decision, HUF cannot be a partner because: HUF is not a natural or legal person
162. As per Prevention of Money laundering Act, preservation of records relating to closed accounts upto:
5 yr from date of closure of account.
163. Banks can provide information about the customer to another Bank: General in nature, without any
responsibility
164. Board of Directors want to borrow money in excess of paid up capital and reserves of the company:
can be done through a resolution passed by shareholders in the general meeting
165. Other than a Bill of exchange or promissory note, the document which was executed abroad is required to bestamped on
its arrival in India within: 3 months of its arrival
166. Administrator is appointed in case of: to realize assets and pay off liabilities of a person who has died
without writing a will.
Under Ombudsman scheme, which type of case not entertained?: advocate representing the customer
167. Which of the following is not a valid cheque for payment by the bank-l)different ink & handwriting 2)
cheque with prior date 3) cheque with impossible date 4) Mutilated cheque: Mutilated cheque
168. The liability of the drawer of bills of exchange is prime till it is not accepted by the drawee after that
prime liability becomes of Drawee.
169. Whether Pvt Ltd. Co. can be partner with Partnership Firm: Yes
170. Provision on standard assets to be shown in balance sheet in other liabilities and provisions.
Provision for NPA is deducted from gross advances.
171. Counterfeit note received at the counter what to be done?: Impound the currency note.
172. No noting on currency note, directions issued by RBI under section 35A of BR Act.
173. Cross cheque can be paid at counter if presented by other bank.
174. Payments of a forged draft. Who will lodge FIR paying or collecting bank: Paying Bank.
175. Borrowing powers of board of directors are contained in: Articles of Association
176. Locker can be broken open after notice to the hirer if the same is not operated for: more than three years for
mediur-n risk category or one year for a higher risk category, and the locker-hirer does not respond nor operates the
locker.
177. If a complainant is not satisfied with the award or his complaint is rejected by the Banking ombudsmen, he can
prefer an appeal to Deputy Governor, RBI within: 30 days of the of the date of receipt of communication regarding
award or rejection of the complaint.
178. An account was opened on 24.11.2007 and the cheque book was issued on 30.11.2007. Two
cheques dated 18.11.2007 & 22.11.2007 are presented for payment on 08.12.2007. What should the bank
do?: The cheques can be passed if otherwise in order.
179. In case of wrongful dishonour of cheque, bank is liable to: account holder only
180. Who can seek information under.Right to Information Act: Any citizen of India can ask for information
181. The Garnishee Order is applicable on the account of a customer when the relationship between
banker customer is: Debtor & Creditor.
182. A private limited company with Registered office at Bangalore has raised loan from a branch located at
Mumbai. For creating equitable mortgage, title deeds can be deposited at: Mumbai, Kolkatta, Chennal or any other
notified place.
183. A cheque is presented for payment in which amount in figures is mentioned as Rs 10,000 whereas the amount in
words is mentioned as Rs Ten lakh only. In terms of section 18 of the N I Act, what should the bank do?: The amount
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written in words should be paid.
184. A cheque of Rs.4700/- was presented for payment when the balance in the account was Rs. 4000/-. On being
returned for insufficient funds, the presenter enquired the balance and then deposited Rs.1000/- in the account.
Thereafter, the cheque was passed. The drawer of the cheque has lodged claim against the bank. Is the bank liable?:
Yes, the bank is liable for breach of secrecy.
185. When a letter is signed by the borrower and based on that letter bank delivers the document of title to
goods to the borrower, such letter is called as: Trust Receipt
186. How much charges are charged in addition to normal collection charges and out of pocket expenses
for providing instant credit facility for outstation cheques:Nil
187. A limited company has registered office at Chennai whereas loan has been raised from bank branch
at Mumbai. The charge will be registered with the ROC at: Chennai
188. A partnership firm conducting business other than the banking business has more than 20 members
as partners. Whether this is allowed?: Such association is called illegal association as per Companies Act
189. Under Prevention of Money Laundering Act, banks are required to send cash transaction report in
respect of cash deposit or withdrawal of more than Rs 10 lakh in a month from one account within: 15 days
from the close of the month.
190. Who is primarily liable on Bill of exchange which has been accepted?: Acceptor (Drawee) of the
Bill.
191. A cheque crossed specially to a bank is presented by the same bank to paying bank for cash
payment. What should the paying bank do? Bank can make cash payment.
192. Who can make nomination in the deposit account of a minor?: Guardian on behalf of the minor.
193. Who can be a nominee?: Only an individual
194. If a depositor dies, payment to nominee or legal heirs should be made within: 15 days of
completion of formalities.
195. What is the relationship between bank and customer if he has left certain goods with the bank by
mistake: Bank is trustee and Customer is beneficiary
196. Appeal against the award of the Banking Ombudsman can be made to Deputy Governor, RBI within
days of the receipt of copy of award from the Ombudsman: 30 days
197. A cheque was dishonoured despite sufficient balance in the account. The bank will be liable to:
Drawer of the cheque and not to the payee.
198. Maximum amount of fine under section 138 of N I Act for dishonour of cheque due to insufficient
funds is: twice the amount of cheque.
199. Banks print cheque books having similar particulars. The format of cheque is prescribed by which Act : It is a
practice
200. Bearer uncrossed cheque can be paid to whom : To the bearer
201. Who is appointed to tackle public complaints against the public authorities : Ombudsman
202. On, other than a negotiable instrument, what is the time period for payment of stamp duty, if the
document is executed outside India : 3 months
203. May I help you counter is to be provided by bank branches other than : Small branches
204. The facility of nomination is not available to Trust account because it is
account : Non-individual
205. In case of a jointly operated joint account, the nominee can obtain payment, when : none of the account holder is
alive
206. Which crossing is not a general crossing : When name of bank is written within or without parallel lines.
207. The true owner of a cheque has been deprived his right by collection of the cheque for a different
person. This is called : Conversion
208. A bank branch receives a counterfeit note of Rs.1000, which customer wants back. What the bank
should do : Impound the currency note but credit full amount to customer. Receipt not to be issued to
depositor.
209. When rate of interest is expressed by adjusting the impact of inflation, this is called : Real rate of
Interest
210. Banks can ask for deposit of advance rent on hiring a locker for a period up to : 3 years
211. The drawer of a cheque wants that the endorsee should not get a defect free title when he receives an
endorsed cheque. What type of crossing would be required : Not-negotiable crossing.
212. The crossing on a cheque is required to be cancelled. Who can do so: Drawer

LATEST MOCK TEST -1
1) MUDRA is set up with a corpus ofand a credit guarantee corpus of Rs 3,000 crore.
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a) Rs.15,000 Crore b) Rs. 20,000 Crore; c) Rs. 30,000 Crore
d) Rs. 50,000 Crore
2) As per the new budget, Surcharge has been increased to ____ for individuals earning 1 crore and above
annually and on firms with an annual income of Rs. 10 crore or more.
a) 10%
b) 12%
c) 14%
d) 15%
3) The full form of GIFT City is:
a) Gandhinagar International Finance Tec-City ; b) Gujarat International Finance Tec-City
c)Gujarat Indian Financial Tec-City ; d) Gandhinagar Indian Financial Tec-City
4) Full Form of CRILC City is:
a) Central Repository of Information on Large Credits
b) Central Reserve of Information on Large Credits
c) Central Repository of Information on ; e) None of the above
5) Full form of MIBOR;
a) Mumbai Inter bank Offered Rate
b) Mutual Inter bank Offered Rate
c) Mumbai International Offered Rate
d) Mumbai Inter bank Offer & Bid Rate
6) The limit of Education loan for vocational purpose in India for course duration for 3 to 6 months is ______:
a) 40,000b) 50000c) 60000 d) 75000
7) The limit of Education loan for vocational purpose in India for course duration of 6 months to 1 year is
______: a) 60,000
b) 85,000
c)1,00,000
d) 1,25,000
8) The limit of Education loan for vocational purpose in India for course duration above 1 year is :
a) Rs.1.5 lakhb) Rs. 2 lakh c) Rs.2.5 lakh d) Rs.3 lakh
9) Under SHG all the members of the group must be from BPL, however, a maximum of 20% in general and
30% in exception can be from marginally above poverty line subject to the condition that APL members not
eligible for subsidy : a) 20%, 30%
b) 25%, 35% c) 20%, 25% d) 15%, 25%
10) If the bank has raised an unauthorized/erroneous direct debit to an account and on verification of the
entry it is found to be erroneous and the customer does not involve a third party, the bank will endeavor to
complete the process of verification within a maximum period of _____ working days from the date of
reporting of erroneous debit. In case, the verification involves a third party or where verifications are to be
done at overseas centers, the bank shall complete the verification process within a maximum period of _____
month from the date of reporting of erroneous transaction by the customer.
a) 7 : one b) 5; one
c)14; two
d) 10; three
11) The Bank will undertake to carry out direct debit / ECS debit instructions of customers in time. In the
event the bank fails to meet such commitments customer will be
compensated to the extent of___ on account of delay
in carrying out the instruction/failure to carry out the instructions.
a) Any financial loss the customer would incur ;b) Rs. 1000/c) Rs. 2500/- d) Rs. 5,000/
12) Where it is established that the bank had issued and activated a credit card without consent of the
recipient, the bank would not only reverse the charges immediately but also pay a penalty without demur to
the recipient amounting to _______ as per regulatory guidelines in this regard.
b) a) Twice the value of charges reversed ;b) Thrice the value of charges reversed Value of charges reversed
c) None of these
13) In case a cheque has been paid after stop payment instruction is acknowledged by the bank, the bank
shall reverse the transaction and give value-dated credit to protect the interest of the customer. Any
consequential financial loss to the customer will be compensated. Such debits will be reversed within ____
working days of the customer intimating the transaction to the bank
a) 3
b) 5
c) 2
d) 7
14) The bank will compensate the customer for undue delays in affording credit once proceeds are credited
to the Nostro Account of the bank with its correspondent. Such compensation will be given for delays beyond
week / weeks from the date of credit to Nostro Account/ due date after taking into account normal cooling
period stipulated. The compensation in such cases will be worked out keeping in view interest for the delay in
crediting proceeds and compensation for any possible loss on account of adverse movement in foreign
exchange rate. : a) One b) Two
c) Three
d) Four
15) As part of the compensation policy of the bank, the bank will pay interest to its customer on the amount of
collection instruments in case there is delay in giving credit beyond the time period specified in banks cheque
collection policy. Interest for delayed collection shall be paid at the Savings Bank rate for the period of delay
beyond ____, ____, days as the case may be in collection of outstation cheques.
a) 5/10/15 b) 7/10/14 c) 3/5/7

d) none of these
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The bank will pay interest to its customer on the amount of collection instruments in case there is delay in
giving credit beyond 14 days. Interest will be paid at the rate applicable for term deposit for the corresponding
respective period or Saving Bank rate, whichever is higher. In case of extraordinary delay, i.e. delays
exceeding ____ days interest will be paid at the rate of ___% above the corresponding Term Deposit rate.
16)

a) 60;2

b) 30;3

c) 90; 2

c) 45;2

In the event the proceeds of cheque under collection was to be credited to an overdraft/loan account of
the customer, interest will be paid at the rate applicable to the loan account. For extraordinary delays, interest
will be paid at the rate of ____above the rate applicable to the loan account.
17)

a) 4%

b) 3%

c) 2%

d) 2.5%

In line with the compensation policy of the bank, the bank will compensate the account holder in respect
of instruments lost in transit. In case intimation regarding loss of instrument is conveyed to the customer
beyond the time limit stipulated for collection_____, ____, _____ days as the case may be) interest will be
paid for the period exceeding the stipulated collection period at the rates specified above.
18)

a) 4/8/12 b) 5/10/15 c) 7/10/14 d) 6/10/13
Issue of Duplicate Draft and Compensation for delays Duplicate draft will be issued within a _______
from the receipt of such request from the purchaser thereof. For delay beyond the above stipulated period,
interest at the
rate applicable for __ of corresponding period will be
paid as compensation to the customer for such delay.
19)

a) Fortnight; Fixed Deposit

b) 10 days; Fixed Deposit

c) Fortnight; cumulative Deposit
d) 30 days / Fixed Deposit
20) In addition, bank will pay interest on the amount of the
cheque for a further period of ____ days at Savings
Bank rate to provide for likely further delay in obtaining duplicate cheque / instrument and collection thereof.
a) 15
b) 10
c) 7
d) 12
21) Violation of the Code by banks agent In the event of receipt of any complaint from the customer that the
bank’s representative / courier or DSA has engaged in any improper conduct or acted in violation of the Code
of Bank’s Commitment to Customers which the bank has adopted voluntarily, the bank is committed to
investigate the matter and endeavor to communicate the findings to the customer within _____ working days
from the date of receipt of complaint and wherever justified, compensate the customer for financial loss, if
any, as contemplated under this policy.
a) 10
b) 7
c) 12
d) 15
22) In terms of the guidelines for lenders liability, and the Code of Bank’s Commitment to customers, the
bank would return to the borrowers all the securities / documents / title deeds to mortgaged property within
_____ days of repayment of all dues agreed to or contracted The bank will compensate the borrower for
monetary loss suffered, if any due to delay in return of the same. In the event of loss of title deeds to
mortgage property at the hands of the banks the compensation will cover out of pocket expenses for
obtaining duplicate documents plus a lump sum amount as decided by the bank.
a) 7
b) 15
c) 21
d) 25
23) It is mandatory for bank to reimburse the customer, the amount wrongfully debited on account of failed
ATM within a maximum period of _____ working days from the receipt of the complaint. For any failure to recredit the customer’s account within the stipulated period from the date of receipt of the complaint, bank shall
pay compensation of Rs._____ - per day to the aggrieved customer. This compensation shall be credited to
the customer’s account automatically without any claim from the customer, on the same day when bank
affords the credit for the failed ATM transactions.
a) 5;100 b) 10;150 c) 14;150 d) 7;100/
24) Which of the following statement is incorrect?
a)
The bank will not honour cheques drawn on current accounts maintained by other banks with it unless
arrangements are made for funding cheques issued. Issuing bank should be responsible to compensate the
cheque holder for non payment / delayed payment of cheques in the absence of adequate funding
arrangement.
b)
The Bank would not compensate the customer for delays in collection of cheques designated in foreign
currencies sent to foreign countries as the bank would not be able to ensure timely credit from overseas
banks.
c)
In the event a cheque or an instrument accepted for collection is lost in transit or in the clearing process
or at the paying bank’s branch, the bank shall immediately on coming to know of the loss, bring the same to
the notice of the account holder so that the account holder can inform the drawer to record stop payment and
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also take care that cheques, if any, issued by him / her are not dishonoured due to non-credit of the amount
of the lost cheques / instruments. The bank would provide all assistance to the customer to obtain a duplicate
instrument from the drawer of the cheque.
d).The bank would not compensate the customer for any reasonable charges he/she incurs in getting
duplicate cheque / instrument upon production of receipt. The instrument is to be obtained from a bank/
institution who would charge a fee for issue of duplicate instrument.
25) The Reserve Bank has set out a five-pillar framework to guide its developmental and regulatory
measures. Which of the following is not the regulatory pillar:
a) PILLAR – I: Clarifying and strengthening the monetary policy framework.
b) PILLAR – II: Strengthening banking structure through new entry, branch expansion, encouraging new
varieties of banks, and moving foreign banks into better regulated organisational forms.
c)PILLAR – III: Broadening and deepening financial markets and increasing their liquidity and resilience so
that they can help absorb the risks entailed in financing India’s growth.
d) PILLAR – IV : Expanding access to finance to small and medium enterprises, the unorganised sector, the
poor, and remote and underserved areas of the country through measures to foster financial inclusion.
e) PILLAR – V: Improving the system’s ability to deal with
corporate distress and financial institution distress by
strengthening real and financial restructuring as well as debt recovery.
f) None of the above
26) Which pillar of RBI’s developmental and regulatory measures emphasizes on
Strengthening
banking structure through
new entry,
branch expansion,
encouraging new varieties of banks, and moving foreign banks into better regulated organisational forms.
a) Pillar I b) Pillar III c) Pillar II
d) Pillar V
27) Which pillar of RBI’s developmental and regulatory measures emphasizes expanding access to finance
to small and medium enterprises, the unorganised sector, the poor, and remote and underserved areas of
the country through measures to foster financial inclusion.
a) Pillar I b) Pillar IV c) Pillar II d) Pillar V
28) On a review of the permitted transactions under the Rupee Drawing Arrangements (RDAs), the Reserve
Bank increased the limit of trade transactions from the existing Rs.5,00,000/- per transaction to Rs._______
per transaction, with immediate effect.
a) 10,00,000 b) 12,00,000 c) 15,00,000
d) 17,50,000
29) The concept of a _______ account was introduced in the current framework as an important step in fraud
risk control.
a) Special Mention account. b) Red Flagged
c) High Risk account. d) Early Mortality account.
30) A __ is one where suspicion of fraudulent activity
is thrown up by the presence of one or more Early Warning Signals (EWS).
a) Red Flagged Account b) Special Mention account.
c) High Risk account. d) Early Mortality account.
31) The threshold for Early Warning Signals and Red
Flagged Account is an exposure of __ or more at the
level of a bank irrespective of the lending arrangement (whether solo banking, multiple banking or
consortium).
a) 100 millionb) 250 million c) 500 million d) 1000 million
32) The officer responsible for the operations in the account should be sensitized to observe and report any
manifestation of the Early Warning Signal promptly to the
________ or any other group constituted by the bank
for the purpose immediately.
a) Fraud Monitoring Group (FMG)
b) Fraud Management Group (FMG)
c) Core Monitoring Group (CMG)
d) Fraud Surveillance Group (FSG)
33) The Framework for fraud risk management in banks also includes broad guidelines relating to the, which
of the following?
(i) Reporting to the Central Repository of Information on Large Credits (CRILC).
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Lending under consortium or multiple banking arrangements
(iii) Staff accountability.
(iv) Filing complaints with law enforcement agencies.
(v) Penal measures for fraudulent borrowers
(vi) Central Fraud Registry.
a) (i) & (ii) only
b) (iii) to (vi) only
c) All of the above d) None of these
34) The Reserve Bank has advised all public sector banks and select private sector and foreign banks to
appoint an internal Ombudsman. The internal Ombudsman would be
designated as________ :
a) Chief Ombudsman Service Officer
b) Chief Customer Ombudsman Officer
c) Internal Ombudsman Customer Service Officer
d) Chief Customer Service Officer
35) The Reserve banks has directed all ______ and few
_______ to appoint Chief Customer Service Officers.
(Internal Ombudsman).
a) Public Sector Banks; Private Sector & Foreign Banks
b) Private Sector Banks; Foreign Banks
c) Private Banks & Foreign Banks
d) Private Sector Banks; Public Sector Banks
36) As per the revised norms, the procedures for acquisition of accommodation on lease / rental basis by all
commercial
banks will now be determined by the ______:
a) State Govt.
b) RBI
c) Banks themselves d) Ministry of Finance
37) Which committee has prescribed seven broad themes to the Reserve Bank to advise all public sector
banks to suitably determine the agenda items and the periodicity thereof, keeping in view that there is
adequate focus on matters of strategic and financial importance?
a) Kamath Committee. b) Urjit Patel Committee
c) Nayak Committeed) Nachiket Mor Committee.
38) The Reserve Bank had, in the first bi-monthly monetary policy statement 2015-16, proposed to do away
with the
______ and instead, replace it with the seven critical
themes.
a) Monitoring of critical areas b) Calendar of Reviews
c) Monitoring of strategic assets
d) Calendar of performance parameters
39) The seven themes include business strategy, financial reports and their integrity, risk,
compliance,_______,
______ and human resources.
a) Customer protection, Financial inclusion
b) Customer awareness, Financial integrity
c) Customer awareness, Fraud management.
d) Strategic Marketing, Financial inclusion
40) In order to enable private sector banks to attract and retain professional directors, the Reserve Bank has
issued guidelines on compensation for non-executive Directors for implementation by private sector banks,
that will reflect market realities and will be within the parameters specified in the:
a) Banking Regulation Act, 1949b) The Companies Act, 2013
c) Both of these
d) None of these
41) The Board may, at its discretion, provide for in the
(ii)
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policy, payment of compensation in the form of___ to
the non-executive directors (other than the Part-time Chairman), subject to the bank making profits.
a) Bonus
b) Commission on profits
c) Additional Shares d) None of these
42) Such compensation, however, shall not exceed _ per annum for each director.
a) 1 million b) 1.5 million c) 0.5 million
d) 2 million
43) In addition to the directors’ compensation, the bank may
pay ___ to the non-executive directors and reimburse
their expenses for participation in the Board and other meetings.
a) Sitting fees
b) Commission
c) Bonus
d) Additional allowances
44) Banks in private sector would be required to obtain prior
approval of the Reserve Bank for granting ___ to the
part-time non-executive Chairman. a) Bonusb) Commission c) Remuneration
d) Loans
45)
The compensation policies of banks would be subject to supervisory oversight including review under the
Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP) under framework.
a) Pillar 2 and Basel III framework ; b.Pillar 3 and Basel III framework ; c.Pillar 2 and Basel II framework
d. Pillar 1 and Basel II framework
46) Banks are required to make disclosure on remuneration paid to the directors on an ______ basis at the
minimum, in their Annual Financial Statements.
a) Semi annual b) Quarterly c) Monthly d) Annual
47) Under the revised criteria for opening of branches / extension counters / specialised branches within the
area of operation of the StCBs, Capital to Risk (Weighted) Assets
Ratio (CRAR) should not be less than ___ :
a) 9 percent b) 10 percentc) 8 percent d) 10.5 percent
48) Under the same revised criteria, net Non Performing Assets (NPA) should be less than ______:
a) 9 percent
b) 5 percent c) 8 percent d) 6 percent
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LATEST MOCK TEST - 2
01 Which of the following is not true about Equitable Mortgage?
a) It is created by Deposit of title deeds.
b) Title Deeds can be deposited by Mortgagor or his authorized agent.
c) Title Deeds can be deposited at Mumbai, Kolkatta, Chennai or any other place notified by State
Government.
d) It can be only in respect of property located in urban areas
02 What is the gurantee fees payable under CGTMSE for loans up to Rs 5 lac in North East or to a
woman?
a) 0.5% of the limit sanctioned.
st
b) 0.75% of the limit sanctioned as on 31 March.
st
c) 0.75% of the amount outstanding as on 31 March.
st
d) 1% of the outstanding amount as on 31 March.
03 A manufacturing enterprise will be classified as small enterprise, if original investment in plant and
machinery is up to____.
a) Rs 10 lakh
b) Rs 25 lakh
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c) Rs 2 crore
d) Rs 5 crore
04 Validity period of a cheque is considered as three months as per provisions of which of the following?
a) N I Act
b) R B I Act
c) Banking Regulation Act d) As per practice
e) As per RBI guidelines
05 The maximum amount of compensation that can be awarded by an Ombudsman in case of other
than Credit Cards is restricted to
.
a) Rs 5 lakh
b) Rs 10 lakh
c) Rs 1 lakh
d) Rs 50 lakh
06 Which of the following is not true about application of Garnishee order?
a) Garnishee order issued in single name is not applicable on the credit balance in joint accounts.
b) Garnishee order is applicable only on the amount available with the bank at the time of receipt of
Garnishee order and not on the amount deposited after receipt of Garnishee order.
c) Garnishee order is applicable on Debts Due as well as Debts accruing Due.
d) Garnishee order is applicable on Cash credit account to the extent of unutilized limit provided it is within
Drawing power.
07 In a loan granted to an individual who is major, guarantee was obtained from a Minor. It was pointed out
by Auditors that minor could not enter into a contract and guarantee given by minor is invalid. Now the
minor has become major and is prepared to ratify the contract of guarantee. What is the position
regarding liability of the minor who has now become major?
a) Minor will be liable but only for transactions carried out after ratification by him.
b) Minor will be liable for all transactions from the
date he signed guarantee document.
c) Minor will not be liable as minor can not ratify contracts entered into by him during minority.
d) Minor can ratify the contract provided consent is also obtained from his guardian
08 Which of the following can not be a partner? a) Hindu Undivided Family
b) Partnership Firm
c) Limited Company
d) Major person
09). For the purpose of Asset Classification, what is the status of accounts, where outstanding balance in
the principal operating account is less than the sanctioned limit/drawing power, but there are no credits
continuously for 90 days as on the date of Balance Sheet or credits are not enough to cover the interest
debited during the same period?
a.These accounts should be treated as 'out of order'.
b.These account should be treated as NPA.
c.These accounts will be treated as NPA only if these remain out of order for 6 months.
d.These accounts will be treated as Sub standard. & e. None of these
10.Which of the following accounts can be opened jointly with residents as well as non residents?
a. Non Resident Ordinary ; b.Non Resident External ; c.Foreign Currency Non Resident Account
d. None of these ;e. All of these.
11.Which of the following represents feature of Deferred Payment Guarantee?
a.It is a method of financing long term debt just like cash credit but without directly extending the loan. In b.
DPG, the advantage to the buyer of machinery is that he benefits to the extent of savings in interest charges
accruing on account of opting for equipment financing plus the guarantee charges paid to the bank.
c.For the buyer of the plant and machinery, DPG serves the same purpose as term loan.
d.Deferred Payment Guarantee is a Contingent Liability and therefore can not be treated as method of
financing long term debt.
12 What is the due date of a bill dated 12th June 2015 payble two months after date sighted on 14th June
and accepted on 16th June. a).14th August 2015; b) 15th August 2015; c). 16th August 2015;
d) 17th August 2015 ; e).19th August 2015
13.To be eligible for raising loan under PMEGP, the annual family income of the beneficiary should not be
more than___a.Rs 100,000 b)Rs.200,000 ;c) minimum prescribed for Below poverty line.
d).None of these as there is no income ceiling.
14.The number of members in a Joint Liability Group should be ___a) 4 to 10
b) 10 to 25
c) 10 to 20
d) 5 to 10
15. A Sub-Committee of the Central Board of the Reserve Bank was constituted to study issues and
concerns in the MFI sector under the chairmanship of : a) Ms Usha Thorat b) Shri Y. H. Malegam
c) Ms Shyamala Gopinath d) Shri Anand Sinha
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16 In the case of banks, deposits are insured by which of the following? :
a) Deposit Insurance Company Ltd.
b) National Deposit Insurance Company Ltd.
c) Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation Ltd.
d) Indian Deposit Insurance Company Ltd. ; e) None of these
17 When advance is granted against Life Insurance Policy, charge is created by way of
.
a) Lien
b) Pledge ; c) Hypothecation
d) Assignment ; e) Mortgage
18 As per provisions of Indian Stamp Act, when duty is required to be paid in case of receipts and how
much duty is payable?
a) When receipt is Rs 5000 or above and duty is Rs 1.
b) When receipt is Rs 500 or above and duty is Rs 1.
c) When receipt is more than Rs 5000 and duty is Rs 1.
d) When receipt is more than Rs 5000 and duty is Rs 2.
19 A cheque drawn on your branch has been presented for payment. The cheque is partly written in
English, partly in Hindi and partly in the local language of the area in which the branch is located. If the
cheque is otherwise in order, what would you do?
a) The cheque can be paid as a cheque can be written in any language.
b) The cheque could have been paid if it was either in Hindi or in English or a combination of both.
c) The cheque can not be paid as it is written in vernacular language.
d) The cheque can be paid as a cheque can be written in English, Hindi or vernacular language of the area
where the buying branch is located.
20 For a remittance of Rs 100,000 under NEFT how much maximum charges other than service tax can be
charged by a bank to the remitter? a) Rs 5
b) Rs 25 ; c) Rs 50 d) Rs 5 per thousand
e) None of these
21 IFSC or Indian Financial System Code is a 11 digit alpha-numeric code that uniquely identifies a bankbranch participating in the NEFT system. How many characters are alpha and how many characters
are numeric in the code?
a) first 4 alpha characters representing the bank, and the last 6 numeric characters representing the
branch and 5th character is 0.
b) first 4 alpha characters representing the branch and the last 6 numeric characters representing the bank
and 5th character is 0.
first 5 alpha characters representing the bank, and the last 6 numeric characters representing the
branch.
d) first 5 alpha characters representing the bank, and the last 5 numeric characters representing the branch
and 6th character is 0.
22 Which of the following is not decided by RBI? a) Repo Rate b) Reverse Repo Rate
c) Bank Rate
d) Inflation Rate
23 Which of the following concept has been implemented with effect from 1st July 2010?
a) Benchmark Prime Lending Rate : b) Base Rate
c) Basis Rate; d) Bank Rate e) LIBOR
24 Under NEFT, settlement takes place in how many batches on Monday to Friday and in how many
batches on Saturdays? a) 12; 6 b) 6; 3 c) 9; 5 d) 11; 5 e) None of these
25 What will be the Current Ratio if the following figures have been taken from the balance sheet of a firm?
Stock 150, Debtors 175; Cash 75; preoperative expenses 50; sundry creditors 200; Bank borrowing for
working capital 100; Reserves 100. a) 1.33:1 b) 1.5:1; c) 1:1
d) 1.2:1
26 Which of the following is not considered as Agricultural advance (1) Advance to farmer for purchase of
farm machinery (2) Loan to marginal farmer for purchase of agri land (3) Agri clinic and Agri Business
Centre (4) Loan to dealer in poultry feed and cattle feed.
a) Only 4
b) Both 1 and 3 ; c) 1,3, and 4 d) All of these
st
27 With effect from 1 July 2010, interest rates of Banks are linked to which of the following?
a) Base Rate ; b) Benchmark Prime Lending Rate ; c) Bank Rate
d) Repo Rate
28 Foreign Currency Non Resident (Bank) account can be opened for a maximum period of .
a) 1 year
b) 3 year ; c) 5 year d) 7 year
e) None
29 Banks are required to reimburse to the customers, the amount wrongfully debited on account
of failed ATM transactions within a
maximum period of __ .
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7 days from the date of receipt of customer complaint.
7 working days from the date of receipt of customer complaint.
7 working days from the date of wrong debit receipt of customer complaint.
.
12 days from the date of receipt of customer complaint.
None of these
30 Action under Sarfaesi Act can be taken by a bank in respect of which of the following types of
advances?
b) a) Only Standard Assets Only Sub Standard Assets ; c) All NPAs ; d) All NPAs except loss accounts
e)All NPAs except sub standard accounts
31 Royal Bank of Scotland based in London opens an account with State Bank of India in Mumbai in Indian
Rupees. For SBI this account will be treated as
: a) Nostro account b) Vostro account
c) Loro account
d) None of these
32 The provisions relating to crossing are applicable to Cheques and Drafts only. In this regard, as per
Negotiable Instruments Act, who can not cross a cheque? : a) Drawer of cheque b) Holder of
Cheque ; c) Payee of Cheque d) Collecting Bank ;e) None of these
33 Which of the following is correct regarding Operating Hours of NEFT?
a) NEFT operates in hourly batches - there are twelve settlements from 8 am to 7 pm on week days and
six settlements from 8 am to 1 pm on Saturdays.
b) NEFT operates in batches of 2 hours each – there are seven settlements from 9 am to 5 am on week
days and five settlements from 9 am to 1 pm on Saturdays.
c) NEFT operates in batches of one hour and two hour – there are nine settlements from 9 am to 5 am on
week days and three settlements from 9 am to 12 pm on Saturdays.
d) None of these
34 What is the relationship between customer and bank in the case of Safe Deposit Vault?
a) Lessor, Lessee b) Lessee, Lessor ; c) Bailor, Bailee d) Creditor, Debtor
35 For coverage under Priority Sector, how much maximum amount can be granted as educational loan for
education in India and education abroad?
a) Rs 10 lakh, Rs 20 lakh ; b) Rs 10 lakh, Rs 10 lakh ; c) Rs 4 lakh, Rs 10 lakh
d)Rs 7.5 lakh, Rs 15 lakh & e) None of these
36 Balance Sheet of a firm indicates which of the following?
a) Profit or Loss over a period.
b) Financial position of the unit over a period.
c) Financial position of the unit as on a particular date.
d) Position of assets and liabilities over a period of time.
37 What is the maximum charge excluding service tax and time varying tariff that can be charged by a bank
for remittance of more than Rs 5 lakh through RTGS?
a) Rs 25
b) Rs 50 ; c) Rs 100 d) None of these
38 As per RBI directives, the limit for not obtaining collateral security in case of advance to micro and
small enterprises is Rs. a) Rs 1 lac ; b). Rs 2 lac; c). Rs 5 lac ; d).Rs 10 lac & e) Rs 25 lac
39 with effect from 1st April 2010, if PAN is not submitted by the depositor, and interest payable on term
deposit during the financial year is more than Rs 10,000, tax will be deducted at source at
the rate of ____ .
a) 10% in case of individuals and HUF and 20% in the case of companies.
b) 10% in case of all assesses.
c) 20% in case of all assesses.
d) Nil if the depositor submits declaration on Form 15G or 15H otherwise at the rate of 20%.
40 In the case of agricultural advances, banks shall not obtain collateral security for loans up to
a)Rs 25,000
b) Rs 50,000 ; c) Rs 100,000 d) Rs 200,000; e)None of these
41. In case of short term production credit to farmers up to Rs 3 lac, what is the rate of interest subvention
for 2014-15? ; a)1.5%b) 2.5% ;c) 2%
d) 3%
42. Interest on Saving Bank deposits is calculated on the basis of with effect from 1st April 2010.
a) Daily Product basis ; b) Minimum balance between 5th and last day of the month.
c) Minimum balance between 10th and last day of the month; d) Monthly Product basis
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

43. For making nomination, cancellation of nomination and variation in the case of deposits which forms
are used? ; a) DA-1, DA-2, DA-3 ; b) DA-1, DA-3, DA-2 ; c) SC-1, SC-2, SC-3 d) SL-1, SL-2, SL-3
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44.A customer uses which of the following types of cards for making purchases in the market when he wants
to make payment later on? : a) Debit Card b) ATM Card ; c) Credit Card
d) General Card
45.When a borrower does not avail his Cash credit limit fully, banks have the practice of charging some
charge from him for the unutilized portion of the limit. This charge is called : a) Service Charge ;
b) Incidental Charge; c) Documentation Charge ; d) Commitment Charge
46.In the case of a fixed deposit in the name of an individual, in which nomination has been made, which of
the following can be done by nomine the depositor dies before maturity of term deposit?
a) He can raise loan against FDR to meet the requirement of legal heirs.
b) He can make premature renewal of FDR.
c) He can take premature payment of FDR.
d) He can add the name of legal heirs in the FDR.
47 As per RBI guidelines, for depositing cheques for collection with the bank, both the drop box facility and
the facility for acknowledgement of the cheques at regular collection counters should be available to the
customers and no branch should refuse to give an acknowledgement if the customer tenders the
cheques at the counters. Further, in the context of customer awareness in this regard, banks should
invariably display a notice that "Customers can also tender the cheques at the counter and obtain
acknowledgment on the pay-in-slips". The above message is required to be displayed at which place in
the branch?
a) Outside the main entrance of the branch.
b) On the cheque drop-box itself.
c) In the customer lobby.
d) Any one of the places mentioned (a), (b) or (c).
48 What is the maximum loan amount that can be granted to SC/ST for housing under DRI scheme?
a) Rs 10,000
b) Rs 15,000 ; c) Rs 20,000 d) Rs 25,000 e) None
49 What is the amount of composite guarantee fee payable per annum under Credit Guarantee Scheme for
Micro and Small Enterprise for loans more than Rs 5 lac if the loan is other than to a beneficiary in North
East and Sikkim?
a) 0.75% of the limit sanctioned.
b) 1% of the limit sanctioned.
c) 1.5% of the limit sanctioned.
d) 0.85% of the limit sanctioned.
50 When can an agreement made by a minor for raising a loan be valid?
a) When loan is raised by misrepresenting the age.
b) When loan agreement is ratified on attaining majority.
c) When loan is guaranteed by somebody who is a major.
d) When loan is raised for a common purpose ; e) None of these
51 Which type of crossing restricts transferability of a cheque? a)Special Crossing; b)Not Negotiable Crossing
;c)Account Payee Crossing ; d) Both (b) and (c) only
52 What will be the net working capital if Current assets of a firm are Rs 500; Current Liabilities are Rs 300;
Bank Borrowing is Rs 50. ; a) Rs 250 b) Rs 200 ; c) Rs 300 d) Rs 150
53 A Garnishee order issued against an individual account holder is not applicable in respect of which of the
following? : a) Amount deposited after receipt of Garnishee order. ; b)Fixed deposit which is not due as
yet.; c) Amount of a cheque purchased from the customer under Instant Credit Scheme.
d)Both (a) and (b) only ; e) Both (a) and (c) only.
54. Which of the following is not minority community as per guidelines issued by RBI?
a) Sikh b) Budhist
c) Jain d) Only (a) and (b)e) None of these
55.As per Union Budget 2015-16, what is the rate of income tax chargeable to an individual having income
more than Rs 250,000 but up to Rs 500,000 : a) 10%; b) 15% ;c)20% d) 30%
56. What is the object of Financial Inclusion? ; a) Providing banking facilities to unorganized labour only.
b) Providing banking facilities to Minority Communities and SC/ST; c) Providing banking facilities to
students.d) Providing banking facilities to poor sections of society at affordable cost.
57. What rate of interest can be offered by banks in India on NRO term deposits?
a) As applicable in domestic term deposits.; b) As per Bank discretion.; c) As per Bank discretion subject to
the condition that it cannot be higher than those offered by the bank on comparable domestic rupee deposits.
d) None of these
58. RBI has advised banks to ensure that demand drafts of

are issued invariably with
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account payee crossing. a)More than Rs 20,000 ;b) Rs 20,000 and above; c)Rs 50,000 and above
d). More than Rs 50,000
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LATEST MOCK TEST NO. - 3
TEST YOURSELF - PRIORITY SECTOR ADVANCES
1.The Reserve Bank has revised Priority Sector lending guidelines w.e.f. 23-4-2015, on the basis of
Internal Working Group headed by: a) Mr. Lily Vadera
b) Mr. M.V. Nair c) Dr. Urjit Patel d) Mr. C.S.
Murthy committee
2.As per the revised guidelines, bank loans up to a limit of Rs. ___ cr per borrower for building social
infrastructure for activities namely schools, health care facilities, drinking water and sanitation facilities
in Tier II to Tier VI centres. a) 3
b) 5
c) 8
d) 10
3.Bank loans up to a limit of Rs. ____crore to borrowers for purposes like solar based power generators,
biomass based power generators, wind mills, micro-hydel plants and for non-conventional energy based
public utilities viz. street lighting systems, and remote village electrification. For individual households,
the loan limit will be Rs. ____ lakh per borrower. a) 10 ; 5
b) 15; 10
c) 20 ; 15
d) 25 ; 15
4.As per the
____ lac & ___ lakh
a) 20;15;25; 20
b) 28;
35 25
c) 25; 20;30;35
d) 30;
35 30
5.Micro (Manufacturing) Enterprises are those having original investment in plant and machinery up
to_______: a) Rs. 25 lakh b) Rs 30 lakh c) Rs 35 lacs d) Rs 40 lacs
6.As per revised guidelines, Net bank credit for priority sector is calculated as bank credit in India minus
(1) bills rediscounted with RBI or other approved FIs (2) Net NPA provisions (3) Interest receivable on
loans: a) 1 to 3 all b) 1 & 2 only c) 2 only
d) 1 only
7.As per revised guidelines, loans to individuals other than farmers can be sanctioned upto Rs _______
to prepay their debt to non- institutional lenders. a) 25,000
b) 50,000
c) 1 lac
d) no limit
8.Small (Manufacturing) Enterprises are those engaged in the manufacture, processing or
preservation of goods and whose investment in plant and machinery [original cost excluding land and
building) does not exceed ____ a) Rs 1 crore b) Rs 2 crore c) Rs 2.5 crore d) Rs. 5 crore
9.Micro (Service) Enterprises are those enterprises engaged in providing / rendering of services and
whose investment in equipment (original cost excluding land and building and furniture, fittings) does
not exceed
:
a) Rs. 10 lacs b) Rs 20 lacs c) Rs 30 lacs d) Rs 40 lacs
10.Small (Service) Enterprises are enterprises engaged in providing / rendering of services and whose
investment in equipment (original cost excluding Land and Building and furniture, fittings and other
items not directly related to the service rendered) does not exceed
:
a) Rs 1 crore b) Rs 2 crore c) Rs 2.5 crore d) Rs. 5 crore
11 Bank loans to Housing Finance Companies (HFCs), approved by NHB for their refinance, for on
lending for the purpose of purchase / construction / reconstruction of individual dwelling units or for
slum clearance and rehabilitation of slum dwellers, will be classified as priority sector provided
a) Maximum loan per borrower does not exceed Rs.10 lac. b) Maximum loan per borrower does not
exceed Rs.20 lac. d) The overall eligibility under PS loans to HFC is restricted to 5% of the
individual banks total PS lending on an ongoing basis. d) Both (a) and (c)
12) Bank loans to Micro and Small Enterprises (MSE) engaged in providing or rendering of services will
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be eligible for classification as direct finance to MSE Sector under priority sector up to an aggregate loan
limit of Rs. ___ cr. per borrower / unit provided they satisfy the investment criteria for equipment as
defined under MSMED Act, 2006. a) 2
b) 5
c) 7.5 d) 10 e) 15
13) Bank loans to any Governmental agency for construction of dwelling units or for slum clearance
and rehabilitation of slum dwellers will be treated as priority sector provided the amount of loan does
not exceed _______ per dwelling unit. a) Rs. 5 lac
b) Rs. 10 lac c) Rs. 15 lac d) Rs. 20 lac
14) Under Priority sector, the loans can sanctioned by banks up to Rs. _____ for solar based power
generators, biomass based power generators, wind mills, micro-hydel plants and for non-conventional
energy based public utilizes viz. street lighting systems, and remote village electrification: a) Rs.1 cr
b) Rs. 5 cr
c) Rs.15 cr d) Rs. 20 cr
15) Loans for Food and Agro-processing up to an aggregate sanctioned limit of Rs. _____ crore per
borrower from the banking system. a) 25 b) 50 c) 75 d) 100
16) The loans sanctioned by banks for housing projects exclusively for the purpose of construction of
houses for economically weaker sections and low income groups, the total cost of which does not
exceed Rs. ___ lakh per dwelling unit. For the purpose of identifying the economically weaker sections
and low income groups, the family income limit of Rs. ___ lakh per annum, irrespective of the
location, is prescribed a) 5; 1
b) 10; 2
c) 15; 5
d) 20; 10
17) The eligibility under priority sector loans to HFCs is restricted to _____ percent of the individual
bank’s total priority sector lending, on an ongoing basis. The maturity of bank loans should be coterminus with average maturity of loans extended by HFCs. Banks should maintain necessary borrowerwise details of the underlying portfolio. a) Five
b) Ten c) Fifteen
d) Twenty
18) Loans to distressed persons other than farmers already included not exceeding______ per borrower
to prepay their debt to non-institutional lenders; a) Rs.100,000
b) Rs.200,000 c) Rs.300,000 d)
Rs.400,000
19) Individual Women beneficiary up to _______ per borrower is covered under weaker section:
a) Rs. 1 lakh b) Rs. 2 lakh c) Rs. 3 lakh d) Rs. 5 lakh
20) Foreign Banks with less than 20 Branches to achieve _______ percent of ANBC or Credit Equivalent
Amount of Off-Balance Sheet Exposure, whichever is higher to be achieved in a phased manner by
______:
a) 40; 2020 b) 32; 2020
c) 40; 2022 d) 32; 2022
21) Within the 18% target for agriculture, a target of ____% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher is
prescribed for Small and Marginal Farmers, to be achieved in a phased manner i.e., ___% by March
2016 & ____% by March 2017 a) 6; 5; 6 b) 8; 7; 8
c) 5 ; 6; 5
d) 7; 8; 7
22) As per the revised guidelines Agriculture target for Scheduled Commercial Banks is _____% of ANBC
or CEOBE whichever is higher. a) 12
b) 15 c) 18 d) 20
23) As per the revised guidelines, Micro Enterprises target for Scheduled Commercial Banks is ______%
of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher to be achieved in a phased manner i.e. ____% by March 2016 &
____% by March 2017. a) 5 ; 4 ; 5 b) 6 ; 5; 6
c) 7.5; 7; 7.5 d) 7; 8 ; 7
24) The Total Priority Sector target of 40% for foreign banks with less than _____ branches has to be
achieved in a phased manner as under: 2015-16 -32%; 2016-17 -34%; 2017 18 -36%; 2018-19 -38%;
2019-20 - 40%. a) 15
b) 18 c) 20 d) 22
25) As per the revised guidelines, the distinction between direct and indirect agriculture has been
dispensed with. Instead, the lending to agriculture sector has been redefined to include three categories.
Which of the following is not part of the categories?
Farm Credit (which will include short-term crop loans and medium / long-term credit to farmers);
Agriculture Infrastructure c) Ancillary Activities. d) Non Farm Credit
26) As per the revised guidelines, loans to Corporate farmers, farmers' producer organizations /
companies of individual farmers, partnership firms and co-operatives of farmers directly engaged in
Agriculture and Allied Activities, viz., dairy, fishery, animal husbandry, poultry, bee-keeping, sericulture
upto an aggregate limit of Rs. __ cr per borrower. a) 2 b) 3
c) 5
d) 10
27) As per the revised guidelines, the Export target for foreign banks with 20 branches and above, would
be classified as priority sector to the extent of incremental export credit over corresponding date of the
preceding year, up to ____ percent of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher, effective from April 1,
_____;
a) 2; 2016
b) 2; 2017
c) 5; 2016
d) 5; 2017
28) As per the revised guidelines, the Export target for foreign banks with less than 20 branches will be
allowed up to ____% of ANBC or CEOBE whichever is higher. a) 12
b) 20 c) 32 d) 40
29) As per the revised guidelines, loans to individuals for educational purposes including vocational
courses upto Rs. ____ lakh irrespective of the sanctioned amount will be considered as eligible for
priority sector.
a) 10 b) 15 c) 20 d) 25
30) As per the revised guidelines issued by RBI which are operational w.e.f April 23, 2015, there are 8
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categories under Priority Sector. Which of the following pair is not part of the category:
a) Agriculture; Micro, Small and Medium Entt.; b) Export Credit; Education; Housing; c) Social
Infrastructure; Renewable Energy; Others. d) Agriculture Infrastructure; Retail trade; Financial
inclusion.
31) As housing loans which are backed by long term bonds are exempted from ANBC, banks should
either include such housing loans to individuals up to Rs. ____ lakh in metropolitan centres and Rs.
_____ lakh in other centres under priority sector or take benefit of exemption from ANBC, but not both.
a) 30; 20 b) 25; 30 c) 28; 20 d) 28; 25
32) Loans for repairs to damaged dwelling units of families up to Rs. ____ lakh in metropolitan centres
and up to Rs. ___ lakh in other centres are eligible to be covered under priority sector. a) 3; 1 b) 5; 2
c) 5; 3 d) 7.5; 5
33) Bank credit to MFIs extended for on-lending to individuals and also to members of SHGs / JLGs will
be eligible for categorisation as priority sector advance under respective categories viz., Agriculture,
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, and 'Others', as indirect finance, provided not less than ____
percent of total assets of MFI (other than cash, balances with banks and financial institutions,
government securities and money market instruments) are in the nature of “qualifying assets”. In
addition, aggregate amount of loan, extended for income generating activity, should be not less than
____ percent of the total loans given by MFIs. a) 75 ; 50b) 80; 50
c) 85; 50
d) 90 ; 60
34) As per the revised guidelines, under Agriculture Infrastructure, loans for construction of storage
facilities (warehouses, market yards, godowns and silos) including cold storage units / cold storage chains
designed to store agriculture produce / products, irrespective of their location, Soil conservation and
watershed development; Plant tissue culture and agri-biotechnology, seed production, production of biopesticides, bio-fertilizer, and vermi composting - an aggregate sanctioned limit of Rs. _____ crore per
borrower from the banking system, will apply. a) 100
b) 70 c) 50 d) 25
35) All loans to units in the Khadi and Village Industries Sector (KVI) will be eligible for classification
under the sub-target of ____ percent / _____ percent prescribed for Micro Enterprises under priority
sector.
a) 5 ; 7
b) 5 ; 10
c) 7; 7.5
d) 7.5 ; 10
36) As per the revised guidelines, the Export target for domestic banks, would be classified as priority
sector to the extent of incremental export credit over corresponding date of the preceding year, up to
____% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher, effective from April 1, 2015 subject to a sanctioned limit
of Rs. ____ crore per borrower to units having turnover of up to Rs. ____ crore. a) 2;50;75 b) 2;25;100
c) 2;50;105 d) 5;50;100
37) A “qualifying asset” shall mean a loan disbursed by MFI, which satisfies the stipulated criteria. Which
of the following is not a part of the criteria?
a.The loan is to be extended to a borrower whose household annual income in rural areas does not
exceed Rs.1,00,000/ while for non-rural areas it should not exceed Rs.1,60,000/-.
b.Loan does not exceed Rs.60,000/- in the first cycle and Rs. 100,000/- in the subsequent cycles.
c.Total indebtedness of the borrower does not exceed Rs. 1,00,000/-;
d) Tenure of loan is not less than 24 months when loan amount exceeds Rs.15,000/- with right to
borrower of prepayment without penalty. e) None of the above.
38) For bank credit to Micro Finance Institutions, interest cap on individual loans will be the average
Base Rate of five largest commercial banks by assets multiplied by ____ per annum or cost of funds plus
margin cap, whichever is less. The average of the Base Rate shall be advised by RBI. Further, only three
components are to be included in pricing of loans viz., namely a processing fee not exceeding 1 percent
of the gross loan amount; the interest charge and the insurance premium. a) 2.50
b) 2.75
c)
3.0
d) 3.5
39) For bank credit to Micro Finance Institutions the margin cap should not exceed ____ % for MFIs
having loan portfolio exceeding Rs. ____ crore and ____ percent for others. a) 10;50;10
b)
10;100;12 c) 10;100;15 d) 15;100;20
40) Loans upto Rs _____crore to Producer Companies set up exclusively by only small and marginal
farmers under Part IXA of Companies Act, 1956 for agricultural and allied activities is covered under
Indirect finance to agriculture. a) 2 b) 5
c) 7.5 d) 10
41) Under revised Priority sector guidelines, loans up to Rs _____ crore can be sanctioned to Cooperative
societies
of of the produce of members. a) 2 b) 5
farmers for
disposing
c) 7.5 d) 10
42) As per revised Priority sector guidelines, loans to individuals can be sanctioned up to Rs. ______
lakh in metropolitan centres with population above ten lakh and Rs. _______lakh in other centres for
purchase / construction of a dwelling unit per family excluding loans sanctioned to bank’s own
employees.
a) 25;10
b) 28;35
c) 28;10
d) 28;20
43) RBI has issued guidelines as per which loans for repairs to the damaged dwelling units of families
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can be sanctioned up to Rs. ____ lakh in rural and semi-urban areas and up to Rs. ____ lakh in urban
and metropolitan areas. a) 1;3
b) 2;3 c) 2; 5 d) 3;5
44) As per revised Priority sector guidelines, loans, not exceeding Rs.
per borrower can be
sanctioned directly by banks to individuals and their SHG/JLG, provided the borrower’s household
annual income in rural areas does not exceed Rs ______ and for non-rural areas it
should not exceed Rs . a) 50,000; 1,00,000; 1,60,000 b) 1 lac; 1,00,000;1,60,000 c) 2 lac;
60,000;1,00,000
d) 2 lac; 1,00,000;1,60,000
45) The amount of education loan that can be classified as
priority sector is restricted to
:
a.Education in India Rs.10 and education abroad Rs. 10 lac
b. Education in India Rs.20 and education abroad Rs. 10 lac
c. Education in India Rs.10 and education abroad Rs. 20 lac
d. Education in India Rs.20 and education abroad Rs. 20 lac
46) Loans to distressed persons can be granted for amount not exceeding Rs _______ per borrower to
prepay their debt to non-institutional lenders. a) 50,000 b) 75,000
c) 1lac d) 2 lac
47) Farmers with landholding of up to 1 hectare is considered as ___. Farmers with a landholding of
more than 1 hectare but less than 2 hectares are considered as _____. a.Ultra Small Farmers; Micro
Farmers
b.Oral Lessees; Ultra Small Farmers , c.Micro Farmers; Share croppers d) Marginal Farmers; Small
Farmers
48) As per RBI guidelines, the banks should not insist for collateral security from Micro & Small ( Mfg)
with good track record units upto Rs. _____ lacs: a) Two
b) Five c) Ten d) Twenty five
49) Priority Sector targets are linked to (a) adjusted net bank credit (b) credit equivalent of off-balance
sheet exposure (c) whichever is lower (d) whichever is higher.
a) Only a
b) a and b both c) a, b and c together
d) a, b and d together
50) Adjusted net bank credit (ANBC) is calculated as:
a) Bank credit in India - Bills rediscounted with RBI or other approved FIs + investment in non-SLR
bonds in HTM categories - investments eligible to be treated as priory sector.
b) Bank credit in India minus bills rediscounted with RBI and other approved financial institutions =
net bank credit + bonds / debentures in HTM categories + other Investments eligible to be treated as
priority sector + Outstanding Deposits under RIDF and other eligible funds with NABARD, NHB and
SIDBI on account of priority sector shortfall + outstanding PSLCs (-) issuance of long-term bonds for
infrastructure and affordable housing (-) eligible advances in India against the incremental FCNR (B) /
NRE deposits, qualifying for exemption from CRR / SLR requirements.
c)Bank Credit in India minus bills rediscounted with RBI or other approved FIs + Investment in non-SLR
bonds in HTM categories minus investments eligible to be treated as Priority Sector (-) eligible advances
in India against the incremental FCNR (B) / NRE deposits, qualifying for exemption from CRR / SLR
requirements.
d) Bank credit in India minus bills rediscounted with RBI or other approved FIs minus investment in nonSLR bonds in HTM categories + investments eligible to be treated as priority sector + Outstanding
Deposits under RIDF and other eligible funds with NABARD, NHB and SIDBI on account of priority sector
shortfall + outstanding PSLCs.
51) Which of the following statement is correct?
a.Bank loans to only Micro and Small Enterprises, for both manufacturing and service sectors are eligible
to be classified under the priority sector.
b. Bank loans to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, for both manufacturing and service sectors are
eligible to be classified under the priority sector.
c. Bank loans to Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises, for only manufacturing sector is eligible to be
classified under the PS.
d. Bank loans to Micro and Small Enterprises, for manufacturing sector only is eligible to be classified
under the priority sector.
52) As per the revised guidelines, Bank loans up to Rs. ____ crore per unit to Micro and Small Services
Enterprises and Rs. ____ crore to Medium Service Enterprises engaged in providing or rendering of
services and defined in terms of investment in equipment under MSMED Act, 2006 - a) 3 ; 5 b) 5 ; 10
c) 7.5 ; 15
d) 10; 20
53) Which of the following statement regarding Rural Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF) is not
correct:
a.Domestic banks deposit short fall in priority sector lending targets, or weaker section lending or
agriculture lending in RIDF.
b. RIDF corpus is estimated annually and for 2015-16 it is Rs. 25,000 crore.
c. Interest is Bank Rate less 2% to 4% and period of deposit for RDIF is determined by RBI
d. Amount deposited in RIDF by banks is not eligible investment for priority sector classification.
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54) Micro (Service) Enterprises is defined as enterprise having investment in equipment up to _____:
a) Rs. 10 lakh b) Rs 5 lakh c) Rs 3 lakh d) Rs 2 lacs
55) Domestic SCBs having shortfall in lending to Priority sector and / or Agriculture sector target will be
allocated amounts for contribution to ____ established with NABARD - a) RIDF
b) SEDF
c)
NEF
d) Any of the above
56) Bank loans up to Rs _____ per unit to Micro and Small Enterprises engaged in providing or rendering
of services and defined in terms of investment in equipment under MSMED Act, 2006. - a) 150 lac b)
200 lac c) 250 lac d) 500 lac
57) Priority Sector loan application should be disposed off in the following time schedule:
a.2 weeks for loan up to Rs.25000 and 5 weeks for loan above Rs.25,000
b. 2 weeks for loan up to Rs.25,000 and 4 weeks for loan above Rs.25,000
c. 2 weeks for loan upto Rs.25000 and 8 to 9 weeks for loan above Rs.25000 d) At discretion of banks
58) Loans for Food and Agro Processing Units are to be classified as: a) Direct MSE advance b) Direct
agriculture advance , c) Agriculture advance
d) Indirect agriculture advance
59) Inter Bank Participation Certificates (IBPCs) bought bybanks, on a
, are eligible for
classification
under respective categories of priority sector, provided the underlying assets are eligible to be
categorized under the respective categories of priority sector and the banks fulfil the Reserve Bank of
India guidelines on IBPCs.
a) Risk sharing basis b) Credit basis c) Profit sharing basis
d) None of these
60) Priority sector loans to Artisans, village and cottage industries where individual credit limits do not
exceed Rs. ____ are covered under weaker section: a) 50,000 b) 1 lac
c) 1.25 lac
d)1.50 lac
61) Overdrafts upto Rs. ______ under Pradhan Mantri JanDhan Yojana (PMJDY) accounts, provided the
borrowers’ household annual income does not exceed Rs. ______ for rural areas and Rs. _______- for
non-rural areas.- a) 5,000/-;100,000/-;1,60,000 b) 10,000/-; 100,000/-; 1,60,000
c) 5,000/-; 100,000/-; 1,80,000 d) 5,000/-; 100,000/-; 1,80,000
62) Scheduled Commercial Banks having any shortfall in lending to priority sector shall be allocated
amounts for contribution to the _______ established with NABARD and other Funds with NABARD / NHB
/ SIDBI, as decided by the Reserve Bank from time to time. For the year 2015-16, the shortfall in
achieving priority sector target / sub-targets will be assessed based on the position as on March 31,
2016.
a.Rural Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF)
b. Small Enterprises Development Fund (SEDF)
c.Infrastructure Development Fund ( IDF)
d. Priority Sector Deficit Fund (PSDF)
63) You have sanctioned CC (Hyp) limit of Rs.3 lac to a Private Retail trader. The same to be classified
under _____:a. Private retail trade under non priority sector. B.Private retail trade under priority sector
c. mall and Micro services under priority sector. D.Discretion of the bank
64) As per Weaver Card Scheme, what is the maximum amount of loan that can be granted to a
beneficiary: a) Rs.50,000 b) Rs.1,00,000 c) Rs.2,00,000 d) Rs.5,00,000
65) With respect to Joint Liability Group (JLG), which of the following is correct?
a.The group size is 4 -10 people. b.The members may be availing loan singly/jointly. C.The maximum
credit facility to a member is Rs.50,000/- and to the Group is Rs.5,00,000/-. d) All the above
66) Under PMEGP Scheme what is margin requirement for General and Special category beneficiaries?
a) Gen -15%, Spl - 5%
b) Gen - 5%, Spl - 5% c) Gen -10%, Spl - 5% d) Gen -10%, Spl - 10%
67) As per revised guidelines, loans to individual women beneficiaries upto Rs
per borrower is
covered under weaker section. a) 25,000 b) 50,000
c) 1,00,000 d) 2,00,000
68) Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY), has been renamed as
:
a.National Gram Swarozgar Yojana (NGSY). b. Swarnjayanti Rural Livelihood Mission (SRLM)
c.National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), d.National Rural Mission Yojana (NRMY)
69) When Business Correspondent has to update Current Account, Saving Fund account:
a) Next working day b) Within 2 days c) Within 5 days. d) Within 7 days
70) Under NRLM scheme, the second dose of loan will be repaid in _______ months:
a) 6-12
b) 12-24
c) 12-36
d) 24-36
71 Pursuant to the Government of India extending the scheme of 1% interest subvention to housing
loans up to Rs. ____ lakh where the cost of the house does not exceed Rs. ____ lakh:
a) 5; 15
b) 10; 15
c) 15; 25
d) 20; 30
72Under Janashree Bima Yojana the annual premium is Rs. _____, of which Rs. _____ is to be
contributed by the artisan, Rs._____ by the Govt. and Rs. _____ by LIC.a) 100 20 40 40
b) 100 ; 10 ;45 45
c) 200; 20 80 ; 100 d) 200; 40 ;60 100
73 Under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) scheme a women’s self help group consisting of
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_____ members, coming together on the basis of mutual affinity is the primary building block of the
NRLM community institutional design. In case of special SHGs i.e. groups in the difficult areas, groups
with disabled persons, and groups formed in remote tribal areas, this number may be a minimum of
____ persons. The mission will provide a continuous hand-holding support to the institutions of poor for
a period of _______years till they come out of abject poverty.
a) 5-10; 3; 5-5
b) 7-10; 5; 3-8 c) 10-15; 5; 5-7 d) 15-20; 10; 7-10
74 Under NRLM scheme, the second dose covers _____ times of existing corpus and proposed saving
during the next twelve months or Rs.______ whichever is higher. a) 1-5, 50,000 b) 2-10, 1 lac c) 5-10,
1 lac d) 10-20, 5 lac
75 NRLM would provide a Revolving Fund (RF) support to SHGs in existence for a minimum period of
_______months. Only such SHGs that have not received any RF earlier will be provided with RF, as
corpus, with a minimum of Rs. ______and up to a maximum of Rs. _______ per SHG.
a) 1 to 5; 5,000; 10,000
b) 3 to 6; 10,000; 15,000
c) 5 to 7; 12,000; 20,000 d) 7 to 10; 15,000; 25,000
76 Under Janashree Bima Yojana, in addition to the insurance cover, a scholarship of Rs.____ per
quarter per child for the education of two children from 9th to 12th Standard is also provided under the
Shiksha Sahyog Yojana.
a) 200 b) 300 c) 500 d) 600
77 State level bankers' committees (SLBCs) mandated to prepare a roadmap covering all unbanked
villages of population less than ____ and notionally allot these villages to banks for providing banking
services, in a time-bound manner. While preparing the roadmap for providing banking services in all
unbanked villages with population of less than 2000 through a combination of banking correspondent
(BC) and branches, it should be ensured that there is a brick and mortar branch to provide support to a
cluster of BC units, i.e., about 8-10 BC units, at a reasonable distance of 3-4 kilometres. a) 1000 b)
1500 c) 2000
d) 2500
78 Which of the following has/have been included as part of priority sector?
a) Medium enterprises b) Social Infrastructure
c) Renewable Energy d) None of these
e) All of these
79 As per April 15 guidelines on Priority Sector, which of the following distinctions have been dispensed
with?
a)
Micro and Small Enterprises
b)
Marginal and Small farmers
c)
Direct and indirect agricultural advances
d)
Self Help Group and Joint Liability Group
80 The target for lending to Micro enterprises has been prescribed as ___% of ANBC or CEOBE
whichever is higher.
a) 5%
b) 6%
c) 7.5%
d) 8%
81 As per April 15 guidelines on Priority Sector, the target for lending to weaker sections has been
increased
of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher.
a) 8%
b) 10% c) 12%
d) There is no change in the target for weaker sections.
82 Foreign Banks with less than 20 branches in India are required to achieve priority sector targets and
sub-targets for Agriculture and Weaker Sections by ___.
a) 2018-19
b) 2019-20
c) 2020-21
d) 2015-16
83 Bank loans to food and agro processing units will form part of _____.
a) Agriculture
b) Small Enterprises
c) Indirect agriculture
d) Medium enterprises
84 For domestic commercial banks and foreign banks with 20 or more branches in India, the incremental
export credit over corresponding date of the preceding year will be reckoned as priority sector upto
____% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is higher.
a) 1%
b) 2%
c) 5%
d) 10%
85 The priority sector non-achievement will be assessed on _____ average basis at the end of the
respective year from 2016-17 onwards. a) fortnightly b) monthly c).quarterly d) half yearly e) yearly
86.The target for Micro Enterprises i.e. 7.5% of ANBC or CEOBE, whichever is
higher to be achieved in a phased manner i.e. 7% by ______and 7.5% by _____
a)March 2017, March 2018 ; b) March 2018, March 2019 c)March 2016, March
2017 ; d)March 2015, March 2016
87. Lending to agriculture sector has been re-defined to include which of the following? : a) Farm Credit
; b) Agriculture Infrastructure c) Ancillary activities
d) Both (a) and (b) only & e) All of these
88. Which of the following is not part of agricultural advance?
a) Crop loans to farmers, which will include traditional/non-traditional plantations and horticulture, and,
loans for allied activities.
b) Housing Loan to farmers for their own residence. ;
c) Medium and long-term loans to farmers for agriculture and allied activities
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d) Loans to farmers for pre and post-harvest activities, viz., spraying, weeding, harvesting, sorting,
grading and transporting of their own farm produce
89.As per revised guidelines on PS (April 15), loans to farmers up to _____ against
pledge/hypothecation of agricultural produce (including warehouse receipts) for a period not exceeding
12 months ; a) Rs 10 lakh b) Rs 20 lakh; c) Rs 50 lakh d) Rs 100 lakh
90 Which of the following is not an agricultural advance?
a) Loans to distressed farmers indebted to non-institutional lenders.
b) Loans to farmers under the Kisan Credit Card Scheme.
c) Loans to all farmers for purchase of land for agricultural purposes. e) None of these
91 Loans to corporate farmers, farmers' producer organizations/companies of individual farmers,
partnership firms and co-operatives of farmers directly engaged in Agriculture and Allied Activities, viz.,
dairy, fishery, animal husbandry, poultry, bee-keeping and sericulture will be part of priority sector
provided loan is up to _____ per borrower.a) Rs 2 crore b) Rs 5 crore c) Rs 10 crore d) None of these
92 Loans for construction of storage facilities (warehouses, market yards, godowns and silos) including
cold storage units/ cold storage chains designed to store agriculture produce/products, irrespective of
their location will be part of priority sector provided aggregate sanctioned limit from the banking system
is
up to Rs ______ per borrower a) Rs 10 crore
b) Rs 20 crore c) Rs 50 crore
d) 100 crore
93 Which of the following is not part of agriculture infrastructure as per PS guidelines issued in April 15?
a) Loans for construction of storage facilities to store agriculture produce/products.
b) Soil conservation and watershed development.
c) Plant tissue culture and agri-biotechnology, seed production, production of bio-pesticides, biofertilizer, and vermi composting. d) None of these
94 Loans to co-operative societies of farmers for disposing of the produce of members will be part of
agriculture provided loan is up to Rs -a) Rs 1 crore b) Rs 2 crore c) Rs 5 crore
d) Rs 10 crore
95 Loan for Food and Agro-processing will be part of Agricultural advance provided sanctioned limit from
the banking system is up to _____ per borrower - a) Rs 10 crore b) Rs 20 crore
c) Rs 50 crore d) Rs 100 crore
96 Which of the following is not part of agricultural advance?
a) Loans for setting up of Agriclinics and Agribusiness Centres.
b) Bank loans to Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS), Farmers’ Service Societies (FSS) and
Large-sized Adivasi Multi-Purpose Societies (LAMPS) for on-lending to agriculture
c) Loans sanctioned by banks to MFIs for on-lending to agriculture sector.
d) Outstanding deposits under SEDF and other eligible funds with SIDBI on account of priority sector
shortfall.
97 Farmers with landholding of up to ______ are considered as Marginal Farmers and farmers with a
landholding upto ____ are considered as Small Farmers
a) 1 hectare, 2 hectares
b) 2.5 hectare, 5 hectare
c) 1 hectare, 2.5 hectare
d) 5 hectare, 10 hectare
98 Loans to farmers' producer companies of individual farmers, and co-operatives of farmers directly
engaged in Agriculture and Allied Activities, is classified as Small and Marginal farmer where the
membership of Small and Marginal Farmers is not less than ____ by number and whose land-holding
share is also not less than ____of the total land-holding - a) 50%; 50%
b) 50%; 75%
c) 75%; 75%
d) 75%; 50%
99 Bank loan to Micro, Small and Medium manufacturing Enterprises will be part of priority sector
provided the loan is up to _____. a) Rs 5 crore b) Rs 10 crore c) Rs 20 crore d) Irrespective of amount
of loan
100 Bank loan to Micro and Small service Enterprises will be part of priority sector provided the loan is
up to _____. a) Rs 2 crore b) Rs 5 crore c) Rs 10 crore d) Rs 20 crore e) None of these
101Bank loan to Medium service Enterprises will be part of priority sector provided the loan is up to
_____.
a) Rs 2 crore b) Rs 5 crore
c) Rs 10 crore d) Rs 20 crore e) None of these
102Credit outstanding under General Credit Cards (including Artisan Credit Card, Laghu Udyami Card,
Swarojgar Credit Card, and Weaver’s Card etc. catering to the non-farm entrepreneurial credit needs of
individuals) will be part of advance to Micro and Small enterprises provided the loan is up to _____.
a) Rs 50,000
b) Rs 500,000 c) Rs 10,00,000 d) None of these
103Which of the following is not part of Micro, Small and Medium enterprises under priority sector
advance?
a) Loans to entities involved in assisting the decentralized sector in the supply of inputs to and
marketing of outputs of artisans, village and cottage industries.
b) Loans to co-operatives of producers in the decentralized sector viz. artisans, village and cottage
industries.
c) Loans sanctioned by banks to MFIs for on-lending to MSME sector.
d) Outstanding deposits with SIDBI on account of priority sector shortfall.
e) None of these
104As per revised PS guidelines (April 15) banks are required to lend 40% of advance to Micro and
Small enterprises to units with investment in plant and machinery up to_____.
a) Rs 2 lakh b) Rs 4 lakh c) Rs 10 lakh d) None of these as there is no such target.
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105 The MSME units will continue to enjoy the priority sector lending status up to _____years after they
grow out of the MSME category concerned. a) one
b) two c) three d) four
e) None of these
106 Loans to individuals for educational purposes including vocational courses in India will be part of
Priority sector provided loan is up to _____. a) Rs 5 lakh b) Rs 10 lakh Rs 20 lakh
d) Rs 25 lakh
107 Loans to individuals for educational purposes for studies abroad will be part of Priority sector
provided loan is up to ____.a) Rs 5 lakh b) Rs 10 lakh c) Rs 20 lakh d) Rs 25 lakh e) None of these
108 A loan of Rs 20 lakh has been sanctioned to an individual for studies in India. How much of it will be
part of priority sector? a) Rs 5 lakh b) Rs 10 lakh c) Rs 20 lakh
d) None of these as it will not be part of priority sector.
109 Loans for repairs to damaged dwelling units will be part of priority sector provided loan is up to
____in metropolitan centres and up to _____ in other centres. a) Rs 2 lakh, Rs 1 lakh
b) Rs 5
lakh, Rs 2 lakh
c) Rs 4 lakh; Rs 2 lakh d) Rs 10 lakh; Rs 5 lakh
110 Bank loans to any governmental agency for construction of dwelling units or for slum clearance and
rehabilitation of slum dwellers will be part of priority sector provide loan is up to ______ per dwelling
unit.
a) Rs 2 lakh
b) Rs 5 lakh c) Rs 10 lakh d) Rs 20 lakh
e) None of these
111 Loans for housing projects exclusively for the purpose of construction of houses for economically
weaker sections and low income groups, will be part of priority sector provide the total cost of the house
does not exceed _____ per dwelling unit a) Rs 1 lakh
b) Rs 2 lakh c) Rs 5 lakh
d) Rs 10 lakh
112 Loans for housing projects exclusively for the purpose of construction of houses for economically
weaker sections and low income groups, the total cost of which does not exceed Rs 10 lakh per dwelling
unit for the purpose of identifying the economically weaker sections and low income groups, the annual
family income should not be more than_____.
a) Rs 50,000 in rural areas and Rs 100,000 in other areas
b) Rs 100,000 in rural area and Rs 200,000 in other areas
c) Rs 160,000 irrespective of location
d) Rs 200,000 irrespective of location
113 Bank loans for building social infrastructure for activities namely schools, health care facilities,
drinking water facilities and sanitation facilities in Tier II to Tier VI centres will be part of priority sector
provided loan is up to ____per borrower. a) Rs 5 crore b) Rs 1 crore c) Rs 2 crore d) Rs 10 crore
114 Bank loans to borrowers for purposes like solar based power generators, biomass based power
generators, wind mills, micro-hydel plants and for non-conventional energy based public utilities viz.
street lighting systems, and remote village electrification will be part of priority sector provided loan
amount is up to______. a) Rs 5 crore
b) Rs 10 crore c) Rs 15 crore d) Rs 20 crore
e) Rs 25
crore
115 Loans to distressed persons other than farmers to prepay their debt to non-institutional lenders will
be treated as other priority sector provided loan per borrower is limited up to _____ a) Rs 25000
b) Rs 50,000 c) Rs 100,000 d) Rs 200,000
116 Overdrafts upto Rs 5,000/- under Pradhan Mantri JanDhanYojana (PMJDY) accounts will be classified
as other priority sector provided the borrowers household annual income does not exceed ____for rural
areas and
for non-rural areas.
a) Rs 60,000; Rs 120,000b) Rs 80,000; Rs 160,000
c) Rs 100,000; Rs 1,60,000 d) Rs 100,000; Rs 200,000
117 Artisans, village and cottage industries are classified as weaker section provided individual credit
limits do not exceed _____. Rs. 50,000 ; b. Rs. 1.00 lac ; c. Rs. 2.00 lacs & d. Rs.5.00 lacs
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Govt.Sponsored Schemes & DRI Scheme
PMEGP

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1. The Prime Minister's Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP):
has been designed to generate employment opportunities in Rural & Urban areas.
relates to the setting up of new self-employment ventures for industries, services and business.
covers whole of the country including J & K
has replaced PMRY & KVIC-REGP scheme (e) all above
2. To be eligible for loan under PMEGP, minimum qualification required is class pass in case project
cost is above Rs 10 lakh in the manufacturing sector and above Rs. 5 lakh in the business or service sector –
(a) 8 th
(b) 9th (c)5th (d)7th (e) none of the above
3. To be eligible under PMEGP, the applicant's age should be :
(a) not-more than 40 years (b) not less than 18 years (c) between 25 to 40 years (d) abovel 8 years
4. Under PMEGP, ______ % of the margin money (subsidy) should go to projects in rural areas:
(a) 25%
(b) 40%
(c) 30%
(d) 60%
(e) 50%
5. To be eligible for assistance under PMEGP, family income of the applicant should not exceed:
(a) Rs. 24,000 p.a. (b) Rs. 30,000 p.a.
(c) Rs.40,000 p.a. (d) Rs. 60,000 p.a. (e) No limit
6. Under PMEGP, the repayment period can be
after moratorium period as per bank discretion.
(a) 3 to 5 year
(b) 3 to 7 year
(c) 5 to 7 year
(d) 5 to 9 year (e) None of these
7. Rate of subsidy available under PMEGP is :
(a)
General-category borrowers: 15% of project cost in urban areas and 25%o. in rural areas;
(b)
Special category borrowers: 25% of project cost in urban areas and 35% in rural areas.
(c)
15% in rural areas and 25% in urban areas for general category borrowers
(d)
Both (a) & (b) above
(e) None of these
8. Under PMEGP, the borrower is required to contribute% of project cost as margin money :
(a)
5% for special category and 10% for general category
(b)
10% for special category and 5% for general category
(c)
5% for special category as well as general category
(d)
10% for special category as well as general category
(e) none of the above
9. Maximum Project cost in the case of single borrower for business & service category under PMEGP is:
(a) Rs. 10 lakhs
(b) Rs. 25 lakh
(c) Rs.5 lakhs
(d)Rs. 2 lakh
(e) None of these
10. Under PMEGP scheme, rural area means place notified as rural area in revenue records and
with population:
(a) up to 10,000 (b)less than 10,000 (c) up to 50,000 (d)up to 20,000 (e) None of these
11. Banks will not insist on collateral security from beneficiaries under PMEGP for loans up to:
(a) Rs. 10 latch (b) Rs. 5 lakh
(c) Rs. 1 lakh
(d) Rs. 50,000
(e) Rs. 3 lakh
12. Banks should lend at least _ % of advances under PMEGP to SC/ST
(a) 10%
(b) 22.5%
(c) 35%
(d) 50%
(e) None of these
13. Which of the following is not true about PMEGP scheme:
(a)
There is no condition for education for project up to Rs 10 lac for industry and Rs 5 lac for service.
(b)
There is no limit on Family income. (c) It is not applicable in J&K.
(d) it covers both the rural as well as urban centres
(e) The maximum cost of project for industry is Rs.25 lac and for service & business Rs 10 lakh.
14. Maximum Project cost in the case of single borrower for business & service category under PMEGP is:
(a) Rs. 10 lakhs
(b) Rs. 25 lakh
(c) Rs.5 lakhs
(d)Rs. 2 lakh
(e) None of these
15. For which of the following category of beneficiaries, targets have been set up under PMEGP?
(a) SC/ST
(b) Women
(c) physically handicapped (d) all of these (e) None of these
16. PMEGP is applicable in which of the following areas?
(a) Rural only (b) urban areas only (c) Both Rural and urban areas (d) None of these
17. Which of the following is not correct regarding PMEGP scheme?
(a) Both existing and new projects are eligible (b) Only one person from one family is eligible
(c)
Family includes beneficiary and spouse (d) No concession in interest rate(e) None of these
18. Village Industry under PMEGP, means a unit located in the rural area which produces any goods or
renders any service with or without the use of power and in which the fixed capital investment per head
of a full time artisan or worker does not exceed :
(a) Rs. 1 lakh in plain areas (b) Rs.1.50 lakh in hilly areas
(c) Rs 2 lac in North East
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(d) Both (a) & (b)
(e) All of these
9. Identification of beneficiaries under PMEGP will be done at the district level by a Task Force consisting
of representatives from:
(a) KVIC/State KVIB (b) State DICs
(c) Banks
(d) Both (a) & (b)(e) All of these.
!0. For the purpose of PMEGP scheme, which of the following is not included in special category?
(a) SC / ST, OBC
(b) Minorities, Women
(c) Ex servicemen & Physically handicapped
(d) North East, Hill and Border areas
.
(e) None of these
1. Which of the following is not correct regarding margin money (subsidy) under PMEGP?
(a) Subsidy should be kept in the Term Deposit Receipt of three years
(b)No interest will be paid on the TDR & no interest to be charged on loan on corresponding amount of TDR
(c) Subsidy will be credited to the Borrowers loan account after three years from the date
of first disbursement to the borrower.
(d) If loan goes bad before 3 year period, due to reasons, beyond the control of the beneficiary, subsidy can
be credited to loan account before 3 years
(e) None of these
22. Under which situations, proportionate or entire subsidy for working capital component has to be returned?
(a) When utilization of limit does not touch 100% limit of CC on any day within three years of lock in period.
(b) When utilization of the sanctioned limit is less than 75% (c) either (a) or (b)
(d) None of these
23. Which of the following is correct regarding training of beneficiaries under PMEGP?
(a)
First instalment of loan will be released only after completion of EDP training of at least 2 weeks
(b)
If beneficiary has undergone training from the recognized institution, no further EDP training is
required.
(c)
Both (a) & (b)
(d) None of these
24. Which of the following is not correct regarding project cost in case of PMEGP scheme?
(a) Project cost will include Capital Expenditure and one cycle of Working Capital.
(b) Projects without Capital Expenditure are not eligible for financing under the Scheme.
(c) Projects. costing more than Rs.5•Iakh, not requiring working capital, need clearance from RO.
(d) Cost of the land should not be included in the Project cost.(e) None of these
25. Under which situations, proportionate or entire subsidy for working capital component has to be returned?
(a)
When utilization of limit does not touch 100% limit of CC on any day within three years of lock in
period.
(b)
When average utilization of the sanctioned limit is less than 75%
(c)
When average utilization of the sanctioned limit is lesS than 80%
(d)
either (a) or (b) (e) Either (a) or (c)
26. Which of the following is correct regarding training of beneficiaries under PMEGP?
(a)
First instalment of loan will be released only after completion of EDP training of at least 2 weeks
(b)
If beneficiary has undergone training from the recognized institution, no further EDP training is
required.
(c)
Both (a) & (b)
(d) None of these
27. Which of the following is not correct regarding project cost in case of PMEGP scheme?
(a) Project cost will include Capital Expenditure and one cycle of Working Capital.
(b) Projects without Capital Expenditure are not eligible for financing under the Scheme.
(c) Projects costing more than Rs.5 lakh, not requiring working capital, need clearance from RO.
(d) Cost of the land should not be included in the Project cost.(e) None of these
28. Which of the following is not eligible for loans under the scheme?
(a) Self Help Groups
(b) Institutions registered under Societies Registration Act, 1860
(c) Production Co-operative Societies (d) Charitable Trusts (e) None of these

National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM)

29. Under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), to strengthen their institutional and financial management
capacity and build a good credit history within the group, the self help group is provided revolving fund of:
(a) Rs.10000
b Rs.20000
c between Rs.10000 to Rs.15000
d between Rs.10000 to Rs.20000
30. What is the amount of capital subsidy available under National Rural-Livelihood Mission (NRLM)
scheme? a 30% for individuals
b 50% for self-help group
c 40% for SC/ST
d no capital subsidy is available
31. The interest subvention under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) scheme is:
a 2%
b 3%
c 4%
d difference between lending rate of the bank and 7% max being 5.5%
32. The interest subvention is available under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) if the amount of loan
to the women self help group is restricted to Rs. and rate of interest from borrower is :
a Rs.1 lac, 7%
b Rs.3 lac, 7%
c Rs.3 lac, 5%
d Rs.5 lac, 5%
33. Additional interest subvention is available under NRLM for prompt repayment of the loan by the
women
self-help group at %, which brings the effective rate of interest to %:
a 2%, 5%
b 2%, 4%
c 3%, 4%
d 3%, 5%
34. What is the amount of loan as First Dose, under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) :
a 4-8 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 50, 000 whichever is higher.
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b 4-8 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 50, 000 whichever is lower.
c 5-10 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 1,00, 000 whichever is higher.
d 5-10 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 1,00, 000 whichever is lower.
35. What is the amount of loan as 2nd Dose, under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) :
a 4-8 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 50, 000 whichever is higher.
b 4-8 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 50, 000 whichever is lower.
c 5-10 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 1,00, 000 whichever is higher.
d
5-10 times of the proposed corpus during the year or Rs. 1,00, 000 whichever is lower.
36. What is the amount of loan as 3rd Dose, under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) :
a minimum Rs.2 lac
b maximum Rs.2 lac
c between Rs.2 lac to 5 lac
d between Rs.5 lac to Rs.10 lac
37. What is the amount of loan as 4th Dose, under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) :
a minimum Rs.2 lac
b maximum Rs.2 lac
c between Rs.2 lac to 5 lac
d between Rs.5 lac to Rs.10 lac
38. The repayment period for the loan under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), does not
match in which of the following: a First dose : 6-12 months, b Second dose : 12-24 months. c
Third dose : between 2-3 years in monthly/quarterly /half yearly
d Fourth dose onwards: between 3-6 years in monthly/quarterly /half yearly instalments
39. Under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) scheme, what is amount of loan for which no
collateral or margin is to be taken:
a Rs.2 lac
b Rs.5 lac
c Rs.10 lac
d no collateral to be obtained
40. The no. of members in a women self help group under National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) can
be: a minimum 5 and max 20
b
minimum 5 and max 10
c minimum 10 and max 20
d
minimum 10 and max 15
NULM Scheme
41. Which of the following target is not correct in the context of National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM): a
Women : 30%
b SC/ST : 40% c Disabled - 3%
d Minority community : 15%
42. Which of the following statement is correct regarding subsidy under National Urban Livelihood
Mission (NULM): (1) subsidy is 25% of project cost max Rs.50000 (2) For interest subsidy rate
of interest from borrower is 7% (3) maximum extent of interest subsidy is 2% (4) interest
subsidy is equal to difference of rate of interest charged by bank and 7%. a 1, 2 and 3 b 1, 2
and 4
c 2 and 3
d 2 and 4
43. Under National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM), additional interest subsidy is available for
prompt payment. Find which one is correct out of the following:
a prompt payment subsidy is available for women self-help group only
b prompt payment subsidy is available at 3%
c prompt payment means when due amount is repaid within 30 days of due amount in case of term
loan
d
outstanding balance is not more than the sanctioned limit or DP
44. The project cost under National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM), in case of individual
borrowers is restricted to: a Rs.50000 b Rs.1 lac
c Rs.2 lac'
d Rs.5 lac
45. Under National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM), which of the following statement is correct
regarding repayment period and moratorium period:
a repayment period 3 to 7 years and moratorium as per bank discretion
b repayment period 3 to 7 years and moratorium 6 to 18 months
c repayment period 5 to 7 years and moratorium 6 to 18 months
d
repayment period 5 to 7 years and moratorium as per bank discretion
46. Which of the following requirement relating to self-help group members under National Urban
Livelihood Mission (NULM), is not stated correctly:
a SHG to have minimum 5 members without any ceiling of the maximum
b minimum 70% members in a group should be from urban poor families
c SHG constituted under SJSRY scheme is also eligible d none of the above
47. Which of the following is correct for project cost and amount of bank loan for a group, under
National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM):
a minimum project cost is Rs.10 lac and bank loan is equal to project cost less 20% margin.
b minimum projecL cost is Rs.10 lac and bank loan is equal to project cost less margin decided
by the bank.
c maximum project cost is Rs.10 lac and bank loan is equal to project cost less 20% margin.
d. maximum project cost is Rs.10 lac and bank loan is equal to project cost less margin decided by the
bank.
48. Which of the following is correctly stated in the context of collateral security in respect of National
Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM): a no collateral for loan up to Rs.10 lac b no collateral for loan up to
Rs.5 lac
c collateral can be obtained at discretion of the bank
d banks can cover the eligible loans under CGTMSE guarantee
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49. Under' National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM), the funding will be shared between the Centre
and the
States in the ratio of , in the normal states. a 50:50
b 60:40
c 75:25
d 90:10
Differential Rate of interest (DRI Scheme)
50. What is the income criteria in case of DRI eligibility:
a Rs.11800 in urban areas and Rs.11250 in rural area
b all persons below poverty line
c Rs.18000 in rural area and Rs.24000 in urban area
d Rs.24000 in rural area and Rs.18000 in urban area
51. What is the extent of loan that is permitted under DRI:
a economic activity: up to Rs.15000
b up to Rs.5000 as additional loan to disabled persons
c housing loan up to Rs.20000 to SC/ST or under Indira Awas Yojna.
d all the above
52. What is the amount of subsidy, margin or rate of interest in DR1: a subsidy — 15%
b margin — 5%, c rate of interest — 4% for loan up to Rs.6500 and above that normal rate
d no margin and subsidy and rate of interest 4%
53. Repayment period in DRI is:
a 5 yrs + moratorium of 2 yrs
b 5 years inclusive of moratorium up to 2 years.
c 5 years inclusive of moratorium period to be decided by the banks
d 7 years + moratorium of 3 years.
54. Maximum amount of loan under DRI scheme other than housing loan to SC/ST is
(a) Rs 1000 (b) Rs 5000 (c) Rs 6500
(d) Rs 20,000 (e) Rs 15,000
55. At least ____% of total advances granted under DR1 scheme should go to SC/ST.
(a) 22.5%
(b) 25%
(c) 40%
(d) 50%
(e) None of these
56.of advances granted under DRI scheme, should be granted through rural and semi urban branches.
(a) one fourth (b) one third (c) two third (d) half
(e) None of these
57_ Maximum amount of housing loan to SC/ST under DRI scheme is
(a) Rs 1000 (b) Rs 5000 (c) Rs 6500
(d) Rs 20,000 (e) Rs 15,000
58. For being eligible under DR1 scheme, the annual income of the beneficiary should not be more
than (a) Rs 18,000 in rural & semi urban areas (b) Rs 18,000 in rural areas and Rs 24000 in urban
areas
(c) Rs 18,000 in rural areas and Rs 24,000 in semi urban and urban areas
(d) both (a) & (b)
(e) None of these
59. Which of the following is not correct regarding DR! scheme?
(a) No subsidy is available.
(b) Margin is Nil
(c)
Collateral security or third party guarantee not to be taken even if offered.
(d)
Maximum repayment period is 5 years including initial moratorium of 2 years(e) None of these
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Module-C
Banking Technology
SYLLABUS
-- Essentials of Bank Computerization - Computer Systems; LANs; WANs; UPS; Core Banking

- Payment Systems and Electronic Banking - ATMs; HWAK; PIN; Electromagnetic Cards;
Electronic Banking; Signature Storage & Retrieval System; CTS; Note & Coin Counting Machines;
Microfiche; NPC; RUPAY
- Data Communication Network and EFT systems - Components & Modes of Transmission;
Major Networks in India; Emerging Trends in Communication Networks for Banking; Evolution of
EFT System; SWIFT; Automated Clearing Systems; Funds Transfer Systems; Recent
Developments in India
- Role of Technology Up gradation and its impact on Banks - Trends in Technology
Developments; Role & Uses of Technology Up gradation; Global Trends; Impact of IT on Banks
- Security Considerations - Risk Concern Areas; Types of Threats; Control Mechanism;
Computer Audit; IS Security; IS Audit; Evaluation Requirements
- Overview of IT Act - Gopalakrishna Committee Recommendations
- Preventive Vigilance in Electronic Banking - Phishing; Customer Education; Safety Checks;
Precautions
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ESSENTIALS OF BANK COMPUTERISATION
The process of computerization in Indian banks started in early 80s when the first committee on computerization i.e.
Rangarajan Committee gave its recommendations in the year 1984. The 2'16 report of Rangarajan Committee in the
year 1989 gave -the much needed pace to expedite the computerization. The major objective of computerization, can
be improved customer service, better housekeeping, quicker decision making and increased profits and productivity.
BANKING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
A combination of computers and communication technologies is at present enabling international banks and financial
institutions to expand their reach and offer technology based products to a wide spectrum of clientele which was
unthinkable in olden days. Banks being essentially the processors of information in large quantities use the information
technology (IT) to achieve the:

ability to handle larger volumes of business with the desired level of efficiency;

maximising profitability of operations and

exercising a strict vigil on costs.

International banks have achieved the above objectives while Indian banks have started entering recently in
the areas such as:

collection, storage and processing of information in administrative offices

toning up book-keeping efficiency at branches by computerising back office operations

full branch computerisation

setting up automated teller machines (ATMs).
New private sector banks adopted the IT in a big way in order to capture corporate business. They use IT as a tool for
designing and marketing aggressively a wide variety of retail banking products to capture the business of well-to-do
customers in urban/metro centres. The customers in these centres expect faster remittance facilities, automated teller
machines and anywhere banking facilities, telephone banking, home banking, credit card facility, personal loans
including for car, houses, consumption purpose, cash management for corporates etc. The banks have started
meeting these requirements of the customers.
COMPUTER : A computer can be defined as an electronic machine which converts raw data into meaningful
information. The data so fed into a computer can be store, retrieved and converted into output.
USE OF COMPUTERS
Computers can be used in various fields of modern day life such as in business, scientific research, industry,
defence,space, data communication,
telecommunication, medicine, education, law and order, publishing, engineering etc.
As regards banking, the computers can be used in almost all aspects of banking such as:

Cash management

Investment management

Foreign exchange management

Human resources management

Management information system

Decision and policy making
COMPONENTS OF COMPUTER
The computers comprise two basic components: Hardware (physical parts, that could be touched or seen)
and software (operational instructions).
HARDWARE
The hardware comprises:
 Mother board (it contains CPU chip, memory chipROM/RAM, input-output controller, expansion slots and a
number of logic circuits.
 Input devices (key board, pointing devices such as mouse track boll, touch pad, joysticks, touch sensitive screen, pen
based system, optical scanner, voice recognition system
 Output devices (printers, monitors)
.
 Storage device (RAM, ROM, Magnetic disk, floppy, CD)
 Card, Ports and Cords
Peripheral devices : Other than mother board, the components are called peripheral devices and they are connected to
mother board.
OPERATING SYSTEMS (OS)
It is collection of a number of programs that are used to control a computer system. An operating system
manages every aspect of the computer system from runningan application software, entering data, displaying
information on monitor, printing reports etc. Very common operating systems include MS-DOS, Unix Operating System,
Novell Netware, Windows.
Basic function of OS
 Monitoring functions (concerned with collection of resources utilization and system performance
information)
 Service functions (concerned with enhancing the utility to the user such as file editing, file organization).
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Other functions (processor management, memory management, file management, interpretation of commands
and instructions).
Types of Operating Systems

Batch processing systems

Multiprogramming operating systems

Time sharing systems

Real time systems
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
DBM is maintenance of records and information so that these can be effectively used with the help of a computer. Data
is essential raw material for computer which is made use of with the help of software and hardware. DBM helps in
reading the data, removing the errors, updation of records, sorting and extraction of data from different files, sharing and
storage etc.
DATA WAREHOUSING AND DATA MINING Databases are knows as Data Warehouses and the major features of
the data stored in a data warehouse are that the data is subject oriented (transactions relating to customers), integrated
without inconsistencies, in nonvolatile form and is time variant.
Data mining is a technique to reveal the strategic information hidden in data warehouse. It is the process of automatically
finding patterns and relations in large database.
Data warehouse and data mining can be used by banks for various purpose such as loan risk analysis, portfolio risk
analysis, demographic information about customer to focus on different segments, overall risk analysis etc.
DATA COMMUNICATION
Communication of data from one point to another is an important function which computers are expected to complete,
for which communication network is used. The data communication may be serial communication and asynchronous
transmission.
The data communication system comprises:
o
Originating/sending computer

Data communication device attached to the originating computer

Communication channel— or transmission medium (wire pairs, coaxial cable, microwave system, communication
satellite and optical fibres).

Data communication device attached to the receiving computer
o
Receiving computer.
COMPUTER NETWORKING
Networking in computer terminology means connecting computers and peripheral devices in such a way that the
networked computers are able to work together. These networked computers may be located at different places or in the
same premises. These include Local Area Network (LAN), Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) or Wide Area Network
(WAN).
o
Networking has various advantages that include: The networking helps in sharing the hardware and
software between various terminals.

The massages can be transmitted between various users like intercoms.
These systems have in-built security and new terminals can be attached and unwanted ones removed as
per convenience.
o
The system functions with the help of a server. It needs to be noted that the systems are very costly and have to
be properly maintained.
NETWORKING COMPONENTS : The man network components include: -Hubs (central connecting device) ,
Switching hubs (a type of hub, but faster), Bridges, Routers , Cables, Network adapter cards
NETWORKING TOPOLOGY (Layout) : The way in which the devices are interconnected is known as topology. These
are two basic forms of local area network design used in information transmission; centralised control and distributed
control. The popular centralised control networks are star, tree and loop topologies, while that of the distributed controls are
ring and bus topologies. Each topology has its advantages and disadvantages. Before we go into the details of the
topologies, let us understand how the data transmission takes place in a network. The methods of operation for the transfer
of data over networks are called packets switching.
The networking may be done under following kinds of topology:

Star network

Ring topology

Bus topology

Hybrid topology
The manner in which the devices of the net work are inter-connected is called Topology (layout). LAN has two basic
forms i.e. Centralized control and distributed control. In the centralized control networks star, tree and loop is the
popular topology while in the distributed controls Ring and bus topology are popular.

In bus topology all devices are connected to a single continuously cable.

In ring topology, devices are connection in a closed loop and infOrmation is passed from one node to another
in series.
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In star topology the central node is the master and other nodes are joined to the master by separate link. There are
different types of networks, the major among them being:

Private networks (within individual organization)

Value added network (an established network that leases communication facilities and computers)

Local area network (a net work that connects no. of computer terminals within a limited geographical area. it is
digital).

Switched network (a net work where a specific route is temporarily established during the period of each
individual transmission)

Wide area network (a network connecting different terminals at different sites. It is digital)

Metropolitan area network (the network in which the computers are connected within a city area).
Local Area Network (LAN) : The computers are interconnected in this system. A number of computer terminals are
used in the whole complex (say a building) at various places with sharing means. These computers are connected to a
main computer, called Server. The banks provide various services at different counters, with the help of this system. It
has elements such as Server, work stations (computer terminals), network interface units (attached to each terminal and
server to establish connections) and communication channels (cables).
Central node (server) controls the operations of the LAN. Generally the LAN extends up to 100 meters and supports 2
to 1000 devices. The servers are the host computers and the other computers or nodes are the clients of the server.
Benefits of the LAN system include expensive hardware / software used on a sharing basis, information on the
host computer available to all users. All machines being intelligent machines, the load on a single machine is less.
The disadvantages of LAN include, complicated software, higher security risk as each user can access the host
computer and higher maintenance cost.
Wide Area Network (WAN)
It is a set up which is spread across geographical locations rather than a small complex or building. If a company or a
bank has different offices in various parts of a city, the networking is through WAN.

How a WAN Works
The wide area networks are formed based on the telecommunication network and hence the type of network will differ
in the method of telecommunication used. Separate data lines dedicated between two or more computers are used,
and such a network is called the leased lines network. Computers can be linked by using ordinary telephone lines
which is called dial-up network. Connectivity can also be established by using satellite links or microwave links. There
could be a combination of all these methods also in single network.
Branch-level Computerisation : The emphasis on branch-level computerisation is for two important reasons. First,
customer interface is at the maximum at the branch level. Increased use of computers and advanced technology can
lead to reductions in waiting time, accuracy in reporting statement of accounts and expeditious transfer of funds. All
these lead to improved customer service. Second, the emphasis on online transactions processing at the branch level
is because only if the data is initially captured in the machines, further processing becomes speedier and easier.
Computerisation at the branch level can be used to:
(a) Provide better and speedy customer service
(b) Improve housekeeping services
(c) Analyse the branch-level data for decision making
(d) Generation of various reports.
The terminals or the PCs are connected together with a single powerful PC acting as a server. Various productivity
tools are utilised to analyse the branch-level data to make branch-level policy decisions. Security measures play an
important role in branch-level computerisation because of online banking applications. Most of the security features are
in-built in the operating system and hardware themselves, such as use of password provision at different levels, various
access rights to system and data, locking facilities, etc. The provision of features like disk mirroring, disk duplexing,
transaction tracking systems, regular backups, use of uninterrupted power supply, prevent failures and help in
recovering from failures. The generation of audit trails and exceptional transaction reports ensure proper functioning of
the computerised systems.
Total Branch Automation
With total branch computerisation, all the customer and business transactions are done with the help of computers.
This is a real time online banking. Whenever a transaction is entered through a terminal, the transaction is recorded.
Then it is verified and authenticated and all corresponding updates are reflected instantly. The activities (independent
modules) are interlinked to form an integrated system such that changes are effected without a time lag. Various
security controls are enforced to ensure data integrity and security. Various outputs such as ledger extracts,
passbooks, vouchers, statements of accounts of customers, etc., are generated online. By using total branch
computerisation, it is possible to provide the 'single window' transactions concept. That means a customer can
approach any counter for completing all his or her transactions, but the system should be capable of shifting from a
single window to a partial window and or universal window transactions depending upon the customers' convenience
and branch needs. EFT (Electronic Fund Transfer) can be used to facilitate the automatic transmission and
processing of messages and funds from one branch/bank to another branch/bank. EFT at points of sale terminals
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allows transfer of funds electronically and debit and credit the respective accounts. EFT system can be integrated with
an existing online system to automate and speed up the fund transfer process. Off-site ATMs are also linked to the
branch system to enable the customer to bank anytime/anywhere. Software and hardware requirements depend upon
the size of the branch.
Computerisation at Regional/Circle/Zonal Office
RO/ZO acts in between branches and the head office. They exercise effective control over the functioning of
the branches including collection of data from them and transmitting the same to the head office after amalgamation.
The most common tasks performed by the regional office/zonal office are: a) branch profile, (b) inter-branch
reconciliation, (c) credit monitoring, (d) personnel data management, etc.
Branch profiles: The Branch profile has two components:
(a) Fixed particulars - includes the (1) branch location details such as state, district, city, etc. (2) the
type of premises, whether rental or owned, etc. (3) the area details like metropolitan/urban/semiurban/rural, etc. (b) variable particulars include budgeted business volumes, actual performance,
income and expenditure data, various statistical reports, etc.
(b) Inter-branch reconciliation: The manual matching of inter-branch transactions among the branches can be very
difficult, being a time-consuming task but it can be done easily through computerization at the ROs/ZOs. Another
approach is to perform easily and expeditiously the branch-to-branch reconciliation at head office. The job of ROs/ZOs in
this case is to collect the transactions from branches under their jurisdiction and transmit them to the head office for
further processing.
(c) Credit monitoring: Monitoring of loans and advances is one of the major tasks of any bank and this
task can be effectively decentralised to the regional/zonal authorities to have an effective control
and supervision. This involves maintenance of a large database at ZO/RO of branches, covering all
accounts and details of borrowers. This information helps ROs/ZOs to make decisions to plan
various budgetary provisions and policies.
(d) Personnel data management: This is the database containing the information about the personnel
working within their region or zone. The personnel database may include information like educational
qualifications, age, seniority details, various posts held, training programmes attended, transfer details and so on. This
database can be analysed to decide manpower requirements, planning, promotions, transfers, career planning,
performance evaluation, etc.
Most of the ROs/ZOs of banks are equipped with minicomputers and Unix as an operating system with Informix, Oracle,
etc., as database back-ends and applications are either software from different vendors or developed in-house using
COBOL, C, BASIC, etc., languages.
Computerisation at Head Office Level: The head office of a bank is responsible for bank-level planning, and control
functions, policy decisions. The head office activities are divided into different functional areas like : (a) operations, (b)
planning, (c) personnel, (d) international business,
(e) services, etc.
The computerisation at various functional areas may include application areas:
(a) personnel management and administrative support (b) funds management
(c) investment portfolio management, (d) branch profiles , (e) credit information system, etc.
The information generated from various functional areas is important for the top management to make various strategic
decisions.
CORE BANKING SOLUTIONS : Core Banking Solutions (CBS) or Centralised Banking Solutions is the process
which is completed in a centralized environment i.e. under which the information relating to the customer's account
(i.e. financial dealings, profession, income, family members etc.) is stored in the Central Server of the bank (that is
available to all the networked branches) instead of the branch server. Depending upon the size and needs of a bank,
it could be for the all the operations .or for limited operations. This task is carried through an advance software by
making use of the services provided by specialized agencies.Due to its benefits, a no. of banks in India in recent years
have taken steps to implement the CBS with a view to build relationship with the customer based on the information
captured and offering to the customer, the customised financial products according to their need.
Essential requirement of CBS:
Creation of Primary Data centre : It houses the central server for online transaction. Central data base is used for all
customer centric delivery channel services integrated with CBS. It is manned round the clock to offer 24*7 service to
the customer.
Disaster recovery site (DRS): It is done to avoid disruption in the business activities of CBS branches due to
central system or network failure, to ensure non-stop functioning of branches and on line delivery channels
integrated with CBS, to act as a back up for providing a reliable and continuous processing environment. Business process re-engineering: To help the bank in realigning existing business processes in tune with the
benefits provided by the new technology platform, to help the bank in taking advantage of the best business practices
available in the technology platform to provide more efficient services.
Software : It is to comprise the branch functional modules, delivery channel requirements like ATMs, telebanking, Internet banking, interface to integrate with NDS, RTGS etc.
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Networking: leased lines of WAN to be used as primary communication channel and ISDN link as back up.
Advantages of CBS
(a) The CBS process is advantageous both to the customers and the banks in the following manner: Enables the
establishment of a reliable centralised data repository for the bank
(b) Facilitates data warehousing and data mining technologies for business intelligence
(c) Easy implementation of integrated customer centric services like online ATMs, tele-banking, internet banking,
any branch banking, kiosk banking, cash management services, etc.
(d) Enables centralised management information, decision support and executive information systems
(e) Efficient and effective MIS, ALM, risk management, etc., using the central data pool
(f) Enables centralised management and control with centralised data
(g) Standardisation of the branch automation software using a single version. Quick adoption of software changes
as changes are done only at the central site
(h) Facilitates business process re-engineering (BPR) to streamline the existing processes
(i) Relieves branches of jobs like data backup, MIS generation, etc.
(j) Requires infrastructure at the central location, backup location and at branches
(k) Servers are not mandatory at branch locations
(l) Attracts higher investment in the beginning
(m) Cost of implementation for further branches and delivery channels relatively cheaper
(n) Core infrastructure can be used for future expansions
(o) No extra cost for implementation of SFMS, RTGS, CFMS, etc.
UNINTERRUPTED POWER SYSTEM (UPS) : Uninterrupted power system provides clean and reliable AC
power to the computer systems protecting them from power blackouts, brownouts, swells, sags, surges, and
interface. In case of a power failure, the UPS attached with the file server automatically takes over the power
supply to the file server or to main computer to eliminate the chance of data loss. The work stations and other
terminals are also attached with the UPS. The general feature of an UPS is an inverter and battery charger
with an automatic changeover of power supply from battery or load attached with the UPS. The UPS are of
two types ;
Online UPS : In an online UPS, the main 230V input current is converted into 48V DC and from
battery charger-cum-rectifier is then converted to a 230 V AC, even in the case of main supply available and
the ower is supplied to the computer systems. In case of power failure, the 48 V DC is supplied by the
batteries. It comes back automatically to the normal status when the main supply re( computerisation, online
UPS is used.
Offline UPS: In offline UPS, battery charger and inverter are two separate parts for doing their jobs
independently. When the power is available through main, the battery charger is only charging and inverter is
on stand-by. In case of a mains power supply interruption, the batteries are connected to
ling the battery the inverter through an electronic change-over and the current is supplied to the computer
system. It supplies raw power and does not regulate the input voltage. In this system, back up time is very
low ( in order of few milliseconds.)
VARIOUS COMMITTEES ON COMPUTERIZATION Beginning with the year 1983, a no. of committees on
computerization have been set up by RBI. The summary of recommendations of these committees are given
as under:
Rangarajan Committee (1983-1st committee)
 Introduction of mechanization and computerization at branch, regional, zonal and Head office level with a
view to bring some level of positive change in functioning of banks.
 Model I of branch mechanization by use of microprocessor based stand-along ALPMs.
 Model Il of branch mechanization by use of single microprocessor based system of large capacity
 Installation of mainframe and mini computers at controlling offices.
Rangarajan Committee (1988-2 nd committee)
 Set the pace of competition amongst banks in use of computers.
 Full computerization of 2500 branches at 30 high activity centres with daily vouchers up to 750.
 Branches to have mainframe computers with required no. of online terminals.

ROIZO/HO to be computerized.

Banks to get networked.
 New services should be designed for better customer service.
 S t af f t r a i n i n g i n c om p u t e r i za t i o n s h o u l d b e g i ve n p r i o r i t y.
S a r a f C o m m i t t e e ( 19 9 4 )
 Remittance facility for customers called electronic funds transfer(EFT) and suitable legislation on the
pattern of EFT Act 1978 of US.
 Introduction of delivery vs payment (DVP) for reporting of Subsidiary General Ledger (SGL) transactions in govt.
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securities.
Use of NICNET for reporting of currency chest operations to obviate delays in reporting.
Use of NICNET for reporting govt. transactions for settlement purpose.
Introduction of electronic clearing service (ECS) for electronic payment of dividend, interest payments in bulk.
Cheque truncation system for cheques up to Rs.5000.
Physical reach of BANKNET to be extended to all centres, to increase speed of transmission, extensive use of
RBINET.
 All banks/institutions authorized by RBI should join SWIFT and linking of A and B category branches to SWI FT.
Vasudevan Committee (1998)
 Communication infrastructure and use of INFINET (participating tanks may create their own networks and link their
networks with INFINET).
 Standardization and security (IDRBT may be appointed as certification agency for security management).
 Outsourcing of technology and services (banks may set up IT subsidiaries which should be closely connected to
technology solution providers).
 Computerisation of govt. transactions (all branches doing govt. business should be computerized).
 Data warehousing, data-mining and management information system.






Shere Committee (1994) : Judicial combination of regulatory and contractual models for
development of technology in India. Introduction of a country-wide antra-bank funds transfer
system. Introduction of more EFTS by banks. RBI's EFT to be restricted to high value transactions
under RTGS.
 IT support for Urban Cooperative Banks: R Gandhi
 Technology Upgradation of RRBs: Shri G. Srinivasan
 Working Group on Screen Based Trading in Govt Securities: Dr.R.H.Patil
 Expert Group on Internet Deployment of Central Database Management System (CDBMS)
Prof.A.Vaidyanathan
 Cheque Truncation and E- cheques: Dr. R.B.Burman
 B Sambamurthy committee ( Director IDRBT ) : Technical committee on Mobile banking
 Committee on Computer Audit: Shri A.L. Narasimhan
 Committee on Payment Systems: Dr R H Path
 Working Group on Electronic Money: Mr .Zarir J. Cama
 Information systems audit policy for the banking and financial sector & ALSO EBT ( Electronic
Benefit for Transfer which facilitates payment to reach the intended beneficiaries og Govt.
sponsored schemes through bank account ) : Dr. R.B.Burman
 Technical Group on Market Integrity: Shri C.R. Muralidharan
Memory Units
A byte is a sequence of 8 bits as a single unit of Information. A single letter or character would use one
byte of memory (8 bits), two characters would use two bytes (16 bits). A bit is either an 'on' or an 'off'. It is
processed by a computer processor. 'On' is presented as '1' and 'off' as 1024 bytes = 1 kilobyte (KB) 1024
KB = 1 Megabyte (MB) 1024 MB = 1 Gigabyte (GB) 1024 GB = 1 Tera byte (TB) 1024 TB = 1 Petabyte
(PB) 1024 PB = 1 Exabyte (EB) 1024 EB = 1 Zettabyte (ZB) 1024 ZB = 1 Yottabyte (YB)

PAYMENT SYSTEMS & ELECTRONIC BANKING
The growth of technology has changed payment systems the world over during the past two decades. More
and more innovations are being introduced in both the cash payment systems and non-cash payment
systems. Cash in the form of notes and coins was the principal method of payment before the introduction of
the 'Banking' paper instruments such as 'Cheques' and 'Credit Transfer' now have become a part of the
payment system with the popularity of banking. With the introduction and implementation of the recent
technology in banking, electronic devices are making the job of cash payment as well as non-cash payments
easy and efficient. The introduction of the automatic teller machines (ATMs) and the plastic cards has given
the banking customers the facility of round the clock (24 hours) banking.
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEMS : The major routine processing in day-to-day banking operations
originates at the cash counter or teller counters in the banks. Essentially, the idea behind the electronic
payment system is that a number of the activities related to payment should be done with the help of
computers.
AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE
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1.

What is ATM: ATM is a computerised-machine that provides the customers of banks the facility of
accessing their accounts for dispensing cash and other financial transactions without the need of actually
visiting a bank branch::
2.
Services/facilities available at ATMs: In addition to cash dispensing ATMs may have many
services/facilities such as (a) Account information (b) Cash Deposit. (c) Regular bills payment (d) Purchase
of Re-load Vouchers for Mobiles (e) Mini/Short Statement (1) Loan account enquiry etc.
3.
What is PIN?: PIN is the numeric password for use at the ATM. The PIN is separately mailed/handed
over to the customer by the bank while issuing the card. This PIN has to be reset to a new PIN by the
customer. Most banks force the customers to change the PIN on the first use.
4.
Non receipt of cash from ATM: In case during the cash withdrawal process, cash is not disbursed but the
account gets debited for the amount, the customer may lodge a complaint with the card issuing bank. This
process is applicable even if the transaction was carried out at another banks ATM. As per the RBI
instructions, banks should re-credit such wrongly debited amounts within a maximum period of 7 working
days from the date of complaint. If there is a delay, customer is eligible for compensation for delayed period
at the rate of Rs 100/- per day. This amount should be be credited to the account of the customer without
any claim being made by the customer. However, if customer does not make complaint within 30 days of
the transaction, he will not be entitled to compensation.
5.
Free transactions at bank's own ATM: At least five free transactions (inclusive of financial and non
financial transactions) per month should be permitted to the savings bank account customers for use of own
bank ATMs at all locations.
6.
Free transactions at ATMs of other banks: Earlier, banks were mandated not to charge any fees to their
savings bank account customers for five ATM transactions (inclusive of both financial and non-financial) in a
month carried out at other bank ATMs irrespective of the location of the ATMs. However, with effect from
November 1, 2014, the number of mandatory free ATM transactions (inclusive of both financial and nonfinancial transactions) at other banks' ATMs has been reduced to three transactions per month for
transactions carried out at the ATMs located in six metro centres, viz. Mumbai, New Delhi, Chennai, Kofkata,
Bengaluru and Hyderabad. This reduction will, however, not apply to small / no frills / Basic Savings Bank
Deposit account holders who will continue to enjoy five free transactions. At other locations i.e. other than the
six metro centres mentioned above, the facility of five free transactions for savings bank account customers
shall remain unchanged. If transactions are carried out at both the six metro centres and other locations, the
total number of transactions (inclusive of both financial and non-financial)
free of charge at other bank ATMs would continue to remain at five out of which maximum three can be at
Metro centres. Banks are, however, free to offer more number of free transactions per month at other bank
ATMs as well as own ATMs in any geographical location. Banks are also free to decide on the combination
(for metro & non-metro locations) of free transactions while adhering to the minimum requirements. ATM
installing banks should indicate clearly at each ATM location that the ATM is situated in a 'metro' or 'nonmetro' location using appropriate means (message displayed on the ATM / sticker / poster, etc.) to enable
the customer to identify the status of the ATM in relation to availability of number of free transactions.
7.

Charges for ATM transactions: Beyond free transactions, there will be a ceiling / cap on customer
charges of Rs.20/- per transaction (plus service tax, if any).
8. Alerting the customer: Banks should put in place suitable mechanism for cautioning / advising / alerting
the customers about the number of free transactions (OFF-US as well as ON-US) already utilised
during the month by the customer and the possibility that charges may be levied as per the banks'
policy on charges.
9. No frill accounts: The applicability of free transactions (inclusive of both financial and non-financial) at
other bank ATMs to small / no frills / basic savings deposit account holders is subject to the
restrictions on the number of withdrawals permitted in small/no frills/basic savings bank deposit
accounts, including ATM withdrawals, during a month.
10. ATMs for visually challenged: Banks should make ATMs friendly to physically handicapped persons by
constructing ramps and cash dispensation at lower height. The ATM should be accessible to visually
challenged persons also by providing brail key board. From July 1, 2014 all new ATMs to be installed
should be friendly to blind persons.
11. Banks have been permitted to install Off site ATMs without RBI permission subject to reporting to RBI.
Personal Identification Number (PIN)
These are secret numbers written on the plastic money cards (say a debit card) with magnetic means and on
insertion of the card into an ATM, the machine inquires about PIN. The machine allows the operation only on typing
the correct PIN and it does not pen-nit operation, in case the PIN is not correct. These code numbers should be kept
secret without disclosing to anyone else, to avoid their mis-use. PIN is similar to a pass word that a computer user has
to quote for operating a computer. It is a randomly generated sequence of digits printed on paper and-is automatically
folded and-sealed before it reaches the bank. The seal is required to be opened by the card holder only and has to be
kept secret.
In addition to normal PIN used as password by the card holder, the pin facility could include dynamic signature
verification, fingerprint verification, voice recognition system, hand geometry, retinal pattern verification, vein recognition,
visual recognition.
HWAK (The Intelligent Auto-teller and Netware Management System) : Intelligent autoteller systems are a special breed of auto-teller machines capable of thinking for themselves, that means
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they are fast, impose less demands on your banking systems and serve the customers more like a personal
banker than less sophisticated auto teller systems. HWAK provides unsurpassed service even without benefit
of a reliable communication network.

Benefits of HWAK are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Customer satisfaction.
High availability
Online and offline auto-recovery
Anytime full banking service
Low cost, shorter queues and less number of tellers with ease of use
Quick and early implementation
Enhanced security and audit control
Network management
Predictable cost of ownership
Comprehensive 'One Stop' autobanking

WHITE LABEL ATMs (WLA)
WLAs are ATMs set up, owned and operated by non-bank entities incorporated in India under the
Companies Act 1956. These can be set up as per RBI guidelines dated Jun 20, 2012, the after obtaining
RBI authorisation (valid for 1 year) under Payment and Settlement Systems (PSS) Act 2007.
Eligibility criteria for WLA Operators (WLAO) : 1.Non-bank entities must have net worth of at least Rs
100 crore as per the last audited balance sheet (if additional capital is infused to satisfy this condition,
certificate of Chartered Accountant is required), which has to be maintained at all times.
2. In case of any EDI in the applicant entity, necessary approval from the competent authority must be
submitted while seeking authorization.
Location : The authorised WLAO would have the freedom to choose the location of the WLA.
Schemes/Options : There are 3 schemes: a. Scheme A
1. Year-1 : minimum of 1000 WLAs
2. Year-2 : min 2 times of WLAs, installed in Year 1
3. Year-3 : min 3 times of WLAs, installed in Year 2.
A ratio of 3:1 would be applicable (i.e. for every 3 WLAs installed in Tier III to VI centres, 1 WLA can be
installed in Tier I to II centres. Out OF 3wla INSTALLED IN Tier I to II centres, a minimum of 10% should be
installed in Tier V & VI centres.
b. Scheme B : Min 5000 WLAs every year for 3 years. The ratio of 2:1 would be applicable, i.e. for every 2
WLAs installed in her III to VI centres, 1 WLA can be installed in Tier I to II centres. Out of the WLAs Installed
in Tier III to VI centres, a minimum of 10 % should be installed in Tier V & VI centres.
c. Scheme C: A minimum of 25,000 WLAs in the first year and at least another 25,000 in the next two years.
The ratio of 1:1 would be applied. Out of the WLAs installed in Tier III to VI centres, a minimum of 10 should
be Installed in Tier V & VI centres.
Other conditions :
1. RBI authorisation cannot be assigned/transferred. The date for determining the time line for
Implementation would commence 30 days after issuance of the authorisation.
2. Switchover of schemes is not permissible.
3. Cards issued by banks in India, international credit/ debit/prepaid cards, issued under card payment
network schemes would be permitted to be used at the IRAs. For use of international cards, the facility of
Dynamic Currency Conversion (DCC) is allowed.
4. Acceptance of deposits at WLAs, not to be permitted.
5. Min 5 monthly free transactions allowed to bank customers for using other bank ATMs, would be
inclusive of the transactions effected at the WLAs.
The directives on the time-lines for resolution of complaints of failed ATM transactions at bank operated
ATMs would also apply to transactions at the WLAs.
of the 3 WLAs installed in Tier III to VI centres, a minimum of 10 % should be installed in Tier V & VI
centres).
PLASTIC CARDs (PLASTIC MONEY)
Plastic cards are of different kinds with different features. These cards include credit cards, debit cards, smart card etc.
and have the features as under :
CHARGE CARD
in such cards, the transactions are accumulated over a period of time and the total amount is charged. Customer is
then given a period of 25-40 days to credit his account for debited the charged amount. •
CREDIT CARD
It is an instrument of payment. By using it, the card holder can obtain either goods or services from merchant
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establishments where such arrangements exist. The outstanding amount on account of use of the credit card is
payable by the card holder to the bank over a specified period which carries a fixed amount of interest also. Credit
card is a source of revolving credit.
How does the system function : A number of parties are involved in credit card transaction and there is a contract
between the card issuer and the card holder. Under this agreement the card holder is allowed to make use of the card
at specified retail outlets (called member establishment) to pay for the goods and services. There is also another
separate agreement between the card organisation and the member establishments.
Procedure : When a credit holder makes purchases from specified retail outlets, the retail outlets make out bills to
the account of the card holder and obtain payment from the card organisation which in turn makes a monthly bill to
the bank which issued the card. The bank makes payments to the debit of customer's account subsequently. The
whole process takes about 30 to 40 days and during this period the card holder enjoys credit.
DEBIT CARD
A debit card is also a payment card used to obtain cash, goods and services automatically debiting the payments to
the card holder's bank account instantly, in which credit balance exists.
Procedure - In a debit card when the holder makes a purchase, the merchant establishment swipes the card on an
electronic data capture machine which debits the bank account of the card holder, The merchant
establishment gets the payment before providing the goods or services.
Requirement - A client need to have a bank account if he wants a debit card. In the debit card the limit of the
cardholder will be amount of funds he has in his account. Kinds - The debit cards are of two types i.e. personal
identification number (PIN) being issued by Master Card in association with CitiBank and signature based card being
issued by Visa International in association with HDFC Bank.
GOLD CARD : It is a type of credit card aimed at more affluent customers.
SMART CARD
RBI defined Smart card in its guidelines on Nov 15, 1999 as card or a function of a card which contains real value in
the form of electronic money which someone has paid for in advance, some of which can be reloaded with further
funds or one which can connect to the cardholders' bank account (on-line) for payment through such account and
which can be used for a range of purposes'. The definition include pre-paid cellular phone cards with stored value.
These cards look like any other plastic card with an integrated circuit (IC) chip installed. The IC contains memory, a
processor and communicates with outside world through contracts on the surface of the card. The card may be
intelligent memory chip card or micro-processor card. Process mart cards are most suited for banking application
as these cards have build-in-memory and the processor. The protection is based on the Data Encryption Standard
which is accepted by the International Standard Organisation.
SWITCH CARD
It is an electronic debit card which enables holders to make payments at retail outlets. The payments are charged
directly to the retailer's bank account from the card holder's bank account. It is just an extension of the debit card.
CO-BRANDED CARD
It is that a bank promotes jointly with another nonfinancial institution. It is used in the same way as a credit
card.
ELECTRONIC PURSE : The electronic cards have the provision for use of different types of accounts of. the user.
This facility is known as electronic purse each having storage of separate amount. It provides a new method of
payment which permits the bank to enter into transaction market complementary to the credit or debit card transaction
market. The cash in electronic purse cannot be spent if the purse if reported as lost.
Advantages of plastic cards The main advantage are :
a there is no need to carry cash.
b it is quick and less complicated than using a cheque.
c it can also be used for withdrawls of cash_
d its holders can have a record of the transactions in his bank statement which will enable him to plan and
control the expenditure.
e it can be issued to any individual without assessing credit worthiness.
ELECTRONIC CASH
The card holder can load the funds into a card for use in the form of cash that could be used for meeting various kinds
of requirements after authorization through PIN.
CHEQUE TRUNCATION
In cheque truncation, the physical flow of cheques is stopped at some point. In place of the physical cheque, the
image of the cheque moves. In this process, once a cheque enters the banking system , its electronic image is
obtained and the physical cheque is stored at some point of time, may be the collecting branch where the customer
deposits the cheque or collecting link branch (branch connected to the clearing house) and the processing of the
cheque is done on the basis of electronic image i.e. paying bank makes payment on the basis of electronic image.
Truncation can be done by using the MICR data or by use of the image processing.
ELECTRONIC CHEQUES : When a cheque is issued in electronic form instead of its normal physical forth by
use of digital signature, it is called electronic cheque. It contains exact mirror image of the paper cheque and is
generated, written and signed in a secured system by ensuring the minimum safety standards with the use of digital
signature (with or without biometrics signatures and asymmetric crypto system). Electronic cheque is also a valid like
a paper cheque, u/s 6 of Negotiable Instrument Act (as per 2002 amendment to NI Act).
For the time being, the Information Technology Act 1999 is applicable to cheques only and not other negotiable
instruments such as Bill of Exchange and promissory notes.
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ELECTRONIC BANKING ; With the introduction of computers in Indian banks and with the advent of ATMs, the
banking services are provided across the banks. Customers need not necessarily visit the branch to do banking
transactions, when the banks provide them with tele-banking or remote-banking facility. This type of banking is called
electronic banking and the concept is becoming popular with individuals as well as corporate entities in India.
Anywhere banking and ATMs
It empower the customer to operate his account at any of the branches of a bank at one city and with the help of
inter-city communication linkage, it can be used across different cities. ATMs have made it more convenient for
the customer to transact business from nearest ATM. The commencement of Shared Payment Network System
by IBA in Mumbai is a step in this direction. Further, a smart card provides in built intelligence enabling the
storage of a umber of other details concerning the customers' account including available balances.
TeleBanking
It has started attracting the fancy of urban customers for convenience of facility (which takes care of transport
bottlenecks, traffic jams, non-availability of time to visit bank branches etc.). Any branch of a commercial bank which
has computerised operations can offer this facility with the help of a suitable software for this purpose. Digitization of
voice has enabled the introduction of this technological marvel. Facilities offered through telephone banking include a
range of services such as balance enquiries, enquiries about collections or specific credits/debits, transfer of funds,
request for statements - of account or account opening forms etc. Banks are also offering services such as account
opening, ordering for demand drafts.
Home banking
It is an extended version of TeleBanking whereby the customer is able to access his branch account from his home
for availing a variety of services which is made available through the customer's personal computer attached to a
telephone line and modem. On line banking facilities including normal transactions can be handled through this
arrangement. Corporate clients can benefit considerably by having a remote PC terminal for this purpose in the
corporate office itself and can handle their documentary credit related transactions. The application software for such
facility should incorporate suitable security features such as encryption to protect the transmission of sensitive data
over telephone lines.
Cash management : Some banks including SBI, Corporation Bank introduced cash management products (CMP)
for corporates to improve the quality of their services. CMP technology involves pooling up the collection details of
cheques deposited by the corporate at upcountry centres to a central place and offering credit in their account either
on the same day or next day. The details of cheques deposited are relayed from upcountry branches either through
dial-up lines or through leased lines or through Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSATs). A versatile CMP application
software is used at a central place in the bank for consolidating the details of cheques. The arrangement is gaining
popularity as it provides the much needed value addition in the range of services offered to corporate customers.

National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) : It was incorporated in Dec 2008 as a Sec 25
company under Companies Act. Authorized capital is Rs. 300 cr & paid up capital Rs. 100 Cr. It functions as
a hub in all electronic retail payment systems. 'Rupay' is a domestic card scheme of NPCI. Rupay is the
coinage of two terms rupee and payment Rupay debit card was launched in March 2012.
It can be used for online transactions and payments through RuPay PaySecure, an e-Commerce solution of
NPCI. PaySecure is a payment service that allows the customer to use his ATM PIN to make the payment
online. It uses a simplified yet secure architecture. It offers additional security measures wherein the mode of
validation is by selecting an image and passing a phrase.
RuPay Pay Secure provides a platform for e-transactions. The RuPay Card can be used at all ATMs,
merchant establishments in India for online transactions and payments. All RuPay Debit Card Holders for
online transactions viz. bill payments, online purchases etc. A variant of the card ItuPay Kisan Card' is used
by all the Public Sector banks. RuPay card offers personal accident insurance and permanent disability of Rs
1 lakh to the cardholder at the cost of NPCI subject to the card is kept in activated condition.
RuPay : RuPay, a new card payment scheme launched by the National Payments Corporation of India
(NPC1), has been conceived to fulfill RBI's vision to offer a domestic, open-loop, multilateral system which
will allow all Indian banks and financial institutions in India to participate in electronic payments. "RuPay", the
word itself has a sense of nationality in it. "RuPay" is the coinage of two terms Rupee and Payment. The
RuPay Visual Identity is a modem and dynamic unit. The orange and green arrows indicate a nation on the
move and a service that matches its pace. The color blue stands for the feeling of tranquility which is the
people must get while owning a card of the brand `RuPay'. The bold and unique typeface grants solidity to
the whole unit and symbolizes a stable entity.
Benefits of Rupay Cards
The Indian market offers huge potential for cards penetration despite the challenges. RuPay Cards will
address the needs of Indian consumers, merchants and banks. The benefits of RuPay debit card are the
flexibility of the product platform, high levels of acceptance and the strength of the RuPay brand-all of which
will contribute to an increased product experience.
a.Lower cost and affordability: Since the transaction processing will happen domestically, it would lead to
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lower cost of clearing and settlement for each transaction. This will make the transaction cost affordable and
will drive usage of cards in the industry.
b.Customized product offering: RuPay, being a domestic scheme is committed towards development of
customized product and service offerings for Indian consumers.
c.Protection of information related to Indian consumers : Transaction and customer data related to RuPay
card transactions will reside in India.
d.Provide electronic product options to untapped/unexplored consumer segment: There are underpenetrated/untapped consumers segments in rural areas that do not have access to banking and financial
services. Right pricing of RuPay products would make the RuPay cards more economically feasible for banks
to offer to their customers. In addition, relevant product variants would ensure that banks can target the
hitherto untapped consumer segments.

Electronic Commerce (E-commerce) :
E-commerce is a digital parlance. If you think that e-commerce, per se, is limited only to a niche segment of
business-to-business (82B) transactions, think twice! No doubt, the bulk of the business done on the net
would be in the business-to-business category, but this bulk will be generated by business-to-business
transactions.
E-commerce translates your otherwise intangible benefits. Other exciting developments springing from ecommerce include a higher degree of personalisation, round-the-clock advantage, fast and flexible execution,
immediate customer reaction, and reduction in operating cost.
E-commerce poses new challenges for all market participants. Banks face competition from non-banks and
near banks, which because of low barrier to market entry can play much more easily in the electronic
payment services market than in the markets for traditional bank services.
For better communication facility for e-commerce, Government of India has planned that all the state capitals
and twelve major cities in the country will be provided exclusive optical fibre links.
SIGNATURE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM : Technology can help in this area by the use of
computers, which can be used to store and retrieve signature. The computer which contains the signatures is
kept with the passing office. The procedure for storing and retrieving specimen signatures is as follows:
Each signature card is scanned using a device called scanner. The scanner is a device which takes the
image of the specimen signature card and converts it to a digital from which is then stored on the hard disk in
the computer. Along with the signatures, other details like account number, name, operating instructions are
inputs to the computer. Each signature card is stored in the computer in this way. Once all the details of the
signature and related details of the account are captured on the system, the data has to be verified, validated
and authenticated. Once it is authenticated, no changes can be made without proper authorisation. Once a
cheque is received by the passing officer, he can recall the signature in seconds on the monitor by specifying
the account number. He/she can even rotate the signature on the monitor for any detailed verification. Many
signature retrieval systems also provide the facility of magnifying a portion of the signature for a close
verification, if required. In case of the fully computerised branches, the signatures stored on the main
computer offers a lot more flexibility. This is because the signatures can be viewed by multiple officers at the
same time.
MICROFICHE : Periodical backup of the database is required to be taken in external media for data security
aspect. When the size of the data base is enormous, the type of storage becomes a concern. We use data
cartridges for such purposes but their longevity in data recovery over a period is doubtful. For such ticklish
data storages, microfilm or microfiche come in handy because they can retain voluminous information and
the relative inability to readily ascertain their contents. Hence, it becomes necessary for any organisation to
evolve stringent control measures such as physical custody, maintenance, access, etc. to the media. The
following controls should be put in place for the protection of this media.
Disclosure : To procure greater security for highly sensitive information stored on magnetic media, it is to be
ensured to encrypt the storage media containing highly sensitive information or to physically protect the
media from unauthorised access or removal. To prevent the disclosure of sensitive or highly sensitive
information on microfiche, it is advisable to attach labels indicating the highest classifications of information
that is stored on a microfiche. This label should be clearly visible.
Destruction : To prevent destruction or disclosure of information through unauthorised removal of storage
media, it is to be ensured that access to areas containing a concentration of information storage media is
controlled. In addition, consideration should be given to the use of electronic article surveillance security
systenls.
Business Continuity : To ensure the continued availability of the information stored on microfiche, it is to be
ensured that this mass storage media is included as part of the contingency and disaster recovery plan.
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DATA COMMUNICATION , NET WORK AND EFT SYSTEM
The past few years have witnessed a phenomenal advancement in computers and telecommunication
technologies and their fusion has led to data communication networks. This has largely changed the bankers'
strategy towards the technology absorption.
Processing and execution of payment instructions is one of the statutory obligations of the banks.
Conventionally, paper-based instruments like cheques, drafts, dividend and interest warrants, refund orders,
gift cheques, traveller cheques, etc., have been the modes of settling payment transactions. However, the
use of computers and communications has now changed the whole mechanism of funds transfer and the
settlement process into the fast and automated EFT systems. An electronic funds transfer differs from the
conventional transfer in that the information is processed and transmitted electronically.

ADVENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN BANKING : The extent of application of information
technology which emerged as a fusion of computers and telecommunications in the 1990s has greatly
transformed the banking operations. The use of computers and telecom technology are the main foundation
around which most of the banks are today building their banking services and operations. There were the two
successive committees on computerisation (Rangarajan Committees) that set the tone for computerisation in
India. The second committee set up in 1989 paved the way for an integrated use of telecommunications and
computers for applying fully the technological breakthroughs to the banking operations. The comprehensive
agreement with unions in 1993 has, in fact, opened the floodgates for the banks to introduce almost an
unrestricted usage of IT tools.
MICR technology for speedy clearance of cheques in the four metropolitan cities was a major step towards
the automated clearing houses. On the communication front, Banknet and SWIFT for transmission of
messages were commissioned in India in the year 1991. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) system now
renamed as National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) system, Electronic Clearing System (ECS), and Real
Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) systems have also been introduced in all major cities in India.
SWIFT : The Society for Worldwide Inter-bank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT) was formed during 1973 with
its headquarters at Brussels and started functioning in May 1977. RBI, 27 Public Sector Banks and a number of other
banks obtained its membership. It provides rapid, secure, reliable and cost-effective mode of transmitting the financial
message worldwide to more than 125000 offices of SWIFT members..
SWIFT-II system had been launched by the society to bring improvement in the SWIFT-I for catering to the high
growth in messages. Swift provides 24 hour facilities such as transfer of messages relating to fixed deposits,
interest payment, debit-credit statements, foreign exchange etc. It bears liability arising from loss or delay in
delivery of messages, assumes the responsibility for proper functioning of the net work and its security. The
delivery of message to other than member branches, is responsibility of the user.
Security in SWIFT is taken care of through use of Key Authentication mechanism, Encryption and checksum. It is
responsibility of the Regional Processor (in India in Mumbai).
Major message types in SWIFT include customer transfers and cheques, financial institutions' transfers, financial
trading, collection and cash letters, documentary credits and guarantees, securities, traveller's cheques, cash
management and customer status and supporting system messages.
BANKNET : BANKNET is a payment network established by RBI (on the recommendations of lyer Committee)
which functions within India and was launched during 1991. The system makes use of inter-city trunk voice grade
data circuits. The user banks can access BANKNET from their premises through leased or dial-up lines at the local
centres using ports on PADS and UNIX machines with popular data communication softwares. The messages of
banking transactions can be transferred in coded form for settlement of transactions and advices. It enables transfer
of data and other statement to RBI. Access to SWIFT is also possible through this system.
RBINET : It is communication system operating over the BANKNET. RBINET client running a personal computer
is called RBINET Dos client andhe can communicate with its server over a dedicated leased fine or dial up line.
I-net : I-net owned by Deptt of Telecommunications (DOT) is a Packet Switching Public Data Network (PSPDN)
which was opened in 1983 for slow speed data communication. !net uses telephone connections and satellite for
communication through which communication is possible across major metropolis and other international networks.
The subscribers can also form a private network within i-net.
NICNET : National Informatics Centre Network (NICNET), a part of internet services was set up in 1975 to promote
information culture which is a govt. organisation and works for govt. organisations. It provides multiple services to user
departments which include finance, agriculture, industry, commerce by making use of various applications. The host
computer in NICNET is stationed in New Delhi. Currency chest operations in banks are performed through NICNET.
IBA SWADHAN NETWORK : Swadhan was IBA floated Shared Payment Network Systems (SPNS). The
member banks included cooperative banks, public sector banks, private sector banks, foreign banks etc.
(Dismantled wef 31.12.2003).
INFINET : Indian Financial Network (Infinet), the satellite based VSAT network developed by Institute for
Development and Research in Banking Technology (IDRBTHyderabad, an RBI sponsored organisation) is fast and
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secure infra-bank and inter-bank communication system. The details of the applications on INFINET are as
under:
Intra-bank
a funds transfer and payment messages
b bank owned ATM/credit card, debit card and other applications on corporate network
c inter-branch reconciliation
d quick disposal of loan/investment proposal
e forex information from branches f fund information from clearing centres
g cash and treasury management
h any branch banking
i asset liability management
j auditing and inspecting computerised branches using the network
k organisational bulletin boards
I timely information to the top management
m help in developing new products
n speedy communication among branches, controlling offices.
Inter-bank :
a electronic funds transfer
b clearing and settlement systems for securities delivery vs payment
c transferring balances from net settlement systems of real time gross settlement server at periodical
intervals
d exchange of defaulting borrowers' list among RBI and banks
e currency chest accounting
f asset liability management for reporting to RBI
g Intranet in RBI to enable banks to get circulars and press releases
h reporting of Section 42 data to RBI
i returns to be submitted by banks to Dept of Banking Supervision for on-site supervision and monitoring.
MOBILE BANKING TRANSACTIONS IN INDIA
RBI issued a set of operating guidelines (Oct 08, 2008) for banks, u/s 18 of the Payment and Settlement Systems
Act, 2007 (Act 51 of 2007). Transactions: Mobile banking transactions means undertaking banking transactions using
mobile phones by bank customers that involve credit/debit to their accounts.
Regulatory & Supervisory Issues
1. Banks licensed and supervised in India and have a physical presence in India only, can offer mobile banking
services.
2. The services are restricted to customers of banks and/or holders of debit/credit cards issued as per the extant
RBI guidelines.
3. Only Rupee based domestic services can be provided (cross border inward and outward transfers strictly
prohibited).
4.
Banks may use services of Business• Correspondent for extending this facility.
5. Banks shall file Suspicious Transaction Report to Financial Intelligence Unit — India as in the case of normal
banking transactions.
Inter-operability
1. Banks offering mobile banking service must ensure that customers having mobile phones of any network operator
are in a position to avail of the service. Restriction to the customers of
particular mobile operator(s) is permissible during the initial stages of offering the service, up to a maximum period
of 6 months.
Transaction limit in Mobile Banking
1.
Transaction limit : As per discretion of the bank (earlier it was a daily cap of Rs 50,000).
2.
Banks may also fix per transaction limit depending on the bank's own risk perception of the customer.
3.
Technology/Security Standard : Transactions up to Rs 5000 can be without end-to-end encryption.
Banks can provide fund transfer services which facilitate transfer of funds from their accounts for delivery in cash
to the recipients (at ATMs or through any agent(s) appointed by the bank as business correspondents) :I. Max value shall be Rs 10000/- per transaction.
ii. Banks may cap the velocity of transactions, subject to a max value of Rs 25,000 per month, per customer.
Internet Banking : Internet is a global network of networks enabling computers of all kinds to directly and
transparently communicate and share services throughout the world. The World Wide Web (WWW) is an
imaginary space of information. On the network one finds computers and on the Web one finds hypertext
language (HTML). On the internet, the connections are cables between computers and on the Web, the connections
are hypertext links. The web exists because of programs which communicate between computers on the Internet.
The web could not be without the internet. The Web made Internet useful because people are really interested in the
information.
- Time Berners-Lee developed the global hypertext system called World Wide Web in 1990.
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- Internet was born when Leonard Leinrick first conceived of packet-switching called ARPAnet or it was when
Larry Roberts and John Licklider recognised that the network should be build and awarded the contract to Bolt
Beranek and Newsman. Or when TCP/IP was developed during 1983.
A connection to host computer of Internet Service Provider (ISP) is established through interface protocol software.
In India there are two protocols (serial line protocol and point to point protocol) are available. For getting internet
information we also need browser software which may be Microsoft's Internet Explorer of Netscape's Navigator.
With the help of Modem, connection with 1SP is established and access is allowed by the ISP after
verification of Username and Password.
Internet provides various facilities such as eMails, usernet, gopher, file transfer protocol (FTP), internet relay
chat.

REAL TIME GROSS SETTLEMENT
What is RTGS:
1. "RIGS" stands for Real Time Gross Settlement. RTGS system is a funds transfer mechanism where transfer
of money takes place from one bank to another on a "real time" and on "gross" basis.
2. This is the fastest possible money transfer system through the banking channel.
3. Settlement in "real time" means payment transaction is not subjected to any waiting period. The transactions
are settled as soon as they are processed.
4. "Gross settlement" means the transaction is settled on one to one basis without bunching with any other
transaction. Considering that money transfer takes place in the books of the Reserve Bank of India, the
payment is taken as final and irrevocable.
5. RTGS helps in preventing Systemic and Settlement Risks. There are 22 digits in UTR (earlier 16)
RTGS System Regulations 2013 : RBI operationalised the new RTGS system on October 19, 2013. The RTGS
System will be operated by RBI and will be managed by a Standing Committee consisting of representatives of
RBI, SBI, nationalized banks, foreign bank, private banks and other stake holders. Membership of RTGS system
shall be open to all the licensed banks.
Types of transactions:
a) Inter-institutional / inter-bank transaction — Funds transfer purely between two RTGS members / participants.
b) Customer transaction — Funds transfer / receipt on behalf of the customer of a RTGS participant member.:
c) Government transaction — Funds transfer/receipt on behalf of Government Accounts by a participating
member.
d) Multilateral Net Settlement Batch (MNSB). — The file containing net settlement position of clearing participants
of an ancillary payment system managed by a clearing house.
e) Delivery versus Payment (DvP) — A transaction involving funds in one leg against delivery of securities on the
other leg. (A securities settlement mechanism that links a securities transfer and a funds transfer in such a way as
to ensure that delivery occurs if and only if the corresponding payment occurs.)
1) Own Account Transfer (OAT): Transfer of funds by a member between RTGS settlement account and the
current account maintained with the Bank.
g) Return Payment Transaction — Credit transfer received by a participant through RTGS that could not be
credited to an account specified in the message to be returned to sending member.
Components, Communication and Settlement
a) Transaction Flow: Each member will communicate from their Member Interface to the Central System through
the INFINET.
b) Unique Transaction Reference (UTR) / Transaction Identification Number: Each message has to be assigned
with a unique number. The Unique Transactions Reference (UTR) number is 22 characters length. The structure
of the unique number is "XXXXRCYYYYMMDDnnnnnnnn" where XXXX is IFSC (first 4 character) of sending
participant, R represents RTGS system, C represents channel of the transaction, YYYYMMDD represents year,
month and date of the transaction, nnnnnnnn denotes the sequence number.
c) Message Standard: The RTGS system will handle messages based on ISO 20022 standard.
RTGS Business Day and Operating Sessions: The RTGS system will be operational on all days except specified
holidays, SECOND & FOURTH SATURDAY and also as decided by RBI from time to time. RBI has decided to
advance RTGS business hours to 8:00 hours to 16.30 hours for customers & 20.00 hrs for bank transactions.
Other Features of RTGS System:
Hybrid feature: The RTGS system will have facility to settle transactions on a Gross and off-setting basis.
Future value dated transactions: The RTGS system will accept future value dated transactions for settlement on future
RTGS working days.
Multicurrency: RTGS system will process multicurrency transactions
Customer Transactions — Obligations and Rights of Members / Participants:
The originating member should ensure two factor authentications by adopting maker-checker principle while originating
a payment transaction. The originating member should release the payment message from their system to the RTGS
central system within 30 minutes of debiting a customer's account. Credit received by the RTGS member should be
credited to the account of the beneficiary on the basis of the account number in the payment message within 30
minutes of the receipt of the message at the Member Interface. For any delay the beneficiary's bank has to pay
compensation at current repo rate plus 2% to the beneficiary customer per day. Delay in credit on the same day has to
be paid compensation to the customer for one day. The compensation amount should be credited to the customer's
account automatically without any request. If, it is not possible to credit the funds to the beneficiary's account for any
reason e.g. account does not exist, account frozen, etc., funds will be returned to the originating member within one
hour of the receipt of the payment at the Member Interface or before the end of the RTGS Business day, whichever is
earlier. The transaction Id should be same as that of original message. If there is delay, the recipient member will pay
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compensation at current repo rate plus 2% to the originating member and the same will be ultimately credited to the
account of originating customer. In case of delay in returning on the same day, the compensation will be for one day.
The member banks have to provide name of the ordering customer and the beneficiary customer. The member banks
have to furnish name of the beneficiary in the passbook / account statement of originator and name of ordering
customer in the passbook / account statement of beneficiary.
Obligations and Duties of Members / Participants: Members should maintain RTGS transactions data for at least 10
years Threshold Amount: For customers - Minimum Rs 2 lac; Maximum no limit.
Maximum Service Charges for Customers: Inward transactions — free; Outward transactions — (i) Rs 2 lakh to Rs 5
lakh: Rs 25 + applicable time varying tariff subject to a maximum of Rs.30; (ii) Above Rs 5 lakh: Rs 50 + applicable
time varying tariff subject to a maximum of Rs.55. Service tax will be extra.
Time varying tariff: 09:00 hours to 12:00 hours: Nil; After 12:00 hours to 15:30 hours: Re 1.00; After 15:30 hours to
17:30 hours: Rs. 5.00; After 17:30 hours: Rs. 10.00
With effect from 1.8.08, all payment transactions above Rs. 10 lac by RBI regulated entities in the RBI regulated
markets would have to be rnandatorily routed through electronic payment systems like the Real time Gross Settlement
(RTGS) System, National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT) System and Electronic

Clearing Service (ECS)
National Electronic Funds Transfer (N EFT) System
National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) system is a nation wide funds transfer system to facilitate transfer of funds
from any bank branch to any other bank branch. Salient features of the system are given below:
Introduction: National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) is a nation-wide payment system facilitating one-to-one funds
transfer. Under this Scheme, individuals, firms and corporates can electronically transfer funds from any bank branch
to any individual, firm or corporate having an account with any other bank branch in the country participating in the
Scherneindividuals, firms or corporates maintaining accounts with a bank branch can transfer funds using NEFT. Even
such individuals who do no have a bank account (walk-in customers) can also deposit cash at the NEFT-enabled
branches with instructions to transfer funds using NEFT. However, such cash remittances will be restricted to a
maximum of Rs.50,000/- per transaction. However, it is necessary for the beneficiary to have an account with the
NEFT enabled destination bank branch in the country.
Amount: There is no value limit for individual transactions. Thus there is no minimum or maximum amount to be
remitted.
Processing Charges/Service Charges: Outward remittances: Upto Rs 10,000: Rs 2.5; More than Rs 10,000 upto Rs 1
lac: Maximum Rs 5; More than 1 lac up to Rs 2 lac: Max Rs 15; More than Rs 2 lac: Max Rs 25. Service tax extra in all
cases. For inward transactions: no charges. With effect from 1st July 2011, originating banks are required to pay a
nominal charge of 25 paise each per transaction to the clearing house as well as destination bank as service charge.
However, these charges cannot be passed on to the customers by the banks.
Restriction on centres: There is no restriction of centres or of any geographical area within the country. The settlement
of funds between originating and receiving banks takes places centrally at Mumbai, whereas the branches participating
in NEFT can be located anywhere across the length and breadth of the country.
Settlement Timings: NEFT operates in hourly batches. There are twelve settlements on weekdays other than Saturday
at 0800, 0900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900 hours and six settlements on Saturdays
at 0800, 0900, 1000, 1100, 1200,1 300 hours. ( now except second & fourth Saturday – closed , other Saturday
like normal day – 12 settlements )
Period of Credit: The beneficiary should get credit within 2 hours from the time of completion of batch i.e. on B+2 basis
on the same day.
Non credit to beneficiary: If it is not possible to afford credit to the account of the beneficiary for whatever reason,
destination banks are required to return the transaction (to the originating branch) within two hours of completion of the
batch in which the transaction was processed.
Transfer funds from / to NRE and NRO accounts: NEFT can be used to transfer funds from or to NRE and NRO
accounts in the country.
Remittance abroad: NEFT system can be used only for remitting Indian Rupee among the participating banks within
the country. Foreign remittances can neither be received nor sent abroad using the NEFT. However, remittances can
be sent to Nepal under the Indo-Nepal Remittance Facility Scheme.
-The remitting customer can track the remitting transaction through the remitting branch only, as the remitting branch is
informed about the status of the remitted transactions.
-Difference between IFS Code and MICR: Indian Financial System Code (IFSC) is an alpha numeric code designed to
uniquely identify the bank-branches in India. This is 11 digit code with first 4 characters representing the banks code,
the next character reserved as control character (Presently 0 appears in the fifth position) and remaining 6 characters
to identify the branch. This is used by RTGS and NEFT The MICR code has 9 digits to identify the bank-branch. IFSC
code is printed on cheques leaves issued to their customers.
PARTIES TO FUNDS TRANSFER: The parties to a funds transfer under the NEFT system are the
sender, sending branch, Service branch of Sending Bank (Mumbai Clearing section for our Bank), the RBI
NEFT Centre (National Clearing Cell, RBI, Mumbai), beneficiary bank and the beneficiaries. Branch should
obtain an agreement as per format given in circular from each customer before making available the facility
of NEFT. For all NEFT transactions, the funds are to be credited to our Clearing Section, Mumbai (DP Code
: 136, IFSC: CNRB0MUMCLG). Our Bank uses SFMS as the NEFT message carrier. Commission – NEFT :
Charges for small value transactions(Cir 336/2014)
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Indo Nepal Remittance Scheme – Salient features
1. it is a cross-border one-way remittance facility scheme facilitating remittance from India to Nepal.
2. A remitter can transfer funds up to Indian rupees 50,000 from any of the NEFT branches to Nepal. The

beneficiary would receive funds in Nepalese rupees.
3. Charges: The charges have been revised with effect from 9.2.09. The details of the revised charges are
asa under: (i) Originating bank – Maximum Rs 51- per transaction – aligned with NEFT. (ii) State Bank
of India Rs 20/- per transaction. SBI would share this Rs.20/- with NSBL at Rs.10 each. NSBL would
not charge any additional amount for crediting the beneficiary, if he maintains an account with it. (iii) In
case the beneficiary does not maintain an account with NSBL then, an additional amount would be
charged- Rs 50/- for remittances up to Rs 5,000/- and Rs 75/- for remittance above 5,000/-. Originating
branches of participating banks may please note to recover the entire charges and pass on the
appropriate amount to SBI after retaining their share.
Any remitter is allowed to remit maximum of 12 remittances in a year under this Scheme.

Electronic Clearing Service (ECS)
Electronic Clearing Service is a mode of electronic funds transfer from one bank account to another bank account
using the services of a Clearing House. There are two types of ECS called ECS (Credit) and ECS (Debit). ECS
(Credit) is used for affording credit to a large number of beneficiaries by raising a single debit to an account, such as
dividend, interest or salary payment. ECS (Debit) is used for raising debits to a number of accounts of consumers/
account holders for crediting a particular institution.
ECS Credit : Salient features of ECS credit are:
ECS payments can be initiated by any institution (called ECS user) who have to make bulk or repetitive .payments to a
number of beneficiaries. They can initiate the transactions after registering themselves with an approved clearing
house. ECS users have also to obtain the consent as also the account particulars of the beneficiary for participating the
ECS clearings. The ECS user's bank is called as the sponsor bank under the scheme and the ECS beneficiary
account holder is called the destination account holder. The destination account holder's bank or the beneficiary's bank
is called the destination bank.
The beneficiaries of the regular or repetitive payments can also request the paying institution to make use of the ECS
(Credit) mechanism for effecting payment.
Amount: There is no minimum or maximum limit on the amount of Individual transactions. ECS debit system: Salient
features are given below:
Under ECS (Debit) scheme, an account holder with a bank can authorise an ECS user to recover an amount at a
prescribed frequency by raising a debit in his account. The ECS user has to collect an authorisation which is called
ECS mandate for raising such debits. These mandates have to be endorsed by the bank branch maintaining the
account. Any [CS user desirous of participating in the scheme has to register with an approved clearing house. He
should also collect the mandate forms from the participating destination account holders, with bank's
acknowledgement. A copy of the mandate should be available with the drawee bank. The ECS user has to submit the
data in specified form through the sponsor bank to the clearing house. The clearing house would pass on the debit to
the destination account holder through the clearing system and credit the sponsor bank's account for onward crediting
the ECS user. All the unprocessed debits have to be returned to the sponsor bank within the time frame specified.
Banks will treat the electronic instructions received through the clearing system on par with the physical cheques.
The mandate given is on par with a cheque issued by a customer. The mandate given once can be Withdrawn or
stopped. The only stipulation under the scheme is that the customer has to give prior notice to the ECS user, to ensure
that they do not include the debits.
The customer can stipulate any maximum debit, purpose or validity period for the mandate.
The scheme is .in operation at 15 RBI centres (ie centres where RBI manages the Clearing-House operations) and at
other centres where Public Sector Banks manage the clearing operations.
The institutions eligible to participate in the ECS Debit scheme include utility service providers such as telephone
companies, electricity supplying companies, electricity boards, credit card collections, collection of loan installments by
banks and financial institutions, and investment schemes of Mutual funds, etc.
Speed Clearing : Speed Clearing refers to collection of outstation cheques through the local clearing. It facilitates
collection of cheques drawn on outstation core-banking-enabled branches of banks, if they have a net-worked branch
locally.
How does the Speed Clearing work : In CBS environment, cheques can be paid at any location obviating the need for
their physical movement to the Drawee branch. The concept Speed Clearing combines the advantages of MICR
clearing with CBS. Cheques drawn on outstation CBS branches of a Drawee bank can be processed in the Local
Clearing under the Speed Clearing arrangement if the Drawee bank has a branch presence at the local centre.
When will the beneficiary get funds under Speed Clearing?: The local cheques are processed on T+1 working day
basis and customers get the benefit of withdrawal of funds on a T+1 or 2 basis. 'T` denotes transaction day viz. date of
presentation of cheque at the Clearing House. So, the outstation cheques under Speed Clearing will also be paid on
T+1 or 2 basis.
How is Speed Clearing an improvement over National Clearing ?: (a) In case of National Clearing the cheque is
realised in around a week's time. Under the Speed Clearing, it would be realised on T+1 or 2 basis viz. within 48 hours.
(b) National Clearing is restricted to cheques drawn on the specified locations. Speed Clearing has no geographical
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limitation. Cheques drawn on any location may be cleared as long as the branch is in CBS. (c) National Clearing
necessitates movement of the cheque to the Drawee centre. Speed Clearing facilitates the clearing of such cheques
locally without the need to move the cheques to the Drawee centre.
Availability and charges: Speed Clearing is currently available in 41 MICR centres. Collecting banks will not charge any
charges for collection of cheques up to Rs 1 lac in saving bank accounts. For cheques of more than Rs 1 lac, bank
discretion. For collection in current accounts, bank discretion irrespective of amount of chque. The charges are
inclusive of all charges other than Service Tax.

1.
2.
3.

PRE-PAID PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS IN INDIA
PRE-PAID PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS (PPI) : RBI consolidated the guidelines on Mar 28, 2014. PPI: These are
payment instruments that facilitate purchase of goods and services & funds transfer, against the value stored & paid for
by the holders, by cash, by debit to a bank account, or by credit card. These can be issued as smart cards, magnetic
stripe cards, Internet accounts, Internet wallets, mobile accounts, mobile wallets, paper vouchers and any instrument
which can access the pre-pald amount. Categories : There are 3 categories:
Closed System Payment Instruments: Issued for facilitating purchase of goods & services from a person.
These do not permit cash withdrawal or redemption. These are not classified as payment systems.
Semi-Closed System Payment Instruments: Used for purchase of goods and services, including
financial services at a group of clearly identified merchant establishments which have a specific contract with the
issuer to accept the payment instruments. These do not permit cash withdrawal or redemption by the holder.
Open System Payment Instruments: Used for purchase of goods and services, funds transfer at any card
accepting merchant locations (point of sale terminals) and permit cash withdrawal at ATMs / BCs.
Eligibility to issue PPI
1. Banks. 2. NBFCs and other persons (only closed and semi-closed system payment Instruments),
Forex PPI : The use of pre-pald payment Instruments for cross border transactions Is not permitted.
Capital Requirements
1. Banks and NBFCs to comply with Capital Adequacy,
2. Companies In India to have a min paid-up capital of Rs. 500 lakh & min net worth of Rs. 100 lakh.
Categories of Pre-paid Payment Instruments : The following types of semi closed PPIs can be issued on carrying
out Customer Due Diligence
I) upto Rs.10,000 by accepting minimum details of the
customer where outstanding and total value of reloads during any given month, does not exceed Rs. 10,000. These
can be issued only in electronic form;
ii) from R5.10,001 to Rs.50,000 by accepting any 'officially valid document' under PML Rules. It can be in electronic
form and should be non-reloadable in nature;
iii) upto Rs.100,000 with full KYC and can be reloadable.
co-branded PPI : Persons authorised to issue PPI can co- brand such instruments with the name/logos of financial
institution/Organisation etc. for whose customers/beneficiaries, these are issued.
Prepaid Gift instrument:
a. Max validity of shall be 3 years.
b, Maximum value can be Rs. 50,000.
c. These shall not be reloadable and cash withdrawal shall not be permitted for such instruments.
PPIs for onward issuance :
These can be issued to with max value of Rs. 50,000:
1. to Govt. Organisations for beneficiaries of Government sponsored schemes;
2. to other financial institutions for credit of onetime/periodic payments by them to their customers;
3. to principal agents approved under MTSS or directly to the beneficiary for loading inward remittances funds;
4. to corporates for their employees.
Multiple PPIs from fully-KYC compliant accounts for dependent/family members:
The open system PPI (in electronic form) is allowed subject to following conditions:
a) Such PPIs may be issued only by loading the value from fully KYC-compliant bank a/c of the purchasers.
Beneficiary has to be a dependent/family member.
b) Only one card can be issued to one beneficiary.
c) The transaction and monthly limits as applicable for cash pay-out arrangements under DMT guidelines (currently
Rs 10,000 per transaction with a monthly ceiling of Rs 25,000) will be applicable.
d) Other rules as applicable to open system PPIs will be applicable.
Rupee denominated PPIs for visiting foreign nationals and NRIs
Banks can issue (a) PPIs to NRIs and foreign nationals visiting India D. (b) PPIs co-branded with exchange
houses/money transmitters (approved by RBI) to them subject to the following conditions:
a)The cards can be issued by overseas branches of banks In India directly or by cobranding with the exchange
houses/money transmitters upto a maximum amount of Rs.2 lakhs by loading from a KYC compliant bank account.
b)Such PPIs should be activated by the bank only after the traveller arrives In India.
c) Cash withdrawal will be restricted to Rs 50,000 per month.
d)An Individual can hold only one card at a time and the card should be non- transferable.
Deployment of Money Collected
1. the balance shall be part of NDTL for CRR and SLR.
2. Other non-bank persons are to maintain their balance in a non-interest escrow account with any one bank.
Validity: Minimum 6 months from the date of activation/issuance to the holder. PPI holder will be cautioned during
the 30 days' period prior to expiry of validity period, before forfeiting outstanding balances.
Transactions Limits: There is no separate limit on purchase of goods and services using PPIs. Transaction limits
and monthly caps are applicable on funds transfers permitted in PPIs under Domestic Money Transfer Guidelines.
Recourse to Banking Ombudsman Scheme : In case of pre-paid payment instruments issued by banks, customers
shall have recourse to the Scheme for grievance redressal.
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PPI for Mass Transit Systems (PPI-NITS) : RBI introduced (09.07.15) a new category of semi-closed PPI-MTS with
following features:
1. PPI-MTS will be issued by the mass transit system operator after authorisation by RBI.
2. PPI-MTS will contain Automated Fare Collection application related to transit service;
3. It can be used at other merchants also whose activities are allied to or are carried on within the premises of the
transit system ;
4. PPI-MTS will have minimum validity of six months from the date of issue;
5. PPI-MTS issued may be reloadable. Maximum value / balance in PPI can be Rs. 2,000. No cash-out or refund will
be permitted from these PPIs.
Additional Factor of Authentication (AFA) for small value card present transactions
RBI decided (May 14, 2015) to relax the extant instructions relating to the need for AFA requirements for small value
card present transactions, only using contact-less cards. In this regard, RBI advised that :
1. Relaxation for AFA is permitted for transactions for a maximum value of Rs 2,000/- per transaction;
2. Limit of Rs.2000 per transaction will be the limit for all categories of merchants In the country where such
contactless payments will be accepted;
3. The contactless cards should necessarily be chip cards adhering to EMV payment standard.
These relaxations shall not apply to (I) ATM
transactions Irrespective of transaction value; and (Ii) Card Not Present transactions (CNP).

LATEST IN BANKING & TECHNOLOGY :
ISSUANCE OF EMV CHIP AND PIN CARDS
 The RBI has granted extension of time for issuance of all new EMV Chip and Pin cards – debit
and credit, domestic and international by banks.
 For cards issued under the Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) / Basic Savings Bank
Deposit Account (BSBDA) / other Government schemes, the time is extended upto
September 30, 2016 and for all cards other than these, the extended period is upto January
31, 2016.
 During the extended period, if any customer specifically requests for EMV Chip and Pin cards,
banks should promptly comply with request. Besides, all cards issued for international usage
will necessarily be EMV Chip and Pin cards. Further, the magnetic stripe cards issued would
have to be replaced by December 31, 2018 irrespective of the validity period of the card.
˜ INTERNET BANKING FOR CUSTOMERS:
The Reserve Bank of India has allowed state Co-operative Banks (StCBs) and District Central Cooperative Banks (DCCBs) to extend the facility of Internet banking to their customers.
˜ INTERNET BANKING WITH TRANSACTIONAL FACILITY: All licensed StCBs, DCCBs and UCBs
which have implemented CBS and have also migrated to Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) may offer
Internet banking with transactional facility to their customers with prior approval of the Reserve Bank,
subject to the following criteria:
 Net worth is ? 50 crore or more as on March 31 of the immediate preceding financial year;
 Capital to risk weighted assets ratio (CRAR) of not less than 10 per cent;
Gross NPAs is less than 7 per cent and Net NPAs not more than 3%;
The bank should have made a net profit in the immediate preceding financial year and overall, should
have made net profit at least in three out of the preceding four financial years;
 The bank should not have defaulted in maintenance of CRR / statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) during the
immediate preceding financial year;
 The bank has sound internal control system with at least two professional directors on the Board;
 The bank has a track record of regulatory compliance and no monetary penalty has been imposed
on the bank for violation of RBI directives / guidelines during the two financial years, preceding the
year in which the application is made.
Ä CHANGE IN RTGS TIME WINDOW:
The RBI has advised all participants of RTGS of the revised RTGS time window with effect from
September 1, 2015 as under:
Regular days including Saturdays, except 2nd and
Time Event
4th Saturdays of the Month
08:00 hours
Open for Business
(Customer
InitialCut-off
16:30 hours
transactions)



FinalCut-off
transactions)
IDL Reversal

(Inter-bank

19:45 hours
19:45 hours - 20:00 hours
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End of Day

20:00 hours

AUTHENTICATION FOR SVCP TRANSACTIONS
The Reserve Bank advised all scheduled commercial banks including regional rural banks / urban cooperative banks / state cooperative banks / district central co-operative banks / authorised card
payment networks, that:
a) Relaxation for AFA requirement is permitted for transactions for a maximum value of Rs. 2,000/- per
transaction;
b) The limit of Rs. 2000/- per transaction is set across all categories of merchants in the country where
such contactless payments are accepted;
c) Beyond this transaction limit, the card has to be processed as a contact payment and authentication
with PIN (AFA) will be mandatory;
d) The contactless cards should necessarily be chip cards adhering to Europay, MasterCard and Visa
(EMV) compliant payment standard, so as to be acceptable across the existing card acceptance
infrastructure which are EMV compliant based on the earlier mandate in this regard.
Ä PPI FOR MASS TRANSIT SYSTEM
 The RBI has issued the final guidelines on Prepaid Payment Instruments for Mass Transit System
(PPI-MTS) enabling the issuance of a separate category of semi-closed prepaid payment instruments
for mass transit systems.
 The PPI-MTS can be used within the mass transit systems and will have a minimum validity of six
months from date of issue. Such PPIs will be reloadable instruments subject to an outstanding limit of
Rs. 2,000/- at any point of time. Apart from the mass transit system, such PPI-MTS can be used at
other merchants whose activities are allied to or are carried on within the premises of
the transit system.

Role of Technolgy Upgradation & its impact on bank
IMPACT OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY Computer technology has impacted the banking system and
its various constituents (customer service, employee's, Services and products) in different manner as under:
Impact on customer services
 Availability of 365 days and 24 hour banking services through ATMs, credit and debit cards; Electronic funds
transfer ; Home banking ; On-line banking, Internet banking ; Networking of branch-banking to provide for
anywhere banking
I m p a ct o n E m p l o ye e s
 Change in job content with more emphasis on new products, new services and customer services
 Enhanced productivity of the employee
 Better working environment
Enhanced job security for the employee due to better sustainability of the banking system.
Impact on services
 Faster transactions
 Availability of services for 24 hours
 Improved quality of services with better features
 Higher level of satisfaction to customers.
Impact on organizational structure and orientation
 Reduction in hierarchical tier systems and direct liaison between top management and field functionaries.
 Less dependence on middle tiers for data collection and MIS
 Change in the outlook of top management as IT is seen as a functional-requirement.

Security considerations & Preventive vigilance in Electronic Banking
Banking operations are prone to various risks and online frauds. It is certain that deployment of
information technology has changed the scale of these risks. However, the nature of risks have
certainly undergone a change. So is the case with the types of security and control procedures
necessary to contain these risks to acceptable levels. The successful management of information
technology risks requires the deployment of an effective system of controls within the banking
operations.

COMPUTER SECURITY
The computer security should focus on important aspects such as proper integration, accessibility, control and
auditability. The management of an organization must be in a position to determine as to whom to allow access
to the net work, able to use the audit function. The security can be provided by use of physical methods and by
use of logical methods.
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As regards the physical methods, the banks can provide guards, video surveillance, biometric methods, locking
up machines and terminals. The security can also be ensured by using logical methods such as user ID and
password, use of smart cards, cryptography i.e. data encryption etc.
Fire wall technology
An organization's network can be isolated from other net works by use of combination of hard ware and software
and this device is called fire wall. It uses proxy server and packet filtering software tools, routers etc.
Encryption
When by use of mathematical algorithms, a message is transformed in to an incomprehensible data, this
process is called encryption. It is used to protect data in transit over the net works from unauthorized interception
and manipulation. It can also be made use to verify authenticity of a transaction or document.
Decryption
It is the reverse of encryption. It brings the data into its normal form, where it could be used conveniently.
Digital signatures
It is the electronic signature of a person in relation to a record in electronic form.. It is generated by
transformation of the electronic records using cryptography and a hash function. It can ensure
authentication, integrity, non-repudiation. (more details available in this chapter elsewhere.
Public Key Infrastructure
The infrastructure that supports the implementation and operations of certificate based key cryptographic
system is called PKI. It uses pairs of asymmetric keys that comprises a private key and a public key.
Bio metric security
The biometric security refers to automated measurement of individual performance where these characteristics are
unique to that individual only. Under this system, the automated measurement takes place by transuding analog
measurement of a physical characteristics (biological) or behavioural characteristics (biometric) by conversion of
analog signal to a digital sequence and thereafter processing the sequence thorough some algorithm and then match
the output to the reference record.
Techniques used under biometric security
Signature recognition (i.e. how a signature is written and not the pattern it indicates. For initial registration and
recognition several signatures are recorded),
Finger:-print recognition (finger-prints are the images of papillary ridges in the outer skin layer of fingers, that can be
recognized with reasonable accuracy),
Palm-print recognition: These are similar to finger-prints except that there is large area and more extensive features,
Hand-geometry recognition : Hands provide a no. of measurable physical characteristics unique to an individual.
Voiceprint recognition: A time history pattern is developed by getting the prescribed words pronounced. Eye retina
pattern recognition: Retina patterns are unique to individuals. The verification device makes use of an Infra-red beam
to scan the back of the eye in a circular pattern while the detector measures the reflected light.
A Computer Virus is a computer program or code that can replicate itself and spread from one computer
system to another system. A computer virus has the capacity to corrupt or to delete data on your computer
and it can utilize an e-mail program to spread the virus to other computer systems. In the worst case
scenario, it can even delete everything on your hard disk. The purpose of it to disrupt the operation of the
computer or the program. Some examples of Computer Virus are Trojan viruses. stealth viruses, worms,
malware (malicious software), Disk Killer, Stone virus, Sunday, Cascade, Nuclear, Word Concept, etc.

Terms associated with Information Security Attacks
1) Phishing: It relates to receipt of unsolicited emails by customers of banks, requesting them to enter their
username, password etc. to access their account for some reason. Customers are directed to a fraudulent replica of
the original bank's website on clicking the links to enter their Information, remaining unaware that fraud has occurred.
Thereafter fraudster has access to the customer's online bank account.
2) Vishing: Vishing is the criminal practice of using social engineering and Voice over IP (VoIP) to gain access to
private, personal and financial information for the purpose of financial reward. The term is a combination of 'voice'
and phishing, In Vishing, a stammer calls and pretends to be a bank representative seeking to verify account
information. It is typically used to steal credit card numbers.
3) Malware: Malware is maliciously crafted software code. This type of malicious software can perform the
following operations:
a) Account information theft: Malware can capture the keystrokes for your login information. It can also
potentially monitor and capture other data used to authenticate the identity (like special images or words).
b) Fake website substitution: Malware can generate web pages that appear to be legitimate but are not. They
replace a bank's website with a page that looks identical, except 'web address'. It enables an attacker to intercept
user information. If an individual submits information, it is sent to both the bank and the malicious attacker without
his/ her knowledge.
c) Account hijacking: Malware can hijack the browser and transfer funds without one's knowledge. When a person
attempts to login a bank website, software launches a hidden browser window on the computer, logs in to bank
account, reads account balance and creates a secret fund transfer to the intruder-owned account.

GOPALAKRISHANA COMMITTEE REPORT : Keeping in view the changing threat milieu and the latest
international standards, it was felt that there was a need to enhance RBI guidelines relating to the governance
of IT, information security measures to tackle cyber fraud apart from enhancing independent assurance about
the effectiveness of IT controls. To consider these and related issues, RBI announced the creation of a Working
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Group on Information Security, Electronic Banking, Technology Risk Management and Tackling Cyber Fraud in April,
2010 The Working Group was set up under the Chairmanship of the Executive Director Shri. G. Gopalakrishn; The
Working Group submitted the draft report in January 2011. On 29th April 2011, the final report w released as "Working
group on information security, electronic banking, technology risk management and cyber frauds" by RBI.
Computer installations in banks represent assets valuable to the banking operations. Data, hardware software
and manpower are the vital components. The technological breakthroughs and their application to banking
operations have greatly affected the security considerations. To counter the threats to these assets, computer
security and control procedures must, therefore, form an integral part of the system of internal controls within a
bank. Most of the physical, operational and internal controls are designed to prevent events that may threaten
banking operations. Due to complex nature of the banking operations, even properly designed security and
control systems may fail and leave a bank exposed to losses, if the laid down procedures are not followed in
practice. Therefore, containment controls are designed to detect and limit the effect on the business.
Contingency plans are provided to minimize the losses in case the preventive controls fail in preventing the
threats. However, a regular program of audits may help in identification of lapses, before the banking
operations are seriously put to risk. It requires a proper audit strategy by the banks.

COMPUTER AUDIT
In computer audit, more than accuracy and conformity to the systems and procedures, thel focus is on collecting
and validating evidences to ensure safeguarding assets, maintaining data integrity, achieving organisational goals
of computerisation effectively and ensuring effective. - usage of resources.
a Safeguarding assets - This function ensures that the
assets viz. hardware, software, data files, system documents etc. are fully protected from fire, destruction,
editing, alteration, damage etc., which could be accidental or otherwise. Both will cause harm to the
organisational interest. Internal control system should ensure a constant basis to protect the assets relating to
computerisation.
b Data integrity ensures accuracy, consistency and completeness of the data. This becomes more difficult
when multiple users use the system who gain access to common data being shared by them. This envisages to
have sound syStem -where. the data integrity and confidentiality are ensured.
c Achieve organizational goals This function of the audit ensures whether the objectives of the
organisation in introducing the computerisation or data processing system, are achieved. This will help to
find out whether the operational efficiency, its service functionalities are enhanced after computerisation.
This is constant evaluation of the system and also comparison from the Manual of operations to a
computerised functioning.
d System efficiency This focuses on whether the system is economic and cost effective. The resources in
making this system functional like cost of the machine, time, peripherals, consumables etc. spent on the
system are giving value addition for the entire function.
Computer audit system involves audit around the system and audit through the system:
a Audit around the system focuses on physical work environment and security, disaster in times of crisis like
damage, fire etc. as to how we can restore the system functional without much loss of time, compliance as per
standards, systems and procedures laid down, checking of various reports, input data and output data and
adherence of various checks as prescribed.
b Audit through the system is usually done by an expert having in-depth knowledge of the hardware, software
and system design. This focuses on internal, application, accounting controls and security aspects built into the
application software. It also focuses on effectiveness of the software documentation.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT 2000
There are many advantages of keeping information in electronic form as it is cheaper, easier to store and retrieve
and ensure speedier communication/ transmission. To take advantages of and to provide legal recognition to
electronic transactions, the Information Technology Act 2000 (ITA) was passed by the Parliament during May
2000, which extends to whole of India. The Act is drawn on the lines of Model Law on Electronic Commerce
adopted in 1996 by UN Commission on International Trade LaW (UNCITRAL) The major provisions of the Act
are:
Electronic records or contracts — The law of evidence is traditionally based on paper based records and oral
testimony. The ITA provides legal treatment to users of electronic communication similar to other paper based or oral
testimony means. In other words, the Act has legalised the electronic contracts to make them legally enforceable.
Records can be kept in an electronic form. Electronic form means information generated, sent, received or stored in
media, magnetic, optical, computer memory, micro film etc. in the eyes of law, written records also mean electronic
records.
Digital signature —Digital signature is defined as 'authentication of an electronic record by a subscriber, by means
of an electronic method or procedure, in accordance with the provisions of the Act'. The Act has provided legal
recognition to digital signatures.
Keys for digital signature — For the purpose of creating a digital signature and also for the purpose of verification of
the digital signature by the Certifying Authority, there is a pair of keys called private key and public key respectively,
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under a system known as Asymmetric Crypto system.
Authentication of electronic records — A person (called subscriber) can authenticate an electronic record by
affixing his digital signature with the help of a 'private key'.
Certification ofelectronic records — Electronic records can be certified by the Certifying Authority with the help
of a 'public key' after verifying that the digital signature was complete, by use of a private key corresponding to the
public key. The Act has provided for appointment of the persons authorised to issue a Digital Signature
Certificate.
Controller of certifying authorities — The functions of Certifying authorities are to be overseen by a Controller of
Certifying Authorities.
Retention of electronic records - The requirement of any law prescribing retention of records for a particular period,
shall be considered to have been met, when the records are kept in electronic form.
Penalties — Where a person, without peilnission of the owner accesses a computer system, copies or extracts any
data, introduces computer virus, causes disruption to any computer system, denies access to any person
authorised to access any computer etc., he shall be liable to pay damages by way of compensation not exceeding
Rs.100 lac. Similarly there are penalties for failure to furnish information, file returns or maintain books of account.
Amendment to various Acts - The Act has amended a no. of Acts such as Indian Penal Code, Indian Evidence
Act, Banker's Book Evidence Act, RBI Act etc.
Hacking - Hacking is an offence and one will have to pay a fine of upto Rs.2 lac or undergo imprisonment up to three
years for hacking. Hacking means knowingly or intentionally concealing, destroying or altering or causing another to
destroy or any computer code used for a computer programmer or computer system or computer network.
Validity of e-Com in India
Electronic commerce (e-Com), online transactions and digital signature are legally valid in India wef Oct 18, 2000 as
a result of Govt.'s notifying the rules under IT Act 2000. With this, India had joined the digital dozen the club of 12
nations which put in place a legal framework for electronic commerce.
DIGITAL SIGNATURES : For centuries, a document was considered authentic only if it carried the signatures of the
authorised person and paper was the most common medium to carry the signature. In the information technology
age, the paper is Slowly disappearing .and the business transactions are being executed electronically. The digital
signature has been accorded legal sanctity in many countries including India by special legislations.
What is a digital signature (DS) : DS is a signature in electronic form attached to an electronic record. It is a tool for
message origination, authentication and non-repudiation that affixes a coded message to the document, data or
messages and guarantees the identity of the sender.
Purpose of a digital signature : It is executed or adopted by a person with intent to sign the record. DS identifies the
origin of the message, ensures the integrity of the message, verifies the identity of the sender and authenticates that
identity.
DS & handwritten signature : DS is generically the electronic equivalent of the handwritten signature. In India,
the Information Technology Act 2000 considers a digital signature as a personalised thumb print. It defines it to mean
authentication of an electronic record by a person in whose name the digital signature certificate is issued by means of
an electronic method.
Authorization : Through encryption (which is process of converting normal text to a coded message) and
decryption (the process of converting the coded text to its original plan text form) and signature certification, the
authentication is ensured. DS certificates are essential for establishing whether the authorisation is from the purported
owner.
Digital certificate : A DC essentially consists of a public key certification information, with information of the
user such as name and ID. DS uses a pair of mathematically related signing keys (the private key, known
only to the person signing.
Manner of doing digital signature : The common manner is with the help of public key cryptography.
There are two parts of the key i.e. public key and private key. Both the keys are issued to the user by the designated
authority of the Govt. The private key is kept confidential and used to sign to create digital signatures. The public key
is used by a relying party to verify the digital signatures.
Elements of digital signature: Authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation.
Benefits : It is possible to hold and handle voluminous electronic records in a much easier manner that was not
possible through paper records. Incessant delay in term of paper work are possible. There could be reduction of
fraud, forgery and impersonation. The non-feasibility of the duplication of well designed and managed private keys
reduce the possibility of fraud. DS ensure the integrity of the transmitted documents and provides the source of the
document.
SOME IMPORTANT ABBREVIATIONS
Al – Artificial intelligence , ALGOL – Algorithimic Language , ARP – Address resolution Protocol, ASCII –
American Standard Code for Information Interchange
BINAC - Binary Automatic Computer, BCC – Blind Carbon Copy , Bin – Binary ,BASIC - Beginner’s Allpurpose Symbollic Instruction Code, BIOS – Basic Input Output System, Bit – Binary Digit, BSNL – Bharat
Sanchar Nigam Limited.
CC – Carbon Copy, CAD – Computer Aided Design, COBOL – Common Business Oriented Language, CD –
Compact Disc, CRT – Cathode Ray Tube ,CDR – Compact Disc Recordable , CDROM – Compact Disc Read
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Only Memory, CDRW – Compact Disc Rewritable, CDR/W – Compact Disk Raed/Write
DBA – Data Base Administrator, DBMS – Data Base Management System, DNS – Domain Name System,
DPI – Dots Per Inch, DRAM – Dynamic Random Access Memory, DVD – Digital Video Disc/Digital Versatile
Disc, DVDR – DVD Recordable , DVDROM – DVD Read Only Memory ,DVDRW –DVD Rewritable , DVR –
Digital Video Recorder , DOS Disk Operating System
EBCDIC – Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code , e-Commerce – Electronic Commerce, EDP
– Electronic Data Processing,EEPROM – Electronically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory, ELM/eMail – Electronic Mail, ENIAC - Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer,EOF - End Of File , EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory, EXE - Executable
FAX - Far Away Xerox/ facsimile ,
FDC - Floppy Disk Controller, FDD - Floppy Disk Drive ,FORTRAN - Formula Translation, FS - File
System,FTP - File Transfer Protocol
Gb – Gigabit ,GB – Gigabyte , GIF - Graphics Interchange Format, GSM - Global System for Mobile
Communication.

GLOSSARY – BANKING & TECHNOLOGY
Artificial intelligence (AI) - Computer systems that attempt to imitate human processes for analyzing and
solving problems.
Accumulator - A local storage area called a Register, in which the result of an arithmetic or logic operation is
formed.
Algorithm: A series of rules to solve problems
Analog: A type of computer in which data Es represented in physical Quantity
Animation: A simulation or movement created by displaying a series of pictures or frames.
Array: A string of similar type of data
ASCII file: A type of file which contains ASCII characters
Assembler: A type of software programme that converts assembly language to machine language Back-up:
Storage of data.
batch: A group of commands that are executed one at a time.
batch File: A file in a DOS/Windows environment with the .bat extension. This file type is executable in DOS
or at a Windows command prompt. Batch programs are written in a batch programming language that utilises
a superset of standard DOS commands.
buffer: A temporary location to store or group information in hardware or software. Buffers are used
whenever data is received in sizes that may be different than the ideal size for the hardware or software that
uses the buffer.
buffered memory: Memory modules that have extra chips on them to support Error Checking and
Correcting (ECC) functionality.
bug: This is commonly an error in design or programming in a hardware device or piece of software.
bus topology: This network topology has computers connected to a strand of network cabling that is
connected to network repeaters at one end and terminated at the other.
cable modern: The device that you attach a coaxial cable from your cable company directly into that can
provide you with high speed internet access.
channel: It consists of controller card, interface cable and power supply.
cheque truncation: It stops the flow of cheques through the banking system and converts it into an
electronic processing system.
coaxial cable: It consists of a single copper wire, surrounded by a copper braid or foil that acts as a ground.
The entire wire is coated with insulation. The cable carries digital signals at high speeds.
data-information: Any series of bits, characters or objects that has meaning. Data is stored and transmitted
by computers.
data compression: Takes something large and makes it smaller.
data encryption standard (DES): An encryption method developed by IBM in 1977. It uses a private 56-bit
key that is applied to each 64-bit block of data.
data mining: The act of analyzing a database or data warehouse and searching for new facts based on the
data.
database: An ordered set of data.
digital signature: A form of electronic signature that works with a public and private key encryption system
and a certificate authority.
disk mirroring: Disk mirroring involves two hard drives that are on the same drive controller. The same data
is written to both drives over the same channel.
disk duplexing: Disk duplexing is much like disk mirroring, but each drive is on a separate controller.
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dumb terminal: These are hooked up to mainframes and are little more than a monitor attached to a
keyboard. All these are good for running programs using the mainframe's hard drive and memory, thus the
"dumb" in the name.
dynamic signature verification: It finds out whether a signature is genuine or not.
e-mail: This stands for electronic mail. It is a service provided over the Internet that allows you to send
information to another person or list of people.
electronic purse: The space in a card is used to store different types of accounts of a user.
electronic signature: Any form of electronic identifier, including a digital signature.
encryption: The act of altering data to make it unreadable unless you know how to decrypt it.
Ethernet: A network topology that is able to send data at 10 Mbits/second. Workstations can exist on the
same cable, but only one can communicate at a time. To get by these limitations, switched Ethernet and Fast
Ethernet were invented and were also combined. Nowadays, most networking devices are switched fast
Ethernet.
FTP (file transfer protocol): A common method of moving files, from system to system, by using TCP/ IP.
To work properly, it requires an FTP client to contact an FTP server in order to transmit data back and forth.
fault tolerant computer system: The ability of a system to continue operations following failure in one or
more components.
full duplex: Originally this referred to a communication between a modem and a remote system, where characters
were sent both ways over the phone line so that they could be accurately displayed on a terminal.
gopher: This is often said to be the first incarnation of the World Wide Web. It is an information source based
on textual links, now outdated and superseded by the Web.
graphical user interface (GUI): Any system that uses graphics to represent the functions of a program. All
Windows operating systems are GUIs.
half duplex: Originally a modem communications term, half duplex now mainly refers to network
communications that transmit in one direction at a time. Also, see duplex and full duplex.
host: A generic term used to describe a computer or program that makes a resource available, usually over
a network.
internet: Global network of networks. It is system that allows user computers to exchange data, messages,
etc.
LAN: A small and an isolated network at one office or physical location. Most office computers are
connected to a LAN, but may also be connected to the Internet or a WAN.
management information systems/services (MIS): The department at most companies that provides realtime information to the management.
MODEM (Modulator/Demodulator): A device that serves as a bridge between your digital computer and
some form of analogue line used to transmit data, such as a phone line (standard modem) or analogue cable
connection (cable modem).
multiplexer (mux): A logic circuit that sends one of several inputs out over a single output channel.
node: One computer/machine or address on a network. If you managed a network with 10 printers, 50
servers and 150 client machines, you could say you managed a network with 210 nodes.
online: This term refers to anything that is on the Internet and electronically transmitted. optical fibre:
Provides high quality transmission at very high speeds.
packet: A collection of information. The term is most often used to refer to the chunks of information sent
over computer networks.
peripheral: Any device that is not part of the motherboard, aside from memory and the CPU. For example,
video cards, sound cards, modems and hard drives are peripherals.
point-to-point protocol (PPP): The mode of transport used to connect a computer to the Internet via a dialup adapter (a modem).
protocol: A general behavior that computers and network devices must follow to understand one another.
real-time: Tasks that are time-critical and must happen in our time (as opposed to the much faster computer).
The user interface should always be real-time. If you move the mouse, your pointer should move on screen
immediately. Unfortunately, Windows can bog down enough, so that this does not happen.
ring topology: A network that is connected on both ends to one source, with client machines hanging off of
the ring. If you break the ring, all computers in the ring lose connectivity.
RTGS: Real time gross settlement system. Instant credit through the RBI clearing system.
safe mode: An operating mode used in Microsoft operating systems. It was introduced in Windows 95 first
and was loaded automatically, if Windows 95 crashed during the boot up. You can access Safe Mode if you
press the "F8" key when new Windows operating systems are booting—this will bring you to a menu that
allows you to boot into safe mode. Safe Mode boots the operating system with minimal driver support. The
purpose of it is to help resolve boot problems.
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server: A machine whose sole purpose is to supply data so that other machines can use that
data.
simplex transmission: It transmits data in one direction only.
smart card: A plastic card with an Integrated chip installed.
standalone: A hardware device or piece of software that works with nothing else required.
star topology: A network topology that has network hubs at the centre, with all connected computers linked
back to the hub by a single cable. Thus, if one cable goes down, the rest of the computers can still
communicate.
SWIFT: Society for worldwide inter-bank financial telecommunication is an instant transfer of messages
internationally.
token ring: A network topology pioneered by IBM and eventually made into the IEEE 802.5 standard. Token
ring networks are wired, in a ring topology and nodes on the network pass a token around. Whichever node
has the token is allowed to use the network.
Usenet newsgroups: Also referred to simply as "newsgroups," Usenet newsgroups are a huge bunch of
Internet discussion groups that replicate across the Internet every so often.
vein recognition: Uses unique vein structure of the human body to identify individuals.
visual recognition: Digitizing a picture of a person, storing in a smart card then using it for identification.
voice recognition system: It compares voices with original recorded. VSAT: An outdoor small dish antenna
interfacing with a satellite.
Web browser - Software that permits a user with a click of a mouse to locate, display, and download text,
video, audio, and graphics stored in a host computer on the Web.
The most common Web browsers now in use are Internet Explorer, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.
Web site - One or more related pages created by an individual or an organization and posted on the World
Wide Web.
Wi-Fi (Wireless fidelity) - A process that permits high-speed wireless transmission of data.
Word processing - The electronic process of creating, formatting, editing, proofreading, and printing
documents.
Workstation - A desktop computer that runs applications and serves as an access point in a local area
network.
WAN (Wide Area Network): Any network that spans more than one location. Typically at least one of the

occasions is fairly remote.
WAP (Wireless Application Protocol): A proposed standard that allows for transfer of data securely
between wireless devices, such as, PDAs, cell phones, pagers or other combinations of those devices. WAP
supports many different wireless networks.
World wide web (WWW or Web): This is basically a means of communicating text, graphics and other
multimedia objects over the Internet.
Zombie - A computer that has been hijacked by a cracker without the owner’s knowledge and used to
perform malicious tasks on the Internet.

ONE LINE APPROACH : BANKING TECHNOLOGY
( BASED ON RECALLED QUESTIONS ) - 1
What was First step towards computerisation in Banking: Setting . up ALPM (Advance Ledger
Posting Machine)
2.
What is Cheque Truncation?: converting physical cheque into electronic form through scanning.
3.
What is the benefit of RTGS: Safe , speedy & client can use the funds same day.
4.
Which equipment is required to capture the signature and photograph and create the same in the program :
Scanner
5.
What are the charges for NEFT of Rs.3 lakhs - Rs.25 plus service tax
6.
What are the charges for balance enquiry through other bank's ATMs: NIL up to 5 transactions at
other than 6 metro stations
7.
ATM cash not dispensed - customer complaint to be redressed with in 7 working days
8.
RTGS - timings for customers - Monday to Friday 9.00 to 4.30 Saturday 9 .00 to 14.00
9.
Real Time Gross Settlement System (RTGS) takes care of which types of risks?: Systemic & Settlement risk.
10.
Starting of a computer is called: Booting
11.
What is firewall?: A software programme for protecting against unauthorized access to the information.
12.
Full form of INFINET? Indian Financial Network
13. Expand LAN:
Local Area Network
14.
White plastic is called : Counterfeit card
15.
What are the Service charges for using ATMs of other banks for balance enquiries: Nil upto 5
transactions ( 3 at Metros)
16.
What are the charges that can be charged by banks for Inward RTGS / NEFT I ECS transactions: NIL
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These transactions are provided free of cost.
17.
What are the Charges for RTGS of Rs 2 lac to Rs 5 lac : Not exceeding Rs.25 plus service tax
18.
Converting a physical cheque to electronic form and sending only image of the cheque to the
paying bank is called: Cheque Truncation
19.
For repayment under global credit card of an NRI, which account can be debited : NRE
20.
PI in RTGS is: Gateway of participating bank
21.
Main server of Swift in-India is located at : Mumbai
22.
Under RTGS, what is Pis : Member Interface provided to member banks by RBI
23.
Truncated Cheque means: a cheque, the image of which is prepared by collecting bank to collect the
money from paying bank.
24.
In CBS, signatures are loaded through scanning.
25.
Minimum amount of remittance under RTGS is :Rs.2 lakh
26.
A company wants to electronically pay the dividend to large no. of its shareholders, which include
small amounts also : Electronic Clearing Services - Credit (ECS-Credit)
27.
Real Time Gross settlement system takes care of which risk : Systemic risk and settlement
risk
28.
A company wants to electronically pay the dividend to large no. of its shareholders, which include
small amounts also : Electronic Clearing Services - Credit (ECS-Credit) Who has assigned the work for
CBS of co-op. banks in india- a)TCS b)RBI c)NABARD d)SIDBI: TCS
29.
Investors Protection Fund is maintained by –NSE/ BSE
30.
“F&O” scam- Futures & Options
31.
Recently SEBI permitted to FII for Short selling –What is short selling- Selling of share without
holding the same.
32.
Forward Market Commission is established for:.- Commodity futures
33.
Converting illiquid financial assets into marketable securities: securitization
34.
RTGS: Real Time Gross Settlement
35.
In Credit Card, what type of Benefits available for the card holder?: Purchase Now & Pay Later.
36.
In which Max Risk weight applies - 1. Smart Card 2.Debit Card 3. Credit Card 4. ATM Card 5.
POS: Credit Card.
37.
CBS helps in banking: Any where banking.
38.
If a employee wants to convey the message to other employee through computer, what is the
media of delivery of message: E-Mail
39.
In a network where all nodes connected to one wire/cable: Star Topology.
40.
In Finacle if first time login in system what is mandatory by the user: USER ID & Password.
41.
In an Organisation communication between the same organization, what type of system
applicable: Intranet.
42.
Number of digits in IFSC Code: 11
43.
A customer can deposit cheque on counter instead of depositing in cheque drop box should be
mentioned at: on box itself
44.
What are the two digits for Current account under MICR cheque: 11
45.
Cheque Drop Facility – Message for depositing cheques either at counter of by dropping in box
should be displayed in: English, Hindi and the concerned regional language of the State.
46.
Which was the first step towards mechanization in banks?: Installation of Advanced Ledger
Posting Machines.
47.
First committee on computerization in banks was headed by: Dr C Rangarajan.
48.
What is the minimum amount that can be remitted through NEFT: No Minimum and no Maximum
is prescribed.
49.
What are the timings for remitting money through RTGS from Monday to Saturday, in case of
customer transactions?: 8.00 AM to 4.30 PM ( Except 2nd & 04th Saturday )
50.
Which of the following functions is undertaken by RBI inter se among banks – (a) arbitration (b)
ombudsman (c) payment and settlement: payment and settlement
51.
Who is not eligible for internet banking? a) Joint account operation severally b) Minor account
operated by Guardian c) Illiterate: Illiterate
52.
What is the maximum amount that can be remitted through NEFT?: No limit.
53.
What is the minimum amount that can be remitted through RTGS?: Rs 2 lac
54.
Only saving customers are allowed to withdraw from other bank’s ATM without paying any
charge and that also for Rs 10,000 at a time and up to 5 withdrawals in a month.
55.
In Local area network, different computers which are connected are called: Work Stations or
Nodes.
56.
GBM: Govt. Business Module
57.
ECS: Electronic clearing service
58.
A computer software that provides services to software applications beyond those available from
the operating system is called: Middleware. It is not part of an operarting system, not a database
management system nor part of software application.
59.
WAN: Wide area network which is used for interconnecting computers at different Geographical
locations.
60.
When in a computer network one network protocol (the delivery protocol) encapsulates a different
payload protocol, it is called: Tunnel.
61.
A concept that takes the network as a platform for information sharing, interoperability, user
centred design and collaboration on the world wide web is called: Web 02. A Web 2.0 site allows users to
interact and collaborate with each other in a social media dialogue as creators of user generated content.
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A software application used to locate, retrieve and also display content on the World Side Web
including web pages, images, video and other files is called: Browser.
63.
A multitasking, multi-user computer operating system initially developed in assembly language is
called: UNIX
64.
In the case of network topologies, when a network consists of one central switch, hub, or
computer, which acts as a conduit to transmit messages, it is called: star network.
65.
ATM : Anywhere, anytime,
66.
BCP- Business continuity Plan
67.
NEFT- National Electronic Fund Transfer
68.
A device that forwards data packets between computer networks creating an overlay internetwork
is called: Router
69.
Technology that allows an electronic device to exchange data wirelessly over a computer
network is called: Wi fi.
70.
Charges for remittance through NEFT is : Upto Rs 10,000: Rs 2.5; Upto Rs 1 lac- Rs 5; More
than Rs 1 lakh up to Rs 2 lakh – Rs 15; More than Rs 2 lakh – Rs 25.
71.
Charges for Speed Clearing: Nil for collecting outstation cheques in local clearing for amount up
to Rs 1 lac in case of SB customers. For cheques of more than Rs 1 lac banks have discretion to fix
charges. For current account customers, the banks have discretion for charges irrespective of amount of
cheque.
72. Direct linking of operations to a computer providing for simultaneous updating of the system is called
On-line updating.
73.
NICNET allows a gateway to VSNL at:- Mumbai
74.
Countrywide data communication network INFINET was set up by RBI as per________committee
recommendations:- Saraf Committee
75) Which system is mainly used in branch level Computers?:- UNIX
76) The interconnectivity of Computers to a common server within a small area is known as:- LAN
77)
When fed data is written and stored in two hard discs simultaneously over the different channels, the
system is known as:-Disc duplex
78)
First Committee on Mechanisation and Computerisation in Banking was headed by:- Dr C
Rangarajan
79)
The INTERNET uses the protocol termed as:- TCP/IP
80)
The pattern in which the devices are interconnected in a computer network is called:-Topology
81)
Satellite Communication is an alternative to wire telecommunication. Here text data and video
information is converted to_______:- Radio waves
82)
The method of transfer of data over networks is called:- Packets switching
83)
Rules of communication between similar modules of processes in different nodes is called:Packets switching
84)
DDP approach recommended by Rangarajan committee means:- Distributed Data Processing
85)
Creation of__________is the most important prerequisite for Core Banking Solutions:- Central
data base
86) Rangarajan committee was set up twice in _________ &_____________ :- 1983 & 1988
87) In personal banking, the software provided is Interactive.
88) EFTPOS stands for ______________:- Electronic Funds Transfer at the Point of Sale
89) In Telebanking, the seIler is identified by:- A PIN number
90) At the end of the day, if the computer operator posts all the day’s transaction in to the computer
system, the process is called:- Batch updating
91) Scanner converts the image of a specimen signature in to a:-Digital form
92) NICNET was set up by:-National Informatics Center.
93)
SLIP stands for:-Serial Line Protocol
94)
WWW stands for:World Wide Web
95)
The widely adopted definition of EFT is given in:- Section 105(5) of article 4A of the uniform
commercial code, U.S.A 1975
96)
Where was SWIFT established? :- Brussels
97)
CHIPS stands for:- Clearing House Interbank Payment System
98) Fed Wire was started by: Federal Reserve Bank of USA
99) Floppy input clearing is:- The participating banks submit their interbank claim statements in electronic
format on floppies
100) Front end processor is:- It is a dedicated communication system that intercepts and handles
communication activities for the host computer
62.

ONE LINE APPROACH : BANKING TECHNOLOGY
( BASED ON RECALLED QUESTIONS ) – 2
1)
2)

What type of computer system is used for ledgers & posting? :- Stand alone ALPM
How data processing is handled in Advanced Ledger Posting Machines? :- In the CPU of the
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computer being used
3)
Where the data processing is handled in Multi-user computer net working system? :-At a centralized
computer
4)
How the different staff members work on multi user computers system? :-They work on separate
terminals connected with the main computer
5)
Which of the followings are in-built security features in computers used in branches? :- Data recovery
and back ups
6)
What are the features of Total Branch Automation system :- On line and Inter-linked with authentication by
Supervisory staff
7)
What additional features can be made available with total branch automation system? :- EFT, Off site
ATM, LAN, WAN etc
8) What important functions are handled at Head Office level on computers? :- HRD, Branch monitoring and inter branch
reconciliation & Funds and Investment management
9)
What is node? :- Each independent system working in LAN
10)
What is topology ? :- The plan in which various devices are interconnected for communication
11)
The interconnectivity of computers to a common server within a small area is known as______:- LAN
12)
______is not a centralised controlling topology? :- Bus
13)
What is the nature of Ring and Bus topology?.:- Distributed System
14)
How can be the systems interconnected in WAN? :- Through telecommunication, satellite and microwave
system
15)
Different parts of a Channel are :- Power supply, controlling card & Interface cable
16)
Memory processing is not a function of a dumb terminal
17)
Which are the features of core banking solutions? It provides on-line banking, all transactions are made at a
centralized point, and it is useful for 24 hour-any where banking
18)
Prior to 1983, banks had taken a passive view of computerisation. This changed after 1983, because: Many
banks signed an agreement with the unions providing fo computerisation
19) ___ Committee
report
was
well
received
by
the banking community and bank automation took off:- Rangarajan committee
20) Simplex system is:- Devices connected to such a circuit are either a send only or a receive only device
21)
in SWlFT is a security control to prevent automatic changes in messages :-Checksum
22)
Data mining is a Technique to access strategic information and a process of automatically finding patterns and
relations in a large data base
23)ATMs can be of Online type, Offline type, off-site or On-site type.
24) Security is provided in ATM transactions by putting in place, a PIN system embedded in the card, Access
locks on keypads, Monitors & Video surveillance and record systems.
25) The single largest factor that promotes frauds is:- Inadequate control on data access and storage
26) The term ____ refers to a group of persons directly / indirectly involved in establishing and running
the Computerized systems:- People ware
27) CPU consists of the ALU unit and:- Control Unit
28) Advantages of ALPMs are:- Low equipment cost, Better security & Easier to train the staff on
29) Most of the banking systems were developed using:- Centralised computing concepts, Using UNIX
platform initially
30) Increased use of computerisation at branch level can:- Reduce the waiting time per customer & Increase
accuracy
31) Disk mirroring and disk duplexing help in:- Retrieving data in case of a technical snag
32) To Confirm that the computerised systems are working well, Transactions are being conducted within the assigned
authority and to follow up and note unusual and unauthorised transactions if any___ ___are created:- Audit trails and
exceptional transaction reports
33) In a totally automated branch, banking can said to be_________. Real time online banking
34) In________ updating independent modules are interconnected so that changes can be done without any
time lag:- Real time online banking
35) To provide Single window service concept to the customers, Branch has to be totally automated and System
should be capable of shifting to Partial window and universal window transactions
Internet banking site for security is certified by:- VeriSign (to verify the signature)
36) Under the LAN (local area network) each independent system is known as:- Node or Work station
37) Sharing common cabling, Pooling of resources and a common medium such as a cable or a Radio or a light wave
are the key elements of Local area network (LAN)
38) In corporate cash management services a_________can act as a secure key:- Smart card
39) In Corporate cash management, Corporates can________between their accounts on secure lines.
Directly transfer funds
40) Topology is the way in which the devices are interconnected. Topology can be:- Centralised control type
and Distributed control type
41) The function of ______is primarily to set up some computers as hosts, set up some computers as clients
AND connect all the computers involved with each other:- Networking software
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42)

The system of______ is used popularly in branches and branches are connected with RO and HO using
normally:- LAN, WAN
43) In front office (branch) computerisation, several stand-alone systems are connected via a____normally.
This is to enable the computers to_______each other's database:- LAN, access
44) ___________is not possible in branches where computers are not networked :- Single Window concept
45) Sharing &reducing cost of infrastructure, avoiding duplication of work and sharing of Processing load
among all terminals are some of the advantages of:- Local Area Network
46) In the case of a WAN system, connectivity is through__________. An external communication system
47)
48)

In WAN, Computers can be connected using:- Telephone lines, Satellite Links or Microwave links
If connectivity is established using microwaves, signals travel from one_________to other which are
located not more than 25 miles away from each other:- Dish antenna
49) Computers are controlled by sequence of instructions called:- Computer program
50) Relay stations ______ & _____the signals resulting in connectivity:- Catch & Boost
51) Satellite communication is an alternative to wire telecommunication. Here text data and video information
is converted to Radio waves
52) Which part of the computer is responsible for processing?:- CPU
53) Rules of communication between similar modules of processes in different nodes are called:- Protocol
54) Ethernets use_____________systems. Adapters
55)
The
token
in
a
token
ring
system
is____________:CSMA/CD
systems
56) _____combines individual data capacity needs of low speed and groups them to be able to transmit single
high speed line:- A special frame
57) Bits stands for:- Binary digits
58) Both the computers connected through a telephone line requires a_______at each end:- Modem
59) UPS means _________ Uninterruptible power supply.
60) Supercomputers are primarily useful for:- Mathematical intensive scientific applications
61) Computer is an electronic device, which processes_________________. Data
62) Primary memory is used by the ______________ CPU
63) The two main types of UPS are_______________ Online-Offline
64) In banking technology normally__________ UPS is used:- On-line
65) In an On-line UPS, the battery cum Rectifier converts_ ______input current to________ 230V to 48 DC.
66) Core Banking can be described as ___________ Centralised computerization model where there is a
Central database & transactions put through & updated centrally. Can be linked to multiple delivery channels
like ATMs.
67) Core banking solutions offers_____________ Integrated banking solutions to the customer and gives
scope for uniform software solutions to all the branches through WAN.
68) Efficient and effective MIS & DSS, ALM, Risk management solutions apart from integrated and better
Customer Service are some of the benefits of ____________ CBS
69) While implementing CBS____________are not mandatory in the networked branches: Servers
70) In implementing CBS cost is___________initially but becomes____________later on when more
branches and delivery channels are added. High, Low
71) Merchant establishments with low-ticket purchases prefer manual mode of acceptance of cards and need
to keep Warning bulletins.
72) Creation of_ ________is the most important prerequisite for Core banking solutions. Central data base
73) CBS requires_ ______manning to offer meaningful service to customers. 24 by 7 (24X7)
74) DRS is Disaster recovery site
75) DRS is normally envisaged in a place where________ considered reliable. Disaster recovery site.
76) While saetting up DRS, factors like______are also considered__________ Possibility of floods, Wars
(bombing attacks) and Earthquakes
77) BPR is Business process reengineering
78) Hardware configurations (terminals) called Dumb Terminals _________-Send and receive information only
79) In a LAN system generally does not extend beyond_______. However a maximum spread of up
to_________is sometimes put in place. 100 meters & 1 km.
80) ________are intelligent auto teller machines that operate even without a reliable communication network

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION BASED ON RECALLED QUESTIONS OF PREVIOUS YEARS

Recalled Questions on Banking & Technology
01 Which of the following cannot be treated as part of the computer hardware:
a mother board
b
cards c m emo ry d ports
e
power supply
02 The software that consists of all the programs, languages and documents supplied by the manufacturer
of the computers is called:
a application software b
system software c utility software d
a and c
e band c
03 Which type of the following software is used by a person for preparation of text documents :
a data processorb
word processor ccomplier d
multimedia e
b and c
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04 The term 'hot listing' of the credit card refers to: a. enhancing the credit limit, b.reducing the credit
limit,c.list of card holders who default in payment of dues to the issuer, d.any of the above
05 To authenticate a Digital signature, which of the following keys are used:
a master key and customer key, b. private key and public key,c private key and customer key
d public key and special key
06 Which of the following Act gives legal recognition to a digital signature:
a Negotiable Instruments Act, b Income Tax Act, c Information Technology Act
d Indian Evidence Act, e General Clauses Act
07 The term 'hot card' refers to (a) lost card (b) stolen card (c) misplaced card (d) misused card. Which
combination is correct: a: a, b, c
b. a, b, d,
c: a, c, d
d
b, c, d
08 The term VSAT stands for which of the following:
a variable small aperture terminal b. very small available terminal, c. very small aperture terminal
d variety of small aperture terminals , e. none of the above
09 The frauds and other kind of crimes that happen on the internet network are called:
a Internet frauds b internet crimes c cyber crimes d electronic frauds, e. all the above
10 Which of the following incident cannot be treated as part of the cyber crime activity:
a deciphering domain name, b misconfiguring a web site, c. misusing a credit card,
d transmitting data from one part of the globe to another,
e.using the network for drug trafficking
11 A computer program which could infect the other programs or data is called:
a system software, b. application software, c cyber crime d virus e. computer fraud
12 The firewall technology is used in connection with:
a hardware safety, b physical safety from fire c authorised access d human safety from fire
e. Protection of computer network from intrusion by hackers
13 The process of transformation of a message into an incomprehensible data through use of
mathematical algorithms is called:a deciphering, b encryption, c decryption, d coding e.decoding
14 Inbuilt storage device in computer is called: a. ROM, b CPU, c Hard Disk, d RAM
15 The first committee (year 1985) that gave its recommendations relating to mechanization of banking
system: a Rangarajan Committee, b Saraf Committee, c Shere Committee
d
Narasimham Committee
16 The committee that gave its recommendation for drawing a perspective plan of computerization for
the period 1990-94 : a. Shere Committee, b
Narasimham Committee, c. Rangarajan Committee d
Saraf Committee
17 The committee that suggested the cheque truncation system for inter-bank transactions:
a Rangarajan Committee b Shere Committee, c Vasudevan Committee d Saraf Committee, e. None
18 A settlement system in which the processing and final payment of funds transfer instructions takes
place continuously, is called: a. debit clearing system, b credit clearing system
c
national clearing system, d real time gross settlement
19. The software that is used for a centralized environment in banking operations is called:
a
central branch solution, b
core banking situations, c
centralized banking solutions
d
centralized business solutions, e
a and c .
'
20 The electronic system through which a company or a mutual fund can make payment of dividend to a
large number of shareholders or unit-holders: a MICR
b truncation
c
debit clearing system, d
credit clearing system
21 The part of the computer that makes use of primary memory: a storage unit, b. central processing
unit , c output devices
d computer user, e.all the above
22 Which of the following is the biological aspect of a computer: a finger
b hand
c
retina d a to c, e. b and c
23 What is the name of the windows software that is used for managing text through the word
processing: a MS Word, b.MS Power Point, c MS Access d MS Excel, e.b and d
24 Which of the following Is the instrument of payment called Plastic Money :
a. identity card, b
plastic card, c. debit card d greeting card, e. banker's cheque
25 Which of the following is the measurement unit for processor speed:
a megabytes
b megahertz, c mega characters d nano seconds, e. a and b
26 The centralized processing system in a bank makes use of which of the following:
a stand alone computers, b shared net working, c computers connected by a communication net
work, d computers connected by Internet, e. none of the above
27 Operating system is known as: a. operating software, b. application software, c operating hardware
d
system software, e. none of the above
28 The term ATM stands for which of the following:
a
automatic teller mechanism, b. automated teller mechanism, c. automated teller machine, d.
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atomic teller machines e. automated telephone machines
29 The term SWIFT stands for which of the following: a. Society for world-over international financial
transfers,
b. Society for world-wide interbank financial transfers, c. Society for world-wide interbank
financial telecommunication,d. Society for worst international financial terrorism
e.Social world-wide Interesting financial telecommunications
30 A system in which the collecting bank capture the 21ELC, Gi lit: image of a cheque and sends the
electronic image (instead of the actual cheque) to the paying bank, for collection, is called:
a. cheque electronic clearing, b electronic cheque, c
truncation of cheques/instruments
d
image transfer network
31 In a MICR cheque, which of the following code does not match the 'description:
a. first 6-digit code - cheque number, b
central 09-digit code — city, bank and branch code
c. last 2-digit code — transaction code such as saving or current account, d none of the above
32 An electronic substitute for a manual signature that serves the similar function as a manual
signature is called: a. encrypted signature b. decrypted signature, c. digital signature,d.pass word
33 The system in which a user of any utility service like telephone, electricity, gas etc. can make the
payment from his bank account, without a reference to him, by giving the authority, is called :
a M I C R , b truncation, c debit clearing system d
credit clearing system
34 Use of computer can be traced through a process which is called : a. computer audit
b. audit trail , c monitoring of computer operations d follow-up audit, e computer-inspection
35 Out of the following, which kind of data is generally stored on CD-ROM :
a voluminous data frequently used, b voluminous data modified rarely, c small data with high level of
calculations d operating system- software, e application software
36 The process that replaces the physical flow of cheques with electronic information or scanned image :
a electronic clearing system, b real time gross settlement, c cheque truncation
d electronic funds transfer e all the above
37 Which of the following is functions performed by e Mail: a. internet surfing, b electrical mail
service, c. electronic mail service, d. encoded mail service, e
electronic processing of post
38 The situation of reading of a data by someone other than the intended recipient is referred to as: a:
impersonation
b: eavesdropping c: data alteration
d:
denial-of service attack
39 Which of the following is the system that makes image processing for inter-bank payment purpose :
a electronic clearing system, b real time gross settlement , c cheque truncation
d electronic funds transfer, e. all the above`
40 The computer program that ensures interface between the user and the computer hardware:
a. application software, b. operating software, c. processing software, d. compiler, e. interpreter
41 Which of the following is the order in which the sorting is carried out in MICR system :
a city, bank, branch, b. instrument, city, bank, c bank instrument, city
d. instrument, bank, city, bank, city, instrument
42 Which of the following is used in the process of transfer of data from CPU to other outside
peripheral: a telephone
b modem c teleprinter d.laser-printer, e.all the above
43 Hot listing of Credit card means: a enhancement of amount of limit in the card
b blocking the operations of the card, c reducing the amount of limit in the card
d listing the card on more than one network, e. none of the above
44 A system that permits more than one user to access the computer system, at the same time,
through dumb terminals attached to the main system is known as: a. single user system
b
multi-user system c large area net work, d. metro area network, e. c and d
45 The device that converts the digital signals to analog signals and analog signals to digital signals: a.
central processing unit, b m od e m c fa x d compact disk
e
interpreter
46 Under computer network security, where the monitoring is done by personal performance features
such as eye-retina pattern or palm or hand geometry, it is called: a. physical security
b. logical
security, c: network security, d. biometric security
47 Which of the following is a feature of a real time system?
a
where processing takes place in batches, b where the processing takes place on-line with time
delays, c where processing takes place instantly without time delays
d
where processing takes place within one hour, e
where processing takes place online.
48 The art and science of keeping files and messages secured is called:
a: encryption
b: decryption c: pass phrase d:
cryptography
49 The payment system in which there is a single debit and multiple credit: a electronic clearing
service, b
electronic debit service, c electronic funds transfer, d SWIFT e CHIPS
50 Encoding the contents of a message in such a way that hides the contents from outsider is called: a:
encryption
b: decryption c:
pass phrase d:
cryptography
51 What is the name for the system which uses electronic means to collect payments from
customers made by the credit/debit card holders and installed at retailers :
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a ATM
b POS c CBT d CIP e any of the above
52 Which of the following is not an input device in a computer system :
a mother board, b key board, c mouse d touch pad e bar code reader
53 What is the number of digits in a PAN card: a. 10 numeric, b. 10-alphanumeric, c. 10-alpha
d 8-Alphanumeric,
e 8 - numeric
54 IDRBT stands for which of the following: a Institute for Development and Research in Banking
Technology, b. Institute for Development and Research in Business Technology
c Institution of Development and Research in Banking Technology
d Institute for Development of Rural Banking Technology, e None of the above
55 The debit payment system that works on the principle of multiple debits and a single credit:
a debit clearing, b. electronic debit clearing, c electronic clearing d electronic clearing service
e none of the above
56 Which of the following is not correctly matched : a WAN-Wide Area Network,
b LAN — Local area network, c MAN-Model Area Network, d RAM- Random Access Memory
57 The term booting is used in connection with which of the following:
a activation of the computer, b activation of internet, c. activation of the smart card
d activation of ATM, e b and d above
58 Which of the following determines the speed of the computer system:
a physical size of the computer unit , b. physical size of the hard disk
c capacity of the microprocessor, d speed of the monitor, e. all the above together

Answers
1
5
9
13

C
B
C
B

17

D

21
25
29
33
37
41
45
49
53
57

B
B
C
C
C
A
8
A

B
A

2
6
10
14
18
22
26
30
34
38
42
46
50
54
58

B
C
E
C
D
D
C
C
B
B
B
D
A
A
C

3
7
11
15
19
23
27
31
35
39
43
47
51
55

B
A
D
A
C
A
D
D
B
C
B
C
B
B

4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56

C
C
E
C
D
C
C
C
C
B
B
D
A
C

Recalled Questions on Electronic Payments System
01 Electronic payments are regulated by RBI under which of the following:
a Banking Regulation Act, b Information Technology Act 2000
c Payment and Settlement Systems Act 2007, d all the above
02 If there is dishonour of electronic payment instruction from account of a customer, the punishment,
as per provisions of Payment and Settlement Systems Act 2007 is:
a imprisonment up to one year and fine equal to amount mentioned in the payment instruction
b imprisonment up to two years and fine equal to amount mentioned in the payment instruction
c imprisonment up to one year and fine equal to double the amount mentioned in the payment
instruction d. imprisonment up to 2 years and fine equal to double the amount mentioned in the
payment instruction
03 Which of the following conditions is necessary for a bank to be fulfilled, to be member of centralized
payment system (RTGS / NEFT) of RBI: (1) min capital adequacy ratio 9% (2) net NPA below 5% (3)
min net worth of Rs.25 cr (4) profit during the last 5 years:
a 1 to 4 all
b
1 to 3 only c 1 and 3 only
d
2 and 3 only
04. Outward transaction charges for National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) are not correctly stated,
in which of the following, as per RBI guidelines:
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a up to Rs.10000 = Rs.2.50 , b above Rs.10000 up to Rs.1 lac = Rs.5
c above Rs.1 lac up to Rs.5 lac = Rs.10, d above Rs.5 lac = Rs.25 lac
05 Under National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT), the customers can complain to Ombudsman if
complaint is not resolved within
days: a 15 days, b. 30 days c 45 days, d 60 days
06 Under National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT), bank to afford credit to beneficiary accounts
immediately upon completion of a batch or else return the transactions within
hours of
completion of batch settlement, if credits are unable to be afforded.
a immediately

b

half an-hour c one hour

d

2 hours

07 Operating hours Under National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT), for week days are:
a 9 am to 6 pm b 8 im to 6 pm c 8 am to 7 pm
d
9 am to 7 pm
08 Operating hours Under Nati, nal Electrunic Funds Transfer (NEFT), for Saturday are:
a 9 am to 2 pm b 8 am to 2 pm
c 8 am to 1 pm d
9 am to 1 pm
09 The no. of hourly batches under National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT), on week days are:
a 15 b 12

c 11

d 10

10 The no. of hourly batches under National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT), on Saturday are:
a seven b six
c five
d four
11 Wef 1.1.2011, for RTGS / NEFT / NECS / ECS Credit products, as per RBI guidelines, the destination
banks are to afford credit to beneficiary's account based on :
a the number of account as furnished by remitter / originating bank in the message / data file.
b the name of account as furnished by remitter / originating bank in the message / data file.
c the number of account and name of account as furnished by remitter / originating bank in the
message / data file. d as per mutual agreement between sending and receiving bank.
12 The system of collection of outstation cheques through local clearing is called: a national clearing
system b speed clearing system c grid clearing system d electronic clearing system
13 In the MICR code structure which of the following is wrong (0 represents no. of digits):
a city code - 000
b
bank code – 0000 c branch code - 000
d
none of these
14 Indian Financial System Code (IFSC) is an code based on the pattern followed by the Society for
Worldwide Inter-bank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT): a 10 digit numeric code
b. 11 digit numeric
code c 10 digit alpha numeric code d 11 digit alpha numeric code
15 In the Indian Financial System Code (IFSC), the digits represent the following (advise which one is
correct) : a first 5 digits — bank code, b. digit — reserved code, c last 6 digits — branch code
d none of the above
16 Unique Transaction Reference (UTR) is

code: a 22 digit numeric code

b 21 digit numeric code , c 22 digit alpha numeric code d 21 digit alpha numeric code
17 To be an agent under Money Transfer Service Scheme (MTSS), what is the minimum networth of the
organisation which intends to be agent: a Rs.100 cr b.Rs.50 cr c Rs.100 lac, d Rs.50 lac
18 What is the maximum amount allowed to be remitted to India from abroad, under Nutley
Transfer Service Scheme (MTSS):
a USD 10000,

bUSD 5000 c USD 2500,d. USD 1000

19 Under Money Transfer Service Scheme (MTSS), what is maximum amount that can be paid as cash
to the beneficialy:
a Rs.50000, bless than Rs.50000 c. less than Rs.1 lac d. less than Rs.20000
20 HOW many rernittances

from abroad to India are allowed under Money Transfer Service Scheme (MTSS):

a 12 in a calendar year, b 30 in a calendar year, c 12 in a financial year, d 30 in a financial year
21 Under Money Transfer Service Scheme (MTSS) what should be the minimum net worth of overseas
principal: a USD 10 million, b. USD 5 million, c USD 1 million, d USD 0.5 million
22 Which of the following law in India, recognizes the truncated cheque and electronic cheque as legally valid
instrument: a Information Technology Act, b Negotiable Instrument Act, c Payment and Settlement
System Act d all the above
23 Which of the following features of a cheque under CTS 2010 Standards regarding paper is correct (1)
Paper should have protection against alterations by having chemical sensitivity to acids, alkalis, bleaches and
solvents (2) Paper should be giving a visible result afteri fraudulent attack (3) Paper should not glow under
Ultra-Violet (UV) light. I.e., it should be UV dull.
a 1 to 3 all

b

1 and 2 only c 1 and 3 only

d

2 and 3 only
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24 Which of the following features of a cheque under CTS-2010 Standards regarding watermark is
correct (1) All cheques shall carry a standardized watermark (2) the words of watermark will be
CTS-INDIA (3) Watermark should be oval in shape and diameter could be 2.6 to 3.0 cms. (4) Each
cheque must hold at least one full watermark.
a 1 and 3 only
b
2 and 4 only c 1, 3 and 4 only d
1 to 4 all
25 Under CTS-2010 Standards of RBI, the pantograph with hidden / embedded COPY or VOID feature shall be
included in the cheques. This feature should be clearly visible in photocopies and scanned colour images. The
objective is: a. it is a deterrent against colour photocopy or scanned colour images of a cheque, b it is a
deterrent against material alterations, c it facilitates proper accounting, d. all the
26 Under CTS-2010 Standards of RBI, a bank's logo shall be printed in the logo will be captured by /
visible in UV-enabled scanners / lamps. It will establish genuineness of a cheque.
a light blue ink
b
ultra-violet ink c light grey ink d
any ink at discretion of the bank
27 Under CTS-2010 Standards of RBI, the colours and back ground of CTS cheques should in
Light / Pastel colours so that Print / Dynamic Contrast Ratio (PCR / DCR) is more than % for
ensuring better quality and content of images : a 15% b 55% c. 60%
d 75%
28 Under CTS-2010 Standards of RBI, the cheques used In should be Issued with the account number
field pre-printed : a all accounts, b current account and corporate customers
c current and saving bank accounts, d large size amount cheques
29 Under CTS-2010 Standards of RBI, courtesy amount means amount in :

a words , b figures

c which is different in words and figures, d which is more in figures and less in words
30 Under CTS-2010 Standards of RBI, legal amount means amount in : a words, b. figures c which is
different in words and figures, d which is more in words and less in figures
31 In RTGS, each message has to be assigned with a number and provided in the field Transaction
Identification: a IFS number, b UTR number, c MICR number d. PAN number
32 Unique Transaction Reference (UTR) is acharacter number: a 10, b 12, c 15

d 22

33 Which of the following is not matched in the context et UTR number "XXXXRCYYYYMMDDnnnnnnnn" :
a XXXX is first 4 characters of IFSC of receiving participant
b R is RTGS and C is channel of transaction, c YYYYMMDD is year, month and date of transaction
d nnnnn:inn Is sequence number
34 The RTGS system uses a Transaction Type Code (TTC) to identify the type of individual payment
messages that is allowed for the particular type of payment transaction. The TTC values are in the range
of
which will be part of the message content :
a 0000 to 9999

b

000 to 999

c 00 to 99 d 0 to 9

35 The RTGS members may assign a priority while processing a payment transaction at the Member
Interface before releasing the transaction to the Central System. The available range of priority is
from : a 0111 to 0999, b. 0011 to 0099,
c 01 to 99
d. 01 to 09
36 Under RTGS, a payment transaction is finally and irrevocably settled when: a bank.
b sending bank has given the instruction c the Settlement A/c maintained with RBI is debited & receiving
participant credited. d the Settlement Account maintained with participant.
37 The 'open for business' time of RTGS starts at and end of the day happens at on a normal day:
a 8.00am , 8.00 pm
b 9 am, 6.30 pm , c 9 am, 6.00 pm
d 8 am, 6.00 pm
38 The opening for business time of RTGS starts at
and end of the day happens at on Saturday:
a 9 am, 2.30 pm, b 8 am, 4.30 pm c 9 am, 4.30 pm d
8 am, 5.30 pm
39 The customer transaction time at RTGS ison a normal day:
a 9 am to 2 pm b. 9 am to 3 pm c. 9 am to 4 pm
d. 8 am to 4.30 pm
40 The customer transaction time at RTGS is
on Saturday:
a 8 am to 4.30 pm b

9 am to 3 pm c 9 am to 4 pm

d 8 am to 3.30 pm

41 The bank transaction time at RTGS ison a normal day:
a 8 am to 7.45 pm b

9 am to 6 pm

42 The bank transaction time at RTGS is

c 9 am to 4.30 pm

d

9 am to 3 pm

on Saturday.

a 9 am to 6.30 pm b
9 am to 6 pm c 9 am to 4.30 pm
d
8 am to 7.45 pm
43. Under RIGS, if infra-day liquidity (IDL) facility availed by a bank is not adjusted before end of
the day, the bank is required to pay interest to RBI at
prevailing on that
day: a Repo Rate
b
Repo rate + 2% c Twice the Repo Rate
d
Bank rate + 2%
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44 Under RTGS, the originating member should ensure I factor authentications by adopting makerchecker pone while originating a payment transaction. It should release the payment message from their
system to the RTGS central system within minutes of debiting customer's account.
a 15 minutes
b
30 minutes c 45 minutes
d
60 minutes
45 Credit received by the RIGS member has to be credited the account of the beneficiary on the basis of
the account number in the payment message within
of receipt of the message at the Member
Interface : a 15 minutes
b
30 minutes c 45 minutes d
60 minutes
46 In case of any delay in providing credit under RTGS, beneficiary's bank has to pay compensation at
current
to the beneficiary customer per day.
a Repo Rate

b

Repo rate + 2%

c Twice the Repo Rate

d

Bank rate + 2%

47 For delay in returning the payment to the originati member in RIGS, the recipient member will be
liable pay compensation at current to the originating member.
a Repo Rate

b

Repo rate + 2%

c Twice the Repo Rate

d

48 Members are required to maintain RTGS transactions data for at least

Bank rate + 2%
years.

a 2 years
b
5 years c 8 years
d
10 years
49 The minimum and the maximum amount for RTC transactions is:
a no minimum and no maximum , b no minimum but max Rs.2 lac c. no maximum but min Rs.2 lac
d no minimum but max Rs.2 cr
50 The risks that is managed by RTGS are: a liquidity risk and settlement risk , b.
settlement risk and systemic risk, c systemic risk and liquidity risk, d liquidity risk and
operational risk
51 Under RTGS, if the amount of outward transaction is Rs. 2 lac to Rs.5 lac, the charges from customer
are:
a Rs.20 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.25
b Rs.25 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.30
c Rs.25 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.35
d Rs.30 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.35
52 Under RIGS, if the amount of outward transaction is above Rs.5 lac, the charges from customer are:
a Rs.40 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.45
b Rs.45 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.50
c Rs.50 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.55
d Rs.55 + applicable time varying tariff subject to max of Rs.60
53 Under Nepal Remittance Scheme, what is the maximum per transaction amount that can be
remitted from India to Nepal : a Rs.1 lac b
Rs.50000 c Rs.25000
d Rs.10000
54 Under Nepal Remittance Scheme, what is the no. of transactions for amount that can be remitted
from India to Nepal : a 30 remittances per financial year, b 25 remittances per financial year, c 15
remittances per financial year, d 12 remittance per financial year
55 Which of the following Information regarding charges for Nepal Remittance Scheme is not correct: a
originating bank to get Rs.5, b SBI to get Rs.20, c If beneficiary does nct have account in Nepal,
additional charges Rs.100, d. If beneficiary does not have account in Nepal, additional charges Rs.50
for remittance up to Rs.5000 and Rs.75 for remittance above Rs.5000
56 The maximum Value of any pre-paid payment instruments (with full KYC) shall not exceed Rs.
a Rs.10000

b Rs.50000,

c Rs.100000

d

at discretion of the bank

57 The term ATM stands for which of the following: a automatic transaction machine
b automated teller machine, c automatic teller machine, d automated transaction machine.
58 In the context of ATMs, PIN stands for and it is a digit code: a Perfect Information Number, 5
digits, b Personal Information Number, 5 digits, c Personal Information Number, 4 digits
d Perfect Information number, 4 digits
59 The term White Label ATM relates to which of the following: a ATMs installed by banks outside
their branches, b ATMs installed by banks in white buildings, c ATMs installed by non-bank entities,
d ATMs jointly installed by banks and non-bank entities
60 To install White Label ATMs, the Non-bank entities must have net worth of at least Rs.
per the last audited balance sheet: a Rs.50 cr, b. Rs.100 cr, c Rs.300 cr, d. Rs.500 cr

crore as

61 Under Free ATM Access Policy of RBI, the maximum amount that can be withdrawn by a customer
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per day / per transaction, from ATM of other bank is restricted to :
a Rs.10000

b Rs.5000 c Rs.2000

d

at discretion of the bank

62 Under Free ATM Access Policy of RBI, the maximum no. of withdrawals including balance enquiries,
without payment of charges, from ATM of ether bank is restricted to
per
month: a 5 10
c 15 d 20
63 Under Free ATM Access Policy of RBI, the charges for transaction above the free transactions are :a
Rs.25 per transaction, b. Rs.20 per transaction, c Rs.15 per transaction, d. at discretion of bank
64 The information about failed ATM transaction (i.e. account debited but cash not dispersed), is
required to be given by customer to the concerned bank within a period of
to be eligible for
compensation, in case of delay by bank: a 7 days, b 15 days, c 30 days, d. 60 days
65 If a bank receives information about failed ATM transaction from the customer, the bank concerned
has to consider relief to the customer within : a 7 days, b. 15 days, c 30 days, d.60 days
66 If a bank receives information about failed ATM transaction from the customer and incurs delays
in giving relief to the customer, bank has to pay compensation of Rs. to the customer without
request from him: a Rs.10000 b Rs.1000 c Rs.100 per day, d
Rs.10 per day
67 Single debit and multiple credits, Is the process, In respect of which of the following:
a R TGS
b NEFT c ECS-Debit d ECS-Credit
68 Single credit and multiple debits, is the process, in respect of which of the following:
a R TGS
b NEFT c ECS-Debit d ECS-Credit
69 Under mobile payments, the maximum amount which can be allowed by a bank is restricted to: a.
Rs.10000
b Rs.25000 c Rs.50000
d
at discretion of the bank

Answers

01-c
09-b
17-d
25-a
33-a
41-a
49-c
57-b
65-a

02-d
10-b
18-c
26-b
34-a
42-d
50-b
58-c
66-c

03-b
11-a
19-a
27-c
35-c
43-c
51-b
59-c
67-d

04-c
12-b
20-b
28-b
36-c
44-b
52-c
60-b
68-c

05-b
13-b
21-c
29-b
37-a
45-b
53-b
61-a
69-d

06-d
14-d
22-b
30-a
38-b
46-b
54-d
62-a

07-c
15-c
23-a
31-b
39-d
47-b
55-d
63-b

08-c
16-c
24-d
32-d
40-a
48-d
56-c
64-c
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MODULE - D
Support Services
Marketing of Banking Services / Products
SYLLABUS
-Marketing - An Introduction - Concept; Management; Products &
Services; Marketing Mix; Brand Image
-Social Marketing / Networking - Evolution, Importance & Relevance of
Social Marketing / Networking
-Consumer Behaviour and Product - Consumer Behaviour; Product
Planning, Development, Strategies, etc; CRM
-Pricing - Importance, Objectives, Factors, Methods, Strategies of Pricing;
Bank Pricing
-Distribution - Distribution Channels; Channels for Banking Services; Net
Banking; Mobile Banking
-Channel Management - Meaning, Levels, Dynamics, Advantages
-Promotion - Role of Promotion in Marketing; Promotion Mix
-Role Of Direct Selling Agent / Direct Marketing Agent in a bank Definition; Relevance; Banker as DSA/DMA; Delivery Channels in Banks;
Benefits
-Marketing Information Systems – a longitudinal analysis - Functions &
Components of MKIS; MKIS Model; Use of Computers & Decision Models;
Performance of MKIS; Advantages
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MARKETING – AN INTRODUCTION
Market : A market refers to the places where goods and services are sold and purchased. It

consists of all the potential customers sharing a particular requirement or need or goods to
engage in exchange. Market implies a situation where buyers and sellers of a commodity
interact and coming together of buyers and sellers of the same or similar commodities. A
market is not essentially a geographical area as buyers and sellers may be located at different
places.
Marketing : “Marketing is the science and art of exploring, creating, and delivering value to
satisfy the needs of a target market at a profit. Marketing identifies unfulfilled needs and
desires. It defines measures and quantifies the size of the identified market and the profit
potential. It pinpoints which segments the company is capable of serving best and it designs
and promotes the appropriate products and services.”
Marketing is the process by which companies create value for customers and build strong
customer relationships in order to capture value from customers in return.
-Philip Kotler and Gary Armstrong “Marketing is an organisational function and a set of
processes for creating, communicating and delivering value to customers and for managing
customer relationships in a way that benefit theorganisation and its stakeholders”.
Composition of market : In terms of the buyers and sellers, the markets may comprise of one seller
many, buyers, many sellers one buyers, many sellers many buyers, few sellers many buyers.
Different kinds of market : Markets can be grouped in different categories such as geographical,
volume of transactions, nature of products. Based on geographical area it may be a local market,
regional markets, national markets, global markets. On the basis of volume of transactions the market
could be retail market and wholesale market. As regards the products, the market may be capital
market, share market, commodities market etc.
Marketing : For a layman, marketing it selling of goods and services. In Commerce marketing is a
broader concept as it is concerned with satisfaction of requirement of customer, through which a firm
or a bank has to achieve its corporate objectives. Hence, the marketing is the process of identifying
consumer requirements, creating goods and services to satisfy customer requirement and ultimately
achieving the objective for which the organization has been created. Marketing is not only concerned
with meeting the existing needs of the customer but also create fresh needs and meeting those needs
to provide better satisfaction to the consumer. In the present day context marketing includes kindling
needs and providing new goods and services to fulfill those requirements.
Focus of marketing;Initially the focus of marketing was on demand for products. But with the
passage of time it has shifted to the consumer and consumer requirements, which may be his existing
needs or the needs to be created to create demand for new products and services. In other words the
marketing strategy is driven by the customer and the market requirement.
Scope of marketing :In the present day situation, the scope of marketing extends to goods and
services, events, persons, places, properties, organization, information, ideas.
Marketing is a management function because a firm makes use of various tools and techniques in an
organized way to identify the current and future needs of target customers and based on that
information, creates goods and services. Marketing is also a philosophy because it is an approach to
achieve corporate objectives by creating value for the customer.
Marketing and selling :Selling is product focused and involves sale of what a firm has produce.
Marketing is customer focused where the aim to maximize the earning by satisfying customer needs.

Marketing
Focus is on customer and his needs

Selling
Focus is the products and services

Marketing

begins much earlier than
Selling
is
one part of Marketing
selling,
_
Marketing
is
oriented
to
Selling is oriented to the
the needs of the buyer.
needs of the seller.
Marketing
aims at achieving corporate
Selling aims at
earning maximum
profits by increasing sales volume
objectives
through customer satisfaction.
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Marketing

converts customer needs into Selling helps in encashing those opportunities.
profitable opportunity.

Marketing management : Marketing management stands for managing all activities from
identification of business opportunity to the customer satisfaction, leading to earning the projected
revenues. According to American Management Association, marketing management is the process of
planning and executing the concept, pricing, promotion and distribution of goods and services and
ideas with a view to create value (revenues) that satisfy the customer as well as the organization
objectives.
Functions in marketing management :Marketing management takes care of 4 important aspects i.e.
analysis, planning, implementation and control & monitoring.
1.
Analysis is done for understanding the customer, --competition, .:trends, strengths and
weaknesses of the organization with a view to come out with appropriate marketing strategy.
2. Planning that include goals and target in measurable terms
3. Implementation of the strategic plans involving staffing requirement, task-allocation, responsibility
fixing, budgeting etc.
4. Control and monitoring: This involves review of implementation on a continuous basis
Marketing of Services : Banks and financial institutions do not produce goods. Instead they create
products in the form of financial services and services connected with finance. The need for marketing
of services is equally essential since there is lot of competition in this segment due to increasing
dependence of economic activity on the banking services and increase presence of banks and
financial institutions. In India, in particular, due to entry of new private banks, the competition has
increased substantially leading to lot of product and product delivery innovations.
Features of services :
A service can be defined as an activity or a series of activity intangible nature that does not result in
ownership of anything tangible. The important features of the service include:

It is an activity or a series of activities and not goods and commodities. It is essentially intangible.

The creation of services takes place by interaction between the service provider and the
customer.
Characteristics of the service :A service has four important characteristics i.e. intangible,
inseparable, heterogeneous and perishable. These characteristics do not apply to all services
equally. Intangibility: This means a service has no physical form. For instance remittance facility
provided by the bank to the customer or attending to some class addressed by a learned speaker.
inseparable : The presence of the service provider and the customer is almost essential. The
production or rendering of service is complete only after interaction between them.
Heterogeneous: The service as an output, normally cannot be standardized. From customer's point of
view, it is difficult to judge the quality of service before actual purchase.
Perishable : The service can not be stored, it has to be rendered. If is not rendered, it is lost for ever.

Distinction between goods and services
Goods

Services

Goods are in tangible form and are
Services are intangible and heterogeneous
homogeneous
Production and distribution are separate
Production and distribution are
simultaneous
Core value in
goods is produced in a Core value is
produced during the
production process
.interaction between
the
service
provider and the customer
Goods can be stored.
Services cannot be stored.
Transfer
of
ownership takes place
No transfer of ownership takes place
Features of financial services: in addition to all characteristics of services i.e. being intangible,
inseparable, heterogeneous, perishable, the financial services has the element of fiduciary
responsibility.
Fiduciary responsibility in the context of financial services stands for implicit responsibility which the
banks have in relation to management of funds and the financial advice they offer to the customer.
Bank marketing :NIBM has defined bank marketing as the aggregate of functions directed at
providing services to satisfy customers' financial needs and wants more effectively that the competitors
keeping in view the organizational objective. The definition highlights the following aspects:

Banks provide mainly the financial service to the customers.

Objective of providing these services is to satisfy the needs of the customer.

Competition is the driving force for bank marketing.
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Through bank marketing, the banks achieve their organizational objectives.
Need for bank marketing :For achievement of their corporate objectives, the banks create, win and
keep customers by providing services that satisfy their financial requirements. The marketing of
banking services achieve both kinds of objectives of banks i.e. commercial objectives of earning profits
and social objectives.
Implications of characteristics of services in marketing

1
Services being intangible, customers find it difficult to evaluate and judge the price unless
they utilize the service and get satisfaction....
2
Being heterogeneous the services are difficult to be standardized. it is difficult to control their
design, production and delivery.
3
Due to their nature being perishable the financial service cannot be stored like physical
goods. If these are not rendered, these are wasted and do not earn any revenue.
4
Having the element of inseparability the production of financial services require
presence of the producer and of the customer also. As a result, it restricts the scale of
operations.
Market Mix : It is a set of marketing tools that a bank uses to pursue its marketing Objectives .in' the
target 'market. A number of marketing mix tools are available and one of such tools is Mc Carthy's 4-P
classification that include product, price, place and promotion. These are from banker's point of view a
seller to influence the decision of the buyer. These marketing mix tools can be used for services also
although these were originally developed for goods.
Product : It is the basic marketing mix tool. Banks may offer various products with various features
to different segments of the customers, in different geographical and economic segments.
Price : Price is also an important marketing mix tool as through price offers of their products (loans,
deposits and other services), they can retain the existing customers, attract new customers, earn
revenues adequate to meet their corporate objectives.
Promotion : Banks undertake various activities to promote themselves, their products with a view to
reach the existing customers for new products and new customers for all old as well as new products.
Place : Place is a key marketing mix tool on the basis of which the banks are able to deliver their
services. With use of information technology, the banks have been able to extend their reach beyond
geographical and physical boundaries, particularly by providing Internet banking.
Important aspect of 4-Ps

Product
Pricing

: Variety, quality, design, features, brand name, packing, size, warranties, returns.
: List price, discount, allowances, payment period, credit terms.

Promotion : Sales promotions, advertising, sales force, public relation, direct marketing.
Place
: Channels, coverage, assortments, locations, inventory, transportation. Robert
Lauterborn's concept of 4C : Corresponding to 4P concept, Robert Lauterborn introduced the
concept of 4C in marketing of products and services. These 4Cs correspond to the 4Ps and include
1
customer needs and wants (corresponding to the product),
2
cost to the customer(corresponding to the price),
3
convenience (corresponding to the place) and
4
communication (corresponding to the promotion).
Market mix Concept of 7-Ps for services
Booms and Bitner propounded 7 P marketing mix model for services as the marketing mix tools meant
for product did not fully meet the requirement of service. These 7P for services include product (i.e.
service), price, promotion, place, people, physical evidence and process.
Important aspect of 7-Ps
Product: Range, quality standards, branding, service lines, warranty, after sales services.

Price

: Discount, payment terms, perceived value, price/quality relationship, credit

terms, differentiation.

Promotion: Advertising,, personal selling, sales promotion, publicity, public relations, direct
marketing.
Place : Location; accessibility, coverage, channels. ".
People
: Service employees, training, discretion, commitment, incentives, appearance,
interpersonal behaviour, attitudes, customer contact, customer interaction.
Physical evidence : Environment, furnishing atmosphere, layout, warranty, corporate identity,
peripheral evidence.
Process: Policies, procedures, systems, use of technology, customer involvement, work flow
standardization, employee discretion, quality control.

Servuction Process: This means simultaneous production and consumption of services.
PRODUCT PLANNING AND PRICING
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Product : Product refers to anything that could be offered to a customer, to satisfy the requirement of
the customer. The products include physical goods(TV, table, telephone set), services (merchant
banking services, remittance services), person (professor delivering lecture, doctor treating a patient,
banker giving special consultancy services), places (Shimla, branch loacation, ATM location),
organizations (a banking company say ICICI Bank) and ideas (banking training).
Features of a product : A product of different kinds of features such as core features, associated
features, brand name, package, label etc. The core feature is the principal component of the product
which has to be good for a product personality to be effective. In addition to core features, a product
will have associated features (a saving bank account with a bank offering cheque book facility). Brand
name feature gives a product its identity (special names given by banks to their deposit or loan
products that include their own name also say LIC Jeevan Anand Policy). Package and label feature is
a major part of the product personality.
Levels of hierarchy : Products have a 5 level customer value hierarchy ranging from core benefits to
potential product as under:
Core product —Convenience of making payment by cheque in case of a saving bank or current
account. Basic product — A saving bank account with cheque book facility
Expected product — Customer expectation and belief that he will get his own money when
demanded from the bank.
Augmented product — Provision for customer conveniences in a bank branch premises such airconditioned environment, waiting lounge, newspaper facility etc.). Saving bank account with
anywhere operation facility.
Potential product — Future products such as electronic cheque.
Categories of products : Depending upon various aspects such as durability, use or tangibility, the
products have different categories such as:
1. Durable and non-durable (from durability angle) , 2. Consumer goods and industrial goods
(from use angle). The marketing strategies would be different for different category of products.
Product mix, product line and product items : Buyers are offered different tends of products and
services by barks and manufacturers, The range of products offered is called product mix. Current
accounts, saving bank account, term deposit accounts with different features are examples of thisThe
product mix comprise different groups of closely related products that are called product lines. House
Loans alongwith loan for consumer durables, house furnishing are examples of product lines_There
are various product products which are offered to the customers by banks such as consumer loans,
vehicle financing, housing finance, corporate finance, trade finance, credit cards, debit cards etc.
Banking products :A banking product stands for a service or a package of services that are provided
to a particular customer or to a group of customers, by a particular bank or different banks. A saving
bank account of a customer with cheque book facility is one product and not two products. The banks
offer afferent kinds of products such as:
Regular accounts - saving- account, current account, anywhere banking account, senior citizen'saccount:
Deposit accounts-fixed deposit account, cumulative FD account, Recurring deposit account.
Loan accounts - vehicle loan, housing loans, personal loans, credit cards, gold credit card
Other services - bill payment, safe deposit lockers, demand drafts and mail transfers, demat account.
Product planning : Product planning includes the process of developing and maintaining a portfolio of
products, that satisfy the requirements of the customer. The process consists of various elements such
as product line, product mix, branding, packaging and new product development.
Tasks in managing a product mix
 Appraisal of each product line and each product item
 Decision on packaging,
 Product differentiation and positioning
 Managing brands and developing brand equity
 New product development

Product life cycle :Products have limited life span and a product during this span moves
through different stages that constitute the life cycle of the product Each stage have different
challenges, opporturifies and problems and the revenue at different stages change.
Stages in the product life cycle : There are four stages in the product life cycle i.e.
 Introduction stage : This is period of low sale, low profits, low sales growth_ Home banking through
compilers/ internet is the example.
 growth stage : rapid safes growth, improvement in profits (Credit and debit cards)
 maturity stage : slowing down of sales growth, peaking of sales, stabilization of profits or decline in
profits Saving bank account)
 decline stage: considerable decline in sales, erosion of profits (Travellers' cheque in banks)
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Sales
Profits

Marketing characteristics of different stages
Introduction stage Growth stage
Maturity stage
low
Fast growth
Slow growth

Decline stage
Decline

Marginal or even
loss
Need to
develop market

Rapid increase

Falling profits

Low profits

Expand by
penetration

Protect market
/
retain customers

Reduce cost,
reposition the
product

Customer target

Non-users, willing
to try

Tapping differed
customers

Shed segments

Competition

Few
competitors

Intensive
competition

Many efficient
competitors

Selective,
explore new
markets
Limited

Differential
advantage

Super performance Corporate entity

Strategic thrust

Price, unique
service

Low cost
producers

Levels of operation of product life cycles : The product life cycle operates at three levels i.e.
product level (term deposit), product sub-category level (fixed deposit and recurring deposit) and brand
level (fixed deposit like Flexi-deposit of IDBI).
Weaknesses of the product life cycle concept : Product life cycle concept has certain weaknesses
such as product life cycle is undefined, there is no uniform shape of PLC, it has unpredictable turning
points and the implications are not dear.

Marketing mix at different stages
Introduction stage
Product 1
-Unique • offering
Price
Low or premium
Promotion
Incentive to use
Advertising
To
create and
focus
build awareness
Distribution
Billdirg network

Growth stage
Improvement in
Low with high
Intensive
Brand narne,
performance
Fast spread out

Maturity stage
Decline stage
Different variety Rationalize range
Maintain margin Low margin
Loyalty formation Reduced to low
Value for money level
Rationalize
Create riche
territory

Limit coverage

Product strategies : Marketing strategies that are based on the product element are called product
strategies. These strategies are of two kinds; strategy based on product mix and strategy based on
product life cycle.
Growth strategies : The firms are in the look out for increasing their volumes and profits. There are
various approaches for this. important among them are intensive growth, integrative growth and
diversification growth.
Intensive growth : The growth opportunities available to a bank for growth within the existing
business.
Integrated growth: The growth opportunities available to a bank by acquiring business related to
existing business.
Diversification growth: The growth opportunities available to add attractive business unrelated to
the existing business.

Market / product expansion grid
Market / product
Existing Market

Existing product
Market penetration

New product
Product development

New Market

Market development

Diversification

Stages of product development : Since the products have limited life cycle, the banks have to
develop new products to remain in business by attracting new customers and retaining the existing
one. The process of product development moves through 5 distinct stages i.e.

idea screening (helps in removal of errors having long term implications), idea screening is
done by way of brainstorming, sessions, surveys for need, idea identification, suggestion scheme for
staff or others.
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concept testing (helps in determining the products of the competitors and customer target
segments). The objective is to test the product in authentic consumer setting, to learn size of the
market, to know as to how the consumer and dealers react to actual product

product development (prototype of the product is made first embodying large no. of attributes
of the final product)
 test marketing (involves introduction of the product to the market to know the real reactions)
 commercial launch (when resources are committed). Before launch decision about timing for
launch, geographical reach, prospect consumer groups, market strategy are taken.

Brand in a product : Besides the core physical aspects, a product also is known by its brand
name and identified by its packaging. Brand is a name, term, sign, symbol, design or
combination of all these. We have a big brand name in financial services sector like SBI, ICICI
Bank. A powerful brand enjoys a high level of consumer confidence. To build a strong brand,
lot may efforts are required on the part of an organization. it is even more difficult it
maintaining the brand image. There could be several options for brand development
depending on the mix of product category.
In the context of a brand, the line extension strategy involves introduction of additional items in the
existing product category under the same brand name. (Say credit card in addition to debit card)
As regards the multi-brand strategy introduction of additional brands in the existing product category
is involved.
Slogans Make Big Difference : Some of the slogans which are catchy

Polo : The mint with a hole
Coca Cola : Thanda Matlab Coca Cola
Idea : An Idea can Change your life
Surf : Daag Acche hain
Slogans of some of the banks
State Bank of IndiaThe Banker to Every Indian.
A llahabad bank A tradition of trust.
Bank of Baroda
India's International Bank.
Bank of India
Relationship beyond banking.
'MI bank
HUM HAI NA.
Bank of Maharashtra
One family, one Bank.
Central Bank of India
Central to you since 1911 .
Brand extension strategy is by way of use of existing brand name to launch new or modified
product; in a new category.

Brand/product
Existing brand name

Brand / product category Grid
Existing product
Line extension

New product
Brand extension

New brand name

Multi-brands

New brands

Packaging : Packaging is a function comprising the activities of designing and producing suitable
containers for the product. There are different layers of product packaging that include primary Packaging (i.e.: the basic packing like a glass bottle), secondary Packaging (a package in which the
container is kept a thermo packing over a lap-top) and shipping packaging (upper layer of the
packaging to give protection to the product till it reaches the consumer.
Labeling a product : Labeling of a product is done for the purpose of identification of the product or
brand, description of information, promotion of the product.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
The Information Technology has brought in a sea change in the present day marketing and sales
activities. The tech-savy Marketer/Business houses have started depending heavily on IT as a tool for
improving their business. The conventional brick and mortar sales outlets are gradually being taken
over by the IT enabled tools for marketing and sales. The Tech-savy consumers are now preferring on
line to the conventional shops for satisfying their needs and wants for products and services. In this
back drop, the Social Media Marketing plays an important role in promoting and marketing products
and services to customers as business firms think that they can make use of the Social Media
Marketing as a real tool for reaching the customers or the touch points.
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Social Media Marketing is a term that is used to describe marketing techniques that are focused on
social media sites such as Twitter, Face Book, You Tube, Pinterest etc. These Sites enables business
firms to interact with customers and understand their feelings about the products and services and
what kind of improvement they would like to see in the products and services.

The difference between Social Media and Traditional News Media
 In traditional news media the readers or viewers are passive participants.

In Social media existing customers and potential customers are actively participating and
exchanging information, sharing experience, expressing their views, opinion etc.

Social media network is spread across variety of channels and mediums covering very large
territories.
 Print and News Media operate within limited channels and areas

Social Media network is dynamic and flexible that keeps changing in terms of content, tools
and keeps evolving all the times.
 Social Media network calls for different kind of participation from the marketers.

In traditional media, marketers run campaigns and customized advertisement focused on a
particular group or audience.


Social media network enables the participants to make the marketer listen more than leading the
discussion


Social media network provides real and instant feed back from the actual users about the
product and service.
Some of the Popular Social Marketing Network : Twitter, Facebook , Pinterest , Google,
LinkedIn, YouTube ,American Express's OPEN Forum.
Impact of Social Media on Marketing.


Brand Recognition (a powerful tool for brand building)



Community (the followers become a community)



Repeat exposure(Reminding customer over and again about your products and services)



Authority (helping organizations to establish authority in the concerned field)



Influence(through the social media Organizations influence grows)



Website Traffic (Influences large number of customers to visit the site to know more about the o
fferings)


Ahead of the curve(Customers and prospect check through the sites whether the Organizations
are there in the social media and their presence in the site boost the image of the Organization.


Competitive advantages



Big wins. Being present in the social media helps organizations to get connected with business
opportunities.

Benefits of Social Media : Improved Social signals,Company Branding, Improved Brand
awareness, Word- of- mouth- advertising, Increased customer loyalty and trust, Improved audience
reach & influence.
The Indian Banks that is active in Social Media : A study was conducted by "Simplify 360" covering
the Banks viz HDFC Bank, 1C1CI Bank, Yes Bank ,City Bank, Kotak Mahnidra Bank, ING Bank, Axis
Bank, IndusInd Bank, and Public Sector banks viz, SBI, Bank of Baroda, PNB, Canara Bank etc. to find
out among these banks who are more active in the Social Media

Marketing. The study revealed that among the private banks, HDFC was found to be the most
active one in the Social Media. And in the public sector, SBI was found to be more active in
Social Media.
The study also revealed that public sector banks lag behind the private sector banks in utilizing
Social Media for marketing their products and services.
Social Media Marketing is important


Social Media is a unique component of the consumer decision journey.
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It is the only form of marketing that can touch the consumers at each and every stage of
taking a purchasing decision on a brand or a product.


The Banking industry has now started thinking and taken notice of the clients who are
migrating to Social Media for using it as tool for finding out products and services that can satisfy
their needs and wants including financial services.
Some of the banks are still found to be hesitant to adopt this new marketing channel and they are,
following a policy of "Wait and See Approach". This approach is likely to hurt banks when it comes to
leveraging social media channels and it will only enable the competitors, who have already adopted
the Social Media, as a tool for marketing, to gain considerable mileage in marketing.
How Banks can use Social Media for marketing
 There is a constant rise in the number of people using the Social Media platform like Face Book,

Twitter You Tube etc.


Banking business being a completely customer driven segment, it is imperative that the
Banks be in constant touch with their customers and Social Media Platforms can be used as great
channel of communication for them.

The different ways bank can use Social Media is as follows : - *Drive awareness about a new
product or service , * Engage with customers ,*Post job opportunities and attract high quality
candidates for jobs ,*Gauge its performance in the industry, identify areas of improvement and
foster innovations.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND PRODUCT
The customer is the king is the present day slogan in the marketing activities. Without
customers no organization can exist. All the goods and services revolve around the
customers. It is the consumers who decide as to who is the leader in the market. Customer
behaviour is the most unpredictable thing. Hence planning of a marketing mix should be
customer-centric and focused on the needs and wants of the customers. In Bank marketing
also customer's choice, preferences, needs etc should be given due consideration while
formulating the plans. All these call for an understanding of the customer behaviour before
understanding the product development and management.
Consumer Behaviour: Customers' need as per Maslow's Theory of Hierarchy of Needs is to
be understood while considering the marketing of a product, whether a physical or a service
product, we must understand the customer's need as per Maslow's theory of hierarchy of
needs and human behavior:
Physiological needs - food, drink, oxygen, sleep
Safety needs
- avoidance/protection from threatening situation and economic
securitySocial needs
- friendship, affection and sense of belonging
Esteem needs
self-respect, recognition, status and success
Self-actualization - self-fulfillment
Family Life Cycle: Everything has a life cycle during which changes keep taking place.
Similarly, for a human being, the study of life cycle is important from the angle of marketing In
the marketing context, family life cycle is divided into four stages and the financial status in
terms of banking needs vary at the different stages of the life cycle.
Learning habit development: The buying behaviour is influenced by various factors like the
person's
r
need, knowledge about the product, past experience; utility, 'attitude, personality,
price, quality of the product etc. Free samples, Special Discounts, low price, etc are
offered to build a product preference habit.
Customer Relationship Management: It aims, at customer retention, maintaining relationship
with external market who influence or provide referrals and-integrating marketing activities,
customer service and quality standards.
Activities under Customer Relations Management: Ensuring quick customer service,
Maintaining customer information data base, Analyzing customer feed back ,Conducting
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customer satisfaction survey Managing communication program,Hosting special events,
Auditing and reclaiming lost customers
UNDERSTANDING PRODUCT : Philip Kotler has defined a product as “anything that can be
offered to a market for attention, acquisition, use or consumption that might satisfy a want or
need"Products have a personality which include the core features, associated features, Brand
name and logo caseand the package and label (example in the a of' Banks - SB account of a
Bank)
Product level: A product has a Customer value hierarchy, core benefit, basic product,
expected product, augmented product and potential product. In the present day marketing
success depends on providing unanticipated benefits to customers so that the traditional
customer satisfaction terminology can be changed to customer delight.
Product categories: Non durable goods, durable goods, consumer goods, industrial goods,
services.
Product mix: - A range of products offered by a seller to buyers.
Product line: Different groups of products that are closely related
Product items: Each product line consists of several specific product items
Retail Banking Product Mix: Regular Account Deposits Loans & Other services
PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE : Just as a biological life cycle is defined, a concept of life cycle has been
given to the products also. This concept is based on the opinion that a product undergoes a cycle of
launch and decline. A product is designed and launched after a meticulous research and
development exercise.

(The four stages of life cycle are: Introduction Growth Maturity Decline )
A lot of promotional activities will take place at this stage. More focus will be on attracting the
consumers. If they appreciate the product many takers will step up the demand. The product grows
through increasing demand and need based customization. The success of a service product is
more assessable and visible at this stage. The product has to keep growing because competitors
will bring in similar products. Like living beings products also have a life cycle. It can be seen that
most products will either disappear or become obsolete over a period of time and new one emerges
 Products have limited life span
 Sales of a product during its lifespan passes through distinct stages
 Each of the stages poses different challenges, opportunities and problems Profits rise and fall at
different stages
 Different marketing strategies are required for each-Ofthefour stages
The Process of Product Development


Idea screening: Ideas enable firms to develop new products. Customers, Tebhnical experts, employees,
competitors, advertising agencies, .consultants are source from where ideas can be obtained.
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Concept Development & Testing: Selected idea can be used to develop a testable product. Before a new
product is developed based on the new concept the product is required to be tested in the market for obtaining
consumer views, Opinion, marketability etc



Product Development: Prototype of the product is made with all the attributes as possible
which will be there in the final product. Packaging is also developed at this stage.



Test Marketing: Introducing the product to the market to know the customer reactions, learn
the size of the market to assess consumers and dealers reactions in using handling and
repurchasing the actual product.



Launching: The final stage of launching of the product in the market by taking appropriate decision on
timing of the launch, prospect 'consumer group, geographical reach and market strategy.

Growth Strategies: Objective of a firm' is to increase sales and profit. At a certain stage a firm faces drop in
the expected sales and profit. To move up to the expected level of performance in such cases, the firm can
adopt Intensive Growth strategy, integrative growth strategy and diversification
Product Strategies: Marketing strategies which are based on the product element are called product
strategies. Product strategies are of two types : (a) Strategies based on "Product Mix" & (b) Strategies
based on "Product Life Cycle" There are several strategies which firms adopt falling under the above
categories. Some major strategies are product modification, product elimination and diversification.

Product Modification: When the sale of product declines the effective and corrective measures to
stimulate growth and sale, characteristics of the products need modification. This can be achieved by Quality
improvement, feature improvement and style improvement..
Diversification: Means entering into other business opportunities outside the existing business.
The three types of diversification are - (A) Concentric Diversification, (B) Horizontal Diversification , (C)
Conglomerate Diversification.
BRANDING : A brand is an offering from a known source. A brand name (Eg: Raymonds ) reminds people
about the brand image. A Brand is a name, sign, symbol or design or a combination of all these. Brand adds
perceived value to the product. Farm products and food products are branded and known in the market in their
brand names. Many of the products in the market are known by its brand name. (Some of the examples are
Tata Salt, Dalda, Vegetables oil, Xerox Machine etc. ). Some of the brand names become house hold names
because of utility and popularity of the product at its introductory stage in the market. (For example VIM
Scouring Powder, SURF Washing powder & Nirma washing Powder )
Brand Equity : The positive differential effect that knowing, a brand name has on consumer
response to a product or service is called as the Brand Equity. In Banking sector also the brand image
plays a very significant role in its marketing activities. Banks have identified catchy slogans to create brand image
for example the slogan of City Bank (the city never sleeps) HSBC slogan (The Worlds local bank) Bank of Baroda
slogan (India's International Bank) etc. It is seen that some Banks use the services of `Film Actors/Cricket Players
as their Brand Ambassadors for creating a brand image for their banking products.
Line Extension: In an existing product under the same brand, inclusion of additional items like new ingredients,
shape, flavours, fragrance or package size etc,. Example Hindustan Lever introduced Surf Washing powder and
later on launched Surf Excel, Surf Ultra etc as line extension of the original brand Surf.
Brand Extension: Use of an existing brand name to launch new or modified product in a new category.
Example - Enfield Motor Cycle and Enfield Generators
Multi Brands: Launching additional brands in an existing product category (Example RIGS and NEFT
are new brands in remittance product category) New Brands: A new brand name fora new product
Co-branding: Combining two or more well known brande.in an offer. It is mostly seen in the Credit Card business
of the Banks. Banks have co-branded their cards with Airlines,(Indian Airlines/Jet) Oil companies and major retail
outlets for making the brand image-Mare visible.
PACKAGING : Products need to reach the consumer from the factory in a convenient manner. For this purpose
they need to be packaged. The function comprising the activities of designing and producing a suitable container
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for the product is called packaging. A product may need several layers of packaging :- (A) Primary Package - the
primary container(B) Secondary Package — the package in which the container is kept which is usually thrown
away before use (C)Shipping Package — several units of a product packed in Cartons for storing and identifying
while transporting in bulk quantities.
LABELING: A label is an integrated part of packaging, but it is very significant and of vital importance.
Labeling enables to identify the product or brand, it describes information about the products, manufacturer
and instruction of usage etc. and it promote the product through attractive graphics

PRICING
Price is the second major element of marketing mix. Price is the only one that generates
revenue, while other elements incur cost. Price is the amount of money paid for a product by
the consumer and charged by the manufacturer. In the simplest words, price is the amount of
money charged for a product or service. All business entities set a price for their products.
Prices exist in different forms for products of different naturePrice exist in different forms such cost
paid for a TV set, tuition fee paid, medical fee paid to physician, fare for journey etc. Prices
can be determined by negotiation between the parties or by the forces of demand and supply.
There could be a system of fixed prices or dynamic prices.
Fixed pricing: Where the price of the product is same for all buyers.
Dynamic pricing: Where the price of the product may be different for different buyers on the basis of
bid offer by the buyer and acceptance of the bid by the seller. For example, public issue for capital,
through Book Building.
Objectives served through pricing : Various objectives are served by pricing of products that
include:
Profit earning — Through pricing, the firms can optimize their profits.
Survival through fixation of prices firms ensure their long term survival by covering the cost and also
earning some profit.
Market share — pricing can be used to increase the market share or retain the existing market
share.
Cash flows: pricing of products result in revenue enhancement and cash flows for a firm.
Status quo: to meet competition and stabilize the demand, a firm may maintain status quo, as far as
prices are concerned.
Product quality : for improvement in quality, the firms have to incur additional cost and for that
purpose, they have to fix higher prices.
Communicating image : prices also communicate the image of a product. Banks charge different
prices for their products They pay interest, levy interest and recover services for various products.
Factors that influence the pricing of a product
There are various factor that influence the pricing of a product. These factors could be internal factors
or external factors.
Internal factors : Objectives of the firm, characteristics of the product, price elasticity of the demand
of product, composition of the product line of the firm. In case of a bank, while fixing the Bench Mark
Prime Lending Rate (BPLR), the banks take into account the cost of funds, cost of operations, profit
margin and risk cost.
External factors : Market characteristics, buyer's behaviour and bargaining power of buyers and
suppliers, competitor's policy, social considerations. In case of banks while fixing BPLR, the banks
also take into account, the BPLR of other banks. There are three principal inputs (called 3C) that
affect the pricing decisions of any product, which include customer's demand schedule, cost function
and competitor's prices.
Common methods of pricing
For determining the price of the various products under various situations, three methods are used
which include cost based pricing, value based pricing and competition based pricing. Various
elements of these three methods are as under:
Cost based pricing: Mark-up pricing, absorption cost pricing, target return pricing, marginal cost
pricing.
Value based pricing : Perceived value pricing, value pricing
Competition based pricing: Going rate pricing, auction type pricing, group pricing.
Mark up pricing : Price is determined by adding a standard mark up, on costs (including both
variable costs and contribution for fixed costs). For example, for bank loans, BPLR is used as a mark
up and interest rates for various loan products are linked to this markup.
Marginal cost pricing: Where the direct variable costs are fully realised and only a portion of the
fixed costs is realised.
Value pricing — Where the perceived value of the product is higher for the customer than the cost
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fixed by the manufacturer it is case of value pricing. Interest rate in case of DR! loans is much lower
than the interest rate in consumer loans.
Auction-type pricing : Under this method, the prices are fixed on the basis of price bids given by
the buyers on the reserve price. There are three kinds of auction type pricing i.e. English auctions,
Dutch auctions, sealed bid auction.

Pricing Strategies :
Banks fix the prices of their product not on a single consideration but for a no of considerations.
Many times they are forced to offer similar prices to the customer, for instance, in case of deposits.
At times they area able to charge different prices for different products on the basis of other
consideration. Such pricing may be
geographical pricing — different prices for customers in different regions.
psychological pricing — fixing a price range say economy range and premium range
promotional pricing — to stimulate early purchase by offering incentives.
discriminatory pricing - in case of banks, higher interest on deposits for deposits of Rs.15 lac or
above.
product-mix pricing — pricing as a package with the objective of optimizing the profits for the entire
mix.
Market skimming pricing -Price. that is initially kept higher and later on reduced to attract more
buyers : Market skimming pricing.
Product bundling pricing: Where the sellers put the products and features together and price them
as a complete lot, this is called..

Market penetration pricing : When the price is kept lower in the beginning to attract a large market
share, this is called Market penetration pricing
Discriminatory pricing : Different prices for different buyers :.
Discounts and allowances : Firms also allow various kinds of discounts and allowance that include
cash discount, quantity discount, functional discount, seasonal discount.
Cash discount and seasonal discount : Discount for prompt payment is called cash discount and
discount given during off-season is called seasonal discount.
Quantity discount and functional discount : Discount for large purchase is called quantity discount
and discount allowed to trade channel members for performing certain function is called functional
discount.
Techniques for stimulating early purchase: Loss-leader pricing, special-event pricing, cash
rebates, low interest pricing..
Different sets of prices for optimizing the profit for entire mix, in product-mix pricing : Product
line pricing, option feature pricing, captive product pricing, two part pricing, by-product pricing, product
bundling pricing.
Bank Pricing : Interest Cost and Service Cost have to be considered while pricing a bank product.
Factors impacting bank pricing - Risk and Return, Monetary Policy,Capital Adequacy,Cost Benefit
analysis
Fair pricing of Credit: Fair pricing of credit is very critical for both lenders and borrowers as it has a
direct bearing on the earnings and profits of the lending bank.
Objectives of Fair pricing of credit : Flexibility to the lenders ,Effectiveness to the monetary policy,
Protection to customers from unfair practices. Pricing of credit is regulated by RBI in terms of the
powers vested with it under Section 21 of the Banking Regulation Act 1949. Prior to financial sector
reforms of the 1990s, the regulation of pricing of credit was by way of prescription of sector-specific
quantum and tenor based interest rates.
In 1994, as a step towards deregulation of lending rates, banks were permitted to determine their
own lending rates for credit limits over Rs.2 lakh, with reference to a Board approved Bench mark.
The Bench mark was the prime lending rate (PLR) of Bank. The PLR was the minimum rate charged
by banks for credit limit over Rs.2 lakh.
As there were complaints from borrowers as also there were some draw backs in the BPLR system,
the RBI introduced the Base Rate system on July 1, 2010 to make the lending rate more transparent,
forward looking and sensitive to the Reserve Bank's policy rate. As regards fees and charges the
banks are following the code prepared by BCSBI (Banking Codes and Standards Board of India)
According to this code banks are required to notify any increase in fees or change in fees or
introduction of new fees or charges through statement of accounts/e-mail/SMS alerts/ Notice Board at
branches, one month prior to the revised charges become effective.

DISTRIBUTION
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One of the four Ps of marketing mix is "Place" or "Distribution". In the economic terms, any
product, being capable of giving customer satisfaction needs to have "place" and "time"' utility.
This is provided by the "Distribution" function of marketing mix. All endeavors of production will
come to nought, if the products do not reach the consumers for consumption. In the normal
goods distribution process, entities other than the producers are also associated and there is a
chain between the producer and the consumer. Generally most producers do not sell their
products directly to the final users. Between the producer and the end user there stands a set of
intermediaries performing a variety of functions and they form a Marketing Channel. These
intermediaries can be called as Distributors, Wholesalers, Retailers, and Agents etc. Distribution
is a marketing function making available goods and services at the right place at the right time.
Others who help in the distribution process are Transporters, Warehouses, Banks, advertising
agencies etc.
Distribution Channel : A marketing Channel system is the particular set of Marketing channels
a firm employs and decisions about it are among the most critical ones management faces.
Marketing channels are sets of interdependent organizations involved in the process of making a
product or service available for use or consumption. Marketing Channels are the set of pathways
a product or service follows after production culminating in purchase for use or consumption.One
of major roles of marketing channels is to convert potential buyers into 'profitable customers. A
Firms Supply Chain which can be better termed as Value Delivery .Network consists of the Firm,
Suppliers, Distributors, Wholeealers, Retailers and finally the customers who work with each
other to create the value for the customer.

Functions of Distribution Channels: Members of a distribution channel are expected to
perform the following functions :
M a r k e t I n f o r n f a t i o n : Provide feedback to the produber regarding customer reaction.
Collect Information about potential and current customers. Inform the Producer about
competitor activities and their marketing strategies.
Promotion.; Communicating about the product for stimulating purchase. They also provide pre
sales and after sales service to the customers.
Contact: They carry out the function of locating and.communicating with the prospective
buyers. The distribution channel owing to its physical proximi to consumers helps in smooth
sales process and brings together consumer and producer efficiently.
Matching: The distribution channel partners shape and fit the offer to the buyer's needs
including alterations, grading, assembling and packaging. Specific requirement of the
consumers are taken care of.
Negotiation: They negotiate and settle the final price and other terms and conditions with the
buyer. They also communicate the producer regarding the customer's reaction about the price.
Product information: The distribution channels besides selling the products to consumers
provide them with the required technical data about the products.
Physical distribution: The channels perform the distribution function by transporting and
storing the goods for making it finally available to the consumers.
Financing: They acquire and use funds for financing the distribution operations. The
distributors buy goods in bulk from the producers either by remitting cash or availing credit
facilities with various terms and conditions.
Risk Taking: They take the risk of carrying out the channel tasks.
Channel Types: Zero Level Channel: it is direct marketing — From the producer direct to the
customer.
One- level Channel: One selling intermediary such as a retailer
Two- level Channel: A wholesaler and retailer
Three-level Channel : Three intermediaries ie Wholesaler to Jobbers who sell to retailers.
Factors influencing Channel Selection:
Product characteristics: Perishable products, consumer durables Industrial products
Market Characteristics: Nature of the product Location of market, size of the market, number
of potential customers, buying habits of customers, demand etc are factors which influence
choice of the channel.
Customer Characteristics: Customers belong to different age group, sex, income group etc
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and customers would have different buying habits, preference and needs.
Company resource: The financial prowess and managerial talent of firm enables to choose
either a direct channel or with minimum number of intermediaries.
Competition: If competition is strong consider engaging two or three level channel. Channel
adoption depends on competitors activities.
Product lines: Producers with several product lines and each line with several items find it
more suitable to handover the distribution functions to other intermediaries.
CHANNELS FOR BANKING SERVICES
Bank Branches are the primary distribution outlet for banking services. The bank branches can
be classified into two : - (A) General Branch which provides all kinds of banking services such
as deposits, Loans remittances; money transfers etc , (B)Specialty Branch which handles
specialized banking business for specific type of clients like personal banking, international
banking and Trade Finance. Telephone Banking, ATMS. Credit Cards and Debit Cards (Plastic
Cards).
Intermediaries in Banking Service:
Direct sales agents: For selling housing loans, auto loans etc.
Automobile dealers: They enter into tie-up with certain banks for selling its auto loans,
Merchant Establishments. These establishments accept Credit Card or Debit Card of Banks for
facilitating purchase.

CHANNEL MANAGEMENT
Channel management is also called as IT channel management, distribution channel
management, channel sales management and sales channel management Channel and
Channel management is required to reach large target market. Efficient Channel management
is crucial to any company sucess. After a company has chosen a channel system, it must
select, train, motivate and evaluate individual intermediaries for each channel, A channel
member selection is very important. To customers, the channels are the company as the
intermediaries are the interface between the company and consumer. To facilitate channel
selection, the producers should evaluate the intermediaries in terms of the number of yours in
the business, financial strength, their other business lines, growth and profit records,
reputation etc.
Meaning of Marketing Channel System: The Intermediaries constitute a Marketing Channel.

Some intermediaries like Wholesalers and Retailers buy, take title to and resell the
merchandise.
They are called merchandise. Others like brokers, representative of manufacturer; sales
agents search for customers and negotiate on behalf of the producers, but do not take titles to
the goods. They are called agents. Transportation company, warehouse, banks advertising
agency who help distribution are called as Facilitators.
Channel Levels :

Zero Level — Direct marketing channel e.g. Internet sale, door to door sale, direct
One level — One selling intermediary such as a retailer
Two level- Two selling intermediaries, viz wholesaler and a retailer
Three level- Wholesaler, who sells to jobbers who in turn sells to retailers.
As IT has advanced, service industries like Banking,' Irisfarance, Travel etc have commenced
selling their products through these new channels.
Channel Dynamics : Distribution channels do not stand still. New Whole Selling and Retailing

institutions emerge and new channel system evolves. Vertical, Horizontal and Multichannel
Marketing systems have become the recent trends in the channel integration_ system.
A Vertical Marketing system (VMS) comprises, the producer, .Wholesalers and retailers
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acting as a unified system. For example in Banks, dep6sits and loans are channeled throtigh
the Branch office who acts on behalf of the Bank Management.
Horizontal Marketing Systerm :ln this two or more unrelated companies put together
resources or Program to exploit an erneting marketing opportunity .Example
Supermarket,chains making arrangements with Banks to bffef instore banking. Banks join
hands with Insurerice companies to market their products viz policies, along with various loan
product's like housing loans educational loans vehicle loans etc.
Multichannel Marketing System: It occurs when a single firm uses Iwo or more channels to
reach one or more customer' segments. Example: Bank trying to sell its Products through
internet, marketing
officials, outsourcing,, Opening ATM Counters, branch banking etc.
Advantages
Helps organizations to improve their bottom line by Increasing the efficiency of internal and
channel
partner teams, Helps sales team to attract and retain customers,' reduce administrative time,
bringing in higher revenue. The interwoven channel management (ICM) connects business
with their direct and indirect channels through information, business process and sales
applications to streamline the sales process and realize more profitable channels. It enables
organizations to develop specialized intranets for direct sales channels and extranets for
indirect sales channels to stimulate sales momentum

PROMOTION
Promotion is the fourth and last P of the marketing mix, but in no way the least important of these. While a
good product at a reasonable price delivered at the appropriate place and time are essentials of the marketing
mix, these need the support of an attractive promotion mix, so that the consumers become aware of the offering.

Promotion is that parts of the marketing mix where the producer or seller communicating
about the products or brands they sell, its utility, benefit etc with the customers. Marketing
communications are the means by which firm's attempts to inform, persuade and remind
consumers directly or indirectly about the products and brands they sell. The ultimate success
of the marketing endeavors is dependent on how effective the promotion strategy has been in
reaching the market and influencing the consumers appropriately.
Role of Promotion in marketing: It is to influence the consumers to buy the products or services.

Promotion efforts aim at encouraging the customer to move through various stages of decision
making
process towards buying the products or services from the firm. Promotion in marketing has the
following aims:
(a)Persuasion : Aims to create liking, preference etc for a product to make the customer start
acting in favour of the Firm
(b) Inform: Aims to create brand awareness and knowledge of new products or new features of
an existing product among the consumers.
( c ) Reminding: Aims to stimulate repeat purchase of products and services with a view to
retaining their business and to have higher share in it.
(d) Reinforcing: Aims at ensuring customer satisfaction and convincing the current purchasers
that they made the right choice.
Promotion Mix: Promotion of product means the activities that communicate the merits and
utility of a product and influence the target customers to buy it. The following are the tools
used in promoting a product or service : Advertising, Personal selling, Sales promotion, Public
Relations and Direct Marketing
Advertising: Advertising is any paid form of non-personal presentation of ideas, goods or

services by an identified sponsor. Advertisement through print media, Television, Film ads
Internet etc has a wider reach. Ads through these mediums make the customer to carry an
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impressive image of the producer or seller of the goods and services. The Nationalized Banks,
Foreign Banks,-New Generation Private Banks etc advertise through Television, Print Media,
Hoardings put on waysides, ads, at Railway Stations etc for making the customers aware
about their products and services.
Personal Selling: In this case there may be a presentation by the Sales Team of the Firm to the

prospective buyers. It involves a personal interaction between the seller and the buyer. In this
process the buyers' need is better understood. It helps to maintain long term business
relationship between the sales personal and the consumer. Personal selling is now adopted by
most of the banks in improving their business. If a customer telephones to some Banks
enquirin6 about the details of a Housing loan, the customer will be visited at his convenience
by representativgs of the Bank for negotiations, with the necessary forms/literature etc to get
the customer.
Sales Promotion: Sales Promotion is a key ingredient in marketing campaigns, consisting of a
collection of incentive tools, mostly short term, designed to stimulate quicker or greater
purchase of particular products or services by customers. It is an incentive influencing
customers to buy. For example short term incentives like coupons, contests, discounts etc are
offered to customers to attract them for stimulating purchase of a particular commodity. The
Banks also are using sales promotion titled as Deposit Mobilization fortnights. In the case of
Banks it can be seen that housing loans or auto loans offered by banks are accompanied with
offers of special rates of interest, waiver of processing fees etc during festival seasons.
Public Relations: It includes a variety of programs to promote or protect a company's image or

individual products. An efficiently managed company takes concrete steps to manage
successful relations with its key publics, Besides building corporate image, public relation
activity is an exercise aimed at building good relations with consumers, suppliers, other
stakeholders etc in respect of the company and its products and services. ( Press conference
by CEO's of companies, and Banks arranging blood donation, Free eye testing camps, Free
medical camps, organizing painting exhibitions etc . are public relations activities aimed at
building the image of the organizations concerned.)
Promotion Mix strategies : Push strategy and pull strategy are the basics of promotion strategy
Push Strategy : Inducing channel members to buy the product and then sell them to the final
customers which are being done through personal selling and-trade promotions
Direct marketers can use a number of Channels to reach prospective buyers and existing
customers, such as direct mail, catalogue marketing, tele- marketing, websites, TV, mobile
devices etc.
It enables to build long term relationship with customers by sending information materials, birth
day cards, small premiums, frequent reward programs and club programs.
Banks are also using direct marketing using the services of direct sales agents (DSA) for
marketing their financial products. In certain cases customers are made members and ,these
members take up further marketing. Example Amway, Grameen Bank of Bangladesh (Micro
finance ).
Pull of Strategy : In the case of Banks the strategy is found to be more relevant since its
services cannot be pushed Down to the customers through the channel member. -Credit cards
offered on telephOrei-.upgraded cards being sent to customers without being applied for,
personal loan information being ,sent to customers even" without an enqu ry from customers
are examples of Push strategy being applied in the banking service Factors influencing the
Promotion mix
Type of product/Market: Depends on the nature of the product. For consumer_ goods, greater
focus on advertisement, personal selling, public relations. For Industrial products, personal
selling, sales promotion schemes, advertising and public relations. Banks for generating fixed
deposits use press advertisement and press statements whenever there is change in the
interest rate.
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Buyers' Readiness stage: Awareness, Knowledge, liking, preference and conviction make the

customer to finally decide to purchase. It is necessary toSell the concept first to make the
customer aware of the
utility and benefits that are available from the. products.
Product Life Cycle Stage : Introduction stage, Growth stage, Maturity stage, Decline stage. At
the introduction stage of a new product, there is a need to create an impressive level of
awareness for which advertising and public relations are tools found to be suitable. At the
growth stage the advertisement and public relations will have much impact on the market. At
the maturity stage sales
promotion activities are relevant to attract more buyers. At the decline stage regular
advertisement will serve the purpose as a reminder to customer. Sales promotion is very
important in making the customers aware about a product for a long time and it helps in
reducing the decline rate.
Promotion mix integration: The elements of promotion mix may be implemented in the

promotion program of a product in the best way suitable to the organization. Integrated
promotion communications produce stronger message consistency and greater sales impact. It
enables the producer or seller to reach the right customers with the right message at the right
time and right place.

Role Of Direct Selling Agent / Direct Marketing Agent in a bank
Bulk of the goods and services are sold through stores. Non-store retailing falls into four major
categories: direct selling, direct marketing (which includes telemarketing and internet selling),
automatic vending and buying services. The non-store jobs have slowly diversified to the
service sector, like banking and insurance companies.
Direct Selling: It is known as multi-level selling or network marketing. In this process a sales
person visits household or a group for door to door selling. The sales person demonstrates
and takes orders either from a buyer or group of prospective buyers who watch the
demohstration. Example: Amway.
Direct Marketing: An interactive marketing system using one or more than one media for
effecting considerable transactions. It uses consumer direct channels to reach and deliver
goods and services to customers without the middlemen. These channels include Direct mail,
catalogue, telemarketing, TV, Web sites and mobile devices.
Relevance of Direct Selling and Direct Marketing to Banks: The IT Revolution has
impacted considerably the banking marketing activities. The banks have changed their attitude
from being branch centric to technology centric enabling them to become more customers
oriented. The core banking system is an example. For maintaining good customer relationship
Banks often conduct award programs and club programs. Banks offer various kinds of deposit
productslvith different tags of his choice for convertibility, transfer etc. The use of internet,
email, mobile phones has enabled the banks to adopt direct selling/marketing more effective
and maintain good customer relations.
Banker as a DSA/DMA: The Branch Manager, Officers, Managers, Front office staff ,
Marketing Managers are the Direct Selling Agent or the Direct Marketing Agent in a Bank.
Their job is to collect information about the customer with all details and create a database,
create awareness among the customers about the various products of the bank, convince
them about the security aspects of their
deposits and other transactions.
Channels of Delivery in a Bank : The banks offer their services through the following
channels to Customers, ATM Counters, Net Banking Phone Banking, Mobile Banking, Real
Time Gross Settlement, SWIFT, Single Window System, On line trading account ,Cash
Management Schemes etc.
Code of conduct for DSA/DMA : Tele calling a prospective customer, Leaving messages and
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contacting person other than the prospect ,No misleading statements/misrepresentations
permitted Tele marketing Etiquettes ,Must not accept any gifts or bribes from prospects,
Precautions to be taken on visits/contacts , Proper Dress Code etc
Out Sourcing of Marketing activities through Service Providers : When outsourcing the
marketing operations, banks have to be extremely careful that the appointment of such service
providers does not compromise with the quality of the customer service and the bank's ability
to manage credit, liquidity and operational risk. Banks should ensure that DSA/DMA do not
transfer or misuse any customer information during marketing of Products.
Regulatory and Supervisory Requirements: In the outsourcing activity, the ultimate
responsibility lies with the bank :
-The bank will be directly responsible for all the actions of then DSAs/DMAs
-The Bank should retain ultimate control of the outsourced activity.
-The RBI has fixed vicarious liability on the Board of directors and Senior Management of the
bank in respect of the outsourcing policy.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors/Sr. Management:
Approving a frame work to evaluate the outsourcing policy, Laying down appropriate approval
authorities for outsourcing based on the risk and materiality. Undertaking regular review of
their performance Evaluating the risks and materiality of all existing and prospective
outsourcing as per the approved frame work. Developing and implementing sound and prudent
policies, Periodical review of policies and procedures ,Regular communication with the Board
of Directors by the Sr Management on the outsourcing activities, Ensuring independent review
and auditing of the existing policy. If anything goes wrong in the outsourcing activities, the
Board of Directors and Sr Management of Bank will be directly responsible.
Key Risk factors in outsourcing : Strategic Risk, Reputation Risk,Compliance
Risk,Operational Risk, Legal Risk, Exit Strategy Risk

MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEM
Any organization is studded with different Systems, Management Information System (MIS),
Computer Information System (CIS), Marketing Information System (MKIS), all of which aid as a
proactive tool for Decision Support System (DSS). In order to carry out marketing function
effectively, firms would need information and data in respect of various aspects impacting the market
of the product or service. The marketing function of a business entity includes many activities. It is
"the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas,
goods and services, to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational objectives and
systematic management of the process of collecting, evaluating and disseminating market
information."

According to Samuel Smith and others, "A marketing information system is an interacting,
continuing future-oriented structure of people, equipment and procedures designed to
generate and process an information flow, in order to aid managerial decision-making in a
company's marketing programme. In a nutshell, its main purpose is to satisfy customers, wants
and needs, at a profit". Marketing information system (MKIS) has been the nerve centre of a
marketing organization
Functions of Marketing Information System (MKIS ) : Collecting & Assembling of Data, Processing of
data,Storage of Data, Dissemination of information.
Features of MIS - The basic features of an effective MIS include:
 to have a master plan for a continuously operating information flow,
 proper coordination between various functional departments and specialists future orientation to anticipate and prevent marketing problems.
Functions involved in MIS: MIS comprises of a no. of important functions that include:
 Collection of data - as per requirement of the bank, both from internal and external sources.
 Processing of data - by classifying, tabulating and summerising the data for facilitating its study and analysis.
 analysis of data - to find out its accuracy and reliability and to draw conclusions for-decision making
 storage of data - to keep in a retrieval form for use in case of need in future
 dissemination of data and information - to make available the information not only for management decision
making but to other channels also, wherever relevant.
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Importance of MIS : MIS plays a very important role in understanding complex marketing activity, to
collect, manage and utilize the information, to bridge communication gap, to facilitate prompt decision
making. Components for MIS : It consists of various subsystems to ensure effectiveness of the main
system and include:
 Internal record system like information on deposits, advances, income, expenditure
 market intelligence system : information obtained from external sources that may included published or
other information.
 marketing research system : obtained information relating to specific markets and segment.
 Marketing management & science system.
Basic requirements of a good MIS: Unified and centralized system, support system to marketing decision
makers, matching with the level of progress of the organization, cost effective, selective in information
processing, providing information regularly and promptly.
The MKIS Model: The MKIS makes it possible for a firm to react rapidly to the customer needs. The
Marketing Manager uses it for modifying and improving the products. MKIS model helps the manager to take
decisions on whether to continue the Market with the same product or with improved quality. In
Order to compete in the market,Organizations need to have MKIS in their organizations.
Advantages of MKIS:
a. MKIS enables systematic collection of data, analysis and storage and retrieval of information.
b. Enables data capture process, checks for reliability, consistency and quality of data
c.Enable quick decision making process
d. Provides tailor made information for specific needs
e. Repetitive use of same information for different purpose
f. Enables sorting out the desired information
g. Helps integrating information obtained from various sources
h. Helps developing and delivering customer-oriented offers and maintaining good customer relations..
i.Makes information available where it is required in readily useable form

Marketing Glossary
advertising: The placement and purchase of announcements and persuasive messages in time or space in
any of the mass media by business firms. It can also be defined as any paid form of non-persona presentation
and promotion, of ideas, goods or services, by an identified sponsor.
analysis: In marketing and other social science disciplines, a variety of statistical and non-statistica methods
are used to analyze data, instead of sheer intuition or simple descriptive statistics.
attitude: The degree of enthusiasm for a product which can be classified into enthusiastic, positive
indifferent, negative and hostile.
audience: The number and/or characteristics of the persons or households who are exposed to a particula
type of advertising media or media vehicle.
brand: A name, term, design, symbol or any other feature that identifies one seller's goods or service a distinct
from those of other sellers. The legal term for brand is trademark. A brand may identify one item, family of items
or all items of that seller. If used for the firm as a whole, the preferred term is trade name
brand equity: The positive differential value given to product with a strong brand, by the consumer. Fo
instance, "thanda means Coca Cola".
census: A complete canvas of a population.
channel of distribution: An organized network of agencies and institutions which, in combination perform all the
functions required to link producers with end customers to accomplish the marketing task
circulation: The number of copies of a print advertising medium that are distributed.
competition: The rivalry among sellers trying to achieve such goals as increasing profits, market share any sales
volume by varying the elements of the marketing mix: price, product, distribution and promotion
consumer: The ultimate user of goods, ideas or services. Also, the buyer or decision-maker, for example the
parent selecting children's books is the consumer.
consumer behavior: The behavior of the consumer or decision-maker in the market place of product and
services.
consumer characteristics: The demographic, lifestyle and personality characteristics of the consume]
consumer satisfaction: The degree to which a consumer's expectations are fulfilled or surpassed by
product.
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customer: The actual or prospective purchaser of products or services.
demand: The number of units of a product sold in a market over a period of time.
demographic analysis: A detailed analysis of the prospective market for the product after segmentatio]
based on various characteristics of the population essential for the product in question.
direct marketing: Marketing efforts, in total, directed toward a specific targeted group — direct selling direct
mail, catalogue or cable for soliciting a response from customer
distribution: The marketing and carrying of products to customers.
diversification: Moving into attractive opportunities outside the existing Business.
environmental analysis: Gathering data regarding political, cultural, social, demographic,
economic, legal, international and ecological forces, identifying trends affecting businesses.
focus group: A method of gathering quantitative data on the preferences and beliefs of consumers
through group interaction and discussion usually focused on a specific topic or product.
goals: A concrete point of measurement that the business unit intends to meet to achieve objectives.
goods: A product that has tangible form in contrast to services that are intangible.
hybrid: Mix of products or services making for an unusual whole.
heterogeneous: A mix of different types of products or services.
inventory management: Management of goods on hand in terms of holding, selling, and so on.
knowledge: Consumers' meanings or beliefs about products, brands, stores that are
stored in memory.
label: An important element of a product which identifies and describes it.
market: The set of actual or potential users/customers.
market area: A geographical area containing the customers/users of a particular company for
specific goods or services.
market demand: The total volume of a product or service bought/used by specific groups of
customers/ users in a specified market area during a specified period.
market development: Expanding the total market served, by — (1) entering new segments, (2)
converting non-users, (3) increasing use by present users.
market positioning: Positioning refers to the user's perceptions of the place a product or brand
occupies in' a market segment or how the company offering is differentiated from the competitors.
market profile: A breakdown of a facility's market area according to income, demography and lifestyle.
market research: The systematic gathering, recording and analyzing of data with respect to a
particular market, where market refers to a specific user group in a specific geographic area.
market segmentation: The process of subdividing a market into distinct subsets of users that
behave in the same way or have similar needs for the product/service.
market share: A proportion of the total sales/use in a market obtained by a given facility or chain of
the product/service in question.
marketing: The process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and
distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and
organizational goals. In short, it is much more than mere selling.
marketing channel: A set of institutions necessary to transfer the title to goods and to move goods
to the point of consumption.
marketing mix: The mix of controllable variables that the company uses to reach desired use/sales
level in target market, including price, product, place and promotion-4 Ps.
marketing opportunity: An attractive arena, of relevant marketing action in which a particular organization is
likely to enjoy a superior and competitive advantage.
marketing plan: A document composed of an analysis of the current marketing situation, opportunities and
threats, analysis, marketing objectives, marketing strategy, action programs and projected income statement.
motivation: The positive or negative needs, goals, desires and forces that impel an individual toward or
away from certain actions, activities, objects or conditions. The inner needs and wants of an individual is
what affects behavior.
objectives: The desired or needed result to be achieved by a specific time. An objective is broader than a
goal and one objective can be broken down into a number of specific goals.
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observation: A method of data collection in which the situation of interest is watched and the relevant
facts, actions and behaviors are recorded.
packaging: A convenient container for a product which is suitable and provides information relating to the
product.
penetrated market: Set of users actually consuming the product/service.
perception: Perception is the cognitive impression that is formed of "reality" which in turn influences the
individual's actions and behavior toward that object. Simply speaking, it is the market's understanding of
the product.
perishable: Low shelf life.
personal selling: Oral presentation in a conversation with one or more prospective purchasers for the
purpose of making sales.
place: In the channels of distribution, the physical facilities, point of location.
potential market: Set of users who profess some level of interest in a designed market offer.
price: The formal ratio that indicates the quantities of money, goods or services needed to acquire a given
quantity of goods or services. All goods and services have a value and this reflects in their price generally
fixed by market forces.
pricing:
mark-up: Price determined by adding a mark-up to the costs.

target return: Pricing based on required return on investment.

perceived value: Price based on buyer's perception.

going rate pricing: Price based on the competitors' prices.

market penetration: Price is lower initially to generate volume sales.

discriminatory: Different prices for different buyers.
product: A bundle of attributes or features, functions, benefits and uses capable of exchange, usually in
tangible (money) or intangible forms.
product life cycle: The four stages products go through from birth to death: introductory, growth, maturity
and decline.
— introduction stage of product life cycle: Period of low sales and growth.
— growth state of product life cycle: Second stage during which sales/use are increasing.
— maturity stage of product life cycle: Initial rapid growth is over and use and/or sales level peaks off.

-- decline stage of product life cycle: The last stage in the life cycle when the product loses its marketability.
product mix: The full set of products offered by an organization.
product positioning: It is the act of designing the company's offer and image so that the target market
understands and appreciates what the company stands for in relation to its competitors. This can be
manipulated by the organization.
promotion: The various communication techniques such as advertising, personal selling, sales promotion
and public relations/product publicity available to the marketer to achieve specific goals.
public opinion: The consensus view of a population on a topic.
public policy: A course of action pursued by the government pertaining to people as a whole on which
laws rest.
public relations: The form of communication management that seeks to make use of publicity and other
non-paid forms of promotion and information to influence feelings, opinions or beliefs about the company
and its offerings.
public sector: Those marketing activities that are carried out by government agencies for public service
rather than for profit.
reach: The number of people or households exposed to a particular advertising media or media schedule
during a specified time.
response: The set of reactions that the receiver has after being exposed to the message.
sales promotion: Campaign to encourage sales or purchase of goods and services by offering short-term
incentives such as lower prices or buy 1 take 2.
sample: The selection of a subset of elements from a larger group of objects. For instance, school going
children from a locality would represent a sample for survey relating to education.
sample survey: A cross-sectional study in which the sample is selected to be representative of the target
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population and in which the emphasis is on the generation of summary statistics such as averages and
percentages.
service(s): Products such as a bank loan that are intangible.
servuction: When production and consumption take place simultaneously. The consumer and service
provider interact during the service experience.
strategic thrust: A well thought out foray into the market.
target market: The particular segment of a total population on which the retailer focuses its
merchandising expertise to satisfy that sub-market in order to accomplish its profit objectives.
tangible goods: Goods easily identifiable as opposed to service.
target market identification: The process of using income, demographic and life style characteristics of
a market and census information for small areas to identify the most favourable locations for placing a
product.
warehouse: A unit where goods are stored before sending to distribution centres.
word of mouth (WOM) communication: This occurs when people share information about products or
promotions with friends — research indicates WOM is more likely to be negative.

ONE LINE APPROACH : MARKETING ( BASED ON RECALLED QUESTIONS ) - 1
1) Market May Comprise of: One seller and many buyers, Many sellers and one buyer, Many sellers and
Many buyers, Few sellers and Many buyers, Many sellers and Few buyers
2) A “likely” interested customer of the bank is termed as prospect.
3) In Marketing, calling on the prospective customers is known as a call.
4) Division of the whole market into relatively homogeneous groups is called Market Segmentation.
5) Marketing Guru Philip Kotler defines market segmentation as the subdivision of a market into
homogeneous subjects of customers.
6) Marketing Mix: It is the set of marketing tools that a firm uses to pursue its marketing objectives in the
target market.
7) E. Jerome McCarty proposed a classification of marketing mix in four key areas: 1. Product, 2. Price 3.
Place & 4. Promotion
8) SWOT Analysis: A tool used by organization to help the firm to establish its strength : S – Strengths W –
Weakness, O – Opportunity, T - Threats
Note: Strengths and Weakness are – Internal Function Opportunity and Threats are - External Function
9) 4 Stages of Product Life Cycle (PLC): i. Introduction ,ii. Growth , iii. Maturity
iv. Decline
10) Brand: Brand is defined as “a name, term, sign and symbol or a combination of these, that identifies
the maker or seller of the product
11) If a new branch is opened by a bank, it can be a
growth strategy:- Intensive growth
12)The recent development in the packaging industry, which has immense significance, particularly in
international trade, is: -Environmental concern
13) Price Cartel means:- An informal or formal understanding amongst vendors of similar goods to price the
goods in a manner mutually agreed upon.
14) The customer's demand schedule is one of the three factors influencing the pricing. The other two are: Cost function and competitor’s pricing
15) A College announces that if 50 students join and place orders for their Marketing text book, their offer
.
price will reduce from Rs 200/- to Rs 175/-. What pricing method are they using here? -Group pricing
16) The Grand Bazaar sells its famous soft bread at Rs.7/- as against Rs. 8!- elsewhere. The shop is
actually making a loss in this transaction. However, many people go to Grand Bazaar to buy bread. What is
the pricing strategy here?- Loss leader pricing
17) Public sector undertakings with large funds are taking the _________ route now days to choose a bank
for placing their funds: -Sealed tender auction
18) The Postal department charges a higher price for "Speed Post" service compared to "Ordinary Postal"
services. This can be classified as:- 1st degree discriminatory pricing
19) In 4Ps of market mix, Distribution refers to: -Place
20) Dell computers takes orders from the customers directly through the internet and delivers the product to
Customer's doorstep. This is a combination of:- Zero level distribution & pull strategy
21) Forecasting demand means:- Assessment of the demand for the products
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22) A direct marketing channel is also called level channel : - Zero
23) Do Home Banking and Net Banking mean the same thing?- No, home banking is based on dedicated
connectivity while net banking is Internet based.
24) The term Brand Equity refers to: -The value attached to brand name.
25) Bank of Punjab merged with Centurion Bank to form Centurion bank of Punjab.The growth strategy
adopted here can be termed as : -Integrative growth
26) Public relations means building good relations with:- Consumers, Suppliers and Shareholders
27) If the promotion efforts are directed to the final consumer to induce him to buy the product, the strategy
is term as:- Pull Strategy
28) Many credit card companies are sending compliment cards, (with no initial fee) to identified High Net
worth Individuals (HNIs). This can be called as: -Push Strategy.
29) The major risk in outsourcing in Banking business is :- Reputation Risk
30) Who issues guidelines for Outsourcing in Banks :- Reserve Bank of India.
31) The thorough and objective gathering and analysis of data that pertains to a given problem in marketing
is known as :-Marketing Research
32) Customer data base formation involves collecting of:- Geographical, Demographic and behavioral data
about customers
33) Sources of Information which are the origins of the Information are called ____ sources: Primary If a new
branch is opened by a bank, it can be a _ growth strategy: Intensive growth strategy
34) Hindustan Lever launched Surf Excel and Surf Excelmatic. This is a __________ type of branding
strategy
Line Extension
35) A typical banking product mix has several – such as loans, deposits, other services etc. Product Lines
36) Non-users and customers willing to try out new Products" make ideal targets for a product in its – stage
Introductory Stage
37) Undefined concept, absence of uniform shape, Unpredictable turning points, and unclear implications"
these are some of the weaknesses of :-Product Life Cycle
38) Three layers of packaging are:- Primary, secondary & shipping packaging
39) The Objectives of Price can be any one or more of following:- Profit, Market share, Cash flow, financial
inclusion, etc
40) Banks saddled with very high Non performing assets may find it difficult to extend fresh loans. They may
then try to improve their other business such as non fund based business (LC, BG) and sevices (cheque
collections) by offering lower service charges. This method of pricing has the objective of:- Survival
41) Some foreign banks stipulate very high minimum balances. Their pricing objective is:- Wanting to
communicate an exclusivity perception
42) An Informal or formal understanding amongst vendors of similar goods to price the goods in a manner
mutually agreed upon is called a:- Price Cartel
43) Normally cost forms the_____of the price: -a) Floor
44) A bank offer a Credit card holder a personal loan at 13% to enable him to pay off his credit card out
standings. This customer is paying 24% on his credit card out standings and therefore is very happy to
accept the Offer. The bank charges 10% on personal loans normally. The pricing method employed here is:Value pricing
45) Wholesale sellers can not be____________for banking products :- Intermediaries
46) There are five main factors influencing channel section. They are product characteristics, market
characteristics, customer characteristic and __________ :- Company resources, competitor
47) )A customer finds during the tenure of Mr Lal as the cashier, he received better and quicker service than
the tenure of Mr. Ram. This is one of the basic features of services industry and is defined as: Heterogeneity
48) For products with wide spread market it is better to have__________:- Two/Three levels in the channel
49) If production and consumption of services take place simultaneously, the process is called: Servuction
50) Financial Services have the additional character in addition to the Characters of a normal service.
Fiduciary Responsibility
51)
When colour television was first introduced in Delhi, each set was priced at Rs 16000/-.After two
months of sales, the prices were seen at Rs 15000/. Two months later, the price went down further to
Rs.14000/-. In this hypothetical example, what was the pricing strategy of the TV Company?:- Market
skimming strategy.
52)
ABC Bank offers 1.25 % higher interest on Senior citizen deposits. It also has a loan product for
working women, where the interest rate is 1% lower than other loans. What is the pricing strategy known as?
III degree discriminatory pricing
53)
ABCL Infocomrn was launched later than BTL Mobile and a few other mobile services in Kerala. Their
pricing was however lower than others. This attracted a large number of subscribers in a short span of time.
Later they raised the prices to match the competitor's prices. What is their pricing strategy called? Market
penetration strategy
54)
Product line pricing is one of the types of______pricing:- Discriminatory pricing
55)
A product has been priced high but discount is allowed to the customer on buying it. What type of
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concession is this?:- Psychological discount
56)
In the Absorption pricing strategy the price is arrived by adding________to the total cost (fixed
+variable) of the unit. :- Required rate of return on the investment
57)
In the English auction system, there is one seller and many buyers. Many times the seller :- Sets floor
or minimum price
58)
The "Economist" world famous magazine is available for £ 5 in U.K. and £ 7.50 in India. This is
because of the high cost of transportation. The pricing strategy here is:- Geographical pricing
59)
Loss leader pricing, special event pricing, cash discounts are examples of:- Promotional pricing
60)
Telephone bills are normally spilt in to a monthly basic minimum and varying call expenses. This
pricing strategy is termed:- Two-part pricing
61)
Mark up pricing is a pricing_____while as Geographic pricing is a pricing_____:- method, strategy
62)
First degree discriminatory pricing strategy recognizes the following as main considerations:- Cost
function
63)
The three C model for pricing has the following inputs:- Customer demand, Cost function,
Competitors price
64)
Concentrated Marketing is a strategy opted for:- Market Segmentation
65)
Direct mail and Sales Call are channels of:- Direct Marketing
66)
SBU means : - Strategic Business Unit
67)
Product Characteristics, Market characteristics and customer characteristics determine______ :Distribution channels
68)
Fruits, vegetables and flowers are normally distributed in near by markets only. This is because of the
_________characteristic of these products :- Perish ability
69)
Automated teller machines on sharing basis with other banks help the banks to enlarge their distribution
network just as if they have added a new branch:- True to some extent as ATMs are used to deliver only few
products and in a limited manner
70)
Plastc cards, internet banking, telephone banking are distribution methods of banking products
which serve the distribution purpose and also help the banks to overcome the implications of:- Inseparability
& heterogeneity
71)
Channel partners undertake functions other than product distribution. This statement is true because: -They
gather intelligence and information about customers, competitors and help forecasting demand
72)
Forecasting demand means: Estimating future demand for the product
73)
Storage, protective packaging, transportation are the tasks associated with__________ :- Inventory
Management
74)
The functions of distribution channels do not include:- Market Research
75)
Home banking is an example of :- Direct Marketing
76)
The concept of the customers receiving the goods exactly at the time when the goods are required by
them is called:- Just In Time
77) Mr Shyam goes to purchase white canvas shoes for his son to the local BATA store in the monsoon
season. The price tag says Rs.49.95.He remembers that the adjacent shoe shop is selling the same shoes
for Rs 50/ .He buys from BATA store and feels that he has received a bargain. What is the pricing strategy
adopted by Bata? :- Psychological pricing
78) Brand Equity: It refers to the value of the Brand.
79) JIT – Just in Time
80) MRTP – Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices
81) Is cheque collection facility a product offered by banking service or is it just an ancillary service?- It is
both a product and a service
82) If an existing product has to grow in an existing market, what should be the strategy:- Market Penetration
83) Indian banks can adapt marketing strategies to achieve the following goals: Social objective of nation’s
development Commercial objective of making profit.
84) The four Ps of the marketing mix tools were popularized by McCarthy. They are: Product, Price, Place,
Promotion
85) Sales force, Public relation, direct marketing and advertising are the sub systems of the marketing mix
tool. Promotion
86) Robert Lauterborn suggested that each of the four Ps of marketing mix translates to one of the 4 Cs from
a customer's point of view. Accordingly, PRICE and PLACE relate to: Cost and convenience
87)The seven Ps of marketing mix include the following additional tools: People, physical evidence and
process
88) Services do not result in the ownership of anything. Its production may or may not be tied to a physical
product. This statement was made by Kotler & Bloom
89) To the buyer a. product is a complex cluster of value satisfaction. This is a part of the definition of a
product by: Theodre Levitt
90) Core benefit, basic product, expected products are three out of the five product levels. The other two are:
Augmented products, potential products
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91)
92)
93)
94)

Product mix has product width. Product width consists of: Product lines
Maturity is a stage in the product life cycle. It comes after the: Growth Stage
The product life cycle curve is mostly a______shaped curve: Bell shaped
Consumers may have difficulty in evaluating and judging the price and value of the services offered.
These indicate the difficulties involved in service characteristics because their basic quality of: Inseparability
95) Product life cycle is a reality in every product. It also happens at a Brand level
96) Marketing strategies are different in different stages of : Product life cycle.
97) Quality improvement, feature improvement and style improvement. These are the three strategies
of _________ Product modification
98) The first level of Product in the customer value hierarchy is: Core benefit
99) Sales are going down, profits are declining and competition is increasing. These indicate that the product
may be in: Decline stage
100)
Integrative growth is one of the growth strategies. The other two are: Intensive growth and
Diversification Growth
101)
If an existing product has to grow in an existing market, what should be the strategy? Market
Penetration
102)
Idea Screening is the first stage of: New Product Development
103)
Drop Error while idea screening can lead to: A good idea being dismissed
104)
Prototypes are subjected to use by sample consumers in the_______
stage: Product
Development
105)
Concentric, Horizontal and Conglomerate are three types of
: Diversification
106)
_______Identifying the product/brand, describing Information about the product, manufacturer etc and
promoting the product through attractive graphics Labeling;
107)
HNI – High Networth Individual
108)
The Concept of Goriila Marketing is introduced by J.C. Levinson.
109)
The Method of sending promotional items to clients is called Drip Marketing.
110)
Marketing via e-mail falls under the category of direct marketing.
111)
CTR (Click Through Rate) is related to Advertising metrics.
112)
Creating a buzz in the industry is an example of Viral Marketing.
113)
A non – traditional, low cost, flexible and highly effective marketing is termed as Goriila Marketing.
114)
IMC – Integrated Marketing Communications
115)
In Double win strategy customer gets price debate
116)
Monopoly (only one seller) exists when a specific person or enterprise is the only supplier of a
particular commodity, which relates to a single entity's control of a market to purchase a good or service.
117)
Oligopoly (few sellers) which consists of a few entities dominating an industry.
118)
MRP – Manufacturing Resource Planning
119)
Consumption is the sole end and the purpose of all Production any the interest of the producer ought
to be attended to only so far as it may be necessary for promoting that of the consumer." This statement
containing the essence of marketing concept was made by: - Philip Kotler
120)
The first noted reference to the concept of Marketing in the context of the Indian Banks was made by:
Mr M.N.Goiporia in 1987

TEST - YOURSELF
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION BASED ON RECALLED QUESTIONS OF PREVIOUS YEARS
1. Dolphin is a new mascot and logo of which bank? : (a) Catholic Syrian Bank ;(b) Laxmi Vilas Bank
(c) Andhra Bank (d) Bank of Madura
2."India's international bank" is the slogan of which bank? (a) State Bank of India (b) ICICI bank
(c) HDFC bank; (d) Bank of Baroda
3. Which of the following is a primary goal of marketing? - (a) Influencing purchasing behavior of clients
(b) Update clients about organizations history; (c) Spend the allocated budget
(d) None of these
4. Which of the following method is used in social media marketing? ; (a) Contacting clients over phone ,
(b) Sending periodical letters; (c)Contacting clients in social functions such as marriage etc;(d)None
5. If we consider the social media as a country in the world which of the following would be ranked as third
next to china and India? : (a) Twitter (b) Facebook ; (c) Linkedln (d) None of these
6.The process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of goods,
services and ideas to create exchanges with target groups that satisfy customer and organizational
objectives' is the definition of marketing given by: (a) Peter F. Drucker (b) Mahatma Gandhi (c) NIBM,
Pune, (d)American Management association;(e) none of these
7. Which of the following is/are not peculiar characteristics of services? (a) Perish-ability, (b) Intangibility
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(c) Heterogeneity
(d) Inseparability, (e)none of these
8.Which of the following statements is/are not correct? (a) Of late the banks have resorted to extensive use
of information technology, (b) In banking, presently, there is renewed focus on high net worth individuals,
(c) Bank cannot live without the customer;(d) The customer cannot live without the banks, (e) none of there
9. The concept of four 'Ps' as tools of marketing mix was popularized by :
(a) Peter F.Drucker (b) Dr. Shiv Khera (c) McCarthy (d) Robert Lauterborn (e) none of these
10. Which of the following is not included in four 'Ps' of the market? :
(a) Product (b) Promotion
(c) Prize
(d) Price
11.
Who popularized the concept of customer's four `Cs' corresponding to four ‘Ps’ of the seller?
(a) Peter F.Drucker (b) Dr. Shiv Khera, (c) McCarthy (d) Robert Lauterborn, (e) none of these
12.
Which of the following is/are not part of the product personality –
(a) core product
(b) associated features, (c) brand name (d) logo, (e) none of these
13.
Like human beings product also has a life cycle comprising ---stages.
(a) 3 (b) 2
(c) 5 (d) 4 (e) none of these
14.
Which of the following is not a stage of life cycle of a product ? (a) Introductory
(b) Growth „ c) Maturity d) Stability (e) Decline
15. The life stage of the product where sales and profit are low is called:
(a) Introductory
(b) Growth
(c)Maturity
(d) Decline (e) none of these
16.In product development there
are several stages before the product is commercially launched. Which
of the following is/are not included in these stages? ; (a) Idea screening b) Concept development and
testing (c) Product development, (d) Test marketing , (e) none of these
17. Which of the following can be objectives for setting price of their product by firms?
(a) Retention of market share b) Communicating image (c) Retaining market share, (d) Maintaining status
quo (e) one or more of these above
18.
Short term objective of pricing by a firm does not include: (a) Deeper penetration of the market,
(b) Profit optimization,(c) Fast turnover, (d) Keeping parity with competition
(e) none
19. Long term objective of pricing by a firm can be: (a) Minimum return on investment
(b) Entering new markets (c) Profit maximization,(d) all the above , (e) only (a) & b)
20 Which of the following can be pricing method adopted by a firm?
a)
Mark up pricing
(b) Marginal cost pricing
(c) Going rate pricing (d)
any one or more of the above
(e) either (a) or (b) above
21.
The pricing determined by adding certain percentage of cost to the total costs is called: (a)get return
pricing;(b) Mark up pricing ;(c) Marginal .cost pricing,
(d) Absorption cost pricing
(e) Going rate
pricing
22.
The pricing determined on the basis of required return on investment is called:
(a) Target return pricing
(b) Mark up pricing (c) Marginal cost pricing (d) Absorption cost pricing
(e) Going rate pricing
23.
The pricing determined by adding required percentage of profit to the total cost
is called: (a) Target return pricing (b) Mark up pricing
(c) Absorption cost pricing, (d) Value pricing
(e) Going rate pricing
24.
Marginal cost pricing is determined: (a) by adding required percentage of profit to the total cost,
(b) by adding certain Percentage f cost to the total costs,(c) on the basis of full recovery of variable cost,
(d) by considering price of the competitors, (e) none of these
25. The method under which the firms offer a product with high value to buyers at a fairly low price is
called: (a) Target return pricing
(b) Mark up pricing (c) Absorption cost pricing, (d) Value pricing
(e) Going rate pricing
26. The pricing that is based on competitors' prices is called: (a) Target return pricing (b) Mark up pricing
(c) Absorption cost pricing, (d) Value pricing
(e) Going rate pricing
27. Which of the following is not a distribution channel for a bank?
(a) ATMs
(b) Call centers
(c) Virtual branches (d) plastic cards (e) none of these
28. The modern marketing concept advocates more freedom to:
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(a) Producer (b) Wholesalers
(c) Retailers (d) Consumers (e) Advertisers
29. Price is one of the components of which of the following mix :- (a) Promotion (b) Product (c) Marketing
(d) all above (e) only (a) & c)
30. The Marketing Information System is useful for: (a) Decision makers in the firm, (b) Competitors of the
firm, (c) all above (d) only (a) (b) above
31. An effective MIS system should possess which of the following features. (a) Limited to current
scenario, (b) Based on critical analysis of quantitative information, © Support of both functional and
specialist executives, (d) all above, (e) only (b) & (c) above
32. There is imperative need for firms ,to collect and analyse the data relating to marketing for
(a)Enabling the top management to have a watchful control over the sales workforce
(b)
Taking the needed steps for effective marketing of their products
(c) Projecting the firm as having up to date knowledge about market condition,
(d) All of the above (e) only (a) & (b) above
33. Promotion is exercise of maintaining contact with the consumer at different levels so as to:
(a) explaining how the product works, (b) telling about a new product, (c) suggesting new uses of a product,
(d) building brand preference (e) none of these
34. An advertisement is not meant for: (a) explaining how the product works, (b) telling about a new
product, (c) suggesting new uses of a product, (d) building brand preference (e) none of these
35. Personal selling is not an ideal medium of communication for : (a) zero level channel, (b) first level
channel, (c) second level channel, (d) third level channel, (e) none of these
36.A Direct marketing channel is also referred to as (a) zero level channel
(b) first level channel
(c) second level channel (d) Third level channel (e) none of these
37. Which of the following intermediaries are not found working for the banks? (a) Direct Selling Agents,
(b) Business Facilitators
(c) Merchant establishments, (d) Post offices
(e) wholesalers
38. Which of the following pricing strategies is not suitable for new products? (a) Market Skimming (b)
Market. Penetration , (c) Promotional Pricing ,(d) Discriminatory Pricing (e) none of these
39.Under which of the following pricing strategies the products are priced below list price or even below
cost for a temporary period to create buying urgency? (a) Differential Pricing (b) Marginal Pricing (c)
Promotional pricing, (d) Market penetration pricing
(e) none of these
40.Which of the following is not cost based pricing strategies? (a) Target return pricing; (b) Mark up pricing
(c) Absorption cost pricing,(d) Value pricing (e) Going rate pricing
41. A product ---- is a group of related products that function in a similar manner, are sold to the same
customer groups, and marketed through the same type of outlets. (a) items
(b) line (c) group
(d) range
(e) none of these
42. A brand of a firm can be in the form of: (a) a name ,(b) a logo ,(c) a design (d) a symbol, (e) any one
or a combination of these
43. The sales of a new product in the introductory stage do not depend on:. (a) Product features
(b) Product price
(c) Product brand name, (d) Seller's brand (e) none of these
44.In banks the home loans and auto loans are currently in the --- stage of the
product (a) Declining (b) Growth,(c) Maturity (d) Introductory (e)
45.Which of.the following is a pricing strategy adopted by a firm? (a) Discriminatory pricing,
(b) Promotional pricing (c)Market skimming pricing, (d) all above (e) either (b) or (c) above
46. When a bank offers higher rate of interest on bulk deposits it is said to be resorting to
(a) Discriminatory pricing, (b) Promotional pricing, (c) Market skimming Pricing (d) Differential pricing
(e) either (a) or (d)
47. In marketing, promotion mix does not include: (a) advertising(b) sales promotion
(c) public relations (d) direct marketing, (e) none of these
48. A campaign to encourage purchase or sale of a product through incentives is called (a) personal
selling (b) public relations (c) direct marketing, (e) either (a) or (d) above
49. Market information system consists of which of the following sub-systems (a) Internal records systems,
(b) Market intelligence system (c) Market esearch system, (d) all above
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50. Of late banks are making more and more use of DSAs which stands for:
(a) Direct Service Agents
(b) Direct Substitute Authorities, (c) Direct Selling
Agents, (d) Direct Substitute Agencies (e) either (c) or (d) above
51. The process of producing to satisfy the need of the customer is called: a) Marketing b) Selling
c)Satiation (d) Promotion (e) none of these
52. In marketing concept the focus is on: (a) product (b) technology (c) technology (d) all above , (e) none
53.Choose incorrect statement statement out of the following: a) Human need is a state of deprivation of
some basic satisfaction, b) Desire for satisfaction of a need is called want, c)Ability to pay for and
willingness to buy gives rise to demand, d) Marketing focuses on identification of wants and devising
product for the same, e)The focus of marketing is both customer relationship and maximizing the profit
54.Which of the following is/are not true as regards selling and marketing concepts? a) Marketing is very
much a part of the selling, b) Marketing is oriented to satisfaction of wants of the customer, c) Selling is
aimed at maximizing the profit through larger sales volume, d) Marketing converts customer needs into
profitable opportunities which are encashed through selling,(e) none of these
55. Which of the following is/are part of the functional aspects of marketing management?
(a) Analysis (b) Planning (c) Implementation (d) Control (e) all of these
56. Out of the following is not an objective of pricing. (a) Profit ; (b) Stabilizing demand and sales of the
product (c) Improvement in product quality; (d) Expansion of business
57.Of the following pricing methods is not based on competitors pricing : (a) English auction (b) Sealed bid auction (c) Going-rate pricing (d) Group pricing
58.Of the following pricing strategies is not ideal for new products. - (a) Market-skimming,
(b) Discriminatory pricing (c) Market-penetration (d) Promotional Pricing
59. For which of the following reason, Base Rate system was introduced? ; (a)To address the drawbacks in
the BPLR system ; (b)To address the grievance of Banks; (c)To make it suitable to the CBS system; (d)To
make sure that banks in the country earn good profit
60. Marketing channel refers to
: (a) a physical channel for movement of goods from the seller to the
buyer, (b) a set of firms who handle the physical movement of goods from one point to another, (c) different
departments of the producer firm which are associated in ensuring delivery of goods to the buyer, (d) a set
of independent organisations involved in the process of making a product or service available for use or
consumption.
61.Marketing is :
a) The process of sale of goods or services to the customers.
b) The process of serving as a link between a society's needs and its pattern of industrial response.
c) The process of planning and executing, the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of goods,
service and ideas that satisfy customer.
d) The process of Converting customer needs into profitable dis-opportunities.
62. Distinction between marketing and selling is
a) Marketing relates to producing or creating goods or services needed by the customers while in selling
the objective is to sell whatever is available.
b) Marketing is operational activity whereas the selling is a total management concept.
c) Marketing is product focused while selling is customer focused.
d) Marketing is oriented to the needs of the seller whereas selling is oriented to the needs of the
Buyer, e) Combination of (a) to (d)
63) Functions of marketing management are
a ) Scientific analysis of data to understand the needs of customers, planning for long-term marketing,
implementation of plans for staffing, budgeting and financing, control and evolution of goals and targets.
b ) Planning and distributing goods to customers or service oriented towards the needs of the seller.
c ) Conversion of customer needs into profitable opportunities and encashment of the same.
d ) Combination of (a) and (b)
64) Which one is true in respect of bank marketing?
a) Bank marketing deals with providing services to satisfy customers, financial needs and wants.
b) Bank marketing has to discover / ascertain I anticipate the financial needs of the corporates.
c) Bank marketing may be required to satisfy the corporates, and institutions, other related needs and
wants.
d) Bank marketing means competitive element efficiency and effectiveness in the process.
65) A bank Product comprises a brand name and packaging which means:
a) Brand is a name, term, sign, an symbol or design/combination of these.
b) Brand name has become important part of the product and represents consumer's perception and
feelings.
c) Brand can be positioned in the minds of the consumers or products, benefits and values.
d) Combination of (a) and (b)
e) Combination of (a) to (c)
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66) The labeling functions can be:
a) Integrated part of packaging for identifying the product or brand, promoting the product through
graphics.
b) Describing information about the product, manufacturer, user instructions and other prescribed
particulars.
c) Labeling is a review and redesigned periodically as they become stale over a period of time.
d) Combination of (a) and (b) ,e) Combination of (a) to (c)
67) The objectives of pricing are
a ) Profit optimization, adjustment of prices due to competition, increasing the market share, improved cash
flows to avoid cash crunch, stabilization of demand and sales, improvement in product quality,
communicates an image of the value.
Understanding with price cartels, bargaining power of suppliers, government controls and regulations,
buyers' behaviour, customer demand and competition ,c) Price elasticity of the demand of the product, cost
of manufacturing the product, characteristics of the product, d) both (b) and (c)
68) For new products which pricing strategy may not be effective?
a ) Discriminatory pricing where different prices are charged to different buyers, depending upon their
intensity of demand, lower price for buyers of a large volume, and different classes of buyers.
b ) The product is initially priced higher and over a period of time, it is reduced to attract more buyers, with
a view to "Skimming" the revenues layer by layer, from the market.
c ) The price is initially low in order to penetrate the market quickly and deeply attracting a large market
share. High volumes give benefit of lower costs, allowing further reduction in price.
d) Product mix pricing — in case of products which are a part of product mix, the pricing becomes more
complex. This involve developing a set of prices for optimizing the profit for the entire mix. Distribution
Channel
69) Distribution Channel refers to :
a) Short-term commitments on the producer to various firms.
b) Sets of independent organizations involved in the process of making a product or service available for
use or consumption.
c) More than one independent entity to take care of various tasks besides the job of selling of the product
to the ultimate consumer.
d) The function of distribution a little complex for the procedures, in as much as, they are required to build
relationships, not only with the consumers but also with key suppliers.
70) The functions of the distribution (marketing) channel area ) To gather market information I to promote and spread persuasive communications I physical proximity
to consumer / matching the buyers' needs / negotiate and settle the final price.
b ) To provide the consumers with the required technical information about the products / physical
distribution to consumers / acquire and use funds for financing the channel / intermediaries provide the
deposit or buy the goods on cash basis. / Assume the risk of carrying out the channel tasks.
c ) To bring the product ownership to the final buyer
d ) Combination of (a) and (b)
e) Combination of (a) to (c)
71) Features of channels for banking services are
a) Intangibility / inseparability from the seller / variability in customer experiences.
b) Perishability and non-storability / personal contracts with clients.
c) Banking services have no physical and personal channels of distribution
d) Combination of (a) to (c)
e) Combination of (a) and (b)
72) Requirements of distribution outlets for banking services area ) Bank branches, fixed in location and the consumers are normally required to visit the branch for
transacting their business. Place should be convenient to the customers. The layout of the branch and its
internal decor should also make an impact on the customer.
b ) Telephone banking call centers — some of the services are made available round the clock, thus giving
the customer the benefit of 24 x 7 services. ATM services are other outlet. Off site ATMs provide a value
addition and enables branches to tap business. Home banking and personal computers, plastic cards and
automated video banking are for certain transactions to be done by clients.
c) Intermediaries for increasing the availability of convenience of a service, help maintaining existing users
and attract new uses viz. direct sales agents / automobile dealers / merchant establishments/physical
distribution, Combination of (a) to (c), e) Combination of (a) and (b)
73) The role of promotion in marketing is based ona) Persuasion seeks to bring about a change in attitude
b) Reminding, promotion seeks to remind the customers about the offerings for retaining their business.
c) Reinforcing, promotion aims at reinforcing the customers satisfaction for increasing the habitual
customers.
d) Combination of (a) to (c)
e) Combination of (a) and (b)
74) The components of Promotion Mix area) Advertising a paid form of non-personal promotion/personal selling — personal presentation to
prospective clients.
b) Sales campaign to encourage sales / public relations for building good relations with clients / directing
marketing in marketing direct connect with individual customers
c) Sampling and coupons ,Combination of (a) to (c), e) Combination of (a) and (b)
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75) Promotion mix strategies can be
a ) Push strategy — is directed at the channel members to induce them to purchase the products and sell
them to the final consumer.
b ) Pull strategy — efforts are directed to the final consumer to induce them to buy the product. In case of
banks, the pull is the one which is more relevant as its services cannot generally be pushed down to the
customers.
Hang strategy — efforts are directed to hang the services and attract the customers towards them ,
Combination of (a) to (c)
e) Combination of (a) and (b)
76) The meaning of marketing information system is:
a ) A system for providing accurate information for use by marketing decision makers, to improve their
marketing planning, execution and control
b ) A system to off-set uncertainity, improve economy of operations, to focus on objectives and to promote
device for connecting the managed operating systems by exchange of information.
c ) Marketing the plan, organize and control the major activities of the business in order to have classified
and interpreted data that are being used for decision making.
d ) Generation of information required for timely use and relevant for the business.
77) The main features of Marketing Information System (MIS) area) Creation of master plan for information flow, coordination between functional department and specialist
executives, future orientation for anticipating and preventing marketing problems and solving them.
b) Facilitation for developing decisions in planning, organizing, controlling and initiating.
c) Decision making, organizing and controlling the major activities of the business and initiating
action
d) None
78) The marketing functions of, collecting and assembling data processing, analyzing, storage and
dissemination of information is called:
d) Management information system ;b) Marketing information system; c) Master processing strategy,
d) Computerization of clerical work
79)Need for Marketing Information System is due toa) Better understanding of the market ups and downs.
b) Better knowledge of customer behaviour and expectations.
c) Information explosion, and avoidance of communication gap and to take prompt decisions and to face
non-price competition
d) Competition in modern market, like branding, packaging and advertising only
80) The advantages of Marketing Information System are :
a ) Provision of procedure and methods for regular purpose oriented and systematic collection of data, its
analysis, checks for reliability, tailor made information for specific needs.
b ) Facilitation of repetitive use of same information for different purposes, sorting out conflicting information,
cross sharing of data for better customer service.
c ) Better customer relationships, service as total management mechanism, making the knowledge flow,
where it is required.
d ) Combination of (a) to (c); e) Combination of (a) and (b)
81.The main characteristics of intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity, perishability pertain to? :
a) Services'" b) Product
c) Management
d) MIS
82. Anything that can be offered to satisfy a want or need is called a product. Out of the following, which
cannot be considered a product? a. Pilgrimage tour to Bangladesh ;b."Green New Delhi" call, c. Spring
Leaf Co-operative Housing Society , d Discourse for public by Slid Sudhansha Maharaj at Azad Maidan
83.Out of the following products / services provided by a bank, which do not belong to the product line of
orders? : a) Savings Bank Account b) Premium Savings account with overdraft line , c) Demand draft d)
Credit card
84. There are four stages in a product life cycle viz., introduction, growth, maturity and decline. From the
following which products is in its introductory stage in modern banking?
a) Home banking through personal computers and debit cards ; b) Home loans and tractor loans,
c) Savings bank account
d) Demand drafts
85.The landline telephone connections are in large volume in our country but because of cellular phones,
the volume of land line connections is affected. Under which category of product life cycle does the
landline phone service stand?
a) Introduction
b) Decline
c) Growth
d) Maturity
86.The product life cycle concept has introduction, growth, maturity and decline stages. What shall be the
profit position of a product in the maturity stage?
a) Low margin
b) Marginal c) Rapid rise d) Falling margins
87.The position of competition in the declining stage of the product life cycle would be?a) Limited
competitors b) Extensive c) Few competitors
d) Inefficient competitors
88.In the maturity stage of its life cycle the sales of a product declines. At this stage, efforts are made to
stimulate sales of the products; by modifying the product's characteristics. This is achieved to improve the
functional performance viz., durability, reliability and/or speed of the product. What would such modification
be called? : a) Feature improvement
b) Style improvement c) Quality improvement ;d) Loyalty
improvement
89. Pizza-hut is the branded name of the retail chain in the country and overseas, although no pizza shops
are located in any but but in a posh and decorated building, but are still called Pizza-hut. It
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isa) Personality
b) Product mix
c) Brand name
d) Brand location
90. The value of a brand is its power to capture consumer preference and loyalty. The positive differential
effect that knowing a brand name has on consumer response to a product or service, is called as brand
equity. Brands represent consumers' perceptions and feelings about a product and its performance.
Which of the following would be the most appropriate for branding in the case of a bank? : a) Banks'
name b) Banks' staff as brand ambassador , c) Banks' number of years of services
d) Banks'
chairman
91. What is the final stage of a product in product development?
a) Screening
b) Testing c) Commercial launch
d) Sampling
92.In a product development there are various stages. But there is a stage which is an important part of
the product as they impart a perceived value to the product and generates income for the firm/company. It
is known as: a) Branding b) Packing
c) Labelling d) Testing
93.In pricing, there are several objectives. They would normally be determined by or emanate from the
corporate and marketing objectives of the firm. Which of the following is a major objective in pricing? :
a. Maintaining or increasing the market share , b. Survival in the market is a major objective , c.
Optimization of profit over a long term is considered as major objectives, d. All of the above
94.We are hearing in India about the globalization of economy. World Trade Organisation (WTO), which
was established in 1995, its objective is to increase overall world trade. The measures identified by WTO
are to produce for exports, to balance foreign exchange out go on importing inputs and not to export more
than specified proportions. Read the case let and explain / define which are services brought in within the
ambit of WTO recently?
a) Trade in services like banking services, travel, maritime, transportation mobility of labour etc.,
b) Trade in services like factoring, lease financing, book writing, and call centres services.
c) Trading in services retail marketing, air passenger services, house building services etc.
95. There is worldwide debate about the fast growing integration of financial services.Nowadays banks in
many countries are permitted to engage in securities business as well as insurance. Banc assurance in its
simplest form is the distribution of insurance products through a bank's distribution channels. In April 2000
the RBI permitted banks in India, to enter the insurance market. Read the case let and point out the
specific advantages that are reaped by banks into bane assurance?
a ) Banks are selling Personal Accident and Lost Beggage Insurance directly to their credit card members
as a value addition to their products.
b ) Fee income base has increased under banc assurance giving a higher income without investment on
expenses. But at a cost of dissatisfaction among employees; not doing selling of insurance policies.
c ) Success of a bane assurance venture requires change in approach, thinking and work culture. This
change has resulted improvements in marketing of its own bank services.
96.Marketing management is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing,
promotion and distribution of goods, services and ideas to create exchanges with target groups
that satisfy customers and organizational objectives. There are four key functional aspects in marketing
management. Read the case let and decide which is the main functional aspect fro understanding the
need of the customer, out of the following options? : a.Analysis of data for trends and changes ,b.
Planning the goals and target segments and actions required., c. Use of budgetary control, marketing
mix and marketing audit for controlling
97. A brand is a name, term, sign and symbol or design or the combination of these. Brand has become
an important part of the product. One does not ask for toothpaste but asks for Colgate Total or
Pepsodent Active Salt. Often brands take the position of generic names. Read the case let and explain
what involves in building brand out of the following options?
a) Brand positioning, brand name selection and brand development.
b) Line extension, identity of product and segmentation of markets.
c) Awareness and loyalty to customers.
98.Retail banking is going through an active metamorphosis, thanks to the number of consumers who have
migrated from paper to plastic and of course also due to changes in banks themselves. For a bank to
succeed and profit, it has new little choice but to learn from and actively respond to customer's needs.
There is an enorumous proliferation of ATMs deployed by a wide variety of
banks. Private banks are increasing their branches and ATMs aggressively for the simple reason that they
are cost effective and consumer effective. In the prevailing scenario, a number of banks have adopted a
new deployment strategy of infrastructure out sourcing, to lower the cost of service channels. Read the
case let and decide the future of retail banking in 2020 Indian Banking.
a ) In the next decade there would be large-scale shift to online banking because its case is compelling
because it is the simplest way to integrate low cost financial services. However, the branch network may
not disappear. Customer will always find solace in the sense of assurance that a blue chip brand is
embodied by a physical presence.
b ) In the next 15 years, there would be large scale shift to online banking when 60% of urban customers
and large number of customers will forget to regularly drop into the branch for face-to-face interaction. To
save cost in branch expansion, ATMs will be to the extent of 5 times of existing number of branches i.e.
about 325000 in number (65000 x 5) to cater the needs of cash requirements of often than online
customers.
c ) New development would be in the areas of ATMs, mobile banking and online Internet banking. There
would be large consumer market and more competition. Human touch will be replaced with computers,
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which will decide the requirements of depositors and borrowers without any human intervention. Number
of bank employees will reduce to 4 lakhs as against 8 lakh today.
99.Diversification refers to entering attractive opportunities, which are outside the existing business of the
firm. When a firm identifies a highly attractive industry the requisite mix business strengths for which are
already present with the company. It has an attractive business opportunity for diversification. Read the
case let and decide the proper conglomerate diversification.
a ) The new products have technological or marketing synergies with existing product lines, though the
target groups of customers are entirely different
b ) The new products appeal to the existing customers, though the products are technologically unrelated
to existing product line.
c ) The new products or business have no relationship to the existing technology, products or market of the
firm. An audio cassette manufacturer enters into fax machines or food products business.
100. The functions of distribution channel do not include ; (a) gathering and providing market information,
(b) marketing research.;(c) assisting the consumer in understanding and using the goods, (d ) promoting
the sales of goods.
101.Which of the following characteristics is found only in some services like banking and not found in case
of many services.- (a) inseparability
(b) variability (c) client relationship (d) perishability
102.For offering mobile banking service, banks have to obtain permission from which of the following
authorities? : (a) IRDA
(b) TRAI; (c) RBI
(d) Ministry of telecommunication
103.Without end to end encryption transfers up to (a) Rs. 1,000 , (b) Rs. 5,000 , (c) Rs. 10,000; (d) Rs.
25,000
104.Which of the following is/was not an attraction for banks in India to venture in to Internet banking? :
(a) Diminished transaction cost , (b)Integration of services is easier, (c) Marketing can be through
interactive channels ; (d)None of these
105. The tools for communications with the customer are - (a) Promotion mix (b) Product and price
(c) (a) and (b), (d) (a) and other three elements of marketing mix
106. Promotion seeks to influence the buyer in decision-making through :
a) Persuasion ;(b) Compulsion, (c) Reminding ;(d) (a), (c), information and reinforcement
107. Promotion is an exercise of maintaining contact with the consumer at different levels so as to ;
(a)enhance customer relationship ;(b) lure the customer in to buying the products , (c) prevent customer
from being critical of the firm, (d) none of the above
108. Firms need to collect and analyze the data pertaining to marketing for
(a) projecting their organisation as knowledge-oriented (b) enabling the top management to keep control
over the sales force (c) taking the required steps for effective marketing of their products (d) for utilising
their information technology capabilities
109.An effective MIS fulfils these: (a) Analysis of quantitative information (b) Coordination among
functional and specialists executives (c) Limited to the current scenario (d) Both (a) and (b) above
110. The components of Marketing Information System do not include : (a) Marketing intelligence system
(b) Internal records system, (c) Information technology system (d) None of above
111. The ultimate users of the Marketing Information System are : (a) the customers of the firm, (b) the
competitors of the firm (c) the decision-makers in the firm (d) both (a) and (b) above ,
112.Which of the following situation falls under the purview of Marketing Research System? : (a) Riddhi
Vriddhi Bank wants to send Diwali greeting cards to all its fixed deposit account holders with deposits of Rs.
10,000 or more.
(b) Money Honey Bank wants to have a profile of Kalahandi District to decide about opening a new branch
there.
(c) Get Rich Fast Bank wants a comparative business statistics with other ten peer level banks in the
country.
(d) Baroda branch of Prosperous Customer Bank is twelve-year-old and it recorded a compounded annual
growth rate of 20 per cent in deposits during the first ten years, which has been better than the industry
average. However, during the last two years the branch has witnessed a significant decline in its deposits.
Managing director of the bank desires to know the causes for this reversal in the business trend and
suggestions for ameliorating the situation.
113.The purpose of computer usage in MKIS is primarily to: (a) Generate reports (b) To meet specific user
needs , (c) Retrieval of data,(d) For day to day operations
114. Which of the following is not an advantage of marketing information system:
a. improvement in data capture process ; b smooth operation of collection and processing of data ,
c. provision for tailor make information for specific needs
d.serves as a total knowledge-management mechanism, e. none of the above
115.Marketing information system is pertaining to marketing: a. the computer hard ware system used in
handling the data base , b. the set of input and output reports to collate and purvey information, c. the
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structure of people, equipment and procedures for generating and processing the information , d. the
software used for collecting and processing the information; e. all the above
116.Marketing information system is concerned with information relating to which of the following: a.
customers ,b channel intermediaries , c
sales persons, d. a to c, e. b and c
117.Banks require to collect and analyse the data relating to marketing for
a. projecting their organization as knowledge oriented, b. enabling the top management to keep control over
the sale force, c. taking the required steps for effective marketing of their products, d. for utilizing their
information technology capabilities, e. all the above
118.An effective MIS takes care of which of the following: a. analysis of quantitative information, b.
coordination among functional and specialists executives, c. imited to current scenario, d. a to c all e. a and
b only
119. Which of the following is not a component of MIS: a. marketing intelligence system ; b. information
technology system; c. internal records system; d. all the above, e. a,
none of the above
120. MIS is used by which of the following: a. customers of the bank, b. competitors of the bank , c.
decision makers of the bank ,d. govt. and the public, e. all the above
121. What technique is used for predictions of customer behaviour, highly targeted market focus,
maximized operational effectiveness, and optimal return on investment?
a) Data Warehousing
b) SWIFT
c) VSAT
d) Data Mining
122. Which is the place or site for Corporates to market their services/products for dissemination of
information, financial advice, node for commerce, gateway to the Internet?
a) Website
b) Indo net c) VSAT
d) Mobile net
123. For increasing organizational productivity, efficiency, better control, reducing the hierarchical tier
systems, change in managerial attitudes, addition to the changes in organizational structure . and
orientation, which of the following technology is the best? - a) Management technology,
b) Software technology
c) Credit risk management d) Information technology
124. The main characteristics of intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity, perishability pertain to?
a) Services'"
b) Product
c) Management
d) MIS
125.Anything that can be offered to satisfy a want or need is called a product. Out of the following, which
cannot be considered a product? a) Pilgrimage tour to Bangladesh ,b)"Green New Delhi" call c)Spring
Leaf Co-operative Housing Society, d)Discourse for public by Slid Sudhansha Maharaj at Azad Maidan
126. Out of the following products I services provided by a bank, which do not belong to the product line of
orders? a) Savings Bank Account b) Premium Savings account with overdraft line
c) Demand draft , d) Credit card
127.There are four stages in a product life cycle viz., introduction, growth, maturity and decline. From the
following which products is in its introductory stage in modern banking?
a) Home banking through personal computers and debit cards ,b) Home loans and tractor loans
c) Savings bank account
d) Demand drafts
128. The landline telephone connections are in large volume in our country but because of cellular
phones, the volume of land line connections is affected. Under which category of product life cycle does
the landline phone service stand? - a) Introduction, b) Decline
c) Growth
d) Maturity
129.The product life cycle concept has introduction, growth, maturity and decline stages. What shall be
the profit position of a product in the maturity stage?
a) Low margin
b) Marginal c) Rapid rise d) Falling margins
130. The position of competition in the declining stage of the product life cycle would be?
a) Limited competitors
b) Extensive c) Few competitors d) Inefficient competitors
131. In the maturity stage of its life cycle the sales of a product declines. At this stage, efforts are made to
stimulate sales of the products; by modifying the product's characteristics. This is achieved to improve the
functional performance viz., durability, reliability and/or speed of the product. What would such modification
be called?
a) Feature improvement , b) Style improvement, c) Quality improvement , d) Loyalty improvement
132. Pizza-hut is the branded name of the retail chain in the country and overseas, although no pizza
shops are located in any but but in a posh and decorated building, but are still called Pizza-hut. It isa) Personality
b) Product mix
c) Brand name
d) Brand location
133. The value of a brand is its power to capture consumer preference and loyalty. The positive
differential effect that knowing a brand name has on consumer response to a product or service, is called
as brand equity. Brands represent consumers' perceptions and feelings about a product and its
performance. Which of the following would be the most appropriate for branding in the case of a bank?
a) Banks' name
b) Banks' staff as brand ambasor , c) Banks' number of years of services d) Banks'
chairman
134.Which of the following is not a channel for distribution of banking products: a) branches, b) telephone
banking, c) call centres, d) automated teller machines, e) none of these
135. A bank has created in a hotel a corner that provides ATMs, interactive video monitor and
communication system_ This is called:
a
ATM location b
branch location, c virtual
branch
d
business unit,
e none of the above
136.Banks make credit services available at merchant establishments through which of the following:
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a ATMs
b Branches, c Debit Cards,
d Credit Cards a
all the above
137. Banks facilitate payment services at merchant establishments through which of the following: a ATMs
b Branches, C
Debit Cards d
d Credit Cards, e all the above
138. A bank makes use of certain other persons on hire basis for marketing of bank services. This process
is called:
a
direct sale agents,
b
direct marketing agents, c direct representatives,
d
outsourcing of financial services,
e
all the above
139. In what way, the intermediaries in banking services such as direct marketing agents help the bank:
a
increase the availability of banking services,
b increase the convenience of banking services,
c increase the use of banking services and revenues,
d
help in retaining the existing users and
attract new users,
e
all the above
140. In case of physical goods, in order to avoid overstocking or understocking at various places which of
the following helps: a
order processing,
b
inventory management, c storage of products
d protective packaging, e forecasting demand
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PRACTICE TEST PAPER NO. 1 ( TEST YOUR SELF )
01 Who approves the appointment of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of a private bank: a
Reserve Bank;
b
Board of the Bank concerned bank; c
If it is a listed bank, then SEBI; d
Central Govt. in all cases
02 Which of the following organizations maintain the shares of companies in dematerialization format: a S E B I
b
depositories; c registrars to the issue; d
mutual funds
03 Which of the following Act is meant to regulate the Indian Banking System: a
Negotiable Instrument Act,
Banking Regulation Act, Companies Act; bRBI Act, Banking Regulation Act, Companies Act; c Banking Regulation Act,
Prevention of Money Laundering Act; d
RBI Act, Banking Regulation Act
04
A
is a type of transferable financial instrument which is traded at local stock exchange of a country but represents a security
(usually, in the form of equity) which is issued by a foreign publicly listed company: a
American Depository Receipt;
b
Depository Receipt; c Global Depository Receipt; d Foreign Convertible Bonds
05 The Urban Cooperative Banks are regulated by: a R B I ; b N A B A R D ; c Registrar of Coop Societies of
the State Govt; d S E B I
06 A firm has been allowed demand loan but it has not carried any operations in the account after disbursement of the full amount.
What is the limitation period for this demand loan: a 3 years from date of last withdrawal in the account; b3 years from date of last
debit of interest in the account; c 3 years from date of documents; d a to c, whichever is earlier a to c, whichever is later
07
inspection and processing fee in case of priority sector can be recovered if the amount of advance is:
a
Rs.10000 or more; b
Rs.25000 or more; c Rs. 50000 or more; d More than Rs.25000;
e
More than Rs.50000
08 Which of the following expansion does match to the abbreviation: a
SCC — Special Credit Control; b ADsAuthorised dealers; c OMO — Opposite Market Operation; d
all the above
09 Whenever RBI wants to reduce the liquidity in the banking system it can resort to which of the following:
a r e p o ; b reverse repo; c reduction in the CRR; d reduction in the SLR
10 Deposits and advances of bank branch have been declined and the management of the bank wants to know the
reasons for the same. This will fall under the purview of: a
market intelligence; b marketing technology system; c
taking the required steps for effective marketing of their products; d marketing research system;
e
all the above
11 Federal Reserve Board is the regulator of banking system in: a India; b E u r o p e ; c United States; d Britain
12: A loan secured by mortgage of immovable property is repayable on demand. The period of limitation in this case will be:
a
Three years; b 12 years from date of mortgage deed; c
3 years from date of mortgage deed;
d
None of the above
13 Lahiri Committee Recommendations relate to which of the following: a
issue of units by Mutual Funds;
b
Issue of Depository Receipts; c Issue of Participation Certificates by Banks; d
Issue of Participatory notes by
Fits
14
Depository receipts are traded at: astock exchanges of the same country in which the listed company issued the
depository receipt - b
stock exchanges of a country other than in which the listed company issued the depository
receipt; c
stock exchanges of any country including in which the listed company issued the depository receipt; d
none of the above
15 Mr. Akash Khanna is having his personal saving account with United Bank's Chandigarh branch. He is also the sole
trustee of Khanna Charitable Trust and operates the account of the trust which is also maintained with the bank. In
connection with an important personal work he proposes to proceed abroad for 6 months and seeks your guidance for
smooth operations in the accounts: a
he can give mandate in favour of some of his friend or relative for operations in the
accounts; b
he can execute a power of attorney in favour of a known person for operations in both the accounts; c he can
give mandate or power of attorney for his personal account; d The cannot delegate the powers to any one in case of trust
account; and could leave some cheque leaves properly signed for use in case of trust account; e c and d
16 The process of segregation of ownership and'trading rights of the members in a stock exchange is called a
mutualisation b demutualization; c rematerialization; d) dematerialization
17
What is the maximum extent up to which the foreign institutional investors can invest in the stock exchanges in India a
24% b 26%; c 49%; d 74%
18 The shares are the shares on which the dividend accumulates if it remains unpaid for a particular year.
a
convertible preference shares; b cumulative preference shares; c participatory preference shares;
d
preferred shares
19
if a bond is issued with the provision that the investor has option to replaces the bond with equity at a fixed price, it is called a)
coupon bond; b) convertible bond; c) ;preference bond; d) zero coupon bond
20 Which of the following paves the way for listing and trading of the issuer company's securities, whose securities are already not
listed on the stock exchange: a
initial public offering; b further public offering; c) bonus issue; d) rights issue
21 When a company issues shares to a select group of investor which is neither a public issue nor a rights issue, it is called
a)
bonus issue; b) rights issue; c) private placement; d)
qualified institutional placement
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22 Which of the following is not correct in respect of targets within priority sector: a
weaker section target for Indian
banks is 25 % of priority sector; b micro & small enterprises credit target for foreign banks is 10% of ANBC export credit is 12% of
ANBC for Indian banks; d Agriculture credit target is 45% of priority sector credit for Indian banks
23
The concept of 'discovered price' is used, in the context of: a rights issue; b initial public issue; C
book building
issue; d bonus issue
24 In which of the following types of fund, the investment is made exclusively in govt. securities:
a
liquid funds b gilt funds; c) sector specific fund; d)
index fund
25
In the
subscription and repurchase is available on a continuous basis: a) growth fund; b) open ended fund; c)
close ended fund; d)
debt oriented fund
26
The legal set up of a mutual fund is in the form of a a) joint stock company; b) trust;
c)
partnership firm; d)
limited liability partnership
27 When investment is made in other schemes of the same or different mutual funds, such fund is called
a
index fund; b gilt fund; c
fund of funds; d
mutual fund
28 Which of the following statement is correct regarding premium on life insurance policies:
a
the premium rates for with profit policy are higher than the premium for without profit policy
b
the premium rates for with profit policy are lower than the premium for without profit policy
c
the premium rates for with profit policy are equal to the premium for without profit policy
d
none of the statement is correct
29 Which of the following is key objective of establishment of IRDA a)
to have tight control over insurance
companies and ensure consumer protection; b) to promote market efficiency and to develop insurance market; c)
to promote insurance market efficiency and ensure consumer protection; d ) all the above
30
Which of the following transaction is backed by a letter of credit: a
factoring; b
forfeiting;
c
securitization d leasing
31
Which of the following guarantees, is not a financial guarantee: a
bank guarantee for supply of goods on
credit basis; b bank guarantee in favour of customs authorities; c
bank guarantee in favour of tax authorities; d
none of the above
32 The cases of deceased depositors where the claims have been received and are pending beyond the stipulated period
are required to be reported to which of the following: a Board of Directors of the bank; b O m b u d s m a n ; c
Reserve Bank of India; d Customer Service Committee of the Board; e
All the above
33
Which of the following can be taken as part of Off-balance sheet items: a
take out finance in the books of the taking
over institution; b
outstanding foreign exchange contracts; c open position in gold; d all the above
34 Sales of an SME unit for the previous year were Rs.200 lac. These are projected at Rs.300 lac for next year. As per
Nayak Committee, the level of minimum bank working capital limits to be sanctioned would be:
a
Rs.40 lac; b
Rs_60 lac; c
Rs.20 lac; d
Rs.100 lac
35
A letter of credit is defined in which of the following: a
Indian Contract Act; b Companies Act; c
Payment and Settlment Systems Act; d
none of these
36
The forfeiter is an intermediary between: a exporter's bank and importer; b importer's bank and exporter
c
importer and exporter; d exporter & his bank and importer & his bank.
37 The process of maintenance of account books, discounting of bills and collection of bills on due date is called by a
person other than by the seller: a
securitization; b factoring; c
forfeiting; d
take out finance
38
In a factoring transaction, where the factor retains the right to recover the amount from seller, if payment is not
recovered from the buyer of goods, is called a without recourse factoring; b
with recourse factoring; c advance
factoring; d
back factoring
39
Credit risk does not take the form of: a bank guarantees ; b treasury operations; c cross border exposure; d
equity price change
40
Credit risk emanates from a bank's dealing with: a individuals; b
corporate; c b a n k s ; d
any_of the above
41
Market risk takes the form of which of the following: a LCissued by a bank; b foreign exchange rates; c
error committed by a staff member; d any of the above
42
Under Basel-2, the supervisory review process is covered by: a Pillar-1; b
Pillar-2; c
Pillar-3
d
none of these
43
The securitization transactions are covered underrisk, in the Base1-2 framework:
a
credit risk; b market risk c operational risk; d
liquidity risk
44 A bank has risk weighted assets of Rs.1000 cr and it has undisclosed reserves of Rs.30 cr. What is the maximum
amount of such reserves that can be included Tier-2 capital: a Rs.90 or; b
Rs.30 cr;
c
Rs.12.50 cr; d Rs.7.50 cr
45 A bank has revaluation reserves of Rs.300 cr. What amount can be included in the Tier 2 capital?
a
Rs.300 cr; b Rs.165 cr; c Rs.135 cr; d Rs.30 cr
46
Subordinated debt can be included in Tier-2 capital fund, only where it is with an original maturity of: a
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max 10 years; bmin 10 years; c max 5 years; d min 5 years
47
Bank-B 'has subordinated debt with remaining maturity of 17 months. These would be included in Tier-2 capital
fund at discount? a 8 0 % ; b 60%; c 4 0 % ; d 2 0 %
48 Bank-A has subordinated debt of original maturity of 7 years and remaining maturity period of 8 months. If the value of such debts is
Rs.100 cr, what amount will be taken in Tier-2 capital fund a
Rs.100 cr.; b
Rs.60 cr; c
Rs.20 cr; d
nil
49
Which of the following is not part of operational risk under Basel-2 framework? a staff error; b
failed system
c
change in interest rates; d break-down of internal controls
50 Bank A and Bank B have been combined into a single bank, where Bank A survived and Bank B lost its corporate identity. This is
called A alliance; b m e r g e r ; c
acquisition; d consolidation
51
Fair Practices Code for Lenders is a set of codes which banks are required to follow while dealing with borrowers. This code
has been on the insistence of Indian industry after notification of which of the following: a SARFAESI Act 2002; b RDDB Act
1993; c Legal Services Authority Act 1987; d
none of the above
52 As per Fair Practices Code for Lenders, bankers should be constructive with a view to taking care of any lender-related genuine
difficulty that borrower may face, for loans up to Rs._: a Rs .25000; b
Rs.1 lac; c
Rs.2 lac; d
Rs.5 lac
53 As per Fair Practices Code for Lenders, if a bank receives reqUest from borrower for transfer of his loan account to another bank,
the bank is to convey its consent or objection within __________from date of______________ receipt of request:
a
30 days; b
21 days; c
15 days; d
10 days
54 The Banking Codes and Standards Board of India was constituted on the recommendations of a Committee under
Chairmanship of a
SS Tarapore; b T a l w a r ; c Goiporia; d Narasi mham
55 A bank has acquired an immovable property but it has not been able to dispose it of within 7 years. What remedy is
available to the bank: a it can seek Central Govt. permission which is available for 4 years; b it has to seek State govt.
permission where it is located which has powers to extend the period of seven year by 5 years; c it can seek RBI permission which
has authority to extend it by 5 years; d
it can seek RBI and Company Law Board permission bank will have to pay
penalty for contravention of Statutory directives
56
Regional Rural banks are licenced for banking business under: a) a special statute; b) Companies Act;
c) Cooperative Societies Act; d) Banking Regulation Act; e) RBI Act.
57 To take care of temporary liquidity problems of central and state govt., what kind of loan is given by RBI:
a
treasury bills; b dated securities; c
short duration bonds; d ways and means advance; e all the above
58
Section 7(1) of RBI Act concerns with which of the following aspects:
a)
RBI authority to regulate the
banks; b NABARD authority to regulate RRBs; c) Govt. authority to issued directions to RBI; d)
RBI authority to issue
directions to banks in India; e) Constitution of Board of Directors of banks
59 If an Indian bank has place of business in one state only and has office in Mumbai or Kolkata, what is true with
regard to the amount of minimum capital: a
Rs.5 lac; b
Rs.5 lac ÷ Rs.25000 for each place of business outside
Mumbai or Kolkata; c Total amount not exceeding Rs.10 lac; d b and c; e) a to c
60 What is the amount of ceiling on payment of brokerage or commission or discount, or remuneration on sale of shares
by a banking company: a
1% of the authorized capital; b
2% of the issued capital; c 2.5% of the paid value of the
shares d5% of the subscribed share capital e) there is no ceiling.
61 What %age of directors in a bank should have specialized knowledge:
a 1 0 % ; b 2 4 ; c 4 0 % d 5 1 % ; e 75%
62 When a chairman or managing director is removed from his post, he• ceases to be a director and cannot be appointed as
director during the next years: a 2 years
b
3 years; c 4 years d 5 years; e 8 years
63 What is the requirement u/s 25 of B R Act, to be fulfilled by banks in India a Banks are to maintain 75% of the demand
and time liabilities as assets in India; b
These assets would be there as on last Friday of each quarter; c
If such Friday
is holiday, the preceding working day would be deemed to the relevant day; d
quarter for the above purpose is of 3
months; e) all the above
64 Which of the following is not a correct statement: a
Only scheduled banks are to maintain cash reserve u/s 42 of RBI;
Act b Non-scheduled banks are to maintain cash reserve u/s 18 of B R Act; c Additional cashreservecanbeprescribedtobekept by
Central Govt; d Interest is required to paid by RBI on cash balances maintained with it u/s 24 of B R Act; e Banking companies are
required to maintain reserve fund u/s 17 of B R Act
65 Where a bank is prohibited to accept the deposit despite prohibition for not accepting the deposits, what is the punishment:
a
fine to the extent of 20% of the amount of deposit, so accepted; b fine to the extent of 50% of the amount of deposit, so accepted;
c fine to the extent of 100% of the amount of deposit, so accepted; d fine to the extent of 200% of the amount of deposit, so accepted
a
deposit has to be returned back
66 A banking company fails to produce books, accounts and documents which it is bound to furnish under the provisions of RBI Act,
what is the penalty as per Banking Law Amendment Act 2012: a
it can be fined up to Rs.200000; b It can be fined up to
Rs.5000; c
If offence continues additional fine could be Rs.50000; d
a and c; e
b and c
67 A cheque of Rs.10000 issued by Ram Chander, one of your account holders, in favour of Shivaji is stolen by one Radhey Shyam
who forges Shivaji's signatures and endorses it in favour of Ganeshi Lai, who obtains the payment from the bank. In this situation
what would be bank's position ? a bank will be liable for the forgery; b bank will be liable only if the drawer proves that the
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instrument is forged; c bank will not be liable if Ganeshi Lal agrees to refund the amount; d
Bank will get protection available
to it under Section 85(1) NI Act and will not be liable for the payment made
68 Your customer issues a cheque for Rs.10000 in discharge of his liability towards Mr. Shyam Prasad or order, who endorses the same
in favour of Mr. Site Ram in blank. This cheque: a
Cannot be endorsed further as the blank endorsement restricts further negotiation. b
Can be negotiated by Mr. Site Ram without endorsement by him and by mere delivery; c
can be negotiated further by Mr.
Sita Ram by full endorsement by him followed by delivery; d
can be endorsed by him in blank only. E none of the
above
69 A saving bank customer of Modem Bank issues a cheque of Rs.1500 in favour of MIs Swastic Enterprises or order.
The cheque is paid by the bank on presentation through clearing with endorsement from the payee as 'Svastika Enterprises'. The
endorsement is also confirmed by the collecting bank. The drawer claims that the payment has not been made in due course and
claims refund of the amount: a
this is a payment on the guarantee by the collecting bank due to which paying bank's
position is safe; b
the cheque is of small amount, hence the bank should refund the money. c if customer is valuable, the
customers request should be accepted; d endorsement is irregular due to which the paying bank is not protected under the
provisions of Section 85 of NI Act. E all the above
70 A is holder of a cheque who endorses sans recourse to B and B to C and C to D who endorses it to E. Cheque is
dishonoured a E can claim from B,C and D; b E cannot claim from any one; c E can claim from all; d E can claim
from A a and c
71
What is true with regard the liability of a director of a company, in case of dishonour of cheque, issued by a company: a
all the directors are liable; b
nominated directors also liable; c directors responsible for conduct of the business
of the company including managing director; d only those directors who are responsible for accounts maintenance of the
company; e) all the above
72 A customer of your branch Sham, deposits a cheque, which he steals from another person named Sham. Your branch
collects this cheque (on which the customer is having a defective title) Without being aware about the defect:. A
Collecting bank is negligent; b Collecting bank will get protection if it has complied the requirement u/s 131. c
Collecting bank is responsible for conversion;
collecting bank is negligent but will get protection
None of the above
73: If the holder of a cheque removes the crossing in such a way so that the same is not easily detectable (with naked
eye) and get the payment after presenting it at counter of the drawee bank, the drawee bank will get protection u/s...of
NI Act: a
89
b 118 c
131
d
87
74 What is the amount of bank draft that can be issued by banks in cash under KYC directives of RBI:
a
Rs.50000 or less
b
Rs.50000 or more; c Less than Rs.50000
d
More than Rs.50000;
e) More than Rs.1 lac
75 What is the time period during which the record of transactions is to be kept by banks under KYC directives:
A 15 years b 12 years; c
5 years d
10 year; e) time frame prescribed by Central Govt.
76 Popular Bank sanctioned a loan in the name of B, which he had not been repaying. The bank has come to know
that B is having an FDR account with National Bank in the same city. At the time of maturity of the term deposit, letter
is received by National Bank from Popular Bank to remit money to credit in the loan account : a the amount would be
remitted by the National Bank to Popular Bank; b
if indemnity bond is executed by Popular Bank, the amount
can be remitted C if consent is given by the depositor and his nominee, the amount can be remitted; d the amount
cannot be remitted, as right of set-off is not available to Popular Bank ; e)None of the above
77
Mr. X is maintaining few accounts with Popular Bank with its Trichur branch. The bank branch receives
an attachment order. Which of the following accounts, will be attached by the order: a Overdraft limit of Rs.0.30 lac,
in which there is nominal debit balance; b
Overdraft limit against shares of a company, where there is some
unavailed balance available
c
Amount of term deposit of Rs.1 lac minus the balance including interest in the overdraft limit of Rs.050 lac
against this Term Deposit d
Overdraft limit of Rs.0.40 lac against Gold ornaments; e
AU the above
78 The net asset value of a mutual fund investments is calculated as under: a
(market value of the securities / no. of
units on a particular day) - the scheme expenses; b market value of the securities less the scheme expenses / no. of units on a
particular day c market value of the securities / no. of units on a particular day; d
market value of the securities plus the
scheme expenses I no. of
units on a particular day
79. A cheque drawn by a customer is presented for payment after a Garnishee order has been served on the account. The
cheque will be returned with the reason: a
Account garnished; b
Account attached by the court; c Operations on
the account stopped by the court; d
Garnishee order received
80 A bank authorised by the issuing company to issue GDR against issue of foreign currency convertible bonds or
ordinary shares of the issuing company, is called a
custodian bank; b
depository; c
overseas depository
bank; _ d
mandated bank
81 Universal Bank has granted cash credit limit of Rs.1O lac to M/s Kale Traders, a partnership firm. The account is
showing a debit balance of Rs.9.50 lac when the notice is received about the insolvency of one of the partners. Which among the
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following steps should be initiated by the bank to safeguard its interest? A) account should be recalled and party be asked
to adjust the account b operations in the account to be stopped and balance confirmation letter to be obtained from all the
partners; c
operations in the account to be stopped and notice of demand to be issued on the remaining partners; d
notice
about the outstanding dues to be sent to the official assignee in whom the estate of the insolvent partner has been vested.
E)
c and d above
82 A partnership firm of XY&Z has been adjudged insolvent and its loan account is showing a debit balance of Rs. 3 lac.
its partner Y is having a saving bank account in which there is balance of Rs.1.50 lac; a
the balance in partner's account
cannot be utilised for payment of dues of an insolvent firm; b
the balance in partner's personal account cannot be utilised as that balance
belongs to official assignee; c
the balance in partner's account can be utilised by exercising the right of set off due to his joint and
several liability
d
the balance can be utilised before it is objected to by the partner; e
any of the above
83: The provisions in respect of removal on ceiling on borrowing powers of the Board of a public limited company or subsidiary of a
public limited company, are given in Section ... of the Companies Act 1956: a 125; b 2 9 3 ;
c
293(1)(d); d
134 e: 45(e) (Similar provisions are there in Sec 180 of Companies Act 2013)
84 A cheque issued by a director of a Limited Company is presented for payment after death of the director which the bank pays. But
the company raises the claim on the plea that bank cannot pay such cheque after death of the director:
a
Bank cannot pay the cheque as the drawer expired; b Bank can pay the cheque
as the company is still a
legally competent person to contract and the director signed as agent of the company; c Bank should contact the Co.
because loss will be of the company in case of dispute; d
b and c; e
None of the above.
85 In case of deferred payment guarantee, normally
advance payment is made by the buyer of machinery to the supplier of the
machinery, which is treated as margin by the bank: a
5% to 10%; b
5% to 30%; c
10% to 15%; d 20% to 30%
86 Current assets of a company are Rs.800 lac and other current liabilities Rs.80 lac.. If the amount of net working capital is Rs.170 lac
what will be amount of excess borrowing, as per 2nd method of lending: a
Rs.120 lac
b
Rs.80 lac ; c
Rs.50
lac
d
Rs.30 lac
87 Your branch has sanctioned cash credit limit of Rs.12 lac to M/s United Pharmacy. As at the close of July 31, it has been carrying
stocks worth Rs.9 lac, sundry creditors of Rs.3 lac and book debts of Rs.6 lac. Bank has prescribed a margin of 25% on stocks and 30%
on book debts. What is the maximum amount that can be withdrawn in the cash credit limit ? a
Rs.8.70 lac; b Rs.8.30 lac; c
Rs.12 lac; d
Rs.6.75 lac; e Rs.7.25 lac
88 The no. of which component of Central Board of Directors of RBI, does not match: a Governor -1; b Dy. Governors
– 6 c Directors 15; d none of the above
89
In the balance sheet of a bank, the off-balance sheet items are shown as:
a
assets; b
liability; c
asset or liability as per its nature; d notes to the balance sheet
90 To make the cost of credit costlier, which of the following is done by RBI: a decrease in bank rate; b increase in repo
rate; c increase in SLR; d
) all the above
91
Foreign banks are to deposit in SEDF with SIDBI, the shortfall in respect of: a export advances target of 12%; b overall
priority sector target of 32%; c
micro & small enterprises target of 10%; d a and b; e
a, b and c
92 The issue of and servicing of govt. debt, is management by: a
Commercial Banks; b
Public Sector Bank; c
Reserve Bank d Govt. itself
93 Which of the following statement is correct in the context of red the price is mentioned in this prospectus; b the no. of shares
; being offered is mentioned in this prospectus c
the amount of issue is mentioned in this prospectus; d details of price, no. of
shares and amount of issue is not mentioned in this prospectus
94 What is the maximum extent up to which a single investor can hold shares in an Indian stock exchange:
a 1%; b 2%; c 5%; d
10%
95
is a tax levied on all transactions done on the stock exchange at rates prescribed by Central Govt. from
time to time: a transaction tax; b stock exchange transactions tax; c securities transaction tax; d securities tax
96
If a banker allows an advance by keeping 25% margin and the amount of loan is Rs. 1 lac, the value of security would
be: a Rs.1.25 lac; b Rs.1.33 lac; c Rs.1.50 lac; d Rs.l lac; e:
None of the above
97
Collateral security & margin in loan to agriculture exempted for loan: a
) up to Rs.10000; b
up to
Rs.15000; c
up to Rs.25000; d
up to Rs.100000 discretion of the bank
98 Which of the following is the regulator and supervisor of depositories:
a
IRDA; b R B I ; c S E B I ; d P P F D A
99 What is the maximum extent of investment in plant & machinery for ancillary units:
a
Rs.250Iac
b
Rs.300 lac c
Rs.500 lac
d
Rs.750 lac; Rs.1000 lac
100 The primary dealers deal mainly with which of the following:
a
shares and debentures; b govt. securities; c
mutual fund units d
all the above
101 United Bank is maintaining a current account of M/s Uniwool Limited which is operated by their General
Manager (Finance) and Director (Corporate Finance) as per a Board Resolution available on the records of the bank.
The bank receives an instruction signed by the Managing Director not to honour the cheques signed by the General
Manager (Finance):
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a
the bank would not accept the instructions as Mg. Director is not competent to give such direction as
per resolution of the Board
b
the bank would not accept the instruction as it is signed by single person only
c
the bank would accept the instruction to take care of company's interest
d
the bank would accept the instruction as it is from Managing Director, even though he is not authorised,
e none of the above
102 Your branch is approached by a public limited company to open a current account in their name. For the
purpose of opening the account, they submit the Memorandum and Articles of Association and other papers
alongwith a resolution passed by the Board of the company in a duly held meeting. It is observed from the
Articles of Association that the Board of the company should have five directors for the purpose of business
decisions, but the resolution has been passed by 4 directors, as the 5 th one is away to UK in connection with a
business trip:
a
since minimum no. is 3 directors for a public limited company, the account can be opened
b
since majority of the directors were present at the meeting, the account should be opened
c
bank can obtain another resolution and in the meantime open the account to increase its business
d
the resolution in its present form is not a proper resolution due to which account cannot be opened
e a to c
103 Your branch has sanctioned a bills purchasing limit of Rs.80 lac to M/s Rameshwar Hardware Limited under which
demand bills of exchange accompanied by Railway Receipts or Goods Receipts are purchased. The company forgot to
file the particulars of the charge with Registrar of Companies and inspecting official has raised an objection. Which of
the following remedies is available to the company/bank?
a
seek ROC permission who has discretion to waive delay up to 30 days
b
seek permission from Company Law Board for waivement of delay which has full discretion
c
seek permission from National Company Law Tribunal which has replaced CLB,
d
seek permission from Ministry of Company Affairs
e No need to file particular for such limits as it is in the nature of pledge by way of constructive possession
104 The Karta Mr. Ram Avtar of M/s Rama Kant & Sons, an HUF concern approaches your bank for sanction of an
overdraft against the mortgage of their business showroom. But the coparceners are not available in the town. How
would you dispose of their request?
a
the loan can be raised by Karta for the purpose of family business by mortgaging the property relating to the
HUF. bthe loan documents will be valid only when all the coparceners also sign
if there is any minor, the guardian would sign on his behalf
d
the loan request cannot be accepted as there is apprehension of dispute in case of HUF e b and c
105
Ravi Kumar and Sons, an HUF, maintain a current account. The Karts of the HUF dies and leaves behind three
family members i.e. his wife and two minor sons. How will you deal with the account:
a
Bank will stop operations in the account
b
Account can be operated by minor son being male member
c
Account would be operated by widow being guardian of eldest male member to be called Karta
d
account can be operated by any of the two sons e:
None of she above.
106
Mr. Dhanesh Lal had executed a will relating to his estate which also includes a term deposit receipt with the
bank. According to the will he had appointed Mr. Banarsi Das as the executor. Incidentally after death of Mr. Dhanesh
Lal, Mr. Banarsi Das has shown his inability to discharge the function of an executor:
a
he can be directed by a court of law to function as such
b
he can be requested by the legal heirs to carry the functions of an executor till alternative arrangement are made
c
court will be approached for appointment of an administrator
d
court will be approached to decide the situation in the light of vprevailing circumstances
b and c above
107
Harish and Mahinder are joint trustees and Harish is authorised to operate the account. He issues a cheque but Mahinder
gives a stop payment notice. The bank in the case:
a
Should not obey Mahinder as he is not having the powers to operate
b
Obey instructions of Mahinder as he is one of the trustees
c
Should ask Harish. As to why the payment not be stopped.
d
seek court direction because of the dispute e None of the above.
108 A person called Naresh expired 6 months back and according to his will Mr. Kamal and Mr. Suneel are the
executors of the will. They want to open a bank account. What will be style of the account, which the bank would
permit to be opened?
a
Mr. Kamal and Mr. Sur eel b
Mr. Kamal and Mr. Suneel for Mr. Naresh (deceased)
c
Mr. Kamal and Mr. Suneel — executors to the estate of Naresh (deceased) d
Mr. Naresh (deceased)
109 Mr. Naresh (deceased), Kemal and Suneel 89 Mr. Bishat, Secretary of Chandigarh Sports Club, who is authorised to
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operate the account, issues Cheques for the club, which is presented for payment. An information is received by you about
his death, from reliable sources, before the cheques is paid. In such circumstances, what would you do ?
a
the cheque will be returned stating the facts
b
the cheque will be paid as he had signed in representative capacity
c
bank will seek confirmation from the club, whether to pay or not
d
branch will seek permission from Regional Office
110 cheque will be returned as power of the agent ceases with his death 90 Your branch opens an account in the name
of joint trustee. You receive an information that one of them has died. In such circumstances:
a
Bank account will be operated upon by surviving trustees.
b
Bank will not permit operations unless it is specifically mentioned in the trust deed
c
Surviving trustees can operate the account if bank permits.
d
surviving trustee will get all powers to operate the account e None of the above
111
National Bank is maintaining a current account of a Public Trust with 4 trustees. Bank receives an information that
two of them have died in a road accident while going for a pilgrimage. The remaining trustees now want to operate the
account.
a
bank would permit them to operate the account as they are now the surviving trustees
b
bank will refuse the operations as the power was vested with all of them
c
bank will examine the trust deed to determine the future course of action
d
if the trust deed allows the surviving trustees to operate the
account they will be allowed. Otherwise the bank would insist on a direction from a competent court
e c and d both
112 The Secretary of Seth Chanan Mal Public Trust, a reputed trust having 3 Trustees, has approached you to open a
saving bank account in favour of the Trust. While going through the Trust Deed submitted alongwith the application
you find that there is no provision for operation of the bank account. What would you do under such circumstances ?
a
the account would be allowed to be opened by the Secretary
b
operation in the account will be allowed jointly with the Chairman of the Trust
c
operation can be allowed against the joint signatures of all the Trustees
d
account will be opened only when the trust deed is modified.
e account cannot be operated in the absence of any provision
113 Ramesh and Ashok are trustees of a trust and execute a power of attorney in favour of Tarun. Trust deed is silent
regarding the delegation of power. Tarun comes to operate the account:
a
Tarun can be permitted to operate the account
b
Tarun can be permitted after obtaining consent of beneficiaries.
c
Tarun cannot be permitted to operate.
d
Tarun can be allowed if credit balance is there. e b and d
114
Universal Bank is having a current account of Dhara Charitable Trust which is operated by their two trustees.
In road accidents, both the trustees expire and this fact comes to the notice of the bank. What precautions should be
taken by the bank for future operations in the account?
a
the beneficiaries will have to appoint another trustee and on the basis of their resolution the next trustee would
be allowed to operate the account.
b
the beneficiaries will be allowed to operate the account themselves.
c
the operations in the account will be stopped
d
the beneficiaries will be told to approach a court for appointment of new trustee in case the trust deed is silent about this
e b and c
115
Your branch receives from the trustees of a trust, a resolution passed by the trustees resolving that the current account
would be operated by two out the three trustees, as the Td trustee is proceeding abroad. The account is presently operated by all the
three in terms of the trust deed.
a
the bank will accept the resolution and the request and permit the remaining trustee to operate the account, strictly as per the
resolution.
b
the bank will not accept the resolution since the Trust Deed provides for operation of the account by all the three
c
the bank will not accept the resolution and will suggest for power of attorney to be given by the third trustee.
d
the bank will allow operations, since they are working as agents. e none of the above
116 Sh. Des Raj a blind persons approaches Meerut branch of Commercial Bank for opening a current account as he is engaged as
commission agent in fruit business. The bank however refuses to open the current account giving the reason that such accounts are
not permitted in the light of practical difficulties involved in operation of the account:
a
Refusal of the bank is not justified as a blind person is competent to contract and can also open a current account
b
Refusal of the bank is justifiable in the light of practical difficulties.
c
Refusal of the bank is justified in the light of possible loss which the customer may incur
d
b and c
; e only c
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117 A bank maintains a joint saving bank account in the name of Mr. Dheeraj and Mr. Pandey. The bank receives information
that Mr. Dheeraj has been adjudged as insolvent. A cheque signed by Mr. Pandy is presented in clearing. What would you do in
this case?
a
cheque will be paid as it is signed by Mr. Pandey who has not been declared insolvent
b
cheque will be paid as account is showing credit balance and it is issued by an authorized person
c
cheque will be returned
d
cheque will be returned with the memo that the joint account holder involved in insolvency proceedings.
instructions from official assignee shall be obtained
118 A sum of Rs.20000 is lying in the account of a deceased customer and an attachment order has been received :
a
attachment will not be applicable
b
attachment order will apply after legal heir's consent
c
attachment order will be applicable ; d
attachment order will be returned. e a and d
119 X & Y maintain a joint saving bank account but X had expired 2 months back. Bank has received a mail transfer in
the name of X for credit there of in this saving bank account. What the bank can do?
a
the amount can be credited in the saving bank account
b
bank can obtain authority from the survivor and the legal heirs to credit the amount
c
bank can return the remittance after obtaining authorisation from survivor
d
bank can obtain authority from legal heirs and return the amount
bank has not option except to credit this amount to the account of legal heirs or the survivor
120 Commerz Bank, Ahmedabad receives information about loss of a demand draft of Rs.5000 issued by its New Delhi office,
through payee of the draft. The payee also requests for stop payment of the draft. The same day, the draft is presented for payment in
the clearing. In what way the bank will deal with the instrument?
a
the original draft will be returned with the reason 'reported lost'
b
the original draft will have to be paid as bank cannot stop the payment on the request of the payee
c
the original draft will have to be paid as its payment cannot be stopped by any one except the drawer i.e. the issuing branch
d
the original draft will be paid if the collecting bank has confirmed that 'payee's account credited'.
e b and c above
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PRACTICE TEST PAPER NO. 2 ( TEST YOUR SELF )
01 Section 19 (2) of Indian Partnership Act deals with which of the following aspects: a relationship of partners; b
liability of partners; c restrictions on use of implied authority by partners; d
registration of a partnership firm
02
Popular Bank offers various services such as (a) saving bank accounts (b) recurring deposit account (c) credit card
(d) demand draft. Which of these services belong to one product line: a
a and b only; b a to c only;
c
b to d only; d
a, b and d only
03 Which of the following functions is not carried by a Modem: a modulation of digital signals into analogue; b
modulation of analogue signals into digital; c
modulation of data into images; d none of the above
04
A bank offers a facility to its credit card holders to use the unavailed balance in the credit card line as a personal
loan at a lower rate of interest, where the customer feel that bank is offering something extra. This strategy of the bank is called a
going rate pricing; b, marginal cost pricing; c
value pricing; d mark up pricing;
05 In which of the following circumstances, operations in a current account in the name a firm can be allowed
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a
if one of the partners has become insolvent; b if one of the partners has given instructions to stop, payment
while others agree for operations; c If one of the partners has died and the remaining partners want the operations
for winding up the business; d if no. of partners has reached 21 due to two minors having decided to become partners
after attaining majority
06
There are various restrictions on banks on the issues relating to (a) shareholding (b) directorship (c) voting powers (which
of these is correct) under provisions of Act: a a to c all, Banking Regulation Act; b
a and b only, Banking Regulation
Act; c b and c only, Banking Regulation Act; d
a and c only, RBI Act
07
The facility that enables Indian exporters to extend term credit to importers of eligible goods at the post-shipment stage is
called : abuyer's credit; b channel financing; c
seller's credit; d supply chain partnering
08 U/s 35-A of Banking Regulation Act, a banking company, before allowing transfer of shares is required to obtain
RBI acknowledgment if such transfer results in holding more than
% of the paid up capital of the bank: : a 2 ; b
5 % ; c 7.5%; d 10%
09 Mr. Des Raj issues a cheque favouring Mr. Raj Kumar, who endorses it in -blank and delivers to Mr. Tahir Hussain.
Mr. Tahir makes another endorsement in favour of Mr. Ravi Kumar for value. Cheque is returned unpaid. From whom
can Mr. Ravi Kumar recover? a Des Raj b
Raj Kumar; c Tahir Hussain d
Mr. Des Raj and Raj Kumar
only; e Des Raj, Raj Kumar and Tahir Hussain
10
Which of the following is correct in the context of holding of share capital in an RRB a
Central Govt. 50%,
State Govt.35%, Sponsoring Bank 15%; b Central Govt. 35%, State Govt.15%, Sponsoring Bank 50%; c
Central Govt.
50%, State Govt.15%, Sponsoring Bank 35%; d
Central Govt. 35%, State Govt.50°/©, Sponsoring Bank 15%
11
The contract notes that are issued by Foreign Institutional Investors (Hs) to their clients (not registered with
SEE), investing in Indian stock market: a
depository receipt; b
derivative; c
option; d
participatory
notes
12 Which among the following relationship of bank and customer is not properly matched a
lockers — lessor &
lessee; b Standing Instruction — agent & principal; c
assignment — Assignor and assignee; d loan account — creditor
and debtor
13
Find out the incorrect statement regarding term of office of directors of a bank: a
a whole time director is
appointed for a term not exceeding 5 years; b
term of a whole time director can be renewed for further period of 5 years; c
a part-time director is appointed for a term not exceeding 5 years; d a part-time director can hold office for
consecutive period up to 8 years.
14 The deposits to be accepted by the banks can be (a) demand•: deposits (b) deposits payable after a fixed period (c)
deposits of money or articles (d) these can be from any person who offers money for that purpose. Which of these is
correct:
a
a to d all; b
a, b and c only; c
a, c and d only; d
b, c and d only
15 Under provisions of which of the following, information relating to account of a customer can be disclosed (a) as per
banking practices (b) as per provisions of the law (c) as per implied or express consent of the customer (d) disclosure in public
interest: a
a, b and d only; b
b, c and d only; c
a, b and c only; d
a to d
16 market provides a platform for trading of existing securities and price discovery thereof: a primary market
b
secondary market; c
money market; dinsurance market
17 A bank has possession of certain securities of the customer. Which of the following relationships in this context, is not
correct: a
to secure a loan — creditor and debtor; b to collect interest on securities — agent and principal; c
left by
mistake — bailee and bailor; d
given for safe custody — bailee and bailor
18 Under which of the following circumstances, a bank need to give notice to the customer, before exercising right of set off:
a
when customer has expired; b
when customer has gone abroad indefinitely; c
when garnishee order has been
received; d
when attachment order has been received
19
Certain category of banks in India are incorporated under the provisions of Companies Act 1956 which mainly
include: a
public sector banks, private banks and foreign banks; b
RRBs, private banks and foreign banks c
private banks and foreign banks; d
private banks, foreign banks and Coop Banks
20 Mr. Ashok Kumar issues a power of attorney in favour of Mr. Amit Kumar on July 31, 2012 and dies on December 03, 2012.
Your branch receives (on Dec 26, 2012) through clearing house, two cheques, one of which is signed by Mr. Ashok Kumar on
Nov 25, 2012 and another is signed by Mr. Amit Kumar, on Dec 12, 2012. Which cheques will be paid ?
a
Both the cheques will be paid, if there is balance in the account; b Both the cheques will be returned;
c
Cheque signed by Mr. Ashok Kumar will be paid as the cheque; was signed before death; d Cheque signed by Mr
Amit Kumar will be paid, as he is alive
21
A bank can exercise its right of general lien u/s 171 if (a) the goods are received in normal course of business (b) in
the capacity of a banker (c) whether as security for loan or for safe custody (d) the loan is due for recovery.
a
a to d all correct; b
a, b and c correct; c
a, b and d correct; d
b, c and d correct
22 RBI is managed by a Board which consists of (a) governor (b) 4 deputy governors (c) other directors (d) all
nominated by the Central Govt. and RBI. Which of these is correct: a a, b and c only; b
b, c and d only; c
a, c and d only; d
a to d all
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23 X received a bearer cheque from Y for valuable consideration and in good faith. Actually Y had stolen this cheque
from Z. X would get the title of: a
a holder only; b a holder for value; c
a holder in due course;
d
an endorsee
24 Red Herring Prospectus is issued by a for a company, to raise funds through a commercial paper; b. company, to
raise funds from bank for a long term project; c
company, to raise capital from market under book building process in which
a price of the share is not disclosed; d
bank, to raise funds from the overseas lenders.
25 The rule in Clayton case becomes applicable in banking transactions in the following cases (a) when death of a customer
takes place (b) when the partner retires (c) when the guarantor withdraws his guarantee (d) when the director of a company
dies who has been operating the account. a
a, b and c only; b b, c and d only; c a, c and d only;
d
a to d all
26 Out of the following, which does not match:
a
a cheque is received by a Trust as donation from Mr. X — Trust is a holder only; b
a cheque is given by Mr. X to
Mrs. Y as gift on her marriage — Y is a holder in due course; c
X delivers to Y a bearer cheque after getting the value from
Y — y is a holder in due course. d A finds a cheque drawn in favour of B — A is not holder.
27 When an unlisted company issues fresh securities for the first time, it is called a
initial public offering; b rights
issue c follow-on public offering; d
bonus shares
28 Which of the following relationship between customer and bank matches: a safe deposit of articles — bailor & bailee
b
collection of cheque — agent and principal; c
deposits — debtor and creditor; d mortgage — mortgagee,
mortgage
29 X is associated with the following account maintained in your branch. The branch receives an attachment order. The
order will be applicable on: a current account of XYZ Private Limited, in which X is the managing director with majority
shareholding.,
b
overt; aft account against life policy in the name of X with balance; of Rs.15000 against the limit of Rs.2 lac.
c
account in the name of his minor daughter M under guardianship of X
d
a term deposit to mature after 2 years in his joint name with his wife
30 A payee's account crossed cheque in favour of X is presented by Bank B to the drawee Bank-A for payment. In
which of the following forms, the payment can be made: a)
in clearing only, b)
in clearing or through transfer
only; c) in clearing, through transfer or cash; d) it cannot be paid as this will violate the direction of the drawer
31 An investment plan of a mutural fund which is available for subscription and repurchase on a continuous basis, is
called : a
close-ended scheme; b balanced scheme; c
open ended scheme; d growth scheme
32 The mutual fund scheme that provides growth and regular income, is called a close-ended scheme; b balanced
scheme c
open ended scheme; d growth scheme
33 When a cheque is issued on a particular date and a date prior to the date of writing of the cheque is put, it is called a
stale cheque; b post dated cheque; c
ante-dated cheque; d
invalid cheque
34 Banks do not issue demand drafts payable to bearer on demand despite the fact that NI Act Section 5, permits issue
of a bill of exchange payable to bearer or order: a
because of prevalent practices; b because of RBI directives; c
because of provisions of Section 31 Banking Regulation Act; d
none of the above
35
All entities or persons engaged in the marketing and selling of mutual funds products are required to pass a
certification test and obtain a registration number from: a A M F ; b S E B I ; c I RDA; d NSE
36
If holder of a cheque wants to file complaint in a court u/s 138 the Act and other related provisions of NI Act,
he can do so: a within one month from date of cause of action; bwithin one month date of returning of the cheque by the
collecting Bank; c within one month of date of receipt of the information about dishonour by the holder; d
within
one month of date of dishonour of the cheque.
37
Indian insurance industry is run on globally.acceptable standards and for that purpose IRDA carries following
functions: (which one is not correct): a registration of insurers; b
solvency margins of insurers; c conduct of
reinsurance business; d functions as insurance Ombudsman
38
Which of the following is not a type of insurance business: a
life insurance; b
fire insurance; c
marine insurance; d
none of the above
39
Which of the following is not a feature of a saving bank account: a interest is prescribed by RBI; b interest is paid
on the maximum balance between 7th and last day of the month; c no. of withdrawals is generally restricted;
d)account cannot be opened by organization whose purpose is profit
40
Mr. P, a student is working on part-time basis for a Charitable Trust. The trust makes payment for the parttime work and also makes payment of some stipend to help him to complete his studies. The payments are made to him
by way of two separate cheques. A)
on the cheque for work payment he is holder in due course and for the cheque
for stipend he is holder. B)
on the cheque for work payment he is holder and for the cheque for stipend he is
holder in due course.
c
on the both the cheques he is holder in due course. d
on the both the cheques he is holder.
41 In respect of deceased person, the bank stops payment on receipt of notice about death. The balance is payable to (a)
survivor if it is joint EIS or F/S account (b) survivor and legal heirs of deceased person if it is a jointly operated account (c)
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to executor if it is a non- testate account (d) to nominee if it is a nomination account of single individual.
a
a to d all correct; b
a, b and c correct; c
a, b and d correct; d
b to d all correct
42 Lien is the right to of the until repayment of the loan as per provisions of Sec of Indian Contract Act: a
retain
the possession, goods, securities & bank deposits, Sec 170; b
retain the possession, goods and securities, Sec 170; c
sell, goods and securities, Sec 171; d
retain the possession, goods & immovable properties, Sec 170
43
In a joint deposit account, which of the following is correct: awhen nomination is proposed to be made, it should be
by all of them; b
when account is to be closed it should be done by all even if the account is either or survivor, where
specific authority to do so has not been obtained in the account opening form; c garnishee order will be applicable on this account
on pro-rata basis if the order is received in the name of one of the account holders; d
bank cannot use the right of set off for a loan
in the name of one of them :
44 Which of the following actions can be considered an action of a partner that would bind other partners:
a acknowledgement of debt already obtained by the firm; b opening a bank account of the firm, in his own name
c giving a mandate to allow another person to operate the account; d to sell the immovable property relating to the firm.
45
Bank can be held liable for conversion, in which of the following circumstances: apayment of a bearer cheque to a
person other than payee without endorsement by the payee. bcollection of a cheque belonging to one X for another X who
opened the account you with proper introduction. c
collection of a cheque of large amount for a customer having poor
financial background, without enquiring the source of the cheque. d all the above.
46 Your branch maintains a joint account of A and B. B is declared insolvent. In such case, the balance lying in the
account will be paid to: a
A being the solvent account holder . b Official assignee or receiver appointed by the
court c After meeting the claim of B towards the official assignee, the balance amount will be paid to A; d A and the
official assignee or receiver, jointly
47
In case of import factoring, the functions like evaluation of buyers, collection of money on time is the job of: a
exporter factor b
importer factor; c
domWic factor; d
any of the above
48
Which of the following statements is not correct in the context of dealing with a company: a responsibility to get the
charge registered with RoC is that of the bank; b
responsibility to file the particulars of charge to get it registered is that of the
company c
if company fails to file the particulars of charge for registration, bank can file the particulars within the prescribed
period, being an interest party d satisfaction of charge is also required to be registered within 30 days
49 Where a minor is admitted for benefit in a partnership firm and he attains majority and decides to join the firm as
partner, his liability begins from: a
date of his majority; b date of his decision to join the firm; c
date of
information to him that he was admitted for benefits; d
date when he was admitted for benefits
50
In international factoring, the no. of factors that are involved in the factoring process is: a o n e ; b t w o ; c
three ; d depends up on the transaction
51
A customer has balance in his saving bank account. In which of the following cases, the bank's right of set of can
be used for recovery of a loan: a
a bank guarantee issued by the bank; b
a term loan has been sanctioned and the
instalment is still to fall Due; c a cash credit limit is sanctioned to the party and it is running regular; d customer is
guarantor in a loan account of another person and that person has defaulted in repayment of the loan.
52 You have a current account of XYZ Limited, a public company. Account is operated by its managing director and one more
director singly. You receive a notice of death of managing director and another notice that liquidation process has been initiated
against the company. Two cheques signed by them (one each) are received for payment. What will be bank do. a
cheque signed by director will be paid and other cheque signed by Managing Director will be returned; b both the
cheques will be paid as the directors are only agents c
both the cheques will be returned as with liquidation process the
powers of Board of Directors have ceased.. d
cheques are issued for the purpose of the company, due to which these can be
paid.
53 Administrator is the person appointed by to operate the account of a (customer): a Registrar of Companies,
company in liquidation; b
a court, deceased customer; c
Revenue Authority, deceased customer d RBI, bank in
liquidation
54
In which of the following situation, bank shall issue a financial guarantee: a for supply of goods on credit basis; b
in favour of custom authorities; c in favour of tax authorities; d
all the above
55 Your branch receives a garnishee order in the name of your customer Mr. Trivedi, who has the following deposits
accounts with your branch. Which of these can be attached under this garnishee order:
a
Trivedi — Executor of Ashok Kumar deceased , b Joint saving bank account with his wife, c Trivedi - Trustee of
Sewa Dal Charitable Trust; d
all the above; e none of the above
56 Which of the following amount can be sent abroad by an NRI from his NRO account (a) interest credited by the bank (b)
amount of dividend received (c) principal in the account a a and b; b
b and c; c
a and c; d
any of the
above
57
In which of the following accounts, the funds (the principal and interest) can be repatriated outside India a
FCNR, NRO account only; b NRO, NRE accounts only; c FCNR, NRE only; d none of the above
58 The minimum capital to be retained by banks in the form of capital adequacy ratio, prescribed by Basel Committee
is: a 6% of the risk weighted assets; b 7% of the risk weighted assets; c 8% of the risk weighted assets; d 8% of the
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assets and liabilities of the bank
59
For which among the following types of loans, the interest rate falls under deregulated category (a) housing loans (b)
ceiling rate on NRE deposit (c) term deposit above one year (d) saving bank rate. a
a and b; b
b and c;
c
a and c; d
b and d
60
Under Basel 2, the capital is maintained for which of the following risk: a credit risk, market risk, operational risk; b
credit risk and market risk only; c credit risk and operational risk only; d
credit risk only
61
On the request of its customer B. Commercial Bank's branch, transferred the account to its another branch. A
cheque was presented on the first (transferor) branch which it returned with the reason ^refer to drawer'. Customer
claimed damages from the bank: a
bank is liable to the customer for not having returned the cheque with a proper reason;
b
bank is liable to the customer for having returned the cheque, if the balance in the other branch was adequate, where account
was transferred; c
bank is not liable to the customer, as the cheque could not have been paid, otherwise; d none of the
above
62
1St Pillar in Basel 2 relates to: a market discipline; b
supervisory review; c
minimum capital;
d
risk; management
63
A bill of exchange is different from a cheque in the following context (a) cheque is payable on demand but BoE can
be payable on demand or in future (b) a cheque is drawn on a specific bank and a bill of exchange can be drawn on a bank or some other
person also (c) BoE can be endorsed and crossed but a cheque can not (d) when cheque is dishonoured, notice of dishonour need not be
sent to drawer but in case of BoE it is required to make him liable. a
a to d all correct; b
a, b and c are correct; c
a, c
and d are correct; d
a, b and d are correct
64 The word OSMOS in the context of supervision of banks, stands for: a
online surveillance and monitoring system;
b
off-site monitoring system; c
open surveillance and monitoring system; d off-shore monitoring system
65
Which of the following does not fall in Tier II capital: a revaluation reserves; b
perpetual non-cumulative preference shares
c
perpetual cumulative preference shares; d
subordinated debt
66 A crossing is direction of the drawer to
Which among the following is not correct: a general crossing — to paying bank
b
not-negotiable crossing — to collecting bank; c
account payee crossing — to paying bank; d all are correct
67 A customer of a bank placed certain funds with the bank for purchase of certain securities. Bank started the purchase of securities
as per instructions of the customer. But before the purchase of securities for the entire amount could be complete, the bank failed. The
relationship of the customer in this case with the bank is that of a)
agent – principal; b)
bailor – bailee; c) beneficiary –
Trustee; d)
creditor – debtor
68 A cheque of Rs.5000 was issued by X at 3.40 p.m. in favour of Y, who being a very respected customer of the bank obtained the
payment around 3.50 p.m. after the business hours. At 4.50 p.m. X comes and gives instructions to the bank to stop the payment a
stop payment instruction cannot be accepted after business hours; b
cheque has already been paid, due to which the
stop payment cannot be accepted; c
bank is liable for the payment made after the business hours;
d
bank is not liable as the payment has been made before close of the bank although not in business hours
69 Foreign exchange risk is part of which of the following: a credit risk; b market risk; coperational risk; dnone of the above
70 A bank gets two cheques (Rs.500 and Rs.21000) presented by the payee and drawer respectively after the business hours
closing at 3 p.m.: a
if paid, both the payments will be payments in due course; b
if paid, none of these payments shall be
payments in due course c if paid, the first payment will be payment in due course and 2nd will not be d
if paid, the first payment
will not be payment in due course and the 2nd will be payment in due course
71
Which of the following is not a feature of a factoring transaction (a) in factoring the receivables are purchased by a factor company
(b) in the balance sheet of the seller firm, the factored receivables are an off-balance sheet item (c) factoring is another name for bills
discounting (d) registration of charge is required to be registered in factoring like bills discounting. a) a and c;
b
b and c; c
c and d; d
b and d
72 What is the time period during which the record of transactions is to be kept by banks under KYC directives: a 15 years; b
15 years; c
10 years’; d
5 year; etime frame prescribed by Central Govt.
73
Which of the following is not a benefit of strategic alliance: a ability to bring together the complementary skills and assets
that neither company could easily develop on its own; bproviding added value to the customer i.e. value addition; c
expansion of
channels and market presence; d none of the above
74
In case of dishonour of cheques, if the action is initiated against the drawer u/s 138 of NI Act, the service of
summons can be by way of (a) normal postal procedure (b) courier approved by the court (c) speed post (d) e Mail. : a
a and b only; b b and c only; c a, b and c only; d
a to d all
75 The maximum amount of education loan can be: a Rs.20 lac for education in India and Rs.20 lac abroad; b Rs.10
lac for education in India and Rs.10 lac abroad; c
Rs.10 lac for education in India and Rs.20 lac abroad; d Rs.20
lac for education in India and Rs.10 lac abroad.
76 Access to the account by a customer in case of ATM is through PIN, which stands for: a
personal interaction
number b
private identification number; c personal identification number; d
personal information number
77
Which of the following does not hold 10% capital in Credit Information Bureau India Limited. a SBI
b
ICICI Bank; c H D F ; d H S B C
78 Which of the following does not match with regard to protection to the bank: a
Section 10 —when payment is
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made in due course; b Section 131 — when payment is made on the basis of regular endorsement; c Section 89
— when payment of a materially altered cheque is made but alteration is not visible to naked eye d Section 85(2) —
when payment of bearer cheque is made without taking into account the endorsement.
79 The data / information provided by CIBIIL to member banks is called a credit information report;
b
credit report; c confidential report; d confidential credit report (CCR)
80 A holder of a cheque can recover the amount from the drawer u/s 138 of NI Act where (a) the cheque is issued for
discharge of liability (b) the cheque is dishonoured for insufficiency of funds (c) the cheque is presented within its

validity period irrespective of maximum period. Which of these conditions is correct: a a, b and c all; b
a and b; c
b and c; d
a and c
81 A small scale units with projected turnover of Rs.30 lac approaches your branch for sanction of vi orking
capital limits. What will be the minimum amount of working capital & margin to be assessed for this firm ?
a
Rs.6 lac, 0.5 lac; b Rs.1.50 lac, 6 lac; c Rs.15 lac, 2.0 lac; d Rs.7.50 lac, 1.50 lac
82 Banking Codes and Standards Board of India, has been constituted on the recommendations of:
a
Parikh Committee; b Goiporia Committee; e
Tarapore Committee; d
Kapoor Committee
83 A micro enterprise having sales of Rs.36 lac and Rs.50 lac for the last two years respectively has projected
sales of Rs.60 lac and wants to have a bank limit enhanced from existing Rs.8 lac to Rs.11 lac. What amount
of limit it can be sanctioned and what is the margin requirement: a limit Rs.10 lac, margin Rs.2.50 lac;
b
limit Rs.12 lac, margin Rs.3.00 lac; c
limit Rs.12 lac, margin Rs.5.00 lac; d
limit Rs.15
lac, margin Rs.2.50 lac
84 Code for bank's commitment to customer is a minimum standard of service to individual customer. It does
not cover which of the following areas: a deposit accounts; b loans and advances; cservice charges; d
none of the above
85 A document is executed outside India and it requires payment of stamp duty in India. The duty can be paid
on this documents within: a before it is used in India; b
immediately when the document enters India; c
within 4 months from date of its execution abroad; dwithin 3 months of its entry into India
86 A computer network is used for which of the following: a to share data; b to share software; c
to share
hardware; d
all the above
87 Those terminals that are attached to a server in a computer network system, are called aCPU, Nodes, Clients;
b
only CPU and Clients; c
only clients and nodes; d
only CPU and nodes
88 Which of the following payment system location does not match: a Clearing House Inter-bank Payment System
(CHIPS) – US; b
Clearing House Automated Payment System (CHAPS) – Singapore; c Clearing House
Automated Transfer System (CHATS) — Hong Kong; d
INFINET — India.
89
Devices are connected to a single continuous cable, on a computer net work, in case of:
a
star topology, bus topology and ring topology; b star topology; c bus topology; d ring topology
90
Which of the following is not an important feature of local area network; a
an independent system is
called node which is interconnected to LAN; b there is generally one central node called 'server'; c
the way, the
different types of services are handled by server depends upon topology and protocols; d
it can be used within
limited wide area of say 10 kms
91
Which of the following is not a feature of a core banking system? a
transactions are made on a central
server btransactions are made on-line as well as off-line; c
branch automation module is incorporated; d
branch is connected to a central host
92 An account in the name of minor M is opened by his father as 'M u/g of F'. Which of the following statements in
this regard is not correct: a
during minority account will be operated by guardian; b on attaining majority, the
account will be operated jointly by the guardian and the account holder, who has become major c
if death of
guardian during minority takes place, next guardian will operate the account; d
guardian can make nomination in this
account
93 In a smart card the security features are (a) multiple pins (b) retinal pattern verification (c) dynamic signature verification
(d) vein recognition. a a and c only; b b and c only; c a, c and d only; d a to d all
94 An electronic purse may have number of storage space: a o n e ; b t w o ; C
six; d several
95
The term 'audit trail' stands for a report submitted by the concerned auditors; b
data and record generated by the
system administrator; c chronological record of all events occurring in a system; d all or any of the above
96 When banks deal with large no. of individual customers for deposits as well as loans (liabilities and assets),
this is called banking: a narrow banking; b retail banking; c universal banking; d wholesale banking
97 Which of the following statement is not correct in the context o acceptance of deposits from the public
a
banks are authorized u/s 49 A of Banking Regulation Act; b
Saving bank schemes of the Govt. are
exempted from the restriction imposed on acceptance of deposits from public other than by banks; c NBFC can
accept deposits under directions issued by RBI under Chapter IIIB of RBI Act; d
Other companies are regulated
by RBI and SEBI under rules u/s 58A of Companies Act.
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98 Other than banks, the deposits can be accepted by non-bank entities. Which of the following does not match with
regard to regulation authority for such deposits: a
non-bank finance companies — RBI direction; b
Normal companies — Central Govt. Rules; c Joint stock companies – SEBI; d
Individuals, firms &
other incorporated bodies — not allowed to accepted deposits except from friends/relatives
99
In wholesale banking, banks normally do not deal with which of the following: a corporates including
multinationals; b
trading houses;, c
prime public sector companies; d
none of the above
100
RBI undertakes govt. business. Which among the following statements is not correct in this connection: a
RBI cannct refuse to transact banking business of Central Govt, b
RBI undertakes banking business of
State governments as a result of agreement with respective State govt; c RBI provides ways and means advance to
Central Govt. only and not the State govt; d
none of the above
101 Sardar Jaswant Singh, a pensioner getting pension through your branch approaches you to open a saving
bank account in the name of his grand son Simranjeet, under his guardianship, as the boy's mother has already
expired and his father serves in Army and is posted in North East for the last several years. Which among the
following precautions will be taken by the bank?
a
bank should obtain proper introduction and photograph while opening the account
b
declaration should be obtained that all operations will be done for
the benefit of the minor ; c
date of birth certificate of the minor should be obtained ; d account should not be opened as
the grand father cannot become natural guardian, so long as the father is alive , e
a to c above
102 Your valuable client Mr. Dharmesh deposits for safe custody with you, certain govt. securities in the name of his minor wife
Mrs. Tara. On attaining the majority, she approaches the bank for delivery of these securities to her to which Mr. Dharmesh
objects informing the bank that the securities were deposited by him and that they are not on good terms. Mrs. Tara gives threat
of legal action if banks fails to carry her instruction. What do you advise the branch manager.
a
Since there is dispute amongst both of them, they will be advised to bring a court.mandate.
b
Since the securities have been deposited by Mr. Dharmesh, these will be delivered to him only.
c
On attaining the majority, Mrs. Tara is authorised to take delivery as Mr. Dharmesh has lost control over this property. d
The delivery of the securities can be given to Mrs. Tara with the consent of Mr. Dharmeash only.
103 A minor has saving bank account with Star Bank Limited and he issues a cheque in favour of Mr. Suneel Kumar for Rs.15000
in consideration of certain books purchased by him for donation, from his shop. Mr. Suneel Kumar endorses the cheque in favour of
one Sh. Sohan Lai Verma and on presentation of this cheque, it is returned unpaid for insufficiency of funds. When Mr. Sohan Lai
demanded the money from Mr. Suneel Kumar, he pleaded that he is not liable since the cheque has been issued by a minor, who can
not be made liable and the transaction is void ab-initio:
a
Mr. Suneel Kumar being the endorser, his liability is like a principal debtor due to which he is liable to pay
b
Mr. Suneel Kumar is liable because he knew that the cheque has been issued by a minor
c
Mr. Suneel Kumar and the minor both are liable for action u/s 138 of NI Act
d
Mr. Suneel Kumar is not liable since his liability is co-extensive with the minor, who is not liable at all
e
a and b both
104
Mr. Seth has been sanctioned an overdraft limit of Rs.5 lac for his proprietorship firm. He has been called to the bank to
execute the documents. However, he sends his 16 years old son alongwith a power of attorney to sign the documents as he
had to suddenly go out of the country for 2 months.What the bank would do?
a
being son of Mr. Seth he can do so.
b
since his age is above 10 years and he can sign uniformly, documents can be executed by him
c
since he has been appointed agent, he can sign the documents
d
being minor he cannot do it
e
matter should be kept pending till Mr. Seth returns, since execution of document executed by the minor can
create some problem later on.
155
A partnership firm with three partners, named M/s Durani Brothers opened a current account with Corporate
Bank with the operational instruction that 1s` two partners will operate the account. The firm received a cheque in its
favour and in order to meet the urgent payment requirement, on behalf of M/s Durani Brothers, the 3 rd partner endorsed
the same in favour of another firm M/s Shivani Cables, from whom the raw material was purchased.
a
Shivani Cables will become holder in due course if it is not known to them that the 3 rd partners has no authority
to ndorse
b
Shivani Cables will not become holder in due course if they know that only 1st and 211° partner have authority to
operate the bank account
c
Shivani Cables's title will remain doubtful in all circumstances a and b , d a to c
106
Mumba Bank Ltd maintains a current account of a partnership firm
named Western Coats. The account is operated by both the partners of the firm singly. The bank receives a cheque of
Rs. 28000, originally made for Rs.23000. Though the cheque is signed by the 1sI partner, the alteration in the cheque in
the amount has been made by the 2nd partner:
a
the cheque is materially altered due to which it cannot be paid
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b
the payee would be told to get the confirmation of the V I partner
who had originally signed the cheque
c
the payment would be made to the payee as the alteration in the cheque is properly authenticated by the drawer
d
the payment would be made for Rs.23000 instead of Rs.28000, if the payee is agreeable to get that amount e
none of the above
107
Your branch maintains a current account in the name of M/s Site Ram Gita Ram & Sons. A new partner, the
younger son of Mr. Gita Ram joins the firm and bank gets information about this development. Which among the
following actions would be more
appropriate to deal with this account:
a
operations in the account should be stopped failing which the rule in Clayton case can apply
b
account should be closed and new account should be opened observing all formalities
c
new partner can be admitted with the approval of the bank only. Hence the firm should be advised to obtained
permission from the bank
d
bank can obtain new partnership declaration letter and allow operations as per new mandate
e
bank can insist on for new partnership deed duly registered with Registrar of firms
1088 Two partners of a partnership firm M/s Hyderabad Trading Company with three partners, approaches you to
open a current account with initial deposit of Rs.10 lac and promise that the signatures on the account opening form
shall be obtained on the return of 3rd partner from abroad, although the said partner is not to actively engage himself
in the business and he will function as a dormant partner. They also do not have any partnership deed in writing.
a
the bank will open the account as the 3r8 partner is not to operate the account
b
the bank will open the account and will not permit any withdrawal till the e partner signs the account opening
form
c
the account will be opened but cheque book will be given when the 3rd partner returns
d
the account will not be opened unless all the partners have signed
e
none of the above
109 Mr. Ramesh, a partner in M/s Ramesh Chander Dinesh Chander has become insolvent and a cheque of Rs.2435
signed by him as authorised signatory of the firm. has been presented for payment at your branch. The cheque is in
favour of Income Tax Officer
and the branch is having on its record a letter from all the remaining partners and the official receiver of Mr. Ramesh, to
the effect that on presentation, the cheque should be paid. How should the branch deal with this cheque ?
a
the cheque is of small amount due to which the bank can take the risk and pay the cheque
b
in order to maintain relationship with the customer, the payment of the cheque can be made
c
since all the remaining partners as well as the official receiver have requested the bank to pay the cheque, it can
be paid
d
the cheque should not be paid e a to c
110 Your branch had granted a loan of Rs.10 lac to M/s Dinkar Industries against the guarantee of their associate
concern M/s Gavaskar Traders. Due to non-payment of the loan when the bank demanded the money from the guarantor
firm, it stated that it is not liable as the guarantee has been signed unauthorisedly by one of its partners without consent
of all partners. From whom can the bank recover the loan:
a
since guarantee has been given by the partner on behalf of the firm, the firm is liable
b
the partner has the authority to act on behalf of the firm and its partners, due to which they are liable
c
the implied authority of the partner does not include signing guarantee due to which the firm is not liable
d
by using the implied authority a partner cannot give guarantee on behalf of the firm except himself. The partner
who signs the guarantee is personally liable. e c and d
111
Ravi and Co with two partners Ravi and Harish, maintain a current account. Only one of them is authorised to
operate the account. The other partner sends a letter asking bank not to allow the other to operate the account:
a
The bank will advise other to obtain an order from court
b
The bank will advise ignore the request from this partner, as he is not authorised to operate the account c
The bank is bound to stop operations d a and b ; e
None of the above.
112
Your branch maintains a current account of a partnership firm Sandhu & Company with Sandeep Sandhu and
Kuldeep Sidhu as partners. Master Sandesh Sandhu (son of Mr. Sandeep Sandhu) is also admitted to the firm for
benefits. in order to meet the financial requirements of the firm, Mr. Sandhu approaches the bank to sanction a demand
loan against an FDR in the name of Master Sandesh u/g of Mr. Sandeep Sandhu:
a
the loan is needed by the firm, in which the minor is a partner, hence can be sanctioned
b
the loan is being raised by the father of the minor, due to which it can be sanctioned
c
the loan can be sanctioned by keeping the FDR as security
d
the loan can be sanctioned if the father declares that it is for the benefit of the minor.
e
loan cannot be sanctioned
113 Mr. .Kishan Singh, a partner of the partnership firm named Hari Singh Kishan Singh approaches the Universal Bank for
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opening a current account with a deposit of Rs.2 lac. The other partner is away on a business trip for 20 days and the firm has
received an account payee cheque of Rs.2 lac with limited validity period expiring in the next 15 days. It is promised by Mr.
Kishan Singh that the other account opening form would be completed immediately on return of Mr. Hari Singh, the other
partner: a
account should be opened as there is substantial amount of deposit
b
account should be opened subject to the condition that no withdrawal would be allowed before the signatures of
the other partner are obtained
c
partner can open the account on behalf of the firm as he is agent of the firm and also of the other partner
d
the partner's implied authority restricts the power of a partner in terms of which one partner cannot open bank account on
behalf of the firm e
a to c
114
Capital Bank maintains a current account of M/s Bihari Lal Sham Lal with the same name partners having operating
instructions as 'any one can operate'. Mr. Sham Lai informs the bank that due to some dispute amongst the partners, the cheques
signed by Mr. Bihari Lal should not be paid as he has acquired the whole share from Mr. Bihari Lal and is shortly introducing
another partner. Meanwhile a cheque signed by Mr. Sham Lal is presented for payment. What should the bank do?
a
The operations in the account will be stopped and the mandate for operation of the account by any one, shall become
inoperative
b
The operations in the account will be stopped only after receipt of the notice from both of them.
c
The cheque signed by Mr. Sham Lal shall be passed since he has acquired the whole share now.
d
The partners will be advised to sort out the issue quickly and meanwhile the cheques signed by any of them will be
honoured.
115 Messrs. Gram Udyog a sole- proprietorship concern of Mr. Amrit Lal maintain a current account at your branch which is
operated by the Munim of the firm under authority from Mr. Amrit Lal. He advises the bank to cancel the authority given to the
Munim. Subsequently, a cheque signed by the Munim, bearing date prior to the date of cancellation of authority is presented for
payment.
Will you pay the cheque?
a
The cheque may paid since it is drawn prior to the date of revocation of authority.
b
The cheque may be paid since a revocation is always subject to the cheques already drawn by the agent
c
The cheque can not be paid after the bank is informed of the cancellation of authority.
d
None of these.
116 Corporate Bank receives a notice on January 31, 2004 from one of the partners of M/s Suneel Trading Co.
stating that he has disassociated himself from the partnership firm with effect from January 01, 2004. The cash
credit account of the firm has been showing a debit balance of Rs.16.45 lac on that day. Which among the
following actions the bank is required to take?
a
Stop operations in the account and recall the balance amount in order to safe guard its interest
b
Continue operations in order to see that the business of the firm does not suffer and get confirmation of balance
from the remaining partner
c
Stop operations in the account and serve notice on the firm and all the partners and other liable parties fixing
their liability
d
After stopping operations and fixing liabilities of liable parties by sending them notice, to decide whether the
bank is to continue the credit facilities to the reconstituted firm
e cord
117 M/s Subramanyan and Sons are maintaining a current account with your branch and a cheque of Rs.15000 is
presented for payment across the counter by the payee Mr. S. Sheshan. The cheque is passed for payment and
around that time a partner of the firm visits the branch. There is some hot discussion among the said partner and
Mr. S Sheshan. Resultantly the said partner, who is not authorised to operate the account, directs the bank to stop
payment of the cheque:
a
since the said partner is not authorised to operate the account, the payment will not be stopped
b
since the cheque has already been debited to the account, the payment will not be stopped
c
since the stop payment appears to be result of the altercation, the payment will not be stopped
d
payment would be stopped only if it is authorised by the partner operating the account
e
payment shall be stopped and the entry in the ledger would be reversed and cheque returned unpaid
118 Model Bank is approached by a partnership firm of two engineer entrepreneurs for sanction of a term loan of Rs.6 lac for
purchase of equipment. The proposal is found viable and they are ready to offer collateral security, but for certain unspecified
reasons they are not willing to get the firm registered with Registrar of Firms:
a
loan will be sanctioned making it a pre-condition that firm should be registered before disbursement of the loan
b
loan will be sanctioned and they will be counselled that in their own interest they may get the firm registered
c
the loan will not be sanctioned unless they give a solid reason for non-registration of the firm
d
the loan will not be sanctioned to an unregistered firm, as that will be risky proposition
e
any of the above
119 Model Bank maintains a current account of M/s Budhiraja Industries Private Limited for the last 3 years. Recently one of
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their directors having powers to operate the bank account has become insane and bank has, on its records this information. A
cheque dated about 5 months back, of Rs.23000, is presented in the account which is signed by the director who has become
insane. The cheque is returned unpaid, stating that the signatory of the cheque has become insane. When this fact comes to notice
of the company, it questions the decision of the bank to return the cheque and claims damages also:
a
bank is not liable as it has acted in the interest of the company; b
bank has on its record a notice issued by the
company about the insanity due to which the bank has acted in good faith; c bank has acted negligently as the director has
signed the cheque as agent and due to his insanity the cheque already signed by him should have been honoured
d
bank has acted negligently and it has ignored the notice received from the company regarding insanity
e
c and d both
120 While inspecting the Pune branch of Commercial Bank, the Statutory Auditors of the bank stated that a loan of Rs.15 lac
sanctioned to M/s Pune Traders Pvt Limited is 'ultra-vires'. Which among the following is meant by them while categorizing
the loan in the above category:
a
there is serious contravention of provision of Companies Act 1956
b
there is some problem in execution of security documents
c
there is some violation relating to some internal procedure (i.e. Articles of Association) on the part of the company
d
the loan has been sanctioned for an activity which is not stated in the objective clause in the Memorandum
of Association of the company e a to c above
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PRACTICE TEST PAPER NO. 3 ( TEST YOUR SELF )
01 The goods that can be packaged, seen, evaluated and tried by the buyers before purchase are called ;
a
search goods b experienced goods; c physical services; d
all the above
02
Which of the following is not a characteristics of financial services (a) intangibility (b) homogeneity (c)
inseparability (d) facility of physical storage a a and b; b
b and c; c
a and c; d
b and d
03
A bank has been offering following services to its customers. Which of these product does not belong to
product line of other banks: a home loans; b
agriculture crop loans; c saving bank deposit; d credit card
04 A bank has been providing finance to large no. of farmers in a particular district in Southern India for their
agriculture operations. Now its wants to come out with a new scheme for offering education loans to the children of
farmers. The bank appears to be following: a intensive growth strategy; b
integrative growth strategy; c
diversification; growth strategy; d
penetrative growth strategy
05 In a an inner copper conductor is held in a position by circular spacers: a
coaxial cable;
b
twisted pair cable; c optical fibre; d multiplexer
06 Where RBI cancels the banking licence of a banking company, the appeal can be made to:
a
Central Govt; b Company Law Board; c
High Court; d Supreme Court
07 Which among the following cannot be done by the Central Govt. for regulation of banks in India a) give approval
for formation of subsidiary by a bank for certain type of business; b) issuing notification with reference to accounts and
balance sheet u/s 29 of B R Act; c) suspend business and amalgamate a bank u/s 45 of Banking Regulation Act; d)
none of the above
08 In _______banking, the banks offer all types of financial services to expand their business that include high risk
products and medium risk products also: a)
retail banking; b)
universal banking; c) wholesale banking;
d)
, narrow banking
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09 Aggregate investment of a bank in its subsidiary companies cannot exceed % of of the bank:
a
15%, capital fund; b) 15%, paid up capital; c 20%, paid up capital; d 20%, net worth;
10
Global depository receipts are listed on stock exchanges: a A m e r i c a n ; b European; c Asian
d
Indian
11
What is the maximum extent up to which a single shareholder can exercise voting rights u/s 12(2) of Banking
Regulation Act a 2 0 % ; b 1 5 % ; c 1 2 . 5 % ; d 2 6 %
12
Which of the following is a disqualification of a person to be appointed as director on the board of a bank (a)
who has been adjudicated insolvent (b) who has suspended payment of his dues (c) who has compounded with his
creditors (d) who has been convicted by criminal course of offence involving moral turpitude: a a, b and c only; b
a, c and d only; c
b, c and d only; d
a to d all
13 The repayment period of retail loans given by banks normally ranges between
, except for housing
loans that have longer duration period of 15-20 years time: a 2 to 7 years; b 3 to 5 years;
c
5 to 7 years; d 5 to 10 years
14 The banker customer relationship arises from various types of services rendered by the bank. Which of these is not
correct (a) deposit (b) lending (c) remittances such as demand drafts etc. (d) conducting govt. transactions.
a
c only; b
d only; c
c and d only; d none of the above
15
Under a debtor creditor relationship arising in case of deposits, the limitation period begins from:
a
date of deposit; b
date of deposit if a demand deposit and date of maturity in case of a term deposit; c
date of maturity in all cases; d date of demand by the customer
16 A customer deposits some money in his deposit account with the bank but forgets to provide complete particulars of
the account. The bank credits the funds in sundries account. The relationship between bank and customer in this case is:
a
debtor-creditor as the funds were deposited for a deposit account; b
bailee and bailor, as the money has
been received by bank; c
agent and principal, as the bank will act as agent for the funds; d trustee and
beneficiary
17
In a demutualization process, a stock exchange is transformed from a mutually owned association to:
a
large corporate; b
shareholders owned company; c
public sector undertaking; d
limited
liability partnership
18
Bank has obligation of maintaining secrecy of customer's account. Which of the following is not correct in this
connection:
a
the obligation ends with the closure of the account; b the obligation is not absolute as in certain
circumstances, information is disclosed; c
the obligation is result of contractual obligation and also provisions of
Banking Companies (Acquisition & Transfer of Undertakings) Act d exchange of information amongst banks should
be in general terms.
19 X deposited Rs.20000 in his saving bank account for payment of a cheque to be presented after 20 days. Bank credited
the amount as Rs.2000 instead of Rs.20000 and informed the customer through a statement of account. When the cheque was
presented, it was dishonoured due to which customer suffered losses. Now X claims damages: a) no damages payable as
customer had notice of the mistake; b) customer cannot claim damages. He can claim only the amount he deposited. c)
bank is absolved of its liability, when the customer is informed about the factual position and customer does not points it out. D)
bank is liable and continues to be liable even when the mistake is not pointed out by the customer
20
In which of the following types of shares there is facility that, if the dividend payable is not paid, it will accumulate. In
addition, the share will be exchanged with a equity share: a) cumulative preference share; b) participating preference share; c)
cumulative convertible preference share; d) preference share
21 Bank can not exercise its right of lien in case (a) where goods have been received for safe custody (b) where the security has
been deposited for a specific purpose (c) where debt has already fallen due (d) securities are left by the customer by mistake: a
a to d all correct; b
a, b and c correct; c
a, b and d correct; d
b, c and d correct
22
In which of the following circumstances, the bank can exercise its right of set off to adjust the loan account from
deposit in the name of the customer, after giving a notice only: a death of the customer; b when customer has become
insolvent c
when garnishee order has been received by the bank; d
when loan has become NPA and there is
urgency to recover the amount
23 X has an overdraft account with your branch which has not been repaying despite the fact that bank has raised demand on a
no. of occasions. He is associated with the following accounts. To the debit of which of these accounts, the bank can adjust the
account immediately: a ) saving bank account in his name and a term deposit which will mature after 4 months; b) a term
deposit account which has matured which is a 'former and survivor' account along with his wife; c)
current account of a
partnership firm in which he is a partner. D)none of the above as the conditions are not satisfied to exercise the right.
24
Which of the following can not function as qualified institutional buyer: a Fll registered with SEBI; b
Mutual funds;
c
Commercial Banks’; d none of the above
25 Which of the following is not correct in connection with the mandate given by a customer: a mandate can be given
by the customer any time; b
mandate can be withdrawn by the customer any time; c
if after mandate, a power of
attorney is given by the customer in favour of another person, the mandate ceases to operate; d a customer can give more than
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one mandates at a time and all remain operative.
26 A garnishee order is issued by: a) police officer to seize the property of the accused; b) govt. authority to recover govt.
dues c) competent court, to recover the dues from judgement debtor; d)
enforcement authority under the provisions of
relevant law
27 The safety net arrangement can be made by a company, only to original resident individual investors with investment
up to shares per allottee, as per SEBI guidelines: a 1 0 0 0 0 ; b 1000; c 5 0 0 ; d
100
28 Z issued 3 cheques on Dec 12, 2012. He dated the 1st cheque as Dec 02, 2012, 2" cheque as Dec 12, 2012 and 3rd
cheque as Dec 22, 2012. These are presented for payment on Dec 18, 2012 but account was opened on Dec 05, 2012.
A the 151 cheque is post dated and 3`d cheque is ante-dated. These cannot be paid. But 2nd cheque can be paid; b
the 1st cheque is
rd
nd
1
ante-dated and 3 cheque is post-dated. These cannot be paid. But 2 cheque can be paid; c) the 1' cheque is ante-dated and can be
paid and 3`d cheque_is post-dated which cannot be paid. 2nd cheque can also be paid. D) the -Ist cheque is issued before opening
of account and cannot be paid. 3rd cheque is post-dated which cannot be paid. But 2nd cheque can be paid.
29
The liability on a usance bill of exchange is that of (a) drawer till it is accepted by the drawee (b) payee till it is accepted
by the drawee (c) drawee after acceptance (d) drawee whether accepted or not:
a)
a and b only; b) a and c 'only; c) a and d only d b and c only
30 An advocate has two accounts with your branch in his name (a) one in which he transacts his office transactions (b)
one his client account. A garnishee order is received. A) the order will attach only the client account and not the office
account; b)
the order will not attach the client account and attach the office account only; c)
the order will attach
both the accounts; d)
the order will not attach any account, as the accounts belong to an advocate.
31
Net asset value is disclosed by a mutual fund : a
daily; b w e e k l y ; c fortnightly;
d
depending up on the scheme
32
A cheque is crossed as `Indore' between two lines across its face. It is presented in Mumbai as it is payable by a bank
in Mumbai. a the cheque can be paid in Mumbai; b
the cheque can be paid in Indore only; c the cheque can be paid
both at indore and Mumbai; d
the cheque cannot be paid as it is crossing for two places
33 A cheque of Rs.500 issued by Mr. A, (a customer of your branch) favouring Mr. X, is crossed as not-negotiable. X endorses it
in favour of Z who deposits the cheque with your branch. What should be done. a
cheque may be collected for Z, as
amount is small. B cheque cannot be endorsed by Mr. X. Hence endorsement is irregular. It should not be collected for Z.,
c.
cheque can be collected for Z as not-negotiable crossing does not restrict further transfer. D ) Z should be advised to return
the cheque to X and should not enter into such risk-prone transaction.
34 What will be correct form of endorsement by the payee if the cheque is issued in the name of Dr. Ramesh Kumar,
MBBS Dr.Ramesh Kumar (b) Ramesh Kumar (c) Ramesh Kumar MBBS (d) Ramesh Kumar (Dr).
a
a and b; b
b and c; c
c and d; d
b and d;
35
The term `uberrima fides' relates to: a
contract of insurance; b conducting insurance business; c bancassurance
d
any of the above
36 Payment of which of the following cheques can be treated as a payment in due course, if otherwise in order:
a
a mutilated cheque; b
payment of a cheque crossed as 'account payee' and endorsed by its payee Mr. X in favour of
Y. c payment of a bearer cheque to Mr. X though it is drawn in favour of Mr. Y and there is endorsement by Y in favour of
Mr. Z d payment of cheque stopped by a partner who is not authorized to operate the account of the partnership firm.
37 Z, your customer keeps his cheque book carelessly in his brief case. The office peon steals a cheque leaf and very
cleverly forges Z's signatures which appear exactly similar to the signatures on record of the bank and obtains the payment of the
cheque. Z claims the money back from the bank. a bank is liable on the payment; b Z being negligent, he is liable for the
loss. Hence is claim is not tenable; c
As signatures appear similar to the signatures on record, the bank is protected u/s 89 of
NI Act; d
bank and Z equally negligent and equally liable.
38 Which of the following condition must be satisfied to treat a payment, as a payment in due course (a) payment as per
apparent tenor (b) payment of holder or holder in due course (c) payment in good faith and without negligence (d) payment should
be made through the bank account only. a a to c; b a to d; a, c and d a, b and d
39
Branches of banks distribute to their customers as corporate agents, insurance products of other insurance
companies, which is called a) underwriting business ; b) bancassurance; c) referral business; d)
any of the above
40
In case of dishonour of cheque on account of insufficiency of funds, the drawer is punishable by of : a) fine up
to double the amount of cheque and imprisonment up to one year. b) fine up to equal to the amount of cheque and
imprisonment up to one year; c) fine up to double the amount of cheque and imprisonment up to two years; d) fine up
to equal to the amount of cheque and imprisonment up to two years
41
Introduction for opening a bank account is obtained (a) as a precaution against fraud (b) to get protection against
conversion (c) to comply with the requirement of RBI Act (d) to comply with KYC requirement.
A)
a, b and c; b) a, b and d; c) a, c and d; d) b, c and d (RBI clarified during 2012 that introduction is not
required to open an account. Bank need to obtain proof identity with photo and proof of address)
42 X opened an account in the name of his minor daughter, under his guardianship. He also writes a wil; and appoints Z as
Testamentary guardian. He changes his religion. In the circumstances, the account will be operated a)
by X's wife if alive and
by Z if she is not alive; b)by X's wife if alive and by court appointed guardian if she is not alive; c by Z only; d
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Account will continue to be operated by X only being his guardian.
43 The service which is concerned with the financing and collection of account receivables in domestic trade is called a
securitization; b factoring; c
forfeiting; d) bancassurance
44 A and B have a joint account with either and survivor instructions. They nominate a minor M in the account and
authorize Z to obtain payment on behalf of the minor nominee. B expired. The payment will be made to: a
A and
M; b A and Z; c
A and legal heirs of B; d
Only A
45 A firm's bank account should be opened in the name of the firm only as Section_______of Indian Partnership
Act restricts opening a bank account on behalf of a firm_________ a 19, by one partners; b 19 (1), by all partners;
c
19 (2), in his own name; d
19 (2), by one partner.
46
In case of death of a partner, the operations in the bank account are stopped. The operations can be allowed in
the existing account: a with the consent of remaining partners if they want to continue the firm; b with the consent of
legal heirs and existing partners; c
with the consent of remaining partners if they want to wind up the business of
the firm d
at the discretion of the bank
47
Under domestic factoring, normally the seller of goods immediately receives _% of the bill amount on
tendering the bills: a 0 0 , b 9 0 % , c 8 0 % , d 7 5 %
48
Which of the following statement is not correct:
a
in case of partnership firm engaged in banking business the no. of partners cannot exceed 10;
b in case of partnership firm engaged in other business the no. of partners cannot exceed 20; c in case of
partnership firm if no. exceeds 10 or 20 it becomes illegal association under provisions of Section 11 of
Companies Act; d the no. of partners is restricted as per Section 11 of Indian Partnership Act, ec and d both
49
Which of the following is correct in the context of a company? aa public company has minimum 7
shareholders; b a private company has no restriction on no. of shareholders; C a public company should have
minimum 3 directors; d a public company is a govt. company if 50% or more of its paid up capital is held by Govt.
50 The purpose for which a company raises the loan from a bank should be mentioned in which of the following
documents of a company as otherwise the loan will not be recoverable from the company, the purpose being ultra-vires:
a
Memorandum of Association; bArticles of Association; c
Certificate of Incorporation; d Certificate of
Commencement of Business
51
Which of the following charge is not required to be registered by a company with Registrar of Companies (a)
charge on uncalled share capital (b) a charge in the form of a pledge (c) a charge on book debts (d) loan against bank
deposit.
a
a and b; b
b and c; c
b and d; d
a and c
52
In which of the following types of letters of credit, the negotiations of bills by the beneficiary is allowed again
and again within a given` time limit: a revolving LC; b
irrevocable LC; c
back to back LC; d
Red
clause LC
53
Which of the following statement is not correct:
a
executor is the person, the name of which is mentioned in the will of the deceased; b administrator is the
person who is appointed by a court to administer the estate of the deceased person; c
liquidator is the person
appointed for liquidation of a company; d
receiver is the person who is appointed to look after the property of an
insane person
54 The borrowing powers of Board of Directors of a company are given by
through
a
Registrar of Companies, Certificate of Commencement of Business; b Shareholders, Articles of Association;
c
Registrar of Companies, Articles of Association; d
Shareholders, Memorandum of Association
55 An NRI has FCNR and NRE accounts with your branch and he has now returned to India for permanent stay. What
will the bank do with these two accounts: a
both the accounts have to be closed and amount should be credited in a
domestic rupee account b
after closure of the accounts, the balance should be transferred to NRO account to be
opened for that purpose
c
account holder can keep the funds in foreign currency in the form of Resident Foreign currency account; d
the amount has to be transferred to a current or saving bank account.
56
Which of the following situation represents operational risk: a
failure of computer system for one hour; b
deficiency in execution of loan document; c
non-squaring of open position by the forex dealer; d
all the
above.
57
A joint account can be opened by an NRI with a resident in India in case of (a) NRO account (b) NRE account
(c) FCNR account. a a only; b
c only; c
a and c only; d any of the above
58 A bank can close the account of the customer (a) if the account is not being conducted as per terms of the accounts
(b) if customer is keeping balance continuously below the minimum balance (c) before closure of the account a notice is
sent to the customer (d) customer is not complying with the KYC guidelines. A) a, b and c; b) a, b and d; c) a, c
and d b, c and d
59
The banks are required to maintain a certain percentage of assets in the form of cash, balance with other banks,
investment in gold and approved securities. This is called a)
cash reserve ratio; b) statutory liquidity ratio; c)
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ways means advance; d)
liquidity adjustment
60
Basel 2 is based on
pillaris: a o n e ; b t w o ; c
three; d four
61
Which of the following is part of off-site supervision of banks by RBI (a) analysis of statement called from
banks (b) analysis of balance sheet of the bank (c) meeting with the management periodically (d) rating reports of rating
agencies. A a t o d a l l ; b a, b and c; c
a, c and d; d
b, c and d
62
Under the on-site model, the banks are evaluated by RBI on the basis of important parameters called
CAMELS. Which among the following does not match. a
C — Capital and reserves of the bank; b A Asset
quality; c
E – Earning; d L – Liquidity
63
Supervisory functions in respect of RRBs/Coop Banks are carried by: a RBI; b N A B A R D ; c
State
Govt. d Central Govt.
64
For the purpose of off-site supervision of banks, what type of statutory returns are submitted by banks to
RBI. a copy of balance sheet and profit and loss account; b
basic statistical returns; c
DSB Returns d all the
above
65
As per Basel 2, what is the maximum extent of Tier II capital: a 25% of capital fund; b 50% of risk weighted
assets; c
80% of net worth of the bank; d100% of Tier I capital
66
RBI undertakes quarterly on-site visits in case of: a
urban cooperative banks; b
regional rural banks c
newly licenced banks during the first year; d
all the above
67 Moratorium order on a banking company can be issued by High Court under Section 37 of
Act for a
maximum period of a B R Act, 6 months; b B R Act, 2 months; c RBI Act, 3 months; d RBI Act, 1 month
68
General Provisions and loan loss reserves can be taken in the capital funds under Tier II, maximum to the
extent of % of risk weighted assets: a 0 . 5 0 % ; b 0 . 7 5 % ; c
1.00%; d
1.25%
69
The banker-customer relationship in case of remittances is that of: a
debtor-creditor; b
credit-debtor
c
agent-principal; d
trustee-beneficiary
70
Mr. X has a saving bank account with the bank in which he deposited Rs.3 lac. After few days he was
arrested on charges of a fraud. The police advised the bank not to allow any withdrawal from the account. A cheque is
presented for payment, after receipt of notice from Police. What the bank will do. a
cheque will returned, being
a fraud case; b cheque will be paid because X still remains a customer. c
cheque can be paid only after getting
another order from police; d
cheque can be paid only if an order from court is brought by the account holder.
71
Which of the following is not correct in the context of term deposits: a term deposit receipts are nontransferable b term deposit can be issued normally for a maximum period of 120; months; c on term deposit the
interest is normally compounded on a quarterly basis d cash payment of a term deposit is allowed if the amount is
Rs.20000 or less
72 When 2 or more companies are combined into one company where one company survives and other lose its
identity, it is known as: a
alliance; b
amalgamation; c
consolidation; d
merger
73
In case of a
card, the customer can make payment to the extent of balance lying in his account.
a
debit card; b smart card; c credit card; d any of the above
74
Merger of two companies which are producing similar products or render same type of services, falls
under: a horizontal merger; b vertical merger; c conglomerate merger; d concentric merger
75
Under which of the following Act, the banks can sell security charged to them without court
intervention: a only Indian Contract Act, if it is pledge; b
only SARFAESI Act, if it is hypothecated or
mortgaged; c only Companies Act, if charge is registered with Registrar of Companies; d a and b both
7 6 When NPA loans are purchased by Asset Reconstruction companies from banks and financial institutions and then
converted into marketable securities, the process is called a
dematerialization; b securitisation c
factoring; d
leasing
77 A packaged service in which both the banking service and insurance service is made available, is called
a
insurance; b bancassurance; c
assured banking; d
insurance-cum-banking
78 A mutual funds total annual expenses when expressed as a percentage of average net assets of the mutual fund,
is known as: a net asset value; b operating ratio; c profitability ratio; d
expenses ratio
79 When two existing companies are combined as a new company where both of them lose their identity and a
new company is created, is called a alliance; b amalgamation; c consolidation; d merger
80
Different banks provide a payment service electronically to each others' customers through a system which
is called : a
shared payment network system; b
integrated payment network system; c centralized banking
system d
centralized banking solution;
81
In E-Banking a customer need not visit a bank branch for his cash requirement as this can be easily met
through: a
tele-banking; b electronic funds transfer; c
automated teller machine; d
on-line banking
82
For foreign banks, which of the following targets is to be compulsorily achieved
a
overall — 32% of ANBC;
b
micro & small enterprises — 10% of ANBC; c export credit
outstanding : 12% of ANBC; d
all the above
83
Adjusted net bank credit for priority sector purpose is =: a
NBC + FCNR deposits; b
NBC +
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investment in non-SLR bonds in HIM category + investment eligible for priority sector classification; c NBC
— Investment in SLR bonds in HIM category; d NBC — FCNR deposits
84
Banks are required to convey to the borrowers, the reasons in writing for rejection of their loan applications
as part of: a
Code for Banks and Financial Institutions; b
Fair Practices Code for Lenders; c
Charter for
the Borrowers d C o u r t e s y
85
The cash budget method for sanction of working capital limits is useful in case of (a) issuance of letter of
credit (b) seasonal industries (c) software development (d) film financing: a
a to d all; b
b, c and d only; c
a, c and d only d
a, b and c only
86
Margin for working capital under 2nd method of lending suggested by Tandon Committee is: a 20% of working
capital limit; b 25% of maximum permissible bank finance; c 25% of current assets; d 5% of projected sales
87 Bank obtains an undertaking from M/s ABC Limited that the company will not create any charge on its assets nor
sell these assets without consent of the bank. This is known as: aassignment; b hypothecation;
c
no lien; d
set off
88
If a borrower has applied for transfer of his loan account to another bank, the transferor bank is to convey its
decision within from date of receipt of such request: a 30 days; b
21 days; c 14 days;
d
discretion of the bank
89 Which among the following forms a part of local area network (LAN): (a) work station (b) disk duplexing (c) file
server (d) modem a
a to d all; b
b, c and d; c a, c and d; d
a, b and c
90 When all the devices on a network are connected to a single continuous cable, this is called topology: a
star topology; b
bus topology; c
ring topology; d
either a or b above
91
The hardware configuration consisting of a key board and monitor that is capable of sending and receiving
information, but has no memory or processing capability is called
: a
server; b
work station; c dumb
terminal d n o d e
92 Where a card has the capacity to store value for different purposes and for different issuers, it is called a
smart
card b electronic purse; c
credit card; d charge card
93 Cheque truncation can be done by (a) using MICR data (b) using imaging processing (c) using advance processing
technology a a and b; b
b and c; c
a and c; d
a to c all
94 Which of the following is a feature of a multi-user computer net work: a larges no. of users can be connected to
a central computer; b all data and information is kept on the main computer; c system is based on centralized
processing concept d all the above
95 The scope of computer system audit comprises the following (a) to review the operations to establish compliance (b)
to review the adequacy of procedures and controls (0) integrity review with special focus on fraud detection and
prevention. a a and b; b
b and c; c
a and c; d
a to c all
96 The regulatory provisions for banks are not uniformly applicable for all banks. This application depends upon
their constitution. The banks can be (a) statutory corporations (b) a banking company (e) a cooperative society (d) a
partnership firm.
a
a to d all; b a, b and c only; c
a, c and d only; d
b, c and d only
97
Which of the following is not a feature of the retail banking: a multiple products such as deposits, credit
card b multiple channels of distribution; c
multiple customer groups; d multiple banking
98 Which of the following types of business cannot be taken up by a banking company u/s 6 (1) of Banking Regulation
Act: a buying, selling and dealing in bullion; b
acquiring and holding shares and debentures; cpurchasing of
bonds, scrips and other forms of securities; d sale and purchase of immovable property for any purpose
99
Public sector banks include (a) nationalized banks under Banking Companies — Acquisition and Transfer
of Undertakings Act (b) State Bank of India and its associates (c) Regional Rural Banks (d) Cooperative Banks. a)
a, b and c only b
a, c and d only; c)
b, c and d only; d)
a to d all
100 Which of the following is a product, that is offered by banks in wholesale banking:
a
fund based services such as structured finance; b
non-fund based products such as LC;
c
value-added services such as cash management services; d all the above.
101
Arvind Dessai, your saving bank customer, issues a cheque in favour of Mr. Narayan B, who negotiates the
cheque to Mr. Chakraborty. Your branch receives this cheque in clearing for payment, but a notice of death of Mr.
Arvind Desai is received. What will you do with this cheque?
a
cheque will be paid as endorser is alive
b
cheque will be paid in normal course
c
cheque will be returned with the remarks that it cannot be paid
d
cheque will be returned cheque will be paid on the indemnity from Mr. Narayan B
102 Mr. Surinder Prakash, Company Secretary of M/s Surya Limited, which are having current account with
your branch, comes to you at 4.40 p.m. for encashment of a cheque, issued by his colleague from saving bank
account in his name, of Rs.5000. The branch is normally closed by the bank for customer service at 3 p.m. He
insists for payment which is very urgently needed by him as he has to proceed the same evening to Kolkata.
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How will you accommodate the payee?
a
the cheque being of small amount can be paid.
b
the cheque can be paid as this is not only of small amount but to an employee of a known company.
c
the cheque cannot be paid after close of the business hours as that will not be considered a payment in due course.
d
the cheque when paid, can be entered in the records of the bank in next day by following the usual procedure.
e
none of the above
103 A bearer cheque of Rs.500 is presented for payment in the saving bank account of Mr. Tarsem Chander who maintains
substantial balance. The cheque bears two endorsements one by its payee 'Balbir Singh' reading 'Balveer Singh' and other by the
first endorsee Mr. Shiva Parshad, reading 'Shin Prasad'. a the cheque will be paid as the amount is very small; b
the
cheque will be paid as endorsements on a bearer instrument are not to be recognised by the paying bank; c
the cheque will
be returned, as it bears irregular endorsement and bank will not get protection for irregular endorsements.; d the cheque will be
paid to be presenter but indemnity will be obtained. E none of the above
104 Your branch maintains a current account in which a cheque is presented for cash payment amounting to Rs.5000. On careful
examination it is noticed that the amount has been written in two different handwriting and the script materially differs from each
other:
a
the cheque will be returned since materially altered cheque cannot be paid by the bank
b
had there not been material difference, the cheque would have been paid
c
the amount of the cheque is very small, due to which the bank should pay the cheque
d
there does not appear to be any irregularity relating to the amount of the cheque, hence it should be paid
a and b only
105
Your branch maintains a current account of Mr. Bachan Lal for which a minimum balance of Rs.3000 is to be maintained
as per terms of the account opening form. The account is showing a balance of Rs.14570 and a cheque is presented for Rs.14570
through clearing. The cheque is returned since the minimum balance condition is not complied with on payment of the cheque.
Bachan Lal claims damages from the bank for wrongful dishonour by the bank.
a
bank is liable for wrongful dishonour since there was sufficient balance in the account to meet the amount of the cheque
b
bank is not liable for the dishonour as the customer has not ensured compliance of the condition of
minimum balance
c
bank cannot be held liable as with the passing of the cheque, the account will start showing zero balance
d
a and c; e) none of the above
106 Your branch receives a cheque of Rs.20000 drawn from SB account in favour of LIC of India by your customer
maintaining SB and Current Account. SB account has been showing balance of Rs.15678 and the current account
Rs.12940:
a
cheque would not be passed as the account on which cheque is issued does not have sufficient balance
b
cheque would not be passed as bank cannot transfer the balance from one account to another account even
though there is instruction from the account holder
c
cheque would be passed after speaking to the customer over phone
d
cheque could be passed after transferring the balance from one account to another
any of the above, according to the merit of the customer
107 Modern Bank receives a cheque for payment which is becoming stale after January 11, 2005. Its payee comes to
the bank on January 12, 2005 and demands payment, since he could not obtain the payment on January 11, 2005 as
the bank was closed on that day:
a
bank will make the payment as the payee could not get the payment due to holiday
b
bank will make the payment as the cheque became stale on the date of holiday not leaving any opportunity with
the payee to obtain the payment on that day
c
bank will refuse to make the payment of a stale instrument
d
bank will make the payment only if the payee gives indemnity
bank will suggest the payee to get another cheque for getting the payment
108 A, a customer has a saving bank account and her husband had withdrawn the money from the bank on the basis of
forged cheques at various occasions but the customer did not object to it. After his death, she comes to bank and
demands the money: a Bank would refer the matter to the court b
Bank is liable on forged cheques c
The
bank is negligent but not liable, as the customer is party to the forgery and did not inform the bank in time d
loss
shall be borne in the ratio of 50:50 by the bank and the
customer e None of the above
109 A cheque dated July 12, 2004 for Rs.2000 is received by your branch for payment, from another branch of your bank for
collection, though the collecting branch had received the same on January 01, 2005 but due to postal delay it could reach your
branch on January 11, 2005. It was entered in the inward collection register on January 12, 2005 & handed over to the ledger
keeper on January 12, 2005:
a
the cheque cannot be paid by the ledger keeper as it has already become stale
b
the cheque cannot be paid by the branch as the entry in the inward collection register has been made as January 13, 2005 ;
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c
If paid, this will not be a payment in due course, as the cheque has already become stale on January 11, 2005
d
the cheque will be paid as it was presented to the paying bank branch within its validity period
e none of the above
110 Capital Bank is having a current account of M/s Chaitali Enterprises and a cheque of Rs.13500 is presented through
clearing, drawn in favour of Mr. Leela Dhar. Through an oversight the cheque is dishonoured wrongfully. When information
about this dishonour is received by Mr. Leela Dhar, he sends a notice to the Capital Bank for wrongful dishonour and claims
damages. What would you do with this notice?
a
Bank should contact Mr. Leela Dhar for withdrawls of the notice for damages.
b
Banks should contact the drawer and ask them to prevail upon the payee for withdrawal of the notice.
c
Bank can ignore this notice as the bank is not liable for such damages to the payee.
d
Bank is liable to the drawer of the cheque and no one else. E) c and d above
111
Your customer Ashok Kumar maintains a current account with your branch. His account is showing a credit balance of
Rs.3000. Two cheques of Rs.1600 each are presented for payment from this account, simultaneously. The payees are two private
parties. Which, cheque should be paid ?
a
One with earlier date; b One with early serial number; c both will be returned as combined amount is more
than the balance in the account
d
bank has full discretion to pay any cheque and bank's decision is unquestionable and final customer should be
contacted to have his instructions
112
B appoints X as his agent on January 01, 2004. X signs a post dated cheque dating it as March 30, 2005. He expires on
March 25, 2005. The cheque is presented on Sept 29, 2005
a
the cheque will not be paid
b
the cheque would not be paid because the signatory has died
c
the cheque would be paid as the customer is alive
d
the cheque would be paid as cheque has not become stale as yet
cheque would be returned as with death of the agent the authority ceasd to operate.
113. A cheque dated Oct 12, 2004 is presented for payment on Oct 27, 2004. It is however observed that the cheque book from
which the cheque was issued was issued to the customer on Oct 22, 2004 only. What would the bank do with the cheque?
a
this is ante dated cheque and would be paid, if otherwise in order
b
the cheque would be paid, if drawer confirms that he put the date intentionally
c
the cheque would be returned, as apparent tenor of the drawer is not clear
d
the cheque being post-dated cheque would be returned e) the cheque being ante-dated would be returned.
114
Credit Bank maintains a current account of M/s Chitam Enterprises in which the firm deposits a cheque of Rs.52000. On
careful examination, the bank finds that the words 'non-negotiable' are written on lower part of the cheque without the parallel
transverse lines. The concerned officer of the bank is not sure about whether to accept it for collection or not:
a
it is uncrossed instrument and if payment is to be obtained it should be crossed before presentation for payment
b
it is not a clear direction from the drawer due to which the cheque should not be accepted for collection
c
the words 'not-negotiable' can be written without parallel lines and are considered as crossing
d
the transferability of the instrument has been affected due to these words, due to which the instrument can not be accepted
for collection. e) none of the above
115 New Delhi branch of the Commercial Bank receives a cheque of Rs.20000 for payment in clearing presented by Popular Bank.
On careful examination it is observed that this crossed cheque bears crossing (written 'Indore' within two parallel transverse lines).
What
should the bank do?
a
If Popular bank gives indemnity, the cheque can be paid.
b
if Popular bank confirms that they are receiving the payment on behalf of their Indore branch, cheque can be paid. c
if New Delhi branch appears to be functioning as agent for indore branch, the cheque would be paid.
d
The cheque would be returned, drawer's instructions being unclear e The cheque would be paid
116
Credit Bank, which started functioning in the recent months in a town, opened a saving bank account in the name of
Mr. Radhe Krishan without any introduction with cash deposit of Rs.1000. The depositor continued to deposit and withdraw
small amounts of money for some time and also deposited a cheque of Rs.65000 drawn in his favour, which the bank collected.
The collected money was subsequently withdrawn. After a month or so, the bank receives a notice from one Mr. Radhe
Krishan stating that the cheque of Rs.65000 was his property and was stolen by Mr. Radhe Krishan and deposited with the
bank. He demands the money from the bank:
a
bank has not acted in good faith while collecting the cheque as no introduction was obtained.
b
bank account was operated by the account holder for some time satisfactorily due to which bank was not negligent.
c
bank acted in good faith by allowing collection of cheque after some time, due to which bank is not liable
d
bank can ignore the notice received till a court order is received
e bands
117 Navi Mumbai branch of Corporate Bank opened an account in the name of one Mr. Sham Babu (after an introduction of a
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customer of the branch), who deposited an order cheque of Rs.2 lac in the account, which was issued in favour of Sham Lal, after
endorsing it as Sham Babu. The bank collected the cheque in normal course and a major part of the amount of the cheque was
withdrawn by the customer in 10-15 days. A complaint is received from one Mr. Sham Lal that the said cheque was stolen from
his office by one Mr. Sham Babu. He claims the amount from the bank:
a
bank has collected the cheque by acting negligently as the name of the payee was wrong. Hence liable
b
paying bank is also negligent for having ignored the endorsement which was irregular
c
paying bank is not liable as the negligence on the part of the collected has caused this
d
a and b above e
only b
118 Anurag aged 16 approaches your branch for an overdraft of Rs.5000 to pay his school fee, the last day of
which is to expire today. His father, who maintains an FDR account with you with a balance of more than
Rs.5 lac, is away on a business tour outside India
a
the loan cannot be given as it will not be recoverable from him
b
the loan cannot be given as there is no security for the loan
c
the loan cannot be given as his father may question the decision of the bank
d
the loan can be given, being a small amount as his father is maintaining a term deposit with huge balance the
loan can be given and can be recovered from his father by exercising the right of set-off on the FDR, in case of need.
119 Amit Kumar, a minor aged 16 years, who appears to be 20, has misrepresented his age and borrowed some money
from your branch. The branch has, however, taken a guarantee from Brij Mohan, a major and his maternal uncle. Amit
is not repaying the loan and defaults to pay. The bank can:
a
Recover from Amit Kumar
b
Recover from Mr. Brij Mohan
c
Recover from both or any of them
d
Cannot recover from any of them
bank cannot recover even when proved that it was for necessities of life
120
During the life time of the father Mr. Dhruv, the mother Mrs. Dhruv of a minor, Master Rohit, 12 years, wants
to open a deposit account in the name of the minor. Which among the following kinds of accounts cannot be opened? a
saving bank , bcurrent account , c term deposit account d all the above, e none
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PRACTICE TEST PAPER NO. 4 ( TEST YOUR SELF )
01 if there are declining sales leading to declining profits and no possibility of increasing and improving them, which of the
following strategy will be adopted by an organization: a
product modification; b more of product modification and some
production elimination c some production modification and more of production elimination; d product elimination.
02 Which among the following is correct in the context of branding of products: a a brand can be a sign or symbol but not
a name b value of brand is its power to capture consumer preference and loyalty; c brands help in providing legal protection
due to unique features; d strong brands enjoy high level of consumer awareness and loyalty
03 A manufacturer of a consumer product keeps the price of a new product at a substantially high and over a time
period to reduce it when the demand reduces. Such pricing is called a geographical pricing;
b
promotional pricing; c market skimming pricing; d
psychological pricing
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04 Which among the following is a component of promotion mix (a) advertising (b) personal selling (c) public relations
(d) sales promotion: a a to d all; b) b and c only c) a, b and d only; d a, c and d only
05 The system of marketing information is
that pertains to marketing: a) the structure of people, equipment
and procedures for generation and processing of information; b) the software used for collection of information c)
the computer hardware which is used for handling database; d) the set of inputs to collate the information
06 Which of the following cannot be included in value added services that are offered under wholesale banking by
banks: a
derivative desk; b
letter of credit; c employee trust; d
channel financing.
07 U/s 22 of RBI Act, RBI (which of the following is not correct) a) has authority to lssue and manage currency of India;
b) issues bank notes and currency notes; c)can issue bank notes having denomination Rs.2 to Rs.10000; dthe bank notes
are legal tender at any place in India.
08
Govt. regulates the banking system by affecting the decision making by RBI since (a) Govt. holds the

entire share capital of RBI (b) Govt. can give direction to RBI u/s 7 (1) of RBI Act. (c) Govt. has absolute
powers over the banking system: a) a to c all correct; b) a and b only are correct; c)
b and c only are
correct; d)
a and e only are correct
09
A
is a type of transferable financial instrument traded on a local stock exchange of a country but
represents a security issued by a foreign publicly listed company: a
depository receipt; b derivative;
c
option; d
participatory notes
10 Any transfer of shares in a banking company which exceeds % of paid up capital of the bank requires acknowledgement by before
registration of in the books of the company: a 5%, SEBI; b 5%, RBI; c
10%, RBI; d 10%, Company Law Board
11
Authorised capital of a nationalized bank cannot Rs. cr: a 100 cr; b 500 cr; c 1000 cr d 3000 cr
12 Customer is defined as per provisions of: a
Indian Contract Act; b Negotiable Instrument Act; c
General Clauses Act; d KYC Guidelines
13 A bank which is authorised by the issuing company to issue depository receipts against issue of foreign
currency convertible bonds or ordinary shares of the issuing company, is called aoverseas depository bank; b
inland
depository; bank; c
custodian bank; d
authorised bank
14 Bank's obligation to pay the cheque drawn by the customer u/s 31 of NI act exists, in which of the following
circumstances: a
when the amount in words and figures differs; b when there is notice of death of the customer;
c
when an attachment order has been received; d when the signatures of the drawer are genuine but differ
15
Bankers' obligation to maintain secrecy of customer's account is (which of the following is not correct):
a
as per provision of Banking Companies (Acquisition & Transfer of Undertakings) Act 1970; b as per implied
contract between bank and customer; c it continues during currency of the account and also after closure; d
none
of the above
16
Issue of securities in the primary market is subject to fulfillment of a no. of requirement stipulated by:
a S E B I ; b I RDA; c
RBI; d
all the above
17
Definition of the term 'banking' is as per Section 5 (b) of the which of the following:
a
Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of undertakings) Act; b Banking Regulation Act;
c
RBI Act; d
NI Act
18
U/s 171 of Indian Contract Act, the general lien is available to (a) banker (b) wharfingers (c) factors (d)
attorneys of High Court provided there is no agreement to the contrary: a
a, b and d only; b
b, c and d
only; c a, b and c only; d
a to d all
19
Which of the following statement regarding a broker is not true: a he is a member of stock exchange; b
he is
registered with SEBI; c a sub-broker is affiliated to a member of recognised stock exchange and registered with
SEBI; d
none of the above
20
First item on the debit side of the account is discharged or reduced by the first item on the credit side in the
chronological order as per which of the following: a
rule of appropriation; b rule in Clayton case; C right of set
off; d banker's general lien
21
Which among the following is not an essential feature of a mandate: a
it is given on a simple paper; b
it does not require registration with any Govt. authority; C in joint accounts and in partnership it should be signed by
all account holders / all partners. d
It should be properly stamped.
22
A bond issued at a discount and repaid at its face value is called, a bonds: a
coupon bond; b convertible
bond; C commercial paper; d zero coupon bond
23 An attachment order of Rs.40000 on a partnership firm is received, whose current account shows a balance of Rs.4000.
The individual accounts of the partners A, B and C are showing credit balance of Rs.20000, Rs.17000 and Rs.1250
respectively. To meet the payment stated in the order, how much amount will be payable from A's account ?
a
Rs.16250; b
Rs.17750; c
Rs.18750; d
Rs.40000; e
Rs.19750
24
Your branch receives a garnishee order. It attaches all sums owning or accruing due to Mr. Ashok and Mr.
Anand. There is no account at the branch in the joint names of Mr. Ashok and Anand. But they maintain their individual
accounts. Under these circumstances: a The court should be advised that there is no account in the joint names of Ashok and
Mr. Anand. Hence, the garnishee order can not be given effect to; b The garnishee order will attach the individual accounts
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of Mr. Ashok and Mr. Anand as they are jointly and severally liable for the joint debt; c The matter should be referred to
the court for clarification; d
Since the order is not applicable, the bank need not take any action thereon.
25
Security receipt is issued by the to a qualified institutional Buyer in pursuance to a securitization program:
a)
Central Govt; b Securitization Companies; c
Rated companies; d
all the above
26
Which of the following instrument has three parties i.e. drawer, payee and drawee, to the instrument:
a
bill of exchange and cheque; b bill of exchange and promissory note; c promissory note and cheque;
d
promissory note and demand draft
27 Which of the following is not a feature of an 'account payee crossing': a it is defined as per Section 130 of NI Act; b
its
payee is holder only; c it can be endorsed and transferred any no. of times; d all the above
28
Which of the following is not a function of SEB I: a to regulate securities market; b to protect the interest of investors
in securities; c to promote the development of securities market d none of the above
29 Which among the following is a false statement: a
signature of the payee or endorsee for negotiation of the cheque is
called endorsement; b
endorsement can be only on the back side or separate sheet of paper called allonge; c
a
cheque can be endorsed for any number of times; d endorsement is possible on bill of exchange, promissory note and cheque
30 Which of the following endorsements match their description: a pay to X Rs.10000 and Y Rs.2000 (the cheque is for
Rs.12000) — partial endorsement; b
pay to X only — restricted endorsement; c pay to X when he returns from UK —
conditional endorsement d
pay to X without my responsibility — sans recourse endorsement
31
The mechanism for pooling resources from the public by issuing units to them and investing the funds, so collected
in securities in accordance with objectives disclosed in an offer document, is called a
public issue; b mutual fund; c)
securitization; d initial public offering
32 A cheque is a dated January 12, 2007 and presented for payment by the payee on July 13, 2007. The paying bank returns the
cheque stating that it is stale. Which among the following is not correct in this connection: a) the term 'stale' is defined in NI Act
Section 138; b the cheque becomes stale after 6 months from date of its issue; cthe term 'stale' is used as a matter of practice; d
a stale cheque can be revalidated with fresh validity up to 6 months (w.e.f. 1.4.12, the validity period of cheque
has been restricted to 3 months in India, by RBI, u/s 35A of B R Act)
33 A post-dated cheque is returned by the bank without payment because, the bank is exposed to the following risk (a)
customer dies before date of the cheque (b) if garnishee order is received before date of the cheque (c) if payment is stopped by
the drawer before date of the cheque (d) if another cheque is returned for insufficiency of funds, after date of the post-dated
cheque : a
a, b and c are correct; b a to d all are correct; c a, c and d only are correct; d
b, e and d are correct
34
In a gilt fund, the mutual funds make investment in: a govt. securities; b
corporate securities;
c
corporate debt d
govt. and corporate debt
35 Bank B made payment of a cheque with following endorsements. In which of these cases the payment will not be
deemed to be a payment in due course: a
endorsement by X the payee, in favour of Mr. Y and the cheque has not
negotiable crossing. b endorsement by X, to Y, Y to Z and Z to A; c endorsement by Renu wife of Mr. Sunil
Kumar, while the cheque is in favour of Mrs. Sunil Kumar; d
endorsement by X the payee in favour of Mr. Y while the
cheque is having payee's account crossing
36 Bank B makes payment of the following cheque. For which of these the bank will not get protection:
a
a cheque with one endorsement as forged endorsement; b a bearer cheque bearing an endorsement in favour of X
while payment is received by Y without endorsement from X; c
a cheque the amount of which has been filled by the payee
and was left blank by the drawer; d a cheque having amount in words as Rs.five thousand while amount in figures was left blank
37
For collectionof whichof thefollowing,the collectingbankwill get protection: a
a cheque that does not bear any crossing
before it is handed over; b to the bank. Bank puts its own stamp to present the cheque for clearing; ca cheque, as first deposit in the
newly opened account after complying with KYC guidelines; c a cheque written in two inks, two handwritings and two scripts; dall the
above
38 The legal status of a mutual fund is in the form of a a
partnership firm; b
proprietorship; c joint stock company d
trust
39 Which of the following is not correct in the context of dishonour of cheque for insufficiency of funds: a
to file the suit, holder is
required to give a notice to drawer within; b 30 days of receipt of information about dishonor; c
to file the suit, the holder is to give
notice to draw to make payment within 30 days of receipt of notice by drawer; c
court can impose fine up to double the amount of
cheque on the drawer; d drawer can be imprisoned up to 2 years, if found guilty.
40
In which of the following situations, the bank can favourably accommodate the customer: a
Mr. Suresh, a valued
customer comes to obtain payment of a cheque drawn in his favour and crossed by him, by mistake and now demands cash payment. b
Mr. Phadke, comes with a cheque in favour of his wife and crossed account payee, for credit to his account. His wife has
endorsed the cheque in his favour; c a cheque dated June 12, 2004 is presented for payment on Dec 12, 2004 as Dec 11, 2004 was a
Sunday; d
a cheque in which date, amount and payee's name is left blank by the drawer and is completed byMr. Dinesh, who
demands its payment
41 Who fixes the insurance premium rates for some of the general insurance products: a) SERI; b)Insurance Regulatory
& Development Authority; c) Tariff Advisory Committee; d) all the above
42. Obtaining introduction from the existing customer for opening a new deposit account is essential (a) to get protection Ws
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131 of NI Act against conversion (b) to prevent money laundering (c) to comply with KYC directives of RBI. A) a to c all;
b) a and b only b and c only; d) a and c only
43. Which of the following is correct with regard to a minor:
a) a minor is a person of less than 21 years of age where the guardian is appointed by a court;
b) a minor can open a bank account under provisions of Indian Contract Act with the provision that no transaction should
result in debit balance in his account;
c) a minor can open a self operated bank account because he can draw a cheque and has been permitted to open the account
by RBI also d) loan given to minor for necessities is recoverable from him personally.
44. insurance policy taken by a business firm on the life of very important person to protect the firm against financial
loss, is called a) Master policy; b) Keyman policy; c) VIP Protection policy; d) umberrima fides
45. In the following situations, which decision taken by a bank is not correct, in case of an insolvent customer:
a) a cheque signed by the insolvent person as drawer is presented for payment and bank returns it unpaid b) insolvent persoh
comes to open a new deposit account and bank refuses to open the account; c)an insolvent person comes as payee of a cheque
and bank refuses to pay to him; d) none of the above
46.To redress customer grievances in respect of insurance contract on personal lives, there is an institution called
________ a) Insurance Ombudsman; b) Insurance regulator; c) Insurance Intermediary;
d
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
47 Karta in an HUF does not have which of the following authority: a)
to manage the business or property; b
to
raise loan to run the family business and create charge on HUF assets to secure such loan; c) to appoint agent that may be one
of the coparceners or even outside; d) none of the above
48 Which of the following is not a correct statement in the context of registration of a partnership firm:
a
provisions for registration of a firm are u/s 58 of Indian Partnership Act;
b
registration of a firm is optional and not compulsory
c
if a firm is not registered, neither it can file suit in its own name, nor anyone else can file suit on this firm; d if a firm is
registered, it can file suit in its own name and suit can be filed on the firm by others, whether registered or unregistered.
49 The minimum capital to start a new Insurance company in India is: a) Rs.100 cr; b)
Rs.75 cr;
c)
Rs.50 cr; d)
Rs.10 cr
50 Where a minor is admitted for benefit, in an existing firm (a) he has the authority to become partner on attaining majority (b) he
has the right not to become partner on attaining majority (c) if he remains silent regarding whether to be partner or not to be, he is
deemed to have not become partner (d) if he chooses to be a partner his liability begins from date of his becoming full-fledged
partners. A)
a, c and d are correct; b) a, b and d are correct; c) only a and b are correct, d)
only a and c are correct.
51 A bank has to give loan to a company for which the company has given certified copy of Articles of Association. Bank has
doubt that the Articles of Association stands amended and the company has not given the amended copy. What source can be
used by the bank to have copy of the amended documents: a other bank of the company; b S E B I ; c
Registrar of
Companies; , d any of the above
52 Borrowing powers of the Board of Directors of a company (which is not true): a) are mentioned in the Articles of
Association b. If not mentioned, in the Articles, it is equal to paid up capital reserves of the company; c) where board of
directors does not have adequate powers, it has to approach the shareholders u/s 293 (d) (i); d
none of the above
53. If there is default of repayment by the buyer in case of factoring and the factor is able to recover the amount from
the seller, it is called a) non-recourse factoring; b)
without recourse factoring; c) recourse factoring; d) bills
discounting
54 Bank-B is maintaining account of a sports club which is operated by its Secretary and President jointly. Bank
receives a notice (on Feb 10, 2013) of death of the President on Jan 31, 2013. Two cheques of Rs.5000 each dated Jan
12, 2013 and dated Feb 02, 2013 are presented for payment on Feb 24, 2013. The bank shall: a) pass both the cheques
as these are signed by them in the capacity of an agent. b)
return both the cheques as the death of one of the
drawers has taken place; c
pass the 1s' cheque and return the 2nd cheque; d pass the 2nd cheque and return the 1st
cheque
55
A charitable trust has a current account with your bank and now it wants to raise a loan for furtherance of its
activities. The loan can be allowed a
if the trustee decide and pass a resolution to that effect; b
if the current
account operating trustee make a request and offer his guarantee also; c
if the Trust Deed provides for that the
loan; d the loan will not be allowed to a Trust
56
When the seller of machinery or other capital equipment is agreeable to extend long term credit to the
buyer of the machinery, on the guarantee of a bank, such guarantee is called a specific guarantee; b deferred
payment guarantee; c particular guarantee; d performance guarantee
57 A customer of the bank has written a will and he has died. The execution of this Will will be carried by:
a
administrator; b assignee; c
liquidator; d
none of the above
58 Which of the following statements can be considered to be true: aMemorandum of Association of a company is called
document of Indoor management as it contains internal rules of the company; b Trustees can raise loan for the trust at their
discretion c
Objects of a company are stated in Articles of Association; d
A person appointed by a court to
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manage the property of deceased person is called 'administrator'
59 The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, is a committee that was constituted by: a
RBI and World Bank;
b International Monetary Fund; c United Nations; d
none of the above
60
Which is not correct with regard to rate of interest in NRI opened accounts: aNRE FDR account — as per ceiling rate
fixed by RBI and linked to Bank Rate; b FCNR account — as per ceiling rate fixed by RBI and linked to LIBOR; c
NRE-Saving account — bank discretion but not more than domestic rates; d NRO account — bank discretion but not
more than domestic rates
61
In which of the following circumstances, the banker customer relationship does not come to an end
a
death of the customer; b insolvency of the customer; c
insanity of the customer;
d
receipt of garnishee order which has been satisfied by payment
62 X is maintaining a SB account with Popular Bank and wrongly credited an amount of Rs.12500 to his account. This was
entered in his pass book also. Later on when the mistake came to bank's notice it debited customer's account but did not inform
the customer. Meanwhile the customer issued a cheque on the basis of this balance which was dishonoured by the bank. a
customer can ask for damages for return of his cheque although amount was recoverable from him, had the cheque been
paid. b customer cannot ask for damages as bank has only rectified the mistake. c It was customer's duty to check the pass book for
brining the error to bank's notice. Hence customer cannot claim any damages none of the above
63
2nd Pillar in Basel 2 relates to: a) minimum capital; b) supervisory review; c) market discipline; d) risk
management
64 Which among the following statements is true in connection with customer account:
on receipt of information of customer's death verbally, the bank cannot stop payment in the account ; b) when an
account is to be closed by the bank, it is not under obligation to tell the reasons to the customer; c) when a customer
wants to close his account with the bank, he is not under obligation to disclose the reasons to the bank; d) pass-book is
the copy of the bank records, available with the customer
65 RBI conducts on site inspection and off-site supervision of Indian banks and based on its finding, RBI rates the
banks on important parameters called _________The word A of these parameters stand for_________
a
CACS, advances; b CAMELS, assets; c CACS, asset quality; dCAMELS, asset quality
66 As per Basel 2 recommendations, the Tier 3 is limited to % of a bank's Tier I capital that is required to support
market risk: a 5 0 0 % ; b 2 5 0 % ; c
100%; d
50%;
67
Mr. K had deposited a sum of Rs.2 lac in his saving bank account. A letter is received from the local Police that
Mr. K has been arrested for committing a fraud. A cheque of Rs.15000 has been received through clearing in the
account for payment, after receipt of notice from the Police. a cheque will be paid; b cheque will be paid after
having permission from the Police; c cheque will be paid after getting permission from the customer and the police; d
cheque will not be paid
68 X issued a cheque of Rs.22000 payable to B or order. The cheque is misplaced and found by C. C forges B's
signatures and endorses in favour of D, who obtains payment from the bank a) this is payment in due course and bank
will protection u/s 85 (1) of NI Act; b) this is payment in due course and bank gets protection u/s 131 of NI Act; c)
for this payment on the basis of a forged endorsement, bank is liable; d) bank and C are liable in equal
proportion
69
Market risk takes the form of (which one is not correct): a
commodity price risk; b
interest rate
risk; c loan default risk; d
liquidity risk
70 A demand draft is purchased by P. After 5 days, P comes to the bank and requests the bank to stop the
payment, as the DO is reported to have lost in transit: a)
the issuing branch will immediately instruct the
drawee branch to
stop payment of DD. b) the issuing branch will first verify the non-payment and then give the instructions for stop
payment
c)
the payment of DO cannot be stopped. Hence request of P will not be entertained. D)
if it is common
request from payee and drawee branch, it will be done
71
Which among the following is the objective of issuing KYC guidelines by RBI: a)
check fraudulent
activities of the borrowers; b) check money laundering activities; c) avoid undesirable customer to enter the
banking system d)
a and b; e)
b and c;
72
In which of the following situations different partners of the combination remain separate entities:
a
alliance; b
amalgamation; c
consolidation; d
merger;
73
What is the objective of securitisation of financial assets? a to enable the banks in speedy recovery of
bad loans; b to sell the securities without intervention of the court, only if loan goes bad;
c to acquire
assets and then sell the same at profit d) recycling of funds
74 The functions of purchase of receivables, maintenance of receivable ledgers and collection of dues on due date, under
factoring becomes the function of : a) Seller; b) Factor; c) Buyer ; d) A & C
75
In addition to the normal services as defined in the Banking Regulation Act, banks also undertake activities
like project appraisal, underwriting of issue, technical know how etc. This business is called____________a)
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consultancy services; b) bancassurance; c)
merchant banking; d)
advisory services; e)
non-fund credit
business
76 A eCommerce transaction refers to exchange of information by way of__________ , for selling and buying
between the consumer and the seller a credit cards; b debit cards; c paperless instructions; d all the above
77
Which of the following is not correct in respect of targets within priority sector: a weaker section target for Indian
banks is 25 % of priority sector; b micro & small enterprises credit target for foreign banks is not minimum percentage
basis; c export credit is 12% of ANBC for Indian banks ; d Agriculture credit target is 45% of priority sector credit for Indian
banks
78 Two companies are merged. One of these is supplier of goods to the other. This merger is known as:
a
horizontal merger; b
vertical merger; c
conglomerate merger; d concentric merger
nd
79 Under Tandon Committee's 2 method of lending, the working capital margin i.e. net working capital should be: a
25% of the projected sales; b
25% of the current assets; c
25% of the bank limits; d 25% of the long term
sources
80
Which of the following is not a source of working capital for manufacturing firm:
a
sundry creditor; b
unsecured advances; cbank term loan; d
bank overdraft
81 Banking Codes and Standards Board of India, has been constituted as a : a
joint stock company;
b
trust c society; d
partnership firm
82 Computeration in banks can bring improvement in the area of (a) customer service (b) house-keeping (c) decision
making (d) productivity. Which of these is correct: a
a, b and c only; b
b, c and d only;
c
a, c and d only; d
a to d all
83
Which of the following is not an advantage of the multi-user computer system through networking:
a
corporate level information is available at one place; b
costly hardware can not be shared between
various user due to which it is not cost effective; c information can be shared easily between various users; d
computing resources can be used economically by processing the high volume data
84
In
each node is joined to the central node by a separate link: a) star topology; b) bus topology; c)
ring topology; d)
none of the above
85
In star topology for a local area network: A) each node is joined to each other by a common link; b)
all nodes are linked to the server through individual nodes; c) each node is joined to the central node by a
separate link; d) the nodes are connected through a continuous cable
86
In an ATM, the PIN: a)
stands for postal index number; b)
is randomly generated sequence of
digits c)
stored in magnetic strip of the card; d) b and c both
87 Cheque truncation can be done by (a) using image processing (b) using MICR data (c) sending cheques by courier or
speed post for early delivery. A) a, b and c all; b) a and b only; c) b and c only; d)
a and c only;
88 Spend now and pay later stands for: a) ATM card; b) Credit card; c) debit card; d) electronic purse
89 The decision support system makes use of (a) query language (b) adhoc report generator (c) statistical analyzer (d)
graphics a) a to c only; b)
b and c only; c)a to d all; d) b, c and d only
90 The cheque truncation can be done (a) by using MICR data (b) by sending cheques through courier (c) by using
imaging technology a) only c; b)
only a; c)
only a and c; d)
a to c all
91
Compared to a manual system, the consequences of an error in a computerized system are more serious due to
(a) errors being generated at high speed will involve higher cost to correct them (b) computer system processes more
data (c) users of computer systems perceive the computer output to be always correct a) a to call; b) only b and c;
c)
only a and.b; d)
only a
92 Which of the following features do not match in case of goods and services, as a product:
a
goods are search products and services are experienced products; b)
goods and services are tangible;
c)
goods relate to a stage prior to purchase of use; d)
services are the products that relate to a stage after
buying or consuming.
93
A restaurant provides food as well as service along with the infrastructure for use. This type of product can be
classified as: a pure tangible goods; b tangible goods with accompanying services; c
hybrid; d
major service
with accompanying minor goods
94 A product means something that can be offered to satisfy a want or need which can be physical goods, services, persons,
place, idea etc. Which of the following does not match: a)
idea — adult education; b)
places — Goa,
Kashmir; c)
persons — Bismilla Khan d) services — tooth paste
95
Amount is immediately recovered from the card holder online for the amount of card used, in case of: a) a
debit card; b) a post-paid card; c)
a credit card; d) all the above
96.Banking operations in India are governed mainly by_______ Act and ________ Act and the regulator of
banks________ a
Banking Regulation Act, NI Act, RBI; b RBI Act, NI Act, RBI; c Banking Regulation Act, RBI
Act, RBI; d
Banking Regulation Act, RBI Act, SEBI
97 Banking means acceptance of
for the purpose of lending and u/s
of Banking Regulation Act:
a
deposits, investments, 6 (c)(i); b deposits, investments, 5 (b); c
deposits, advances, 5 (c); d
) deposits,
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investments, 5 (d)
98 Which of the following is helping the banking system in sharing the information about the credit history of
households: a Banking codes and standard Board of India; b
Credit Information Bureau India Limited;
c
CRISIL; d
all the above
99 A bank purchases a commercial complex from XYZ in realization of loan. What is the disposal period and RBI discretion
to extend the said disposal period u/s
of Banking Regulation Act: a 7 years, 5 years, Sec 9; b 7 years, 7 years, Sec 9;
c
5 years, 7 years, Sec 6(1); d
) 5 years, 5 years, Sec 6(1)
100 Private banks and foreign banks are regulated by
Act for their constitution and Act and Act for their business
of Banking: a) Companies Act, NI Act, RBI Act; b)
NI Act, B R Act, RBI Act; c)
Companies Act, B R Act, RBI
Act; d )Companies Act, B R Act, NI Act
101
Your branch had allowed an overdraft of Rs. 8600 to M/s. Chandgi Ram & Co. with Mr. Ram Lal, Mr.
Sham Lal and Shekhar as partners. The overdraft remains unadjusted despite several demand notices served on the
firm. It is noticed that Mr. Shekhar also maintains a savings account at the branch showing a credit balance of Rs. 9365.
In this case.
a
The bank can exercise right of set-off and adjust the overdraft in firm's account to the debit of partner's personal
account.
b
The bank can not exercise the right of set-off as the accounts are in different names.
c
The bank can exercise the right of set off provided the letter of set- off was obtained from the partners at the
time of allowing overdraft to the firm .
d
The bank recovers 1/3rd of the overdraft to the debit of the savings account of Mr. Shekhar and the remaining
balance can be recovered from other partners proportionately.
102 X is having loan account duly guaranteed by Mr. & Mrs. Y. They are having a an FDR for Rs.40,000/- with
maturity value of Rs.57010/-. X defaulted in repayment of Loan and bank on maturity adjusted the loan account of
X with the maturity value of FDR and credited the balance to SB Mr. Y and Mrs.Y. Mr. and Mrs.Y objected to this
adjustment since the loan is time barred.
a
bank could not do so. Hence entry should be reversed
b
bank could not do so and if party requests, entry should be reversed
c
bank had right of set off which it has correctly used (presuming that notice had been given doing so)
d
bank had lien over the FOR due to which bank action is correct
e
bank is liable for the loss.
103
M/s Santosh Enterprises had been sanctioned a cash credit limit of Rs.2 lac with present balance of Rs.1.90 lac
which is overdue for 2 years. The firm also has a term loan of Rs.50000 which is overdue for 6 years, the documents of
which are time barred. Mr. Swamy a debtor of the borrower, deposits with the bank Rs.30000 in their account. What
would you do with this money:
a
bank will have to enquire from the borrower as to how to use the money bank can credit to term loan account
only
c
bank can credit the money to cash credit account only
d
bank can appropriate the money in any of these two accounts
104 Your branch had sanctioned a term loan of Rs.9 lac to M/s Sunil Trading Company for purchase of a truck. After
payment of few initial instalments, the firm stopped paying the instalment. They have also been maintaining a current
account and deposited Rs.120000 for payment of certain cheques issued by them representing tax dues payments, from
the current account. They forgot to mention the number and particulars of the account on the pay-in-slip. The branch
manager directed the staff to credit the amount to term loan account. When the fact came to the notice of party, they
objected to this:
a
bank's decision to credit the amount in term loan without permission of the depositor is wrong.
b
bank cannot credit the proceeds to the term loan when the intention was to deposit in the current account.
c
bank's decision cannot be questioned in the light of facts that there was no direction from the depositor about where to
appropriate
d
bank's decision cannot be questioned since it has used the funds for repayment of a due loan.
e) none of the above
105 The cash credit account of M/s Ramesh Chander Sham Kumar is showing a debit balance of Rs.150000 when one of the
partners died on January 31, 2004. In order to see that the business of the firm does not suffer, the bank allowed the operations in
the account by the surviving partners who deposited Rs.60000 and withdrew Rs.35000 through various transactions when the
legal heir approached them for settlement of the account. What is the extent of liability of the legal heirs ?
a
Rs.150000
b
Rs.125000; c Rs. 115000
d
Rs.90000
106: An attachment order of Rs.80000 on a partnership firm is received, whose current account shows a balance of Rs.8000.
The individual accounts of the partners A, B and C are showing credit balance of Rs.40000, Rs.34000 and Rs.2500
respectively. To meet the payment stated in the order, how much amount will be payable from A's account ?
a
Rs.32500
b
Rs.35500
c
Rs.37500; d
Rs.40000
e
Rs.39500
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107
Mr. Vakil Singh, a solicitor, has two current accounts with a bank branch, one a client account and the other, his office
account. A cheque from his client account is presented in clearing and simultaneously a court order is received in his name for
attaching balance in his accounts. What should bank branch do?a
cheque cannot be paid; b
balance in both the accounts will be attached; c
balance in office account only
will be attached and cheque will be paid; d
cheque will be paid as it is a solicitor's account cheque can be paid from
any account
108 Your branch receives a garnishee order in the name of your customer Mr. Trivedi, who has the following deposits
accounts with your branch. Which of these can be attached under this garnishee order:
a
Trivedi — Executor of Ashok Kumar deceased; b Joint saving bank account with his wife,c Trivedi - Trustee of
Sewa Dal Charitable Trust; d
all the above; e) none of the above
109 Mr. Suresh, payee of an order cheque of Rs.15000 issued by a current account customer of Model Bank presents the cheque
for payment. He is issued a token and the cheque is also passed. Suddenly he receives a call on him mobile phone and rushes
outside the bank and does not turn up that day. He visits the branch, the next day and explains the circumstances, after which, the
bank agrees to make the payment. Meanwhile the bank receives a garnishee order and expresses its inability to make the
payment. Mr. Suresh pleads that the payment has already been cleared by the bank, the previous day:
a
the refusal of the bank is not justified as the payment has been affected (made) on the previous day
b
the cheque has already been debited and money kept separately, due to which the garnishee order is not applicable
c
the funds are still with the bank due to which the funds in the cheque will be attached under the garnishee order
d
the funds are kept by the bank as trustee of the payee due to which the garnishee order is not applicable a and d
110
Hari and Mohan are maintaining a joint saving bank account and bank receives garnishee order in Hari's name where the
balance in the account is Rs. 10000.
a
The order will be applicable to the share of Had which is 50%; b
The order will be applicable to the whole of the
amount. c
The order will not be applicable at all, in joint account as account is not in the same name and capacity.
d
withy receipt of order, operations would be stopped; None of the above.
111 A customer of a current account has deposited two cheques worth Rs.15000 which have been sent in clearing and have been
credited, but the time for returning of the clearing has yet not expired. Meanwhile an attachment order is received in the account:
a
order will be applicable on the cheques on same day, when time for clearing returning is over and cheques are not
dishonoured
b
order will not be applicable on the cheques
c
order will be applied after seeking confirmation from paying banker
d
order will become applicable from next day if cheques have not been returned unpaid
e none of the above
112 A Garnishee order for Rs.12000 is received at 12.15 p.m. in the name of Shanti Prakash, a customer of your branch. You
observe that following accounts are there in the branch with which Mr.
Shanti Prakash is associated. In case of which of the these accounts, the order will apply ?
a
a saving bank account jointly with his wife with either or survivor operations
b
a fixed deposit in the name of his minor daughter under his guardianship
c
Current account no. 234 with balance of Rs.2035 at 12.15 p.m.
d
Deposit of cash by the depositor, Rs.15000 in current account no. 234 at 12.45 p.m. account in the name of a
trust where he is a trustee
113 Mr. Suresh receives a cheque of Rs. 500 as payee and endorses it in favour of Mr. Satish and he in turn endorses it
to Mr. Sham Lal which reads as 'pay to Mr. Sham Lal sans recourse'. Mr. Sham Lal endorses the cheque in favour of
Mr. Shoaib Akhtar. When he approaches the bank for obtaining payment, the cheque is dishonoured. Who is among the
following is not liable on the cheque:
a
Drawer and Mr. Suresh b
Suresh and Mr. Sham Lal c
Sham Lal and Drawer d
Satish and
Shoaib Akhtar; e all the above
114 A saving bank customer Mr. Nishat issued a cheque of Rs.12000 in favour of Mr. Mohd. Musa to discharge his
liablity. The cheque was endorsed by Mohd Musa in favour of Mr. Ramzan from whom the cheque was stolen by Mr.
Hussain. He forged the endorsement of Mr. Ramzan and delivered it to Mr. Sharma, who encashed the cheque before
the fact came to the notice of the drawer and the report could be lodged with the bank for stop payment. The drawer now
demands that bank should restore the entry as bank' has acted negligently: a
the bank has acted in good faith due to
which it is not liable
b
the bank has made the payment after ensuring the regularity of the endorsement due to which the bank is not
liable and is protected
c
the bank has acted negligently due to which it is liable
d
the bank and the drawer and the Mr. Ramzan, should share the loss the bank should recover the payment
from Mr. Sharma and compensate the drawer for the loss.
115 A draws a cheque in favour of his customer B, who endorses the cheque in favour of C. But another person D
obtains the payment by forging the signatures of C. The drawee bank makes the payment without verifying the
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endorsement. Later on C contends that bank is liable for forged endorsement of D
a
paying bank has acted negligently, hence liable; b paying bank should have asked for confirmation from the
collecting bank for all endorsements, c paying bank will not be held liable if the payment is otherwise in due course , d
paying bank should verify the genuineness of the endorsement c and d
116 Mr. Avinash has endorsed a cheque to Mr. Brij Bhushan. He has also used the words 'without recourse to me' in this
endorsement. Such an endorsement is called
a
partial endorsement
b
facultative endorsement; c
sans recourse endorsement
d
endorsement in full e Restrictive endorsement
117 Had gets a cheque in his name from Harminder. Had endorses it to Harish but Harish misplaces it. Harry finds
this cheque and after forging Harish's endorsement delivers it to Hariharan. Hariharan takes for consideration and in
good faith. What kind of right Harish has got in the cheque:
a
Holder in due course; b holder; c
He can recover from Harry; d any of the above
118 Mr. Satya Narayan issues a cheque of Rs.10500 in favour of Mr. Shanker in discharge of his liability towards
Mr. Shanker. Shanker endorses the cheque in favour of Mr. Shambhu who misplaces the cheque. His assistant Mr.
Shiva comes to possession of the cheque and forges Mr. Shambhu's signatures and endorses the cheque in favour of
Sham for value, who obtains payment from bank, through clearing. From whom can Satya Narayan recover the
money?
a
Mr. Shambhu whose negligence has lead this loss to occur
b
Mr. Shiva, who has forged the instrument
c
Mr. Sham who has obtained the payment of a cheque, for which he was not a holder or holder in due course ,
d
a and b above, e all the above
119 Your customer Mr. Kishore issues a cheque of Rs.12500 in favour of Mr. Kishan who endorses the cheque in
favour of Mr. Kiran who misplaces the cheque. The cheque falls in the hands of Mr. Kanahiya who forges the
endorsement of Mr. Kiran and obtains payment from the bank. Mr. Kishore and Mr. Kiran request the bank to reverse
the entry, as payment has been made on the basis of a forged endorsement:
a
bank is liable on the payment and will reverse the entry
b
bank is liable on the payment but will refuse the reversal of the entry
c
bank is not liable as the paying bank is protected against a forged endorsement
d
any of the above; e none of the above
120 A bearer cheque of Rs.18000 is presented by the payee of the cheque Mr. Anurag aged about 17 for payment
across the counter, from the account of a public limited company maintaining account with your branch but the
passing official refuses to make the payment. The payee insists on either to pay or to give the reasons in writing
for non-payment:
a
the bearer cheque is issued by a company due to which it cannot be paid and bank should give the reasons in
writing
b
the bearer cheque cannot be paid but bank may or may not give the reasons in writing
c
the minor is not competent to contract due to which the payment should not be made and facts may be given by
the bank in writing
d
the minor can obtain the payment and give valid discharge. Bank can be held liable, if the payment is not made
e none of the above
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PRACTICE TEST PAPER NO. 5 ( TEST YOUR SELF )
1) The decision to develop a Monetary Policy Framework follows from the recommendation of the Expert
Committee to Revise and Strengthen the Monetary Policy Framework or what is popularly known as the
committee report,which had suggested that RBI target to bring down retail inflation to 8% by
January 2015 and 6% by January 2016.
a) Dr. Urjit Patel*.
b) Dr. Usha Thorat, c) Dr. Nachiket Mor d) Vijaya Bhaskar
2) As per the Monetary Policy Framework, the objective of monetary policy is to primarily maintain price
stability, while keeping in mind the objective of growth. The monetary policy framework in India shall be
operated by the Reserve Bank of India. Inflation means :
a) The monthly change in the CPI-C expressed in percentage terms.
b) The year-on year change in the half yearly CPI-C expressed in percentage terms.
c) The year-on year change in the monthly CPI-C expressed in
percentage terms*
d) None of these.
3) As per the Monetary Policy Framework, the Reserve Bank will aim to bring inflation below ____
percent by January 2016. The Target for financial year 2016-17 and all subsequent years shall be ____
% with a band of +/- ____%.
a) 5;4; 2
b)7;5; 3
c)7 ; 4; 2
d) 6;4;2*
4) As per the Monetary Policy Framework, once every six months, the Reserve Bank shall publish a
document explaining Sources of Inflation; Forecasts of Inflation for the period between _____ to ______
months from the date of the publication of the document; and Flexible inflation target. a) Six ;
Eighteen*
b) Five ; Fifteen, c) Four ; Ten
d) Six ; Ten
5) As per the Monetary Policy Framework, the Reserve Bank shall be seen to have failed to meet the
target if inflation is more than ____ percent for three consecutive quarters for the financial year 2015-16
and all subsequent year; Less than ____ percent for three consecutive quarters in 2016-17 and all
subsequent years. a) 8;4 b) 5;2 c) 6;2*
d) 5;3
6) As per the Monetary Policy Framework, if the Reserve Bank fails to meet the Target it shall set out in
a report to the Central Government covering which of the following aspects:
a) The reasons for its failure to achieve the Target;
b) Remedial actions proposed to be taken by the RBI;
c) An estimate of the time-period within which the Target would be achieved pursuant to timely
implementation of proposed remedial actions.
d) All of the above*
7) The Government of India, Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (MoHUPA), has
restructured the existing Swarna Jayanti Shahari Rozgar Yojana (SJSRY) and launched the ___.
a) _________________________ National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM)*,
b) Prime Minister Rojgar
Yojana., c) National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), d) Jan Dhan Yojana.
8) Under National Urban Livelihood Mission the maximum unit project cost for individual micro
enterprise cases is Rs.
______: a) 4 lac
b) 3 lac
c) 2 lac*
d) 5 lac
9) As per National Urban Livelihood Mission scheme, which of the following statement is incorrect:
a) Two sub components in terms of beneficiaries are covered namely: Individual Enterprises (SEP-I), &
Group Enterprises (SEP-G).
b)
In case of Individual Enterprises (SEP-I), Banks are mandated not to accept any collateral
security.
c) In case of Individual Enterprises (SEP-I), the banks may approach Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for
Micro and Small Enterprises setup by SIDBI and Government of India for the purpose of availing
guarantee cover for SEP loans as per the eligibility of the activity for guarantee cover.
d) In case of Individual Enterprises (SEP-I), repayment schedule ranges from 5 to 7 years after initial
moratorium of 6-18 months as per norms of bank.
e) None of the above*
10) Under the Group Enterprises (SEP-G) component of National Urban Livelihood Mission scheme,
which of the following statement is incorrect:
a) A Self Help Group (SHGs) or members of an SHG constituted under SJSRY / NULM or a group of urban
poor desirous of setting up a group enterprise for self-employment can avail benefit of subsidized
loans under this component from any bank.
b) The group enterprise should have minimum 5 members with a minimum of 70% members from urban
poor families.
c) The maximum unit project cost for a group enterprise is 10,00,000 (Rs. Ten lakhs) and no collateral
to be obtained.
d) The repayment schedule ranges from 5 to 7 years after initial moratorium of 6-18 months as decided
by bank.
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e) The target is Women – 30%; Disabled – 3%; and SC / ST – on Pro – rata to local population.
f) None of the above*

11) With respect to loan against shares, debentures and bonds, which of the following is incorrect as per
RBI guidelines:
a) Loans against the security of shares, debentures and bonds should not exceed the limit of Rupees Ten
lakhs per individual if the securities are held in physical form and Rupees Twenty lakhs per individual
if the securities are held in dematerialised form.
b) Banks should maintain a minimum margin of 50 percent of the market value of equity shares /
convertible debentures held in physical form.
c) In the case of shares / convertible debentures held in dematerialised form, a minimum margin of 25
percent should be maintained. These are minimum margin stipulations and banks may stipulate
higher margins for shares whether held in physical form or dematerialised form.
d) The margin requirements for advances against preference shares / non-convertible debentures and
bonds may be determined by the banks themselves.
e) None of the above.*
12) As per RBI directions, all Credit Institutions (CI’s) should become member of Credit Information
Companies (CICs) and submit data (including historical data) to them with in a period of ____ months.
a) 6
b) 2
c) 3 *
d) 1
13) How many CIC’s have been granted Certificate of Registration by RBI ?
a) 4*
b) 3
c) 2
d) 1
14) The one-time membership fee charged by the CICs, for CIs to become their members, shall not
exceed Rs._____ each and annual fees charged by the CICs to CIs shall not exceed Rs. ______ each.:
a) Rs.5,000; Rs.2,500
b) Rs.10,000; Rs.2,500,
c) Rs.10,000*; Rs.5,000* d) Rs. 20000;
Rs.5,000
15) As per RBI guidelines to banks, a credit card a/c will be treated as NPA if the minimum amount due,
as mentioned in the statement, is not paid fully within ____ days from the next statement date and the
gap between two statements should not be more than one month. a) 90* b) 60 c) 50 d) 30
16) Reserve Bank of India has decided that the interest rates charged by an NBFC-MFI to its borrowers
will be the cost of funds plus margin, or the average base rate of the five largest commercial banks by
assets multiplied by____:
a) 5
b) 2.50
c) 2.75*
d) 3.5
17) Securitisation Companies / Reconstruction Companies (SC / RCs) are permitted to convert a portion
of debt into shares of the borrower company as a measure of asset reconstruction provided their
shareholding does not exceed ____ of the post converted equity of the company under reconstruction.
a) 30%
b) 20%
c) 26%*
d) 28%
18) Securitisation Companies / Reconstruction Companies (SC/RCs) are required to obtain, for the
purpose of enforcement of security interest, the consent of secured creditors holding not less than
____of the amount outstanding to a borrower as against ____hitherto. a) 30%, 75%
b) 75%,
60% c) 60%,75%* d) 50%,75%
19) A person makes a draft payable in the name of another person from any particular bank for
an amount less than Rs.49,000/-. This person, on whose name the draft is made, further
endorses it in the name of another person in lieu of payment for purchase of goods or services.
The draft is used as a payment cheque without real money changing hands. In the end, there is
a specific group of people who deposits these drafts in their bank accounts, and takes a
commission of 1-2% to encash them. This process of conducting transactions is called:
a) Money Laundering
b) Money Mules,
c) Street Financing* d) Financial frauds
20)are individuals with bank accounts recruited by fraudsters to receive cheque deposit or wire
transfer for the purpose of money laundering. They receive cheque deposits or wire transfers and then
transfer these funds to a/cs held on behalf of another person or other individuals, minus a certain
commission.
a) Street Financing
b) Money Mules*, c) Money Laundering d) Financial frauds
21) For Money Transfer Service Scheme, Indian Agent should be an Authorized Dealer Category-I bank
or an Authorized Dealer Category-II or a Full Fledged Money Changer with minimum Net Owned Funds of
________:
a) 30 lakhs
b) 35 lakhs
c) 40 lakhsd) 50 lakhs*
22) A cap of ________has been placed on individual remittance under the Money Transfer Service
Scheme. Amounts up to Rs.50,000/- may be paid in cash to a beneficiary in India. Further, only 30
remittances can be received by a single individual beneficiary under the scheme during a calendar year.
a) US $2000 b) US $2500* c) US $ 3000 d) US $3500
23) The outstation cheques under Speed Clearing will be paid on T+1 or 2 basis within______:
a) 48 hrs*
b) 24 hrs
c) 6 hrs
d) 12 hrs
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34) Presenting branches are currently permitted to levy charges at a rate not exceeding _____per
cheque (inclusive of all charges other than Service Tax) for cheques of above Rs. 1 lakh presented
through Speed Clearing. No charges are payable for cheques of value up to Rs. 1 lakh from Savings a/c
customers. Banks would be free to fix charges for collection of other types of accounts for all values and
also from Savings a/c customers for cheque of value above Rs. 1 lakh.
a) Rs. 100
b) Rs. 150* c) Rs. 200 d) Rs. 250
24) For evaluation and ratings of banks, RBI uses the_______. The new system is termed as _______.
The new system to capture the risks that may cause a bank to fail. a) CAMELS; INROADS*
b)
INROADS; CACS, c) CAMELS; CACS e) CRISIL; CARE
25) As per the new module advised by CERSAI, for delay condonation w.e.f. 1st December, 2014,
whereby any transaction which is filed after 30 days of creation of security and upto _____will attract
additional fee.
a) 45 days
b) 60 days*, c) 90 days
d) None of these
st
th
26) If the registration on CERSAI is done from 31 to 40 day after the date of transaction, the
additional fee will be charged _______ if loan amount is upto Rs. 5 lakh. The amount of additional
fee will be ______if loan amount is above Rs. 5 lakh.
a) Rs. 500 & 1,000*
b) Rs. 1000 & 1,500,
c) Rs. 1,000 & 2000
d) Rs. 500 & 1,500
st
th
27) If the registration on CERSAI is done from 41 to 50 day after the date of transaction, the
additional fee will be charged ______ if loan amount is upto Rs. 5 lakh. The amount of additional fee
will be _______if loan amount is above Rs. 5 lakh.
a) Rs. 750 & 1,000
b) Rs. 1250 & 2,500*, c) Rs. 1,250 & 2000
d) Rs. 1000 & 1,500
st
th
28) If the registration on CERSAI is done from 51 to 60 day after the date of transaction, the
additional fee will be charged _________ if loan amount is upto Rs. 5 lakh. The amount of additional
fee will be
if loan amount is
above Rs. 5 lakh. a) Rs. 2000 & 2500 b) Rs. 2000 & 3000,
c) Rs. 2500 & 5000*
d) Rs. 3000
& 5000
29) While doing Risk Rating, an asset is downgraded from A+ rating to A rating. What type of risk is
involved?
a) Market Risk
b) Credit Risk*,
c) Interest Rate Risk
d) None of these
30) To help in the government's 'smart cities' programme, SEBI approved a new set of norms for listing
and trading of municipal bonds on stock exchanges, while channelising household investments for
urban infrastructure development. These municipal bonds, also known as _____ bonds. a) Muni
Bonds*
b) Corporation Bonds,
c) Smart Bonds d) None of these
31) The Reserve Bank notified the decision to raise foreign direct investment (FDI) cap in the Insurance
sector to ____ from existing cap of 26%.
a) 45% b) 49%*
c) 50%
d) 51%
32) As per new Foreign Trade Policy, value of Export Performance FOB / FOR for ‘Two Star Export House’
category during current and previous 2 years is
: a) 10
b) 15 c) 25* d) 20
33) As per new Foreign Trade Policy, value of Export Performance FOB /FOR for ‘Four Star Export House’
category during current & previous 2 years is : a) 100
b) 500*,
c) 1000 d) 2000.
Records of transactions to be maintained for at least _____from the date of transaction, instead
of ten years from the date of cessation of transactions, and records pertaining to identification of
the customer and his address to be preserved for at least ____ after the business relationship is
ended.
a) 10,10*
b) 10,15
c) 15,10
d) 5,10
35) The Suspicious Transaction Report (STR) bank as a whole, should be furnished to the FIU–IND,
within _____ days of arriving at a conclusion that any transaction, including an attempted
transaction, whether cash or non-cash, or a series of transactions integrally connected are of
suspicious nature:
a) 10 days
b) 7days*
c) 15 days
d) 5 days
36) Under Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana – Premium payable is Rs.____ per annum per member
and sum insured on death is ____and partial disability is ____. a) Rs.10; 2 lakhs; 1 lakh b) Rs. 12; 2
lakhs; Rs. 50,000
c) Rs.25; Rs.1 lakh; Rs. 50,000 d) Rs.12; Rs.2 lakh; Rs. 1 lakh*
37) To be eligible for claim under PM Jeeven Jyoti Yojna, the age limit for all saving accounts holder
should be between:
a) 18 to 45 yrs b) 18 to 50 yrs* c) 18 to 55 yrs d) 18 to 60 yrs
38) The premium payable under PM Jeeven Jyoti Yojna, is _______ p.a. and assures benefits of Rs.
____ on death due to any reason. a) Rs. 330 & Rs. 2 lakh*
b) Rs. 250 & Rs. 2 Lakhs, c) Rs.300 &
Rs. 2.50 lakhsd) Rs. 230 & Rs. 3 lakhs
39) The limit of Education loan for vocational purpose in India for course duration upto 3 months is Rs.
________.
a) 20,000*
b) 30000
c) 40000
d) 25000
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40) What is the Full form of MUDRA?
a) Micro Units Development and Refinance Agency Ltd *,
b) Modern Units Development and Refinance
Agency Ltd, c) Micro Units Development and Reconstruction Agency Ltd, d) None of these
41) Which tax has been abolished in Budget 2015-16:- a) Goods and Service Tax
b) Wealth Tax*,
c) Corporate Tax
d) Property Tax
42) MUDRA is set up with a corpus of __ and a credit
guarantee corpus of Rs 3,000 crore.
a) Rs.15,000 Crore
b) Rs. 20,000 Crore*, c) Rs. 30,000 Crore
d) Rs. 50,000 Crore
43) As per the new budget, Surcharge has been increased to ____ for individuals earning 1 crore and
above annually and on firms with an annual income of Rs. 10 crore or more.
a) 10%
b) 12%*
c) 14%
d) 15%
44) The full form of GIFT City is:a)
Gandhinagar International Finance Tec-City, b) Gujarat International Finance Tec-City*,
c) Gujarat Indian Financial Tec-City, d) Gandhinagar Indian Financial Tec-City
45) Full Form of CRILC City is:
a)
Central Repository of Information on Large Credits*, b) Central Reserve of Information
on Large Credits, c) Central Repository of Information on,
d) None of the above
46) Full form of MIBOR;
a) Mumbai Inter bank Offered Rate*,
b) Mutual Inter bank Offered Rate, c)
Mumbai International Offered Rate
b) Mumbai Inter bank Offer & Bid Rate
47) The limit of Education loan for vocational purpose in India for course duration for 3 to 6 months is
______:
a) 40,000
b) 50000*
c) 60000
d) 75000
48) The limit of Education loan for vocational purpose in India for course duration of 6 months to 1 year
is ______:
a) 60,000b) 85,000 c)1,00,000 d) 1,25,000*
49) The limit of Education loan for vocational purpose in India for course duration above 1 year is :
a) Rs.1.5 lakh* b) Rs. 2 lakhc) Rs.2.5 lakh d) Rs.3 lakh
50) Under SHG all the members of the group must be from BPL, however, a maximum of 20% in general
and 30% in exception can be from marginally above poverty line subject to the condition that APL
members not eligible for subsidy
a) 20%, 30%*
b) 25%, 35%,
c) 20%, 25%
d) 15%, 25%
51) If the bank has raised an unauthorized/erroneous direct debit to an account and on verification of
the entry it is found to be erroneous and the customer does not involve a third party, the bank will
endeavor to complete the process of verification within a maximum period of _____ working days from
the date of reporting of erroneous debit. In case, the verification involves a third party or where
verifications are to be done at overseas centers, the bank shall complete the verification process within a
maximum period of _____ month from the date of reporting of erroneous transaction by the customer.
a) 7 : one*
b) 5; one c)14; two
d) 10; three
52) The Bank will undertake to carry out direct debit / ECS debit instructions of customers in time. In
the event the bank fails to meet such commitments customer will be compensated to the extent of on
account of delay
in carrying out the instruction/failure to carry out the instructions.
a) Any financial loss the customer would incur* b) Rs. 1000/c) Rs. 2500/- d) Rs. 5,000/
53) Where it is established that the bank had issued and activated a credit card without consent of the
recipient, the bank would not only reverse the charges immediately but also pay a penalty without
demur to the recipient amounting to _______ as per regulatory guidelines in this regard.
a) Twice the value of charges reversed*,
b) Thrice the value of charges reversed, c) Value of
charges reversed
b) None of these
54) In case a cheque has been paid after stop payment instruction is acknowledged by the bank, the
bank shall reverse the transaction and give value-dated credit to protect the interest of the customer.
Any consequential financial loss to the customer will be compensated. Such debits will be reversed within
____ working days of the customer intimating the transaction to the bank a) 3
b) 5
c) 2* d) 7
55) The bank will compensate the customer for undue delays in affording credit once proceeds are
credited to the Nostro Account of the bank with its correspondent. Such compensation will be given for
delays beyond
week / weeks from the date of credit to Nostro Account/ due date after taking into account normal
cooling period stipulated. The compensation in such cases will be worked out keeping in view interest for
the delay in crediting proceeds and compensation for any possible loss on account of adverse movement
in foreign exchange rate.
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a) One*,

b) Two, c) Three, d) Four
56)
As part of the compensation policy of the bank, the bank will pay interest to its customer on the
amount of collection instruments in case there is delay in giving credit beyond the time period specified in
banks cheque collection policy. Interest for delayed collection shall be paid at the Savings Bank rate for
the period of delay beyond ____, ____, _____ days as the case may be in collection of outstation
cheques.
a) 5/10/15
b) 7/10/14* c) 3/5/7d) none of these
57)
The bank will pay interest to its customer on the amount of collection instruments in case there is
delay in giving credit beyond 14 days. Interest will be paid at the rate applicable for term deposit for the
corresponding respective period or Saving Bank rate, whichever is higher. In case of extraordinary
delay, i.e. delays exceeding ____ days interest will be paid at the rate of ___% above the corresponding
Term Deposit rate.
a) 60;2
b) 30;3
c) 90; 2*
c) 45;2
58)In the event the proceeds of cheque under collection was to be credited to an overdraft/loan
account of the customer, interest will be paid at the rate applicable to the loan account. For
extraordinary delays, interest will be paid at the rate of ____above the rate applicable to the
loan account. a) 4%
b) 3% c) 2%*
d) 2.5%
59)
In line with the compensation policy of the bank, the bank will compensate the account holder in
respect of instruments lost in transit. In case intimation regarding loss of instrument is conveyed to
the customer beyond the time limit stipulated for collection_____, ____, _____ days as the case may
be) interest will be paid for the period exceeding the stipulated collection period at the rates specified
above. a) 4/8/12 b) 5/10/15
c) 7/10/14* d) 6/10/13
60)Issue of Duplicate Draft and Compensation for delays Duplicate draft will be issued within a
_______ from the receipt of such request from the purchaser thereof. For delay beyond the
above stipulated period, interest at the rate applicable for
of corresponding period will be
paid as compensation to the customer for such delay.
a) Fortnight; Fixed Deposit* b) 10 days; Fixed Deposit, c) Fortnight; cumulative Deposit d) 30 days /
Fixed Deposit
61)In addition, bank will pay interest on the amount of the cheque for a further period of ________
days at Savings Bank rate to provide for likely further delay in obtaining duplicate cheque /
instrument and collection thereof.
a) 15*
b) 10
c) 7
d) 12
62)Violation of the Code by banks agent In the event of receipt of any complaint from the customer
that the bank’s representative / courier or DSA has engaged in any improper conduct or acted in
violation of the Code of Bank’s Commitment to Customers which the bank has adopted voluntarily,
the bank is committed to investigate the matter and endeavor to communicate the findings to the
customer within _____ working days from the date of receipt of complaint and wherever justified,
compensate the customer for financial loss, if any, as contemplated under this policy.
a) 10
b) 7*
c) 12
d) 15
In terms of the guidelines for lenders liability, and the Code of Bank’s Commitment to customers, the
bank would return to the borrowers all the securities / documents / title deeds to mortgaged property
within _____ days of repayment of all dues agreed to or contracted The bank will compensate the
borrower for monetary loss suffered, if any due to delay in return of the same. In the event of loss of
title deeds to mortgage property at the hands of the banks the compensation will cover out of pocket
expenses for obtaining duplicate documents plus a lump sum amount as decided by the bank.
a) 7
b) 15*, c) 21
d) 25
64) It is mandatory for bank to reimburse the customer, the amount wrongfully debited on account of
failed ATM within a maximum period of _____ working days from the receipt of the complaint. For any
failure to re-credit the customer’s account within the stipulated period from the date of receipt of the
complaint, bank shall pay compensation of Rs._____ - per day to the aggrieved customer. This
compensation shall be credited to the customer’s account automatically without any claim from the
customer, on the same day when bank affords the credit for the failed ATM transactions.
a) 5;100
b) 10;150,
c) 14;150
d) 7;100/-*
65) Which of the following statement is incorrect?
a) The bank will not honour cheques drawn on current accounts maintained by other banks with it
unless arrangements are made for funding cheques issued. Issuing bank should be responsible to
compensate the cheque holder for non payment / delayed payment of cheques in the absence of
adequate funding arrangement.
b) The Bank would not compensate the customer for delays in collection of cheques designated in
foreign currencies sent to foreign countries as the bank would not be able to ensure timely credit
from overseas banks.
c) In the event a cheque or an instrument accepted for collection is lost in transit or in the clearing
process or at the paying bank’s branch, the bank shall immediately on coming to know of the loss,
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bring the same to the notice of the account holder so that the account holder can inform the drawer to
record stop payment and also take care that cheques, if any, issued by him / her are not dishonoured
due to non-credit of the amount of the lost cheques / instruments. The bank would provide all
assistance to the customer to obtain a duplicate instrument from the drawer of the cheque.
d) The bank would not compensate the customer for any reasonable charges he/she incurs in getting
duplicate cheque / instrument upon production of receipt. The instrument is to be obtained from a
bank/ institution who would charge a fee for issue of duplicate instrument.*
66) The Reserve Bank has set out a five-pillar framework to guide its developmental and regulatory
measures. Which of the following is not the regulatory pillar:
a) PILLAR – I: Clarifying and strengthening the monetary policy framework.
b)PILLAR – II: Strengthening banking structure through new entry, branch expansion, encouraging new
varieties of banks, and moving foreign banks into better regulated organisational forms.
c) PILLAR – III: Broadening and deepening financial markets and increasing their liquidity and
resilience so that they can help absorb the risks entailed in financing India’s growth.
d) PILLAR – IV : Expanding access to finance to small and medium enterprises, the unorganised
sector, the poor, and remote and underserved areas of the country through measures to foster
financial inclusion.
e) PILLAR – V: Improving the system’s ability to deal with corporate distress and financial institution
distress by strengthening real and financial restructuring as well as debt recovery.
f) None of the above*
68) Which pillar of RBI’s developmental and regulatory measures
emphasizes on
Strengthening banking structure through
new entry,
branch expansion, encouraging new
varieties of banks, and moving foreign banks into better regulated organisational forms. a) Pillar I b)
Pillar III
c) Pillar II*
d) Pillar V
69) Which pillar of RBI’s developmental and regulatory measures emphasizes expanding access to
finance to small and medium enterprises, the unorganised sector, the poor, and remote and underserved
areas of the country through measures to foster financial inclusion.
a) Pillar I
b) Pillar IV* c)
Pillar II
d) Pillar V
90) On a review of the permitted transactions under the Rupee Drawing Arrangements (RDAs), the
Reserve Bank increased the limit of trade transactions from the existing Rs.5,00,000/- per transaction to
Rs._______ per transaction, with immediate effect.
a) 10,00,000 b) 12,00,000 c) 15,00,000*d) 17,50,000
91) The concept of a _______ account was introduced in the current framework as an important step in
fraud risk control.
a) Special Mention account. b) Red Flagged *, c) High Risk account. d) Early Mortality account.
92) A is one where suspicion of fraudulent activity is thrown up by the presence of one or more Early
Warning Signals (EWS). This concept has been introduced in the current framework as an important step
in fraud risk control. a) Red Flagged Account* b) Special Mention account., c) High Risk account. d)
Early Mortality account.
93) The threshold for Early Warning Signals and Red Flagged Account is an exposure of ________ or
more at the level of a bank irrespective of the lending arrangement (whether solo banking, multiple
banking or consortium). a) 100 million
b) 250 million c) 500 million* d) 1000 million
94) The officer responsible for the operations in the account should be sensitized to observe and report
any manifestation of the Early Warning Signal promptly to the or any other group constituted by the
bank
for the purpose immediately.
a) Fraud Monitoring Group (FMG) *,
b) Fraud Management Group (FMG),
c) Core Monitoring Group
(CMG),
d) Fraud Surveillance Group (FSG)
95) The Framework for fraud risk management in banks also includes broad guidelines relating to the,
which of the following?
(i) Reporting to the Central Repository of Information on Large Credits (CRILC).
(ii) Lending under consortium or multiple banking arrangements
(iii) Staff accountability.
(iv) Filing complaints with law enforcement agencies.
(v) Penal measures for fraudulent borrowers
(vi) Central Fraud Registry.
a) (i) & (ii) only
b) (iii) to (vi) only,
c) All of the above* d) None of these
96) The Reserve Bank has advised all public sector banks and select private sector and foreign banks to
appoint an internal Ombudsman. The internal Ombudsman would be designated as :Chief Ombudsman Service Officer,
B) Chief Customer Ombudsman Officer,
C) Internal
Ombudsman Customer Service Officer, D) Chief Customer Service Officer*
97) The Reserve banks has directed all ______ and few
to appoint Chief Customer Service
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Officers. (Internal Ombudsman).
Public Sector Banks; Private Sector & Foreign Banks*
a) Private Sector Banks; Foreign Banks
b) Private Banks & Foreign Banks
c) Private Sector Banks; Public Sector Banks
98) As per the revised norms, the procedures for acquisition of accommodation on lease / rental basis
by all commercial
banks will now be determined by the ___ :- a) State Govt.
b) RBI, c) Banks themselves*
d)
Ministry of Finance
99) P.J. Nayak Committee has prescribed seven broad themes to the Reserve Bank to advise all public
sector banks to suitably determine the agenda items and the periodicity thereof, keeping in view that
there is adequate focus on matters of strategic and financial importance. The seven themes include
business strategy, financial reports and their integrity, risk, compliance,_______,
and human
resources.
a) Customer protection, Financial inclusion*
b) Customer awareness, Financial integrity
c) Customer awareness, Fraud management.
d) Strategic Marketing, Financial inclusion
100) The Reserve Bank had, in the first bi-monthly monetary policy statement 2015-16, proposed to do
away with the _____ and instead, replace it with the seven critical themes. b) Calendar of Reviews*
c) Monitoring of strategic assets,
D) Calendar of performance parameters
101) In order to enable Private Sector Banks to attract and retain professional directors, the Reserve
Bank has issued guidelines on compensation for non-executive Directors for implementation by private
sector banks, that will reflect market realities and will be within the parameters specified in the Banking
Regulation Act, 1949 and the Companies Act, 2013. Such compensation, however, shall not exceed
_____ per annum for each director. a) 1 million* b)
1.5 million
c) 0.5
a) Monitoring of critical areas
million d) 2 million
102) The Board may, at its discretion, provide for in the policy, payment of compensation in the form of
______ to the non-executive directors (other than the Part-time Chairman), subject to the bank making
profits. a) Bonus
b) Commission on profits*,
c) Additional Shares
d) None of these
103) In addition to the directors’ compensation, the bank may pay _______ to the non-executive
directors and reimburse their expenses for participation in the Board and other meetings. a) Sitting
fees* b) Commission,
c) Bonus d) Additional allowances
104) Banks in private sector would be required to obtain prior approval of the Reserve Bank for granting
_______ to the part-time non-executive Chairman. a) Bonus b) Commission,
c) Remuneration*
d) Loans
105) The compensation policies of banks would be subject to supervisory oversight including review
under the Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP) under ______ framework.
a) Pillar 2 and Basel III framework
b) Pillar 3 and Basel III framework
C) Pillar 2 and Basel II framework*
D) Pillar 1 and Basel II framework
106) Banks are required to make disclosure on remuneration paid to the directors on an ______ basis
at the minimum, in their Annual Financial Statements.
a) Semi annual b) Quarterly
c) Monthly
d) Annual*
107) Under the revised criteria for opening of branches / extension counters / specialised branches
within the area of operation of the StCBs, Capital to Risk (Weighted) Assets Ratio (CRAR) should not be
less than
:- a) 9 percent *
b) 10 percent c) 8 percent d) 10.5 percent
108) Under the same revised criteria, net Non Performing Assets (NPA) should be less than ______:
a) 9 percent
b) 5 percent*,
c) 8 percent
d) 6 percent
109) The Reserve Bank has relaxed its requirement of additional factor of authentication (AFA) for
across all merchant categories to enhance customer convenience while ensuring security in card based
transactions.
a) Low Value Card Present Transactions,
b) High Value Card Present Transactions, c) Small Value
Card Present Transactions, d) None of the above.
110) The Reserve Bank has advised all scheduled commercial banks that relaxation for additional factor
of authentication (AFA) requirement is permitted for transactions for a maximum value of ______:
a) Rs. 2000 per transaction*
b) Rs. 2500 per transaction, c) Rs. 5000 per transaction
d)
Rs. 10000 per transaction
111) For additional factor of authentication (AFA) beyond the transaction limit prescribed by RBI, the
card has to be processed as a contact payment and authentication with:- _
a) PAN (AFA)
b) MICR
(AFA),
c) PIN (AFA)*
d) IFSC (AFA)
112) Even for transaction values below the limit prescribed by RBI, the customer may choose to make
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payment as a contact payment. In other words, customers cannot be compelled to do a ________
payment.
a) On the spot b) Contactless* c) Cash less
d) None
113) The Contactless cards should necessarily be chip cards adhering to _________ compliant payment
standard, so as to be acceptable across the existing card acceptance infrastructure.
a) Europay, MasterCard and Visa (EMV)*
b) RuPay, MasterCard and Visa (RMV)
c) Only MasterCard and Visa.d) Europay and RuPay only.
114) The Reserve Bank has advised all scheduled commercial banks, that with effect from ________, all
new cards issued – debit and credit, domestic and international by banks shall be EMV chip and PIN
based cards.
a) 16-8-2015 b) 1-9-2015* c) 1-1-2016d) 1-4-2016
115) The Reserve Bank has advised authorised dealer (category–I) banks that recognised non-resident
External Commercial Borrowing (ECB) lenders may enter into swap transactions with their overseas bank
which shall, in turn, enter into a back-to- back swap transaction with any AD Category-I bank in India
for mobilizing ______as per the prescribed procedure.
a) INR* b) $ c) Euro
d) Discretion of the bank
116) On a review of the permitted transactions under the Rupee Drawing Arrangements (RDAs), the
Reserve Bank increased the limit of trade transactions from the existing Rs.5,00,000/- per transaction to
Rs. _______ per transaction, with immediate effect. a) 7,50,000
b)10,00,000 c) 12,50,000 d)
15,00,000*
117) Recently, which category of banks were advised by RBI under the framework for Revitalising
Distressed Assets in the Economy – Guidelines on Joint Lenders’ Forum (JLF) and Corrective Action Plan:
a) All Scheduled Commercial Banks (excluding RRB’s),
b) Exim Bank c) SIDBI
d) NHB
e) All
of these*
118) With a view to ensuring more stake of promoters in reviving stressed accounts and provide banks
with enhanced capabilities to initiate change of ownership in accounts which fail to achieve the projected
viability milestones, banks may, at their discretion, undertake a
by converting loan dues to equity
shares.
a) Strategic Debt Restructuring (SDR)*,
b) Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR), c) Organizational
Debt Restructuring (ODR), d) Stressed Debt Restructuring (SDR)
119) At the time of initial restructuring, the JLF must incorporate, in the terms and conditions, an
option to convert the entire loan (including unpaid interest), or part thereof, into ______ in the
company in the event the borrower is not able to achieve the viability milestones and/or adhere to
‘critical conditions’ as stipulated in the restructuring package. a) Bonds
b) Shares*
c)
Debentures d) All above
120) If the borrower is not able to achieve the viability milestones and/or adhere to the ‘critical
conditions’ referred to above, the JLF must immediately review the account and examine whether the
account will be viable by effecting a change in_______.
a) Structure b) Ownership* c) Legal Statusd) None
121) The decision on invoking the Strategic Debt Restructuring (SDR) by converting the whole or part of
the loan into equity shares should be taken by the Joint Lenders’ Forum ( JLF) as early as possible but
within _______days from the above review of the account.
a) 60
b) 45,
c) 30* d) 90
122) The decision on invoking the Strategic Debt Restructuring (SDR) should be well documented and
approved by the majority of the Joint Lenders’ Forum members which comprise of minimum of ______
percent of creditors by value and _____ percent of creditors by number.
a) 60, 50
b) 80, 50,
c) 55, 60
d) 75, 60*
123) Post the conversion, all lenders under the Joint Lenders’ Forum must collectively hold ______
percent or more of the equity shares issued by the company. a) 49 b) 60 c) 51* d) 45
124) For accounts which have been referred by the JLF to CDR Cell for restructuring, JLF may decide to
undertake the SDR either directly or under the ______ Cell.
a) Strategic Debt Restructuring,
b) Corporate Debt Restructuring*, c) Organizational Debt
Restructuring (ODR), d) Stressed Debt Restructuring (SDR)
125) On completion of conversion of debt to equity as approved under Strategic Debt Restructuring, the
existing asset classification of the account, as on the reference date, will continue for a period of ______
months from the reference date.
a) 15 months b) 18 months*
c) 12 months d) 10 months
126) Banks should ensure compliance with the provisions of _______ and JLF should closely monitor
the performance of the company and consider appointing suitable professional management to run the
affairs of the company.
a) Banking Regulation Act* b) Companies Act, 2013,
c) Reserve Bank of India Act.
d)
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SARFAESI Act
127) On divestment of banks’ holding in favour of a ‘new promoter’, the asset classification of the
account may be upgraded to ______ , subject to the prescribed conditions.
a) Special Mention Account. b) Sub Standard,
c) Standard*
d) None of the above
128) At the time of divestment of their holdings to a ‘new promoter’, banks may the existing debt
of the company considering the changed risk profile of the company without treating the exercise as
‘restructuring’ subject to banks making provision for any diminution in fair value of the existing debt on
account of the refinance.
a) Refinance* b) Rephrasec) Reschedule d) Capitalise
129) The Joint Lender Forum must approve the Strategic Debt Restructuring (SDR) conversion package
within ___ days from the date of deciding to undertake SDR. a) 90* b) 45 c) 60 d) 30
130) Which of the following documents have been recently advised by RBI to be deemed to be Officially
Valid Documents (OVD’s) under simplified measures relating to KYC norms for ‘low risk’ customers for
the limited purpose of proof of address where customers are unable to produce any officially valid
document:
i) Utility bill which is not more than two months old of any service provider (electricity, telephone,
postpaid mobile phone, piped gas, water bill);
ii) Property or Municipal Tax receipt;
iii) Bank account or Post Office savings bank account statement
iv) Pension or family pension payment orders (PPOs) issued to retired employees by Government
Departments or Public Sector Undertakings, if they contain the address;
v) Letter of allotment of accommodation from employer issued by State or Central Government
departments, statutory or regulatory bodies, public sector undertakings, scheduled commercial
banks, financial institutions and listed companies. Similarly, leave and license agreements with such
employers allotting official accommodation; and
vi) Documents issued by Govt. deptt. of foreign jurisdictions and letter issued by Foreign Embassy or
Mission in India.
a) Pension Life Certificates
a) Only (i), (ii), (iii) b) Only (iv), (v), (vi), c) All
except (v) & (vi)
131) The compensation policies of banks would be subject to supervisory oversight including review
under the Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP) under
framework.
a) Pillar 2 and Basel III framework,
b) Pillar 3 and Basel III framework, c) Pillar 2 and Basel II
framework*, d) Pillar 1 and Basel II framework
132) With a view to developing strong risk management capabilities to manage agri-commodity price
risk, the Reserve Bank advised all scheduled commercial banks (excluding regional rural banks) to
encourage
by the agri-borrowers through agri-commodity derivatives. a) Speculation b)
Crystalisation c) Hedging* d) Forward sale
133) The Reserve Bank advised all-India Term Lending and Refinancing Institutions (AIFI) to make
certain disclosures in addition to the extant disclosure requirements in the Notes to Accounts in their
Annual Financial Statements relating to sale of ______ to Securitisation Companies / Reconstruction
Companies.
a) Fixed assets.
b) Non-Performing Assets*, c) Intangibles
d) Investments.
134) On a review, the Reserve Bank allowed all scheduled commercial banks (excluding RRBs) to invest
in the
issued by other banks for financing of infrastructure and affordable housing. In order to prevent double
counting of regulatory exemptions allowed, such investments will be subject to prescribed conditions. a)
Long term debentures b) Long term loans
c) Long term bonds* d) Equity & preference shares
135) The RBI has continued to provide liquidity under overnight repos at ____ per cent of bank-wise
NDTL at the LAF repo rate and liquidity under 14-day term repos as well as longer term repos of up to
____ per cent of NDTL of the banking system through auctions. a) 0.50 ; 1 b) 0.25; 0.50 c) 0.25;
0.75* d) 0.50; 0.75
136) The Reserve Bank released the final guidelines for introduction of 6-year and 13-year cash settled
Interest Rate Futures (IRF) on Government of India Securities with residual maturity of __________and
_______respectively.
a) 4-8 years, 11-15 years* b) 6-8 years, 10-15 years, c) 7-8 years, 12-15 years d) 8-10 years, 12-5
years
137) Agency banks may also promote the use of among pensioners, which would eliminate the need for
physical presence at branches and issue of acknowledgement. b) Digital Life Policy, c) Pension Life
code ________________d) Digital Life Certificate*
138) The Government of India has also launched a scheme for introduction of Aadhaar based digital life
certificates known as_________: a) Jeevan Life certificate, b) Jeevan Life code, c) Jeevan
Praman*, d) Jeevan Praman certificate
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139) The RBI has permitted all banks authorised to deal in foreign exchange to allow remittances by a
resident individual up to _______ per financial year for any permitted current or capital account
transaction or a combination of both under Liberalised Remittance scheme. a) USD 1,50,000
b)
USD 2,00,000, c) USD 2,50,000* d) USD 1,75,000
140) As per the revised guidelines, the PAN Card is mandatory if the sale/purchase of Immoveable
property is valued excceding Rs. _____. Further, PAN is also needed if properties valued by stamp
valuation authority exceeds the amount of Rs.
:
a) Rs 5 lakh and Rs 10 lakh b) Rs 10 lakh and Rs 10 lakh*, c) Rs 10 lakh and Rs 15 lakh d) Rs 10
lakh and Rs 20 lakh
141) Which of the following is correct regarding Time Deposit with a Banking Company w.r.t PAN Card:
a) The PAN Card is mandatory if deposits aggregating is more than Rs. 5 lac during the year.
b) The PAN Card is mandatory even if depositor has an account with Co-op Banks, Post office, Nidhi,
NBFC companies.
c) The PAN Card is mandatory if deposits aggregating is more than Rs. 50,000/- during the year.
d) The PAN Card is mandatory if deposits aggregating is more than Rs. 1,00,000/- during the year.
a) Only a & b are true*
b) All b & c are true
c) Only b & d are true
d) All are true.
142) In case of deposits with Post office and Saving Bank, the PAN Card is mandatory if the amount is
exceeding Rs. _______: a) Rs 10,000 b) Rs 20,000,
c) Rs 50,000
d) Discontinued*
143) In case of Sale or Purchase of securities, the PAN Card is mandatory if the contract of
sale/purchase value is exceeding Rs. ____: a) Rs 5 lakh
b) Rs 4 lakh, c) Rs 2 lakh d) Rs 1
lakh*
144) Which of the following statement is correct regarding Opening of an account (other than time
deposit) with a Banking Company:
a) PAN Card is compulsory for all the new accounts that are being opened with the banking company.
b) In case of opening of Basic Saving Bank Account there is no requirement of PAN Card.
c) Co-operatives banks also need to comply with the guidelines on Pan.
d) All of the above*
145) As per the revised guidelines, for installation of telephone / cellphone connections, the PAN Card is
:
a) Mandatory
b) Discontinued*,
c) Varies from State to State.
d) None of above
146) In case of Hotel / restaurant bill(s), the PAN Card is required if the cash payment on account of the
bill is exceeding Rs. _____: a) Rs 30,000 b) Rs 40,000 c) Rs 50,000* d) Rs 60,000
147) In case of cash purchase of bank Drafts / Pay orders / Banker’s cheque, the PAN Card is
mandatory if the amount aggregating exceeds Rs. _______ in a day: a) Rs 25,000 b) Rs 50,000*
c) Rs 60,000 d) Rs 80,000
148) In case of Cash deposits with the Banking Company exceeding Rs. _____ in a day, then the PAN
Card is compulsory:
a) Rs 50,000*
b) Rs 30,000 c) Rs 25,000 d) Rs 40,000
149) PAN Card is mandatory if the cash payment in connection with foreign travel for fare, payment to
travel agent, purchase of foreign currency is exceeding Rs. _______ at any one time:- a) 20,000 b)
50,000*
c) 1,00,000 d) 5,00,000
150) In case of Mutual funds unit transactions, the PAN Card is compulsory if the payment for purchase
of mutual funds units exceeds Rs. _______:
a) Rs 35,000 b) Rs 50,000* c) Rs 45,000 d) Rs 60,000
151) Which of the following statement is true regarding purchase/sale of Shares, Debentures, RBO
bonds w.r.t PAN Card:
a) PAN Card is required if the purchase/sale of shares is exceeding Rs. 1 lac per transaction.
b) PAN Card is required if a person opens a demat account.
c) PAN is mandatory in case of purchase of debentures/bonds, RBI bnds is exceeding Rs. 50,000/
d) All of above*
152) PAN Card is compulsory if the payment of the premium is exceeding Rs. _______ in a year:
a) Rs 20,000
b) Rs 30,000,
c) Rs 45,000
d) Rs 50,000*
153) In case of Purchase or sales of goods and services, including jewellery/bullion PAN Card is
mandatory if the purchase/sale of any goods and services is exceeding Rs. _____ per transaction:
a) Rs 50,000
b) Rs 1 lakh, c) Rs 2 lakh* d) Rs 2.5 lakh
154) In case of Cash cards/Prepaid instruments issued under Payment and Settlement Act, PAN Card is
mandatory if the cash payment aggregating is more than ____ in a year:
a) Rs 30,000
b) Rs 40,000,
c) Rs 50,000*
d) Rs 60,000
155) The Reserve Bank in its Fourth Bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement, 2015-16, announced on
Sept. 29, 2015, decided to reduce the policy Repo rate under the liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) by
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50 basis points and now it stands at _______: a) 6.00%
b) 6.25 %
c) 6.75%*
d) 7.00%
156) The RBI has decided to continue to provide liquidity under overnight repos at 0.25 per cent of
bank-wise NDTL at the LAF repo rate and liquidity under 14-day term repos as well as longer term
repos of up to 0.75 per cent of NDTL of the banking system through auctions and continue with daily
variable rate repos and reverse repos to smooth liquidity.
a) 0.25 %, 0.50 %
b) 0.25%, 0.75 %*,
c) 0.5%; 0.75% d) None of these
157) Consequent to the changes in the Repo rate, the Reverse Repo rate under the LAF stands adjusted
to ______, and the marginal standing facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate to _____. a) 5.75 %;
7.75%*
b) 4.75 %; 6.75 %,
c) 4.50%; 6.50% d) 5.50%; 7.50%
158) rates on shortfall in reserve requirements, which are specifically linked to the Bank Rate stand
revised. Effective rate from 29th Oct 2013, the penal interest is Bank Rate plus _____ percentage points
or Bank Rate plus ____ percentage points depending upon the duration of the shortfalls. a) 1.0; 3.0
b) 3.2; 5.1
c) 3.0; 5.0* d) 2.5; 5
159) Government of India has approved the extension of the Interest Subvention Scheme for the year
2015-16 for short term crop loans. Interest subvention @ _____% per annum will be made available
to the Public Sector Banks and the Private Sector Scheduled Commercial Banks (in respect of loans
given by their rural and semi-urban branches) on their own funds used for short-term crop loans up
to Rs.______ lac per farmer provided the lending institutions make available short term credit at the
ground level at ____ % per annum to the farmers.
a) 2 ; 3; 7* b) 3; 4; 7
c) 3 ; 5 ; 7
d) 3;
4; 8
160) The Interest Subvention of _______ will be calculated on the crop loan amount from the date of its
disbursement / drawal up to the date of actual repayment of the crop loan by the farmer or up to the
due date of the loan fixed by the banks whichever is earlier, subject to a maximum period of one
year.
a) 1% b) 2 %*
c) 4% d) 8%
161) Additional interest subvention @ _____% per annum will be available to the farmers repaying the
loan promptly from the date of disbursement of the
crop loan up to the
158) All penal interest
actual date of repayment or up to the due date
fixed by the bank for
repayment of crop loan, whichever is earlier, subject to a maximum period of one year from the date
of disbursement. This also implies that the farmers paying promptly would get short term crop loans
@ _____% per annum during the year 2015-16. This benefit would not accrue to those farmers who
repay after one year of availing of such loans. a) 3; 4*
b) 4; 6c) 5; 8 d) 7 ; 10
162) In order to discourage distress sale by farmers and to encourage them to store their produce in
warehouses against warehouse receipts, the benefit of interest subvention will be available to small and
marginal farmers having Kisan Credit Card for a further period of up to ______ months post-harvest on
the same rate as available to crop loan against negotiable warehouse receipt for keeping their produce
in warehouses.
a) three b) five c) six* d) eight
163) To provide relief to farmers affected by natural calamities, the interest subvention of 2% for short
term crop loans will continue to be available to banks for the ______ on the restructured amount. Such
restructured loans may attract normal rate of interest from the second year onwards as per the policy
laid down by the RBI.
a) 3 months b) 6 months c) 9 months d) first year*
164) In respect of 2% interest subvention for short term crop loans, banks are required to submit their
claims on a
of which, the latter needs to be accompanied by the Statutory Auditor's certificate certifying the claims
for subvention for the entire year ended March 31, 2016 as true and correct.
a) Quarterly basis
b) Half-yearly basis*,
c) Yearly basis
d) None of the above
165) is essentially a management process integral to the establishment of sound internal accounting
functions and effective controls and setting the tone for a vigilant internal audit to preclude the incidence
of serious errors and fraudulent manipulations.
a) Concurrent* b) Separate c) Monthly
d) Quarterly
166) Which of the following statement is correct with respect to modified provisions of
Concurrent Audit?
a) New areas posing risk and Non-branch units may be brought under the purview of concurrent audit
and the branches with high risk are to be subjected to concurrent audit irrespective of their business
size.
b) All specialised branches viz., agriculture, small and medium enterprises(SME),
corporate,
retail
assets,portfolio management, treasury, forex, back office, etc., may be covered under
concurrent audit.
c) Certain areas where risk has reduced on account of computerisation, implementation of core banking
system may be excluded from the purview of concurrent audit.
d) All of the above *
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167) Concurrent audit at branches should cover at least __ % of the advances and ____ per cent of
deposits of a bank.
a) 50,50*
b) 40,60
c) 30,70
d) 60,40
168) Concurrent Audit should be conducted in:
a) Branches rated as high risk or above in the last Risk Based Internal Audit or serious deficiencies found
in Internal Audit;
b) All specialised branches like large corporate, mid corporate, exceptionally large/very large branches
(ELBs/VLBs), SME;
c) All centralised processing units like Loan Processing Units (LPUs), service branches, centralised a/c
opening divisions, etc.
d) Any specialised activities, such as, wealth management, portfolio management services, card
products division, etc., data centres, treasury / branches handling foreign exchange business,
investment banking, etc. and bigger overseas branches, critical head office departments.
e) Any other branches or departments where, in the opinion of the bank, concurrent audit is desirable.
f) All of these *
169) The Reserve Bank has set up _______ to collect, store, and disseminate data on all borrowers’
credit exposures.
a) Central Repository of Information on Large Credits (CRILC)*,
AMFI
c) ICRA
d) ICAI
170) Out of the following which points determine the scope of Concurrent Audit?
a) To supplement the efforts of the bank in carrying out simultaneous internal check of the transactions
and other verifications and compliance with the procedures laid down.
b) To cover certain fraud - prone areas, such as, handling of cash, deposits, advances, foreign exchange
business, off-balance sheet items, credit-card business, internet banking, etc.
c) To keep a check on high-risk transactions having large financial implications as opposed to
transactions involving small amounts.
d) Areas, where the Reserve Bank has specifically advised the banks to be covered under concurrent
audit, may also be part of the checklist of the concurrent auditor.
e) All of the above*
171) The option to consider whether concurrent audit should be done by bank’s own staff or external
auditors (which may include retired staff of its own bank) is left to the discretion of individual banks.
Appointment of an external audit firm may be initially for one year and extended upto ____ years, after
which an auditor could be shifted to another branch subject to satisfactory performance.
a) 2 years
b) 3 years* c) 4 years
d) 5 years
172) If external firms are appointed and any serious acts of omission or commission are noticed in their
working, their appointments may be cancelled and the fact may be reported to:- a) RBI
b) ICAI,
Bank’s Audit Committee of the Board of Directors (ACB), c) All of These
e) Only a and b*
173) The Reserve Bank has further advised banks to review the present system of concurrent audit
immediately and incorporate necessary changes therein. The modified concurrent audit system of the
bank should then be placed before the
.
a) ICAIb) Audit Committee of Board of Directors (ACB)*,
c) Shareholders d) None of these
174) The Reserve Bank has advised Scheduled Commercial Banks (excluding regional rural banks) to
make use of the information available in Central Repository of Information on Large Credits (CRILC) and
not limit their due diligence to seeking no-objection certificate (NOC) from the bank with whom the
customer is supposed to be enjoying the credit facilities as per the declaration. Further banks may also
seek ‘No Objection Certificate’ from the ____ bank where the initial deposit to current account is made by
way of a _____ a) Drawee, Cheque*
b) Drawer, Cash,
c) Drawer, Cheque d) Drawee, Cash.
175) The Reserve Bank has advised that banks which have capital to risk weighted assets ratio (CRAR)
of 10 per cent or more and have also made net profit as of March 31 of the previous year need not
approach the Reserve Bank for prior approval for equity investments in cases where after such
investment, the holding of the bank remains less than 10 per cent of the investee company’s paid up
capital, and the holding of the bank, along with its subsidiaries or joint ventures or entities continues to
remain less than ____ per cent of the investee company’s paid up capital. a) 10 % b) 12.5 %
c)
15% d) 20 %*
176) In order to streamline the existing processes and to obviate the need to approach the Reserve
Bank on case-tocase basis, the Reserve Bank has permitted commercial banks to grant loans and
advances to the
without seeking prior approval of the Reserve bank.
a) Chief Executive Officer / Whole Time Directors*,
b) Chief Executive Officers / Managing Director, c)
Chief Financial Officer/ Managing Director, d) Chief Operating Officer / Whole Time Director
168) Which of the following category of loans can be granted to these officials:
a) Loan for purchasing of car,
b) Loan for purchasing of personal computer, furniture, c) Loan for
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constructing / acquiring a house for personal use., d) Festival advance and credit limit under credit
card facility, e) All of these*
179) Which of the following statements is true with regards to loans and advances to these officials?
a) The loans and advances should form part of the compensation / remuneration policy approved by the
Board of Directors or any committee of the Board to which powers have been delegated or the
Appointments Committee, as the case may be.*
b) Guidelines on Base Rate will be applicable on the interest charged on such loans.
c) The interest rate charged on such loans can be lower than the rate charged on loans to the bank’s
own employees. d)Other loan can also be sanctioned to Directors.
180) The Reserve Bank is issuing Banknotes in Mahatma Gandhi Series 2005 with a new numbering
pattern and special features for the visually impaired in ____, ____ and ______ denominations. a) 10,
50,100b) 100, 500 and 1000 *,
c) 50,100 and 500 d) 10, 500 and 1000
181) In the new Banknotes in Mahatma Gandhi Series 2005, in the numbering pattern, the numerals in
both the number panels of these denominations ____ in size from left to right, while the first ____
alphanumeric characters (prefix) remain constant in size. a) Ascend, 3* b) Descend, 3 c) Ascend,
4 d) Descend, 4
182) With regards to special features for the visually impaired, in order to make it easier for them to
identify banknotes, the size of the identification mark in these denominations has been increased by
_____. a) 25%
b) 50 %*
c) 75 %
d) 85%
183) The structure of Angular bleed lines in Banknotes in Mahatma Gandhi Series 2005 has been
introduced as
in 3 blocks in Rs. 500 & ____ lines in 4 blocks in Rs.1000
and ______ schemes as per the extant rates.
denominations.
a) 1, 2, 3 b) 2,3,4
c) 3,4,5
d)
4,5,6*
184) The Reserve Bank has reviewed the procedure for detection of counterfeit notes in consultation
with the Government. Which of these points are true regarding these guidelines?
a) Banknotes tendered over the counter or received directly at the back office / currency chest through
bulk tenders should be examined for authenticity through machines and such of these determined as
a counterfeit one, shall be stamped as “COUNTERFEIT NOTE” and impounded.
b) When a banknote tendered at the counter of a bank branch or treasury is found to be counterfeit, an
acknowledgement receipt in the prescribed format must be issued to the tenderer, after stamping
the note.
c) No credit to customer’s account is to be given for counterfeit notes, if any, in the tender received over
the counter or at the
back-office / currency chest.
d) All of these*
185) Customer charges, if any, levied on cash withdrawals shall not exceed ______ per cent of the
transaction amount at all centres irrespective of the limit of Rs.1000 / Rs.2000.
a) 1 %*
b)
1.5 %
c) 1.75%
d) 2%
186) The instructions on compensation to banks of the notional value of counterfeit notes detected and
reported and the system of lodging claims for compensation by Forged Note Vigilance Cell of banks
stand withdrawn and a penalty at__ of the notional value of counterfeit notes, in addition to__the
recovery of loss to the extent of the notional value of such notes, will be imposed.
a) 40 % b) 60
% c) 80 %
d) 100 %*
187) The Reserve Bank has reviewed and enhanced the limit for cash withdrawal at Point of Sale (POS - for
debit cards and open system prepaid cards issued by banks in India) from Rs.1000 to ________ per
day in Tier III to VI centres.
a) Rs. 1500 b) Rs.2000* c) Rs. 2,500 d) Rs. 3000
188) The RBI has decided to pay agency commission to authorised banks for handling the work relating
to the _
Kisan Vikas Patra (KVP), 2014, Sukanya Samriddhi Account*
a)
Kisan Vikas Patra (KVP), 2014, Atal Pension Yojana
b)
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana & Atal Pension Yojana
c)
PM Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana & PM Suraksha Bima Yojana
189) As part of the endeavour to smoothen the liquidity management operations, the Reserve Bank has
introduced STP in fixed rate Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) Repo, fixed rate LAF Reverse Repo and
Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) operations. What does STP stand for? a) Short Term Processing b)
Straight Through Processing* c) Structured Total Processing d) None of these
190) Which of the following statement is correct with respect to the implementation of STP?
a) It will enable eligible participants to receive the credit or debit immediately on placement of the bids or
offers, subject to the availability of collateral or funds, within prescribed time window.
b) Through STP, Eligible participants can, as hitherto, place multiple bids/offers in the respective liquidity
facilities.
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c) Settlement of the transaction will be automatic and immediate after the placement of the bid/offer.

The transactions undertaken by a participant will be final and request for cancellation of bids or offers
will not be entertained.
d) The automation of these facilities will, in no way, affect the discretionary character of these facilities
and the Reserve Bank will continue to determine the extent of liquidity injection / absorption
depending upon the prevailing liquidity conditions in
the system.
e) All of these*.
191) The Reserve Bank has now allowed commercial banks (excluding regional rural banks and local
area banks) to slot their excess statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) securities and marginal standing facility
(MSF) eligible securities under the ______ bucket.
a) Day 1* b) 2-7 Days c) 8-14 Daysd) 15-28 Days
192) On a review, the Reserve Bank advised all scheduled commercial banks (excluding regional rural
banks) that a rate____ to the actual interest rate charged to the borrower before restructuring may be
used to discount the future cash flows for the purpose of determining the diminution in fair value of
loans on restructuring.
a) Less than
b) Greater than,
c) Equal to*
d) None of these,
193) The existing overnight benchmark interbank rate in India is replaced from July 22, 2015 by a new
benchmark called the
.
a)
Financial Benchmarks India Private Ltd Overnight Mumbai Interbank Outright Rate (FBIL-Overnight
MIBOR)* b) LIBOR c) MIBOR
d) None of these
194) The FBIL-Overnight MIBOR will be based on actual traded rates and will be administered by a new
company called the Financial Benchmarks India Private Ltd (FBIL). The existing rate called the Overnight
MIBID/MIBOR based on polled rates is set by
. a) FIMMDA-BSE
b) FIMMDA-NSE*,
c) FIMMDAOTC
d) FIMMDA-SHCIL
195) Financial Benchmarks India Private Ltd (FBIL) has been jointly formed as an independent company
for administration of benchmarks in financial markets by the which of the following institutions?
Fixed Income Money Market and Derivative Association of India (FIMMDA)
Foreign Exchange Dealers’ Association of India (FEDAI)
c) Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) d) All of these*
196) To facilitate greater level of participation in Corporate Bonds by Stand alone Primary Dealers
(SPDs), the Reserve Bank has increased exposure ceiling limits in respect of single borrower/
counterparty from 25 per cent to _____ of latest audited Net Owned Funds (NOF) and in respect of
group borrower from 40% to
of the latest audited NOF
only for investments in AAA rated corporate bonds.
a) 50%; 65%* b) 40%; 50% c) 45%;55% d)
40%;60%
197) The Gold Monetisation Scheme, 2015 will replace the existing
. However, the deposits
outstanding under
the Gold Deposit Scheme will be allowed to run till maturity unless the depositors prematurely withdraw
them.
a)
Gold Deposit Scheme, 1995,
b) Gold Deposit Scheme, 1999*, c) Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme, d)
None of these
198) Which of the following are eligible to make deposits under Gold Monetization Scheme?
a) Resident Indians & HUF, b) Trusts including Mutual Funds / Exchange Traded Funds registered
under SEBI (Mutual Fund) Regulations, c) Companies. d) All of these*
199) The minimum deposit at any one time shall be raw gold (bars, coins, jewellery excluding stones
and other metals) equivalent to
grams of gold of 995 fineness. a) 10 gm b) 20 gm
c) 30 gm*
d) 40 gm
200) The maximum limit for deposit under the Gold Monetization Scheme is _______:- a) Rs. 1 lac
b) Rs. 5 lac c) Rs. 10 lac d) No limit*
201) Consequent to the reduction in the Repo rate on 29th Sept, 2016, the reverse repo rate under the
LAF will be reduced to ____ per cent, and the marginal standing facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate at
____ per cent. a) 5.75; 7.75*
b) 6.75; 8.75 c) 6;8 d) 7; 8
202) The Govt has launched MUDRA Bank. Which of the following is not true about the MUDRA Bank:
b) a) It will provide credit of upto Rs.10 lac to small entrepreneurs, It will act as a regulator for micro
finance institutions (MFIs).
c) It will have a corpus of Rs. 20,000 cr.
d) It will have a Credit Guarantee corpus of Rs. 3,000 cr.
e) None of these.*
203) Which of the following is an objective of Monetary Policy?
a)
b)
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Regulate capital market., b) Regulate insurance trade, c) Regulate commodity markets, d)
Accelerate economic growth with price stability and stabilization of exchange rates.*
204) Which amongst the following is an opposite activity of ‘SPECULATION’?
a) Arbitrage b) Securitisation,
c) Short & Long positions
d) Hedging*,
e) Spread
199) Which of the following is an Indian credit rating agency?
a) CRISIL* b) SIDBI
c) CIBIL
d) IBA e) IDFC
205) Which of the following terms is NOT directly related to the functioning of the RBI?
a) Ombudsman
b) Marginal Standing Facility, c) SENSEX*
d) Foreign Exchange Reserves,
e) None of these
206) The Government is contemplating tariff rationalization to raise India’s share in global trade to 3.5
percent by 2020. What is India share in the global trade at present? a) 1 percent b) 1.5 percent
c) 2 percent*, 2.5 percent e) 3 percent
207) The Reserve Bank of India has granted ‘in-principle’ approval to _____ applicants to set up
Payments Banks under the Guidelines for Licensing of Payments Banks. a) 10 b) 11*c) 12 d) 13
208) During the validity of ____ months of the ‘inprinciple’ approval, the applicants have to comply with the requirements under the guidelines and fulfil
the other conditions as stipulated by the Reserve Bank.
a) 12 months
b) 15 months,
c) 18
months* ___________________ d) 24 months
209) All scheduled and non-scheduled banks i.e public, private, foreign, cooperative, regional rural and
local area banks will observe public holiday on ____ and ____ Saturdays from September 1, 2015; and
will observe full working days on Saturdays other than referred to as non working Saturdays.
a) 1st
rd
nd
rd
st
nd
th
and 3 b) 2 and 3 ,
c) 1 and last
d) 2 and 4 *
210) means shifting / part shifting some activities of a branch in any centre without seeking prior
approval of Reserve Bank.
a) Branch shifting
b) Premises shifting, c) Para shifting of branches *
d) Merger of
branches
211) The Reserve Bank has dispensed with the existing instructions permitting domestic scheduled
commercial banks (excluding regional rural banks) to undertake which of the following activities?
a) Merger
b) Closure,
c) Shifting or part shifting, d) Opening of extension
counters, e) All of these*
a)

The new location for part shifting would have to be within ____ Kilometer / Kilometers of
the existing location. a) 1*
b) 2
c) 3
d) 4
213)
Banks are no longer required to report details of opening of a new place of business
including Mobile branch / Mobile ATMs / call centres, closure, merger, shifting or conversion of
any existing place of business including call centres to the Regional Office concerned. They
may, however, ensure to continue submitting within ____ days of every quarter, information
relating to opening, closure, merger, shifting and conversion of branches to RBI. a) 7 days b)
14 days* c) 21 days d) 28 days
214)The maximum unit project cost for individual micro enterprises cases is Rs. .
a) 2,00,000*
b) Rs. 4,00,000,
c) Rs. 6,00,000
d) Rs. 8,00,000
215)
The maximum unit project cost for a group enterprise is Rs.
: a) 5 lakh b) 7 lakh
c) 10 lakh*
d) 15 lakh
216)
For loans disbursed under NULM scheme, Repayment schedule ranges from 5 to 7 years
after initial moratorium of _____ as per norms of the banks.
a) 6-12 months b) 10-15
months,
c) 6-18 months*
d) 10-12 months
217)
A self help group (SHG) or members of an SHG constituted under NULM or a group of
urban poor desirous of setting up a group enterprise for self-employment can avail benefit of
subsidised loans from any bank. The group enterprise should have minimum ________
members with a minimum of 70 percent members from urban poor families.
a) 5*
b) 7
c) 9
d) 10
218)
In an effort to increase direct lending to agriculture, the target for direct lending to small
and marginal farmers under the recently revised Priority Sector Norms has been increased to
________ percent for 2015-16 and to percent for 2016-17. a) 6;7 b) 7;8*
c) 7;9 d)
8;9
219)
The Union Government has unleashed second generation banking reforms with a number
of measures collectively named as ________.
a) Rainbow b) Indradhanush*,
c) Modified
Reforms
d) Revamped measures
220)
These reforms include ____ point agenda to revitalize capital starved public sector banks.
212)
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a) 4 point

b) 5 point
c) 6 point
d) 7 point*
221)
The points included in reform plan include a series of proposals in alphabetical order
staring from Appointments, Bank Board Bureau, Capitalization, De-stressing, Empowerment,
Framework of Accountability and Governance reforms.
a) Appointments, Capitalization* b) Audit, Cost Cutting,
c) Advances, Credit portfolio
d)
Amalgamation, Capitalization
222)
As per the reforms, the Government has decided to separate the post of Chairman and
Managing Director by prescribing that in the subsequent vacancies to be filled up the _____ will
get the designation of MD & CEO.
a) Chairman
b) CEO*,
c) Executive Director
d) Director
The Bank Board Bureau ‘BBB’ will be a body of eminent professionals and officials and will comprise of a
Chairman and ____ more members of which ____ will be officials and _____ experts (of which two
would necessarily be from the banking sector). a) 6,2,4b) 8, 4,4
c) 7,3,4
d) 6,3,3* (
ANSWER is * )

BEST OF LUCK
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